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Foreword

HE tremendous research and development effort that went into the
development of radar and related techniques during World War II
resulted not only in hundreds of radar sets for military (and some for
possible peacetime) use but also in a great body of information and new
techniques in the electronics and high-frequency fields. Because this
basic material may be of great value to science and engineering, it seemed
most important to publish it as soon as security permitted.
The Radiation Laboratory of MIT, which operated under the supervision of the National Defense Research Committee, undertook the great
The work described herein, however, is
task of preparing these volumes.
the collective result of work done at many laboratories, Army, Navy,
university, and industrial, both in this country and in England, Canada,
and other Dominions.
The Radiation Laboratory, once its proposals were approved and
finances provided by the Office of Scientific Research and Development,
chose Louis N. Ridenour as Editor-in-Chief to lead and direct the entire
project. An editorial staff was then selected of those best qualified for
this type of task. Finally the authors for the various volumes or chapters
or sections were chosen from among those experts who were intimately
familiar with the various fields, and who were able and willing to write
the summaries of them. This entire staff agreed to remain at work at
MIT for six months or more after the work of the Radiation Laboratory
was complete.
These volumes stand as a monument to this group.
These volumes serve as a memorial to the unnamed hundreds and
thousands of other scientists, engineers, and others who actually carried
on the research, development, and engineering work the results of which
are herein described.
There were so many involved in this work and they
worked so closely together even though often in widely separated laboratories that it is impossible to name or even to know those who contributed
to a particular idea or development.
Only certain ones who wrote reports
or articles have even been mentioned.
But to all those who contributed
in any way to this great cooperative development enterprise, both in this
country and in England, these volumes are dedicated.

T

L. A. DUBRIDGW.

. . ... . .,,
,;
,.,
,,,

,,

Preface

HIS volume of the Radiation Laboratory Series attempts to cover
the basic principles underlying the operation of klystrons and planar
grid tubes as oscillators and amplifiers.
It has been the desire of the
authors to present the technical and theoretical aspects of this field as
completely and as rigorously as possible, even though this meant the
exclusion of a great deal of descriptive material, and has certainly added
Nevertheless it was felt that the
to the difficulty of a first reading.
greatest need for a book on this subject at the present time was for one
from which the fundamental principles for the design and understanding
of microwave vacuum tubes could be obtained.
NTOattempt has been
made to describe how a vacuum tube is actually constructed.
Rather
the emphasis has been placed on presenting the fundamental material
which the tube designer or tube user must have at his command.
Because the radio-frequency work of the Radiation Laboratory was
concentrated almost entirely in the frequency region above 3000 Me/see,
this book naturally tends to emphasize the operation of tubes in that
region. However the basic principles are the same at lower frequencies
although as a general rule the electrical and mechanical requirements
become more difficult to attain as higher frequencies are approached.
Certainly it is the authors’ hope that this is a book on the principles of
operation of particular types of tubes, and not a treatise on the generation
of oscillations in a particular frequency band.
The wartime development of microwave radar and communications
was based on three important types of amplifier and oscillator tubes: the
multicavity magnetrons, the klystron family of tubes, and the planar
grid tubes (also called lighthouse tubes and disk-seal tubes).
The
extraordinarily rapid engineering development of the multicavity magnetron as a transmitting tube is certainly one of the great advances of the
war and is discussed elsewhere in the Radiation Laboratory Series. The
present volume attempts to complete the story, and to cover in particular
the development of microwave receiving tubes, local oscillators, and
signal amplifiers.
The use of klystron and planar grid tubes as transmitting oscillators, and in a few cases transmitting amplifiers, is not
neglected.
But up to the present their greatest use has been in receivers.
It seems hardly necessary to caution the reader that the future develop-

T
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ment of microwave receiver tubes will hardly be limited to the two types
discussed here. One need only recall the announcement in June of this
year of the development first at Oxford University and later at the Bell
Telephone Laboratories of the traveling-wave tube, which may well
revolutionize our idea of amplifier design.
This volume has been written in parts based on tube types and conFollowing
struction, a division in form rather than in use or purpose.
four introductory chapters discussing tube types and functions and basic
electronic and circuit phenomena common to all types of tubes there is a
part on planar grid tubes and a part on klystrons.
This division has
seemed desirable to the authors since it has made the purely mathematical developments more logical than would have been the case if the
This arrangement should reduce
division in function had been followed.
the number of cross references, and make the reading more straightforward. Aside from a few special cases of r-f circuits which are used
solely for microwave vacuum tubes, no attempt has been made in this
book to discuss the general properties of distributed constant circuits,
since these problems have been discussed thoroughly elsewhere in this
series.
Except for the important work of H. V. Neher and his group, most
of the effort at Radiation Laboratory on microwave receivers went into
the design of circuits, and the corollary tube testing and specification.
We have drawn freely upon the work of other organizations both in
England and in this country, and in particular upon the work of the
BeU Telephone Laboratories, the General Electric Company, and the
Since the bulk of the wartime work has
Sperry Gyroscope Company.
just been declassified and remains unpublished, it has been necessary
to refer to internal organization reports, which are not available generally.
Wkh the increasing awareness of engineers and physicists of the
relative merits of various systems of units, it has become the duty of the
preface writer to mention and defend the system chosen for the book at
hand. The present volume uses the MKS system for reasons no more
cogent than (1) this system is becoming more and more popular among
engineers, and is making headway even among physicists; (2) amperes,
ohms, and volts are units which the tube designer naturally uses.
We should like to express our thanks to Professor Eugene Feenberg,
now at Washington University in St. Louis, Mr. Edward Barlow, and
Dr. Marvin Chodorow, of the Sperry Gyroscope Company for many
helpful comments and criticism of the manuscript.
We are indebted
to our former colleagues Dr. Milton Gardner, now at the University
of California, and Mr. M. C. Waltz, now at the Bell Telephone Laboratories, for a great deal of help in preparing the information for

PREFACE

this volume.
In particular we wish to thank Dr. W. G. Shepherd, of
the Bell Telephone I,aboratories, who has read the entire manuscript
and has helped us greatly by his criticism.
ALBERT G, HILL.
MASS.,
CAMBRIDGE
July,

1946.
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION
BY J. B. H. KUPER
During the last twenty years or so the development of radio communication and of allied techniques such as radar and television has involvcxi
the use of higher and higher frequencies.
During most of this period this
trend has resulted from the need for more channels in the useful frequency
spectrum; on the other hand, in such notable instances as the development of radar, the us? of higher frequencies arises from the need for highly
directional antenna systems of reasonable size. Whatever the reason
behind the upward extension of frequencies in any particular case, the
pace has been set by the progress achieved in development of electron
tubes capable of generating higher frequencies efficiently and reliably.
1.1. Electron Tubes at Very High Frequencies.—In
tubes of conventional design the upper limit of the useful frequency range is fixed
by one or more of the following factors: (1) the inductance of the leads
to the tube elements, (2) the transit time of the electrons in the space
between electrodes, (3) the losses by radiation from the tube structure
and connecting leads, and (4) the necessity for small structures with
limited capabilities for heat dissipation.
Careful attention to these
points has permitted great progress in the design of conventional tubes
for frequencies up to hundreds of megacycles per second.
The microwave region has been exploited, however, primarily by the use of unorthodox methods of vacuum tube construction and new principles of vacuum
tube operation; these have mitigated or entirely eliminated the undesirable effects of the first three difficulties mentioned above, and the higher
efficiencies resulting have “tended to diminish the importance of the
fourth.
The most universal difference between microwave tubes and those of
conventional design is that the former incorporate cavity resonators (or
at least are so constructed that they can form portions of cavities) and
so avoid the effects of lead inductance and radiation losses.
The properties of cavity resonators are considered in Sec. 1.3 and in more detail
in Chap. 4.
An additional point of comparison arises in connection with the electronic principles that are utilized in microwave tubes.
Since the same
basic laws of electronic phenomena apply at all frequencies, quite different
3
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[SEC.1.2

aspects of these baaic laws are utilized at high and at low frequencies.
For one thing, the important interaction of anelectron stream witha
high-frequency circuit takes place not after the electron has been collected on an electrode, but rather when the electron is in an “interaction
gap” between vacuum-tube electrodes of the high-frequency circuit;
the interaction of electrons and electromagnetic fields is basic, the collection of electrons very minor. As a still more drastic departure in
electronic behavior, the finite transit time of electrons—which has a
deleterious effect as triode operating frequencies are increased—is
actually utilized as an essential element in the generation of microwave
These and other features of elec.
power in theklystron and magnetron.
tronic phenomena at microwave frequencies are discussed in Chap. 3.
The construction of most microwave tubes is so different from that
of conventional radio tubes that the sole remaining point of similarity is
the standard tube base used for the d-c connections of most klystrons
and microwave triodes.
All in all, these methods of construction and
the principles of operation of these new tubes have been so successful that
during the wartime period the frequency spectrum available for radio
communication and allied applications was multiplied to at least thirty
times its prewar extent. Furthermore, this development made it possible, for example, to direct radiated energy into a searchlight beam of the
order of magnitude of one degree in width with an antenna small enough
to be installed in an aircraft.
Before going into details of the relevant
vacuum tube questions involved here, however, it will be necessary to
discuss briefly some basic points about the microwave frequencies.
Frequency Range.—At the outset it is well
1.2. Microwave Region.
to emphasize that the microwave region (or centimeter-wave region) is
characterized by the techniques employed and does not have precise
frequency limits.
In a sense it is not so much a spectral band as a frame
of mind.
The distinctive characteristics are the use of distributedconstant circuits enclosed by conducting boundaries in contrast to the
lumped-constant
elements familiar in lower frequency applications.
Ordinary circuit components (condensers, coils, and resistors) are useless
as lumped elements in the microwave region since they are usually so
large in comparison with the wavelength that they cannot be considered
as purely capacitive, inductive, or resistive elements.
In the official designations for portions of the radio frequency spectmm, the “very high frequencies” include the region from 300 to 3000
Me/see (wavelength from one meter to 10 cm), and the term “super
This
high frequencies “ is applied to the region above 3000 Me/see.
division is rather awkward since the boundary is artificial, but fortuhas been left out of the definitions, and
nat ely the term ‘{microwaves”
so can be used as suggested here.
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Cavity resonators may be used at frequencies in the 100 Me/see
region or lower, the only objection being their bulk; waveguides have
On the other hand, oscillators with unenbeen used below 600 Me/see.
closed circuits employing more or less lumped elements have been built
for frequencies exceeding 1000 Me/see.
It is impossible, as these examples show, to set a definite lower limit to the frequency range of the
microwave region; nevertheless, in any specific case, it is easy to tell at a
glance whether microwave techniques are being employed.
For practical purposes, the microwave region, as defined by techniques, may be
considered to start at about 1000 Me/see and to extend indefinitely—
to more than 30,000 Me/see, and preferably until it merges into the infrared region. For most of the specific illustrative cases that occur at later
points in this book, the frequencies lie between 1000 Me/see and 30,000
Me/see (wavelengths between 30 cm and one cm).
PTopeTties of Microwaves. —Second only to the obvious advantage of
offering more room for services requiring wide frequency bands, the most
important property of the microwaves is their short wavelength.
It is a
basic principle in physical optics that radiation in a directed beam can
arise only from a structure that is large in comparison to the wavelength.
Therefore, in order to get narrow beams without resorting to very large
antennas, it is necessary to use short waves.
The propagation of microwaves is practically limited to line-of-sight
distances. Some energy, however, penetrates below the horizon because
of scattering and diffraction effects. Under the right meteorological
conditions, atmospheric refraction may be strong enough to guide microwave radiation along the surface of the earth to many times the horizon
distance.
Microwaves are reflected strongly from bodies of water or from most
metal structures, and are reflected to varying degrees by land masses
and by other structures.
Because of this fact, it is common to find a
direct ray, and one or more reflected rays, at a given remote point.
Such
multipath transmission results in an interference pattern in space; any
minor change in path lengths, amounting to a half wavelength or so,
causes severe fading.
Special Features of Microwave Receivers.—As is explained in later
chapters, satisfactory r-f amplifier tubes for the microwave region are not
yet available; where the maximum sensitivityy is required in a receiver
it is necessary to use the superheterodyne principle.
The nonlinear element (or mixer) is almost always a point-contact rectifier (usually a tungsten point pressing on a silicon crystal); although crystal mixers always
give a conversion loss they are preferable to existing vacuum tubes.
With the multigrid tubes used as converters at lower frequencies, it is
usual to get amplification as well as mixing; with the microwave con-
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verters, on the other hand, the power at the “beat”
or difference frequency available for amplification in the i-f amplifier is less than the
incoming signal power.
Offsetting the conversion loss to some extent, the
crystal mixer contributes remarkably little noise in itself.
At moderately high frequencies the useful sensitivity of a radio
receiver is ordinarily limited by extraneous noise that originates outside
the receiver.
The principal sources of extraneous noise are atmospheric
electrical phenomena (such as distant thunderstorms) and discharges or
transients in electrical machinery.
In a “noisy” location a receiver with
high sensitivity will be useless for reception of very weak signals, but in
a “quiet”
location the full sensitivity may be useful. The situation is
As the frequency
markedly different at very high frequencies, however.
is raised, the extraneous noise becomes less and less important for two
reasons: (1) above the critical frequencies for ionospheric reflection only
those sources of noise within (approximately) line-of-sight distances can
be effective, and (2) the ordinary transients in electrical equipment do
On the
not contain components in the extreme high frequency range.
other hand, as the frequency is raised the receiver itself tends to become
“noisier,” that is, a larger portion of the total noise is generated in the
early stages of the amplifier.
In the microwave region (and to a large
extent at frequencies in the ultrahigh-frequency range), it is no longer
true that the environment limits the useful sensitivityy of a receiver;
rather the limit is set in the receiver itself by the noise generated therein.
Noise Figure. —This generation of noise has led to the introduction of
the concept of the noise figure, I by means of which the performance of a
real receiver is measured in terms of that of a theoretically perfect receiver.
The concept is by no means limited in application to radio receivers at
very high frequencies; analogous criteria could be applied to many other
devices—galvanometers,
for example.
In an ideal receiver the only source of noise (within the receiver) is
the thermal agitation noise associated with the input impedance.
The
magnitude of this noise power can be calculated from thermodynamic
reasoning, given the limiting bandwidth of the receiver, Aj; the noise
power is kT Af watts, where T is the absolute temperature of the input
impedance and k is Boltzmann’s constant, 1.38 X 10–2s watt-seconds per
degree absolute.
An actual receiver may have many additional sources
of noise contributing to the total output noise. For any device it is,
thus, easy to assign a “noise figure “-that
is, the ratio of the actual
noise output power to the noise that would have been obtained if only
the input impedance were contributing noise. Alternatively, the noise
figure is the ratio to kT Aj of the minimum input signal for which the
1For a full discussionsee H. T. Friis, 1’N’oiseFiguresof Radio Receivers,” Proc.
I. R. E., S2, 418 (1944), and correction ibid. 32, 729 (1944).
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When several noisy devices are
output signal and noise are equal.
cascaded, their contributions may always be referred to a common point
(normally theinput terminals) bymaking allo~~ancesfort heg ain.
The
noise figure is commonly expressed in decibels; for an ideal device the
noise figure is unity, or zero db.
In a straight superheterodyne receiver the noise figure is determined
by the converter and the first (one or two) i-f amplifier stages. Tf’hen an
r-f amplifier is used before changing frequency, the amplifier noise figure
is the controlling factor for the whole receiver, provided only that the
gain of the amplifier is sufficient to swamp the noise of the converter.
Coaxial Lirws and Wawguides.103. Microwave
Techniques.
Because of radiation losses, parallel ~vires and other open transmission
lines are never used (except as antennas) in the microwave region.
Instead, coaxial lines and waveguides are uni~-ersally employed.
Although
it may be said justly that a coaxial line is a waveguidc, the use of the
two terms in a restricted sense is well established and alw convenient
where it is desired to call attention to the presence or absence of a center
conductor.
A coaxial line may contain a 10W-1OSSdielectric to support the center
conductor; or instead of a solid dielectric it may ha\-e stub lines, shortcircuitcd at a distance corresponding to + lva~-elength, t o s[lppor-t the
The l~tter method is f~vorcd ~t-flenit i,s necessary to
center romlurtor.
handle large amounts of power oYrr fairly long distances; whew losses
are unimport:mt, w in lo~v-le~-el\vork with short rims, the soli(l (dielectric
.~ wave~uide nmy he a hollow cond(lctor of any
lines are convenient.
cross-section, or even a solid rod of dielectric, pro~-idcd tllc l:~tcr:d dinlerl sions are not too small compared ~vith the ~rawlenfgh in air of the r:L(li:ition to I)e hamllcd; a wawguide may be excited in many different
transrni~~ion modes.
N-ith very fe\\-cxcel)tions, h,)!ve,-er, pr:,cticml \ravtguides arc metallic tulw of’ reri:lngul:lr crch.~-wction: tile I:irger (im~idc)
dimension lies lx4\veen onc-lmlf :Iml onr :~ir II:~]el(ngth, }vlli(ll nleans
that the ‘[domin:~nt” rnfxle is tile f)nly f~nc tll:]t (:irl llt~ prolmg:lte{l.
Compared ]vitll co:ixi:ll lines, :Llw~”e~[li[lc lI:L-,the trenl(:n(lf,i. :~d\-:lrLtage
of req(liring no sllpport for a center conclllctor; it C:IIIIlantlle nlllch lllghcr
polvers Irithout ir]..ul:ition f:lilluw. hilt it is clis~>c,r..il-(,—tll:lli,., the l,h:l>(:
\-elocity [lepen(ls on the f’rc(luenry.
‘his c:ln IN trolll)les(j]~lc Ivhen )t-ide
freclllen(y ranges are to bc han[lled.
(Yfl{ity RcsorLntnr<s.-It is a familiar f:lct that a picrc of c~:,xial line (Jr
w:l~-eg~li(lcthat is onwhalf wavelength long and is short-circuited It the
encl.+will lwlmve as a rewrumt circuit.
.1s a result of the absence 01
radlatlon ,In[l (11~’lectrlcI(h>es, tog-ether with the relati~-el}- lar~c areas tli
the conductor>, the Q of sLIch a resonant circuit m:Iy be vt,ry hkll if~
It i. ~)o..~ibly
comparison with typical coil-and-condenser combinations
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less commonly realiaed that any region bounded by a conducting surface
will be a resonant cavity, and will possess an infinite number of resonant
frequencies corresponding to different modes of oscillation.
Usuallyj
only the mode with the lowest resonant frequency is of interest, but it is
not safe to ignore the existence of the higher modes.
In ordinary lumped-constant circuits the behavior is determined by
the resistance, inductance, and capacitance.
In the lumped-constant
approximation an alternative specification in terms of the resonant frequency, the Q, and the shunt resistance is equally valid although less
familiar.
In microwave resonant circuits the latter representation is
still possible, indeed it is generally the most useful; on the other hand,
the R, L, and C picture is seldom, if ever, an accurate one. In general,
it is not possible to define an inductance or capacitance associated with
a part of a resonant cavity in an unambiguous manner; contradictions
are sure to appear sooner or later. This difficulty, which is at the heart
of the difference between lumped-constant and distributed-constant
circuits, is important mainly in pointing out the dangers in taking simple
lumped-constant
“equivalent”
circuits too seriously.
Although often
useful in qualitative discussions, and sometimes capable of yielding
circuits for distributed-constant
quantitative results, these “equivalent”
circuits must be used very carefully.
Obviously, many types of resonant cavities are possible.
For wavemeters, in particular, higher modes in round waveguides are often
employed, since they may have higher Q’s than the simpler field configurations.
In electron tubes, however, the cavities must satisfy two
primary conditions: (1) the dimensions of the conducting walls must
correspond to the desired resonant frequency, and (2) there must be a
region in which there is strong interaction with an electron stream.
This second condition commonly means that the cavity must have a
region in which the electric field is relatively strong across a gap short
enough to be traversed by an electron in a fraction of a cycle.
Hence
the resonators used in microwave tubes have regions (the interaction
gaps) which resemble ordinary condensers.
As a result of this fact it is
often permissible to use the lumped-constant equivalent circuit representation in discussing these resonators.
Reentrant Cavity Resonators.—The necessity for an efficient interaction gap—one with a high r-f field extending over a short distance which
can be traversed by an electron beam—has led to the use of a form of
resonator (discussed in Chap. 4) consisting of a cylindrical box with a
Extreme forms
central post reaching almost across from top to bottom.
of this resonator may be either a cylindrical pillbox with a vanishingly
short center post, or a coaxial line short-circuited at one end and provided
The
with an end plate close to the free end of the center conductor.
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latter form may be considered as a short-circuited quarter-wavelength
line loaded bya capacitance (the interaction gap) at the open end. In
any case apertures or grids are provided at the interaction gap to permit
passage of the electron beam.
In the microwave region a tube can scarcely be considered apart from
its cavity, so the properties of resonators, Q, shunt resistance, and length
of interaction gap will be mentioned frequently in succeeding chapters.
These four properties, with the resonant frequency, are determined by
the dimensions of the resonator and by the conductivity of the material
of which it is made.
To a large extent microwave tube resonator design
is a compromise between the requirements for a high shunt resistance
and an efficient interaction gap.
1.4. Principal Tube Types.—There are three principal types of vacuum
tube that have been useful in the past in the microwave region: cavity’
magnetrons, specially designed space-charge control tubes (mostly
triodes), and klystrons.
(The latter are often called velocity-modulation
or velocity-variation tubes. )
Cavity Magnetrons.—The tremendous advance in microwave techniques during the war had as its most important ingredient the invention
of the cavity magnetron.
By the end of the war it was possible to build
magnetrons to deliver pulse powers in excsss of a megawatt in the 3000
Me/see region or continuous powers approaching a kilowatt.
The
magnetron is treated elsewhere in this series, 1 and this book is devoted
to other types of tubes useful in applications where the power requirements are more modest.
Specitil Space-charge Control !i”ubes.-In view of the difficulties experienced with space-charge control tubes at high frequencies, the spacecharge control tubes logically take the form of disk-seal triodes. 2 This
class of tube, the best-known members of which are popularly called
“lighthouse tubes” because of their shape, has a planar structure in
The
contrast to the cylindrical forms common at lower frequencies.
leads to the electrodes are brought out of the vacuum envelope through
disk seals (metal to glass) and the whole tube is designed for insertion in
a resonator.
In the lighthouse tubes an oxide-coated cathode is mounted
on the end of a cylindrical post a few thousandths of an inch from a mesh
grid, and the anode is the end of a similar cylindrical post on the other
side of the grid.
Two examples of the lighthouse type of microwave triode are shown
(without the associated resonant circuits) in Fig. 1.1, In Fig. 1.2 one
The plate connection
of these tubes, the 2C40, is shown in cross-section.
is the top cap, the grid is brought out to the intermediate disk, and the
I SeeVolume 6 of the Radiation I,aboratorv Series.
ZE. D. McArthur, “ Disk-SealTubes,” Electronics,98, February 1945.
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base shell provides the r-f cathode connection.
When these tubes are
inserted in a coaxial-line resonator, the lead inductance is practically
eliminated since the vacuum tube electrodes are integral parts of resonant

FIG.11.-Typicall ighthousetubes: (a) the2C43 and (b) the 2C40.
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FIG.12.-Mecbanicaldetailsofthe2C4Otub.
At the same time this construction eliminates losses by radiacavities.
tion. In order to reduce transit-time effects as much as possible, the
interelectrode spacings of microwave triodes must be made extremely
small; thus in the 2C40, one of the examples shown in the figure, the
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cathode and plate have a diameter of 4.6 mm, the cathode-to-grid spacing
is about 0.1 mm, and the grid-plate spacing is about 0.3 mm.
Figure 1”3 shows the 2C43 (one of the tubes of Fig. 1.1) mounted
inside a coaxial-line type of cavity resonator.
Microwave triodes thus represent the logical development of the conventional triode to adapt it to operation at very high frequencies—a
development that is limited mainly by purely mechanical difficulties
inherent in maintaining the necessary close spacings in manufacture.
Klystrons. —Klystrons
stand in sharp contrast to the lighthouse
tubes, which are the logical adaptations of low frequency design principles to microwave requirements; the klystrons 1 are the result of the

cylinder
Grid

[//

/

Cathode
line
,Ch.keplungeYi”Y

‘Plateline
FIG.1.3.—Cutawaydrawingof a cavity for the 2C43tube.
utilizing of, instead of minimizing, comparatively long transit times.
In
the two-resonator klystron amplifier, the simplest type for purposes of
discussion, a beam of electrons from a gun is first accelerated to a high
velocity.
The beam then passes through the interaction gap of the input
resonator (sometimes called the ‘i buncher”), where each electron receives
an additional acceleration (positive or negative) depending on the phase
and magnitude of the gap voltage during the passage of the electron.
The beam, now containing electrons of various velocities, next traverses a
“drift space” in which the variations in velocity of the electrons give rise
to density modulation.
Since the velocity of each electron depends on
the instant at which it crossed the buncher gap, an electron which was
accelerated will overtake one which started out earlier and was retarded,
1R. H. Varian and S. F. Varian, “ A High-FrequencyOscillatorand Amplifier,”
J. App. Pkys., 10, 321 (1939); D. L. Webster, “ Cathode-ray Bunching,” J. App.
Plays., 10, 401 (1939); D. L. Webster, “The Theory of Klystron Oscillations,” J. App.
Phys,, 10, 864 (1939); A. E. Harrison, “Klystron Technical Manual,” Sperry GyroscopeCo., Inc., GreatNeck, Long Island, N. Y. 1944 (containsa good bibliographyof
c~rlypapers); J. R. Pierce, ‘(Reflex Oscillators,” Proc. I. R. E., 33, 112 (1945); E. L.
Ginztonand A. E. Harrison, “Reflex-Klystron Oscillators,” l+oc. Z.R. E., 34, 97P,
(1946).
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and in this manner the electrons tend to form bunches in the beam.
The bunched beam passes through the interaction gap of the output
resonator (sometimes called the “catcher”);
here the high frequency
component of the beam current, as represented by the bunches and
intervening regions of Iow density, drives the output resonator into oscillation.
This resonator and its output coupling act asastep-downtransformer to deliver usefti powerto the load.
If a portion of the output
power from such an amplifier is fed to the input resonator in the correct
phase, self-sustained oscillations will reobtained.
In the type of operation thus described, control over the density of
the electron stream is exercised not by direct density modulation in a
single cathode-grid control region, but rather by a more indirect process
occlu-ring in a control region composed of three parts: the region of d-c
acceleration, the velocity-modulating
input gap, and the drift space in
which velocity modulation is converted to density modulation.
The
most basic advantage of thk new method of modulation lies in the fact
that the initial (velocity) modulation is applied after d-c acceleration,
Thus, although
rather than before d-c acceleration as in the triode.
there must be somewhat less than one cycle transit time through either
the cathode-grid region of the triode or the input gap of the klystron,
in the latter case the transit is madeat high velocity.
The requirements
on electrode spacings are thus greatly relaxed for the klystron, and the
upper limit of attainable frequencies is increased by at least an order
of magnitude.
In the discussion of klystrons in Chap. 9 and subsequent chapters it
will be seen that at first glance satisfactory klystron operation might be
expected with a very small input-gap r-f voltage and a long drift space;
more careful consideration shows that space-charge debunching forces
The resulting short drift spaces
become harmful with a long drift space.
and sizable r-f gap voltages have as a consequence the need for cavity
In a general way this means
resonators with high shunt impedances.
high-Q circuits, and the ensuing complications of keeping two or more
such circuits in tune.
This question of tuning contributes strongly to the fact that of all
the various forms of klystrons by far the most common is the reflex
klystron oscillator; this tube differs from the other forms mainly in the
fact that a single resonator serves as both buncher and catcher.
Instead
of traversing a straight drift space the beam is turned back on itself by
a retarding field, produced by a reflector electrode maintained at a
potential negative with respect to the cathode.
The reflected beam
contains bunches, which result from the variation of transit time with
velocity in a process formally similar to that occurring in the two-resonator klystron.
The end result of the process of bunching in a retarding
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field cliffers by a phase factor of 180° from the field-free drift-space
bunching mentioned in the discussion of the klystron amplifier.
The
faster electrons penetrate more deeply into the retarding field and therefore take longer to make a round trip; hence the electrons which made
their first transit through the interaction gap early and were accelerated
are overtaken by those which came later and were retarded.
Oscillations
may be produced in the reflex klystron provided the bunches in the beam
return to the interaction gap at the proper phase to deliver energy to the
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FIG.1.4.—Crosssectionsillustratingprincipalfeaturesof (a) the 2-cavity klystronand
(b) the reflexklystron.
resonator. This requirement can be met by adjustment of reflector
voltage or spacing.
The general construction of the reflex klystron oscillator and a tworesonator klystron amplifier is indicated schematically in Fig. 1.4.
Figure 1.5 shows several commercial klystrons which furnish many of
the examples in later chapters.
1.5. Points of Comparison between Low-power Microwave Tubes.—
Although differing in structure and in principle of operation, microwave
triodes and klystrons have many characteristics in common.
Among
these are the fields of application, the use of similar types of cavity resonators, and the fact that the tubes usually have axial symmetry with onedimensional electron flow.
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Application.—By
far the most common use of microwave triodes and
reflex klystrons has been as local oscillators in microwave receivers.
Other applications have been as signal generators or low-power transThe microwave triodes lend themselves well to pulse operamitters.
tion; but klystrons are also useful, particularly where the duty ratio is
high. Reflex klystrons are well adapted as frequency-modulated
transmitters, especially where large frequency deviations are required.

(c)
-..
FIG,15.-Representative commercialklystrons:(a) the 417A reflexklystron;(b) the
41ORtwo-resonatorklystron;(c) the 707B reflexklystronwith externalcavity; (d) the
707Breflexklystronwithoutexternalcavity; (e) the 723A/B reflexklystronwithinternal
cavity.
Klystrons and microwave triodes can be used as superregenerative
receivers, of course, but these receivers have not found wide application
in the microwave region.
Resonators.—It should be noted, as a point of similarity between the
klystrons and the microwave triodes, that the requirements of each of
these types lead to the use of the reentrant resonator which is discussed
in more detail in Chap. 4. For purely mechanical reasons, however,
the microwave triodes are ordinarily used in cavities which resemble
capacitance-loaded
coaxial lines, usually not operated in the fundamental mode but in the three- or five-quarter-wavelength mode. Most
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of the klystrons have integral cavities of a simple form; the 707B, an
external-cavity type, is sometimes used also in a coaxial line resonator.
Sgrnmetrq.-Almost
all microwave triodes and klystrons have structures that are figures of revolution about an axis. 1 The electron beam
is located on or near the axis of symmetry, and apart from focusing effects
the paths of the electrons are essentially one-dimensional.
This permits
a considerable simplification of the theoretical treatment of the two
classes of tubes. Extremely simple theories, in which only rectilinear
motions in uniform fields are discussed, are able to furnish surprisingly
useful results.
Fundamental Differences.-On
the other hand there are deep fundamental differences between microwave triodes and klystrons; as discussed
earlier, these are concerned mainly with the manner of production of
This difference is often emphadensity variations in the electron beam.
sized by classifying the two types as “space-charge control” tubes and
‘‘ velocit y-variation”
or i‘ velocit y-modulat ion” tubes respective y. In
the space-charge control tubes, the field at a virtual cathode (potential
minimum) is varied, usually by changing the potential of a grid; the
electron density in the beam traversing the output circuit is varied
correspondingly.
Although there is, of course, a slight variation in
velocity of the electrons as the grid potential is changed, this is of no
practical consequence; the primary effect is density variation.
In the
velocity-variation tubes, on the other hand, there are space-charge effects
which noticeably alter conclusions based on simple bunching theory;
but here, in turn, these space-charge effects are secondary.
Partly as a result of this fact that space-charge and velocity-variation
effects often are present in the same tube, it may be useful to employ a
different classification scheme depending on the velocity of the electrons
in the control region. Thus the space-charge control tubes may be
referred to as ‘‘ low-velocit y‘’ types, since the control is applied to electrons that are at rest or moving only very slowly.
In the velocitymodulation types the electrons are first accelerated to a high velocity
and then enter the input interaction gap, so it is natural to call them
“high-velocity”
tubes.
1.6. Plan of This Book.—Attention
is devoted primarily to those
specific types that have been widely used during the war and are therefore comparatively well understood.
These types are the lighthouse
tubes and the reflex klystrons.
The amounts of space devoted to these
two types indicate very roughly their relative importance to wartime
applications; this ratio will very likely carry over into peacetime work.
1Exceptions are some British doublegap single resonator tubes that have not
beenwidely used and thereforeare not discussedin this book except in Sec. 24.
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The book is divided into three main parts. The first is devoted to
general discussions of tube types and a survey of the fundamental principles of resonators and electronics applicable to both categories of tubes.
The space-charge control or low-velocity types are discussed in the second
part, with most of the illustrative material referring to the lighthouse
tubes.
The third part is concerned with the klystrons, with two chapters
on multiresonator tubes and the balance devoted to the reflex klystrons.

CHAPTER
SUMMARY

OF MICROWAVE

2

TUBE TYPES

AND FUNCTIONS

BY D. R. HAMILTON
As noted in the preceding chapter, the main emphasis of this book is
Numerous other types of
upon reflex klystrons and microwave triodes.
microwave tubes exist, however, and in order to clarify the background
and significance of the microwave triodes and reflex klystrons it is necessary to discuss the principal features and characteristics of these other
tube types.
This is most easily done by considering the various functions which vacuum tubes might be expected to fulfill at microwave frequencies; in this chapter the discussion of these functions is therefore
used as a means of introducing the subsidiary tube types, comparing
them with the tubes with which most of the remainder of the book is
concerned, and indicating why they are not of paramount importance.
At the same time this procedure serves to provide a bird’s-eye view of the
situation in the various possible microwave vacuum-tube applications,
and provides some indication of future trends in this field.
2.1. Mixers.—The type of mixer used in any microwave application
depends strongly on the requirements placed on this mixer. Thus, in
radar application the received signals are very weak and the noise propAt frequencies of 2500
erties of the mixer are of prime importance.
Me/see and higher, crystal mixers have much lower noise than any
vacuum-tube mixer; this fact has resulted in the practically exclusive use
of crystal mixers in radar development in this frequency range. Such
mixers are discussed in detail in Vol. 16 of this series.
On the other hand, in the future there may well be applications in
which noise questions lose the transcendent importance which they have
in radar; this fact opens up the possibilityy of the use of thermionic mixers.
The most promising of such mixers have been the diodes.
In designing
a diode mixer there apply the same considerations which have led to the
“lighthouse” type of construction for triodes, as discussed in Chap. 1.
The best diode so far developed has been the British CV58; at 3000
Me/see this tube used as a mixer has a noise figure of about 18 db, as
compared to 9 db for the better crystal mixers. The 2B22, an American
lighthouse diode, and the 2C40 lighthouse triode, give noise figures of
21-22 db when used as mixers at 3000 Me/see.
17
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Klystron mixers were constructed in the early days of microwave
development, before measurement techniques were refined to the degree
of giving accurate noise figures; they were found to be too noisy for radar
application.
Since thermionic microwave mixers have received very little attention
in recent years, and since comparatively little is known about them, they
will not be discussed further in this book.
2.2. Amplifiers.-In
the development of wartime microwave radar
there was no great utilization or intensive development of microwave
amplifiers.
This was the result of two primary factors: the lack of a
good low-noise r-f amplifier for receiver work, and the excellence of the
cavity magnetron as a transmitter for pulse radar. The post-war broadening of the types of microwave applications and the fuller utilization
of the available frequency ranges will result in a greatly increased need
for and development of microwave amplifiers in both the signal-amplifier
and power-amplifier categories.
As an illustration of this latter point there maybe noted the announcement, just as the manuscript for this book goes into final form, of the
development at the Bell Telephone Laboratories of the “traveling-wave”
amplifier, originally invented at the Clarendon Laboratory,
Oxford,
England.
Typical data quoted for an initial sample of this tube are as
follows: at a frequency of 3600 Me/see, a gain of 23 db, a bandwidth of
800 Me/see, output power 200 milliwatts, beam voltage 1600 volts, beam
current 10 ma. Thus, although it will be seen shortly that klystrons
and microwave triodes provide amplification suitable for many purposes,
it is apparent that current postwar development will markedly change
the amplifier situation from that to be described here.
In this postwar development, voltage or low-level amplifiers will be
required for the same reasons that have made their utilization so widespread in receivers designed for the broadcast and familiar short wave
bands. Among the important advantages gained by using an r-f amplifier at the input to a receiver are: reduction of local oscillator radiation
and image sensitivityy in superhyterod yne receivers; isolation of receiver
circuits from detuning effects of an antenna (in microwave parlance this
would be called “pulling”);
and, especially where remote cut-off tubes
are used, reduction of cross modulation by nearby powerful transmitters
on neighboring channels.
In radar receivers the greatest possible sensitivityy, determined by the noise figure, is required; in this respect the
amplifiers so far developed cannot compete with the crystal converter
at frequencies above about 1000 Me/see.
In addition, it has been found
helpful in pulse radar to utilize automatic frequency control for keeping
the receiver correctly tuned to the radar transmitter; this tuning process
is tremendously complicated by an r-f amplifier.
These considerations
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clearly do not apply to a communication system where, for example,
fixed frequency operation is necessary and the avoidance of interference
may be more important even than the noise figure. It thus seems that
the development of suitable amplifiers will be a major project in the
postwar era.
In transmitter practice the use of a master oscillator-power amplifier
In the latter
arrangement is standard except at microwave frequencies.
instance, the cavity magnetron used as a self-excited osillator is capable
of generating enough power to make an amplifier following the oscillator
Although the frequency stability
a rather undesirable complication.
of this arrangement is sufficient for the wide bands needed in pulse radar
it is not up to the standards customary in communication systems at
lower frequencies; in addition, the master oscillator-power amplifier possesses the advantage of providing clean modulation, that is, amplitude
modulation free of frequency modulation, or vice versa.
The further discussion of the requirements imposed upon amplifiers,
and the prospects of meeting these requirements, is broken up into
separate discussions of signal or voltage amplifiers, and power amplifiers.
requirements placed upon a signal amplifier
Signal Amplifiers.-The
for a specific receiver use depend upon the relative importance of noise
figure and amplifier gain. As the amplifier gain is increased, a point is
reached where the noise from the input stage of the amplifier swamps
the noise from any subsequent devices; beyond this point any additional
amplifier gain is welcome but not required, since the noise figure of the
r-f amplifier now determines the ultimate sensitivity of the entire receiver.
In addition to the noise and gain requirements imposed on a signal
amplifier, the requirements for bandwidth, stability, and ease of tuning
should be noted.
The bandwidth must be great enough to accept the
desired modulation with a reasonable allowance for inexact tuning, and
the tuning must not be unduly sensitive to variations in temperature or
voltages.
The device must be sufficiently free from regeneration to avoid
loss of bandwidth, or radiation of local-oscillator power fed back from
the output circuit.
Relatively low gains, by usual radio engineering
standards, would be preferable to instability and the need for neutralization of feedback.
Among the klystrons and microwave triodes in the 3000 Me/see frequency range there are no commercially available amplifiers whose performance approaches these requirements.
There seems, however, some
promise of the eventual availabilityy of such klystrons or triodes; hence
the present performance and future possibilities will be discussed in some
detail.
The behavior of microwave triodes as low-level amplifiers is discussed
in detail in Chap. 6. The most nearly appropriate microwave triode
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for low-level use at 3000 Me/see is the 2C40 lighthouse tube.
It is seen
in Sec. 6“6 that typical noise figures for the 2C40 are 21 db at 3000 Me/see
and 16 db at 2000 Me/see.
This is to be compared with a typical figure
of 10 db for a 3000 Me/see receiver with a good commercially obtainable
crystal converter.
It is immediately apparent that the 2C40 tube is not
useful as an r-f amplifier.
It is of some interest, nevertheless, to note the
values of the gain-bandwidth product, for this amplifier.
(Since gain
and bandwidth are both commonly desirable features, and since for a
given tube the gain-bandwidth product remains approximately constant
when either of these quantities is changed, the gain-bandwidth product
is often referred to as the “figure of merit” of the amplifier. ) Measuring
bandwidth, Aj, in Me/see, and meaning by the gain G the power gain,
G Aj has a value of approximately 20; adjusting load for maximum gain
gives, typically, G = 5 and Af = 4 Me/see for operation with plate
voltage 250 volts, plate current 30 ma. The gain would be approximately unity if no regenerative feedback were used.
The performance just quoted has been considerably improved upon
with experimental triode and tetrode amplifiers at 3000 M c/see.
(See
Sec. 63.)
The best performance obtained gave a noise figure of 9 db
with a power gain of 20, bandwidth 6 Me/see, or a figure of merit of 120.
This performance involves refinements in construction which have so far
prevented consistent production on a laboratory scale or any production
at all on a commercial scale.
Klystron amplifiers may be divided into two categories, the tworesonator or single-stage type, and the three-resonator or cascade type;
in performance, the latter type is distinguished by its high gain. This
distinction is discussed below in connection with power amplifiers, and
in somewhat more detail in Chap. 10 (particularly in Sec. 10”8). Since
the distinction involves mostly matters of gain and bandwidth, it is not
This comes about because klystrons
basic to the present discussion.
normally have high-impedance input circuits, in comparison to microwave
triodes; this in turn means that the important factor in klystron noise is
the shot excitation of the input circuit and the subsequent amplification
of this noise; any increase in gain merely increases signal and noise
equally.
Just as in triodes, excessive noise has always been the limiting
factor which prevents the use of klystrons as r-f amplifiers; hence there
is little value, at this point, in distinguishing between single-stage and
cascade amplifiers.
Data are presented in Sec. 10.4 for a typical klystron amplifier in
which, just as in the 2C40 triode, no attempt has been made to design
for low-noise operation.
In this tube the noise figure showed a minimum
value of 25 db at a beam voltage of 275 volts and beam current 2 ma;
at the same time the power gain was 6 and the bandwidth about 1.5
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Me/see.
This low gain is not characteristic of klystron amplifiers of the
cascade type, and resulted simply from the minimizing of noise figure
with respect to beam voltage in this particular tube; at the expense of
10 db in noise figure the gain was raised from 6 to 1000. As discussed in
Sec. 10.4, it appears possible to design for r-f amplifier service a klystron
in which noise is very greatly reduced below the above figure by a reduction in current, while at the same time maintaining high gain by a reduction in voltage.
Such a tube would operate at less than 100 volts with
several tens of microampere beam current.
As in the case of the triode,
the prime difficulty to be overcome is the necessary refinement of constructional technique to allow the use of the small dimensions which
correspond to low voltages; but the kfystron under discussion would not
rely upon uniformity of the cathode emission properties and, as is usual,
the constructional refinements are probably not as great as for the corresponding triode.
The fact that in the klystron there is a relatively large input r-f gap,
and the fact that the input cavity is not subjected to certain loading by
the presence of the cathode in this gap, contribute to giving the klystron
a normally higher gain and smaller bandwidth than the triode amplifier.
The gain-bandwidth product (as usual, a constant with respect to loading changes) is, however, large under normal circumstances (1500 at
one point in the above-quoted
example); one would not expect this
property to be changed too drastically in a low-noise amplifier.
which is the most important feature in a
Power Ampli$ers.—Noise,
signal amplifier for receiver use, becomes quite unimportant in a power
Bandwidth,
ease of
amplifier intended for transmitter application.
modulation, frequency stability, output power, gain become more important; the exact relative importance of these factors depends on the
application.
‘-A number of lighthouse-like triodes are available as excellent power
amplifiers at 1000 Me/see.
The most nearly satisfactory tube at
3000 Me/see has been the 2C43.
This has been used primarily as a
pulsed oscillator; in c-w amplifier service it would probably be limited by
plate dissipation to powers of the order of one watt, which would not be
very useful. Methods of modulating such triodes have not been given
much study, primarily because of lack of urgent application.
As already noted, klystron amplifiers exist in two forms.
Historically,
the earliest form of power-amplifier klystron was the two-cavity singlestage type typified by the 41OR, the characteristics of which are discussed in some detail in Sec. 10.7. This particular tube is characterized
(in c-w operation at 3000 Me/see) by 10 per cent efficiency, 18 watts
output power, power gain of 10 at maximum output, and power gain of
25 at small-signal operation.
The bandwidth corresponding to these
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operating characteristics, as estimated from the circuit Q’s, is about
2.5 Me/see.
Such values of gain are, however, insufficient for such applications
of the klystron power amplifier as the generation of microwave power at
quartz-crystal-controlled
frequencies.
In these applications, the frequency of a crystal oscillator is multiplied in successive stages, the last
one of which is a frequency-multiplier klystron.
Since the output power
of high multiplication frequency-multiplier
klystrons is low (commonly,
a few tens of milliwatts), it is necessary to have a rather large power gain
in the klystron power amplifier which follows the frequency multiplier.
It was primarily for this purpose that the high-gain cascade powerThe cascade amplifier which is
amplifier klystron was developed.
directly comparable with the type 41OR is the type 2K35; at a beam
voltage of 2000 volts and with tuning and loading for maximum gain this
amplifier has a power gain of 600 at maximum output power, smallsignal power gain 1500, and bandtidt h (again, calculated from known
Q’s) of 1.3 Me/see.
Other klystron amplifiers (primarily cascade amplifiers) have been
developed at frequencies from 1000 to 5000 Me/see with output powers
ranging from 75 to 750 watts.
Since there was no great wartime
demand for such devices, none of them has been manufactured in quantity.
The general characteristics of these tubes are quite similar to
those quoted for the two specific examples given above.
These two
examples were cited primarily to indicate orders of magnitude and to
illustrate the basic difference between the two-resonator amplifier, which
has a figure of merit comparable to the triode (25 in this case), and the
cascade amplifier with a figure of merit of S00.
A price is paid, of course, for this increase in G A.f; primarily, the price
is a decrease in bandwidth and an increase in tuning inconvenience
This same increase of tuning
in adding an additional high-Q resonator.
inconvenience occurs in going from the microwave triode, which has one
Iow-Q circuit, to the two resonator klystron.
In either case, the presence
of more than one high-Q circuit makes a simultaneous tuning of these
circuits difficult and makes tuning adjustments sensitive to changes in
surroundings.
This difficulty is greatly reduced if some gain is sacrificed
by use of stagger-tuning or additional loading; and a sacrifice of gain is
much more palatable in a cascade amplifier than in a single-stage amplifier. These considerations of tuning also suggest that klystron amplifiers
are particularly adapted to fixed-frequency application.
A klystron power amplifier may easily be amplitude modulated by
modulation of the beam current, with no accompanying phase modulation, although no klystron amplifiers have been constructed with high-mu
control grids for this purpose.
Phase modulation may be obtained by
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modulating the beam voltage and thus the time of transit of the bunches
from the input circuit.
If beam current modulation accompanies the
voltage modulation, amplitude modulation is present in the output signal.
2.3. Frequency Multipliers.-The
ultimate standard of frequency at
conventional wavelengths has long been the quartz-crystal oscillator, by
means of which frequencies are referred back to the mechanical vibration
Much of the work that has been done on
frequency of a quartz crystal.
frequency multipliers at microwaves has been motivated by the need for
microwave frequency standards, the output frequency of which is an
integral multiple of a quartz-crystal frequency.
Such an arrangement
provides the best primary frequency standard at present; as a secondary
standard, the frequency multiplier has strong competition in arrangements by which frequencies are controlled with reference to a standard
cavity.
A second and more transient application of frequency multipliers
has been their use as a source of signal-generator power in the initial
stages of exploring a new band of microwave frequencies.
In several
instances when oscillators have not been immediately available at new
frequency bands, it has proved practical to obtain useful amounts of
power by frequency doubling or tripling from previously established
bands.
Frequency multipliers with output frequencies up to 1000 Me/see
have commonly utilized various combinations of triode doublers and
triplers. Frequency multipliers at higher output frequencies have
usually been either frequency-multiplier
klystrons or arrangements
utilizing the nonlinearities of detecting crystals; but in at least one instance
the British have used a CV90 (planar triode), driven at 18 cm, to provide
useful output power at 6 cm. As between klystrons and detecting crystals, the klystron is a more high-powered device which possesses the
capability of electronic control and may be modulated advantageously.
Multipliers using detecting crystals do not involve the development of a
new vacuum tube, and hence are especially suited to use as emergency
signal generators at new frequencies.
Since very little work has been done on the use of microwave triodes
as frequency multipliers with output frequencies at 3000 lMc/sec or
above, further discussion will be confined to the utilization of klystrons
and crystals for this purpose.
Frequency Mldtiplication by Klystrons.—As
is discussed in Sec. 9.2,
the basic feature that makes the klystron an excellent frequency multidier is the presence of a driving-current waveform which has sharp dis)ontinuities and which is, therefore, very rich in harmonics; this is
n marked contrast to the triode.
The amplitude of the mtkharmonic in
he klystron driving current should drop off, theoretically, as m+; in
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one experimentally observed case, as noted in Sec. 11“2, it appears to
decrease as m+ for 10 s m ~ 30. The harmonic content is high enough
so that practical applications have utilized frequency-multiplier klystrons
working on the twentieth harmonic.
These applications have not, so far, involved quantity production.
Most of the work done on multiplier klystrons has been aimed at the
development of tubes which, in association with cascade-amplifier klystrons, would provide tens of watts of crystal-controlled power for c-w
The nature of the klystrons developed for this purpose is
transmitters.
dependent on the gain of the amplifiers to which the output of the multiplier is fed, and is dependent on the tubes which are available for the
In the present state of high-frequency
preceding stages of multiplication.
triode development, the optimum input frequency for a klystron multiplier is probably in the 75&1000 Me/see range; many of the earlier
klystron multipliers have an input frequency in the vicinity of 300 Me/see.
Such multipliers provide tens of milliwatts output power on the tenth to
twentieth harmonics, at efficiencies of the order of one-half per cent.
This output power provides sufficient drive for a high-gain cascade
amplifier.
The input r-f power required to drive a multiplier klystron is, however, quite appreciable, and may be of the order of watts for the tubes in
question.
It has, therefore, been found economical in some cases to use
a second cascade amplifier at the output frequency.
This allows a large
reduction in total d-c power consumption; it also allows loading and
stagger-tuning for increased bandwidth and stability.
Utilization of Reference Cavities as Frequency Standards. —While this
subject does not strictly come under the heading of “frequency multipliers, ‘‘ it is nevertheless relevant as an alternative means of accurate
frequency control.
Reference cavities derive their absolute calibration
from multiplied quartz-crystal frequencies as the primary standard; but
they appear, in many cases, to be rather more convenient than the latter
for use as practical secondary standards.
This fact depends in large
measure on the circuits that have been developed for controlling the frequency of an electronically-tuned oscillator with reference to a resonant
cavity; for further details on this subject the reader is referred to Chap. 2
of Vol. 11 of this series.
Frequency Multiplication in Detector Crystals.—The rectified current
that flows in a detector crystal possesses harmonics of the input frequency.
With proper circuit arrangements these harmonic current components
may be made to deliver appreciable power to a transmission line. A
typical arrangement for accomplishing this is shown in Fig. 2.1. The
input line to the crystal is so dimensioned that it supports only the lowest coaxial mode at the frequency in question; it is then fitted with chokes
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which prevent any harmonic power from flowing into this line. The
output line, on the other hand, is a waveguide which transmits the harmonic but does not transmit the
fundamental frequency.
The adjustable shorts are necessary to adjust
Harmonic waveguidq
d
Crystz
the standing waves in the vicinity of
cutoff at fundamental
the crystal. Such an arrangement,
—4
~E --l+~~~oni~
with optimum adjustment, has given
10 mw output power at 20,000
>Chokes
Me/see with an input power of 100
mw at 10,000 Me/see.
4
Fundamental
In some instances—as for referFIG.2.1.—R-f circuitfor frequencydou.
ence frequency standards—a much
blingin crystaldetector.
smaller amount of output power is
satisfactory. For such applications, silicon crystals have been used to
generate a few microwatt of power at 5000 Me/see when driven by about
one watt of power at 100 Me/see.
2.4. Oscillators.-As
has been already noted, the principal application of the tubes with which this book is primarily concerned has been
as free-running oscillators.
The various applications have placed rather
varied requirements on oscillator performance; hence the discussion will
be turned immediately to the tube types, without further generalization
about oscillators as a class in themselves.
Triode Oscillators.—0ne of the primary advantages of these oscillators.is that they provide a signal which is stable in frequency without
the necessity for complicated regulation of the power supply.
The
vacuum tube is in itself basically simple in form; but this fact is offset
by a number of complications which arise in connection with the external
circuit. Typical of microwave triodes which are adaptable for use up to
3500 Me/see are the 2C40 and the 2C+3 lighthouse tubes; numerical
data for these two tubes will serve to indicate several characteristics of
triode oscillators.
a
Of the two tubes mentioned, the 2C40 has the smaller dimensions and
therefore lends itself to low voltage applications such as a receiver local
At 3000 Me/see and 250 volts
oscillator or a bench signal generator.
the 2C40 provides about 100 milliwatts output power at 2 per cent efficiency. It may also be pulsed to 1500 volts with a peak output power
up to 150 watts.
The 2C43 is intended primarily for higher-voltage
operation; at 3000 Me/see it operates with 20 to 25 per cent efficiency
when pulsed wit h a plate voltage of 3000 volts.
These tubes are most
commonly used in an external ‘f reentrant” circuit which is described in
some detail in Chap. 7; this circuit provides a strong feedback from tank
circuit to input r-f gap, as is made necessary by the fact that at 3000
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Me/see these triodes have a gain not much greater than unity when they
are operated as amplifiers with no feedback.
Little work has been done on the modulation of microwave triode
Since the phase of the elecoscillators, aside from pulse modulation.
tronic transadmittance is determined by the finite electron transit time
in the grid-cathode and grid-plate regions, this phase varies with plate
voltage and a corresponding small variation of frequency with plate
voltage is present; but since the total transit time is small (only about
~ radians at 250 volts plate voltage in the 2C40), a large voltage change
This is, in fact, one of the great
is required for a small frequency change.
Frequency moduadvantages of triode oscillators for many applications.
lation by means of reactance tubes seems to have possibilities, but this
question has not been investigated in detail.
Amplitude modulation of
microwave triodes is even more an unknown field. It is to be expected
that post-war applications will bring about a thorough exploration of
these modulation questions.
Two-cavity Klystron Oscillators. —These are a simple generalization of
the klystron amplifier, with feedback provided from output to input
circuit.
Since klystron amplifier gain is sizable, a much weaker feedback
is required than in triode oscillators, and the two circuits do not lose
their identity.
Both circuits possess an inherently high Q; hence the
adjustment of these two circuits to the same frequency, and their simultaneous tracking in any subsequent tuning, present practical difficulties
in tunable operation.
Early in the development of pulse radar there was some development
in Britain of two-resonator klystron oscillators as fixed-tuned pulsed
Efficiencies of 20 per cent and peak output powers of tens
transmitters.
of kilowatts were obtained at 12 kv and 3000 MC/see; but further develTypical
opment was overshadowed by pulse magnetron development.
c-w operation at lower voltages is provided by the type 41OR, a generalpurpose tube which has external feedback and hence may be used also
as$%n amplifier.
This operates at 2000 volts and 3000 Me/see with
15 watts output power and 8 per cent efficiency, when loaded and tuned
for maximum efficiency.
(See Chap. 11.)
Klystron oscillators in general are characterized by the existence of
discrete “modes of oscillation”;
‘‘ mode” is used here not in the coupled
circuit sense, but in the sense of denoting certain limited regions of electrode voltage within which oscillation occurs.
(In a two-resonator
oscillator this electrode volt age is the beam voltage. ) Within a given
mode the frequency of oscillation changes continuously from one end
of the mode to the other as electrode voltage is changed; the total change
in frequency thus available between the two half-maximum-power points
of a mode is called the “electronic tuning range” for that mode.
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This feature lends itself to frequency modulation; the only disadvantage is that the modulation must be applied to a low-impedance electrode. By variation of relative resonator tuning and feedback a given
oscillator may be adjusted either for maximum efficiency and minimum
electronic tuning range (maximum stability) or for a lower efficiency and
a larger electronic tuning range. There are enough adjustable parameters available so that, in the latter case, the amplitude of oscillation
may be made practically independent of frequency over most of the electronic tuning range. Thus for the above example of the 41oR, with
adjustment for maximum output power, the electronic tuning range
between half-power points is 5 Me/see; adjustment of feedback and relative tuning of the resonators reduces the output power to 8+ watts but
allows electronic tuning over a range of 11 Me/see with only a 15 per
cent decrease in output power below maximum.
Rejlez Klyston Oscillators.—The reflex klystron oscillator utilizes only
one resonant circuit; in this feature, as ahead y noted in Chap. 1, lies one
of its greatest advantages.
one consequence of thk change to a single resonator is an efficiency
which is inherently lower than in the two-resonator oscillator.
Thus
in the 723 family of reflex klystrons, the category manufactured in the
largest quantity during the war, the output powers for the most commonly
used mode at 300-volt operation range from 30 milliwatts at 9000 Me/see
to 150 milliwatts at 3000 Me/see, corresponding to efficiencies of 0.5 and
2.3 per cent respectively.
These powers are, however, quite adequate
for receiver local-oscillator operation; and the input d-c power is small
enough so that the low efficiency is of no importance.
An additional consequence of the change from two to one resonator,
and one which is intimately related to the decrease in efficiency, is an
increase in electronic tuning range. Furthermore, electronic tuning
may now be accomplished by changing the voltage of the reflector, a
high-impedance electrode which draws no current.
To continue with
numerical characteristics for the 723 family, electronic tuning range!? of
approximately 45 and 30 Me/see are obtained at operating frequencies
of 9000 and 3000 Me/see; these tuning ranges require reflector voltage
changes of 20 and 33 volts respectively.
This electronic tuning behavior is the second great advantage of the
reflex klystron.
Its most useful contribution in the past has been to
make possible automatic frequency control in radar receivers; by means
of continuous automatic control of the local oscillator frequency, the
receiver is constantly tuned to the transmitter.
The electronic tuning
properties of the reflex klystron also make it very adaptable to frequencymodulation communications work at microwaves.
The refiex klystrons
which were developed for quantity production during the war were
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intended to be used as local oscillators; progress on other types initiated
at a later date has shown that performance with efficiencies of 6 or 8 per
cent, output powers of 10 watts, and percentage electronic tuning ranges
larger than those quoted above, is quite possible.
This suggests strongly
the future use of reflex klystrons as frequency-modulated
communications transmitters.
Secondary-emission Rcjlex Oscillators.—The reflex klystron will often
operate with the reflector at voltages positive as well as negative with
respect to the cathode.
Under these conditions the normal process of
bunching is interrupted and some or most of the electrons collide with
the reflector instead of being reflected; any secondary electrons resulting
from this process will form a secondary beam which returns to the
The primary beam, when it strikes the reflector, will be
resonator.
already amplitude-modulated
by the usual velocity-modulation
and
bunching action; and if the reflector is a strong secondary emitter, a
similarly amplitude-modulated and much intensified secondary beam will
be returned through the resonator.
This principle has been utilized in developing an oscillator which
operates at 3000 Me/see and 2000 volts, with output powers from 5 to
25 watts and efficiencies from 3 to 5 per cent. 1 The primary current is
controlled by a high-mu control grid; modulation of this grid voltage
produces output modulation which may be largely amplitude or largely
frequent y modulation, depending on the particular operating point.
In view of the fact that the properties of secondary emitters are not
completely stable with respect to time, and since it appears that conventional reflex klystrons with similar output powers and efficiencies and
cleaner modulation characteristics will shortly become available, it is
not anticipated that these secondary-emission
oscillators will receive
extensive development.
They will not be discussed further in this book.
oscillator-buffer Klyst70ns.—As in low-frequency practice, it is often
useful to have a free-running oscillator separated from the eventual load
by” an intermediate buffer stage; such an arrangement will, for example,
prevent changes in the load from having any effect on the frequency of
oscillation.
Such isolation may be obtained with the two-resonator
klystron oscillator by adding a third resonator through which the electron
beam passes after leaving the two resonators which constitute the freerunning oscillator.
Any detuning of the third resonator, which is not
coupled to the first two, will have no effect on oscillation frequency.
On the other hand, if the length of the drift space between second and
third resonators is small, the harmonic content of the beam is not greatly
1C. C, Wang, “Velocity Modulation Oscillators with Secondary Emission
Current,” EngineeringReport 185,WestinghouseElectricand Mfg. Corp.,Bloomfield,
N.J., Oct. 10, 1944.
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altered as the beam passes from second to third resonator; and with
proper adjustment the maximum power obtainable by coupling a load
to the third cavity is nearly as great as the maximum obtainable (with
different adjustments !) from the second cavity.
The prototype of the
oscillator-buffer klystron is the type 2K34, which is derived from the
type 41OR in the manner described above.
Because of its basic connection with the two-resonator klystron oscillator, the oscillator-buffer klystron is not further discussed in this book.
Floating-drift-tube Klystron Oscillators.—By fusing into a single twogap resonator the first and second resonators of a two-resonator klystron
oscillator—as, for example, by removing the conducting walls that separate these two resonators—many of the circuit tuning problems which
beset the two-resonator oscillator are dispensed with.
The resulting
oscillator should have the tuning convenience of the reflex klystron; at
the same time, by choice of gap dimensions when the tube is designed,
the ratio of input-gap to output-gap voltage may be adjusted to any
desired value and the oscillator may thus be given the electrical characteristics of either the reflex or the two-resonator klystron.
On the other
hand, the drift-tube must still be provided with mechanical and thermal
contact with the external tube envelope although there should be no
r-f electrical connection.
This latter point introduces difficulties, such
as parasitic resonances in the various means used for supporting the
drift tube.
The most commonly known example of a floating-drift-tube oscillator
is the2K40, formerly the 1280 CT, which utilizes an external cavity and
is thus tunable over a wide frequency range up to 10,000 Me/see.
Whiie this category of oscillator seems to have many advantages, it
has not received any extensive development; and since the operating
principles arestraightforwardr notifications
ofthose used withreflexand
two-resonator klystron oscillators, the floating-drift-tube oscillator will
not be further discussed in this book.
designation is applied to a klystron which is
!f’he Heil !f’ube.-This
closely related to the floating-drift-tube
oscillator.
A ribbon-like electron beam is maintained in this form by magnetic focussing and is passed
througha coaxial line, the axis of which lies in the plane of the electron
beam. The electrons of the beam thus enter the coaxial line ina direction perpendicular to the axis, passing from outer to inner conductor;
they then pass through the interior of the center conductor, during which
time they are shielded from any r-f fields which exist in the coaxial line;
The coaxial line
and finally they pass from inner to outer conductor.
thus serves as input and output gap, and the interior of the center conductor serves as field-free drift space.
In one direction from the electron
beam the coaxial line is short-circuited at a point approximately a
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quarterwave away; in the other direction it leads, through appropriate
transformer section of line, to the external load.
When operated in the manner described, with a single one-way transit
of the coaxial line, performance is obtained which is comparable to that
of a reflex klystron operating at the same frequency, voltages, and transit
The oscillator may, however, be operated with the electron beam
time.
reflected for multiple transits of the coaxial line. This gives rise, in a
typical case, to an increase inefficiency by a factor of four; but it also adds
considerable noise component to the output signal.
The development of Heil tubes has been limited to Standard Telephones and Cables, Ltd., England; the initial tube type, from which many
others have followed, is the Type S22A. Since these tubes have not
been used at all in the United States, and since their principles of operation are basically similar to those of other klystrons, the Heil tubes will
not be further discussed in this book.
Monotrons.—This is a general name given to devices based upon the
principle that a d-c electron beam, passed once through a single resonant
cavity, may excite oscillations in this cavity. 1
Oscillation may occur when the number of cycles transit time through
the resonator is between n and (n + ~) cycles, where n is an integer.
The monotrons that have been constructed have had low efficiency;
and although they have certain interesting theoretical aspects, including
the possibility of high efficiency, no work has been done on them in
recent years. They are not discussed further in this book.
1F. B. LleweIlynand A. E. Bowen, “Ultra-high-frequencyOscillationsby Means
of Diodes,” BeUSystem Tech. Jour., 18, 280 (1939). J. Marcum, “Interchange of
Energybetweenan ElectronBeam and an OscillatingElectric Field,” J. App. Phys.,
17, 4 (1946).
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A simple electronic device is composed of several circuits coupled by
an electron beam.
At microwave frequencies the circuits are cavity
re90nators. One part of each resonator is a gap that forms the capacitance
of the circuit; the remainder is a space that provides the inductance and
usually contains a loop, a probe, or a window for the introduction or
removal of r-f power.
Most microwave tubes have planar grid structure.
In the usual
triode or tetrode the gap of the input circuit is formed by a plane cathode
and a parallel grid; the gap in the output circuit is formed by a plane
grid and a parallel anode.
In klystrons the gaps are constructed of
parallel grids or of parallel plates containing one or more holes to allow
for the transmission of the beam; a common grid is the radial fin grid
illustrated in Fig. 4“1.
In addition to gaps formed by closely spaced grids, which are integral
parts of the circuits, the electronic portion of the tube can have regions
that are relatively free from r-f fields. Thus the tetrode has a gridseparation region between input and output circuits; this region is formed
by the grid of the input terminal and the grid of the output terminal
In the
and can serve to shield the input circuit from the output circuit.
klystron an electron gun accelerates the electrons before they enter the
first gap. Between the two gaps of a two-cavity klystron there is a
A reflex oscillator has a reflector
drift space in wh~ch bunching occurs.
region where electrons are reflected by a negative field and in which
bunching takes place.
The gaps of all such planar tubes are lined up along the axis of the
tube. The electron beam extends along the axis and passes through the
various regions. The resonator fields produce a number of effects in
the gaps. The gap voltage in the input terminal of a triode or tetrode
generates an r-f beam current that can be used to excite the output
circuit with a net gain of r-f power, the extra power being supplied by
the d-c fields. An r-f field is introduced by feedback at the first gap of a
twc-cavity klystron oscillator, which modulates the high velocity of the
electrons of the beam; in the drift region this velocity modulation generates density modulation, and the resulting r-f current excites the output
31
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The net effect is that some of the d-c energy of the beam is
circuit.
In a reflex oscillator the
converted into r-f energy of the output circuit.
same effect is obtained with a single resonator by returning the electrons
to the gap after the initial velocity modulation has had time to generate
sufficient density modulation; feedback is unnecessary.
Since the gaps are regions in which the electric fields are strong, a
tube is so designed that the beam must pass through the gaps rather
than elsewherei ntheresonators;
thuslarge
coupling between beam and
resonator is obtained.
In addition, the use of narrow gaps shortens the
time spent by the electrons inthe r-f fields. This short transit time is
desirable since a time of transit of any gap greater than half a cycle
considerably reduces the coupling between beam and resonator.
The basic phenomena occurring in circuits composed of cylindrical
reentrant cavity resonators—the type used in klystrons and microwave
triodes and tetrodes—are discussed in Chap. 4. One important characteristic of such a circuit is that the response of the resonator (as measured, for instance, by the amplitude of the gap voltage) to the beam
regarded as a driving current can be represented by the use of a circuit
admittance, or impedance, which is determined by the nature of the
Moreover, the beam current that is effective
cavity and its connections.
in driving the resonator is the current actually present in the gap. The
circulating current in the cavity is the sum of the conduction and displacement currents in the gap. This sum of the electron current and the
time rate of change of the electric flux in the gap is the total current; it is
directly proportional to the magnetic field at the edge of the gap and
thereby determines the degree of excitation of the resonator fields.
The effect of the beam on the resonator has its counterpart in the
The beam currents generated by
action of the resonator on the beam.
gap voltages are described with the use of electronic admittances and
impedances.
The gap fields are effective during the entire transit of
the gap. The total current is space-constant in a uniform gap. The
driving current bears a simple relation to the total current and the gap
voltage.
In addition, there are a number of purely electronic effects that enter
The most striking of these are pheinto the description of the beam.
nomena associated with finite times of passage and velocity modulation.
3.1. Phenomena of Particular Importance at High Frequencies.—
In microwave tubes the important electronic effects arising from the
high frequencies used are all related in one way or another to the fact
that the time of passage of the beam electrons through any part of the
tube is at least comparable to, and in many cases much larger than,
the period of oscillation of the tube.
As examples, some possible three-centimeter tubes, with a frequency of
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1010cycles/see and a period of one ten-thousandth of a microsecond, might
be considered. In the input terminal of an r-f amplifier a gap spacing
of 2 X 10-’ cm might be used. The average velocity of electrons reaching the grid would not be more than a few multiples of the mean thermal
velocity of electrons from the cathode, which is 1.65 X 10’ cm/sec at
1160° K. Hence the average time of transit is about the same as the
In the output terminal of the amplifier,
period of the r-f oscillation.
the gap spacing might be 10–2 cm. The average velocity of the electrons
while in the gap might correspond to an effective beam potential of
300 volts, which is a velocity of 10g cm/sec.
The time of transit of the
It is probable
output circuit would be one-tenth the period of oscillation.
that a gap spacing which is somewhat larger would be desirable in order
to reduce resonator losses. In klystrons effective gap spacings of
5 x 10–2 cm are common, which at a beam potential of 300 volts have a
The length of the drift tube between
time of transit of one-half cycle.
the gaps of a two-cavity klystron depends on the number of cycles of
drift time needed to produce the desired bunching.
At 300 volts the
In the reflector region of the reflex
electrons drift llr cm per cycle.
oscillator the depth of penetration is about ZITcm per cycle spent in the
region; the extra factor of ~ arises from the fact that the distance is
covered twice and the average velocity is one-half the velocity at entry.
!l%an.s-itAngle.—It is customary to express transit-time effects in
terms of the transit angle,
6’ = 2TjT = coT,
wherej is the frequency of the oscillation, T is the transit time under discussion, and u = 2T.fis the angular frequency.
If the transit time is one
cycle, the transit angle is 27rradians, or 360°.
Density Modulation and Beam-coupling Coejicient.-A
beam composed
of electrons, all of which have the same velocity, contains only a d-c
If, however, the charge density,
current if the charge density is uniform.
at any instant of time, varies periodically down the beam, and if the
electric forces tending to change the electron velocities are negligible,
the entire periodic configuration of the beam moves along unchanged
The current passing through any plane perpendicwith the electrons.
ular to the axis undergoes periodic changes; the frequency is given bY
the rate at which density maxima pass that plane. The phase difference between the currents at two parallel planes is the transit angle for
the passage of the electrons from the first to the second plane. Such a
beam is said to be “density-modulated.”
Because of the finite gap transit time, the current of a density-modulated beam has a spread in phase in the gap equal to the transit angle of
the gap. The driving current is the beam current that is effective in the
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interaction with the gap fields. In a uniform gap it is the average current in the gap at any instant, provided the resonator is excited in the
principal mode; the average is a space average.
Because of the phase
difference of the contributions of the different elements of the current,
partial cancellation takes place in the driving current. For a simple
density-modulated beam the driving current has the effective phase of
the current at the center of the gap and an amplitude reduced from the
amplitude of the density modulation by the beam-coupling coefficient
e
sin –

M = ~2.

The beam-coupling coefficient is unity for zero transit angle, decreases
to zero at 0 = 2r, becomes negative, and oscillates about zero with
decreasing amplitude for increasing O; see Fig. 33.
The fact that the
driving current is zero at 0 = 27r is understandable because, for this
value of the transit angle, half the beam current in the gap is exactly
out of phase with the other half. As the number of cycles of transit time
is increased, there is a general trend such that less and less of the current
is left uncanceled, causing the beam coupling to fall off inversely with the
transit angle. In addition, the cancellation is periodically complete, and
the driving current is periodically zero.
Velocity Modulation. —Consideration is now given to the action of an
oscillating gap field on a beam whose charge density is uniform and
whose electrons initially (that is, on injection into the gap) have the
same velocity.
If the gap transit angle is negligibly small, the electrons
make the transit in the instantaneous field, which is essential y static.
They gain or lose energy in an amount equal to the electron charge
times the instantaneous voltage across the gap. The beam emerges from
the gap uniform in density but velocity-modulated;
that is to say, the
velocity of the electrons leaving the gap varies periodically with the frequency of the gap voltage above and below the velocity of the electrons
on entering the gap.
If, on the other hand, the transit angle is not negligible-that
is, if
the transit time of the electrons is comparable to the period of oscillation of the gap field-the
electrons of the beam no longer move in a field
Instead they move in a field that changes
that is approximately static.
during the time of transit of the gap. The energy change on emerging
from the gap is no longer given by an instantaneous potential difference.
However, if extreme values of the energy change are small compared
with the total energy of the electron, a voltage that is effective in the
energy change, and hence in the velocity modulation, has the phase of
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the field when the electron is at the center of the gap and an amplitude
equal to the gap-voltage

amplitude reduced by M =

‘in (0/2), that

is,

0/2
Since this factor enters in the modulaby the beam-coupling coefficient.
tion of the beam, it is sometimes referred to as the “modulation coefficient.” That the same factor enters in the beam coupling as in the
velocity modulation is not surprising, since in each case an average of a
periodic quantity is effective.
During the passage of an electron through the gap the phase of the
gap voltage changes by an amount equal to the transit angle. If the
energy change is small, the average of the gap voltage during the time
of transit is effective.
If the transit angle is %, the electron spends one
complete cycle in the gap and is decelerated by the gap field for the
same length of time that is it accelerated; hence the effective gap voltage
is zero. As the number of cycles spent in the gap is increased, there is a
general trend to leave a shorter and shorter time for the net acceleration
or deceleration; in terms of voltages a smaller fraction of the total gapvoltage amplitude is effective, and the modulation falls off inversely with
the transit angle. In addition it is periodically zero since the times of
acceleration and deceleration are periodically equal.
Generation of Density Modulation by Drijt Action.—Two high-frequency effects arising from the finite transit angles occurring in microwave tubes have been described thus far: the reduction in coupling
between beam and resonator caused by partial cancellation in phase of
the gap current, and the reduction in modulation of the beam by the
gap voltage because of the change in the acceleration of the electrons
during their transit.
A third effect, that is fundamental to all klystron operation, is the
generation of density modulation within a beam that is velocity-modulated. The density modulation is produced through drift action.
Such
a process, which is called “bunching,”
is based on the fact that a beam
of electrons that are periodically slower and faster than the average will,
during the passage of time, tend to undergo density changes.
Bunches
are formed about alternate groups of electrons having the average
velocity. Those groups form the centers of the bunches for which the
electrons in advance are moving more slowly than average and the electrons to the rear are moving more rapidly than average.
The resulting
density modulation has the periodicit y of the velocity modulation; hence
the density modulation gives an r-f current of frequency equal to the
frequency of the voltage that produced the velocity modulation, as well
as the harmonics of this frequency.
It is significant that, except for
complicating effects that are due to space charge, density modulation
tends to persist down the stream and does not, in itself, produce velocity
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modulation; it is significant also that velocity modulation tends to persist down the stream, though not unchanged, and generates density
modulation.
fourth effect-one
that is also
Influence oj EkctTons on E.kctTodes.-A
closely associated with the finite time of transit ofelectrons-is
the effect
that the electrons exert on the opposite grid or anode assoon as they
enter the gap, and which continues as long as the electrons remain in
the gap. It is entirely misleading to think of a grid current as being
formed by the electrons collected by that grid, because a charge within a
gapinduces acharge onthegrid in an amount that increases asit draws
nearer to the grid. Asitmoves
about inthegap theamount of induced
charge changes; the rate of change is the current flowing to or from the
grid. Iftheelectron
hits the~id, thecurrent stops ;ifit passes through
the grid, a charge is induced on the opposite side of the &d, the rate of
change of which depends on the motion in the region where it now finds
itself; the current to the grid reverses on passing through the grid. Also,
if instead of reaching the grid the electron is reflected, the current to the
grid is reversed.
Displacement Current.—The rate of change of electric flux through
any plane in the gap is called the “displacement current” in the gap. If
the gap is empty, the flux arises from the charges collected on the electrodes, and its rate of change is the current flowing to and from those
electrodes.
However, if there are electrons in the gap, some of the
flux has its source in the additional charge induced on the electrodes,
and lines flow from that charge to the charge in the gap. As the electrons move about in the gap, the total flux through any plane changes,
as indeed does the division between the electrodes of the charge induced
by the electrons.
Hence the flux through any plane changes; this change
is an additional contribution to the displacement current.
Total Current.—The sum of the conduction current and displacement
current through any plane in the gap is the total current through that
plane. It has the remarkable property that in a narrow gap it is very
nearly space-constant across the gap and is equal to the current that
flows along the walls of the resonator to the electrodes.
It is sometimes
Any
called the circulating current or the current in the outside circuit.
deviation from constancy in the gap is due to fringing of the electric
field at the edges of the gap, and corresponds to current flowing not to
the gap but to areas on the walls of the cavity outside the gap.
The total current has additional significance for a circuit formed of a
cavity resonator in that, if the gap is narrow, the total current through
the gap is equal in magnitude to the magnetic field at the edge of the
gap. This follows from the field equations giving relations between the
fields and the currents and charges in the resonator.
From this relation
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between total current and magnetic field, the cavity excitation isestablished, asisshown in Chap. 4.
The total current density at any point of a vacuum is
J+,,

$

where J is the conduction-current
density in amp/meter2,
EO is
(1/367r) x 10_’ farad/meter, and E is the electric field in volts/meter.
It is of interest to compare the two current densities in a particular case.
Suppose that an r-f current of 2 X 10_3 amp flows in a uniform beam
with a cross-sectional area of 5 X 10–2 cmz. The r-f conduction current
Suppose also that the r-f gap voltage is
density is 400 amp/meter2.
36 volts and that the gap depth is 10-2 cm. The average field is 36 X 104
voks/meter.
Let the frequency be 10’0 cps. Then the displacementIt is very large compared with
current density is 2 X 105 amp/meter2.
the electron current density because of the numbers chosen, and in
particular because of the high frequency.
Even if the total current in the gap is space-constant, the conduction
and displacement currents separately need not be, for they can vary
across the gap in such a manner that their sum is space-constant.
302. Current Induced by a Moving Charge .—The presence of charge
in a region between parallel conducting planes causes charge to be
o

d

ox

d

El Ei
—E

E
-o—

d

‘d ‘>

-Q+qo
-q
+Q+q
+Q
d
(a)
(b)
Fra.3.1.—Linesof electricfluxin uniformgapcontaining(a) no chargeand (b)in samegap
containinguniformsheetof chargeof total amount —q.

-Q

induced on those planes in total amount equal to the negative of the
charge between the planes. Unless the charge is symmetrically distributed on both sides of the midplane, the induced charge is not equally
divided between the two planes. If the planes are connected through
an outside circuit, the charge between the planes in moving about in the
gap causes the induced charge to redistribute itself, and current flows
through the circuit.
Charge on Electrodes.—If, for example, the potential between the planes
is fixed and the gap is so narrow that fringing is negligible, and if – Q
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and Q are the total charge on the plane electrodes in the absence of
charge in the region (see Fig. 3“1), the total flux is Am E = – Q, where A
is the area of the gap and E is the electric field. If a uniform sheet of
total charge – q is introduced at the plane x and the gap voltage is the
same as before introduction, additional charges qo and qd are induced on
the two planes with q = qo + q~. If Eo is the field to the left of the sheet,
the total flux to the left is ACOEO= – ~ + qo; similarly, if Ed is the electric field to the right, AeOEd = – Q – qd. The gap potential is
–Eox – Ed(d – x) = –Ed, where d is the separation distance of the
electrodes.
From these relations it follows that

d–z
!. 70=-J-!?,

qd=:q.

(1)

Thus, the charge induced is greater on the near plane and that on either
plane is proportional to the distance to the other plane.
If instead the charge in the gap is concenOxd
trated in the neighborhood of a point a distance z from the first electrode, the lines of
flux are not parallel, as in the above case, but
qd=~q converge upon the point as illustrated in Fig.
qo=~q
3.2 (in this figure the gap voltage is assumed
However, the distribution of
to be zero).
induced charge between the two electrodes is
H
unchanged, although the charge on either elecq~ ‘q
qd
trode is no longer uniformly distributed.
In
‘I~ux3$_##~haO~e ‘~gttic this case also the additional charges on the
electrodes are given by Eqs. (l), as can be
shown by the method of images.
Current Induced in the Circuit.—As the charge in the gap moves,
induced charge flows from one to the other of the electrodes through the
circuit.
The current in the circuit is

Z=:[–

Q+qo]=–~[Q+q,l=–~

–:q,

(2)

where v = dx/dt is the velocity of motion of the charge in the gap and Q
is a current which is determined by the outside circuit and the initial
conditions (the gap voltage is merely Qd/A cO).
Conduction and Displacement Currents in the Gap. —Consider first the
displacement current in a plane to the left of the plane z, which is the
plane containing either the sheet of charge or the point charge – q. The
displacement

current is

/

dScO ~

, where the integration

is over the
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plane to the left of z and E= is the component of the electric field perpendicular to that plane. Now fdSeOE* is the electric flux through that
plane; since the lines of flux either end up on the first electrode or return
through the plane in passing to the second electrode, the total flux is
Hence the displacement current
just the charge on the first electrode.
in a plane to the left of z is – Q – ~ g, by Eqs. (l).
can be shown that the displacement
–~ – ~ g.

Similarly,

it

current to the right of z is also

Thus it is seen that, in any plane to the left or right of the

charge, the displacement current is just the current in the circuit.
The fixed plane through which the charge – q is moving at the moment
is considered next. Suppose the charge moves a distance Ax in time
At and is at the plane z – Ax/2 at time t – At/2.
The average conduction current, regarded as spread over a time At, is – q/At.
The change
in flux through the plane x is

~_@

d–z–;
–AQ+

d

q++

q=–AQ+

Hence the average displacement current—that
of flux regarded as spread over a time At—is

The sum of the average conduction

()

l–~q.

is, the rate of change

current and average displacement

current is – Q – ~ q, since the conduction

current is just canceled by

an opposite term in the displacement current, a term arising from the
interception by the plane of all the lines of flux to the charge as it passes
through the plane.
Total Current.—This simple example illustrates the proposition that
the total current, whether it is the current in the circuit or the sum of
the conduction and displacement currents in the gap, is space-constant
across the gap and has the same value all the way around the circuit,
with the gap as the closing element in the circuit.
3.3. Modulation of the Beam.—The beam as it enters a gap has properties that are dependent on the time, for it may have been modulated
in passage through other resonators and, in any case, it contains fluctuations that are due to noise. Likewise, as it leaves a gap, its properties
are dependent on the time. A description of the properties of the beam
at any place in the gap is given by the distribution in the velocity of the
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passing electrons.
This distribution depends on the time. A discussion
of the beam explicitly in terms of the velocity distribution is given in
Chap. 5.
The most important time-varying properties of a beam are its density
Density modulation is the
modulation and its velocity modulation.
harmonic portion of the electron current; density modulation is current
modulation.
Velocity modulation is the harmonic portion of the average
electron velocity.
These two properties can change from place to place in the beam.
As has been indicated in Sec. 3.1, a density-modulated beam contains
bunches.
If the velocities of the electrons are the same, these bunches
move along with the electron velocity, undisturbed except by outside
fields and spreading forces resulting from space charge. A velocitymodulated beam becomes bunched even though originally smooth
because, in such a beam, the velocities vary periodically above and below
the average velocity and, therefore, the electrons tend to gather into
bunches as they move down the stream. Hence a velocity-modulated
beam becomes density-modulated by drift action alone.
If the velocity
spread is negligible and if the velocity modulation is but a small fraction
of the average velocity, the velocity modulation tends to persist down the
stream, disturbed only by outside fields and forces that are due to space
charge. It is, however, accompanied by a changing density modulation.
Thus, both density and velocity modulations tend to persist down the
stream, and velocity modulation generates density modulation.
In passing across a gap the time-varying properties of the beam change
because of its initial velocity modulation and also because of the electric field of the gap. In its effect on the momentum of the electrons,
the r-f gap field produces velocity modulation and, in modulating the
time of passage of the electrons, it bunches the electrons and in this
manner produces density modulation.
In a gap the sources of modulation are two-fold: (1) that present in
the beam on entering the gap, and (2) that produced by the gap field.
The density modulation results from (1) density modulation at injection,
(2) velocity modulation at injection generating density modulation
through drift action, and (3) modulation of the time of passage by the
gap field producing density modulation.
The velocity modulation results
from (1) velocity modulation at injection, and (2) the periodic acceleration and deceleration of the electrons by the gap field.
The coupling between the beam and the resonator takes place through
the modulations of the beam, for the density—that is, current—moduIation excites the resonator fields, and the resonator fields produce both
the velocity and the density modulations.
The modulation of the beam
as it leaves the gap determines, at least in part, the modulation that it
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has as it enters the next region, just as its modulation in the gap is determined in part by that which existed in the beam at injection.
Importmce of Transit Angle.—The transit angle, O = 2%fT = uT,
is a small fraction of a radian if the transit time T is much smaller than
the period of oscillation l/f.
At microwave frequencies it is difficult to
build tubes with small transit angles.
Closely spaced grids and high
beam potentials help to keep the transit angles small, but they are not
always obtainable and other considerations sometimes make them undesirable. Large transit angles are therefore not uncommon in microwave
tubes—f or example a 3-cm reflex tube with a grid spacing of 1/’20 cm
and beam potential of 300 volts has a gap transit angle of m radians.
The importance of the transit angle is as follows.
If it is very small,
each electron moves through the gap in an essentially static field and its
motion is easily described and is practically identical with the motion of
all other electrons in the gap at the moment (unless there is more than
one velocity group).
On the other hand, if the transit angle is large,
the field varies with time during the passage through the gap and the
electron motion is greatly complicated; in particular the electron energy
is no longer obtainable immediately from the gap potential, and the
motion of some of the electrons can be completely out of phase with the
motion of other electrons in the gap at the moment.
Beam Coupling.—The
beam excites the resonator through the harmonic components of the beam current that have frequencies near the
resonant frequencies of the cavity resonator.
All of the beam that is
actually in the gap participates in this excitation, and equal elements
are equally effective if the r-f field in the absence of the beam is spaceconstant, which is approximately the case in most resonators operating
in the principal mode (see Chap. 4).
A particular component of the beam current, having a given frequency of modulation, is simply constituted if it arises only from density
modulation at injection and if the velocities are the same and spaceAt a plane a fixed distance down the
charge spreading is negligible.
stream from the plane of entry of the gap, the component differs only
in phase from its value at the plane of entry for, since the current at the
plane arises from electrons that earlier composed the injected current,
by particle conservation their contribution to the flow of charge in corresponding intervals of time is the same. The phase difference is the
transit angle for the passage of the electrons from the plane of entry
to the indicated plane down the stream.
If the frequency is sufficiently low-that
is, if the period of the modulation is long compared with the transit time of the gap-the
transit
angle is nearly zero, and the current elements within the gap arising
from the injected current modulation are practically in phase.
How-
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ever, if the period is comparable to the transit time, the transit angle
is not small and the current elements are not in phase. As has been
pointed out in Sec. 3.1, a partial cancellation results and the coupling
between beam and resonator is reduced.
Suppose i_(0)eiw’ is the current modulation at the plane of injection
and # is the transit angle to a plane part way across the gap; then
i.(0) e~@-&Jis the current modulation at that plane arising from the injected
If the electrons
current modulation under the conditions stated above.
are not accelerated, the driving current is the average over the phase
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FIm 3,3.—Beam-coupling
coefficientM, beam-loadingcoefficientN, and the function
sin 0/2
;N=~
sin~-~cos~
;
P plotted as functions of transit angle 6’. M = ~
)
(

because in uniform motion space average and phase average are the
same. Hence the driving current is

This is the current that is effective in the excitation
The factor ‘inO$/2)

= M is the beam-coupling

of the resonator.

coefficient already men-

tioned in the first section of this chapter, and is shown plotted as a function of o in Fig. 3.3. It has the value unity for zero transit angle and
oscillates about zero with decreasing amplitude as Oincreases} the zeros
occurring at 27r, 47r, etc. It is seen that the driving current for such a
density-modulated
beam has the effective phase of the current at the
center of the gap and an amplitude reduced from the amplitude of the
density modulation by the beam-coupling coefficient.
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Current Modulation Arising jrorn Velocity AIodulation.-The
density
modulation generated by the velocity modulation that is present in the
beam at the time of injection also depends on the phase, and the effective
current is a function of the transit angle of the gap.
Let tim(0)e@ be the velocity modulation at the plane of injection and
let O’ be the transit angle to a plane part way across the gap. In Sec.
3.5 it is shown that the component of the current at that plane arising
through drift action from the initial velocity modulation, if the velocity
modulation is small and the drift angle 0’ not large, is
%(0)

()
y’10

,je,ei(ut-w)

where —10 is the direct current aud v is the average velocity of the electrons. This expression merely states that the current generated is the
product of the velocity modulation at the time of injection, the charge
density per unit length of the beam, and the transit angle, and, in addition, that it leads the velocity modulation by 90°.
If the electrons are not being accelerated, the space average of the
current is given by the average in phase. Hence the driving current
from this source is
:J’~e’[v@(o’(+)~’’e’(w’-”)l
When evaluated, this average becomes

where N, the beam-loading coefficient, is a function of the transit angle 0.
The effective current here calculated is zero for zero transit angle, a fact
that is understandable since little density modulation can develop in
times that are short compared with the period of modulation.
The beam-loading coefficient is an important factor in expressions
for beam loading.
It is defined by

and is plotted in Fig. 3.3, together with M and a function P, which occurs
in first-order bunching theory (see Chaps. 9 and 12). The beam-loading
coefficient is unity for zero transit angle and does not become zero until
0 is almost 37r,after which it oscillates about zero with a period of about
k and with a rapidly decreasing amplitude.
From the above expression for the driving current caused by velocity
modulation at injection, it is seen that, for very small transit angles,
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the effective current is the same as the actual current from this source
at the center of the gap. However, for large transit angles, this value
is modified by the factor (M — j8N/6), which affects both the magnitude and the phase of the driving current.
Current Modulation
Arising from Gap Voltage.—In Sec. 3.5 it is shown
that the density modulation arising from the action of the gap voltage is
produced through the modulation of the time of passage of the electrons.
Suppose that the d-c field is zero, the r-f field is space-constant, the
velocity spread is negligible, and the velocity change produced by tbe
field is small. Let VUe@ be the potential across the gap, and let M’
and N’ be the beam-coupling coefficient and beam-loading coefficient
for the transit angle # to a plane part way across the gap. It is found
that the component of the current at that plane arising from the gap
voltage is

where VO = mv2/2e is the beam potential ( —e is the electron charge,
– 1.6 X 10–19 coulomb; m is its mass, 0.9 X 10–30 kgm.)
From this
expression it is seen that the current generated for very small t?’ is proportional to the square of the time of passage and follows the potential by
T/2 + 0’/2.
As tJ’ increases, the magnitude and phase of the current
are affected, in addition, by the factor (M’ – jf?’N’/6).
The driving current is again given by the average in phase
1
——

,

/

(M’~e;N’)
e@-;),

:d@’;o:;(jj’)’

On carrying out the integration this expression becomes
_Vu ~j\N

~(u@

7

Thus the driving current
where GO = 10/VO is the beam conductance.
in the gap arising from the action of the gap voltage is proportional to
the beam conductance and, for small gap transit angles, is proportional
to the transit angle, lagging behind the potential by 7r/2 + 0/2; as the
transit angle increases the magnitude is affected by the additional factor N.
Beam Loading. -Since
the current of the last paragraph is produced
by the gap voltage, it has a definite phase relation to that voltage and
gives rise to a subtraction or addition of energy from that stored in the
The power in is one-half the real part of the product of the
resonator.
driving current and V~e–i”’; it is

–(
Iv@l’
2

G,tIN.
–TTs1n2

)

o

“
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sin ~ is shown plotted
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in Fig. 3.4.

It reaches

a maximum of about 0.4 at a transit angle somewhat greater than m,
drops to zero at 27r, and oscillates about zero with decreasing amplitude
with a period of 21r. The negative intervals correspond to the addition
of energy to the resonator fields.
+0.50
.M3,z5

!#’51n
;

<de

Y,/(Goj;)

/

o
-0.25

-0.50
o

/

>
ON
~cos;
r

47r
37r
Transit angle O

27r

57

67r

7X

FIG.3.4.—Realand imaginaryparts of beam-loadingadmittancedivided by Go/2 as
functionsof the transitangle.
The coefficient of – V&’

is called the “beam-loading
beam-loading conductance,

in the driving current,

admittance. ”
$ ~

The real part of Y, is the

sin ~, and the imaginary part,

G, ON

O

-2 Trcosz’
The latter has the effect of changing
ie the beam-loading susceptance.
the resonant frequency of the cavity resonator.
The combination
ON
~ cos ~ is also plotted in Fig. 3.4; it has a small maximum near 7r/2,

I

is zero at m,has an extreme negative value of about —0.35 before reaching
%, returns to zero and is very slightly positive before 37r, where it is
zero again, after which it becomes negative and has very small intervals
where it is positive just before 5m, 77r,etc.
One-half the product of IVu\2 and the beam-loading conductance is
the average power absorbed by a smooth beam in passing through the
gap. This quantity when positive has the effect of a load on the resonator
and when negative can serve to drive the resonator, as in a monotron.
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Velocity Modulation Ariting from Gap Voltage.—The velocity modulation produced by a space-constant r-f field is easily calculated under
the conditions of the preceding paragraphs.
If d is the gap spacing,
the force onan electronic (eV./d)eiW’. Suppose the electron enters the
gap at time t and leaves at time t; its change in momentum is

is approximately the transit angle since the modulations are
but w(t – t’)
small; hence the velocity modulauon on leaving the gap is approximately

Thus, in the velocity modulation that is due to a space-constant r-f field,
the effective gap voltage is roughly that which the electron experiences
when it reaches the middle of the gap multiplied by the factor M.
This effect is also easily seen from the energy of the electron.
If the
time of passage is negligible compared with the period of oscillation of
the field, the energy change results from the field at the moment of passage and is given by the product of the electron charge and the gap
potential at that moment.
However, if the time of passage is comparable
to the period of oscillation, the energy change must be calculated from a
field acting on the electron which varies in time during the transit.
If the r-f field is weak, the work done by the field is approximately

This work represents the energy change of the electron; hence this change
can be calculated approximately from the gap voltage by using the gap
voltage at the time of midpassage and reducing it by the factor M.
Effects of D-c Gap Field.-The
presence of a d-c field in the gap has
the effect of making the electron motion nonuniform even in the absence
of the r-f field. Transit angles are usually defined under d-c conditions
by using time intervals calculated in the absence of all modulation; these
of course are affected by the d-c field present.
Moreover, the beam
potential, V= = mv2(x)/2e, and beam conductance, G, = 10/Vz, change
across the gap. However, as long as the d-c field does not cause negative
velocities or lead to high concentrations of space charge, the form of the
r-f relations for the behavior of the gap is not greatly modified beyond
introducing factors and adding certain acceleration terms. As is seen
later in the chapter, these changes are often conveniently expressed in
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terms of the two parameters,
~~ = U(Z)T’
—)
z

& = a(z)z”z
2x “’

where V(Z) and T’ are the d-c values of the velocity of an electron at the
plane z and the time of passage to that plane from z = O and a(z) is the
d-c value of its acceleration at the plane x. If the d-c field is everywhere
zero in the gap, r’ is unity and b‘ is zero.
If the d-c field causes the reflection of electrons, and if the current
densities are so low that the effects of space charge are still negligible,
the behavior of the gap is somewhat complicated by the two-way motion
of the electrons, but it can be treated in a straight forward manner since
the field is approximately space-constant.
When the d-c fields are associated with high concentrations of space
charge, as in the potential minimum outside a space-charge-limited
cathode, the r-f problem becomes very complicated because the space
charge affects the motion of the electrons, which in turn affects the space
charge. Certain aspects of this phenomenon are treated in Chap. 5.
3.4. General Relations in a Narrow Gap.—The electronic phenomena
under discussion are governed by three fundamental laws. The first
of these is the law of conservation of charge. Since the charge is carried
by electrons, all having the specific charge – e, and the number of electrons is also conserved, conservation of charge is the same as particle
conservation.
From the conservation of charge is derived the continuity
relation, which states that the divergence of the current density is equal
to the negative of the time rate of change of the charge density.
The
second relation is the divergence relation for the electric flux, which
states that the divergence of the electric flux is equal to the charge density;
since the electric flux is proportional to the electric field, the divergence
of the electric field is proportional to the charge density.
The third
law is Newton’s law governing the motion of the electrons.
The only
force acting on the electrons which is considered is that due to the electric
field; by Newton’s law the time rate of change of the momentum of an
electron is equal to the product of the electron charge and the electric
field.
Assumption of Uniformity .-The tubes that are discussed in this book
have simple geometry.
The electron beam passes down the axis of a
tube through a succession of regions separated by plane grids. Some
of these are regions of acceleration, drift, and reflection, which are relatively free from r-f fields. Others are gaps forming the capacitive portions
of the resonator circuits.
These gaps have depths that are usually small
compared with the diameters of the gap areas. Moreover, the excitation
of the resonators is generally such that the electric fields in the gaps are

I
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directed parallel to the axis of the tube and are nearly uniform over the
gap areas. If, in addition, the beams are nearly tiniform and fill the
gaps, phenomena in the gaps are approximately one+dimensional.
The idealization of gap phenomena to uniform fN !ds and a uniform
beam composed of electrons moving parallel to the axis of the tube is a
tremendous simplification to the analysis and discussion of tube behavior.
It has considerable validity in all tubes discussed in this book.
This
simplification makes possible much of the theoretical treatment of these
tubes.
There are, of course, many limitations to a treatment of gap phenomena based on the assumption of uniformity.
Since all gaps have
finite areas and all beams have limited cross sections, there are edge
Uneven cathodes, fluctuations in emission, nonparallel grids,
effects.
grid structure, and uneven reflector fields make the beams nonuniform.
In addition, the conduction current is carried by the electrons, which are
finite charges with local fields and hence contribute to the unevenness
in the gap currents and fields. Electrons have transverse velocities,
and the electron velocities must be well below the velocity of light if
Some of these effects are discussed
magnetic forces are to be neglected.
in other chapters.
Total Current.-Consider
such a gap, in which variations parallel to
the grids are negligible.
Let z be the distance from the first plane to a
parallel plane within the gap and d the separation of the bounding planes;
let t be the time.
The current density and charge density are dependent
It is
on x and t alone and are related through the continuity equation.
convenient to use the electron current i(z, t) for the entire area of the
gap; then the current density is i(z,t) /A, where -4 is the area of the gap;
using the charge density P(x, t), the continuity equation becomes

$Q#+;p(z,t)= o.
Now the electric field also depends only on x and t,and by the divergence
relation
ce $ E(z,O = P(z,t),
where co is ( l/307r) X 10–9 farad/meter.
The charge density can be eliminated between these two equations
to give
a
i(z,t) + A,,:
Fz [

E(z,t)

1

= o.

The quantity,
aE(z,t)
i(z,t) + Aco ~

= ~(t)

(3)
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It is the sum of
is the total current, which depends only on the time.
theelectron and displacement currents in the gap. Sometimes the total
current is known from the rest of the circuit; if the electric field is also
known, thk expressijh gives the electron current.
Circuit Representation o.f a Gap.—The total current can be written
in terms of the gap voltage and the driving current by averaging Eq. (3)
across the gap, for

Id

~(t)
= Ho dx

i(z,t) + At,:

E(z,t)

a

1

;

the gap voltage is
d
v(t)

= –

/

h E(z,t) ;
o

and the driving current is the space average of the electron current,

Id
dx i(z,t) .
/ o

‘(L) = a

Hence

(4)

I(t) = i(t) - c~,
where C = A~O/d is the capacitance of the
relation can be interpreted in terms of a
circuit in which the current i(t)passes
through the shunt combination
of the
capacitance and an external circuit across
which the potential is V(t) and through
Consider the
which the current I(t) flows.
components of these quantities that have
the time dependence e@. Let iti, Vu, and
10be the amplitudes of the driving current,
gap potential, and total current, respectively.
that

empty
.
%--

gap.
i:-

This simple
~w

/!
F!Q. 3.5.—Circuit representationof gap in term: of driving
current ‘~ = 1“ + ~Ocv~
From Eq. (4) it follows

im = I. + j&’ V@,

(5)

which is the equation for the circuit represented in Fig. 3.5.
Shunt Formulation.—If all modulations are so small that quadratic
and higher-order phenomena can be neglected, a clear-cut distinction
can be made between effects that are produced by the gap voltage and
effects arising from the condition of the beam as it enters the gap. Such
a distinction has been made in defining the beam-loading admittance
Y,. Suppose such is the case; let

i. = — V.YB + &

(6)
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where —VUYa is that part of the driving current which arises from the
gap voltage and i~is that part which comes from the condition of the
beam asit enters the gap. Thecurrent im,could contain terms resulting
from density and velocity modulation in the injected beam.
It might
becalled thetransexcitation
current, orsimply the exciting current.’
As has been indicated in Sec. 3.3, it is possible to go further and carry
out the separation for the density and velocity modulations at any place
within the gap. Thus, ifiW(x) isthedensity
modulation andv@(z) is the
velocity modulation at the plane z,

i.(z)

= –VJA(X)

V.(z) = –Va

()+

+L@),
fro(z)+

t%(z),

1

(7a)

where — Vtiy~(z) is the density modulation arising from the gap voltage,
i~(z) is the density modulation due to modulations present in the beam
at injection,

— V.

v (x)
~
j~(z)
().
.

is the velocity

modulation

arising from

the gap voltage, and vn(z) is the velocity modulation that results from
The coefficient y~(z)
modulations present in the beam at injection.
is an internal electronic transadmittance and jfi(z) is a similar function
for the velocity modulation.
They are referred to as the density and
velocity modulation admittances, respectively.
On averaging the first
of these equations across the gap and comparing the result with Eq. @),
it is seen that

(8)
An equation that supplements Eqs. (7a) is obtained from Eqs. (5)
and (6) by eliminating the driving current; it is

1. = –vuYa

+ L,

(7b)

where YO = juC + YE is a quantity that will be called “the gap admittance.”
This equation suggests a circuit
representation in terms of the exciting
current as illustrated in Fig. 3.6. The
exciting current i~ passes through the
shunt combination of beam-loading achni~
tance, capacitance, and external circuit
across which the potential is V. and
1
1
i
In
FIG. 3.6.—Circuit representa- through which the current I@ flows.
tionof gnpin termsof excitingcur- this representation a current source ~,
rent. i~ = ~e + V@(@c + yE).
having an internal admittance Yn, can
be regarded as exciting the resonator circuit.
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by writing

e, = &Z.;

and hence

V. = – IUZV + ea.

(9a)

A beam-loading impedance Z. can be detlned from

++Z
B=.

1

pc

In the circuit for this representation (see Fig.
3.7) an internal voltage source e. with internal
impedance ZB causes the current I. to flow
through the series combination of capacitance
and external circuit across which the voltage is Vu.
The density and velocity modulations, i&)
and uU(X), can each be regarded as the sum of a
term that is proportional to 1. and a term that
is due to modulations at injection.
These are
written in the form
i.(z)

= —I.a(z)

u. (x) = —1.

+ i.(z),

)

().“@(3(Z) + lb(z) \
_lo

(lo)

+ Y,”

(9b)

w

FIIJ.3.7.—Circuitrepresentationof gapin terms
of internalvoltage eource
and internal im13edance.

‘u=

-’w(h~z’)

+ e..

On averaging the first of these across the gap and comparing the result
with Eq. (9a), it is seen that
z_ll~
dz[a(z)
o
juC d / o

+ 11,

lld
‘“=jza

/ 0

dz ‘i,(X).

(11)

Relations between Shunt and S’cries Elements.—The shunt and series
representations are, of course, equivalent.
The following six equations
give the relations between the elements of Eqs. (7) and Eqs. (9):

There is little to choose between the two representations except a
possible convenience of expression in a particular problem.
In most highvelocity gaps the driving current is easily calculated and from it the beamloading admittance and exciting current; thus the shunt representation
seems to be particularly convenient in the discussion of the high-velocity
gap. In low-velocity gaps space charge is important; it usually is
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necessary first to calculate the field by some self-consistent method in
terms of the total current and the modulations at injection; from the
field the gap voltage and other quantities are obtained in a form that is
often most, easily expressed in the series representation.
A considerable portion of the theory of electron tubes is concerned
with the calculation of elements of the shunt or series formulations for
Of the six elements occurring in the shunt
the conditions encountered.
formulation,
i. (z) = — V.ym(z) + ire(z),
vu(z) = – v.
()

y,

j.(z)

1. = –v@Ya + L,

+ Urn(z),

(3.7)

Y, = juc + Y., 1

only four, ~~(z), i~(z), j~(z), v~(z), are basic since Ya and .i~ are derived
from the first two by integration [see Eqs. (8)]. In any particular problem not all of these are of primary interest.
For example, in the input
of a small-signal amplifier the important quantity is y~ (d) because it is
the leading term of the transadmittance of the tube; however, some drift
In the output,
action may be present, requiring the knowledge of f~(d).
i~ is the important quantity since it determines the excitation of the output and hence enters into the gain of the tube.
Discussions of klystron
theory usually consider the driving current,
i. = – v. Y. + i.,

(3.6)

which is calculated for the output circuit directly from the modulation
produced by the input circuit.
The effect of this modulation is expressed
as an electronic transadmittance, for which the symbol Y. is usually
employed.
Electron Motion.—The electron motion is governed by Newton’s law
which, under the assumption of uniformity, takes the form
m~

= –el!(x,t),

where m = 0.9 X 10–aOkgm is the mass of the electron and
—e = —1.6 X 10–lg coulomb
is its charge.

The energy integral is obtained by multiplying

dx
— = V(x,t)
dt
and integrating with respect to the time;

.,

by
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If, for example, the electron is injected at the first grid and its motion
is not reversed, the energy integral becomes
;

z
~ dZ’’E(Z’’I)’).

[V(x,t) 2 _ ~(o,y)2] = —e

/

This integral is calculated from the instantaneous field experienced by
the electron and is not, of course, the integral defining the electric potential
z

V(z,t)= –

/ o

dx” E(z’’,t),

since in the latter integral the field everywhere at the time t is used.
The momentum integral is obtained by the direct integration of Newton’s
law;

t
m [v(x,t) – v(z’,t’)]

= –e

/

~, dt” E(z’’,t”).

The energy and momentum integrals give the identity:
t

\

,: df’ V(X’’,t’’)~(,t”)

t”)

= ~ [@,t)

+ @,t’)]

dt,,

! t’

E(x’’,t”).

The integration of the momentum integral gives
r!

l-!,,,

‘(x‘z’)=‘o(z’’t’)(’
-“)
-‘Ld””L““E(z’’)t
The velocity and the time of arrival at the plane z of an electron
injected at x = O at time t’ with velocity v’ are given, therefore, by the
following formal expressions:

V(x,t) = V(o,t’) — ~m
t.t’+++~

/

V(o,t )

~;dt” E(x’’,t”),
t
mv(O,t’) // ~,

dt’”

,,,
~: dt” E(z’’,t”).

An alternative expression for the second of these is
z
t=

t’+

dz!,

—

/ o V(z’’,t”)”

The time rate of change of t – t’is of interest in considering particle
conservation; it is

.$
(t– t’)=

–V*

where a(z’,t’)

= —eE(z’,t’)/m.

(

[

V(z,t) – V(x’,t’) – (t – t’) a(d,f)

–:,

V(x’,t’)

II
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3.6. High-velocity Gap.-If
theelectron velocities areveryhigh,
the
effects of spat-chargeandthermal
velocity spread areusuall
yneghgible.
If the space charge is negligible, the field is approximately constant across
the gap. The approximation is far from perfect, however, for if the
field were completely space-constant, the electron current would be also
—which is certainly not the case in a modulated beam.
In order to simplify the discussion, suppose that there is no d-c gap
field. (A gap with a constant d-c field is considered briefly at the end
of thk section.)
Let
– v. ~ut
E(z,t) = ~
,
(13)

where Vu is the amplitude of the gap voltage and d is the gap spacing.
Under this assumption, the field at any particular moment is the same
everywhere within the gap. The gap fields in most klystron resonators
are well represented by this formula.
If the resonator is unexcited and the beam unmodulated, the electrons
traverse the gap in the time, T = d/u, where u is the velocity of the
electrons in the absence of all modulation.
The beam potential is
defined by VO = mv2/2e and is constant across the gap, as is the electron
velocity, because there is no d-c field. With —10 as the d-c beam cud,
moss the
the beam conductance is GO = 10/ VO; and it,too,isconstint
gap.
Suppose, however, that the beam as it enters the gap is both densityand velocity-modulated
with the angular frequency u. Let the current
and velocity at the plane of injection, x = O, be

i(O,t) = —10 + i@(0)ei”t,
v(O,t) = v + vw(0)e@;
}

(14)

is(O) is the amplitude of the modulation of the injected current and V.(0)
If these ampliis the amplitude of the velocity modulation at injection.
tudes are small compared with the corresponding d-c quantities, if the
transit angle is not too large, and if the gap voltage is a small fraction of
the beam potential, the modulations everywhere in the gap are small.
Such is assumed to be the case, and quadratic and higher-order terms in
the modulation amplitudes are discarded.
In particular, d-c values o.f
the transit time are used in calculating

I

r-f coefficients.

Let T(z) be the transit time to the plane z from the plane of injection,
Suppose that an electron
calculated in the absence of all modulation.
at the plane x at time t was injected at z = O at time t’. Because of the
velocity modulation at injection and because of the action of the gap field,
Let
the time of passage, T(z,t) = t – t’, is modulated.

T(z,t)

I

= Z’(z) + !f’a(z)e’”~,

(1,6)

$
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where T.(z) is the amplitude of the modulation of the time of passage.
For brevity, the abbreviations, T’ = T(z), T = T(d), 0’ = uT’, 8 = ~T,
are used.
The current and velocity at the plane z can be written in the fore.

1

i(q) = —10 + i.(z) d””~,
f)(z,t) = v + vu(z) f+,

(16)

where i.(x) and U.(x) are the amplitudes of the density and velocity
modulations, respectively.
The quantities, v(z,t) and T(z,t), are calculated from u(O,t’) with the
aid of Newton’s law. The current i(z,t) is obtained from particle conservation by using

i(O,t’)dt’

i(z,t) = ~.

Since
dT(z,t)

dt’
a=l–

at

‘

the expression for the current can be written in the form
i(z,t)

aT(z,t)

= i(O,t’)

[

1 – ~

1

.

The procedure is to calculate first u.(z) and T.(z).
ire(z) is obtained in terms of iw(0) and T.(z);

i.(z)

(17)
From Eq. (17),

= iu(0)e–jy + 10”UTU(Z).

(18)

The amplitude of the driving current i. is found by averaging i.(z) over
the gap. The results are conveniently expressed in terms of the six
elements of the shunt formulation,
iu(z)

=

— Vwyfi(z)

v.(z) = –v.,

+ i~(z),

()“~

10 = –VUY,

\

j.(z)

+ in,

+ V.(Z),
Y, = juc

+ Y,.

1

(3.7)

These elements serve to characterize the gap to this approximation.
Velocity Modulation.—The
momentum integral, which follows from
Newton’s law, is
m[u(z,i!) — v(O,t’)] =

Z“(d””:–

pd

ej”fl)

On substituting v(O,t’) as given by Eq. (14) and comparing
with Eq. (16), it follows that
jtl’
~ M’e -‘,
vu(z) = v.(0) ede’ + ~

2V0 T

(19)
the result

(20)
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where VO is the beam potential and M’ =

sin (0’/2)
8’/2

~th

0’ = COT’= COT(Z).
Hence
L(z)

Go X

= ~ “~

~,e-:,

Vm(z) = ve(0)e+w.

(21)

The quantity j~(z) is the velocity-modulation
admittance and v~(z) is
the velocity modulation arising from modulations at injection.
It is seen
that the velocity modulation at the plane x is the sum of the velocity
modulation at the plane of injection at the time the electrons at z were
injected and the modulation caused by the action of the gap field. In
the latter the effective field is that experienced by the electrons when at
x/2 reduced by the corresponding modulation coefficient.
Modulation oj the Time of Passage.-Integration
of the momentum
integral gives
mz = mv(O,t’)(t

–

eVti
t’) + -(J@),~ [@””t –

e~”’ –

#@rjo(t

–

t’)].

(22)

From this equation is obtained the following expression for the time of
passage:
!r(z,t) = :

[

vu(0 e–jrdut _ mu~~),d
1 – —
v
1

[1 – @& – @’@”&]@.

(23)

From a comparison with Eq. (15), it is seen that

T.(zj

= – ‘.
~ (0) TfrjLY

2~0 &

[1 – e_i& – jd’e-~~].

(24)

It is convenient to rewrite this expression by using the identity
1 – e–iv – jt9’e-i& = ~~~

j’~NJe-~

Equation (24) becomes

T.(z)

~0(0) T/e=.& — ~0

= – —
v

‘“

~
“’(”’-

%)e-%<

’25)

The modulation of the time of passage to the plane z that is due to velocity
modulation at injection is proportional to the transit time to the plane
x; for small distances the modulation that is due to the field is proportional to the square of the transit time to the plane x and the phase of
the effective gap voltage is that experienced by the electrons when they
were at z/2; as the distance z increases, the magnitude and phase are
altered by the additional factor (M’ – ji$’N’/6).

i

I
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‘he
fac’Or(M-%)
‘He‘=(M2+%”’
‘=’’’-1$7

where

H and

The quantities

occurs frequently in transit-time phenomena.
q are shown as functions of 0 in Fig. 3.8.
Lo
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FIG.3.S.—H and q as functionsof e.
Density

amplitude of the density modulation
Eq. (25) in Eq. (18); there results

Modulation.—The

obtained by substituting

i.(x) = i@(0)e-j& + 0.(0)

()–

— IQ io,e-ip
v

where GO = 10/ VO is the beam conductance.

Hence

is
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It is won that the density modulation at the plane z is the sum of three
terms: (1) modulation arieing from density mochdationat injection, (2)
modulation generated through drift action from velocity modulation at
injection, and (3) modulation caused bythe action of the gap field. The
third can be expressed in terms of the internal transadmittance, or densitymodulation admittance V.(z), whereas the first two are eontributione
to the density modulation from the modulations in the beam as it enters
the gap, i~(z).
The internal transadmittance at z = d is of importance in triode and
tetrode amplifiers because it is a factor in the transadmittance of these
tubes.
If the input has a high-velocity gap with zero gap bias, which is
rarely, the case, it is

%4(d) =
Driving

w“-%e-$

Current, Beam-1oading

Admittance,

Exciting

driving current is the space average of the electron
z = vT’ and T = d}v, its amplitude is simply

(28)
Current.-The
current.
Since

1’
~ ~ do’ i~(Z).
/
In calculating the three terms in the driving current, the following three
integrals are used:

i.=-

These give

Hence the beam-loading
are, respectively,

admittance

and the exciting current amplitude

These quantities have already been discussed in Sec. 33.
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High-veLxit~ G’ap with Constant D-c Field.-The
effects of a spaceconstant d-c gap field that does not produce slow electrons will be summarized briefly.
If VO is the beam potential at the injection plane and
V. is the beam potential at the exit plane, the d-c field is – (V~ – VO)/d
and the gap field can be represented by
E(z,t)

= – ; (Vd –

V.ey.

Vo +

Let v(z) be the velocity at the plane z in the absence of all modulation.
The beam potential at. the plane z is V= = rev(z) Z/2e and the b~m conAdditional parameters are
ductance at that plane is G= = IJV,.

where a = e(vd – VO)/m.d is the acceleration produced by the d-c field.
In the limit of zero d-c field, r’ and r become unity and 6’ and 6 become
zero.
The details of the calculation are similar to those just given.
The
velocity modulation is
v (o)
vu
V.(x) = V.(O) — e-@’ +
v(z)
2m*

(

r?,
Mt
1

“e’N’
6e

+&J-

-:
)
.

(32)

The modulation of the time of passage is
T,aj#
Tw(z) = – ‘O(0)
~

_
2J37N”’-%9e-g

’33)

The density modulation is
iw(z) = i@(0)e–jv+ VU(0) ~
[1

jere-iff
~wVTju&

M
(

–
‘

T)e-$

’34)

These expressions are to be compared with Eqs. (20), (25), and (26).
The six elements of the shunt formulation are

‘h(x)

= ‘Gad
. T’z
2
“’ww(M’-T)e-%

i-(z)

= i@(0)@’& + v.(O)

f.(z)

= —_
‘d

2

‘z

v(x) T (
v(o) e–.,g.
vm(z) = v.(0) —
~,
v(z)

,35)
<o
() v(x)

Ml+

jO’e–i&;
I

~,jO’N’

6e’ )

‘1

-:

(36)
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It must be emphasized that there is an inherent inconsistency in the
treatment of the high-velocity gap by the methods of this section, which
comes from the neglect of space charge. Because of the presence of
space charge the field is not space-constant.
If Eq. (3) had been used to
find the density modulation, the result would have been
i.(z)

= jucvw

+ 1..

By Eq. (5) the right member of this equation is just ia. Thk result is not
right, for the density modulation certainly is not space-constant.
The
equations of thk section are essentially correct for a beam containing
very low charge densities; however, their justification lies in a more carefql analysis of the effects of space charge. Such an analysis is presented
in the next section.
It should be mentioned that the residual gas in an
actual tube is positively ionized by the bombardment of the electrons.
Because of their large mass the ions contribute only a static positive charge
density and tend to reduce the over-all space-charge effects.
3.6. Low-velocity
Gap, Neglecting Velocity Spread.—It has been
shown by Llewellynl that the effect of space charge on the small-signal
behavior of a uniform gap can be easily included if there are no negative
velocities and the velocity spread is negligible.
Under such conditions
all the electrons at a given plane at a given moment have the same
velocity, and therefore the current and charge density bear the simple
relation
(3s)
i(z,t) = V(z,t)p(z,t)l-1,
where u(z, t) is the velocity of the electrons and A is the area of the gap.
This relation begins to lose its validity when the thermal spread in
velocity becomes comparable to the average velocity.
Also, the relation is not applicable for a region containing a modulated beam if the
thermal spread is such that electrons entering at the same time arrive
at the opposite side out of phase by an appreciable fraction of a radian.
Suppose a spread in velocity AVgives a spread in transit time AT; cancellation in phase becomes appreciable unless u AT <<1.
In terms of the
velocity, this condition is OAu/v <<1, and in terms of the electron energy,
E = mv’/2, it is 0 AE/2E <<1. Thermal energies are of the order of
The condition
magnitude of * electron volt at cathode temperatures.
is well satisfied in the usual high-velocity gap and also in a high-velocity
1F. B. Llewellyn,Ekctrw”nzrtia E~ec@ CzmbridgeUniverzity Preaz,Czmbridge,
England, 1941.
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drift region with a drift time of many cycles.
For example, if o is 60
rdans and the beam voltage is 300 volts, OAE/2E is only ~.
If the
thermal spread in energy is of the same order as the average energy, the
condition is no longer satisfied in the usual high-frequency gap, and Eq.
(38) is a poor approximation.
Such is certainly the situation in a highfrequency space-charge-limited region, especially in the neighborhood oi
the cathode minimum.
For this reason and also because of the presence
of reflected electrons, the considerations of this section cannot be expected
to apply to such a region.
The theory of Llewellyn gives an exact treatment of space charge in
the uniform high-velocity gap. It also provides an account of electronic
phenomena in the low-velocity gap that is valid to the extent that the
velocity spread is negligible.
A complete theory of the low-velocity
gap must be formulated in terms of the velocity distribution of the beam;
a partial account of velocity-distribution
phenomena is presented in
Chap. 5. In that chapter, as in this, only small-signal effects are discussed. Large-signal theory introduces an entirely new set of complications. The most important of these in klystron theory is the nonlinear
nature of electron bunching.
As maybe seen in Chap. 9 and subsequent
chapters, the bunching theory is successfully treated by the expansion
of the phase of the bunched current in a series of Bessel functions, the
argument of which contains the product of the drift angle and bunching
voltage divided by the beam potential.
Llewellyn’s Equation. -Equation
(38) makes it possible to express the
conduction current in terms of the electric field by the direct use of the
divergence relation;

~E(x,t)
i(z,t) = u(z,t)Aco ~.

(39)

When this relation is substituted in the expression for the total current,
Eq. (3), the result is

I(t)= A*,

[

tlE(z,t)
v(x,t) ~

aE(z,t)
+ ~

1

.

(40)

Llewell~ observed that, if z is regarded as the coordinate of a particular electron, u(z,t) = dz/dt and the total current in Eq. (40) becomes
equal to the total rate of change of electric flux through the plane moving
with the electron

~(t) _ ~,. dE(z,t).
dt

(41)

This observation is particularly significant because I(t) is independent
of the position of the electron and because the field is itself the second
total derivative of the position, for by Newton’s law
.
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m d2x

= – ; ~F

Hence, by substitution in Eq. (41), there is obtained
dsx
—
dt8 = –J(t),

J(t) =

Q&.

(42)

This is Llewellyn’s equation for the motion of the electrons in a uniform
gap in which all electrons at a given plane at a given moment have the
same velocity.
The usual procedure in the discussion of phenomena in connection
with Llewellyn’s equation is to assume for the total current a known function of the time, such as a constant, a constant plus harmonic terms, or a
pulse of some sort; also, conditions that are consistent with the nature
of the problem are imposed on the velocity and acceleration at the plane
of injection.
If a(z,t) is the acceleration [a(z,t) = – eE(z,t)/m,] Eq. (3)
can be put in the form

i?a(x,t)
—
= –J(t)
at

+ j(z,t),

a“(z,t)
i(%t) = ~.
“

(43)

If it is desired to express the results in terms of currents alone, this equation can be used to eliminate a(x,t).
When only small signals are being considered, two sets of equations
are obtained.
One set is time-independent and gives the d-c conditions
in the gap. The other is linear in the r-f amplitudes, which are functions
of the d-c parameters, and this set describes the time-varying phenomena
in the gap.
D-c Relativn.s.-The
solution of the Llewellyn equation for a time
independent total current provides a very convenient description of d-c
conditions in a gap in which the electrons at a given plane all have the
same velocity.
Let

eIo
JO = —I
mA eo
and suppose that the electrons enter at the plane z = O. Let T’ be the
transit time from the plane of injection to the plane z, and T the transit
time across the gap.
Successive integrations of Llewellyn’s equation give the acceleration,
velocity, and position of the electrons in terms of Jo, T’, and the acceleration and velocity at injection:
a(z) = JoT’ + a(0),

v(z) = ‘$+
JoT’%
z =7+

a(0)T’ + v(0),
a%+

v(0) T’.

(44)
1
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The third of these equations can be used to find T’; but since it is a cubic
in T’, it is more convenient to regard T’ as a parameter in terms of which
d-c phenomena are expressed.
On putting T’ = T and eliminating a(0) from the second and third
relations, there is obtained
d = –

J++‘“(d)
+2
U(0)
IT.

(45)

This is a cubic equation for T as a function of Jo. For JO = O, it gives of
course, T = 2d/[v (d) + u(0)]. Examination shows that JO has a maximum, 2[v(d) + o(O)]8/9d~, at T = 3d/[v(d) + u(0)]. This is ~ the transit
time for Jo = O; at the maximum Jo!7’a/6d = 1,
The discussion of solutions outside the range,

[u(d) ?
involves
stability
stability
and T>

u(o)]

s Ts [z(d) Yu(o)]’

the possibility of the reflection of electrons and questions of the
In fact, the question of
of the space-charge configuration.
arises for JO greater than one-half the value at the maximum,
l)3d/[u(d) + u(0)], if v(d) < v(0), and arises for
(@–
Jo > au(d)% + u(o)%]’
gd,
‘

and a somewhat larger value of T, if v(d) > v(O). 1
At the current maximum, since JoTa/6d = 1, it is easily shown that
a(0) = —2u(0) [v(d) + v(0)]/3d and that the velocity in the gap has a
minimum, which is v(0)v(d)/[v(d) + v(O)] and occurs at

“=[J!!(O)]”
Two d-c quantities that enter in the discussion of the r-f behavior of
the gap are
co
-=l-J%
e

and

~=1-~.

6
(46)

As JO goes from zero to its maximum, co/c goes from unity to zero;
simultaneously u goes from unity to —v(O)/o(d) and is zero when
‘fO
—=
t

1
~ + 2u(d)”

3V(0)
1For details, see J. K. Knipp, “Space Chzrge Between Pzrzllel Plane Gridz,’~
1944.

KL Report 534, “Mar. 22,
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If the velocity of injection is zero, the maximum current occurs when
the field at the first plane is zero. The current has the value given by
Jo = 2u(~)3
~“
This is Child’s law for a space-charge-limited
the a-c impedance, P = dV.i/dIo, is

diode.

In such a diode

J,T4
‘0 = 12A60”

(47)

This is a useful combination of symbols, whether Child’s law is obeyed
or not.
The capacity, C = AeO/d, the beam conductance, Gd = 10/ Vd, and
PO= JOT4/12Ae0 are related as follows:
2cpo

JOT’

Gdr’T

—=-iXT=-iX
T

=1–%

(4s)

e

where r = v(d) T/d.

R-j Relations.—In
in the gap, let
.

order to find the condkions

for steady oscillations

J. = @%
mAeo

J(t) = – Jo + J@e@,

where Zo is the r-f amplitude of the total current.
~ becomes

(49)

Llewellyn’s equation

d’z
* = JO – J#”’.

(50)

This is integrated for a particular electron with the condition
injection the acceleration is a(O,t’) and the velocity is u(O,t’).
The first integration gives

J
a(z,t) — a(O,t’) = JO(t — t’) — ;

that at

(&.: – ei.r).

(51)

[d”’ – d“” – d“’ju(t – t’)].

(52)

The second integration gives
v(z,t) -

v(O,t’) = JO ~

+ a(O,t’)(t - t’)
— ~,

The third integration gives
~ = Jo (t – t’)’
—+
6

a(o,t’) ~

+ I@,t’)(t

-

t’)
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SPREAD

and
i(z,t) = —10 + ia(z)ei”t. )
From Eq. (43),
juao(z)

= –Jti + ju(~),

j.(z)

ei. (x)
= ~o-

(55)

On substituting from Eqs. (54) in Eq. (51) and writing eicW’–&J
for e@’,
an expression is obtained from which the purely d-c terms can be eliminated by the use of the first of Eqs. (44). The result is
ad(z)

–

aa(0)c@’

= JoTO(Z) – ~

(56)

(1 — e–ir).

By using Eq. (55), the r-f acceleration amplitudes can be eliminated.
Terms containing J. drop out. The resulting relation is

which was found in Sec. 3.5 by assuming particle conservation.
Substitution from Eqs. (54) in Eq. (52) gives, in a similar manner,

u.(z) — v.(0)e–~& = a(z) Z’.(Z) + a~(0)e–ir T’
— *,

(1 – e-iy – jd’e-iti).

(57)

On eliminating the acceleration amplitude, this equation becomes
oti(z)

– vti(0)dY

= a(z) Tu(z)

JUT! ~,e-?
– —
ju

2

~ j.,(o)
ju

T,e–i#

.

(58)

The last term in this expression should be noted for, together with contributions from !l’~(z), it gives a dependence of v.(z) on L(O).
Finally, substitution from Eqs. (54) in Eq. (53) gives

-*w”’-v)e-%-a’”l”

’59)

Thk equation determines the amplitude of the modulation of the time
of passage. On eliminating the acceleration amplitude, it becomes

‘(’)TU(Z)
‘%w’-’e’%-%
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This expression isusedto

eliminate Z’ti(z)from Eqs. (18) and (58).
results of the foregoing calculation are most easily given in terms of the series formulation:

Llewellyn Electronic Equations.—The
= –1.a(z)

i.(z)

VW(Z)= –1.
and

+i,(z),

()

v(x)
~

V@ = – IeZ, + e.,

f?(z) +u,(z),
(39)

Z, = ~&c + Z,.

!

When the six elements of these three equations have the form given by
the calculations of this section, they are known as the “Llewellyn electronic equations. ”
A number of parameters are introduced in order to simplify the form
The tit of these are
and interpretation of the equations.

# _

~(~)~’
x’

~__—Z(d)!r
d’

~, = @)T’2
2X

‘

a(d)T2 .
* = —
2d

They come from the presence of a d-c field in the gap. If the d-c field
were zero, r’ and r would be unity and & and 8 would be zero. Additional
but not independent parameters are
eo
7=
c
~1=1

JoT’8
1 .—
6x’
JoT’Z
–%@’

e,

-=l-S,
e

.=,

_~.

These come from the presence of current and space charge in the gap
and would be unity if current and space charge were completely absent.
The quantity e plays the role of a low-frequency dielectric constant that
is due to the electron beam.
It occurs in the equation for the velocity
modulation of the beam as it leaves the gap and the equation for the gap
voltage.
The quantity u is a smoothing factor.
The smoothing, Or
debunching, comes from the spreading forces caused by the uneven disposition of space charge in a density-modulated beam.
This parameter
occurs in the equations for the current and velocity modulations of the
beam as it leaves the gap. For a high-velocity gap in which the space
charge is small, both co/c and u are only slightly less than unity.
However, as the space charge becomes appreciable, these quantities become
considerably less than unity.
As JO approaches 2[v(d) + V(0)]s/W9,
which is its maximum, cO/c approaches zero and u approaches —v(O)/v(d).
The four parameters r’, 8’, c,/c’, u’, are related as follows:
l–:=l–r’+

b’,

l–u=(l–

r’+@.
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Similarly,
l–~=1–r+a,
c

l–U=(l–

T+

6);;

also
a(0)
—.
a(d)

1–(1–.);

The first electronic equation follows from Eq. (18) after substituting
for Z’.(Z) from Eq. (60).
It is

‘a(’)

‘im(0)e-’”=’o(l

-“’)(M’

– i.(o)(l

-Y)’-%
– a’)’+

+ u.(o)

()~

j#f#P.

(61)

Hence, by comparison with the first of Eqs. (9),

e-%

“(’)
=@’@’-w)

()
~

i,(z) = ia (0)u’e–ir + v.(0)

j#@@’.

1

(62)

It is significant that the presence of space charge magnifies a(d) and
reduces the first term of i,(d), and that either can be made very small by
the proper choice of u.
The second electronic equation follows from Eq. (58).
It is

Hence, by comparison with the second of Eqs. (9),
j3(z) = –(1

u,(z)

=

–

–U’)j+,

~(~)
i.(o) ~,
()

, )“‘–$
jf?’N’

(

;M’+a

~

2
( ~ –u’)2~~e

+

Eo

7

_jp

(64)

u(”) —
;$;
[

– (1 – u’)

1

e-i”.

The beam-loading impedance and voltage source in the third electronic equation are obtained from Eq. (62) by using the integrals of
Eq. (11).
It is found that
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zB=.J1 –
Juc
L(o)
“=jir

()
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~ Ne-$,
E
a(0) ~j~N e-;
6 )
a(d)

g J/f
( e

(65)

I

+%%#)’$(”-%e-’

The presence of space charge tends to magnify the beam-loading impedance and to reduce that part of the voltage source which comes from the
density modulation of the beam at injection.
Exact Shunt Formulation.—The Llewell~ electronic equations can,
of course, be written in shunt form by using the transformation of the
elements given in Eqs. (12). The following two identities are of interest
in this connection:

The gap admittance is
‘~=joc[’

-(1

and therefore the beam-loading

-:)

(67)

Ne-;ll

admittance is

‘~=juco
-+e-;[’-(1
-:)

Ne-;l-’o

’68)

AS cO/c approaches unity, this expression becomes identical with the first
of Eqs. (37). The exciting current is

i.=

[(

i.(o) :M–

a(0)
—
a(d)

~.jj
e–$
)’

+4iw’(”-%e-T

-(’

-9NT

‘6’)

It goes over into the second of Eqs. (37) as to/c approaches unity,
since at the same time a(0) becomes equal to a(d).
The internal electronic transadmittance,
or density-modulation
admittance, is

y~(~) = .i@c(l –

a’)

( j@’N’
-Ae-:[l
J/f~ _

-(1

+e-%l-’

’70)

On comparison with the first of Eqs. (35), it is seen that that equation is
obtained by putting e~ie = 1 in the above.
The density modulation
that is due to modulations in the beam at injection is
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By putting u’ equal to unity, the second of Eqs. (35) is obtained.

()

v(x)
of – Vw ~0

The coefficient
admittance
fro(z) = juc(l

in v.(z)

is the velocity-modulation

– c’)

&
g Jf, + f/ @’~’
Je r ( J
T)e-w

-(1-9

Ne-T’o

’72)

It takes the same form as the first of Eqs. (36) when co/# and co/c are
unity. Finally, the velocity modulation that is due to modulations in
the beam at injection is

Vm(z) = – i.(o)
+ v.(o)
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This expression reduces to the second of Eqs. (36) when u’ is put equal to
unit y.
It is thus seen that, in order to transform the elements of the exact
shunt formulation into the elements calculated for the high-velocity gap
with constant
j~(z)

d-c field, juC

()

1 – ~
and jd(l
– u’) in l’~, y~(z),
E
are first replaced by their equivalent expressions as given by

Eqs. (66), and then ~ and ~ are put equal to unity in Y,, in, y~(~), ~~(x),
and u’ is put equal to unity in i~(z), v~(z).
Hence the effect of space
charge in Y~, i~, y~(z), j~(x) is essentially a dielectric effect while in
~~(z), v~(z) it is a debunching effect. However, the two effects are not
completely separable.
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BY J. K. K.NIPP
Microwave circuits are built of resonators connected by waveguides
Radiation losses
and coaxial lines rather than of coils and condensers.
are eliminated by the use of such closed elements and ohmic losses are
reduced because of the large surface areas that are provided for the surface currents.
Radio-frequency energy is stored in the resonator fields.
The linear dimensions of the usual resonator are of the order of magnitude
of the free-space wavelength h corresponding to the frequency of excitation, ~ = c/A, c = 3 X 108 m/see.
4.1. Cavity Resonators.
Free Osculations.-A
simple cavity completely enclosed by metallic walls can oscillate in any one of an infinite
The free oscillations are characterized
number of field configurations.
by an infinite number of resonant frequencies corresponding to specific
Among these frequencies there is
field patterns or modes of oscillation.
a smallest one, j.; for it the free-space wavelength,
ho = (3 X 10s m/see),
j,
is of the order of magnitude of the linear dimensions of the cavity, and
the field pattern is unusually simple; for instance, there are no internal
nodes in the electric field and only one surface node in the magnetic
field.
The free oscillations of such a cavity are damped by energy lost to
the walls in the form of heat. This heat comes from the currents circulating in the walls and is due to the finite conductivity of the metal of
the walls. The total energy of the oscillations is the integral over the
volume of the cavity of the energy density,

where E and H are the electric and magnetic field vectors, in volts/meter
1
and ampere-turns/meter, respectively, and co = — X 10-9 farad/meter,
3077
~, = % x 10-7 henry/meter.
The cavity has been assumed to be empty.
The total energy w in a particular mode decreases exponentially in time
70
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according to the expression,
Unl
~ . ~&-7T P
where uO = %f~. In this formula Q is a quantity
mode; it is defined by

characteristic

of the

1
energy lost in one cycle
~ = % energy stored in the cavity”
The fields and currents decrawe in time with the factor e-~.
Reasons for Reentrant Cavdies.-The
cavities of most klystrons and
microwave triodes and tetrodes are reentrant cylindrical structures with
They are reentrant for two reasons.
circular cross sections (see Fig. 4.1).
When the cavity is excited, the gap, namely the region between the post
and the opposite end-plate, is a region of high electric field. It is through
this gap tht the beam passes, the
electrons moving parallel to the
axis of the resonator and therefore
normal to the defining planes of the
gap. These planes are usually grids
that allow the passage of electrons
while serving to maintain a fairly
uniform field in the region. A high
electric field is desired for large
interaction between the beam and
the field. The second reason for a
reentrant cavity is that the gap,
being small, requires a relatively
FIG.4.1.—Cutawayviewof a reentrant
resonatorwith radial fin gridsand coaxial
short time for the transit of elec100Pcoupling.
trons. Transit times greater than
a fraction of a cycle are almost always undesirable because of the
reduced effectiveness of the gap potential in modulating the beam and of
the electron current in exciting the cavity.
Prim”pal Mode.—The principal, or fundamental, mode of oscillation
of such a cavity, and the one with the longest fre~space wavelength An,
has electric and magnetic fields that do not depend on the angle defining
the half plane through both the axis and the point at which the fields are
being considered (see Fig. 4“2). In addition, the electric field is zero
only at the wall farthest removed from the gap and the magnetic field is
zero only at the center of the gap.
In this mode the magnetic field is everywhere perpendicular to the
plane passing through the atis and the electric field lies in that plane.
Lhes of magnetic flux form circles about the axis and lines of electric
flux pass from the inner to the outer surfaces.

fz=h
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The cavities that are used in microwave tubes almost always have
a narrow gap, that is, the depth of the gap is small compared with the
If the radius of the post is much
radius of the post (d <<e, in Fig. 4.2).
less than one-quarter of the wavelength, and if the rest of the cavity is not
small, the electric field in the gap is relatively strong and approximately
uniform over the gap. It is directed parallel to the axis and falls off
only slightly as the edge of the gap
Izt
is approached.
On the other hand,
the magnetic field increases from
zero at the center of the gap in such
a manner that it is nearly linear
with the radius.
The proportions of the toroidal
region outside the gap vary widely
in tubes of different design.
It is
d
convenient to distinguish two types
Radial-line
cavities
of cavities.
have the general shape of flat pillboxes with a center post.
In such
a cavity the radial distance between
FI~. 4.2.—Cylindrical coordinates and the inner and outer walls is larger
resonatordimensions.
than the height of the cavity
(b – a > h in Fig. 4.2). Coaxial-line cavities have the general shape
of one tube within another.
In such a cavity the radial distance between the inner and outer walls is smaller than the height of the cavity

(b–a

<h).

In a radial-line cavity the electric field outside the gap tends to remain
parallel to the axis, aside from some distortion of the field that is caused
by fringing near the gap; it is weaker than in the gap and tends to become
zero as the outer circular wall is approached.
The magnetic field, on the
other hand, increases from its value at the edge of the gap and has its
maximum value at the outer circular wall.
In a coaxial-line cavity the electric field outside the gap changes its
direction in relation to the axis from parallel in the region near the gap
to perpendicular on going away from that region. Thus, in the coaxial
portion of the cavity, the electric field tends to be directed from the inner
circular wall toward the outer circular wall. It is weaker than in the
gap, and as the end wall away from the gap is approached it tends to
become zero. The magnetic field, on the other hand, increases from its
value at the edge of the gap on moving parallel to the axis away from the
gap and has its maximum value at the end wall away from the gap.
It is thus seen that, whereas the gap is a region of very large electric
field and small magnetic field, the reentrant portion of the cavity is a
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region of large magnetic field and small electric field. The gap is the
capacitive region of the circuit, and the reentrant portion is the inductive
region. The direction of surface currents lies in the plane through the
axis. Charge flows from the inner to the outer conducting surface of
the gap by passing along the inner wall, across the end, up the outer wall,
and across the outer end. The current links the magnetic flux and the
magnetic flux links the current, as required by the laws of Faraday,
Biot and Savart.
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FIG.4.3.—Curvesfordetermining
resonantwavelengthAoof fundamentalmodeof reentrant
cylindricalresonatorfor b/a = 2,00and b/a = 2.25.
Resonant Wavelen@ jor Principal Mode.—The resonant wavelength
of a particular mode is found from. a. proper solution of Maxwell’s equation, that is, one that satisfies the boundary conditions imposed by the
cavity.
When the walls of the cavity conduct perfectly, these conditions
are that the electric field must be perpendicular to the walls and the
magnetic field parallel to the walls over the entire surface, where these
fields are not zero.
The resonant wavelength XOhas been calculated by W. W. Hansen’
for the principal mode of the simple reentrant cavity illustrated in Fig.
4.2. Results based on these calculations are given in Figs. 4.3 to 4.7
I W. W, Hansen, “ A Type of 13ectricalResonator,” J. Appt. F’hw, 9, 654 (1938).
The cumes arefrom MicrowaveTransmissionDafu,SperryGyroscopeCo., New York,
1944.
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in the form of curves for particular values of the ratio of outer to inner
The height of the resonator is h and the gap depth is d.
radius, b/a.
Sets of curves for two values of b/a are given in each figure; the larger is
the same as the smaller in the next figure. Curves for d/a are plotted
against h/a for particular values of ka, where k = 27/hO. By interpolating between the curves, AOcan be determined if the four dimensions
a, b, d, h are known; or if three dimensions and ADare known, the fourth
is obtainable.
The curves are believed accurate to within a few per
cent.
In using these curves to determine the resonant wavelength of a
cavity it must be remembered that the bounding conducting surfaces of
the gap region have been assumed to be solid. It has been found, for
example, that two coarse grids constructed of radial fins (as shown in
Fig. 4.1) for the purposes of wavelength determination have an equivalent
spacing some 30 per cent greater than the physical spacing and that two
fine-mesh grids have an equivalent spacing some 10 per cent greater than
the physical spacing.
L’nloaded Q and Shunt Conductance.-In
a cavity undergoing free
oscillations, the fields and surface currents all vary linearly with the
degree of excitation, that is, a change in one quantity is accompanied
by a proportional change in the others. The stored energy and the
energy losses to the walls vary quadratically with the degree of excitation. Since the Q of the resonator is the ratio of these two quantities, it
is independent of the degree of excitation.
The resonator losses per second, besides being proportional to the
degree of excitation, are inversely proportional to the product of the
effective depth of penetration of the fields and currents into the walls,
the skin depth, and the conductivity of the metal of the walls. Since
the skin depth is itself inversely proportional to the square root of the conductivity, the losses are inversely proportional to the square root of the
conductivity [see Eqs. (20) and (21)].
The losses are also roughly proportional to the total internal surface area of the cavity; and this area
is proportional to the square of the resonant wavelength for geometrically
similar resonators.
The skin depth is proportional to the square root
of the wavelength, and hence the losses per second are proportional to
the three-halves power of the resonant wavelength.
The loss per cycle, which is the quantity that enters in Q, is proportional to the fiv~halves power of the resonant wavelength.
Since the
energy stored is roughly proportional to the volume, or the cube of the
wavelength, the Q varies as the square root of the wavelength for geometrically similar cavities, a relationship that is exact if the mode is
unchanged because the field patterns are the same [see Eq. (23)].
In
general, large cavities, which have large resonant wavelengths in the
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principal mode, have large values of Q. Cavities that have a surface
area that is unusually high in proportion to the volume, such as reentrant
cavities, have Q’s that are lower than those of cavities having a simpler
geometry.
The shunt conductance G as given by the expression,
G=

energy lost per second
_

v(t)’

‘

is defined only when the voltage V(t) is specified. In a reentrant cavity
the potential across the gap varies only slightly over the gap if the gap
h=l&i h=24d
h=~
h=d
h=12d
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Frm4+.-Shunt resistanceR in ohmsandQ for copperresonatorshaving3.2-cmresonant
wavelengthaDdO.01-in.gap depth.
is narrow and the rest of the cavity is not small. A unique definition
is obtained for G by using for V(t) the potential across the center of the
gap. The gap voltage is proportional to the degree of excitation, and
hence the shunt conductance is independent of the degree of excitation,
as expected.
For geometrically similar cavities the shunt conductance varies
inversely as the square root of the resonant wavelength for the same mode
of excitation.
This relationship exists because for the same excitation
V(t)’ is proportional to the square of the wavelength and the loss per
second to the three-halves power of the wavelength.
Both the unloaded Q and the reciprocal of the shunt conductance
vary as the square root of the conductivity of the metal of the walls.
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Approximate values of Q and R = l/G are given in Figs. 48 to 4.12
for copper cylindrical resonators with circular cross sections having
particular values of a, b, d, h.’ All the resonators have a resonant
wavelength of 3.2 cm. The gap depth is constant for all the resonators
of a particular figure. The three resonators in any column have the same
height. The first resonator in any row is a pillbox cylinder; the remainThe outer
ing four resonators in the row have the same inner radius.
radius required to give Xo = 3.2 cm is to be found in the table in each
figure. The values of Q and R are believed accurate to 10 per cent for
resonators that are highly reentrant and to 25 per cent for those that are
less so. The values are exact, however, for the pillbox resonators.
Cavities of similar proportions are obtained by scaling a, b, d, h in proportion to the wavelength desired; Q and R are then proportional to the
square root of the wavelength.
Values for metals other than copper are
ia proportion to the square root of the conductivity.
An examination of the values of R shows that R increases with d for
fixed a and h, as expected because of the reduced current flow necessary
to produce the same value of the gap voltage.
Circuit.—In many respects the
Comparison m“th Lumped-constant
behavior of a resonant cavity resembles that of a low-frequency shunt
For such a circuit, CO,= l/~L~
and Q = CJOCR. In a
LRC-circuit.
highly reentrant cavity the effective capacitance is given approximately
by C = ema’/d, and L can be assumed to be defined by m and C.
For the lumped-constant circuit,

If this relation held for cavity resonators, Q/R should be constant for
the rows (fixed d and a) and should vary as a2 in the columns (fixed d)
of the Figs. 4.8 to 4.12. The values of Q/R X 102 mhos obtained from
Fig. 411 are:

2.2
2.2
2.2

1.1
1.8
2.7

0.79
1.3
3.0

0.61
1.1
2.2

0.46
1.3
1.5

The lack of complete similarity in behavior to that of a low-frequency
circuit is apparent and is the greatest with regard to the change with a
in the columns; if the similarity were perfect, the numbers in the first,
second, and third rows of any column would be in the proportion 1 to
16 to 64.
Data, Sperry Gyroscope Co., New
1Diagrams are from Microuxwe!l’ranmnism”on
York, 1944, and are bawd on the calculationsof W. W, HanserL.
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The main value of the analogy between resonators and lumpedconstant circuits lies not in the extension of characteristic parameters to
other geometries, in which the anali (t)—
ogy is not very reliable, but in the
fact that the equations for the forced
ezm”tation of Resonators and lumpedL

constant circuits a7e of the same general
form.

‘=”

If, for example, it is assumed that
the current i(t) passes into the shunt
combination of L, C, and conductance
laws,

i(t) =c~

dV(t) + ~
~

FIG. 4.13.—LumPed-constant circuit;
00 = Ii@,
Q = UOCjG,

\

G (see Fig. 4.13), by Kirchhoff’s

dtV(t) + GV(t).

On taking the derivative and eliminating L,
(i’v(t)
di(t)
c— dta
dt =
[

+ ~{v(t)

+ G q).dt
1

(1)

For forced oscillation with the frequency u,

i. =[G+juoC(:-:)]Vm.
Thus, there is defined the circuit admittance

the excitation of the lumped-constant
Similar equations, with approcircuit.
priate parameters, are obtained in the
i (t)
~
description of the excitation of a particular
mode of the resonator [see for example Eq.
(43)]. The parameters are best evaluated
by the investigation of the fields of the
‘m
resonator.
It is to be expected that they
FIG. 4.14.—Short-circuited
transmissionline of length 1 and depend on the frequency.
characteristicimpedance ZO teras Short-cirCoaxial-1ine Eesonato7
minatedby lumpedcapacitanceC.
cuited Line Terminated
by a Lumped
Capm”tance.-A
cylindrical reentrant cavity having b – a <<h can be
represented approximately
as a transmission line, of characteristic
impedance Zo, short-circuited at one end and terminated at the other
by a lumped capacitance C (see Fig. 4-14).
Thk is a natural representation since the reentrant portion of the cavity is shaped like a coaxial
line and the capacitive region is well locali~ed if the gap is narrow.
These

equations

describe
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The input admittance of a short-circuited
length 1 is
Y,=.

lossless transmission line of
(2)

1
~ZOtan M

Hence, the input admitand line is

where k = %/X = u/c, c = 3 X 108 m/see.
tance of the shunt combination of capacitance
Y = jwC +

~zo

~an
~i

At resonance the total susceptance is zero.
frequency is given by the expression,
Ooc =

(3)

Therefore the resonant

1
Z. tan (u02/c) -

If ZWOC <<1, as is possible if the capacitance

[SEC.4.1

(4)

is small,

(or 3T/2, etc.) and the wavelength in the principal mode is very nearly
four times the line length.
Such a cavity is called a “quarter-wave
If the characteristic impedance and length of
resonator.
coaxial”
line are not changed but the capacitance is increased, the resonant wavelength in the principal mode becomes greater than four times the line
length, and consequently the resonant frequency is reduced.
The characteristic impedance of a coaxial line of inner radius a and outer radius b is
simply
1
& in !,
% J co
a
where it has been assumed the line contains no dielectric material.
The resonance condition can be used to eliminate the characteristic
impedance in the expression for the input admittance of the resonator;
thus is obtained the expression,

Y=juOC

(

~–—

tan kol
tan kl ) ‘

(5)

which for kol and kl <<1 reduces to

It is clear that a lumped conductance G @ the same end aa the capacitance
would merely add G to this equation.
Losses distributed along the lime,
and input or output connections at a particular point in the line, could
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be introduced in terms of conductance and susceptances and treated by
the methods usual to transmission line theory.
In a similar manner, a cylindrical reentrant cavity having b – a>> h
can be represented approximately as a transmission line, with a varying
characteristic impedance, short-circuited at one end and terminated at
the other by a lumped capacitance.
The appropriate line is a radial
transmission line. It is formed of parallel metal dkks between which
fields are established, which travel in and out from the center. The short
circuit is a circular metal wall at the outer circumference of the disks
and the lumped capacitance is a gap at the center between a post and
one of the disks. The quantitative description of radial transmission
lines is best given with the aid of a chart such as is found in the book
by Ramo and Whinnery.1
4.2. Resonator Fields in Principal Mode.
Fietis, Currents, and Space
Churge.-For
a cavity containing no dielectric material Maxwell’s
equations are the two divergence relations,
POdiv H = O,

to dlv E = p,

(6)

and the two laws of induction
dH
curl E = –pox)

curl H=e#+J.

(7)

Rationalized mks units are used. The magnetic field H is in ampere
turns/meter, electric field E in volts/meter, charge density p in coulombs/
The dielectric constant ~o
meter8, current density J in amperes/meter2.
and the permeabilityy PO is k X 10–7
is (1/367r) X 10–g farad/meter
henry/meter.
The magnetic flux density MJI is in webers/meter2;
magnetic flux changing at the rate of one weber/sec generates one volt.
There is frequent use for the two relations:
—
1
Po
=C=3X10S
meters/see,
– = 120r
ohms.
d ~o
4,T0
The laws of electrodynamics can be expressed in differential form by
Maxwell’s equations or in integral form by applying the divergence
theorem and Stokes’s theorem to Maxwell’s equations.
By the divergence theorem the volume integral of the divergence of a vector is equal
to the integral over the surface of its outward normal component.
By
Stokes’s theorem the integral of the normal component of the curl of a
vector over a surface bounded by a closed contour is equal to the integral
around the contour of the tangential component of the vector, the direc] S. Ramo and J. R. Whinnery, “Fields and Waves in Modern Radio,” Wiley,
New York, 1944.
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tion of the integration corresponding to right-handed motion with regard
to normals to the surface.
When applied to Maxwell’s two divergence equations, the divergence
theorem gives the result that the total magnetic flux passing through any
closed surface is zero and the total electric flux is equal to the charge
interior to the surface; these are forms of Gauss’s law. From Stokes’s
theorem, when applied to the two induction equations, it follows that
the line integral of the tangential component of the electric field about
any closed path, that is, the induced voltage, is the negative of the
rate of change of the magnetic flux that has been linked by the path, and
that the line integral of the tangential component of the magnetic field
about any closed path is equal to the rate of change of the electric flux
that passes through any area bounded by the path plus the total conduction current that passes through that area. These are Faraday’s
law and the law of Biot and Savart modified to include the displacement
current, which is the rate of change of electric flux through the area.
The total current density is the sum of the displacement current
density and the contiuction current density,
aE
Com+J;
and, since the divergence of the curl of a vector is zero, the total current
The line integral of the tangential compodensity is without divergence.
nent of the magnetic field around any closed path is equal to the total
current linked by the path.
The continuity equation,
~+div

J=O,

(8)

can be obtained by writing the divergence of the total current density
equal to zero and replacing co div E by the charge density.
The fields E and H are zero in perfectly conducting walls. From
the laws in integral form it follows that, at the surface of the cavity, E
and H must be, respectively, normal and tangential to the walls where
these fields are not zero. Also it follows that there is on the walls a
surface current equal in density to H at the surface and perpendicular
to H and a surface charge density equal to cOE.
Fields in Empty Coaxial-line Cavity .—Microwave tubes are built
with cavities of both the radial-line and coaxial-line types.
Most
klystron cavities are radial-line cavities.
The Neher r-f amplifier and
most lighthouse tube circuits have coaxial-line cavities.
It is possible to give for both types of cylindrical reentrant cavities a
crude but instructive mathematical description in terms of approximate
solutions of Maxwell’s equations.
In this chapter the coaxial-line cavity
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is so treated.
It is selected because the fields outside the gap can be
approximately represented in terms of sines and cosines rather than Bessel
functions.
The difference in degree of simplicity is just the greater
simplicity of coaxial transmission lines over radial transmission lines.
The mathematical analysis of this chapter is illustrative rather than
exact. Formulas are derived that apply only to coaxial lime cavities
and are only approximate.
They serve to illustrate, however, the kind
of relation that might be expected for other less easily treated cavity
types.
In the principal mode of both radial-line and coaxial-line cavities
o~Y E=, E,, and H+ are diiTerent from zero and these quantities are
independent of o (see Fig. 4.2 for cylindrical coordinates and dimensions
of the cavity).
The magnetic field automatically satisfies the condition
of having no normal component at the walls. If the cavity is empty,
p and J are zero.
If the gap is narrow, the electric field in the gap is practically spaceconstant.
Thus

E.=–:,
where V is the gap voltage.
current TrzeodE,/dtJ

E, = O,

(9)

Since 27rrH~ is equal to the displacement

(lo)
The magnetic field in a uniform gap is proportional to r.
In a coaxial-line cavity, E. is practically zero outside the gap except
for the fringing field. Maxwell’s equations are very simple.
Of the
two divergence equations there remains only
(11)
The first curl equation gives
(12(Z)
and the second gives

(12b)
It can be concluded at once that in the coaxial portion the electric and
magnetic fields are proportional to I/r.
At the end of the cavity near the gap both E. and E, are present and
the field equations are more complicated.
If both d and b – a are
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small compared with 1, however, it can be assumed that the fields in the
gap out to r = a, and in the coaxial portion of the cavity up to z = 1, are
given approximately by the preceding equations.
In the coaxial portion there is the boundary condition that E, is
zero at z = O. If the form,
(13)
where h(t) is an amplitude factor, is assumed, then from the first curl
equation

dE,
—.
ax

COSk’ dh
— Po~~

and the condition is satisfied if
(14)
The second curl equation is satisfied if
cowo#

Hence, if h(t) is proportional

+ kzh =

O.

(15)

to e@,

Resonant Frequency .-The condition at resonance is found by expressing the potential between inner and outer circular walls at x = 1in terms
of the gap potential and matching the magnetic fields at z = 1, T = a.
The magnetic flux linked by the closed path across the center of the gap,
along the metal end wall to r = b, down the side wall to x = 1,and radially
inward to the axis is neglected because both the magnetic field at this
end of the cavity and the enclosed area db are small. Hence, the line
integral of the tangential electric field around thk path is approximately
zero. Since the tangential electric field is zero on the walls,

!hdxE+
ladrE=O’

and therefore, using Eqs. (9) and (14),
(17)
From Eqs. (10) and (13),

—UCO
dV
—.
‘M dt

COSkl
—
h.
a

(18)
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On eliminating V from the last two equations and using Eq. (15),
lh ~ tan kOlin ~ = 1,

(19)

in which ko has been written for k. This is an approximate condition for
k. from which the resonant frequency can be determined.
On comparing
with Eq. (4), it is seen that, with C = cO~a2/d and

the equation for resonance derived by considering the resonator as a shortcircuited coaxial transmission line of characteristic impedance ZO terminated by the capacit ante C’ is the same as that just derived from
By using the exact solution of Maxwell’s
approximate field considerations.
equations, the resonant frequency can be determined exactly.
A
calculation based on a fairly exact solution was used in computing the
curves of Figs. 4.3 to 4.7.
Unloaded Q.—Because of the finite conductivity u of the metal of the
walls, the fields penetrate to an average depth
-z-

6=

—.

d UJu7

(20)

Thk distance is called the “skin depth.”
The fields and currents fall
off exponentially from the surface into the metal walls according to
e– ~, where y is the perpendicular dist ante from the surface int o the metal.
The conductivity of copper is u = 5.7 X 107 mhos/m; and, since copper
is nonmagnetic, p = PO. Hence, in copper, for h = 3 cm, ~ = 0.67 X 10–4
cm.
The surface current, which is equal in magnitude to Ho at the wall,
can be considered concentrated in a layer of resistive material of thickness 3. The instantaneous power lost per unit area is

The total energy lost per cycle is the surface integral
Tpo8

\

dS~

(21)

over the interior walls of the cavity.
The quantity ~ is the short-time
average (average over one cycle) of the square of the magnetic field and
is equal to one-half the square of the peak value.
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The energy stored in the resonator is the volume integral
Po

/

dVp6.

(22)

Hence the unloaded Q of the resonator, as defined in Sec. 4“1, ia given by

(23)

Since, in general, H has
~ might be thought to
volume.
In a reentrant
mation to assume equal

a loop at the surface, the mean surface value of
be roughly twice the mean value throughout the
cavity, however, it is probably a better approximean values, and to write
;“%’

where S is the total interior surface and V is the total volume of the cavity.
If the approximate fields derived in this section are used, the surface
and volume integrals occurring in the unloaded Q are easily calculated.
To simplify the result, the losses and magnetic energy stored in the gap
are neglected, and in the integration over the inner post 1 is replaced by h.
There is then obtained the expression,

:

= kh

1 + Cos’ M

[ IA + sin kh cos kh ‘&.(:+~~)l

’24)

The terms in this formula are the relative contributions of the bottom
and top, inner, and outer walls, respectively.
If the resonator is approximately a quarter wavelength, M ==m/2,
the formula simplifies to

bh [
N

l+—

1
~+;
8 in b/a ( a

)1

.

(25)

For fixed b, the highest Q is found for a = 0.28b, for which

:“?(1+4”
In the limit b/A <<1, l/Q = 1.886/b; the losses in the bottom are
negligible.
Shunt Conductance.-The
gap potential can be expressed as a surface
integral by taking the line integral of the electric field over a closed path
that crosses the gap at the axis and links all the magnetic flux of the
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following equation is obtained:

v=–#o$

/

dSll+.
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Thus the

(26)

The area over which the integration extends is one-half the cross-sectional area cut by a plane through the axis.
The energy lost per second is
(27)
and therefore the shunt conductance

is given by the expression,

If the integrals are assumed proportional

to the areas,

where S is the total interior surface of the cavity and S’ is one-half its
cross-sectional area defined by a plane through the axis.
With the simplified fields used in calculating Q, the shunt conductance
of the coaxial-line cavity is given by

The values of Q and R in Figs. 4.8 to 4.12 were calculated from formulas
similar to Eqs. (24) and (29).
It is to be noted that Eqs. (4), (24), and
(29) do not satisfy the lumped-constant
circuit relation ~ = u,fl
since in Eq. (4) C is defined as d/d.
If the resonator is approximately a quarter wavelength, Eq. (29)
simplifies to

G=~&&[I+&a(;+)]

(w)

Damped Oscillations.—The cavity losses have the effect of introducing
a damping factor into the equation governing the time variation of the
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Instead of Eq. (15) the equation for the amplitude

h(t)

(31)
If the form h = he”wt is assumed, it is found that a is complex and is
given by the expression,
(32)

“=’”0=’%
Therefore the fields have the time factors

(33)
Since any quantity linear in the fields contains h or its derivative,
such a quantity obeys thk amplitude equation because the equation
is homogeneous.
In particular, the gap voltage satisfies the amplitude
equation, which can be written in the form
(34)
where C is defined as QG/wo.
Excitation by the Beam.—
4.3. Cavity Excitation in Principal Mode.
If a beam passes through the gap, conditions are altered by the presence
of current and space charge in the cavity.
Because of the space charge,
the electric field is no longer constant in the gap. If the beam is uniform
as assumed in Chap. 3, the electric field is still directed parallel to the
axis and the gap voltage is the integral,
h

v=–

/1

dxE.,

(35)

where E. is a function of z as well as t, its spoce derivative being determined by the charge density through the divergence equation.
The total current 1 passing through a uniform gap is a function only
But the total current is equal to
of t because it is without divergence.
the line integral of the magnetic field around the edge of the gap; thus

I = %raH4.

I

(36)

Because of the fringing of the field at the edge of the gap, neither 1 nor

H+ is completely constant across the edge of the gap; if the gap is narrow,
however, the effect of fringing on both is small.
The total current is the integral over the area of the gap of the sum
of the d~placement-current
density and conduction-current
density,

I
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and is given by the expression,

‘=!

’’(++J)

(37)

In a uniform gap the right side can be averaged across the gap and V
introduced; thus

I .—

~ dV
~+i,

(38)

where in this equation C = eoA Id and i/A is the average conductioncurrent density in the gap. Thk fundamental relation for the uniform
gap was derived in Chap. 3 from the divergence relation and the continuity equation.
By combining Eq. (38) with Eq. (36), there is obtained
the expression,
i = C%

+ 2mzH4,

(39)

where H+ is the magnetic field at the edge of the gap.
It is seen that the presence of the beam has two primary effects:
the effect of space charge on the electric field, which is sometimes negligible, and the addition of the conduction current to the dkplacement
current. Outside the gap the fields are essentially unchanged except
in amplitude.
Just aa in the empty cavity, the gap voltage and the magnetic field
at the edge of the gap for a coaxial-line cavity are, respectively,

Hence, at the edge of the gap

r3H~
x=

k
1
v,
GO tan M in b/a

which can be substituted in the derivative of Eq. (39).
the expression,

(40)
There is obtained

(41)

To take into account cavity losses, a term of the form GdV/dt should be
added to the right member of this equation.
The factor %/in (b/a) can
be eliminated by using the resonance condition, Eq. (19). When these
changes are made,
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d,v

‘“;a:kLk”z
(

V

)

+ G $.

(42)

The equation just obtained serves to determine the excitation of the
cavity by the beam.
Consistent with the approximations made,
W. tan kol
tan kl
can be replaced by w;.

Hence
(43)

This equation has exactly the same form as Eq. (l), which was derived
If i contains the component iee~~~,
for a lumped-constant circuit.

‘a=

[’””c(%:)+Glv@

The response of the resonator to the driving current is that of a circuit
with the admittance

Y=j.,C

()$–~

+G.

The Output.—The output lead of the resonator can be a metal loop
or probe in the cavity connected to a coaxial line or directly to another
cavity or a window looking into a waveguide or another cavity.
The
output contributes to the power losses and also affects the resonant freThe general effect is to add terms of the form,
quency.
A.%

+ B.V

+ G. ‘;,

to the equation describing the excitation of the cavity.
Such terms
depend on the nature of the load and are frequencydependent.
For a
particular frequency they add an admittance, juAL + (1/j@)B. + G.,
to the gap admittance, which then becomes an expression of the form,

In this expression, WOis the new resonant frequency and C is the new
effective capacitance and GBn = G~ + GR is the sum of conductance
due to resonator and beam losses. The power output is G~~.
Because
of the resonator losses and losses to the beam the power output is only a
fraction of the total power produced; this fraction i~ called the circuit
efficiency.
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A detailed description of the coupling between the output lead and
the resonator is beyond the scope of this chapter and only a few qualitative remarks will be made on the subject. 1
A simple example of coupling from a resonator is an output lead
composed of a small loop on the side of the cavity connected to a coaxial
line. The magnetic flux that passes through the loop induces in it a
voltage,

V. = –A./.Io ~.

(44)

In this formula, A, is the effective area of the loop and H+ is the magnetic
field at the loop; the area is assumed small and the magnetic field constant
over the area. If the disturbance introduced by the presence of the loop
is small, the magnetic field at the loop is approximately
COS

H* = —

r

kz

h,

where x and T are coordinates of the loop.

Hence, if Eq. (17) is used,

kcoskz
~
.—
—1
pOr sin kl in b/a ‘

aH~
—.
at

(45)

and the voltage induced in the loop is simply related to the gap voltage
as follows:
v=_+kcoskx
1
v
(46)
c
r sin kl in b/a
If the admittance looking into the line is a pure conductance G. and the
self-inductance of the loop is neglected, or regarded as part of the line
admittance, the power delivered to the line is G.~~; since it is also Gr,~,
G==

(

~kcoskx
r

1
sin kl in b/a

)

‘G

c.

(47)

This expression gives the output conductance as measured at gap in
terms of the conductance as measured at the loop for a coaxial-line
If the output is not a pure concavity and the conditions stated.
ductance, as is almost always the case unless very careful design requirements are met and the load is matched to the tube, it is clear that the
load contributes a susceptance in add~tion to a conductance at the gap.
The prime significance of the above formula lies in the factor A:; this
1For extensive treatmentsof microwave circuits, the readeris referredto other
books in the Radiation Laboratory Series, in particular: “ Waveguide Handbook,”
Vol. 10, edki by N. Marcuwitz; “ Principles of Microwave Circuits,” Vol. 8, by
C. G. Montgomery, R. H. Dicke, and E. C. Purcell; “ Microwave Magnetrons,”
Vol. 6, editedby G. B. ~hS.
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factor indicates that, as the loop is turned, the gap conductance due to
the load changes with the square of the cosine of the angle which it
makes with the plane through the position of the loop and the axis.
It is, of course, obvious that if the loop is placed in a part of the cavity
where the magnetic field is small, the output coupling is weak.
The presence of an output lead on the side of a circular cylindrical
resonator destroys the axial symmetry that the fields have in the principal
mode in the absence of the coupl ng device.
Modes not having that
symmetry are excited and contribute to the stored energy, the losses, and
other general properties of the resonator.
A discussion of these modes is
essential to the description of the effect of the output and they are the
basis of the exact calculation of the output characteristics.
The effects of external connections on cavity excitation are important
in the discussion of tube operation.
Reference is made to the detailed
treatment of load effects on the performance of reflex klystrons that is to
be found in Chap. 15.

PART II

PLANAR SPACE-CHARGE TUBES

CHAPTER
THEORY

OF H-F

5

SPACE-CHARGE

DEVICES

BY J. K. KNIPP
A microwave tube of planar grid structure contains a succession
of regions separated by parallel plane grids. The first of these regions
has a cathode that emits electrons, and these electrons form a beam that
In the absence of r-f fields, the motion
passes through the other regions.
of the electrons of the beam is controlled by the d-c voltages on the grids
and the anode.
If within a region of the tube the voltage relative to
the cathode is zero or negative, some or all of the electrons are reflected;
when such is the case, the beam contains a stream of oncoming electrons
If the cathode emits uniformly, if
and a stream of reflected electrons.
the regions are shallow, and if the grids are of fine mesh, the beam and
the fields are fairly uniform and for most purposes can be described without considering variations parallel to the grid planes.
The assumption of uniformity is made in this chapter.
Hence the
general relations of Sec. 34 apply to each of the several regions of the
tube. It is also assumed that there is negligible penetration of electric
fields through the grids. Thus the discussion is restricted to high-mu
tubes. Since the grids are usually far from perfect transmitters of
electrons, it is assumed that only a fraction of the electrons incident on a
grid is transmitted by it. Although secondaries produced by the impact
of electrons on the grids and the anode can produce many complicating
Finally, only loweffects, such effects are not discussed in this chapter.
level operation is considered; the small-signal approximation is made.
All r-f amplitudes are assumed to be so small that quantities containing
quadratic and higher-order factors can be neglected.
The theory is
linear in the r-f amplitudes.
The electrons from the cathode have a spread in velocity correspondBecause of velocity dtierences,
ing to the temperature of the cathode.
electron trajectories are not ident ital. If there is a potential minimum
outside the cathode, slow electrons are reflected and only those with
Moreover the
sufficiently high initial velocities pass the minimum.
transit times of electrons traversing similar paths are different for electrons in different velocity groups. Therefore it is necessary to include
the spread in velocity in a general theory of space-charge devices.
The
velocity spread is particularly important in a space-charge-limited
97
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cathode-grid region in which the distance from the cathode to the potential minimum is not a negligible fraction of the cathode-grid spacing.
In most output regions, however, the velocity spread can be neglected
because of the high voltages that are usually used. It can also be neglected in the grid-screen region of most tetrodes, except when that region
contains a virtual cathode.
Also, an input region with a temperaturelimited cathode can be treated by the single-velocity theory with a fair
degree of accuracy.
In fact the single-velocity theory has considerable
validity with a space-charge-limited
cathode if the cathode emission
is such that the potential minimum lies near the cathode surface.
The diflerent regions of a tube interact through the beam and through
The properties
outside coupling devices that affect the gap voltages.
of the beam as it leaves one region, together with the nature of the separating grid, determine the properties of the beam as it enters the
next region.
The number of electrons can be reduced by capture by the
grid, but the velocities of the electrons that get through the grid are
essentially unchanged.
The initial conditions in each region are deterHence the
mined by the final conditions in the preceding region.
characteristics of the tube as a whole result from a synthesis of the
characteristics of the individual regions.
What is usually required is the driving current in the output region.
This current contains contributions proportional to the input gap-voltage,
the negative of the coefficient being the electronic transsdmittance, and
noise contributions arising from fluctuations in the cathode emission and
fluctuations due to the random nature of the process of capture of electrons by the grids. If the velocity spread in the output region is negligible, the driving current is a linear function of the r-f output voltage and
the density and velocity modulations at injection.
The latter two
quantities are related to the density and velocity modulations at the
plane of exit of the preceding region. A simple assumption is that the
density modulation at injection into the output region that is not due to
the action of the grid is a definite fraction of the density modulation at
the plane of exit of the preceding region and that the two velocity modulations are the same. This assumption is certainly valid as long as the
velocity spread of the incident electrons is a small fraction of the average
velocity.
When such is not the case, the velocity dependence of the
capture mechanism can affect the relationship.
In the input region
the density and velocity modulations at the exit (grid) plane are the
sums of contributions from the input gap voltage and from fluctuations in the cathode emission.
If the tube is a tetrode, the grid-screen
r@on ia usually not a part of a resonant circuit and no r-f voltage develops in this region. The density and velocity modulations at the exit
(iumen) plane of this region are linear functions of the density and
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velocity modulations at the entrance (grid) plane. The latter are simply
related to the modulations at the exit plane of the input region, which in
turn are sums of contributions from the input gap voltage and from
fluctuations in the cathode emission.
The characteristics of a single region are expressed in terms of quantities that contain the frequency and depend only on the d-c properties
of the beam. Three of these are coefficients of the r-f gap-voltage; they
are the beam-loading admittance, the density-modulation
admittance,
and the velocity-modulation
admittance.
In addition there are excitation and modulation functions, which give the effects of the density
modulation at injection of infinitesimal velocity groups.
If the velocity
spread is negligible, these functions reduce to excitation and modulation
matrices.
The elements of these matrices are obtained from the
Llewellyn theory, which is developed in Sec. 3“6. Only a beginning has
been made in the solution of the problem of finding the admittances and
excitation and modulation functions for a region having a spread in
velocity.
In the next section are to be found precise definitions of the quantities
just introduced.
In the section following are presented some general
relations for the triode and tetrode.
Next are four sections on the
application of the single-velocity theory.
In the remaining three sections
some of the simpler problems of velocity-distribution
phenomena are
discussed.
5.1. Characteristics of a Single Region.—As a beam passes through a
region of a tube, its most important properties are the driving current
and the density and velocity modulations at the plane of exit. These
properties can be regarded as produced partly by the gap voltage and
partly by the modulations present in the beam at injection.
Thus in
the shunt formulation of Sec. 3.4,
i. = – VwY, + i.,
i.(d) = – V.ym(d) + L(d),
vu (d)

= –

v.

y,
()

j.(d)

!

+ v.(d).

I

(1)

The coefficient Y, is the ~eam-loading admittance, the coefficient y~(d) is
the density-modulation
admittance at the exit plane, and the factor
~~(d) is the velocity-modulation
admittance at the exit plane. The
quantity i~ is the exciting current and the quantities i~(d) and v~(d) are
the density modulation and velocity modulation, respectively, at the
exit plane arising from modulations present in the beam at injection.
The beam-loading admittance is conveniently combined with the
resonator and load admittances (measured at the gap), and the total
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circuit admittance,
Y = Y. + Y. + Y., is introduced.
The gap
voltage arising from modulations in the beam at injection is then given by
the simple relation,
i~ = V.Y.

(2)

In the input there is, in addition, the gap voltage caused by the signal.
The signal, of course, has its own noise components.
Velocity Distribution.-The
velocity spread of the electrons of the
beam is described with the use of a current dktribution function i(z,v,t).
The electron current at the plane x at time tdue to electrons with velociThe lowest (or most negative)
ties in the range v to v + do is i(z,v,t)dv.
The electron current then is
velocity at the plane x at time t is vt(z,t).

.
i(x,t) =

/ d(z,t)

and, if vt(x,t) ~ O, the average velocity
the plane z at time t is

dv i(x,v,t),

(3)

of the electrons passing through

dv
I,,~,,,

vi(x,v,t)

V(z,t)

=

/

(4)

,,;Z,LIdv i(z,v,t)

These quantities have their d-c and r-f components, i(z) = – 1,, ie(x),
v(z), VO(z), which can be expressed in terms of the d-c and r-f components
of the distribution function, i(x,v), i. (x ,v), and the d-c and r-f components
of the lower limit in the velocity, d(s), ZJL(Z).
Ezcitaticm and Modulation Functions.-The
exciting current and the
density and velocity modulations at the plane x due to modulations at
injection can be expressed in terms of the modulations in the distribution function at injection.
If electrons enter the region only at the first
plane, as is assumed, any electrons with negative velocities have been
reflected in the region and come originally from the first plane with positive velocities.
Hence if the lower limit of the total distribution at
the first plane is negative or zero, as is the case when that plane is the
cathode, the distribution of the injected electrons extends from zero
upwards.
The desired expressions are

.
i= =

/ o

dv’ iu(O,U’)M(V’),

*

~(x)

=

/ o
V(z)
U*(Z) = ~,

(5)

do’ i@(O,v’)p.(z ;V’),

/

~ dv’ i. (O,v’)Y~(z;v’).

1
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The quantity ~i(ti’) is the excitation function for modulations in the
injected current due to electrons in the velocity range v’ to v’ + dv’.
The quantities ~;(~ ;v’) and ~. (z ;v’) are the corresponding modulation
functions for the density and velocity modulations at the plane z, respectively.
If the lower limit of the total distribution at the first plane is
positive, additional terms must be added to the above expressions to
provide for the modulation of that lower limit.
The excitation and
modulation functions contain the frequency but depend only on the d-c
properties of the beam.
It is clear that p~(v’) is the space average of
p,(z;v’).
Llewellyn Approximation.—If all the electrons at a given plane at a
given time have the same velocity, which is the basic assumption of the
single-velocity theory, i. (O,v’) is readily shown to be given by the
expression
(6)

iU(O,v’) = i.(0) ~(v’ – v(0)) + 10VU
(0) LY(v’– v(0))

where ~(o’) and &(v’) are the Dirac delta function and its derivative.
These two functions have the property that for any function f(v’)

\

W

tic

=

j(o),

dv’ ??(v’)j(u’) = –

g)
[1

/

,
0

provided the integrations include the origin.
Eqs. (5) leads to the expressions

i.
in(z)

l.k(z)

= iw(0)yi(v(O)) – IOU(0)
=

=

iU(0)pi(x ;0(0)) – l@w(0)
v($)
())#”(~;@))
70 ( ‘“(
‘

Substitution of llq. (6) in

~, w(v’)
[1
~

~(o),

(7)

~i(2! ,V )

[a
— 10%(())

“’L
W ~u ‘Jv

[a

( “’duo)]

1
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By comparison of the two sets of equations,
ILii=

Pii(X) =

#i(V(O)),

~,=v’d)[+~,(v’)l.(o)

/.4i(~W(o)),

‘e(z)

lbi(x) = P.(z;v(o)),

‘v(x)

(9)

[#~i(z’v’’l.(o)J
I

‘to(x) ‘v(z)[:~~~’v’’l.(o)

It is seen that
Id
~’=ao

/

1*

d~ ~ii(~)}

““=2

/ o

dx ‘~, pi,(z).

(lo)

Since i~, in(z), and v~(z) for the single-velocity theory are given explicitly
as functions of i.(0) and VU(0)in Sec. 3.6, the six elements of Eqs. (9) are
readily found from the formulas of that section.
They can also be calculated from the general theory of the low-velocity gap without reflections,
by methods that are described in Sec. 8.
Excitation and Modulation Matrices.—The coefficients of Eqs. (8)
define two matrices that are useful in the single-velocity theory of spacecharge devices.
The first of these is the one-row two-column excitation
matrix,

Pi = (#ii

W.);

and the second is the two-row two-column
#(x) =

modulation

h(x)

Pi. (X)

%i(~)

P.v(~)“

(

matrix,

1

The excitation matrix is

as is seen from Eq. (3.69).
The field parameter &is not to be confused
with the Dirac delta function of Eq. 6. The modulation matrix at the
exit plane is

,,.
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Ne-;l+’’-#~’”2>’-”2>
-am

7(’

+ (1 – u)

-?).N’;]

l-(l:~)N.-f”

?i3~N He~”?

~ M+

“2)

1

The elements of this matrix are obtained from Eq. (3.71) and Eq. (3.73)
with x = d.
Single-velocity
Admittances.-The
beam-loading admittance in the
single-velocity theory is given by Eq. (3.68).
It is

jwC
Y, =

()

1 – ~

Ne-~

l–~

Ne-~

1–

(13)

()
The density-modulation
Eq. (3.70) with z = d.

admittance
It is

Ym(@ =

at the exit plane is obtained from

j@c(l
– u)He
1–

-’(’+:)

l–~

. .

(14)

Ne-g

()

The velocity-modulation
Eq. (3.72) with z = d.

admittance
It is

jd(l

f“(d)

=

–

at the exit plane is obtained from

(
()

:)”

u)2
~M
+ 6J+N
e-;
@
,
1–

l–~

E

(15)

Ne-:

In these formulas

These parameters are not independent,
I–;

=l–r+a,

since

l–u=(l–r+

d):.

(16)
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Also it is to be noted that
a(0)
Z@)=

I–(l–

u);,

0(0)
—-=;
V (d)

2

+;(l-u)

-l,

)
“C(’-3

‘w

‘K-w’

)

(17)

where Gd = 10/Vd, and pO= JOT4/12Ae0. For zero direct current, e@/e
For maximum direct curand u are unity, 8 = r — 1, and a(0) = a(d).
3
rent, cO/c is zero, u = —v(O)/v(d), 6 = r = —,
and a(0)/a(d)
= a.
(1 – u)
Cathode-grid Region. —Velocity distribution phenomena are usually
most important in the input region, because of the low injection velocities,
wide thermal spread, and refiected electrons if there is a potential minimum.
If the grid has a high positive voltage and the cathode emission
is not too great, the current that reaches the grid plane is temperature
limited and there is an accelerating field everywhere in the region, A
potential minimum can be made to appear at the cathode by increasing
the cathode emission or decreasing the grid voltage.
As the potential
minimum grows, electrons are reflected and the current that reaches the
grid plane is space-charge limited.
There is a decelerating field between
the cathode and the minimum and an accelerating field beyond.
If the
grid voltage is made sufficiently negative, the minimum reaches the
grid and disappears.
There is then a decelerating field everywhere within
the region and only electrons with high velocities at injection reach the
grid plane.
The single-velocity theory can be used to give an approximate treatment of the input region if the grid has a high positive voltage and the
current is temperature limited, or space-charge limited with a cathode
emission so large that the potential minimum is very near to the cathode.
With sufficiently high grid voltage, the spread of the transit angles of the
electrons which reach the grid plane is a small fraction of a radian.
If
there is a potential minimum and it is very near the cathode, the angles
of the electrons that are reflected are all much less than one radian.
Hence those electrons that are reflected have a negligible effect on the
behavior of the gap and those that reach the grid plane can be regarded
as having a single velocity.
Temperature-limited
cathodes are rarely used because of excessive
noise and the tendency of the cathode surface to disintegrate.
In micro-
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wave tubes the cathode-grid spacing is often so small that the distance
from the cathode to the potential minimum is a good fraction of the
cathode-grid spacing.
In fact with the currents used, the minimum
often occurs at the grid or disappears into the grid. A very large fraction
of the injected electrons is reflected and a good portion spends a large
part of a cycle in the region.
These electrons have an appreciable
effect on the behavior of the gap.
Consistent Theory.-A
complete, consistent theory of the r-f behavior
of a uniform region must take into account the distribution in velocity
of the electrons and include the effects of space charge. The r-f phenomena are completely described in terms of the total r-f current (as determined by the rest of the circuit), the injected r-f electron current
distribution (as determined by the cathode or the preceding region),
A complete theory
and certain impedance and transfer coefficients.
must provide these coefficients as functions of frequency.
A starting point in the theory is the defining relation for the total
current, Eq. (3.3).
Rearranged and with the field replaced by the
acceleration a(z, t), itbecomes

13U(x,t) = –
at

r(t)

+

j(d

(18)

where

The quantities J(t) and j(z,t) occur frequently in electronic theory and
have the dimensions of meter/sec3.
If the electron current is one
amp/meter2, j(x, t) is 2 X 1022 meters /sec3.
If the beam is composed of a single stream of electrons, a stream
being a single-velocity group, j(z,t) in Eq. (18) can be combined with
the partial time derivative to give the total time derivative.
The result
is Llewellyn’s equation, derived in Sec. 3.6,

da(x,t)
—
= –J(t).
dt
This is the fundamental relation of the single-velocity theory of a uniform region. It serves to determine a(z,t), from which the electron
current and other quantities can be derived by the use of Eq. (18).
The problem is much more complex if the beam is composed of more
than one stream. To begin with

.
j(x,t)

=

/ “1(.,/)

ckj(x,v,t)

,

(19)
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where
j(z,v)t)

=

ei(x,v,t)
-mz-

It is to be obsewed that J(t) is determined by the resonator and load
(the circuit) and that j(z,o,t) and U’(Z t) are determined by the injected
current distribution and the acceleration experienced by the electrons.
Hence the acceleration enters on both sides of Eq. (18), which is in reality
This integral equation must
an integral equation for the acceleration.
In the small-signal approximation,
be satisfied by a consistent theory.
it breaks up into two integral equations, one for the determination of the
d-c characteristics and another for the determination of the r-f characteristics. Examples of such equations are given later in the chapter.
5.2. General Relations for Multi-grid Tubes.—The
exciting current
of the output of a multi-grid tube is the sum of a current proportional
to the input voltage and a current arising from fluctuations in the cathode
emission and fluctuations in the partition of the d-c current to the
grids. The exciting current is therefore represented as follows:

[im]o.t = – [Vti]i.nI’m+ [~N].ut.

(20)

In this expression Y~ is the electronic transadmittance of the tube and iN
is that portion of the exciting current arising from cathode and partition
fluctuations except for the noise current arising from the input noise
The total output noise exciting
voltage due to cathode fluctuations.
current arising from cathode and partition fluctuations is
—

L
~

N

,. Ym + liN]out,

(21)

where [i~/ Y]ti is the input noise voltage due to cathode fluctuations.
The output power is [~~] V.lz].., and, neglecting noise,
[v. Y]o.k = – [vm],nYm.
Since the input power is [iGBR]Vw]’]i., where GEE = GE + G, is the beam
loading and resonator conductance, the power gain of the tube is
(22)
On the other hand, the noise power out due to cathode and partition
fluctuations is

‘[i%il..l - [;l.ym+’iN]0u12J
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and therefore the noise figure of the tube is

~~=

,+MLI

-

[Y.y~+’’”’4

GkTo Af

(23)

where k is Boltzmann’s constant, To is the temperature of the room, and
Aj is the bandwidth of the detecting device.
This formula includes
the input noise due to cathode fluctuations, which is partially coherent
with the remaining noise, but does not contain noise contributions of the
After the gain is substituted from Eq. (22), the formula for the
circuit.
noise figure becomes
;

[GBR]in –

L

I’.
kT, Af

1[1

NF=l+

liN]c.n,‘
Y.
+ –-1.

(24)

A reduction in the input loading increases the gain and reduces the noise
figure.
The net current flowing to a grid, the grid current, is a quantity that
is sometimes of interest in circuit analysis.
It is the difference in the
total currents in the regions immediately preceding and following the
grid,
1, = Llmdioe

– 11.11.UOVAM.

The grid current is the sum of a current proportional to the input voltage
and a c,urrent arising from fluctuations in cathode emission and fluctuations in the partition of the d-c current to the grids. Hence it can be
represented as follows:

where Y~u is a grid transadmittance.
The total grid noise current arising
from cathode and partition fluctuations is

(26)
The electronic transadmittance Y~ and the noise current [i~]~.t are
calculated by combining the characteristics of the individual regions of
the tube.
In general, velocity spread is negligible in all but the input
region. The density and velocity modulations at the exit plane of the
input region are assumed to be known and the single-velocity theory used
for the regions following.
At each grid it is assumed that

[’L(0)]foll..ing

=

~O[’ie(d)]LIrOORUU.
+ ‘i.,

IOU
(o)lf.11.swim.
= lU~(~)]n,.cedir.g.
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In these formulas a, is the transmission coefficient of the grid and i.
is the grid partition current. The grid partition current has the spectral
density,
Gti(f) = 2ea,(l

– a,)lo,

where —10 is the direct current in the region preceding the grid.
H@h-rnu Tr~ode.—A triode containing a cathode-grid region (kg)
which is completely isolated, except for the unidirectional beam, from
the grid-anode region (ga) has an electronic transadmittance and output
noise current which are given by the formulas

Ym = ~a [~m(d)]~o[~ti]aa
+ [~(~)~-(~)]ko ~,
{

[i,v]w, = a,

[

[

[im(d)],g~,:]oa + [– zown(d)]~, ~,
[

,0 J
11

,= + i,[~,tlw.

1}

(27:

1

The electronic transadmittance is seen to be the sum of two terms. On~
term contains the density-modulation
admittance at the exit plane of
the cathode-grid region and the other contains the velocity-modulation
admittance at that plane. Similarly, the output noise current has terms
containing the density modulation and velocity modulation at the exit
plane of the cathode-grid region; in addition it has a term proportional
to the grid partition current.
The grid transadmittance and the grid noise current are given by the
formulas.

If the output circuit is tuned, 1– Y,/ Y + 11,. = [ –~~C/Gl,. and the
displacement current far exceeds the electron current.
The four expressions of Eqs, (27) and (28) are derived by the straightforward application of the relations of the preceding paragraph to the
two equations,

‘Zm]out
= [‘@(o)~+”@(0)(%)~’lo:

‘U=[-vwyo+im]kg
-[4++’) ]..
and by the comparison of the results with Eqs. (20) and (25).
Tetrode.—No appreciable r-f voltage develops in the grid-screen
region (gs) of a tetrode if that region is not part of a resonant circuit.
The formulas for the electronic transadmittance and output noise current
are
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In these expressions a, is the screen transmission coefficient and i.
The electronic transadmittance conis the screen partition current.
tains twice as many terms as for a triode because both the density
modulation and velocity modulation from the input region can, through
the action of the grid-screen region, lead to density modulation and
velocity modulation at the injection plane of the output region. Similarly, there are twice as many terms from cathode fluctuations in the
noise output current; in addition there are both density and velocity
modulation contributions from the grid partition current as well as a
density contribution from the screen partition current.
The total current for the grid-screen region is just the exciting current.
The exciting current is the sum of a current proportional to the input
voltage and a current arising from cathode and grid partition fluctuations. Thus
(30)
[in]a, = – [Vu]inY~’ + [~N]w
which is a relation similar to Eq. (20).

In this equation

as is seen directly or by the use of Eqs. (27) for the triode.
The grid transadmittance and grid noise current are

1

Y-, = [Y.]ko – YWL’,
iNa = [im]ka
—[i’v]g*
.
The screen transadmittance

(32)

and screen noise current are

Y., = Y.’ – Y.

[++’18:

‘NE
= ‘iN]g8
-“4%’+11:

(33)

1
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Eqs. (29), (32), and (33) are derived from the three expressions

Similar relations are readily obtained for tubes containing four and more
regions.
&3. Positive-grid Space-charge-limited
Input with Minimum near
Cathode.—If the rate of emission of electrons by the cathode is such
that the potential minimum is very near to the cathode, the electrons
that are reflected spend but a small] part of a cycle in the region and
their effect on the r-f behavior of the region is small.
If in addition the
voltage on the grid is high, the transit angles of the electrons that reach
the grid are all approximately the same, since the spread in the velocities
at injection gives only a small spread in the average velocities during
the passage. Under these conditions the space-charge-limited cathodegrid region can be treated approximately by the single-velocity theory.
In the single-velocity theory the maximum direct current occurs when
cO/c = O. For this current the smoothing parameter u has the value
– o(O)/v(d), which is practically zero since, under the assumption of high
grid voltage, ~(d) >> u(0). In addition r = 6 = 3, and a(0)/a(d)
= O.
Gap Impedance and Admittance.-The
beam-loading impedance is
obtained from Eqs. (3”65); with co/c = O, it is
.zB = –

..?L
e-j;

jwc

“

Therefore the gap impedance is
Ne-i].

za=j&[l–
However from Eq. (1’7) l/~C
be written as

= p,2/o;

Zg=pJWN+3+
or alternatively as

hence the gap impedance

can

I

(

1–Ncos:)

)

I

I
(34)

“’=’

JMN-’x1-Nc0s91”

The real and imaginary parts of Z,/P, are shown plotted in Fig. 5.1
as functions of the transit angle. For zero transit angle the gap behaves

I
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like a pure resistance.
As 0 increases, the resistance becomes zero at
% and it oscillates about zero with a period of > and a very small
decreasing amplitude.
The reactance is everywhere negative, except
at the origin where it is zero.

For small angles 20 =

very large angles Zc = PO –j ~
()

= &J

which

‘Q(l-’%)’for

is the impedance

of the

empty gap.
+1.0

+0.5

o
#
-05

-10
0

r

Zr

3r

4r

Trans,t
angle
O
on transitangleof realandimaginarypartsof diodegapimpedance
FIG.5.1.—Dependence
assumingnegligibleinitialelectronvelocitiesand completespacecharge.
The reciprocal of Z, is the gap admittance

yo=—~”c

,.

(1 – 7Ve-;)
It is conveniently written as the sum of a conductance and a susceptance
as follows:

The dependence on transit angle of the factors multiplying

l/po and juC

in y, are shown in Fig. 5“2. The conductance has the value I/pO at
zero transit angle, drops to zero at %, becomes negative, and oscillates
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about zero with a period of 21rand decreasing amplitude.
The susceptance, on the other hand, has the value 3aC/5 for zero transit angle, is
never greater than &’ for any angle, but attains that value whenever
N = O, at which times the conductance is zero. At very large transit
angles, Yg = j&’.
Excitation Matrix and Input Noise.—The excitation matrix is obtained
from Eq. (11) with CO/Cand a(0) /cI(d) zero and r = 3. It is

0

pi =

3$

e-:

He-i,

[

..

(36)

) 1 – Ne-#

+1.0.
,0.6
+0.5

/

o

-0.5
,0

2T

a-

3X’—

4r

Transit
angle
@
FIG. 5.2.—Dependenceon transit angle of real and imaginaryparts of diode gap
admittanceassumingnegligibleinitial electronvelocitiesand completespace charge.
Note that the coefficientsof the two quantitiesplottedarenot thesame.
Hence the noise exciting current of the input is

i. =

()

’10
u.(o) —
v(d)

3@ He-’6+:)
2

(1 – Ne-;)
Thus since the coefficient of i.(0) in i~ is practically zero, the input noise
is almost entirely due to velocity fluctuations at the potential minimum.
For small transit angles
.lle
(37)
pi = (O 3)e-’m,
and for large transit angles
fl, =

(o

_3)e7e.

(38)

The time average of the square of the current at the cathode plane is
related to the spectral density Gi(j) of that current through the formula
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Similarly

V~

=

U(0)2 +

/

.
~ cVG.U),

where Gv(j) is the spectral density of the average velocity.
shot effect

For the pure

In the noise exciting current VU(0) is the modulation of the average
At the potential
velocity of the electrons which reach the minimum.

2kT

minimum [va — v(0) 2] = ~

()

1 — ~ J where k is Bolt zmann’s constant

These electrons are
and T is the absolute temperature of the cathode.
emitted by the cathode at random; and since the minimum is at the
cathode, the spectral density of the average velocity at the minimum is

The input noise can be regarded as coming from a voltage source in a
series input circuit for which
_ VW(0) –10
‘s - –(–)
jcoc v(d)

~ j~ ~e–j(q+$)
2

Therefore, since
,e ,, ~ IVU(0))Z 10 2902
~ H,
,
U2C2 (-)V(d)
the spectral density of the voltage source is

G., = Gdp:2kT

()

1 – =
~

9H2 = p,4kT3

where pOis the a-c diode resistance.

()

1 – :

H2,

(39)

The quantity 3

1 – ~ = .644.
()
Since His unity for zero transit angle, +his formula expre&es the familiar
effect that at low frequencies a space-charge-limited diode with high
positive anode behaves hke a series voltage noise source with an equivalent resistance equal to the d-c diode resistance and at approximately
# the cathode temperature. 1 The spectrum depends on the frequency
through the factor Hz, which behaves like 4/132for very large values of e.
1(%mpare E. Spenke, W&. Ver. Siernena, 16, 2, 19 (1937); A. J. Raok, l?eU Syst.
Tech. J., 17, 592 (193S)” D. O. North, RCA Rev., 4, 44 (1940).
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Since i~ = e, Y,, the diode noise can also be regarded as coming from a
shunt current source the spectral density of which is
G,-(j)

= IYal‘G.,(j).

Density
and Velocity
Modulation
Admittances.-liGth
u == O and
admittance
& = o/2p0, Eq. (14) gives for the density-modulation
(internal transadmittance) at the exit plane (the grid) the expression

j’

12
yin(d) = –
Po

~e-’(’+l)
(40)

~ _ ~e–;

The magnitude and negative of the phase of p~y~(d) are shown plotted
in Fig. 5.3 as functions

of the transit angle.

The magnitude

x

e-r

-u Povmkfl
3

~ -..

of y~(d)

Zr z
.-:

+

5.0s!

1!
r
2.5

lP&!m(di
0.5

I
I
I
4$
2X
3Transit
ande@
Fm. 5.3.—Dependenceon transit angle of magnitudeand phase of internaltransadmittanceat the secondplaneof diodeassumingnegligibleinitialelectronvelocitiesand
completespacecharge.
0OF

!/
r

starts out at zero transit angle as l/pO and oscillates about that value
It never deviates from l/pO
with decreasing amplitude as o increases.
1 _j~
by S.Smuch as 30 per cent. For small transit angles y~(d) = ; e
1.
and for large transit angles y~(d) = ;0 e7(&r).
The velocity-modulation
from Eq. (15), which gives

admittance

at the exit plane is obtained

(41)
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O -j(~+~)

fm(d)=+~cosze
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Modulathz Matrix.-The
modulation matrix at the grid is found by
making the proper substitutions in Eq. (12), which then reduces to
M)

=

I

– ~e -% + # ~ze-’zq

O jtll

Ne–;

o–l-

e7”g

,.
1 _ Ne-%

_ 3 ~~HeT’,

[

(42)

II

Since the first column of this matrix is approximately zero, the smoothing
of the beam as it leaves the space-charge-limited region with respect to
density fluctuations at the cathode is practically complete.
For small
transit angles,
03
37.9
(43)
P(d) = Q J:
e-m,
and for large transit angles
p(d) =

[1
o

jtJ

[)o

– 1

’70”

(44)

6.4. Grid-screen and Output Regions, Neglecting Velocity Spread.—
The spread in velocity of the electrons is almost always negligible in all
regions following the input if there are no reflected electrons in those
regions and if the grid and anode voltages are sufficiently high. Two
special conditions are of particular interest.
If the d-c voltage across
the gap is very high, space charge in the gap is negligible and the r-f
characteristics of the region are quite simple.
On the other hand, if
space charge is important, a great simplification is obtained by studying
phenomena at large transit angles.
H@wel.otity Gap with High Gap-vol@e.-If
the d-c gapvoltage
is
very high, u(~) >> v(0), and space charge has a negligible effect on the
d-c fields. Under these conditions c,/E = 1, u = 1, r = 2, 6 = 1, and
a(0) = a(d).
The r-f characteristics become
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The velocity modulations at the exit plane arising from both density and
velocity modulations at the entrance plane are practically zero.
Very LaTge Transit Angle.—If space charge is not negligible but the
transit angle is very large, the r-f characteristics become

o,
re-i~,

\

Y. =
yin(d) = – ~

fro(d) =

o, )
(46)

Both the driving current and the velocity modulation at the exit plane
Since no
are almost entirely due to velocity modulation at injection.
special restrictions have been imposed on u and T, these relations are
readily shown to be consistent with those of the preceding paragraph and
also those of Sec. 5“3.
6.5. Positive-grid High-mu Triode with Minimum near Cathode.—
Both the input and output regions of a positive-grid high-mu triode with
large cathode emission can be treated by the single-velocity theory.
The formulas of Sec. 5“3 are used for the input and the general formulas
of Sec. 5.1, or under special conditions those of Sec. 54, are used for the
output .
The equation for the electronic transadmittance is

which is taken from Eqs. (27). Since the first column is zero in both
the excitation and modulation matrices of the input region, density
fluctuations in the cathode emission drop out of both the noise figure and
the total grid noise current and only velocity and partition fluctuations
remain.
Eq. (24) for the noise figure becomes

+ 2aO(l – a,)

eIOPO
() m

+1

l[’’’]’’”l’

1“

’47)

The total grid noise current due to cathode and partition fluctuations
takes the form
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Using this expression, the total grid noise current is found to have
the spectral density

The noise figure, as given by Eq. (47), contains independent contributions from cathode fluctuations and partition fluctuations.
The contribution from cathode fluctuations has input and output terms, which are
not independent, however, since they have the common origin in velocity
fluctuations of the cathode emission.
The same is true of the spectral
If the circuits are tuned, G,o(~) is
density of the total noise current.
roughly proportional to the square of the frequency, since for each circuit
– Y@/Y + 1 = – ~uC/G.
Output Tramsd Angle and Electronic Transadmdtance.—It
is to be
observed that the d-c parameters of the output circuit are determined if
the ratio of the output to input gap spacings and the ratio of the output
to input transit times are specified, for a simple calculation shows that

and therefore in addition 8, u, and also u(0) /v(d) are deterrained.
In
theory it is more convenient to vary the output transit time, rather than
some other quantity (such as the anode voltage, for example), since
otherwise a cubic equation (Eq. 3.45) has to be solved.
The general effect on the electronic transadmittance of an output
transit angle that differs from zero is the reduction of its magnitude and
the increase of the negative of its phase. These changes are illustrated
in Fig. 5.4, which shows the dependence of the magnitude and negative
phase on the input transit angle for a tube in which the output spacing
is three times the input spacing and the transit angles have the ratios
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indicated. 1 In the figure the tranamtilon coefficient is given the val~
unity.
It is seen that the decrease in the magnitude of the electronic
transadmittance
can be very large. An approximate formula, which
holds if the output region is a high-velocit y gap with high d-c gap voltage,

is
Y. = cr.

I

[-&]@)
,Ek-’(”+%.

[Wncf)h,
+ [dmn(dlko

,49)

Sbme under these conditions the ratio of grid to anode velocity is small,
the term containing the velocity-modulation
admittance is small except
for very large output transit angles. For the most part, the dependence
2.0

/

1.5

~ 10
2
2.5

0.5

0
0

r

2r
*
Cathcde-grid
transit
angle
@

0
4r

FYQ.S.4.—Dependence
on cathode-gridtramit angleof magnitudeand ph~ Oftran~
admittanceof high-mutriodeassumingnegligiblecathodevelocitiesand completecathode
spacecharge. Curvesarefor grid-platespacingthreetimescathode-gridspacingand for
threevaluesof ratioof outputto inputtransitangles.
of the electronic transadmittance

on the output characteristics is given by

,=. me functions H and q m-e shown as functions
the factor [He “(q+;)]
of 9 in Fig. 3“8. It is significant that since the output noise current has
the same factor, this iactor drops out in computing the noise figure.
Hence the noise figure is relatively insensitive to the output transit
angle as long as that angle is not extremely large. These effects are
independent of the nature of the input region.
High-velocity Output with Small Transit Angle.—It is instructive to
consider a triode for which space charge and transit angle in the output
are both small. The output excitation matrix, then, is simply (1 O).
The electronic transadmittance reduces to cr,ly~(d)]~,; it is simPIY ProPor1The curves of Fig. 5.4 are based on calculations of J. R. Whinnery, General
Electric Data Folder Nos. 46210 and 46218 (1942).
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TETRODE

tionalto the input internal tranaadmittance
(48) reduce to

at the grid.

Eqs. (47) and

If the input transit angle is small, these equations become

‘F=l+GBR’0i{3(1

-:)41-++

11’

2(1 – a.)

e~opo
(

‘Jc(fi=%3(1-i)l[=
+’IJ*+’IJ’+2”J1

+l]ko-:[->

J

)1

“
-aJ’d[++’lJ”

On the other hand, if the input transit angle is large,

‘F=l+G’+J3(1
-W’’+
’(naowa}’

)1[
++1LI1 ’52)
‘(fl={%3(1-~):’2
+2ea~(1-a)’o
a

2

The noise figure for large input transit angle can be very large because
the term due to cathode fluctuations contains the factor e2. For example,
if GB~pOand eIOpO/kT are of the order of magnitude of unity, which is not
unreasonable, and if the grid transmission coefficient is 0.8 and the temperature ratio is 3.5,
+ +).
NF = 1 + 3.5(##

With a transit angle of 10 radians, the noise figure is about 100. It is
easily shown that the noise figure as given by Eqs. (52) holds for large
input transit angle irrespective of the output condition since the coefficients of the output drop out of the calculation.
5.6. Positive-grid Tetrode with Minimum near Cathode.-Just
as
in a triode, the principal effect of a large output transit angle on the
electronic tkansadmittance of a tetrode is to reduce its magnitude and
increase the negative of its phase. If the output region is a high-velocity
gap with high d-c gap voltage, the factor [He -~(~+~)],a appeam in both
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the electronic transadmittance
and the output noise current.
This
factor drops out in computing the noise figure, leaving it relatively
insensitive to the output transit angle.
If both the grid-screen and the output regions are high-velocity gaps
with high gap voltages, the electronic transadmittance is given by the
formula

Since the ratio of the grid to screen velocity is small under these conditions, the term containing the velocity-modulation
admittance is small
except for very large grid-screen transit angles. As expected, the gridscreen region contributes a phase delay equal to its transit angle.
High-velocity Outpd w“th Small Tratit Angle.—In order to simplify
matters, both space charge and transit angle in the output are assumed
to be small in the remainder of this section.
However no restrictions
are placed on the grid-screen region, except that there are no reflected
electrons.
The output excitation matrix becomes (1 O). The electronic transadmittance, as obtained from Eq. (29), is given by

The cathode contributes only velocity fluctuations to the noise figure,
but both grid and screen contribute partition fluctuations.
The formula
for the noise figure is

+ 2a:ag(l

– a.)

elopo

()-i@
““”8(1

*

1[’’’(’)]’”[2

-a)t*)ti,l

The total grid noise current due to cathode and partition
becomes

‘~(0)(%)l[~,(++l)lkg+
+ [v(d)j-(d)]~r

’55)

fluctuations

a~[Ylka(’~~(d)’~9[~’il~*
~,

H)

,,

-~.(’~(~)l~.[~il,.

+[t@/.tvJd)]kg
~~
,8–ig[wii]g
1)}
[

(56)
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Similarly, the total screen noise current due to cathode and partition
fluctuations becomes

Very Large Input and Grid-screen Transit Angles. -It is of particular
interest to study the effect of space charge in the grid-screen region, for
thespace charge can beusedto reduce thenoise fiWreof the tube. The
analysis is greatly simplified by assuming that both the input and the
grid-screen transit angles are very large, for then limiting forms can be
used fo~ the modulation admittances and matrix elements.
If both the input and grid-screen transit angles are very large, Eq.
(54) for the electronic transadmittance becomes

‘J%?{

-’”’.+

[~lk@[%l.s’l+e”l)

“+’]kg[e-’o]gs

’58)

It is seen from this formula that the electronic transadmittance can be
made larger ihan axx./pO by making the product [v(d) /o]~Jo/zJ (d)]~,
greater than unit y and by selecting a suitable value of the input transit
angle, for then the velocity modulation produced by the input voltage
gives rise to a large output excitation current because of the long drift
time in the separation region.
However, for a low noise figure, conditions leading to a greatly
enhanced electronic transadmittance are not the most favorable, as has
been observed by L. C. Peterson. I In fact by properly choosing [u],.
contributions to the output noise current arising from density and
velocity modulations at the entrance plane of the grid-screen region can
be made to cancel each other. The result is that the principal contribution to the noise figure is eliminated and the noise figure is very substantially reduced.
When both input and grid-screen transit angles are very large, Eq.
(55) for the noise figure reduces to
1L. C. Peterson, Bell Telephone Laboratories MM-42-130-91. Llewellyn and
Petersonuse a space-chargefactor c which is (1 – a)v(d)/[v(0) + u(d)].
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Examination of this expression shows thtd the contribution arising from
cathode fluctuations, which is usually the largest term because of the
factor [e’],,, can be made zero by putting
(60)
For this value of the grid-screen smoothing parameter,

Since this parameter is never greater than unity, the condition of Eq.
(60) gives a reduction of the electronic transadmittance from its lowfrequency value a,aO/PO, which is accompanied by a decrease in the gain
of the tube.
It is to be noted that the contribution to the noise figure
arising from grid partition fluctuations is zero if [u]O,is zero but that the
contribution arising from screen fluctuations cannot be made zero. The
three contributions all vary inversely with the square of the magnitude
of the electronic transadmitt ante.
There is an optimum condition, which
is not greatly different from Eq. (60), for which the noise figure is a
minimum.
It is to be expected that such a condition exists under much
more general conditions than have been here assumed.
6s7. General Relations for Velocity Distribution Phenomena.—The
general properties of the beam are described in terms of the distribution
in velocity of the electrons of which it is composed.
Such a description
can be made using a charge dktribution function or a current distribution
function.
The two are proportional, with the velocity as the factor of
proportionality.
In this discussion the current distribution function
i(z,v,t) is used. Its definition is that i(x,u,t)dv is the current at the plane
z at time t due to electrons having velocities in the range v to v + dv.
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H d(z,t) is the lowest (or most negative) velocity at the plane z at time t,
the integrated current is
.
i(z,t) =
dv i(z,u,t).
/ w~,t)
Siiilarly,

the charge density is

.
p(x,t)

i(z,u,t)
AU

—.

=

/ 0J(Z,I) ‘v

The current distribution function can be used to calculate current
the instantaneous
averages in the beam.
For example, if vz(x,t) 20,
average velocity of the electrons passing through the plane x at time tis

.
V((c,t) = /

A ti(x,v,t)

‘y)

——,

/ 0yx,t)
and the instantaneous
average velocity is

dv i(X,V,t)

mean square deviation

from the instantaneous

m
dv[v’ – v(x,t)’]i(z,v,t)
~

A(z,t) = / “(z”)

/ Ol(z,t)

dv i(z,v,t)

Liouville’s Theorem.-If the electrons with the velocity v at the plane
because of the
z at time twere injected at x = Owith velocity v’ at time t’,
conservation of particles
i(z,v,t)dv

dt = i(O,v’,t’)dv’

dt’.

However in addition there is a relation between i(z,v,t)
does not involve differentials.
This is
i(x,v, t)
—’T’
v

i(o,v’,t’)

and i(O,v’,t’) which

(62)

and is a form of Liouville’s theorem.
The proof of the theorem is obtained by considering the two-dimenEach
sional phase space in which z is the abscissa and v is the ordinate.
electron is assigned a point in this space according to its position and
velocity. The point will move about in time. The area AX AUoccupied
by the points for a cluster of neighboring electrons having about the same
velocity has the property that it does not change in time; for
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of x and v;

hence

d

&( Ax Av)=O.
In terms of z,v,t and O,v’,t’

This is one statement of Liouville’s theorem.
Vd

dv =

V’

dt’ dv’.

Therefore Eq. (62) follows from the preceding equation for particle
conservation.
According to Liouville’s theorem the density of electrons in phase
space does not change with time provided one keeps moving with the
electrons.
Thus the total derivative of i(x,o,t)/v is zero if taken along
with the electrons,
This derivative is

[

:t+v:
+U(XM[’*l

‘0

The direct proof of this relation gives an alternative derivation of the
theorem.
Liouville’s theorem has an important bearing on the theory of spaceThe distribution function is used to calculate the
charge devices.
properties of the beam.
‘I’he theorem gives this function at any plane
in terms of the function at the plane of injection once the motion of the
electrons is known.
Thermal
Distribution
of Velocities.—The
electrons emitted by a
cathode have very nearly a Maxwell-Bolt zmann velocity distribution.
If there is a positive electric field at the surface, electrons are prevented
from returning to the cathode.
The distribution function at the cathode
is then zero for all negative velocities and is given by the expression
m,m

i(O,v’) = —I. ~’ e–z%,
lcT
for O S v’. In this expression – I= is the total cathode emission current,
T is the absolute temperature of the cathode, and k is Boltzmann’s
constant.
This constant has the value 1.38 X 10–2’ joule/degree; for a
I. is detertemperature of 1160 degrees Kelvin, kT = ~ electron volt.
mined by the emissive properties of the cathode and by its temperature.
Since in the presence of an accelerating field the current is not changed
appreciably by changing the field but is changed by changing the temperature, such a cathode is said to be temperature-limited.
The average velocity of emission and the mean square deviation from
the average are given by the formulas,
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.
2J(0) = /

h’

/ 0

1
dv’ i(o,v’)

/ o.
A(0) =

V’i(o,v’)

0~
Civ’[v” –

v(o)

‘]i(o,v’)

mdv’ i((), v’)
/ o
For a Maxwell-Boltzmann

u(o) =

distribution,

r

rk T
~
= V*,

they have the values,

A(O)=%

1–:.

()

If the d-c potential measured from the cathode is V(x) at the plane
x, the velocity of the slowest electron, in the absence of an r-f field, is
~2eV(x)/m.

The velocity

of an electron emitted with velocity

v’ is

given by

V(Z;V’)=

[

2eV(z)
v’* + y

‘.
1

The semicolon is used to emphasize the fact that v’ is not the velocity
at x but rather the velocity at x = O. The d-c distribution function is
It is zero for all velocities
easily obtained by using Liouville’s theorem.
less than ~2eV(x)/m;

for velocities greater than this value,
-[y-en=,]

i(x,v)

=

f

i(O,v’)

=

–1. fi

e

‘T

If the field at the cathode is negative and the d-c potential has a
minimum a dktance c from the cathode, all electrons with energy insuffThe distribution
icient to get them past the minimum are reflected.
function at the cathode is
# s
t -—
i(O,v’) = —Ic % e ‘T,
—u(c)
< v’;
i(o,v’)

=

0,

v’ <

—u(c),

where u(c) is the speed of injection of an electron which has energy enough
to just reach the minimum

The integrated current is

.

i(o) =

/ –u(c)

_ml#(c)*

dv’ i(O,v’) = – I.e

2kT = – I#?v(’)/” = –10.
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The distribution function anywhere in the gap is again easily obtained
from charge conservation or from Liouville’s theorem.
For example, at a
plane beyond the minimum (x > c),
-[+W]
i(z,v) =
@J)

=

–Ge

‘T

o,

s

t?(z)

‘

u;

v < t+(z);

where
vi(z) =

[

2ev(x)
U(C)* + y

% =
1[

2ev(c)
–~+y

%V(z)
1

%
“

The integrated current is, of course, the same as i(0),
i(x)
In terms of

=

_ IOed’Wkr

=

– I.

10,
-[y’-.v(=)v(c)])]

i(x,v)

=

–Io~e

i(z,v)

=

o,

kT

?

VI(Z)

s

v;

v < Uyz).

The average velocity and mean square deviation are

‘xm++d;~e-z’))
‘(x)
‘w[’+’-(fi+eqJ;i’’eYI
‘(’)

where q = e[V(z) – V(c)]/lcZ’.

At the minimum

At the minimum the velocity spread, or root mean square deviation, is
of the same order of magnitude as the average velocity.
On the other
hand, in the limit q ~ UJthe velocity spread becomes a negligible fraction
of the average velocity.
fknia Formulation. -It
is seen in Chapter 3 that the results of the
Llewellyn theory are given directly in terms of the series formulation
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V. = –1.2,

+ e,
= – Iua(z) + i,(z),

i.(z)

u.(z) = —1.

v(z)

()

-q

(63)

@(z) + v.(z).

I

The theory of velocitydistribution
phenomena also leads directly to
the series formulation.
The three quantities, e,, i.(z), and u,(z) can be
written in terms of modulations in the distribution function at injection.
If the lower limit at injection is negative or zero, the expressions have the
form
.
W L(o,v’)zg(v’),
e, =
Jo
.
(64)
i,(z) =
dv’ i@,v’)a(z
;v’),
/ o
/
v(z)

u(~) = -O

*

/

0 a’ L(O,V’)9(Z;V’).

)

where Za(v’) is the ezm”tution impedance for injected electrons in the
velocity range u’ to v’ + W, and a(x ;v’) and P(x ;v’) are the corresponding
series density and velocity modulation functions.
From Eq. (3.11)
it follows that
d
Zo(u’)

=

A

~

jr.oCd / iI

The shunt excitation and modulation
to the series functions as follows:
k(v’)
pi(z;u’)

(65)

dx CC(Z.;V’)

functions of Eqs. (5) are related

= Zo(v’) Yg,
= Zg(v’)ym(z) + a(z,v’),

Po(Z
;O’)= ‘o(”’).fm(~)

+ P(z;v’).

I

(66)

deteting
relation which
Integral Equation jor the R-j Field.-The
is encountered in the small-signal approximation is an integral equation
of the form
d
&(z)

=

b.(z)

+

/

o

dram(m(t,x),

where ~(z) is the Fourier integral transform of the acceleration a(z,t).
The quantity bw(z) is a known combination of d+ and r-f quantities.
The
kernel K(f,z) is calculated from the d-c characteristics of the gap, namely
the d-o distribution function of the injected current and certain phase
factors containing d-o transit times.
The solution of this equation ia given by Fredhohn’s theoryl in terms
of a resolving kernel L(z,y) which is itself a solution of the integral equation
1E. T. Whittakerand G. N. Wataan, Modem Analyais, Chap. 11.
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d

L(x,y)

= K(x,y)

+

/ o

dL@,r)K(~,Y).

This equation is free of r-f amplitudes but contains the frequency in the
phase factors of the kernel. It has been found possible to find the
resolving kernel in closed form in only a few relatively simple limiting
csses, such as the limit of low frequencies or negligible velocity spread.
However the theory gives formal expression to the fundamental concepts of the r-f behavior of a gap containing space charge and is a starting
point for detailed calculations of the characteristics of the region.
The solution in terms of the resolving kernel is
d
a.(z)

=

b.(z)

d@@({)

+

L(r,z).

/o
The function bu(z) is linear in the amplitudes Jo and j@(O,U’), which
are the Fourier integral transforms of J(t) and j(O,V’,t’), respectively.
By using thk equation, the r-f characteristics are obtained explicitly
in terms of the resolving kernel.
5.8. Low-veiocity
Gap without Reflections.-The
discussion
of
velocity-distribution
phenomena in a uniform region is greatly simplified
if all the electrons traverse the gap in the same direction without reflections. Since there are no electrons with negative velocities in the gap,
the lower limit Vz(x,t) is everywhere positive at all times.
It is shown in thk section that the resolving kernel for such a region
is determined by the equation
v
L(z,y) = K(z,y) +
d(L(z,r)K(r,y).

/z

This is a Fredholm integral equation with variable upper and lower limits.
The kernel is

K(x,y)

=

.
~,(o)~o, ~(o,u’) ~
/

-jiir

We

7“W[T(VP’)—
T(%.91,

(67)

where j(O,v’) = ei(O,v’) /mAcO and T’(u ;v’) is the time required for an
electron to go from the injection plane to the plane y in the absence of the
r-f field.
In the limit of zero frequency, the kernel is shown to be

where a(~) is the acceleration experienced by the electron at the plane {
in the absence of the r-f field. The resolving kernel is found to be
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If all the electrons at any moment are injected with the same velocity
(Llewellyn approximation), the kernel is
K(xw)
and the corresponding
L(z,y)

=

~a~
a

~–iw[T(u;o(0))–r

resolving kernel is found to be

[T(y;tJ(0)) – T(x;ti(0))]e-i@[ T(u;”(0))-T(z;”(O))l.

= *,

D-c Conditions.—The
acceleration
calculated from the equation
da(z)
—..

dx

where
j(z,u)

—

!

-

~v

j(z,v)

WI(Z)

ei(xju)
= =,

in the absence of the r-f field is

= _

v

!

,,:, dv, ~)
V(z;u’)’

“(z;”’)
=
[“’2+

Since

(z;.(O))l

.

2[@a4°

the equation for the acceleration can be integrated directly,
a(z) – a(0) = –

!
.
!

0?0)

Wj(o,v’)z’(z;v’).

However, another and more useful expression is obtained by multiplying
by a(x) before integrating, thus obtaining

a(z)a — a(0)2 = —2
The introduction

dv’j(o,v’)lv(z
WI(LV

;V’)

–

v’].

of the d-c potential

as the independent variable makes it possible to solve this equation by
separation of variables.
The function a(x) becomes a function of V
alone:

Hence
(68)
This is a form that lends itself to numerical integration.
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The a-c resistance of such a region, of which a temperature-limited
diode is an example, is infinite, since a small change in the d-c voltage
If, however, the field at the injection
produces no change in the current.
plane is zero and is kept zero during the change, a change in current is
On putting x = d in the last equarequired to satisfy the conditions.
tion and differentiating with respect to 10, there is found for the a-e
resistance under such conditions

ma(d)

dV(d)
p=T=—

e

d
/ o

Usually j(O,V’) is simply proportional

dz d$o in a(z).

to 10 and &o in

a(z)

=

&o.

Then

a(d)d
—.

2JOAt0

p =

This expression is readily checked for Childs’ law, since

and
a(d) = Jo~(6d)~.
Hence by differentiation

or by substitution in the above,
(M)%
P

= 12JJ*AcO”

Derivation of Integral Equation. -Because
of the presence of noise,
which haa a continuous spectrum, it is convenient to represent all timedependent quantities with Fourier integrals.
To this end, there is
introduced a time interval much longer than all periods under consideration and all timtiependent
functions are put equal to their average values
outside of this interval.
It is then possible to carry out the Fourier
anal@s without di5cult y in terms of Fourier integrals in the usual way.
For example,
j(%t)

= j(z)

+

where j(z) is the average value of
i(z)

=

!

j(z,t)

-

\ -.

_“e
*j.(z)

e~”t,

and ~(d) is its Fourier transform,

O!tj(z,t)e+”’,

(69)

and it is understood that the integration is actually limited to the time
interval mentioned.
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When written in terms of Fourier transforms, Eq. (18) takes the f orm
jc%(z)

= –J.

+ j.(z).

(70)

The procedure in the development of a general consistent theory is to
find an expression for j.(z) in terms of w(z).
The transform of the time
!l’(z,t ;u’) required for an electron which is injected with velocit y v’ to reach
the plane z at time t appears at an intermediate step but is eliminated by a
direct calculation from the field.
On introducing the velocity distribution into Eq. (69),

j.(z)

=

H“
—.

CL!

dvj(x,v,t)e+’.
ny.z,t)

If an electron at the plane x with velocity v at time t was injected at
then by particle conservation
x = O with velocity v’ at time t’,

j(z,v,t)dv dt = j(O,v’,t’)dv’ dt’.
Hence it follows that

~e(z)
=L’mdt’@4L
‘v’~(OJv’J’’)e-’mT’;”;)’)
In this equation Fourier integral expressions are substituted for the three
time-dependent quantities, j(O,v’,t’), d(O,t’), !f(z,t ;v’), and only terms
linear in the amplitudes are retained.
The result is
f-

.
dv’j(O,v’)j~Z’e(z;ti’).
81(0)

-/

(71)

In the single-velocity theory the corresponding expression is Eq. 3.18.
The next step is to We

‘(z)t;v’)

= [d’[v’2+2L~~’’a(’’’t’’)l-%

to find an equation for T“(z;v’).
a(~’’,t”)

Now
‘da,,

= a(~”) +

.,

/

‘(’’v’) =[v’’+’i~:~f’d””’
rhese expressions are substituted in T(x,t ;v’), the denominator
expanded, and quadratic and higher term.q are dropped:

is
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Hence, after rearrangement,
z
Z’.(X ;V’) =

/ o

d{aU(~)eiti[~(fj”’)-T(’;V’)l -&,

[T(x ;v’) – T(~ ;v’)].

(72)

The desired integral equation is obtained by using Eq. (7o) with
Eq. (71) for ja(z) into which Eq. (72) has been substituted.
The result
is an integral equation with a variable upper limit,
z
a.(x)

= bti(z) +

cl~a@({)K(~,z),

/ o

(73)

where ha(x) is defined by
.
jubw(z) = –Ju +

dti’j@(O,O’)e-j@T(Z:”’l– h&(0)j(O,UZ(O))
e–iu~tZi”’fOJJ,
/ ~1(1))
(74)

and the kernel is given by Eq. 67.
Density Modulation.—By Fredholm’s theory, Eq. (73) has the solution

z
a.(z)

= b.(z) +

fmw(r)ur,~),

/ o

(75)

The resolving kernel is, in turn, the

where L ({,z) is the resolving kernel.
solution of

v
L(z,.q) = K(z,y)

+

\z

d(L(z,~)K(~,y),

(76)

which is the fundamental integral equation of the uniform low-velocity
gap without reflections.
The r-f characteristics can be written explicitly
in terms of the resolving kernel.
In order to find the density modulation, Eq. (75) is substituted in
The result is found in the series form,
Eq. (70).

i.(x) = –la(z)

+ i,(x),

with

a(z) =
i,(x) =
where in the latter expression
z
C2(Z;0’) = e-~@~@@’J+
which is the eaies density-modulation

d~e-i’”~(r?’’JL(~,Z),
\o
function.

(78)
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the gap voltage,

V. = – 1.20 + e.,
are calculated from the integrals of Eq. (3 o11).

The results are

‘~=&~(’x[’+r’’L(z”lJ

e. =

(79)

m dv’ie(o,v’)za(v’)

\ #l(o)

– Ui(o)i(o,vyo))z,

(t+(o)),

1

with the excitation impedance given by

It is interesting to note that, since the transit angle tends towards zero
with increasing electron velocity, as # ~ a,
a(z;v’) + 1 + a(z),

Zo(v’) + 29.

Therefore from Eq. (66) it is seen that the excitation function ~i(v’)
and the density-modulation
function W(Z ;v’) both have the limiting
value unity for very high velocities of injection.
This is as expected
since very fast electrons are practically unaffected by the field.
Velocity Modulation.—It
follows from the definition of the instantaneous average velocity at the exit plane v(djt), that the velocity
modulation at the exit plane is given by the relation,

‘u(d)
=%(L)dv[o%wi@(dv)
– et,(d)

[

‘z(d~;{(d)li(dti
’81)

In order to convert thk into the series form

v.(d) = – 1.
where, as it turns out,

v(d)
v,(d) = ~0

u

()

v(d)
~0

~(d) + v,(d),

m
~,[o)dv’iw(O,v’)~(d;v’) – v:(0) i(O,v’(0))~(d;d(O))
1

(82)

the two quantities, iu(d,o) and v:(d), must be expressed in terms of 1.,
iW(O,#), and v~(0).
From Liouville’s
The first step is to find formulas involving a.(z).
theorem,

aw(d,v)
v

.~

‘L(o,v’)
v

(~.~) _
~w’1-,

~tw)fdza.(z)e+”[’(
’83)
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From the energy integral,
d
vi (~)v~ (~)

=

f#(0)u~ (0) e-”@*”@J

~@)@[T(dPKO))-T(

) +

(84)

z;vKO))].

1o
Eq. (75) is used to eliminate aw(z).

There enters the quantity,

d
a(ll,u”)

= ~

~ dZa(z

;u’)e~”~[~(~ti’)

(85)

-~(=;ti’)].

/
The substitution of the results in Eq. (81) leads to the expected form with
j3(d) =

–

s /[,l;)
‘v”
p

‘(d;v’h7’(d)lMw”(

mJ””

\

1

d v’(d) – v(d) j(o,v~(o) j ~(m ,V,(o),
—v
jco [
v(d)
v’(o)
.
v(d;v’) – v(d) &i.T(4~) — <
~V,, u(d;o”) — v(d)
p(d;v’) =
v(d)
Ju /[J(o)
v(d)
[
1
1
d
~

j(o,v”)
VI,

a(v’,v”)

d

— T
Ju [

V’(d) – v(d ‘ ~(:1:$))

(86)

a(v’,v’(C))),

1
J
where v(d) is the d-c average velocity at the exit plane and v(d ;v”) is
the velocity at the exit plane of an electron injected with the velocity
v“, computed in the absence of the r-f field.
()

V(d)

Low-frequency Approximation.-A
power series expansion in Q can
be expected to converge rapidly at low frequencies.
The first terms are
readily calculated.
Such an expansion gives for the kernel

K(z,~)

=

.
,(0)dvl j(”)v’)
a
—
.—
v’ av’ (/
/

“ _ d~
z v(~;v’)
+W%H-

“ “ “1

’87)

aa is seen by referring to the d-c conditions.
in the resolving kernel is

The corresponding

term

The first term is

-&[a(z)a@I*ll

as a direct substitution in the integral equation shows.
in the resolving kernel is

The second term

$+(a(’)a(’)l:)dv”w:
([/wwr

-[1’+N
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This term is obtained by deriving from the integral equation an equation
containing only terms proportional to jw. This is an integral equation
the kernel of which is the first term of K(z,y).
The resolving kernel is, therefore,

L(x,~) =

-&[a(z)a(’’(r&-%
{[

Id’”

I:)d”’
-r-[

‘~:”

I’d’*l’l)]+

“““

-

’88;

By using this expression it is found that

and in addition
a(x;u’)

–

a(z)

–

1

)

Similar expressions can be derived for ~(d) and j3(d;v’).
LZewellyn Approm%ution.—In
the Llewellyn approximation all electrons at a given plane at a given moment are assumed to have the same
velocity.
Thus
i(z,u,t) = i(z,t)a(v – V(z,t)),
where 6(v) is the Dirac delta function.
This problem is discussed in
Chap. 3 by using the Llewellyn equation, which is based on the fact that
current and charge density are proportional in this approximation.
Such
a treatment has no simple extension to multistream phenomena.
For
this reason it is of interest to see how the Llewellyn electronic equations
are derived from the more general theory of this chapter.
In the small-signal approximation
i(x,v) = i(z)a(v – u(x)) = –106(0 – v(z)),
iw(z,v) = L(x)a(v – v(z)) + Iouu(z)a’(u – v(z)),
where 6’(v) is the derivative of the Dirac delta function.

I

(91)
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kernel b~orues

‘(z’~)

J,
d ~7”a[T(u;u(0))–T(
z;u(0)))
= – juu(o) do(o)

In order to find the resolving kernel, the following
introduced:

(92)

two functions

are

k(~,y) = K(~,y)ei@l~@”(0)
)-~(z;m(0))],
l(z,y) = L(z,y)cj~[~(~”(”))–~(S;’(’))1.
The integral equation becomes
u

1(Z,Y) = I@/)

+

/

4W,{)W,Y),

z

with

The integral equation can be converted into the differential equation

a
v(x) &

o(x) ~a
({

V(z)[l(z,y)

–

k(z,’y)]

=

–

J,k(z,y),

))

which is to be solved with the conditions
l(y,y)

= k(y,y)

=

&

o,

[l(z,y)

–

k(fc,y)]

The solution is
l(z,y)

–Jo
= —
V(z)u(y)

1

=

o.

v

{

‘dq~,
v(q)

/ z

and hence the resolving kernel is

L(x,y)

= v+

[T(y;ff(0)) – T’(Z;U(0))] e–@[~(u:’(0))-~
(z;v(O))]. (93)

With the distribution function as defined by Eq. (91), the series
formulation as given by Eqs. (63) and (64) becomes

()

v. = –l.zg + i.(o)zo(v(o)) – 10..(0) 13z
* (v’)
i.(d)

= –1.a(d)

V.(d) = —Z.

~
()

+ i.(o)

a(d;v(())) – ~ov. (())

~(d) + ~,
‘(d)

{

,
.(0)

~

(a

“’)”(o)

a(d,v )

‘iU(0)p(d;v(o))

-l””(0)(A~(d’v’’)w(oj}

(94)
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The nine coefficients are known functions of the resolving kernel, which
is aleo known.
They can be calculated in detail. 1 The results are
identical with those of the Llewellyn calculation.
integral equation treatment of the
Narrow Velocity Spread.-The
electronic behavior of a uniform gap makes possible a formal extension
of the Llewellyn theory to include a narrow spread in the velocity of
the electrons of the beam.
Since no convenient representation of the
resolving kernel hae been found, only a brief indication of the method
will be presented.
The distribution function can be used to calculate the current and a
set of moments, the first two of which are the average velocity and the
Thus
mean square deviation.
i(z,t) =

dti(z,v,t),

I

(h?Ji(z,v,t),
i(z,t)v(qt)
=
/

i(z,t)
A(z,t) =

dv[va – V(z,t)qi(z,v,t),

\

and so forth.
If the velocity spread is small, it is possible to show that
for the purpose of calculating average values the distribution function
can be represented as follows:
“ “ “ ).

(95)

i(z,v) = –~o{~(v – v(z)) + +A(z)6”(V – V(Z)) + - 0 - ],
iw(z,v) = i.(z) ( 6(v – v(z)) + ~A(z)Y’(v – V (z)) + “ o “ ]
+ V@(Z)~,(6’(V – v(z)) + ~A(z)&”(v – V(Z)) + . - . ]
I
– A&u)Io{6”(v – v(z)) + . “ “ } + “ . . .

(96)

~(Z,V,t)

=

~(Z,t)

{ ti(V — t@,t))

+

@(x,t)8”(v

-

V(z,t))

+

Using this expression, it is found that

where

,–Iov(x)

=

–IOA(Z)

=

1

dvwi(z,v),

dv[v’ – v(z) ‘]i(z,v).
/

The electronic equations take the form of relations giving Vu, ire(d),
V@(d), &.,(d), etc., as linear functions of I., L(O), v-(O), &(O), etc., the
The Llewellyn
coefficients of which contain 10 and the d-c moments.
theory gives an exact solution under the assumption that the second
and all higher moments are zero.
1See “Temperature-limitedDiode,” J. K. Knipp, R.LReport No. 761, 1946.
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The kernel is
K(z,y)=

[

l+~A(0)

&,+

. . .

KL(x,Y),

I

(97)

where

–Jo

a

“(z’y)
=.iZ’q@

c%(o)

‘7”[’(’’;”(0))-’(’;”(
0))]

is the kernel for the Llewellyn approximation.
5.9. Retarding Field with Reflections.-The
presence of electrons
with negative velocities is a complication which is difficult to handle.
Since the theory in its present state leads to very few results, only a brief
discussion will be presented.
For reflection of electrons to take place
the field must be positive.
It can either be positive all the way across the
gap or start out positive at the first plane and end up negative at the
second plane. In the latter case the potential has a minimum within
the region. This minimum is itself a complication.
It has been treated
successfully at low frequencies and affords an explanation of the spacecharge reduction of shot noise. The discussion of this section is restricted
to conditions in which the field is positive everywhere in the region.
The d-c voltage of the second plane is negative with respect to the first.
Electrons which are injected with high energies are able to overcome
the retarding field and reach the second plane. However, the low-energy
electrons are stopped in the region and sent back to the first plane.
If
these reflected electrons spend an appreciable fraction of a cycle in
the region, they affect the r-f behavior of the region in many ways.
They
load the circuit through a contribution to the beam loading; they excite
the gap voltage through a contribution to the exciting current; and
through their own modulations they affect the modulations of the
electrons that reach the second plane.
tlpace-canstunt FieZd.-A
relatively simple and very instructive
example of reflection phenomena is afforded by a region in which the
reflecting d-c field is very strong and the current densities are small.
Space-charge is negligible and the electric field can be treated as spaceconstant.
It is represented by
E(q)

=

–

ma(t)

~

=

– f

(a +

a.ei”’),

I

where a is a negative quantity.
The r-f voltage is Vu = maUd/e.
Since, under these assumptions, the electrons affect each other only
indirectly, only a single velocity group need be considered.
The effect
of a distribution in velocity is the average over the velocity groups of
the effects of the separate groups.

I
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In the region penetrated by the electrons, the electron current is
the sum of contributions from the oncotig
and reflected streams,
i(z,t) = i+(z,t) + i–(z,t).
If an electron at the plane z at time t with a positive velocity was injected
at z = O at time t’, the time of passage is t – t’ = !l’(z,t).
Similarly,
if an electron at the plane z at time twith negative velocity was injected
at x = O at time t“,the time of passage is t – t“ = T–(z,t).They are
represented by
!l’(z,i!) = T’ + Tu(z)e~W’,

~(z,t)

= T – T’ + T:(z) e~@’.

where T is the total time spent in the region and T’ is the time required
to go from the first plane to the plane z without reflection, both in the
absence of the r-f field. By particle conservation,

dt’
i+(z,t) = i+(o,t’) ~)

dt!,
= —i+(o,t”) —)
dt

i-(z,t)

and therefore
i.(z)

= i:(0) [e-’r – e+f~rj]

+ 10~uZ’@(z) – j.OTx(Z)].

(98)

Thk expression is to be compared to Eq. (3”18) of the single-velocity
theory.
The quantities Tw(z) and Tz(&) are readily found by direct integration
of Newton’s law, If w(z) is the speed of the electrons at the plane z,
in the absence of the r-f field (v(z) is always positive), the result is
U;(0) TJ@.Y — “(2;(;.) 2

Z’.(Z) = – --@
c(z)

[1 – e-i~ – jo’ e-]”],

(T _ T,)eY(O-#)
= @(o)
—
v(x)

(99)
I

[1 – e-,(w+’) – j(o –
+ 4—,
v(z) (j(o)

/)

e-;(~–v)]

)

The quantity of interest is the driving current,
i.=–

1

do/

T12

dT’v(z)iO(z) .

The integration is carried out using V(Z) = v(0) + aT’ and the result
expressed in the familiar form,
i. = – v@YB + i.,
The expression which is found for the beam-loading

v(0)T
2d (–)

~= = go

‘j~N e-f
6’

admittance is
(loo)
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where GO = 10/Vo.
The dependence of its real and imaginary parts
on 9 are shown plotted in Fig. 3 “4. The expression for the exciting
current is

‘~=i’’o’(~)(=)e-;
+”’’o’(%)r~)$
(M-w‘-; ‘101)
Because of cancellation,

the exciting current is zero for zero 0.

Except

- jO
for a term iU(0)Me~
which is not present in Eq. (101), the above expressions for YB and in are very similar to those for the high-velocity gap
(see Eq. 3.37).
D-c Conditions.-The
acceleration in the absence of the r-f field is
calculated from the equation

da(z) = _
“ ~UIi,
v
dx
/ n1(.)
where
“(x)

= -

[-zldd’ad%,

All the
since the velocity distribution contains reflected electrons.
electrons in the region are injected at the first plane and therefore the
above integral can be expressed in terms of j(O,v’),

da(x) _ _2
~:: dvl ~(.
_
m ~v, j(’,v’)
V(z;u’)’
V(z;v )
dz
/ U(d)
/
where

‘(z;”’)
‘[V’’
+2P4%J

‘(’)=[-z[d’a(’)]%”

Direct integration gives
u(z)
a(z)

–

a(0)

=

–2

/ o

u(d)

dv’j(O,v’) T(r’,v’) – 2

~(z) dv’j(o,v’) T(z;v’)
/

m
—
\ U(d)

dv’j(o,v’) 2’(I!;V’),

where r’ is the plane of reflection of an electron injected with velocitj
v’. On the other hand, integration after multiplying by a(x) gives
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u(z)
U(Z)*

— a(0)2

=

4

du’j(o,v’)u’

\ o

–4

du’j(o,u’)[u(z;v’)

/ u(z)
–2
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of a(d) yields thesirnple

–u’]

.
/ u(d)

dv’j(o,v’)p(z;u’)

–v’].

rrelation,

U (d)

a(z)2

–

a(d)z

=

–4

/ u(z)

dv’j(o,u’)v(z;

v’)

–

2

m
/ u(d)

dv’j(O,v’)[v(z;v’)
–

U(d;u’)].

By introducing the d-c potential, a form is obtained which is useful in
numerical integration.
Thed-c voltage at thesecond plane is

V(d) = –w.
Thea-c

resistanceisp

=dV(d)/dZO;

but

.
Io=–

/

(fV’i(o,v’);
u(d)

hence
_1 = —ei(o,~(d)).
mu(d)
P
For a Maxwell-Boltzmann

(102)

distribution, this expression yields the familiar

kT
pIo = ~.
At 1160° K, kT/e is ~ volt.
Integral Equation.-The
Fourier transform of j(z,t) is
j.(z)

=

u“
—.

dt

“

dvj(O,v,t)e–@
VI(.,O

It can be written in terms of j(O, u’, t’):

isthe speed of injection of an electron which is injected at
where U(X;t’)
t’and reaches x with zero velocity.
The two time intervale T(z,t;v’) and T-(z,t ;v’) are introduced; they
are the times required for an electron injected with velocity v’ to reach x
In terms of these
at time t directly and by reflection, respectively.
quantities,
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d~’j(o,~’,~’)[e-ju~ (z,~;.’)–
‘w(x)
=Ld’’e-;”’’(L::

+“
!

‘-iwr(z.t;w’)]

dv?j(o,v~,tt)e–iw~(c,t;.’).

1

U(d;t’)

On introducing Fourier integral expressions for all time-dependent
quantities and keeping only terms linear in the amplitudes, there results

U(d)
j.(x)

=

dV’jW((),v~)

/

u(z)

+

–

[e-iu~(.;o’)

— ‘–J~T-(z;ev]

.

u(d)
dvrju(o,vt)e~”-~(=;.’)

\

_

m

JJn(z;v’)]

–

cWj(O,v’)

\

u(d)

“(a d2fj(o,u’)j@T.(z
/

[j~Z’@(z

;v’)

u(z)
;U’)

— IL (d)j(O,u(d) )e-iW~-@’@)). (103)

A simple calculation yields [compare with Eq. (84)]
(104)
Eq. 72 is valid for T- (z ;u’), which is written in the form
z
!ra(x;v’) = –

/o

d(~(t)

+,

e–i~[~(=;”’)-r(r;ti)].

(105)

The derivation of an expression for Z’;(Z ;u’) follows along similar lines
but is somewhat more tedious since care must be exercised to avoid
It is found that
integrals which diverge at the point of reflection.

It is of interest to note that if a(f) and ~(f) are constants, these expressions give the Eqs. (99) with ~(0) = O, as direct integrations show.
The integral equation for a(z) is obtained by using Eq. (70) with Eq.
(103) for ja(x) into which Eqs. (104), (105), and (106) have been substituted.
The result is

a.(z) = b.(z) –
where b.(z) is defined by

S
jwcp

d

ey””~-(r;”(d)) +

J
o

d&.(r)

K(r,z),

(107)
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dzlju(O,v’)e+T(’;d),

(108)

and ~ is the constant
Id
C“=a

/ ~

d~@(oe~”Tm”@)),

(109)

and the kernel ia detined ss follows:

K(~,x) = ~(r,z) + G(r,z),
K(~,z) = F(z,~),

Density Modulation.-The

r<z,
Z<r;

(110)

}

solution of Eq. (107) is

d
+

~~e-i@-Ww(d))

/

~(~,z)

0

,

1

where G is a constant that remains to be evaluated.
After substituting
from Eq. (108), the solution can be written in the form,
.
juaJz)

= –J.[1

+ o(z)] + ~

du’j.(o,v’)dlz;d)

– 3P 4-(2),

(112)

where
d
4(X)

=

d-(z)

d~L(f,z),

/ o

= e7’wT-(Gu(d))+

r’
d~[~”e’NW) – @“WT-U:O’)]L(f,Z),

u

0

I

[.@Tk;to

@(z ;V’) =

e-i-r

_

&wW)]

+

~

df[&-r(W)

– &T-(W)]L(~,z),
u(z) < u’ < ?@),

d
(rP’)

+

@-i@,~)L({,z),

u(d) < u’.

\ o

The constant G ia found by using Eq. (112) in Eq. (109).

The result

is
.

–Jex
$P =

+

!

A’ju(o,v’)x(u’),

jO°Cp +X-

(113)
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Hence
j(mo(z)

=

–

J.

(

1 + 4(Z) – &;(~xx_
+“

1

du’ju(o,v’)

/ o

d(z;u’)
(

+-(z) x(v’)
– ~ucp + x_ “
I

(1 14)

Eq. (70) gives the density modulation, which is written in the series
form
L.(z) = —Iua(z) + i,(z),
with
.
du’ia(o,v’)a(z; v’).
i,(z) =
\o
The coefficients are
a(z)

a(z;v’)

=

r$(z)

-

=

@(Z;V’)

In the limit of zero transit
becomes x, and it is found that
1+.(2)+=

L$-(z)x(u’)
— ~ocp
+ x_-

angles,
jd7

#-(z)

becomes

1 + +(z),

x-

1 + 4(z)

()
juC
;+;”

For the gap admittance is found
~ ~~
o

(115)

J$~(~x_J

~ j@c,
Px

which is just the sum of the a-c conductance and the susceptance due to
a capacity modified by the presence of space charge. In addition

As expected, the internal transadmittance at the exit plane becomes the
sum of the a-c conductance and a low-frequency space-charge contribution. In the limit of zero transit angles, o(z,v’) and z(v’) both become
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zero for velocities of injection too small to reach the second plane,
v’ < u(d); while for v’ > u(d), I#I(x;v’) becomes 1 + 4(z) and x(v’)
becomes x. Thus it follows that both a(z;v’) and z.(v’) are zero for
v’ < u(d); and forv’ > u(d)
C@)’)

-+ 1 + a(z),

Zr(v’) --i Zo,

and both the excitation function ~i(v’) and the density-modulation
tionpi(d;v’) become unity.

func-

CHAPTER
SPACE-CHARGE

DEVICES

6

AS MICROWAVE

AMPLIFIERS

BY J. B. H. KUPER
6,1. Introduction.-The
importance of microwave amplifiers has been
discussed in Chap. 2, where it was pointed out that the commercially
available triodes, the “lighthouse” family, are not satisfactory amplifiers
when operated much above 1000 Me/see.
The best experimental
triodes and tetrodes perform well at 3000 Me/see, but at still higher
frequencies the amplifier field will probably be left to the klystrons and
other “high-velocity”
types such as the traveling-wave tube.
In this chapter an attempt is made to justify the above conclusions
on the basis of the rather meager
-. ex~erimental data at hand. Unfortunately it is not possible to correlate the experiments with the theory
developed in the preceding three chapters, except in a most general
fashion.
This difficult
results from the fact that real tubes deDart
widely from the ideal geometry and simple conditions postulated in’ the
theoretical treatment.
Also in most experimental amplifiers a negative
grid is used while most cases considered in Chap. 5 used a positive grid.
Under wartime conditions the rather disappointing experimental results
precluded the expenditure of time needed for a check of the theory.
The experiments can be discussed in elementary terms with the introduction of an “effective transconductance,”
which is the magnitude of
the complex transadmittance multiplied by the beam coupling coefficient
of the input gap. This simplification is permissible only because microwave amplifiers are usually operated in class A (indeed it is somewhat
doubtful if class C operation has been attained above 3000 Me/see) and
the phase shift resulting from transit time in the amplifier tube is rarely
measured.
6.2. Elementary Discussion of Grid-separation Amplifiers.-A
tube
intended for microwave use must possess either an integral cavity
resonator or a structure to which a cavity may readdy be attached; any
other circuit would be impractically small or would have excessive radiation losses. When this need is understood, it is a matter of topology
that the grounded-grid circuit-sometimes
called the “grid-separation”
circui+is
the natural one to use. Fortunately, a circuit of thh type is
usuaIly stable without neutralization.
The designation “ grid-separation” seems more appropriate than the more usual term “grounded146
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grid”; the grid actually separates the input and output circuits physically,
and it is meaningless to speak of “grounding”
one part of a cavity
resonator.
For a planar triode the input resonator would be a coaxial line whose
outer conductor would make contact with the grid and whose inner
conductor would end at the cathode.
Such a line would normally
have an adjustable shorhcircuiting
plunger, set to give the line an
electrical length of 1, 3, 5, . . . quarter-wavelengths.
The output
circuit would be a similar coaxial line between the grid and plate.
Each
cavity would have suitable coupling loops or probes and provisions
for applfing the necessary d-c voltages.
such an amplifier
Gain oj a Low-level Grid-separation Ampli$er.—When
has its input and output circuits tuned to resonance, so that they appear
as pure resistances, and when the input circuit is matched to the generator
impedance the equivalent circuit is as
[I
II
shown in Fig. 6“1. The tube is drawn as
II
II
a tet rode merely to emphasize the separa~ v
tion of input and output circuits, here
assumed to be completely isolated except
RI
RI
& RL
for the unidirectional electron stream.
In m
a low-level amplifier the r-f voltages develFm. 6.1.—Equivalentcircuitof
oped across the input and output gaps are a Srid-sewwationamplifier with
complete isolation betwee~input
always small compared with the d-c beam
and output circuits except for
voltage.
The input line is assumed to be the unidirectionalelectronstream.
Dkeokurrent connectionsomitted.
matched so that any power sent down the
These losses may be defined by
line is dk.sipated in-the input losses R,.
noting that, if the r-f power PI is applied to the line, an rms voltage VI
is developed between cathode and grid where
e

= P,RI.

(1)

This voltage produces an r-f current i passing through the first grid
having a value
Iil = \gmlvl,

(2)

where lg~l is the absolute value of the transadmittance of the electron
stream or the “effective transconductance.”
This value may, under
the proper circumstances, be only a little less than that of the familiar
low-frequency gm (see Figs. 5.3 and 5.4).
If Vz is the r-f voltage developed across the output circuit, the total power delivered by the beam is

(3)
and the useful power PL is V~/RL.

If the full r-f current IiI arrives in
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the output circuit, V2 is given by
(4)

“=i(RF?~2)J
and therefore
‘L

‘~(Rf?~2)2

“’(Rf~~z12

By combining Eqs. (1) and (2) and substituting
following relation for the power gain is obtained:
G = ~

=

‘ZR’R;RL

(R.

+

R,)’

.

(5)

for i in Eq. (5), the

(6)

For a constant-current generator such as this amplifier, the maximum
value of PL is obtained when R. = R2, in which case
(7)
In this simplified derivation the effects of transit time, represented by
the beam-coupling coefficient, are assumed to have been included in the
effective transconductance.
The details of the calculation of the interaction between the electron beam and the gap are discussed in Chaps. 3
and 5. From Eq. (7) it is clear that the maximum gain obtainable is
dependent not only on the transconductance but also on the shunt resistances of the input and output circuits, which are partly functions of the
tube and partly of the rest of the resonator.
High-eficien.cy Amplifiers.-Equations
(6) and (7) lose their meaning
when applied to a power amplifier operated in Class B or C in the interests
of efficiency because there the tube is not operating as a constant current
device.
The concept of the transconductance must therefore be revised.
In the first place, the loading is adjusted to let the r-f voltage in the output
circuit rise to the point where it almost stops the beam, thus giving the
best possible “electronic efficiency. ” Beyond this point any increase
in current calls for a heavier load.
Because the circuit losses remain
the same if the r-f voltage is kept at its optimum value while the output
power is increasing, the “circuit efficiency”
may also become high.
High-efficiency
operation of this sort, it appears, has not yet been
In the second place, in discussing
achieved at microwave frequencies.
high-efficiency operation it seems simplest to follow the terminology
that is usual in klystron work and to speak of “bunches”
of charge
traversing the output r-f gap (the grid-plate region) with the distinction
that here the bunches are formed by ‘‘ gating” action at the potential
minimum and not by velocity modulation and a drift space.
In fact,
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a power tube must have a negligible drift space or separation between
input and output circuits, otherwise the velocity variations accompanying
the gating action may lead to ‘‘ debunching.”
No detailed treatment of
power amplifiers is given here in view of the lack of experimental data,
and the balance of this chapter is concerned mostly with low-level
amplifiers.1
Resonator parameters.—Provided the resonator geometry is such that
there is a well-defined region-the
r-f gap-across
which most of the
capacitance is found, the Q is given approximately by the familiar lowfrequency expression Q = cL’R, where C is the effective capacitance,
ordinarily fixed by the tube geometry, and R is the circuit shunt resistance. The values of (7 and R are by no means independent, however,
because for many common resonator shapes that portion of R contributed
by circuit losses is directly proportional to the length of the r-f gap,
whereas L’ varies inversely with this length (see Chap. 4). In most
tube designs, beam loading on the cathode side insures that RI is enough
smaller than Rz to outweigh differences in effective capacitance in the
input and output circuits, and thus makes the bandwidth of the input
circuit greater than that of the output circuit, usually by a factor of 2 or
more,
The shunt impedances RI and Rn may be estimated in several ways.
Where the geometry is simple, the factor relating shunt impedance and
unloaded Q is known.
Standing-wave measurements in the input line
On the other hand, it may be possible
will then permit calculation of R.
to vary a bias until electron flow is just cut off; this method measures the
peak r-f voltage, from which the shunt impedance may readily be comA correction for transit-time
puted if the driving power is known.
effects, using the beam coupling coefficient, may be advisable.
High-frequency g~.—Before proceeding to the experimental data it
may be well to examine further the statement about high-frequency g~
that was made in connection with Eq. (2). z The calculations of Llewellyn
and Peterson3 show that the magnitude of the transconductance for small
signals does not greatly deteriorate even at very high frequencies.
Their
curves predict a minimum of slightly less than 0.8 of the d-c value for a
transit angle of %, after which the g~ oscillates but never departs from
the d-c value by more than 10 per cent. For small angles (r or less)
1For a r6sum6of experimentson severaltypes of poweramplifiersand a discussion
of the failure to achieve Class C operation,see H. W. ,Jamiesonand J. R.. Whinnery,
“Power Amplifierswith Disk-SealTubes,” F’roc. I. R.E., 94, 483 (1946),
~ The treatmenthere follows that in H. J:. N-eher,‘‘ .SomeN-oteson Space-charge]imited oscillators and Amplifiersat Ilicrowave IJrrquencies,
” RI, Report N“o. 822,
Nov. 15, 1945.
3F. Il. Llewellynand L (!. Prtcrson, ‘(~-acuunl‘i’uh, ~“ctv’orlcs,’)Froc. I. R.E., 32,
144, (1944). See also Fig. 5.3.
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the phase lag of the current pawing the grid is & of the transit angle,
and at larger angles the lag is approximately equal to the angle less r.
In computing transit angles in a space-charge-limited region it must be
remembered that an electron requires 50 per cent more time to traverse
the distance than it does in a space-charge-free region.
should not be assumed that the results
Spread in Trand Angles.-It
reached by L1ewell~ and Peterson predict satisfactory operation at
higher and bigher frequencies without the necessity for decreasing the
cathode-grid spacing.
Where the lag in transconductance
is large it
becomes very necessary to keep the spread in transit angles to a low value.
For, if the phww of some of the electrons passing the grid differs by mfrom
that of other electrons which ideally would have the same phase, then
these two groups of electrons will cancel each other, electron for electron,
and the resultant transconductance will suffer accordingly.
A criterion
that the spread in transit angles for all electrons must not exceed ~r/4
may be set arbitrarily.
Any variation in cathode-grid spacing from point
to point results in the same percentage variation in transit angle, and any
variation in potential causes roughly half that variation in transit angle.
The factors that affect the phases of the electrons maybe listed in two
main categories, a9 follows:
1. Irregularities in the electric field between cathode and grid.
These result in a different dktance of
a. Edge effects or fringing.
travel as well as in a variation in field strength (most important
for small cathodes).
b. Nonuniform spacing between cathode and grid-for
example,
lack of parallelism in a planar structure.
c. Coarse grid mesh. For a parallel-wire grid the spacing between
wires should not exceed the cathode-grid spacing.
A limit is
thus set on the wire size also because, for good transparency, the
wire diameter should be less than one-third the spacing.
For a
woven-mesh grid the requirement on wire size is still more
stringent because of the irregularities introduced by the weave.
d. Irregularities on the surface of the cathode are just as important
as irregularities in grid surface.
e. Variation in contact potential over the grid. It is known that
such a potential may amount to several volts and there is no
a priori reason to assume it is constant over the whole grid
surface,
2. Irregularities in emission over the cathode surface.
These maybe
a serious factor not only in causing variations in transit angles but
also in causing excessive loading.
If the cathode does not emit
uniformly over its surface but has some temperature-limited
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regions and some regions that emit several times more copiously
than is necessary, the transit angle may vary by at least 50 per
cent. There is a transconductance from a temperature-limited
region that is due to transit-angle “bunching”
(see Eq. 3.28) and
this transconductance may be completely out of phase with that
from the space-charge-limited regions.
The difficulties of making a high-frequency amplifier are apparent
when it is pointed out that even for very close spacings (of the order of
0.001 in.) the cathode-grid transit angle for an electron with thermal
energy is about h at 3000 Me/see—which,
with the limits on spread of
f 7/4, means an allowable variation of t 12 per cent in spacing.
Nevertheless, the factors listed under Category 1 can be made to approach
the ideal simply by refinements in construction.
On the other hand, the
production of a satisfactory cathode that emits uniformly over its surface
is presumably the major problem to be solved.
Maximum Value of Low-frequency Transconductance .-As the grid is
brought closer and closer to the cathode the low-frequency transconductance per unit current tends to approach a limit set by the thermal energy
If the grid is at the potential minimum, the
distribution of the electrons.
electrons reaching it are those with energies greater than a certain minimum value,
From kinetic theory it may be shown that the limiting
conductance per unit current is given by
Cm=e ,TT volts–l,

10

(8)

where e is the electron charge, k is Boltzmann’s constant, and T is the
absolute temperature of the cathode.
For a cathode at 1050°K the
limiting conductance is about 11 mhos/amp or 11000 pmhos/ma.
The
best cathode in the series of experimental tubes built at the Radiation
Laboratory was less than half as good as this ideal; it had a static g~
of 5000 pmhos at 1 ma plate current and 8000 pmhos at 2 ma. The
spacings were such that the potential minimum was put in the plane
of the grid at about 1 ma. This experimental result is taken to mean
that only a fraction of the cathode surface was emitting copiously.
The high-frequency g~ can be computed from Eq. (7) provided the
Where the geometry permits
shunt impedances and the gain are known.
a good estimate of the shunt impedances, the values obtained for the best
tubes (from the standpoint of the factors listed under Category 1) are in
fair agreement with the low-frequency results, as is shown in Sec. 6“3.
Bandw-Mh.—Measurements
of gain are of little value unless the
bandwidth is specified.
In almost all grid-separation amplifiers the
loading on the input circuit is so heavy that the bandwidth of the output
circuit is the determining factor,
Writing Cz for the effective capaci-
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tance across the output circuit, the bandwidth Af between the half-power
points is given by
f_
‘f

= ~

Re+RL
–

-

bC,R,RL

(9)

Combining this result with Eq. (7) gives an equation for a figure of merit,
power gain multiplied by bandwidth,

G . Af - g~Rl
R,
%Cs . (R. + R,).

(10)

If the amplifier is loaded for maximum gain, R. = RZ, the figure of merit
is

g~R1.
[G . ‘f]” -x” = 4TCZ’

(11)

this figure is a property of the tube alone, if it is granted that most of the
input loading is in the tube rather than in circuit losses. If the loading
is adjusted for the highest possible figure of merit, the latter approaches,
as a limit for very heavy loads, a value just twice that given by Eq,
(1 1)—that is,
lim (G . Aj) = ~~
RL+0

(12)

At this limit the gain would fall to zero, but long before this condition
was reached the bandwidth of the input circuit would have become the
limiting factor.
Etiect of Feedbock.-In
practice, the assumption of negligible feedback
is unjustified; there is considerable coupling through the plate-cathode
capacitance.
If the resultant voltages across the input and output gaps
are denoted by V{ and V( where the primes indicate that feedback is
included, and if m is the feedback voltage ratio, then for the special case
of 180° transit angle

and it can readily be shown that the power output is
(14)

The gain with feedback, G’, is given, in terms of the gain G predicted by
Eq, (6), by the expression

“‘G(’
-*)-2

(15)

,
I
1
I
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The effect of the kind
where ~ is written for mg&Z and x = Rz/RL.
of positive feedback considered here is to increase the gain markedly,
especially at light loads (small z), and to shift the maximum output point
to lighter loads than the value R. = R, which was predicted by Eq. (7).
Another effect of positive feedback is the narrowing of the input circuit
bandwidth, which may become severe enough to reduce drastically the
figare of merit. The existence of a positive feedback means that from
the point of view of the generator in the input circuit a negative conductance has been inserted parallel with the positive conductance already
present to represent the losses. Since the input power P, [in Eq. (l)]
remains constant while the developed voltage VI is increased by the
factor
1
1
1 – mgm

R,RL
‘l_
R. + R,

~
1+X

[see Eq. (13)], the input resistance with feedback R; is enhanced by the
same factor as the gain [in Eq. (15)]. The input circuit bandwidth is
inversely proportional to RI] and so must decrease as the gain is increased
by regeneration.
With even moderate amounts of regeneration the
input circuit bandwidth may become less than that of the output circuit,
and the generator may no longer be matched to the input; Eq. (1) therefore is no longer valid.
For this reason an exact expression for the
figure of merit is too complicated to be useful.
Qualitatively the figure
of merit may increase slightly with very small amounts of regeneration,
provided the input circuit without feedback is much broader than the
output circuit.
After the regeneration has been increased to the point
where the input circuit is the narrower one, the figure of merit decreases
rapidly.
6.3. Experimental Amplifier Tubes for the 3000 -Mc/sec
Region.—
H. V. IYeher at the Radiation Laboratory’ improved the space-chargecontrolled amplifier tubes for the 3000-hIc/sec
region and this work
resulted in some experimental t~iodes and tetrodes that gave remarkably
good performance.
These tubes ~vere difficult to produce consistently,
however, and so far have not been produced commercially.
Their construction is illustrated in Fig. 6.2.
The tube is mounted in a standard metal envelope containing both
input and output resonators, which are tuned by distorting the envelope
slightly.
The input circuit comprises the cathode assembly 1, mounted
in a copper sleeve 2, which forms the inner conductor, a flexible diaphragm
I H, V. h’el,er, “A PreliminaryReport on the RadiationLaboratory&band .4mplifier,” RL Report No. 306, July 10, 1943,and “Some Notes on Space-charge-limited
Oscillatorsand Amplifiersat MicrowaveFrequencies,” RL Repori No. 822, h-OV. 15,
1945.
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6, and an outer conductor 5, closed by the&t
grid 7. This grid is wound
with 0.0003-in. tungsten wire stretched across a &i. hole in a 0.005-in.
molybdenum disk, and is insulated (for direct current) from the outer
The input circuit is
conductor 5 and the screen grid 8 by mica disks.
fed by a coaxial line 22, tapped on to the center conductor by a flexible
sleeve 4. The circuit is tuned by applying pressure with the screws in

:+$=-”
25
232

—

13
12
8
a
7
2;
5
2
63

F1~.6.2.—Cutaway drawing of an experimental 3CCC-Mctsec amplifier tube.
the heavy ring 24. Pressure applied in line with the bent strut 17 moves
the cathode away from the grid and increases the resonant frequency;
pressure along the diameter at right angles moves the cathode closer to
The output circuit consists of the
the first grid and lowers frequency.
copper anode 9, the diaphragm 12, the outer conductor 11, and a grid 8.
The latter is similar to the grid 7 except for wire spacing.
The actuating
rod 10 for the output-circuit tuning is made of Invar and forms part of
The entire output circuit is at
the temperature-compensation
system.
anode potential, being insulated by mica from the grid 8, mounting
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sleeve 20, and retaining ring 13, and from the tuning mechanism with a
ceramic bead 14. The outpu~coupling
loop mounted on the coaxial
fitting 23 enters the cavity through an oversized hole in 11.
This construction is unconventional
but has several important
characteristics.
1. Resonators are “built in” and are of simple geometry.
2. Cathode and anode spacings are adjustable (at the price of a shif~ ~
in frequency).
rl
~
3. The cathode can be flattened in place both before and after coating(
4. A high degree of parallelism between cathode and grid can b
s
~m
maintained.
5. Cathode-grid spacing can be calibrated in terms of resonant fre~ )
quency by measurements on the cold circuit before assembly.
()
6. Fine, taut grids with wires as small as 0.0003 in. and spacings down[
)
to 0.001 in. can be used.
~1
?
7. By stacking grids with mica insulators it is possible to make a ~
1.4
pentode alrno~t as easily as a triode.
1,
The performance of the best of these experimental tubes was ~er$
satisfactory.
Gains up to 20 db at 6 Me/see bandwidth and noise figures
in the order of magnitude of 9 db were obtained in the 3000-Mc\sec
1
region. One triode that was operated as an oscillator gave an outpuk “of’
:
1 watt at 25 per cent efficiency.
In general, it was necessary to us~ a
A few tubes of similar structure,
~
tetrode structure to avoid instability.
designed for the 10,000-Mc/sec region, were built by G. A. Hobart ~1.
~
The best of these had a gain of 10 db and a noise figure of 18 db, Wd
,4
oscillated at 1 per cent efficiency.
The bandwidth was not recorded.’
Because the simple geometry permits the estimation of the shk
Mresistances, the effective gn for radio frequencies can be calculated from
Eq. (6). Typical values for one tube are: RI = 300 ohms, R, = 70,000
ohms, gain = 100, r-f g~ = 4400 ~mhos ~computed from Eq. (6)], and
low-frequency g~ = 6000 ymhos (measured at direct current).
These
measurements appear to confirm the predictions of Llewellyn and Peterson, referred to in Sec. 6.2, that transconductances closely approaching
the d-c values may be obtained at microwave frequencies, provided the
spread in transit angles is kept low.
Input Looxling.-At
low frequencies, because the signal is injected
between the cathode and grid, R, would be expected to be simple diode
loading—that

is, RI = ~~.

The modifications

time effects have been worked

introduced

by transit-

out by Benham, 1 and Llewellyn

and

1W. E. Benham,“Theory of the InternalActionof Thermionic Systemsat Moderately High Frequencies,” Phil. Mug, 5, 641, (1928), also 11, 457 (1931).
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Peterson. 1 In general, as the frequency is raised the conductance
decreases slowly at first, drops to zero at a transit angle of !2m,then
goes negative, and passes through zero again at 3sr. At frequencies of
about 1000 to 1500 Me/see with comparatively large grid-cathode spacings, it is possible to follow this behavior experimentally.
In the negative conductance region, oscillation at low efficiency (the so-called
“ monotron” mentioned in Chap. 2) has been obtained. 2 In the 3000Mc/sec region it becomes very difficult to follow this ideal diode behavior;
the reason for the difficulty must be discovered.
One possible reason
is the variation in transit angles introduced by the spread in initial
velocities (the thermal-energy distribution).
A simple calculation shows
that this effect is small even for a diode voltage of 2 with spacings of a
few thousandths of an inch. Experimentally, it has been found that the
input circuit resistance is sensitive
to grid bias, as is shown in Fig. 6.3.
This experiment was made on a
tube with a cathode area of 0.08
cmz, a grid wire diameter of 0.0003
in., and a spacing of 0.002 in. between centers, at a grid-cathode
spacing of 0.0036 in. and a frequency of 3000 Me/see.
At suffi-12 -10 -8 -6 -4 -2
0 +2”
ciently high negative biases the
Gridbias(volts)
shunt resistance RI approaches the
FIG. 6.3.—Variation of input shunt
values found for a cold tube, but as
resistance of an experimental 3060-Mc/sec
amplifier with grid bias. The correspondthe bias is decreased the resistance
ing cathode current is also shown.
drops rapidly.
When current flow
begins, the resistance has already fallen almost to its minimum; the actual
flow of current has little effect on the loading.
Similar variations in shunt
resistance are found if the grid bias is held constant and the heater power is
varied; under these conditions the cathode current will also change widely.
This change is caused in part by the shift of the potential minimum
(virtual cathode) from the cathode toward the grid as the emission
becomes more plentiful, and in part by nonuniformity in activity over the
cathode surface, which means that some regions are temperature-limited.
The foregoing results can be understood with reference to the classical
theories of cathode behavior.
Electrons are emitted from the cathode,
the number per unit time depending on the nature and temperature
of the surface.
How far these electrons travel from the cathode will
1F. B. Llewellynand L. C. Peterson,“Vacuum Tube Networks,” Pro.. I. R. E., 92,
144 (1944) Fig. 4.

2F. B. Llewellynand A. E. Bowen, “Ultra-High-FrequencyOscillationsby Means
of Diodes,” Bell System Tech. J., 18, 26CI(1939),
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depend on their initial velocities and on the field in which they find
Ordinarily, there is a large excess of emission that results
themselves.
in the turning back of many electrons to the cathode by the negative
field built up by their own charges. Only a few have sufficient initial
energy to pass the resulting potential minimum that constitutes the
“virtual cat bode. ” 1 A simple calculation shows that, for ordinary
current densities and cathode temperatures, the transit angle for an
electron that almost reaches the potential minimum and is then turned
back to the cathode is between r and 2rr at a frequency of 3000 .Mc/sec.
Under these conditions the exchange of energy between the electrons and
the r-f field is close to its maximum value.
In the first order this energy
exchange should cancel out over a cycle because of the random emission
from the cathode, but second-order effects are important and result
in a net transfer of energy from the field to the electrons.
For example,
this hypothesis predicts that some electrons will strike the cathode with
extra energy (back bombardment);
this energy reappears as cathodeheating. Energy is conserved, but back bombardment is an unduly
The loading that results from
expensive method of heating a cathode.
thk process ordinarily appears to be heaviest at frequencies around
3000 Me/see, and it is expected that it would decrease somewhat at higher
frequencies; however, this decrease has apparently not yet been observed.
The conclusion is that an ideal cathode would be one that emits
uniformly over its whole surface, with the result that the potential minimum would be plane and the spread in transit angles would be minimized.
For a low-level amplifier the cathode temperature should be adjusted so
that the emission is only a little greater than the standing current—
enough to supply the demands of the signal without reaching saturation.
Under these conditions there would be the least possible loading by lowenergy electrons shuttling between the cathode and potential minimum,
without sacrificing gain. As a practical working rule the input-circuit
loading at frequencies in the 3000-Mc/sec region is given by RIA = 25
ohms-cm2, where A is the cathode area in square centimeters.
Input
circuit
Noise.—The
6.4. Noise in Microwave Amplifiers.
noise generated in the input and output circuits of an amplifier of this
sort may be measured separately, provided the circuit not being measured is detuned to avoid feedback effects.
If the current is not t.emperature-limited, the noise power originating in the input circuit can
be remarkably low. This fact is shown in Fig. 64, where the 3000
Me/see noise power NI in units of kT(Aj)4
X 10-’5 watts for 1 Me/see
1The distancefrom the cathodeto the potentialminimummay be calculatedfrom
data publishedby B. J. Thompson, D. O. North, and W. A. Harris, “Fluctuations in
Space-charge-limitedCurrentsat Moderately High Frequencies,” RCA Rm., 4, 443,
(1940).
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at room temperature-is
plotted against grid bias for a tube with a gridcathode spacing of 0.001 in. The plate current is also shown.
The noise
becomes very low at high negative
kisses because the transit angle between cathode and potential minimum
becomes very small. At the normal
operating current of 2 ma the noise
power is still less than twice kZ’(Aj)
and the actual flow of current makes
comparatively
lit tle clifference. h
long as electrons come near the grid it
does not matter whether they continue
through it.
If the heater power is reduced so
that a temperature-liited
current is
obtained, the situation is very dMer+2
-2
0
ent, as shown in Fig. 6.5. The circuit
Grid bias (volts)
Fr~. 6.4.—Noise at 3000 Me/see is quiet as long as the current is spacegeneratedin input circuitof m experibut the noise rises
mental amPlifier with arid-cathode charge-limited,
spacingof 0.001in. as a functionof grid rapidly as the current becomes more
bkw The corresponding plate current
and more temperature-limited.
At
is also shown.
still higher positive biases the noise
curve should level off at a value corresponding to the familiar temperature-limited diode.
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FIG. 6.5.—-Noise generated in the input circuit of the amplifier shown in Fig. 6.4 with
heater power dacreaaadto give @mparatureAimited emission.

the

At low frequencies the noise from a temperature-limited
diode or
from a closely spaced space-charge-limitd
diode may readily be calculated.
Considering the cathode-grid region as a spacechargAirnit.ed
diode, if the potential minimum is at the grid, as it will be to a fair
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approximation, the number of electrons reaching the grid will be governed
by the laws of probability.
A perfectly random current, therefore, may
be assumed.
Furthermore, at low frequencies the electrons that are
turned back before reaching the potential minimum will not exchange
energy with the field because of the averaging-out over the cycle; the
averaging is effective at small transit angles. Under these conditions
the mean-square noise current is given by the equation
(16)
where e is the electron charge, IO the average current, and Af the bandwidth
of the detecting device.
These currents will cause a voltage V. to be
built up across the circuit given by
~

= 2eIO(Af)R~,

(17)

Expressing the
where RI is the shunt resistance of the input circuit.
noise power in terms of the Johnson noise, 4k TOR(Aj), developed across
any resistance R at the temperature TO gives
N,=—

2iT010R’”

(18)

At low frequencies, RI = I/g, where g is the diode conductance and
Substituting these values in
Eq. (18) there is obtained

g/10 is given in the ideal case by Eq. (8).

(19)
where T and TOare cathode and room temperatures respectively, for the
noise power in terms of Johnson noise in an ideal closely spaced diode
at low frequencies.
~1 is often referred to as the “noise ratio” of the
input circuit.
At high frequencies the low-energy electrons (those which shuttle
between the cathode and the virtual cathode) discussed in connection
with input loading also contribute noise. Both experimental and
theoretical considerations indicate that the extra noise current is very
nearly offset by the attendant decrease in R1. Thus Eq. (19) may be
used for microwave frequencies, and in fact it agrees well with the results
of Fig. 6.4 at zero bias.
Output Circuit Noise.—The output circuit noise may be measured
either by detuning the input or by reflecting a short circuit in the input
line to the gap. The effectiveness of this procedure (and the absence
of feedback) may be tested by measuring the gain, which should be down
by about 30 db. In a widely spaced tube at low frequencies the reduction
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of noise by space-charge smoothing is well known. 1 For a closely spaced
diode where the anode is at or near the potential minimum, there is no
smoothing effect since the minimum is essentially tied to the anode and
is not free to vary.
As the cathode-grid spacing is increased, the potential
The factor relating
minimum becomes free to perform its gating action.
the noise with space-charge smoothing to that from a perfectly random
current is usually called I’z, and theoretical values for this factor have been
checked experimentally.
The smoothing factor F may be measured conveniently by replacing
the hvDothetical diode plate with a grid and measuring the noise in the
output circuit.
A series of measure2500
ments at 3000 Me/see with various
n
cathode-grid spacings is shown in Fig.
6.6. Noise power in units of kT(Af)
is plotted against plate current.
For
Curve 1 the cathode-grid spacing is
0.036 cm, and the cathode is operated
at a temperature low enough to make
the emission temperature-limited.
As
is to be expected, the noise power is
linear with the current. For the rest
of the curves the current was spaces
a 500
charge-limited.
For Curve 2 the spac3
ing is 0.009 cm, and for Curve 3 it is
0.013 cm. The reduction of noise is
0
01
2
34
56
7
appreciable.
In Curves 4 and 5,
Plate current (ma)
taken at spacings of 0.028 cm and
FIG.6.6.—Output-circuit noise show0.036 cm respectively, a positive grid
ing effects of spats-charge smoothing.
In curve 1 the emission is temperature- biae is required to obtain the higher
Iimited: in curves 2 to 5 the current is
These
portions of the
currents.
spats-chargs-limited and the cathodegrid spacings are 0.009, 0.013, 0.028 and
curves are indicated by broken lines
0.036 cm respectively. Broken lines
and the experimental points have been
corrected for interception noise.
corrected (arrows) for the extra noise
due to grid interception.
The smallest value of I“ (Curve 5) is found to be
0.20, in contrast to the low-frequency theoretical value of 0.02 for the
same spacing and current. Thus, space-charge smoothing appears to
exist at 3000 Me/see but is much less effective than at low frequencies.
This decrease in effactiveness is to be expected because the interaction
between slow electrons that gives rise to the smoothing takes appreciable time. Also, the smoothing can be obtained only with cathode-grid

k

IA good discussionof this is given in B. J, Thompson, D. O. North, and W. A
Harris, “Fluctuations in Space-Charge-LimitedCwrenta at Moderately High Frequencies,” RCA Reo., 4, 441, (1940).
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spacings that are far too large to give a satisfactory high-frequency
transconductance.
The result is that the current in the output circuit
must be considered to have the full shot noise.
Over-d
Noise .—The over-all noise in these experimental tubes was
found to be equal to the sum of the input- and output-circuit contributions. This relation does not necessarily hold, especially at low frequencies, where feedback effects may reduce the noise originating between
cathode and grid when the input and output circuits are in resonance.
When the input circuit is as quiet as it was in these experiments, no
appreciable feedback effect is to be expected.
The output-circuit noise voltage is given by Eq. (17), with RI replaced
by Rz. In terms of Johnson noise, the output noise ratio is
(20)

analogous to Eq. (18).
In order to calculate the noise figure for the
amplifier as a whole, this noise ratio may be referred to the input circuit
by dividing by the gain and adding it to the input contribution, Eq. (19),
plus one to insure the correct reduction to a passive network; thus

7W=I+hT,+$.

(21)

By taking the gain at matched load as given by Eq. (7), and substituting
from Eqs. (19) and (20), there is obtained
rF=l+;

;o+-~-.

kT,

I,
—

g~R,”

(22)

This expression has been checked for various amplifiers in the 3000Mc/sec region and has almost always predicted the noise figure within
a factor of 2. It is interesting to note that the properties of the output
circuit do not enter into the noise figure.
I,
in the last term of Eq. (22) may be written in the
The factor —
g~Rl

following way:

10
g~Rl

1
=

~

z

10
~
10
()()

(23)

R,A.

The maximum practical current density 10/A for an oxide-coated cathode
is about 0.2 amp/cm2; RIA has an experimental value of about 25 ohms/
cm2; and the theoretical limit for g*/10 is 11 per volt [Eq. (8)]. When
these values are substituted in Eq. (22), an optimum noise figure of
4.2 is obtained.
The best of Neher’s experimental tubes has a noise
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figure of about 7, but has a value of g~/10 that is only about 0.4 the possible maximum.
The conclusion is that satisfactory low-level amplifiers of more or
less conventional design can be developed for the frequency range up to
at least 3000 Me/see.
All that is needed is the application of refinements
in construction and the development of more dependable and uniform
cathodes.
Interesting possibilities for future research include the
replacement of the actual cathode as a part of the input circuit by a
virtual cathode formed by injecting the beam at low velocity into an
r-f gap between two grids. Preliminary studies indicate that such a
and at the same time show a high
virtual cathode may be “quiet”
mutual conductance.
Another possibility is raised by a suggestion of
Petersonl that at high frequencies there should be a reduction in noise
if a space charge is built up between the input and output circuits of a
tetrode.
This can be done if the first grid is run a few volts positive with
respect to the cathode and the second grid at a lower positive potential.
As the injected current is raised, there will be sudden discontinuityy in
current to the second grid and a simultaneous formation of a virtual
cathode between the grids. This point is known as the “ Kipp” point,z
and Peterson predicted that some interesting effects would be observed
just below this point (see Sec. 5.6).
The general features of his theory
have been confirmed by Neher. Depending on the various currents and
voltages, the signal power and noise power coming out of the tube are
drastically affected and to different degrees; for example, the signal
could be enhanced as much as 10 db or could be diminished 20 db with
less than 50 per cent change in plate current. The effect is most marked
with comparatively large grid-cathode spacings, and so far the best that
has been done is to give a tube with rather wide spacings a noise figure
There seems to be
about as low as that obtained with close spacings.
no easy way of getting a mental picture of the process, except that transit
angles of the order of > are involved.
Further research seems necessary.
6.5. High-e5ciency
Amplifiers.-The
question of high-efficiency
Class B and Class C amplifiers has received relatively little attention.
So far no successful tubes have been built for frequencies of 3000 Me/see
and above, but some measurements on the behavior of the experimental
amplifiers designed for Class A operation described in Sees. 6“3 and 6.4
have indicated that Class B or Class C operation can be attained, given
sufficient driving power. These small experimental tubes have ins~cient power-handling capacity to make a useful device.
1L. C. Peteracm,“Receiver Noise F@:es,” BTL Memorandum MM+130-91,
&pt. 30, 1942.
: J. k KIlipp, “Space Charge Between Parallel Planes,” RL Report No. 534,
Mar. 22, 1944.
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In order to get high efficiency it seems necessary to use a tetrode structure with a negligible drift diztance between the input and output
circuits so as to avoid ordinary drift-space bunching that would have a
“ debunching” effect in this case. Since for a high electronic efficiency
the electrons should reach the plate with a very low velocity, triodes
It would be necessary to
would have poor output circuit efficiency.
use close spacings because the electrons would start across the output
gap with a comparatively low velocity; these close spacings would cause
relatively high circuit losses.
The output circuit would have to be designed so that loading by
secondaries ejected from the plate could be avoided.
Probably such a
design would necessitate a slat or honeycomb construction of the plate
that would act as an electron trap or Faraday cage. The mechanical
difficulties of maintaining constant close spacings between cathode and
grid become increasingly serious, and the problems of producing a
uniformly effective cathode become more difficult, as the cathode area
is increased.
6.6. Practicaf Triode Amplifiers.-The
commercially available spacecharge-control tubes best suited to ‘amplifier applications are the lighthouse family of disk-seal planar triodes.
The graduated disk-seal
construction of the lighthouse tubes was chosen with the intention of
facilitating their insertion in a grid-separation circuit with concentric
coaxial-line cavities, the cylinder in contact with the grid disk serving
simultaneously as outer conductor for the output (plate) circuit and inner
conductor for the input (cathode) circuit.
This arrangement is shown
schematically in Fig. 6.7; the d-c connections and necessary blocking
condensers are omitted.
It should be noted that, if the over-all diameter
of the circuit is kept small and if the anode lead is made massive for
good heat conduction, the output lead must be small in diameter.
In order to improve cooling of the anode and to reduce losses in the
output circuit, some tubes have been designed with an inverted structure,
the cathode being at the small end with a concentric heater lead. An
example of this construction was the CV90, developed in England. 1
The 2C38, 2C39, and 2C41 are samples of the inverted lighthouse construction developed in the United States; they are sometimes referred
to as “oilcan” tubes.
Although they are certainly superior to ordinary
lighthouse tubes in respect to power handling capabilities it is not at all
clear that the inverted lighthouse tubes make better low-level amplifiers.
Only a few studies of the performance obtainable from lighthouse
tube amplifiers over the frequency range 1000 to 3000 Me/see were
undertaken during the war because the work was time-consuming and
I A smallerversionof this tube, the 2C36, was put into limited productionin this
countrytoward the end of the war.
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Furthermore in view of the wide variations
the results disappointing.
in performance from tube to tube the samples studied were usually too
small to give a trustworthy picture.
In the region from 500 to 1000 Me/see, amplifiers using apparatus
similar to that shown in Fig. 6.7 have been widely used. The d-c
insulation between cathode and grid is provided by the mica condenser
Input line

ilY’
-i

L R.f ~~thOde

Tuningplungersy

connection
FIG. 6.7.-Sketch

of a typical grid-separation circuit for a lighthouse tube.
connections and insulation omitted.

‘Mica

Direct-current

blocking condenser

/

l?IG. 6.8.—Sketch

plate of lighthousetuba
of a plate blocking condenser for lighthouse-tube

lmilt into the lighthouse tube between the cathode proper and the base
Plate voltage is applied
sheU which forms the r-f cathode connection.
by means of a d-c lead within a hollow plate connector provided with a
blocking condenser as indicated roughly in Fig. 6.8. A condenser of
this type introduces the minimum losses in the cavity if placed with
point a near a current node. At the higher frequencies it is advisable
to make the electrical length of the dielectric-filled line a – b a quarter
wavelength.1
A choke plunger might be used instead of one with
1M thiswavelengththe coaxialline formedwith the d-c lead as the center conductor should have a high impedance,and r-f chokes (quarter-wavelengthcups) on the
centerconductor may be advisableto reduceleakage.
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contact fingers.. The use of such a plunger, however, would require an
increase in the diameter of the grid line to obtain reasonable clearances,
and this in turn would require an increase in size of the cathode-grid
cavity.
This enlargement may give trouble with a higher mode (than
the principal TEM-mode), which becomes possible when the arithmeticmean circumference of the two conductors is approximately equal to the
wavelength.
Typical noise figures for an amplifier of this sort, using a 446B or
2C40 lighthouse tube, are 7 db at 500 Me/see and 10 db at 1000 Me/see.
Above 1000 Me/see the noise figures deteriorate rapidly;1 average values
are 16 db at 2000 Me/see and about 21 db at 3000 Me/see, when the
tube is operated at a plate voltage of 300 and a current of 20 ma.z At
frequencies below about 1500 Me/see the noise figure is improved by
operating at lower plate currents. Along with the rapid increase in
noise figure at the higher frequencies there is a marked decline in the gain.
For a typical tube and circuit the gain might drop from 10 or 11 db at
1500 Me/see to about 1 db at 3000 Me/see.
A characteristic of the noise figure is that it fluctuates much less
from tube to tube than does the gain. Doubling the shunt resistance
of the output circuit doubles the power gain (and halves the bandwidth),
but it also doubles the shot noise from the output circuit.
As was
pointed out in the discussion of Eq. (22), the properties of the output
circuit do not enter in the computation of the noise figure, and as the
contribution of the output circuit usually makes up by far the larger
proportion of the noise figure, the over-all noise figure varies little from
tube to tube. As a result, measurements of noise figures made in various
laboratories may be expected to agree within 2 db, if obviously defective
tubes are excluded.
At frequencies greater than about 2000 Me/see it is usually impossible
to use coaxial-line resonators with lighthouse tubes in their fundamental
mode. Because of the capacitive loading contributed by the tube the
quarter-wavelength line must be shortened so much that the plunger
would strike the glass envelope of the tube.
In these circumstances an
integral number of half-wavelengths is added to the line; the line id then
said to be operating in the 2X, ~h, etc., mode.
In comparison with the
fundamental (~~) mode, these Klgher modes have somewhat greater
Q’S and therefore smaller bandwidths.
The higher Q results from the
1Seemeasurementsreportedby W. M. Breazealeand M. Waltz, “Performance of
the GL446LighthouseTube as an R-f Amplifierin the 10-20 cm Region,” RL Report
Iio. 291, Ott. 5, 1942.
2Measurementsin general agreementwith these but running 2 or 3 db higher
have been reportedby P. M. Garrattin “Lighthouse Tubes as R-f Amplifiersin the
lo-cm Range,” GeneralElectric Data Folder46231,and in “Performance Characteristics of GL446 Amplifiers,” GeneralElectric Data Folder 46240.
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fact that the volume available for storing electromagnetic energy has
been increased more than has the dissipation.
The factor by which the
Q is increased in going from one mode to another depends to some extent
on the capacitive loading provided by the tube but more on the distribution of the dissipation between 10SW in the resonator and the
external load.
If the circuit efficiency is high and the capacitive loadiig
light, the bandwidth in the Sk mode may be only a little more than one
third of that in the fundamental mode. Allowance for this effect should
be made in applying the results of Sec. 6.2 by suitably increasing the
value of Cu used in Eqs. (9) to (12).
Experimental Results with Light?wuee Tubes.-The
validity of the
conclusions of Sec. 6.2 haa been tested with some simple experiments.’
The circuit was basicaliy that of Fig. 6.7 except that the cathode and
~;d lines were of larger diameter in
x
1.0
1.5 order to facilitate coupling out of the
0.5
grid-plate cavity.
The outer and
inner diameters of the cathode-grid
circuit were 5.5 and 3.48 cm, and the
corresponding dimensions for the gridplate circuit were 3.32 and 1.1 cm.
Choke plungers were used to avoid
variable contact resistances, and although efforts were made to reduce
resonance effects in the lines behind
the plungers, these effects could not be
completely
eliminated.
The input
line wak lossy and was matched to the
Effective loop areaz, sin20
cathode grid cavity with an adjustable
FIG-. 6.9.—Gain and bandwidth of
probe. A constant power of the order
a typical 2C40 amplifier at 9.9 cm, with
varying load. Plate voltage 250, curof magnitude of a milliwatt from a
rent 30 ma.

swept frequency oscillator was available at the input.
The output loop could be ~otat~d to vary the coupling.
Figure 69 shows the variation of gain and bandwidth with rotation
of the loop for a typical 2C40 operated at 250 volts on the plate with a
current of 30 ma, z Results are plotted against sinz 0, where @is the angle
between the plane of the loop and the magnetic field in the cavity,
This
gives a scale proportional to I/RL or to z. The bandwidth varies
linearly as expected, and the scale of z may be established by use of the
fact that Af doubles in going from x = O to z = 1. The gain curve is
computed from Eq. (15), using TJ= 0.75 and g~RIRz = 5.72 to fit at the
1Unpublishedwork of M. C. Waltz at Radiation Laboratory.
zThe recommendedplate dissipationwaa exceededin order to facilitate measurement of output powers.
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peak. For comparison, a theoretical curve of gain without feedback,
The value chosen
normalized to the same value of ggR@~, is also shown.
for -i may seem unduly large but it must be remembered that g~Rz
is greater-than 4, probably b; a fac35
7
tor of at least 2; therefore, m is much
Bandwidth
=6
30 ~
%cLl
leasthan unity, probably not greater
g.E 5
25 ~
than 0.1. In these experiments the
-3
20 z
‘-.. 4
cavity geometry was not favorable
a$
15 E
gg3
for estimating C, or the losses R, and
~.b~
“z~
2
10:
R,. If it is aasumed that Rl = 150 ~lw
G@
5$
ohms (a normal value for a cathode
1% 1
0
D
0
area of ~ cmz spaced a few thou0
10
20
30
40
19 (ma)
sandths of an inch from the grid) and
FIG. 6.1O.—Gain, bandwidth, and
the assumption that Cz = 6 p~f is
of merit of a typical 2C40 lightmade (allowing for the ~mode in figure
house tube as functions of plate current,
plate voltage held constant at 250 volts.
the cavity), g~, Rz, and m maybe estiFrequency is 3030 Me/see.
mated from the experimental bandwidth at zero load, 2.3 Me/see, and the value of g~R~Rz obtained from
the gain curve. The quantities gn, Rz, and m so obtained are respectively 1900 pmhos, 11,000 ohms, and 0.035. The assumptions regarding
phase of feedback, etc., involved in deriving Eqs. (14) and (15), are much
too drastic for these numerical
3
results to have any real significance, but at any rate they forma
plausible set.
In Fig. 6.10 the gain, band2
width, and figure of merit for the
.:
same tube are shown as iunctions
of the plate current, varied by
j
changing grid bias, with the plate
voltage held constant at 250 volts.
1
The coupling was occasionally readjust ed during the experiment
~5
15
for optimum output.
As a result
VPlatabultage
the bandwidth appears to vary
FIG. 6.11.—Gain, bandwidth, and figure
erratically; this variation is preof merit of the typical 2C40 lighthouse tube
shown in Fig. 6.10 as functions of plate
sumably due to the difficulty in
voltage, plate current held constant at 20 ma.
locating the maximum of the gain
.
curve, especially when little or no regeneration is present. Since the
points for the gain tend to fluctuate in a compensating direction, the
figure of merit follows a smooth curve reasonably well.
In Fig. 6“11 the gain, bandwidth, and figure of merit are shown as in
Fig. 6.10, except that in this experiment the plate current was constantly
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readjusted to 20 ma while the voltage was varied over a range from
110 voits (the minimum at which 20 ma could be obtained without using
positive grid bias) to 400 volts.
For convenience, the data are plotted
against the square root of the voltage.
The tendency for the gain and
bandwidth to vary inversely while the figure of merit remains relatively
constant is striking. The cyclical variation 01 the gain is readily understood provided there is feedback by the plate-cathode capacitance.
In
the absence of feedback the gain and bandwidth at optimum load would
be expected to remain relatively independent of voltage, provided the
r-f voltages are small compared with the corresponding d-c voltages and
that the beam-coupling coefficient for the output circuit is not appreciably
affected.
If there is feedback, however, the phase of the transconductance becomes important.
Because this phase is varied by changing
the electron velocity while the phase of the feedback is constant, a
cyclical variation of the gain is to be expected.
As the feedback swings
from positive to negative, the loading required for optimum output
becomes heavier.
Measurement of amplifier performance over a frequency band requires
more careful cavity construction than was used in the experiments
detailed above.
The bandwidth of choke plungers must be taken into
account, and it is important to eliminate any leakage past the plungers
that can give rise to resonances and possibly to coupling between cavities.
Failure to suppress completely such extra feedback or fluctuations in RI
and Rz results in a curve of gain vs. frequency in which the general trend
is hard to see because of numerous peaks and valleys.
Because of the
decrease in effective gw resulting from spread in transit angles, the general
trend of the gain curve may be expected to fall slowly at first and then
Superimposed on this downward
rapidly as the frequent y is increased.
trend there may be an oscillation that is due to feedback through the
plate-cathode capacitance when the phase of the g- is shifted by the
change in frequency.
An idea of the variations to be expected between individual lighthouse
tubes may be obtained from Table 6.1, which shows gain, bandwidth,
and figure of merit for a group of 446B and 2C40 lighthouse tubes produced over a period of years by various companies.
In tube 2C40
No. 2, which has the highest gain of the lot, the amplifier is on the verge
of oscillating when lightly loaded.
Under these conditions the bandwidth is very small, not so much because of the lighb loading of the output
circuit as because of the reduction in bandwidth of the input, and the
figure of merit decrease~ markedly, as is usual when there is regeneration.
Since tube variations are so pronounced, any practical application of an
The chief value of amplifier measureamplifier of this type is difficult.
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TAZLE6.1.—PROPERTIES
OF REPRESENTATIVE
LIGHTHOUSE
TUBESAS AMPLIFIERS
AT 10 CM.
Plate voltage 250, current32 ma. Load adjustedfor maximumgain
Tube type
2C40
446B
2C40
2C40
2C40
2C40
446B
2C40
2C40
2C40
446B
2C40
2C40
2C40
2C40
2C40
2C40
2C40
2C40

Tube
number

Power gain

4’

1
2*
2*
2*
Y
3
4
5
6
7
8
10
11
12
13
14
8’
x

2.56
3.25
13.7
9,6
4.4
1.96
4,83
3.6
9,0
5.8
3.25
7.3
5.3
4.85
7.3
1,69
.5.3
3.25
9.0

Figureof merit, power
Bandwidth,
Me/see
gain X bandwidth,Me/see
9.3
6.9

0.s5
2.9
7.8
7,2
4.7
5.0
3.9
4.7
4.6
3.2
4.7
3.9

3,1
6.5
4.3
5.6
2.9

23.8
22.4
11,6
27.8
34.3
14,1
22.7
18
35
27.3
15
23.4
25
19
22.6

,.

.1

22.8
18.2
26

* Varioussettingsof couplingloop.

ments on lighthouse tubes in the 3000-Mc /see region is to increase
understanding of the behavior of such tubes as oscillators.
In view of the importance of feedback effects it is natural to inquire
whether neutralization can be accomplished.
Over a small frequency
range good neutralization can be obtained with a slot or other coupling
device properly placed in the partition between input and output cavities. Because of the dimensions of the envelope this coupling has to be
located at an appreciable fraction of a wavelength from the capacitive
coupling being neut ralized—a dist ante that makes the adjustment frequency sensitive.
Very little experimental work, it appears, has been
Neutralization, however, has sometimes been
done on this problem.
obtained accidentally in the course of attempting to make oscillators.
Care must be taken to insure good contact to the grid disk of the tube.
If one or more of the spring fingers does not make cent act, or if the slots
between the fingers are resonant, there may be considerable extra feedback in addition to that caused by direct capacitive coupling through
the grid.

CHAPTER
MICROWAVE

TRIODE

7
OSCILLATORS

BY J. B. H. KUPER
7.1. Introduction.--Space-charge-control
tubes capable of functioning
as amplifiers in the microwave region can, of course, be made to oscillate
if provided with the proper feedback.
The only triodes commercially
available during the war that were suitable for use at frequencies much
higher than 1000 Me/see were the lighthouse family of tubes.
As a
result there is a considerable amount of information on how to make a
lighthouse tube oscillate at a given irequency, but comparatively little
work has been done on the fundamentals of triode operation. 1
When operated in a grid-separation circuit of the type described in
Sec. 6.6 or in the “ reentrsmt” oscillator circuit that is discussed in
Sec. 5 of this chapter, a typical 2C40 lighthouse tube might furnish 1
watt at 20 per cent efficiency in the 1000-Mc/sec region and perhaps
0.1 watt at 2 per cent efficiency in the 3000-Mc/sec region. The upper
frequency limit of most lighthouse tubes is in the neighborhood of 35OO
to 4000 Me/see.
Despite their poor efficiency, lighthouse tube oscillators
are often used as superheterodyne local oscillators or as signal generators
because they do not require complicated regulated power supplies.
In
comparison with the more common form of reflex klystron, the integralcavity type, triode oscillators have the advantages of flexibility and
cheapness, but these are offset to a considerable degree by the fact that
the external cavity resonator is expensive.
In microwave oscillators it is scarcely possible to consider the tube
apart from the circuit; cavity problems loom large in any application.
A satisfactory cavity design must not only accommodate a large range of
electrical properties from tube to tube, but must also solve the mechanical
problem of making good contact to the tube without subjecting it to
mechanical stresses. Cooling of the plate of the tube is also an important
consideration in cavity design.
When a resonator is suitably modified to withstand high voltages,
lighthouse oscillators may be operated under pulse conditions with voltages up to 3 or 4 kv and the same (or lower) average input powers as are
1For an extensive discussion of oscillator circuits for the lighthouse tubes see
A. M. Gurewitsch and J. R. Wbinnery, “Microwave Oscillators Using Disk-Seal
Tubes,” ~70C. Z.R. E., 35, 462 (1947).
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used under c-w conditions.
As a result of the decreased time of transit
from cathode to plate under higher plate voltages, slight additional modifications to the cavity will be needed to secure the correct phase of feedback. Where 2- to 3-kv pulses are applied to the plate of a 2C43 tube,
r-f pulse powers of the order of magnitude of a kilowatt may be obtained
in the 3000 Me/see region, and somewhat more at lower frequencies.
Oscillators of this kind have been used as medium-power beacon transmitters and for special-purpose short-range radar sets. Pulse operation
is discussed in the next chapter; the remainder of this chapter is devoted
to a consideration of the fundamental circuit types and c-w operation.
The very large number of oscillator designs that have been used in
practical applications is in itself an indication that a thoroughly practical
general-purpose cavity has not yet been developed.
The compromises
that must be made in the interests of simplicity generaUy result in a
serious loss in flexibility; the more limited the application (particularly
in respect to frequency band), the greater the chance of achieving a
satisfactory design. It would be unprofitable to describe a number of
these devices in detail; rather it seems best to emphasize the fundamental
principles involved.
one of the chief factors involved in these compromises is the fact that
at the higher frequencies it is necessary to adjust not only the magnitude
of the voltage that is fed back to the input but also the phase.
When
the phase of the transadmittance becomes much greater than T radians,
the phase adjustment may be critical in comparison with the adjustment
of magnitude.
Ordinary oscillator cavities do not permit continuous
adjustment of feedback phase. This fact is responsible for many
interesting points of behavior, some of which are mentioned in succeeding
sections.
Most statements in the remainder of this chapter refer specifically
to lighthouse tubes, but it is felt that the conclusions would be applicable
in general to other forms of close-spaced triodes.
Physically the lighthouse tubes depart so widely from the ideal structures postulated in
Chaps. 3 and 5 that there is little use in attempting a rigorous analysis.
For example, the spacing between grid wires in a 2C40 tube is greater
than the separation between grid and cathode.
The “plane” of the grid
is far from being flat, and there are serious differences in transit angle
between those electrons that pass close to the wires and those that go
through near the centers of the holes.
7.2. Principal Types of Oscillator Circuits Applicable to Triodes.-In
the frequency region from about 50 to 200 or 300 Me/see, the standard
triode oscillator is one in which the resonant tank circuit is connected
between the grid and the plate, and the cathode lead is (usually) provided
with an r-f choke. Although various forms of this arrangement have
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received special names, basically it is a Colpitts oscillator in which the
tube interelectrode capacitances and strays provide the capacitance
potential divider for the cathode.
When the frequency becomes high
enough to make the use of coaxial-line resonators advisable, this arrangement requires modification.
Stray capacitance between the plate and
cathode is cut out by the shielding action of the grid connection, leaving
The latter is so
only a very small internal plate-cathode capacitance.
much smaller than the grid-cathode capacitance that the resulting gridOne remedy
cathode voltage is insufficient to sustain oscillations.
is to increase artificially the plate-cathode capacitance by means of one
or more conducting strips fastened to the cathode lead, passing through
holes in the grid connector and presenting a surface to the plate or plate
lead. This form of Colpitts circuit will give satisfactory results provided
the phase angle of the tube transadmittance is small. At considerably
higher frequencies (around 1000 Me/see) an analogous arrangement,
in which the grid and cathode are exchanged, is sometimes used; the
resonator is connected between the plate and the cathode, and the grid is
capacitively coupled to or tapped onto a suitable point on the inside
This circuit operates well when the phase lag in the
of the resonator.
tube is about m radians because it provides a reversed feedback voltage.
This circuit resembles the “grid tickler” or “ reverse feedback” circuit
except for a reversal of the tickler connections to provide the ir radians
phase shift. With a given set of interelectrode spacings and voltages,
there is an intermediate frequency range in which neither of these circuits
works-t hat is, where the phase lag is about m/2 radians.
The other types of circuits generally bear less resemblance to familiar
low-frequency forms.
The grid-separation amplifier, discussed in the previous chapter, is well adapted mechanically to the lighthouse tubes, and
functions as an oscillator if the right amount and phase of feedback are
provided.
A circuit of this type is the most flexible because it permits
enough adjustments to take care of any phase shifts that may be encountered. In fact, the multiplicityy of adjustments is the greatest drawback
to the general use of grid-separation oscillators.
If one is willing to
make the adjustments, this oscillator will give the best performance of
which the tube is capable.
Since lighthouse tubes require relatively large driving voltages at the
higher frequencies, various attempts have been made to build oscillators
consisting essentially of a transmission line, radial or coaxial, running
between the grid-plate gap and the cathode-grid gap. Such a line
generally is not uniform; rather there are one or more discontinuities
that permit designation of a portion of the line as the principal “tank”
circuit—that is, the region in which most of the energy is stored.
This
portion plays the major role in determining the frequency of oscillations.
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For obvious mechanical reasons this transmission line must be folded. One
of the designs for realizing an oscillator of thk type is the ambiguously
named “reentrant”
oscillator illustrated in Fig. 7.1. In this oscillator
there is a cylindrical conductor connected to the cathode, a concentric
rod or tube connected to the plate cap, and a short open-ended cylinder
connected to the grid disk. The cathode and plate cylinders are connected (as far as radio frequency is concerned) by a short-circuiting
plunger that may be either of the choke or of the cent act type.
The
choke type is preferred, particularly when high plate voltages are used,
because it simplifies the d-c insulation problem.
The necessary d-c
connection to the grid is made by a wire or a spring located at or near a

,

~

Outputlead
1
D-c plate connection

FIG. 7.1.—Section of a typical ‘‘ reentrant” cavity oscillator for a lighthouse tube.
three cylinders have spring fingers to make contact to the tube.

All

voltage node, and r-f power is coupled out by a loop or probe inserted
usually in the space between the grid and cathode cylinders.
Although
the construction of this oscillator is simple and it has the great merit of
readdy accommodating the inevitable mechanical imperfections of the
tubes, its electrical behavior is complicated.
For the present it will
suffice to remark that, because the region between the grid and plate
cylinders usually contains the major part of the stored energy, it is the
most important region in determining the frequency, whereas the position of the plate-cathode plunger chiefly affects the feedback.
Numerous hybrid oscillator designs are possible-for
example, the
combination of a radial transmission-line cavity for the input circuit and
a coaxial-line cavity for the output circuit.
Most of the hybrid designs
that have been found useful at frequencies above 2000 Me/see may be
considered as variants of either the basic grid-separation circuit or the
folded-transmission-line
circuit typified by the reentrant oscillator.
At somewhat lower frequencies, up to perhaps 1500 Me/see, many other
] Severalvariantsaredescribedby A. M. Gurewitsch,“Cavity OscillatorCircuits,”

Eleztrorai.s,19,

2, 135 (1946).
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schemes have been used. Among these are the so-called “coaxial butterfly” circuits and the “cylinder”
circuits, which have been described by
Karplus.’
Most of these may be analyzed as combinations of coaxial
lines loaded by concentrated (if not “lumped”)
reactance.
Because
of their limited applications, no detailed discussion of the hybrid circuits
is given here.
The coaxial-line grid-separation oscillator and the reentrant oscillator
are the only types used extensively in the microwave region—the former
mostly in cases where wide tuning ranges are required, and the latter
where tuning ranges of about 10 per cent are sufficient and the utmost
Feedback

probeadjustablein
“Linestretcher”or trombone-section

Y“dw

d
Couplingloops,rotatable
D-cgridconnectionf
FICI. 7.2.—Sketch of lighthouse-tube grid-separation oscillator with enough adjustments to permit obtaining optimum conditions for any tube when frequency and voltages
are specified.

simplicity in construction is desired. From the standpoint of the tube,
however, the ideal oscillator would be something like that shown schematically in Fig. 7.2. This is an oscillator of the coaxial-line type
providing enough adjustments to permit achievement of optimum
conditions of feedback.
The two coaxial cavities are tuned with plungers
of either the choke or the quarter-wavelength spring-finger type.
The
space behind the plungers is made nonresonant by the use of high-loss
insulating material on the heels of the plungers and for the supporting
rings. In general, the two cavities should be operating in dMerent modes
—for example, $ and + wavelengths (effective) -so as to avoid troubles
‘ E. Km-plus,“ Wids-RangeTunsd Circuitsand Oscillatorsfor High Frequencies,”
Pmt. I. R. E., SS, 426 (1945).
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with undesired low frequencies that might arise if they were both tuned
to the same wavelength.
The probe that injects feedback voltage into the cathode-grid cavity
should be adjustable radkdly and longitudinally (by a slot) so that the
feedback line is always terminated by the tube input losses, transformed
to the line impedance by the cavity.
When the feedback line is so
terminated, the use of a telescoping section (a “line stretcher”) provides
any phase of feedback voltage that may be required by the transit angle
in the tube.
The two rotatable coupling loops mounted in the plate
plunger permit adjustment of the magnitude of the feedback voltage
and of the load.
There is unavoidable interaction between these last
two adjustments, but otherwise the adjustments are nearly independent
Nevertheless, it is clear that
and can be made in a systematic manner.
such a multiplicity of adjustments can never be tolerated in a practical
oscillator.
This device could be used only under laboratory conditions
for special purposes.
Because equipment designers usually want a single-control oscillator,
although they cam sometimes be persuaded to accept a subsidiary
“trimming”
adjustment, considerable sacrifices in performance are to
be expected.
The alternative of ganging the necessary adjustments is
almost certainly too complicated mechanicaUy.
In the practical forms
of the coaxial-line grid-separation oscillator, or of the reentrant oscillator,
the phase and magnitude of the feedback camot be adjusted inde
pendently; a fixed adjustment or a crude tracking scheme is satisfactory
over a narrow frequency range. Unfortunately, redesigning an oscillator
for a moderate shift in frequency may require considerable experiment;
it is not often possible to use simple scaling methods.
The remainder of this chapter and the succeeding one are devoted
to a discussion of the operation of these two circuit types.
The discussion
is general and nonmathematical,
chiefly because the necessary tube
parameters are very seldom known with sufficient accuracy to justify
anything more than a qualitative treatment.
7.3. Power Supply and Bias Considerations.—Because
of the very low
efficiency of even the best triode oscillators at frequencies above 1500
Me/see, slightly different bias and supply arrangements from those used
at low frequencies are tiviaable.
Particularly with an oscillator that
requires more than one adjustment, so that there is a good chance of
setting the circuit in a nonoscillating condition, the use of grid-leak
bw may be dangerous.
This situation is in contrast to that occurring
at low frequencies, where the use of a grid leak assists starting of oscillations and automatically adjusts the bias as required by changing load
conditiona~ etc.
To protect the tube against overheating when it is not oscillating,
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it is often advisable to use some cathode bias. This bias needs only
to be sufficient to prevent overload at the plate voltage used and the
remainder of the bias voltage may be furnished by a grid leak. Bypass
The cathode
condensers are ordinarily not required for the bias resistors.
condenser that is built into the tube structure is usually sufficient to
prevent r-f voltage from appearing on the d-c cathode connection.
The
reentrant oscillator is an exception if the d-c lead to the grid cyclinder
is not at a voltage node; in this case a small condenser formed by a mica
washer, or a quarter-wavelength choke may be necessary.
With a welldesigned cavity there should be no troublesome leakage of r-f power from
the d-c plate lead. 1
At moderately high frequencies (200 Me/see or less) a reentrant
cavity, especially if provided with a choke plunger between the cathode
and plate cylinders, may appear merely as some extra capacitance in
parallel with the tube interelectrode capacitances.
Because of the
high transconductance
of the lighthouse tubes at these frequencies,
parasitic oscillations in the circuits formed by the power-supply leads are
sometimes encountered.
These lower-frequency oscillations are found
most often in bench setups and are cured by the insertion of appropriate
r-f chokes in the leads. They are often encountered also when attempting
to measure the usual parameters, mutual conductance, plate resistance,
and p with a vacuum-tube bridge of standard design. The subject is
mentioned here mainly to warn the experimenter to suspect parasitic
in cases of erratic behavior.
Another common difficulty is intermittent or interrupted oscillation,
superregeneration (“ squegging”)
at a
which may be “self-quenched”
moderately high audio frequent y or lower frequency ‘‘ motorboating. ”
The latter is usually a fault of the power supply itself and is remedied
by proper bypassing, but the former is more difficult to overcome.
Because the operator generally lacks adequate control over the feedback,
it not infrequently happens that the feedback is excessive, and superregeneration occurs with a quench frequency that depends mainly on
the time constant of the grid leak and the stray grid-ground capacitances.
Reduction oi this time constant generally stops the superregeneration,
but the proper cure is to reduce the feedback.
Unless a high degree of frequency stability is required, it is not
necessary to regulate the power supply.
When stability is important,
however, it is usually necessary to regulate the heater voltage as well as
the plate supply.
Voltage regulation is more important with the reentrant oscillator than with the tw~avity
coaxial grid-separation circuit.
When the taut-grid 2C40 and 2C43 tubes are used, the frequency shifts
1If present,the leakagecan readilybe detectedby runninga fingeror screwdriver
nlong the lead and noting the reaotionon the oscillator.
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resulting from an unregulated suPply should not exceed 0.5 Me/see
(at 3000 Me/see) for a 1 per cent change in line voltage.
The provision of adequate cooling of the anode is important enough
to deserve mention here, although it is more a question of cavity design
than of power supply.
Because of the low efficiency, plate input power
Most oscillator designs
is practically synonymous with plate dwsipation.
bury the plate connection within a pair of concentric cylinders.
Since
these are usually silver-plated, they practically eliminate radiation
cooling. It is necessary to provide adequate conduction along the plate
cylinder or to blow air on the plate cap itself.
A surprisingly large
number of small ventilation holes may be bored in the cylindrical conductors forming the oscillator cavity with no apparent detriment to
performance.
7.4. Two-cavity Grfd-separation Oscillators.-Many
of the important points in the construction of two-cavity coaxial-line grid-separation
oscillators are obvious and need only be listed here. These are: (1)
the importance of designing contact fingers to provide good electrical
(and thermal) contact without stressing the tube mechanically; (2) the
necessity for dependable action of the short-circuiting plungers (which
means the use of choke plungers, unless too wide a frequency range is
required); (3) the avoidance of resonances in the supposedly “dead”
region behind the plungers; and (4) the possibility of higher modes in
the outer coaxial line at high frequencies.
In most applications it is desirable to gang the two plungers so that
a single tuning control will suffice. Such a procedure is complicated
because the graph of wavelength against plunger position is not a straight
line. The departure from a straight line is due to the loading effect of
the tube on the open end of the coaxial line.
The r-f gap in the tube may be represented to a first approximation
by a lumped capacitance, provided the radius of the plate or cathode is
very much less than one-quarter wavelength (thk condition always being
satisfied in lighthouse tubes).
This lumped capacitance loads a radial
transmission line at the center, and this radid line in turn loads the
coaxial line. This resonator is evidently somewhat more complicated
than the simple klystron resonator discussed in Chap. 4. The transition
region between the radial and the coaxial transmission lines makes calculations of resonant frequency unsatisfactory.
The lack of a simple
method of calculating the dimensions of this resonator is not serious
since the actual tubes depart widely from the simple geometry considered
here.
If the mode in which the resonator ia operating ia designated as the
(n/4)-mode, where n is any odd integer, n = 1, 3, 5, . 0 . ; then as n
increases, the effect of the loading becomes less important and the
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tuning curve (wavelength vs. plunger position) approaches a straight line
of slope 4/n.
When n is not very large, however, as the line length
is decressed the points depart more and more from the predicted line,
always lying above it. It is this curvature, which depends on the loading
and therefore is different for the two cavities, that makes ganging difficult.
In taking experimental data for the design of a tracking mechanism,
it is worth remembering that the complete curve for only one mode needs
to be determined accurately for each cavity; the rest of the curves in
the family are readily constructed by adding or subtracting the proper
number of half wavelengths.
If carried over a sufficiently large wave30
25
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FIQ. 7.3.—Tuning curves for a type 446 tube in a two-cavity grid-separation oscillator.
Crosses, experimental points, and dots obtained by extrapolation.
@) Plate line.
(a) Cathode line
&in. inner conductor
&in. inner conductor
1+-in. outer conductor
~-in. outer conductor

length range, a family of curves of this sort will show whether or not it
is necessary to use different modes for the two cavities to avoid operation
The physical line lengths required for a given
in the fundamental.
wavelength depend on the diameters of the conductors and the configuration of the contact fingera, but the data of Fig. 7.3 give an idea of the
orders of magnitude.
The resonant wavelengths for the various modes
are plotted as functions of distances (in centimeters) from the plane of
the grid disk to the short circuit.
The data were taken on a 446 tube
in an oscillator in which the inner and outer conductors of the plate
cavity were ~ in. and # in. in diameter, and of the cathode cavity ~ in.
and 14 in., respectively.
It should be noted that for this particular
tube a radial cavity l+ in. in diameter between the cathode shell and the
grid disk would resonate near 14 cm, and a similar cavity between the
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grid and the plate disks ~ in. in diameter would resonate a little below
10 cm. Figure 7.3 al?o indicates that, unless precautions are taken, it
is not safe to use the ~X-mode in both cavities at 10 cm because in that
case the lengths of the lines would be too close to those required for
oscillation in the fundamental mode between 22 and 25 cm.
Feedback arrangements for oscillators of this type are numerous, and
in general not very satisfactory.
Various types of coupling loops or loopand-probe combinations inserted through the grid conductor are often
When
used; these function well over a 10 to 20 per cent frequency band.
wider bands are required, several different feedback devices may be
employed simultaneously.
Another common scheme is to cut a longitudinal slot in the grid cylinder and to mount a small probe on one of
the shorting plungers so that it picks up some energy from the other
cavity.
If the same mode is used in both cavities, the feedback tracks
roughly at least over a considerable range.
Ordinarily, the coupling between the two circuits will be much
tighter than critical coupling, so the response curve will have two peaks.
Therefore, if both cavities are tuned to the same frequency, all of these
schemes can produce only zero or r radians phase shift in the feedback.
Detuning of the cathode circuit allows some adjustment of the angle,
Furthermore, a phase shift of T/2
but at a sacrifice in driving voltage.
or 3m/2 radians is impractical.
Unless very strong coupling is used, the frequency stability of these
oscillators with respect to power supply or thermal variations is noticeably better than that of the reentrant oscillator.
Not only is the cathodegnd capacitance less tightly coupled to the frequency determining circuit,
but the common practice of using $w or ~X-modes in the grid-plate
cavity reduces the importance of changes in plate spacing.
The higher
Q in the frequency~etermining
circuit proportionately
reduces the
sensitivity to changes in any of the tube parameters, whereas the loose
coupling further reduces the importance of heater voltage.
Despite this advantage of the two-cavity circuit, it has been used
relatively little on account of the mechanical difficulties in producing the
The main
oscillators and the evident complexity of the adjustments.
uses have been for laboratory measurements on the tubes and for special
signal generators.
In most of the large-scale applications the reentrant
oscillator has been preferred in spite of its inferior stabiht y and the fact
that it is less flexible and harder to understand.
7.6. Reentrant Oscillators.-In
order to analyze the behavior of the
reentrant oscillator in terms of an equivalent circuit, 1a somewhat simplified picture will be introduced first. In Fig. 7.4 the d-c grid lead is
1The treatment follows that of J. R. Whinnery, “A Preliminary Report on
Re-entrmt Oscillator Theory,” General Llectric Data Folder, 46256, Aug. 2, 1943.
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omitted, numerous discontinuities are ignored, and the load is represented
by a lumped admittance Y..
The most common method of tuning a reentrant oscillator over a
5 to 10 per cent tuning range is to slide the plate connector partly off
the plate cap of the tube in such a way as to leave a discontinuity, which
may be treated as a variable lumped inductance Lt in series with the
coaxial line 3. A motion of ~ in. will shift the frequency about 100
Grid

81L~
reentrant cavFIG.7.4.—Idea.lized
ity, d-c grid connection omitted.

=

2

FI~. 75.-Coaxial
line configuration aimilar to that at the
end of a grid cylinder.

Me/see in the 3000-Mc/sec region. The grid cylinder, which is usually
made to snap on to the grid disk, has a short “overhang”
extending
toward the cathode.
Tuning is sometimes done by varying the length
of the grid cylinder with a telescoping section.
Before proceeding to the equivalent circuit a few remarks on the
fields in the neighborhood of one of the ends of the grid cylinder may be
helpful.
In the configuration shown
in Fig. 7.5 a coaxial line c is connected
to two concentric lines a and b, which
are formed by inserting the cylinder 3
into line c. Provided cylinder 3 has
negligible thickness, the analysis is
simple. A wave in line c proceeding
to the left is split into two waves
with amplitudes proportional to the
F~c?.7.6.—Equivalent circuit for the characteristic impedances of a and b,
configuration of Fig. 7.5, L. is resonant
with the series combination of C. and
and there is no reflection.
However,
Cb.
a wave sent down line a to the right
c.
will, in general, be partly reflected and partly transmitted into b and c.
This wave will “see” a discontinuity capacitance arising from the fringing field at the end of 3; and a wave sent to the right in b will behave
qualitatively like one in a. The characteristic impedance of line c will
be the sum of the impedances of lines a and b.
These considerations lead to an equivalent circuit for Fig. 7.5 as
shown in ~lg. 7.6. The two discontinuity capacitances C. and cb may
be calculated from the geometry.
The discontinuity appearing across

I
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line c is an inductance L., which is resonant with the series combination
of Co and &.
When line c is closed with a short-circuiting plunger, as in
the reentrant oscillator, its effect may be merged with L as a variable
Thus line a is terminated by line b in series with a variable
reactance.
reactance, adjust able by moving the short-circuiting plunger in c. If
line b has a dissipative load, variation of the length of c will produce
a variable phase shift of the wave in b with respect to that in a, but the
phase shift will be accompanied by a change in magnitude and it will
not be possible to reach all angles.
After this digression, it is now possible to draw an equivalent circuit
for the complete oscillator, provided some simplifying assumptions are
made. In addition to neglecting the effects of the d-c grid connection,
the reflections from the output probe, and the losses at the r-f contacts,
it is convenient to assume small-signal conditions, so that the tube charac* 12-

z =Cl

5—.—

~=

C,

17

—.

C,

YmJj

7 7.—Equivalent circuit for oscillator of Fig. 7.4, assuming small-signal theory.

teristics may be expressed by input and transfer admittances.
Also, the
tube is assumed to have infinite plate resistance and the plate-cathode
capacitance is neglected.
The assumption of small signals limits the
analysis to conditions at the start of oscillation.
Given sufficient knowledge of the tube parameters, it is possible to predict whether oscillations
will occur and at what frequency, but no conclusions can be drawn
about the equilibrium amplitude of oscillations.
Experimentally, the
most serious assumption is the neglect of the reflections from the d-c
grid connection and the output probe.
Referring to Fig. 7.4, the input region 8 may be considered as a
capacitance Cg shunted by a loading resistance Rs, across which the
voltage V. is developed.
As a result of this voltage, there will be a
current generator Y~VO in the output circuit, where Y~ is the transadmittance.
The grid-plate capacitance is designated as Cl and the
discontinuity capacitance at the plate disk of the tube is Cz. The circuit
then will be as shown in Fig. 7.7. The various pieces of coaxial line
appearing in Fig. 7.4 are indicated here by small 1’s with a subscript to
correspond to the numbers already used. It should be noted that there is
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a mechanical requirement that the length of line 5 be the sum of the
lengths of lines 2, 3, and 7.
For oscillations to persist, it is necessary that a current YnV,, fed
in at the left-hand end, give a voltage Vi in the correct phase at the righthand end. For the oscillations to build up, V; must be at least infinitesimally greater than V,. The frequency of oscillation will adjust itself
until the phase shift produced by the circuit plus that produced by
transit time is just ‘2rror a multiple thereof.
Calculations performed by
Whinnery and others, for cases in which the tube transadmittance was
known, have shown that the circuit of Fig. 7.7 will predict correctly the
range of lengths of 1Aover which oscillation will be obtained. 1
Obviously, there will be successive positions, differing by a half wavelength, for the short-circuiting plunger on 1,. Unfortunately, the agreement between experiment and theory is mainly reassurance that the
analysis has been followed correctly; the tube parameters are known too
rarely for calculations to be of much practical use.
Before this analysis was available, it was known empirically that the
region from Cl to the junction of lines 3, 4, and 5 (the end of the grid
cylinder) was the most important in determining frequency.
Because
the reflection at the end of the grid cylinder is large in all normal reentrant
oscillator construction,z it is to be expected that the greater part of the
stored energy will be found here. To a rough approximation, the line
as far as the end of the grid cylinder behaves like a loaded half-wavelength
line, which is physically about one quarter-wavelength
long at 3000
Me/see, but the other circuit parameters cannot entirely be neglected.
The load can be connected almost anywhere in the circuit and about
the same amount of power can be obtained, but it has been found best
experimentally, from the standpoint of smooth operation over a range of
frequencies, to connect the load as shown in line 5. Fortunately, this
connection is also convenient mechanically.
Thk optimum location
could have been predicted from Whinnery’s analysis, since placing a
load on line 5 assists in obtaining a wider range of phase shifts by adjustment of the plunger in line 4.
It was known early that different dimensions were required to reach
the same frequency under c-w and pulse conditions.
Clearly, the applied
voltage will affect the phase of Y~ and the line lengths must be altered
to correspond.
I Most of these comparisons between theory and experiment were made in the
1000-Mc/sec region with eelected tubes for which the spacings were known,
3 In some experimental oscillators, which were constructedby J. B. H. Kuper and

P. A. Cole at theRadiation Laboratoryand which had a very low characteristicimpedanceforline 5, the positionof theshortcircuitin line4, or ratherthelength12+ L + 14,
was the main frequency-determiningelement,
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In spite of its limitations it appears that Whinnery’s equivalent
circuit is invaluable in understanding the behavior of reentrant oscillators.
Perhaps the most important result is the fact that only a limited range
of feedback phase angles can be obtained by adjustment of the plunger,
and then only with a corresponding variation in amplitude.
7.6. Behavior of Practical Reentrant Oscillators.-In
most reentrant
oscillators the arrangement of the cathode cylinder and its contact
to the cathode shell of the tube departs widely from the simple scheme
shown in Fig. 7.4. Since no attempt is ordinarily made to use the
equivalent circuit quantitatively, this variation is not very important,
but it must be remembered that any change in dimensions in the oscillator cavity will afiect the feedback and probably the frequency also.
The location of the d-c grid connection is sometimes very important in
obtaining oscillations at a particular frequency.
A 3000-Mc/sec oscillator may operate at some frequency in the 1000-Mc/sec region if the
arrangement of contact springs for the d-c grid connection is wrong.
The operating wavelength, length of the grid cylinder, and location
of the short-circuiting plunger are given in Table 7.1 for a typical 2C40
tube. The measurements were made under c-w conditions with 200
volts on the plate and under pulse conditions with 1200 volts in an
TABLE 7. 1.—RELATION OF WAVELENGTH,GRID CYLINDERLENGTH, ANDPLUNGER
POSITION
FORA 2C40 IN A REENTRANTOSCILLATOR
RL Dwg. D-11089-A.
Continuous-wave measurements at 200 volts, pulse measurements at 1200 volts

I
Wavelength,cm

8.8
9.2
9.6
10.0

Continuouswave
Grid cylinder
1! + 1,, cm

Plunger
distancet,,
wavelengths

1.84
2.08
2.32
2.60

0.40
0.41
0.41
0.405

Pulse

1

‘

Grid cylinder
12+ 1,, cm

Plunger
distance Z,,
wavelengths

1.58
1.75
1.90
2.07

0.36
0.37
0.37
0.40

oscillator shown in the Radiation Laboratory drawing D-11089-A.
The
position of the plunger determining 14 (see preceding section) is given
in wavelengths from the end of the grid cylinder.
The wavelength varies almost linearly with the length of the grid
cylinder, but the optimum electrical length of 14 remains more or less
constant.
The physical position of the plunger is changed considerably.
The small variations in plunger distance are within the experimental
error in locating the optimum position.
There is a striking difference
between the optimum dimensions for C-W and pulse operation.
This
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difference is a result of the decreased transit time at the higher plate
voltage.
The full eflect of the change in voltage is not seen because the
tube spacings decrease with increasing temperature and the average
An oscillator
input power is usually higher under c-w conditions.
designed for pulse operation will operate under c-w conditions if the gridcylinder length and plunger distance are both increased.
Naturafly,
the insulation of the plate lead need not be so good for c-w operation.
In many practical oscillators there is no convenient independent
adjustment of h. Instead, the plunger is fastened to the plate rod, and
the length of line 4 is increased slightly as the rod is pulled off the plate
For small
cap of the tube, increasing Li and with it the wavelength.
changes in wavelength, approximately the same electrical length of 1,
will be necessary, as indicated in Table 7.1. These measurements indicate merely that it is plausible to move the two adjustments in the same
direction but they give no information
about the relative rates required.
In
many oscillators where this sort of “ganging” is used, it is possible when changing
tubes to shift the position of the shortcircuiting plunger on the plate rod.
The power output to be expected from
a 2C40 in a reentrant oscillator varies
widely with frequency and from tube to
8.13~
tube. The tuning range may be com2.0
paratively wide if the length of the grid
Cw (#Jlf)
FIG. 7.8.—Wavelengthof os- cylinder is varied, but if the tuning is done
cillationin a fixed-tunedreentrant by sliding the plate rod part way off the
oscillatorvs. grid-platecapacitance
of various464Atubes. The curve cap, a range between 5 and 10 per cent is
is calculatedby Whinnery. Cir- to be expected in the 3000-kfc/sec region.
cles represent measured points with
The range is partly a question of how far
different tubes.
the plate rod may be withdrawn without
Because even the best contact
interfering with the cooling of the plate.
fingers loosen in time, it is well not to push the tuning range to its limit.
In most applications of lighthouse tubes it is necessary to design
the cavity to tune over a specified range with any tube. Because of
manufacturing variations from tube to tube, or rather from batch to
batch, it sometimes happens that a large part of the available tuning
As might be expected,
range is used up in compensating for tube changes.
the grid-plate capacitance, appearing as Cl in Fig. 7.7, has a large influence
on the wavelength of oscillation with all other dimensions fixed. With
normal cavity proportions the effect of variations in grid-cathode capacitance might be only a fifth as great as that of the grid-plate capacitance.
Experimentally, there is no correlation between operating wavelength
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and grid-cathode capacitance but, as is shown in Fig. 7-8, there is a good
correlation between wavelength in a fixed-tuned oscillator and grid-plate
capacitance.
These data (from Whinneg’s
report) were taken on 464A
tubes. A theoretical curve calculated from the equivalent circuit is also
shown. The calculations were made using the capacitances measured on
the cold tubes; a correction for the thermal change in capacitances would
improve the agreement.
Several anomalous points of behavior have been observed in oscillators
operating with very long pulses (about 40 @cc) or with c-w with high
This behavior, for want of a better
plate voltages (300 volts or more).
Some measurements by R. Kyhl
term, has been called “drooping.”
indicate that “ drooping” is encountered when the transit angle is slightly
greater than Ir/2 radians.
In general, the behavior consists in a decrease
in power output, or an increase in pulse-buildup time, under conditions
which would ordinarily be expected to be more favorable.
Examples
are: a decrease in output power as the cathode gradually reaches its full
temperature with recovery if the heater voltage is dropped, a decrease
in output power as the wavelength is increased, and a decrease in output
power when the plate voltage is raised beyond a certain value.
Not all
tubes show this behavior; it is commonest in tubes with the smaller
grid-cathode spacings.
Increasing the plate voltage or decreasing the
frequency will decrease the transit angle; increasing the heater voltage
will have the same effect because the cathode post expands toward the
grid and at the same time the virtual cathode moves farther out. If the
transit angle is not much greater than 7/2 radians, a moderate decrease
in the angle may put it beyond the range afforded by the adjustment of 14.
Thus, it is generally not possible to pass continuously from c-w operation
at 200 or 300 volts to pulse operation in the 1 to 2 kv volt range. At
intermediate voltages there is a region in which no oscillation is found,
and sometimes there is a narrow range in which oscillation at some frequency far removed from the normal range of the cavity is observed.
The question of frequency stability with respect to heater- and platevoltage changes may be considered in a general way on the basis of the
equivalent circuit.
Increasing either voltage decreases the transit angle,
which affects Y~. Expansion of the cathode post increases Cgkwith some
effect on the frequency, but with a larger effect on the feedback.
An
increase in plate dissipation expands the plate post and increases COP,
thus lowering the frequency.
The frequency shifts depend on the
proportions of the cavity used; some data obtained on a common form of
oscillator under pulse conditions are given in the next chapter.
707. Modulation of Tnode Oscillators.—Because
of the importance
of transit time in the operation of triode oscillators in the microwave
region, attempts to modulate them are less satisfactory than attempts
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to modulate self-excited oscillators at lower frequencies.
Mechanical
frequency variation over a range of 10 to 20 Me/see can readily be
obtained by rotating a paddle of metal, or a low-loss dielectric such as
polystyrene, in the oscillator cavity.
Frequency modulation by this
means is useful in special signal generators for amplifier alignment and
similar purposes, and can also be used as the basis for an electro-mechaniHowever, it is not modulation in the
cal automatic frequency control.
sense that it can be used for conveying complicated information such as
speech or video signals. Modulation of this sort must be electrical, and
preferably should be applied to a high-impedance control electrode.
Little has been done on the problem of obtaining frequency modulation that is substantially free from incidental amplitude modulation,
or vice versa. In principle, at least, a lighthouse triode or diode could be
used with an eighth-wavelength line to function as a variable reactance.
A few attempts have been unsuccessful because of the difficulties in
obtaining a sufficiently high r-f conductance with available tubes.
A
reactance tube using electrons injected parallel to a magnetic field, like
those used for electronic tuning of magnetrons, could certainly be used to
frequency modulate a lighthouse tube.
Night frequency deviations, up to perhaps 100 kc/secj can be obtained
simply by applying a small voltage in series with the grid bias of a lighthouse tube. Unless the deviation is kept small, however, there is an
With a proper adjustobjectionable amount of amplitude modulation.
ment of modulating voltages simultaneously applied to the grid and
plate of a lighthouse tube, it should be possible to vary the phase of the
transadmittance without affecting the amplitude appreciably.
Although
such a system would be difficult to adjust, it should permit fairly large
deviations.
Amplitude modulation (as distinct from pulse modulation) appears
more difficult to achieve than satisfactory frequency modulation.
The
use of a two-cavity grid-separation oscillator seems to be indicated, and
even then it may be advisable to apply the modulation to both grid and
plate. Doubtless various schemes involving
variable conductance
supplied by an auxiliary tube can be made to work.
The whole subject of modulation of triodes at microwave frequencies
is another illustration of the narrowness of wartime research where
Although the
attention is focused sharply on the immediate application.
problems are not simple, there is little reason to doubt that solutions
will be forthcoming soon. The question of pulse modulation of lighthouse tubes, together with a detailed discussion of cavity designs and
performance, is taken up in the next chapter.

CHAPTER
PULSE OPERATION
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TRIODES

BY J. B. H. KUPER1
8.1. Factors Important in Pulse Operation.-Lighthouse-tube
oscillators designed for pulse operation have been used extensively as transmitters in low power radar sets and lightweight beacons, and as signal
generators. It is almost axiomatic that any radar or beacon application
in which l-psec pulses of 1 to 3 kw r-f pulse power are useful is also an
application demanding extreme compactness, light weight, and low power
consumption.
Hence, in addition to the requirements on tuning range,
frequency stability, and mechanical simplicity of the oscillator cavity
that were discussed in the preceding chapter in connection with low-level
c-w applications, the question of efficiency becomes of great importance
in pulse operation.
The designer of an e5cient pulser must take into consideration the
pulser load impedance presented by the lighthouse-tube oscillator.
This
impedance varies somewhat from tube to tube, but is affected markedly
by the adjustment of the oscillator circuit and the applied voltages.
The
impedance often is not constant over the duration of the pulse.
The preferred method of obtaining pulse operation is to apply a
positive voltage pulse to the plate of the lighthouse tube. This method is
depend able and will give satisfactory tube life, but many designers prefer
not to build a pulser capable of furnishing the plate power. Instead,
the plate voltage is applied continuously with the tube biased beyond
cutoff, and the hold-off bias is overcome by a pulse applied to the grid
or cathode.
With this method of operation (referred to as “grid” or
‘i cathode pulsing”), the adjustment of the oscillator is somewhat more
diflicult, and the lighthouse tubes often fail prematurely.
“ Grid” or
“cathode pulsing ‘‘ is generally not recommended by the tube manufacturers, and its use is largely confined to low power applications, such as
signal generators.
The question of starting time, the interval between application of a
voltage pulse and the buildup of the r-f oscillations, is often critical in
pulse operation.
Attainment of a short (less than ~ psec) and reproduci1Most of the materialfor this chapter,includingall of the illustrations,was compiledby M. E. Gardner,who wasin chargeof researchon pulseoperationof lighthouse
tubesat the Radiation Laboratory. His cooperationis gratefullyacknowledged,
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Me starting time requires that the oscillator have strong feedback.
oscillator is used almost univerLargely for thk reason the “reentrant”
sally in pulse operation of lighthouse tubes. When feedback conditions
(Sec. 7.6), thestarting time maybe
are wrong, as in severe “drooping”
as much as 40 psec or more.
Standardization on the use of the reentrant oscillator and adoption
of a normal pulse length of 1 ,asec with a recurrence frequency of 1000 pps
for experimental investigations has resulted in making available much
more controlled data on pulse operation than has so far been obtained on
c-w performance.
With the one type of cavity and a constant duty ratio,
the important parameters to be studied are feedback control (choke
Load
plunger position), pulse voltage, bias, and load adjustment.
adjustment and feedback are unfortunately not independent.
Gridcylinder
\

u “ output
FrmS.1.—Crosssectionof a reentrantcavityfor pulseoperation. DistanceD is measured
from probe to grid cylinder.

8s2. Typical Cavity Design.-A
schematic drawing of a typical
reentrant oscillator designed for pulse operation in the 3000-Mc/sec
region is shown in Fig. 8.1. Thk cavity differs from that of Fig. 7“ 1
mainly in the spacing between the plate choke plunger and the cathode
cylinder, which has been increased to withstand high plate voltages.
Figure 8.2 is a photograph of an experimental cavity that has been cut
open to show the arrangement of the parts. The grid cylinder snaps
on to the grid disk of the 2C43 lighthouse tube. The d-c connection
to the grid is made by springs that are mounted on the cathode cylinder
Mica washers
with small screws passing through bakelite bushings.
provide bypassing to prevent leakage of r-f energy on the grid leads.
Three contact springs are provided in this cavity, of which two appear
in the photograph.
The quarter-wavelength
cup forming the plate
choke plunger is fixed on the plate rod. To tune the oscillator the entire
assembly can be moved on or off the plate cap of the tube by means of
the tuning knob and screw in the end cap. The output probe is located
in the region between the grid and cathode cylinders; the depth of penetration is adjusted by means of a threaded collar.
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In order to obtain a good voltage-pulse shape, without making the
internal impedance of the pulser inconveniently low, it is necessary to
keep the stray capacitance of the lead from the pulser to the tube as low
as possible. This, together with the problem of breakdowm under high
voltages, makes the use of plate blocking condensers undesirable.
Use
of a choke type of plate plunger avoida the necessity of a blocking
condenser.

1

i

Fm.s.2.– ‘h(>tographof an experimentalreentrant oscillator, cut open to show arrangem
of parta.

A typical reentrant oscillator might have a cathode cylinder l+ in.
in diameter (inside) with a &in. air gap between cathode cylinder and
plate choke, giving a quarter wavelength line with a characteristic
impedance of about 10 ohms. If the end space beyond the plate plunger
is resonant an appreciable amount of energy may leak into the end space
and cause “dead spots” or irregularities in tuning.
This dif6culty can
be avoided by inserting lossy material in the end space.
The grid cylinder must make good mechanical and electrical contact
to the grid disk of the tube. This requires the use of a springy material
(phosphor bronze or beryllium copper), carefully machined.
The usual
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dimensions for the grid cylinder are a &in. outside diameter, with the
length as given in Table 7.1. It is customary to extend the grid cylinder
past the grid toward the cathode shell to produce an “overhang”
or
“skirt,” as shown in Fig. 8.3, which illustrates a design for operation
around 33OOMe/see.
For pulse operation in the 3000-Mc/sec region, a
typical skirt would leave about TITin. spacing between the end of the
grid cylinder and the cathode shell of the lighthouse tube. The length
of the skirt has comparatively little effect on power output or frequency
of oscillations but does appear to
affect the stability of the oscillator. 1 With longer grid cylinders
and a corresponding lengthening of
the distance to the r-f short circuit
produced by the plate plunger,
reentrant oscillators operate satisfactorily down
to about
1000
Me/see.
The choke plunger
may be
located as indicated in Table 7.1
L Roundedge
FICA8.3.—Grid cylinder for a reentrant or it can, of course, be moved out
oscillator operating in the 3000 Me/see
a half-wavelength.
This is someregion.
times done if the CUP forming the
plate choke overlaps the end of the grid cylinder and so lea~es insuffi~ient
In any event the cup can be turned
clearance for high pulse voltages.
either to face the tube (as in the illustrations) or in the opposite direction;
at the bottom of the cup is the
the location of the “short-circuit”
important dimension.
The tuning range of this type of reentrant oscillator is about 10 per
cent for any one tube, as in the case of the oscillators discussed in the
preceding chapter. This range is set by the length of the plate cap, and
may be extended by the use of a telescoping grid cylinder or similar means.
For ranges much greater than about 10 per cent, however, it will probably
be necessary to provide an independent adjustment of the choke-plunger
position.
For this reason the simple tuning scheme illustrated here has
been used most widely.
Since the efficiency of a lighthouse oscillator operated under pulse
conditions in the 3000-Mc/sec region is only about 20 per cent or so,
it is important to provide good cooling for the plate seal of the tube
unless the duty ratio is small. The cathode cylinder may be provided
with several small holes for ventilation without appreciably affecting the
operation of the oscillator.
At frequencies in the 1000-M c/sec range,
1M. E. Gardnerand S. C. Peek, “ PreliminaryData on the GL 404 High Frequency Triode When Used as a Pulse Oscillator,” RL Internal Report 52-8/5/43.
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the efficiency is considerably higher, but the difference between operation
at 1000 and at 3000 Me/see is not nearly as great in pulse operation as
it is under c-w conditions.
8.3. Tube-design Requirements.-In
general, the requirements to be
met by a tube intended for puke applications in the microwave region
are the same as those previously discussed in connection with c-w operation. The chief exception is the cathode emission that is required.
The
cathode should be capable of emitting at least 10 amp/cm2 under pulse
conditions, and preferably much more. This is not a stringent requirement since emissions approaching 100 amp/cm2 appear to be possible
Furthermore, the cathode area
with the best commercial cathodes.
should be as large as convenient, with due regard to the importance of
maintainhg a reasonably constant r-f field and transit angle for all parts
of the electron beam.
In the 2C43 lighthouse tube, which is intended
primarily for pulse operation in the 2000- to 3000-Mc/sec
region, the
cathode area is about 0.3 cm2. Most of the data available on the behavior
of lighthouse tubes under pulse conditions were taken with pulse durations of 1 or 2 psec. Relatively little is known about the effects of very
long pulses on oscillator efficiency and cathode life.
The interelectrode spacings can be considerably larger in a tube
designed for pulse operation than in its c-w counterpart.
For the same
transit angles the spacings increase as the square root of the voltage, but
it is customary to increase the spacings only enough to prevent flashover,
and to take advantage of a reduction in transit angle. This procedure
accounts in large measure for the difference in efficiency between the
2C43 operating under pulse conditions and the 2C40 operating continuously at the same frequency.
The frequency stability of an oscillator with respect to changes in
ambient temperature or in applied voltages is dependent to a great degree
In most pulse applications where
on details of construction of the tube.
the duty ratio is constant, the problems are just the same as those
encountered in c-w operation, but in other cases, notably beacon transmitters, the duty ratio may fluctuate wildly.
The maintenance of a
stable frequency in this application requires exceptionally good compensation for thermal effects.
For identical cavity adjustments the impedance presented to the
pulser is affected strongly by the fineness of the grid structure and its
spacing from the other electrodes, particularly the cathode.
Opening
up the grid mesh or moving it closer to the cathode results in a lower
impedance, and increasing the cathode emission likewise decreases the
impedance.
The anode of the tube is relatively unimportant.
The spacing
between anode and grid should be held constant because the grid-plate
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capacitance is a major factor in determining the frequency of oscillations,
as was shown in Fig. 7.8. The particular spacing chosen is a minor
matter; a compromise must be made between extremely short spacings,
which are hard to maintain accurately in production and may give trouble
with breakdown under high pulse voltages, and longer spacings, which
involve excessive transit angles.
The material used for the anode post naturally has a large influence
on the frequency stability because expansion of the plate changes the
grid-plate capacitance.
There is not, however, much point in attempting
to achieve perfect compensation within the tube as the cavity will have a
temperature coefficient of frequency of its own.
8.4. Effect of Plate-plunger Position. —As the analysis of the reentrant
oscillator (See. 7“5) showed, the location of the plate choke plunger (or
the length of line L) is important in determining the feedback phase and
magnitude.
In addition, there is a change in frequency accompanying
a motion of the plunger.
This tuning effect is a minor one, however, in
comparison to the tuning ranges made available by altering the length
of the grid cylinder or inserting a discontinuity in the plate lead. The
output coupling also affects the feedback, particularly if the probe is
placed as usual in the region between the cathode line and grid cylinder.
As a result the location of the plunger and the depth of penetration of
the output probe are interdependent.
The curves of Fig. 8-4 illustrate these effects in a general way. The
curves are the averaged values for several 2C43 tubes, with different
interelectrode capacitances, operated at a pulse voltage of 3.0 kv. For
each setting of the choke plunger the output probe was adjusted for
maximum output, and the distance between the probe and the grid
The operating wavecylinder, dimension D of Fig. 8.1, is plotted.
length, r-f power output, and puke plate current for this load adjustment are plotted.
As the short-circuiting
plunger is moved away
from the tube, no oscillations are found until the plunger is almost 4.5
cm away from the plane of the grid. As the plunger is withdrawn
further, the r-f power builds up rapidly to a broad maximum and then
falls off rather slowly.
Further motion of the plunger causes the oscillations to stop and nothing happens until the length of L is increased to
about 8.9 cm (a half-wavelength longer), when the cycle starts to repeat.
As the plunger is moved away from the tube the output probe must
also be withdrawn from the cavity, otherwise the oscillator soon overloads and the range of plunger positions over which oscillations are
obtained would be shortened markedly.
The wavelength increases
almost linearly with increase of h, and the plate current increases rapidly
from a minimum value obtained when oscillations are just starting.
The
best efficiency is obtained when the power output is noticeably less than
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its maximum, and the plunger adjustment for optimum efficiency is
critical.
Since the curves of Fig. 8“4 were taken at a constant plate voltage,
the plate-current curve shows the variation of pulser load conductance
with plunger position for a given grid-bias resistor.
The position of the plunger also has an effect on the starting time
because the time required for oscillations to build up to an appreciable
amplitude from the noise level, or an initial transient, is dependent on
the feedback.
Thus it may be found that the starting time will be
relatively long, perhaps 0.5 psec or more, near the ends of the range of
1.6
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plunger positions over which oscillation is obtained.
At some point
within this range, where the feedback is optimum at low levels, the
starting time will have a minimum value of 0.1 psec or less.
8.5. Grid Bias.—In oscillators in which a positive voltage pulse is
applied to the plate, it is most convenient to supply the grid bias by
means of a grid-leak resistance.
Once the r-f adjustments of the cavity,
tuning, plunger position, and load coupliig have been fixed, the choice
of the grid-biasing resistor affects the output power and efficiency, and
possibly the starting time also. The optimum bias resistor depends on
the pulse voltage applied to the plate.
A convenient means of illustrating the effects of changing grid-bias
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resistance is a performance chart constructed as follows. 1 With a fixed
adjustment of the cavity the pulse plate current is plotted against the
pulse plate voltage with grid-bias resistor as a parameter, and the loci
Figure 8.5 is a sample chart
of constant r-f output power are drawn.
presenting averaged results for ten tubes in a cavity operating at 2600
Me/see with all adjustments locked.
As the bias resistor is increased
the r-f power decreases, but so does the input power.
Also, as the bias
resistor is increased the starting time for the lower plate voltages is
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FIG. 8.5.—Average performance chart of ten 2C43 tubes in a fixed oscillator operating
at about 2600 Me/see as a function of grid-bias resistance. Puls&power output (kw)
shown by broken Iines.

increased, and unstable operation may result. Tubes that have poor
cathode emission will have bias-resistor curves that lie close together
and have low current values and small slopes.
The load impedance presented to the pulse generator can readily be
calculated from the data of the performance chart.
The impedance
increases with increasing bias resistance and decreases slightly with
increasing plate voltage.
It is not possible to draw general conclusions about the effects of
changes in cavity proportions on the impedance.
In most cases, tuning
I M. E. Gardner, “Performance of Lighthouse Tubes as Pulsed Oscillatorsin a
I&entrant Cavity,” RL Internal Report 52-5/4/44.
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a given oscillator to lower frequencies decreases the impedance, and so
does moving theplate plunger a~vayfrom thetube (see Fig. 8.4).
However, in a particular case anoscillator designed foroperation around 3400
Me/see showed an impedance only two-thirds that of a 2600-Mc/sec
oscillator.
The efficiency obtained from a lighthouse tube operating under pulse
For
conditions is very sensitive to the r-f adjustments of the cavity.
fixed cavity adjustmentsit
is possible to draw some general conclusions
about the variation of efficiency with grid-bias resistance and plate
voltage.
At low plate voltages the highest efficiency is obtained with
very low bias resistances, but for these low resistances theefficiencv falls
For higher resistances the effi~iency
off as the plate voltage is increased.
increases with plate voltage, and for some intermediate value of bias the
efficiency is almost constant and near the maximum determined by the
r-f conditions.
8.6. Plate and Heater Voltages.-Many
of the effects of varying plate
The
voltages have already been mentioned in the preceding sections.
variation of output power with plate voltage is visible in the sample
performance chart (Fig. 85) but is shown more clearly in the curves of
Fig. 8.6, which are average results for five 2C43 tubes. The 2C43 tube
has a maximum voltage rating of 3.5 kv, but appears to give satisfactory
life at 4.0 kv, provided the duty ratio is such that the plate dissipation
is well below 12 watts.
In the 3000-M c/sec region the 2C43 does not
operate satisfactorily With pulse voltages less than about 1.5 kv.
Where it is necessary to operate at low pulse voltages, and low r-f
power is sufficient, the 2C40 tube is often used, despite the fact that this
tube is not designed or recommended for pulse operation.
Although
occasional tubes fail prematurely, most 2C40’S can be operated at pulse
voltages ranging from 0.8 to 1.2 kv, and give pulse-power outputs in the
3000 -Mc/sec region of about 100 watts.
At low plate voltages the starting time may be undesirably long;
failure to achieve optimum adjustment of the cavity greatly magnifies
thk difficulty.
In a typical experiment a 2C40 that starts satisfactorily
with a pulse voltage of 1000 shows a delay of ~ psec at 900 volts.
At 8~
volts the starting time is variable (commonly referred to as “jittering”)
and about ~ psec; at 750 volts the delay exceeds ~ ysec and is very
unsteady (about half the time the oscillator fails to start at all). Similar
difficulties with starting are found with 2C43’S at somewhat higher
voltages.
The frequency of oscillation is affected by changes in pulse plate
voltage in at least two ways. An increase in input power causes the
plate rod to expand and increase the grid-plate capacitance, while a
decrease in transit time necessitates an increase in frequency.
The
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resultant of these opposing effects depends on the details of construction
of the cavity and on the duty ratio. Typical curves of frequency shift
with pulse plate volt age for various grid-bias resist ors are shown in Fig.
87.
These were taken on 2C43 tubes at about 3400 iVlc/sec with a pulse

Pulse plate voltage (kv)

FIG. 8,6,—R-f pulse power output as a function of plate voltage for various grid-bias
resistors, f, ss 2550 Me/see (average of five 2C43 tubes).

FIG. 8.7.—Frequency shift with changes in plate pulse voltage and grid-bias resistor,
fo = 3400 Nfc/sec.

duration of 1 psec and a recurrence frequency of 1000 pps. In this case
the transit time effect is more important than the heating.
The heater voltage also affects the frequency in several ways. Expansion of the cathode increases the grid-cathode capacitance (tending to
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lower the frequency) and decreases the transit time from the virtual
cathode to the grid; furthermore, an increase in emission tends to decrease
the transit time. Changes in grid-cathode capacitance are only about
one fifth as effective in shifting frequency as changes in grid-plate capacitance. For the 2C43 under pulse conditions the opposing effects are
about balanced, and both positive and negative frequency shifts with
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S.S.—Frequency variation of five 2C43 tube~ with changes in heater voltage, jo = 2500
Me/see.

heater voltage are observed.
This effect is illustrated in Fig. 8.8, which
shows the frequency variation for heater voltages from 5.7 to 6.9 for
five 2C43 tubes measured at 2500 Me/see.
8.7. Load Coupling. -By the adjustment of the position of the output
probe it is possible to transfer an optimum amount of power to a resistive
load terminating the output line. The same amount of power could,
of course, be obtained with a fixed probe position by using an adjustable
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FIG. S,9,—Power output and pulling figure for a typical oscillator as funct:ons of Outputprobe depth.

transformer (such as a double-stub tuner), provided the transformer
losses are not excessive. Because the adjustment is easier, variation
of the probe depth is the method usually adopted.
In some applications where the load may vary with time, the effect
of the load on the frequency must be taken into account.
Following the
usage adopted for magnetrons, it is customary to express the frequency
shifts with load changes in terms of the “pulling figure. ” The pulling
figure is defined as the difference between the highest and lowest frequencies obtained when a load ~vith a standing-wave voltage ratio of
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1.5 is moved a half wavelength along the line to produce all phases of
reflection.
A sample of the variation of power output and pulling figure as a
function of the distance between the end of the output probe and the grid
cylinder (dimension D in Fig. 8“1) is shown in h ig. 8“9. Here the power
output (broken line) goes through a minimum and then a maximum as
the probe distance is increased. The minimum in power output is
evidently due to a severe overload because the pulling figure is a maximum at the same probe position.
Where frequency stability is important, it is good practice to decrease the loading until the power output
has dropped to about 0.8 of the maximum value, and so to secure a much
lower pulling figure.
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BY D. R. HAMILTON
9s1. Introduction.-It
is pointed out in Chap. 1 that the conventional
multielectrode tube encounters serious limitations at microwave frequencies, and that some of these limitations may be minimized by new
Regardless of circuit improvetechniques of vacuum-tube construction.
ments thus made possible, however, there remains the basic electronic
necessity for transit of the electrons through the control (i.e., cathodegrid) region in a time considerably smaller than a cycle of the microwave oscillation in question.
Since it is an essential feature of such tubes
that the electron velocity in the cathode-grid region never exceeds a
value corresponding to a small fraction of the plate voltage, the requirement of short transit time becomes a very stringent requirement on
interelectrode spacing.
The basic electronic problem in these tubes and in any oscillator or
amplifier is, in general, the problem of utilizing an r-f voltage (derived
from feedback or input) to produce at some other point a conduction
current with an r-f component—that
is, it is the problem of producing
an electronic transfer admittance, or transadmittance.
The klystronl is the product of an approach to the transadmittance
problem that differs radically from previously described (and historically
antecedent) approaches, and was stimulated by the difficulties encountered in the latter.
Electronically there are two marked innovatims
in the ldystron.
The most important of these is the combined process of
velocity modulation and bunching, by which the finite transit time of
electrons becomes the basic means of producing (rather than a limitation
upon) the transadmittance.
This process of velocity modulation and
bunching is the element common to all klystrons, and it is therefore discussed in some detail in this chapter before the various types of klystron
are described.
The second radical departure in the klystron is made possible by the
first and is not discussed further in itself—it is the application of the
velocity-modulating
r-f control voltages to the electrons after, rather
than before, the acceleration of the electrons by the full applied plate
voltage. Although the electrons must preferably have a transit time
1R. H. Varian and S. F. Varian, Jour. App. Phys., 10, 321
201
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through the control region of less than one cycle, the electron velocity
is much higher for a given plate voltage and the geometrical limitations
on the control region are therefore greatly relaxed.
The present chapter is intended to be a reference compendium of the
basic information about velocity modulation and bunching that will be
required for subsequent discussion of the various forms of klystrons.
Thus, the choice of material has been governed primarily by the topics
covered in the later chapters rather than by any desire to summarize
completely all the features of bunching that would be necessary to form a
complete discussion of this very interesting field. For the same reason,
all discussion of the way in which klystron behavior is affected by the
details of the bunching process is left for the later chapters.
It is therefore suggested that the reader may profitably confine a first reading to
Section 92 of the present chapter, returning to the other sections as they
are referred to in later chapters.
9.2. Simple Velocity Modulation and Bunching.-The
schematic
diagram in Fig. 9.1 represents, in an idealized form, that part of a klystron
in which the processes of velocity
c
‘4P
II
modulation and bunching take place.
Region\ ~
This region corresponds to the input
1-4
of d-c I ~10utput or cathode-grid space of a triode, in
accelera.~~ Driftspace : gap
the sense that from this region there
tion )1
I
emerges an intensity-modulated
conl~lnplit
gap ~
duction current that serves to drive
Cathode
G: ~Z
cavity
resonator.
The
FKG,9.1.—srhematic representation the output
of velocity modulation and bunching nature of microwave cavity resonators
regionin klystron.
and the way in which they are driven
by an r-f component of the conduction current is discussed in Chaps. 3
and 4; this chapter is concerned only with the genesis of the electronic
transadmittance to which this r-f conduction current corres~onds.
The space sho~vn in Fig. 91 comprises three separate r~gions. The
processes that occur in these regions are first qualitatively summarized,
temporarily making simplifications in order to emphasize the fundamental
points.
In region A—the space between the cathode K and the grid Gl—
there exists only a d-c field that corresponds to the application of full
beam voltage between K- and G,. The influence of the d-c field results
in the injection into region B, through Gl, of a stream of electrons all
having the same velocity vo (giren by mv~/2 = eVO) and with current
density constant in time.
In region B—the control region (or {<input gap”) between grids
G, and Gz—there is an externally impressed alternating r-f voltage the
instantaneous value of which is written as V sin cot. This instantaneous
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voltage is the real part of the complex voltage VI#”ti:;the complex voltage
amplitude VI is thus given by

v, = –iv.

(1)

Throughout the present section it is assumed, for simplicity, that
V/2V0 <<1, and that the time of transit through region B is very small
(This transit-time condicompared with one cycle of the r-f oscillation.
tion is easier to meet here than in the analogous cathode-grid region of a
triode because the electrons have already received full d-c acceleration
h’o electrons are turned back between G1 and Gz, and the
in region A.)
current density of the stream of electrons leaving Gz is closely constant
in time, just as it was at G,. Individual electrons are speeded up or
slowed down in passage through the input gap, depending on the phase
of the r-f field at the time of the electron’s transit.
Adopting the convention that the r-f voltage is positive when electrons are accelerated,
it follows that each electron in passage from G1 to Gz has gained an
Here M is the beam-coupling coefficient discussed
energy e,lf V sin d.
in Chap. 3; Jf s 1. Hence when the electron passes through Gz it has a
velocity v given by the relation mv2/2 = eVO + eMV sin at. Since
mo~/2 = eVO, itfollows that

‘=4=FF=L’”[l+(nsin”’+”””1
‘2)
to a good degree of approximation when .lfV/2V0 <<1.
It is this periodic variation of electron \-clocity that is expressed by
saying that the beam is velocity-rnodulatedl
as it leaves the input gap
between G, and Gz; the quantity V/VO is known as the “ depth of
modulation. ”
Region C—which extends from Gz to the first grid G, of the output gap
—is called the “drift space. ” It is assumed, again for simplicity, that
in region C there are no d-c fields and no r-f fields, and that any spacecharge effects are negligible.
The only effects are kinematic; the electrons that were speeded up in B begin to catch up ~vith the slower
electrons that are ahead of them, and eventually result in a breaking up of
the beam into groups or bunches.
This process, known as “ bunching,”2
is illustrated in Fig. 9.2; here the relation between distance and time is
1 It should be noted that “modulation, ” as used here, does not have the common
connotation of superposition of further time variation on an already sinusoidally
varying quantity; rather, the time variation is superimposed on a previously timeThese two senses of “modulation”
make
constant quantity, the electron velocity.
possible somewhat awkward expressions such as “the frequency modulation of velocitymodulation tubes. ” The nomenclature is, however, well established hy usage.
2D. L. Webster, Jour. App. Phys., 10, .501(1939).
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shown for each of a series of typical electrons in what is known as an
The velocity modulation appears as a periodic
“ Applegate diagram.”
change in the slope of the electron trajectories at the input gap; bunching
corresponds to the convergence and eventual crossing of these trajectories.
It may be noted that at G, the current is not uniform in time; instead,
it has r-f components.
It may be noted also that the larger V/VO
is, the less drift length is required to produce a given degree of bunching,
and that with an excessive amount of r-f voltage or of drift length the
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9.2.—Applegate diagram of electron trajectories in velocity modulation and bunching.

trajectories diverge from their crossover points and the r-f component of
current diminishes.
The main point is that the low-velocity cathode-grid control region
of the triode is replaced in the klystron by a composite region in which
external r-f control is exerted only on high-velocity electrons, and in
which differences of finite electron transit times have been used to
produce an intensity-modulated conduction current.
The simplifications assumed in the preceding description of velocity
modulation and bunching are continued in the following quantitative
discussion.
In considering the relation between time of departure from the input
gap, tl, and time of arrival at the output gap, h, the time of transit
through the gaps is ignored.
Then, by Eq. (2),

C&! = d~ + ;“’=”’’+($[1

-(asin””l
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The quantity ul/vO is the d-c transit time through the drift space, measured in radians of the input frequency; it is represented by 190:

(3a)
It is also convenient to define

Xo==

MVOO;

(3b)

XO as given here is a particular example of a dimensionless quantity known
as the (‘bunching parameter”; the definition of the bunching parameter
is generalized in succeeding sections.
In terms of the transit angle 0, and
the bunching parameter X0, the above transit-time relation becomes

(& = Utl + 00 —

Xo

sin dl.

(3C)

Many of the more general situations discussed later in this chapter
are described by a transit-time relation given in the above form, but
with a more general definition of bunching parameter than that given in
Eq. (3 b). In order to emphasize this fact, and in order to put the results
of the discussion that now follows into a form that will be readily applicable later, the subscript is omitted
from the bunching parameter in the
discussion of the consequences of
Eq. (3c) .
This relation embodied in Eq.
At2
(3c) is shown in Fig. 9.3 for X =
0.5, 1, 1.84, and 3.83. The quantitative relations in the bunching
process are more clearly indicated
here than in Fig. 9.2, and the illustration suggests a simple means of
finding the actual waveform of the
bunched current by application of
Fro. 93.-Relation
between time of
the principle of conservation of
departure from input gap, t,, and time of
charge. Thus, the electrons arrivarrival at output gap, t2,
for several values
of bunching parameter X.
ing at the output gap in the time
interval At2 are made up of one or more groups of electrons (three for the
case indicated in Fig. 9.3) that have left the input gap during intervals
At, = ldt,/dt,l At,. If the d-c beam current is 10, the total charge carried
by the electrons

arriving

in At2 is

Atl = Io Atz

1,
z
t,(t,)

dt,l

21

/,(t,)

x,:’
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when the summation encompasses all times of departure tlthat correspond to the same time of arrival tz. The total charge is also i AtZ
where i is the instantaneous current through the output gap; hence
i(t2)

=

10

dt,

21 a, Itl(t,)

(4)

This equation simply states that the output gap current at any
instant tzis obtained from Fig. 9.3 by adding the absolute values of all
the inverse derivatives cZt,/dt* corresponding to the given time of arrival
tz. This process has been carried out in obtaining Fig. 9.4, which therefore shows the dependence on time of the instantaneous output-gap
current for the four previously used values of the bunching parameter,
X = 0.5, 1, 1.84, and 3.83.
The infinite-current peaks are a striking feature of Fig. 9.4 and arise
in an obvious manner.
For X <1, the electrons that arrive at the output
gap at any given instant are those
that left the input gap at a single
previous instant; for X > 1, on the
other hand, it has already been
noted that for a portion of a cycle
the electrons that left the input gap
at several different times arrive
simultaneously at the output gap.
As indicated in Fig. 9.3, this portion
of the cycle begins and ends at the
values
of t~ for which cltZ/dtl = O;
-r---T--+2r
r
dt.Jdtl = O means that electrons
(@t2-eo)
leaving the input gap in an increFIQ. 9.4.—Dependence of relative current at output gap i(t J /10 on time t, for
ment of time dtl arrive at the output
various values of bunching parameter X.
gap in an infinitely shorter increment of time dta and therefore constitute an instantaneously infinite current, carrying only a finite charge.
The component of the waveforms of Fig. 9.4 at the fundamental
frequency depends not so much on the presence of infinite peaks as on
the general concentration of current in one particular half cycle.
It is
obvious from Fig. 9.4 that this concentration increases as X initially
increases.
As X increases past unity the two infinite-current peaks,
which contain a considerable concentration of current, become more
and more separated in time. At X = 1.84 the concentration of current
is still rather high; as may be seen shortly, this value of X corresponds
approximately to the maximum value of the fundamental component.
.&t X = 3.83, however, the peaks are somewhat more than a half cycle
apart and in their effect (for example, in driving a circuit) they oppose
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each other in phase; although the current is hardly constant in time, the
fundamental component is exactly zero at this value of X.
For high harmonics the infinite-current peaks become very important
because any one of such peaks provides an appreciable concentration of
Since infinite peaks occur
current in a half cycle of a high harmonic.
only for X z 1, not much harmonic content should be expected for
X < 1. Whenever the two peaks that are present when X > 1 are
separated by an integral number of half cycles of the harmonic in question, their resulting opposition in phase brings the content of this harmonic nearly to zero. The amplitude of higher harmonics is thus
expected to be a maximum near X = 1, and to oscillate about zero as X
increases past this point.
The above description is an intuitive Fourier analysis of the bunched
beam current; for more exact information an exact Fourier analysis is
needed and this will now be made.
Since the output-gap current i(t,) is periodic with the angular frequency u, this current may be expressed as the sum of a series of harmonics of Q:

(5)
The values of L are thus the complex current amplitudes at the various
harmonics, just as VI is the complex r-f gap-voltage amplitude.
By the
usual theory of Fourier series, the values of i~ are given by
r
fl”m =

/ —.

(6)

i(t2)e–’”’w%l(d2).

If the relation for i(t,) given by Eq. (4) is recalled, it is apparent that
m

Tim = 10

v

o?(d2)e–Jmwt~

\ —m

t,(t,)

dt,
Z* I“

(7)

This expression is made analytically inconvenient by the occurrence of
the absolute value and discrete summation in the integrand.
These
features, arising from the multiple-valued dependence of tl on t2 shown
in Fig. 9.4, are necessary only for X > 1. For X s 1, ldtl/dtt{ may be
replaced by dt Jdtz, in which case the above equation becomes

This equation has sometimes been derived for X s 1 in thb manner,
and the results then applied to instances where X > 1. This procedure
haa given rise to some confusion, not because the equation is incorrect
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(it is not), but because its validity for X >1 is not immediately obvious.
The demonstration of this validity may be based explicitly on Eq. (7),
but it may also be demonstrated in a more general manner as follows.
Since i(k) dtz is an element of charge, Eq. (6) is a summation of the
phase factor e-~’’’ti” over all electrons that pass through the output gap
in one cycle.
The order in which the contributions of the various electrons are summed up is immaterial; for example, a summation index not
necessarily assigned in the order of arrival of electrons at the output gap
In this case,
may be associated with each individual electron.
~m=?e
T

2

e–m-c,.
J
,L

where e is the charge on the electron.
Here t,mis the arrival time for the
nth electron, and the summation is over all electrons passing through
the output gap in one cycle.
AS a particular illustration, since i!z is a
single-valued function of tl, n may be identified with the time of departure
t,; since the electrons in the element of charge 1, dtl arrive (to first order)
at the same time tz(tl), the summation may be written as an integral,
giving
.
‘im=– 11,
e-i’”-’’()d(dl)l).
7r
[ U(*=—m
Here the specific limits of integration indicate that the integral is extended
only over those values of tl that, although they may net in themselves
lie within a single period, correspond to arrival times & lying within
one period.
But since t,– t,is a periodic function of f2, the limits of
integration may be further changed to correspond to an arbitrary addition or subtraction of an integral number of periods to the t, correspondIn particular, this arbitrary change can be carried out
ing to any dt,.
in such a way as to make the integration over tlcorrespond to integration
over a single consecutive period of tl. This process is easily visualized
with the aid of an extension of Fig. 9.3 to cover several periods of tl and
t,. Thus finally

.
7rim= 10

/ —.

e–jmo~’d(dJ.

By Eq. (3), Eq. (8) may be written
‘im
IJsing the Bessel function expansion of the integrand,

(8)
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the equation for i~ becomes
im = 21@@’@OJm(mx) .

(9)

In Fig. 9.5 are shown, for the fundamental and several harmonics,
the absolute values of the current components divided by beam current,
\i~I/1, = 2J~(mx).
These curves show in more detail the dependence
of current component on bunching parameter that has already been
qualitative y discussed.
Since the leading term in .l~(mX), and hence the predominant term
for X <<1, is proportional to X~, only the fundamental component is
linear in X for small bunching volti
ages. The maximum value of li~l/1~,
1.16, occurs for X = 1.84 and, as the q“
harmonic order increases, the value of ~ ‘“”~X for maximum harmonic content
-060~
3,0
approaches unity.
For m >> 1 the
Bunching
parameter
X
maximum value of Jm(mX) approaches
FIG.9.5.—Dependenceof harmonic
the value 0.65/m)~; this remarkably
components& of bunched hearncurrent on bunching parameter X for sevS1OWdiminution of harmonic amplieral values of harmonic order.
tude with harmonic order is a characteristic feature of klystron bunching arising from the infinite peak of Fig.
9.4, as has already been noted qualitatively.
9.3. Debunching in a Klystron.-The
preceding section has dealt
with bunching as a process involving simply the kinematics of electrons
in a field-free drift space.
It is clear, however, that with sufficiently
high current density, space-charge forces may influence the electron
If this is true, it might
motion more than the electrode or gap voltages.
be better to begin by considering bunching as a phenomenon involving
waves in a traveling space charge. 1 The present discussion is concerned
only with those effects of space charge that are easily considered as
modifications of bunching, or as ‘‘ debunching. ” 2 This distinction is not
a sharp one and lies primarily in the degree of approximation.
Space-charge Spreading of an UnneutTalized D-c Beam.—As an introduction to debunching, the orders of magnitude involved in space-charge
1D. L. Webster, Jour. App. Phys., 10, 15
W. C. Hahn,

(1939).
G. Il. Review, 42, 258 (1939).

W. C. Hahn and G. F. Metcalf, Pro.. Z.R.E. 27, 106 (1939).
S. Ramo, Proc. I. R. E., 27, 757 (1939).

E. Feenberg,“Theory of Small Signal Bunchingin a Beam of Finite CrossSection,” Sperry Gyroscope Co. Report 5221-1043, Sspt. 17, 1945.
E. Feenbergand D. Feldman, Jour. App. Phys., 17, 1025 (1946).
zE. Feenberg, “Theory of Bunching,” Sperry Gyroscope Co. Report 5221–105,
Nov. 24, 1942.
W. W. Hansen,unpublishednotes.
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effects may be seen by considering a simpler question: How much does a
cylindrical beam of initially parallel electrons, located in empty space,
Figure 96 is
spread out as a result of mutual repulsion of the electrons?
In the usual case that is of
a schematic representation of such a beam.
interest to this discussion, electron velocity << velocity of light, and drifttube diameter << waveguide-cutoff diameter—that is,
~=:

<<1,

A)> 3.4a..

The

first inequality ensures that the magnetic interaction between
electrons can be neglected; the second inequality
means that the drift tube is unable to act as a transa
_——
.
mission line for electromagnetic waves of the funda~~
—Io, y,vo
Hence, when the discussion returns
j Boundary
of beam mental frequency.
to
debunching
the
potential
at any point can be taken
*
as a time-varying electrostatic potential rather than as
FIG. 9.6.—Beam
geometry.
a rigorous solution of Maxwell’s equations.
A simple and approximate way of determining the spread of the d-c
beam is to find the radial electric field at the edge of the beam assuming
there is no spreading, and then to calculate the displacement of an edgeFor beam curof-the-beam elect ron under the influence of this force.
rent, voltage, diameter, and electron velocity, given by 10, VO, 2a, and
uO,respectively, the charge density in the beam has the value
1,
P = ~;2;o”

I

By Gauss’s theorem, the flux of the electric field strength E
closed surface is given by ~E . dS = q/cO, where q is the
enclosed by the surface; applying this relation to a cylinder
and enclosing the beam, it is found that the radial field E,
of the beam is given by

E,=~

2~avOe0

through any
total charge
coaxial with
at the edge

volts/meter.

Here CO= 8.85 X 10–12 farad/meter; 10 is in amperes, a in meters, UO
in meters/see.
An electron with initial radial velocity of zero, traveling
a distance x = vOtunder the influence of this force, is radially deflected a
distance Aa given by

()
z’

Aa=~:E

Zra’G’

!
I

(lo)

where e = the charge on the electron = 1.6 X 10–ls coulombs; m = the
mass of the electron = 9.0 X lbal kg. Equation (10) can be written
Aa
1
— = ~ (~~)’.
a

(ha)
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Here h is a parameter given by
(llb)
with 10 and VO in amperes and volts.
The Debunching Waue Number. —This simple example is interesting
both in itself (for purposes of later comparison) and for the way in which
it introduces an important characteristic of space-charge flow-the
occurrence of the parameter h, which describes the combined effects of
the parameters a, 10, and VOonthe relative spreading ina given distance.
This parameter has the dimension of inverse length; because of its
repeated occurrence in space-charge calculations, h/27r is called in
klystron theory the “debunching
wave number”; the reciprocal, 2r/h,
is called the “debunching
wavelength.”
Generally speaking, sPacecharge effects become appreciable as soon as the distances involved
become comparable tothe characteristic length l/h; thus in the example
above, the beam diameter has increased by roughly 25 per cent when
2 = I/h.
The relation between the debunching wave number and the primary
tube parameters is much simpler than it appears at first sight. The
quantities 10/v~ and 1,/PVO are both proportional to the perveance of
the electron gun, 10/ Vi~~; this perveance is independent of beam voltage.
More specifically, it is a constant in any space-charge limited multielectrode gun with all auxiliary voltages proportional to Vo. The
perveance depends only on gun geometry; if the gun is represented by a
plane parallel diode of electrode diameter 2a and electrode spacing s,
to which it usually bears a close resemblance, then

10

—
Vo?z = 2.33x

‘~,

where 10 and VO are in amperes and volts, respectively.
Comparing
this relation with Eq. (11) and utilizing the relation 10B = ~VO/2550,
it is seen that
hs =

0.47;

~ = 2.1s,

(12)

Thus the debunching wavelength >/h k roughly thirteen times the
cathode-anode spacing in the equivalent electron gun.
Space-charge Debunching of a Bunched Beam. —llGth this introductory
exploration of a simple d-c problem, the discussion may now be brought
back to the bunching of a velocity-modulated beam.
Several important
differences from the foregoing simple example immediately become
apparent.
Perhaps the most marked difference occurs in the reflex
klystron, in which the axial velocity of the electrons is reduced to zero
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Space-charge effects are very pronounced in this region
and reversed.
of low velocity.
They are also difficult to analyze partly because of the
positive and negative velocities that occur at every point in the reflection
region, partly because different electrons penetrate to different depths
in the field, and partly because in the region of low velocity the r-f
component of electron velocity exceeds the d-c component.
This latter
point makes perturbation calculations difficult.
The question of spacecharge effects in reflex klystrons is discussed in more detail in Chap. 13.
The present section is limited to debunching in a drift space that is free of
d-c fields, such as is described in the first section of this chapter; many
of the simplifying assumptions found necessary in that section are also
used here.
In a practical field-free drift space the physical circumstances differ
in one basic respect from those assumed above, and in a manner not
dependent on the presence of r-f modulation of velocity or density.
Residual gas is present, and is ionized by the electron beam.
The
slowly moving and continuously produced gaseous ions build up a positive
ion cloud in the beam, which more than neutralizes the negative space
charge of the electrons; this process goes on until the center of the beam
becomes positive enough (by a few volts) to cause the ions to diffuse out
This slight positive potential
of the beam as fast as they are formed.
at the center of the beam is not enough to affect the electron beam in a
well-evacuated tube; in a “gassy” tube it produces the phenomenon of
“gas focusing. ” Since the positive ion cloud is made up of particles too
massive to respond appreciably to the r-f fluctuations in the electron
stream, the net effect is the approximate disappearance of the time-average value of the charge density in the electron beam.
Under these circumstances of zero average charge density the d-c
beam of Fig. 9.6 will not spread at all. In a bunched beam, however,
the bunches and the space bet ween the bunches (or “ antibunches”)
are regions of instantaneous negative and positive space charge respectively; thus debunching effects are present, although in some respects
they are diminished by the positive ions. It is convenient to separate
these effects into transverse and longitudinal debunching, corresponding
to expansion of the bunch by space-charge forces transverse to and
parallel to the beam.
debunching is similar to the
Transverse Debunching.—Transverse
simple spreading of a d-c beam.
The bunches spread out and the antibunches narrow down; excessive spreading causes loss of the bunch on
This spreading is easily estimated (ignoring
the walls of the drift tube.
drifbtube-wall effects) when the bunch is long and flat, for then the maximum radial electric field is approximately that existing in a long beam of
uniform charge density equal in magnitude to the charge density at the

1

I
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center of the bunch.
This assumption corresponds to the assumption
X <<1 (degree of bunching small) andph>> a(separation betweenc enters
of bunches large compared }vith the drift-tube radius).
The r-f component of the current at the center of the bunch is then
210J1(x) = 1,X and the r-f charge density is given by p = IOX/mZ2U0.
The corresponding radial field, E,, at the edge of the beam is given by
pa
qiE, =—=—

2

1,X

27rav0”

This differs by the factor X from the field obtained with direct current;
since the radial force on a given electron is increasing }vith distance
from the input gap, or time, the radial spreading will be proportional to
the cube of distance, in comparison with the square in the d-c case.
Specifically,

since X = ~ ~~o = at&,

the field is given by

‘OEr
““(&)(A)’
integration of the equation of motion, m d%/dtz = eE,,
deflection of an edge-of-the-beam electron

gives

for the

Comparison with Eq. (1 la) shows that the effect of the absence of d-c
space charge and of the presence of r-f space charge is to decrease the
unneutralized d-c spreading by the factor X/3.
If circumstances are
such that the part of the bunch that expands beyond the original beam
diameter is wasted, then debunching diminishes the r-f current by a
factor
(13)
This factor is not (1 – 2Aa/a) because only the bunch, not the antibunch,
is changed.
Transverse debunching is very small in small-signal amplifiers where
X <<1, but, if the results are extrapolated to a power tube in which
X s 2, transverse debunching is appreciable when hz > 1.
The effect of a metal tube surrounding the beam, which is neglected
in the foregoing discussion, is to increase the spreading because of the
positive image charges induced by the electrons in the wall of the drift
tube.1
1E. Feenberg,“Small SignalTheoryof ~ngitud~al and Transverse Debauching,”
SperryGyroscope Co. Report 5221-114, Apr. 12, 1944.
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Lon,qitudinal
Debunching.—Consider
now the case of longitudinal
debunching.
It is again convenient to assume a drift-tube wall distant
from the beam; a metallic wall that is adjacent to the beam allows no
longitudinal forces to exist at the outer edge of the beam.
Otherwise,
the physical conditions that are assumed in order to simplify the analysis
of longitudinal debunching are just the opposite of those assumed for
transverse debunching; it is assumed that the beam diameter is much
greater than the separation of the bunches, i.e., that 2a>> 6x.
This assumption makes the problem one-dimensional; consequently,
it allows a method of solution that is more complete and exact, within
the limitation of this initial assumption, than the perturbation procedure
The method consists basically of
used for transverse debunching.
assuming an unknown functional relation between bunching parameter
and distance, and then finding out what this functional relation must be
in order to satisfy the physical laws governing space-charge flow.
As seen in Chap. 3, these laws are three: (1) Poisson’s equation relating
space charge and potential or field, (2) the continuity equation relating
current and time rate of change of charge density, and (3) Newton’s
law of motion relating force and acceleration.
Conservation of charge,
which is implicit in the continuity equation, is also used as in Sec. 9.2.
In applying these laws it is convenient to deal only with the r-f component
The d-c current has only a magnetic
of charge density and current.
effect, the neglect of which has already been noted; in an (‘infinitely
wide” beam (with end effects neglected) the d-c component of charge
has no physical effect and in the presence of the positive ion cloud the
total d-c charge density is physically approximately zero.
Poisson’s equation and the equation of continuity are commonly
combined to deduce the fact that the divergence of the total current
density (displacement current plus convection current) vanishes; this
means, in the present case, that

a
Z

i(x,t)

[– 7ra2

+

60 ;

E(4

1

=0

(14)

where the electric field, E (z, t), is now parallel to the axis of the beam.
With the assumption of an infinitely wide beam, and the consequent
absence of any return path for the r-f component of current, the total
current (quantity in brackets) must vanish; hence

; E(@)

= –

-+0
i(z,t).

(15)

Without the assumption of an infinitely wide beam, the space-constant
but timdependent
total current would have to be added to the righti
hand side of Eq. (15); together with the added edge effects, this would
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considerably complicate the subsequent treatment, eventually limit its
validity to infinitesimal bunching parameter, and probably not add a
compensating amount of physical insight into the problem.
Hence the
development continues on the basis of Eq. (15).
Thk equation may now be integrated with respect to time to give
the following relation between the current and the electric field:

t
E(z,t)

= – ~,

/ z/, o

i(x,t’) Czt’.

(16)

Mathematically speaking, it will be noted that any constant lower
limit for this integral is as good as any other one, if an arbitrary constant
of integration is added. Actually, the lower limit has been chosen so
that this constant of integration vanishes.
The corresponding physical
picture is simple. The end result of this choice of limits is consistent
with a fact that is to be suspected from what has already been discovered
about the electron traj ectories—namely, that an electron at the center
of a bunch experiences no longitudinal space-charge fields. A centerof-the-bunch electron passes through the input gap at time t = O and
passes the point z at t = x/vO. Hence the lower limit has been so
chosen as to make E(z,z/uO) = O. Physically speaking, the above
equation then shows that the field at any point is that which is produced
by the charge lying between the point in question and the center of the
nearest bunch; for the indicated integration of current with respect to time
is identical with an integration of charge density with respect to distance, carried out from the point z to the center of the nearest bunch.
It is now convenient to assume, subject to more exact determination
shortly, an unspecified functional relation between the position of an
electron and time. By analogy with Eq. (3) this relation is written

where t is the time of arrival at point z. This is an assumption that is
intuitively appealing, but it is justified only by the subsequent deduction
of a definite differential equation for the function X(Z).
In order to
take the next step it is also necessary to require that X(Z) ~ 1; this
requirement means that when the differential equation for X(z) has a
solution for which X(x) > 1, this solution probably does not represent
the facts in that region of z for \vhich X(z) > 1.
The r-f current i(z,t) is obtained by subtracting the d-c current 10
from the total conduction current.
Conservation of charge says that
the latter is given, for X(z) ~ 1 (see Sec. 9.2), by 10(dtl/dt); hence

‘(z]’)
‘w).-

11
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This current may in turn be used to find the electric field as given b
Eq. (16), with the following result:
E(z,t)

=

+2 [t(t)-+)-t+:]

—
– a

X(z)

sin cdl.

Here use is made of the fact that the time of passage of the center of the
bunch through the input gap, il(z/v,), is zero.
Since t, is constant for a given electron, this value of field may be
used in the equation of motion to give the acceleration of an electron as a
Thus, by use of the assumption of Eq.
function solely of its position.
(17), the equation of motion becomes
d’x _ .dl(z,t)
~ – —m

= a

X(x)

sin Utl,

(18)

But Eq. (17) implicitly contains, independently of any physical laws,
a relation between x and t from which a value of d2x/dt2 may be obtained
by differentiation; thus

(19)

If a solution for X(Z) may be found that makes ICqs. (18) zmd (19)
consistent, then this solution and Eq. (17) accurately represent the
physical situation.
It is consistent with the final result, and with the assumption
V/2V0 <<1, which has already been made, to set (1 /vo) cZx/dt = 1 and
(Note that, in the absence of space charge,
(0~/u) dX/dx <<1.

(9:=9
Making this simplification, and recalling the definition of the debunching
wave number h, Eqs. (18) and (19) give
(20)
From Eq. (17) it is apparent that X(0) = O, and, by comparing dz/dt
as given ‘by Eq. (2) and by differentiating Eq. (17), it may be found
= Vu/zFOVo.
that dX(0)/dx
These boundary conditions serve to specify
the solution of Eq. (20) as
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(21)

Here XO(Z) is the value that X would have in the absence of space charge;
it corresponds exactly to the Xo of Eq. (3b).
The amplitudes of the fundamental and various harmonic components
of the beam current, as given in Sec. 9.2, are unaltered in their dependence
on X by this altered dependence of X on x. Thus Eq. (9) still holds true
with X given by Eq. (21), the only new restriction being that X(z) < 1.
Harmonic components of the beam are appreciable, however, only for
X >1.
Hence perhaps the only way in which Eq. (21) should be
applied to questions of higher harmonic content is to note that if X(z)
is such that the condition for the validity of Eq. (21), X S 1, is satisfied
at all values of x, then the harmonic content will be very much less than
without debunching.
The condition for X s 1 at all values of z may
be written (V/2VO) (u/hvo) s 1; this relation is equivalent to

(22)
as the condition for drastic diminution in high harmonic content.
This
condition is referred to later in the discussion of frequency multiplier
klystrons.
Summary.—The foregoing discussion of debunching may be summed
up as follows.
The approximations involl-e small ~.elocity modulation
(V/2V0 << 1), small bunching (X <1 in one case, X <<1 in the other),
and neglect of the effects of the conducting walls of the drift tube.
Transverse debunching has been estimated by a perturbation procedure
with the additional condition 13A>> 2a, which incidentally tends to
reduce the longitudinal debunching; the net result, as given by Eq. (13),
is a reduction by the factor 1 — X(h) 2/12 of that part of the r-f component of the beam that lies within the original beam diameter.
Longitudinal debunching has been calculated by a more exact space-charge-wave
procedure which, however, is accurate for Pk << 2a; and the result, ae
given by Eq, (21), is a reduction factor in the r-f current of
(sin hx) ~ &@~)2~....
hx

6

Thus if these results are extrapolated to the usual operating region of
X = I or 2, the two effects appear comparable in magnitude and become
appreciable when kr > 1.
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9.4. Bunching with Finite Gap-voltage and Arbitraxy Drift-space
Characteristics.-In
order to emphasize the basic features of bunching
and debunching, the foregoing discussion has made use of certain simplifying assumptions that are not always justified.
The rejection of all these
assumptions at one and the same time, and the subsequent deduction of a
complete and rigorous solution to the bunching problem in all generality,
appears desirable at first sight. It will become apparent that this
procedure would be very difficult, and second thought suggests that it
might not be too profitable.
It would certainly have a tendency to
obscure, under the weight of a large number of parameters, the physical
significance of some of the effects involved.
The actual procedure of the present chapter is to utilize the simple
bunching theory of Sec. 9.2 as a starting point from which to branch out
in various directions.
The various sections of the chapter consider one
or two effects at a time, and each section is based on a prior knowledge
only of Sec. 9.2.
As the various simplifications made in Sec. 9.2 are eliminated, the
bunching process is affected.
In the simplest case, where the r-f voltage
is small, the electron velocity as well as the electron energy is sinusoidally
modulated; when the gap voltage is large, and 11 = 1, the electron energy
is still sinusoidally modulated, but, since

except when M V/2V0 <<1, the velocity
is no longer sinusoidally
modulated.
When the conditions V/2V0 <<1 and M = 1 are both
violated, not even the electron energy is sinusoidally modulated.
An
arbitrary d-c field in the drift space affects the electron transit times in
such a way that even a sinusoidal velocity modulation does not result
in a sinusoidal modulation of the time of arrival of electrons at the output
gap.
All of these effects thus change the waveform of the bunched
beam current from that discussed in Sec. 9.2.
The present section is concerned with eliminating the two following
assumptions:
1. That the r-f gap voltage is small, i.e., V/2V0 <<1.
2. That the drift space is free of d-c fields.
In order to emphasize the main features of what happens, the assumption
that M = 1 is made; this assumption means that the electron energy is
sinusoidally modulated.
Some of the consequences of removing this
assumption are discussed in Sec. 9.5. Space-charge effects are neglected
in the present and subsequent sections.
The reader who is familiar with the various types of klystrons will
note that the second assumption noted above does not hold for reflex
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klystrons, for there the electron spends most of its time in a d-c retarding
electric field that is strong enough to slow the electron down to a stop and
Very conveniently, as will be shown in
reverse its direction of motion.
detail, this reflecting action makes only minor changes in the simple
bunching theory of Sec. 9“2; more generaliy, the results of Sec. 9.2 are
valid to a large extent for a drift space with arbitrary d-c fields. The
debunchiug theory of Sec. 9“3, however, is another story.
Whereas
bunching is a purely kinematical matter relating only to questions of
total time spent in the drift space, debunching on the other hand involves,
the details of the mutual interaction of electrons at every point in the
drift space; as a result, practically nothing is known about debunching
in any but the field-free drift space, and it has not so far been found
possible to combine the results of Sec. 93 with those of the present
section.
The general properties of the drift space maybe described by expressing the electron transit angle through the drift space as an analytic
The time of arrival at the
function, O(V.), of the electron energy V..
is then given by the relation
output gap, tz,

“L2=wt1+e0+

()
‘o
we

o

()

(V, –VO)+~

~:

“(V.–V,)’+

. “ “,

(23)

in which the subscript zero signifies evaluation for V. = VO.
The assumption M = 1 is necessary in order that the electron energy
may still be considered to be sinusoidally modulated; the electron energy
V, is then given by the relation

‘e=
‘0[’

(24)

+(%)sin4

It is to be noted that this does not necessarily correspond to a sinusoidal
velocity modulation [cf. Eq. (2)]. Thus the expression for da may be
written

~.

_ J fv

()
&

dV.

, =

2V,
——

al=—

Mv
Xo = + —
Zvo

alXO,

6’o

do

()dV,

,’

O.,

(~6d)
(26b)

d2@

(-)

1 d~:
a2=– —

2

do

dV,
(---)

o

z’
,

(26c)
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d3e

(-)

1 m: o
aa=—–—
6 d@ ~“

()n.

(26d)

o

In Eq. (26a), XO is the value of the bunching parameter deduced under
the simplified assumption of Sec. 92; see Eq. (3b).
The quantities al, az, aa, etc. thus constitute a set of coefficients that
specify the properties of the drift space in a form relevant to and convenient for considerations of bunching.
The significance of these coefficients will become more apparent as the development proceeds.
To return to Eq. (25), this generalized relation between time of departure and time of arrival may be used in Eq. (8) to give the r-f components
of the beam current because the latter equation is a very general one.
Thus Eq. (8) becomes

In the simplest practical cases, as will be seen shortly, the coefficients
a. are small compared with unity (in fact, ]a~l << ]an_,l) and the second
exponential in this equation may therefore be expanded as a power series.
Only the two leading terms are carried through the next three equations
to indicate the method.
Expanding the exponential, the current components are thus

10
im= —
e–i”’g”
/
7r

-

(1

_

,jma2x2

sin2

~~1

+

. . )e-irn(d,-x

.im

wt,)d(u~l),

—.

It is to be noted, however, that

and that differentiation
integral;1 thus

with respect to X may be taken outside the

It has already been shown, however, that

1 E. Feenberg, “ Theory of Bunching,”
NOV. 24, 1942.

Sperry Gyroscope Co. Report 5221-105,

~
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Hence, the current components, including the terms of next higher order
that were left out of the foregoing equation for sake of conciseness, are
given by

im=210e-i”eo

azX2 dz

(

l+jw=+—

a3X3

d3

—–—

m2 dX3

&#4

d4

2m2 d>+

““”

)

J*(mX).

(28)

This is the final expression for the current components in the general
kinematic situation specified by Eqs. (23) and (24).
Comparison of Eq. (28) and Eq. (9) indicates that the leading term in
i. is unaffected in functional form by finite gap voltage and arbitrary
d-c fields in the drift space; the only change is in the generalization
in the definition of the bunching parameter in Eq. (26a).
One way
of expressing this generalization is to say that, in the calculation of the
bunching parameter, the transit angle 00 has been replaced by another
angle alfh; this latter quantity is sometimes called the “bunching angle”
for convenience of reference.
At later points in this book, where bunching theory is applied with a degree of generality somewhat less than is
used here, the bunching angle is considered to be intrinsically positive and
is denoted by 0..
In the simple cases already mentioned, for which a, << a, << a,, the
second term in Eq. (28) is the first order and next most important term.
Since it is small and in quadrature to the first term, it may be considered
as producing simply a phase shift. The third and fourth terms, which
are normally still smaller than the second, are in phase with the leading
term and therefore describe a change in amplitude.
These deviations from simple theory have important consequences in
free-running oscillators, where they give rise to hysteresis and associated
phenomena (see Chap. 14). Limiting discussion to the case where
m = 1, which is useful in oscillators, it is seen that Eq. (28) may be
rewritten

‘1
‘210e-’(’0+A”o)
(1++Y(x)
where A,O and A.il/il

(29)

are defined asl

(30)

The functions J,(X)
and X’J~(X)/J,(X)
are shown in Fig. 9.7; the
and X4J’:(X)/J,(X)
are shown in Fig. 98.
functions X3J’’~(X)/J,(X)
1The subscript w distinguishes the quantities in Eq. (29) from similar quantities
arising from finite-gap-transit effects that are discussed in the next section and are
labelled with a subscript G.
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To obtain any numerical values of At,Oand A,il/i,, the data in Figs.
9.7 and 9’8 must be supplemented by a knowledge of the coefficients ~,
which are discussed shortly.
Numerical values for AN9 and A“il/il for
typical situations in a reflex klystron with a linear reflecting field are given
in Table 9.2 at the end of Sec. 9“5, where a comparison is made with the
phase shifts and amplitude changes arising from finite gap-transit angles.
Aside from such numerical values, some additional conclusions may
be drawn from Figs. 9.7 and 9.8. It is apparent that Aod and A&/zl are
small for X < 1 because they are proportional to Xz. At X = 2 (the
vicinity of normal oscillator operating conditions), the functions in Figs.
9-7 and 9.8 are not too much greater than unity, but for larger values of
X (overbunching) some of the terms become very large. This corresponds in part, but not completely, to the fact that the leading term in

FIG.9.7.

FIG.9,8.

Fxa. 9.S.—Dependence of X’J1’’’(X)

–X2J,

“(x)

(curve B) on X.
J,(X)
/J1(X) (curve A) and X4JI’”(X) /2J1(X) (curve B)
cm X.

Fm. 9.7.—Functional dependence of J, (X) (curve .4) and

il, J1(X), is approaching zero; therefore the “correction”
terms in il
become predominant.
These correction terms prevent the current il
from having the zeros indicated in Fig. 9.5. A more physical picture of
this phenomenon results from the treatment in Sec. 9.6; experimental data
on the point appear in Fig. 10”8 (Chap. 10).
The Dtijt-space Coe$cient.s.-The
discussion needs now to be turned
to a general consideration of the drift-space coefficients al, a2, and aj.
These coefficients are readily obtained for the two simple drift spaces
already mentioned, the field-free drift space and the uniform reflecting
field, because of the simple dependence of o on V. in these two cases. For
a field-free drift space of constant length, o is inversely proportional to
In a uniform reflecting
electron velocity, hence O = constant X V.-M.
field, the depth of penetration into the field is proportional to V., whereas
the average velocity of the electron is still proportional to V#; the
transit angle 0 is proportional to the ratio of these two factors, hence
@ = constant X V.%. Because the faster electrons penetrate more
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deeply, theyspend moretime inthereflecting field. Consequences of this
fact are noted several timesin the further development of this subject.
These two simple drift spaces are thus special instances of a somewhat
For @ = constant X V: it is
more general case, 0 = constant X V;.
easy to show that
al = 2n,
1 n–1
a’=%”
n ‘
and
1
(n – l)(n – 2)
as=——.
n’
60~
From these general relations, Table 9.1 may be deduced.
TABLE91.-DRIFT-SFACE (hEFFICIENTS
Field-free drift
space (n = – ~)

.,
+1

al

Uniform reflecting field
(n = +)

I
I

–1
——1
20,

a3

I

_— 5
20;

I

——1
20;

I

The fist point to be noted here is the difference in the sign of a, in the
two cases. From Eq. (26a), it is seen that this difference in signs corresponds to a negative bunching parameter in a uniform reflecting field and
a positive bunching parameter in a field-free drift space. This convention deviates from the customary one of making X an inherently positive
quantity and altering the sign of the term X sin 4 in Eq. (25) to fit the
circumstances. Perhaps unfortunately,
the latter convention
has
become firmly entrenched in common usage for the simple theory of the
reflex klystron with linear drift space; hence, with the exception of Chap.
13, it is followed in all subsequent discussions involving reflex bunching.
For more generalized discussions of bunching such as those of Chap. 13,
however, the convention that the sign for a is the sign of X seems much
preferable and is therefore used.
Since J,( – X) = –JI(X),
a reversal of sign of X corresponds to a
phase shift of 180° in i,; physically speaking, this means a phase shift of
180° in time of arrival of the bunch.
Thus in a field-free drift space
(X > O), the electrons that pass through the input gap at d, = O and 2=
are at the centers of successive bunches, whereas, in a uniform reflecting
field (X < O), the centers of the bunches are the electrons for which
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dl = r and 37r. Physically, this phenomenon is easily traced back to
the fact, already mentioned, that in the uniform reflecting field the faster
electrons have the longer transit time. This phenomenon has an exact
analog y in a ball thrown up into the air; the harder it is thrown, the
longer it takes to return. Thus the center of the bunch is the electron
that passes through the input gap at the instant when the r-f field is zero
and changing from accelerating to decelerating.
Just the reverse is true
in field-free bunching.
The questions of sign and phase discussed in this
paragraph are simple physical matters for which the foregoing general
treatment is not at all necessary.
It may also easily be seen that, in a drift space that is composed of one
field-free section and one section with a uniform reflecting field,
–I<al<l
depending on the relative proportions of the two regions.
The next interesting point to be noted in Table 9”1 is the dependence
of the a’s on do. Since, in most practical cases, @Oz 10 radians, the fact
that azOO,a@~, . . . are approximately unity is important because it
means that each coefficient amis smaller than the preceding one by at least
an order of magnitude, and this in turn makes the expansion in Eq. (28)
well-behaved.
It should be noted, however, that this simple relation between do and
the a’s holds only when O = constant X V:, a simple relation that fortunately includes the two simplest practical examples.
A more complicated arrangement of d-c fields in the drift space might at some value of
V,, for example, correspond to a large (d20/dV~) o and a small (do/d V.),; if
this were true, the second term in Eq. (28) would outweigh the first and
the functional dependence of i~ on X would be completely altered.
Some
specific examples of such behavior are discussed in Chap. 13 in connection
with reflection-field effects.
9.5. Influence of Finite Gap-transit Angle on Bunching.-In
the
previous section the effect of the passage of electrons through the input
gap was described as a simple energy modulation, expressed in electron
volts by Eq. (24):

‘e=v”

~

(-

MV .
1+ voslnut’” )

The effects of the drift-space characteristics and the finite size of V/VO
were then investigated.
In actual practice, gap-transit times of a half
cycle or more are often encountered.
In such cases, effects arise that
make a discussion of velocity modulation and bunching incomplete
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without an investigation of at least the general anatomy and orders of
magnitude of these effects.1
‘One phenomenon arising from finite gap transit angles is beam loading; another is the existence of the beam-coupling coefficient III. These
phenomena have already been discussed in Chap. 3. Although the subject of beam loading does not lie within the scope of the present chapter,
it is intimately related to some of the effects discussed herein.
It becomes apparent from the preceding discussions that any analysis
of klystron electronics begins with an investigation of electron kinematics.
This investigation has as its result an expression for time of arrival of an
electron at a given point in terms of time of departure from a reference
point where the initial conditions are known-that
is, the entrance to the
input gap. The effect of a finite gap-transit angle on such a kinematical
analysis is two-fold.
In the first place, the time of electron arrival at
any point is directly affected by any finite gap-transit angle, and this
gap-transit angle varies with the phase of the r-f field at which an electron
enters the gap. In the second place, the change in electron energy
in passing through a gap, V, — VO, is no longer a simple sinusoidal
function of time such as that referred to above.
Such considerations are, of course, just as relevant to the passage
through the output gap as through the input gap. Although the output
gap may appear not to be involved, per se, in the question of velocity
modulation and bunching with which this chapter is concerned, nevertheless this is the appropriate place to discuss any questions of finite
output-gap-transit angle that need to be discussed.
Since these questions will be passed over lightly, a brief discussion of the relation between
input-gap- and output-gap-transit-angle
effects, and the reason for the
brevity of the treatment of the latter, is in order.
The effect of the output-gap-transit angle may be described as follows,
The bunched current effective in driving the output circuit is (for planeparallel geometry) the value of the instantaneous r-f conduction current
averaged over all points in the output gap. If the transit time through
the output gap is finite, however, the r-f field in this gap has time to
modify the electron motions; hence the instantaneous r-f current at any
point in the gap is also modified by the r-f field, and the over-all driving
current for the output circuit may not be calculated rigorously without
including the reaction of the output circuit (r-f voltage in the output gap)
back upon the driving current. This factor becomes particularly important when the r-f voltage in the output gap is comparable to or greater
1For a general discussion of finite gap-transit angles from a viewpoint somewhat
difierent from that of this section, see J3. Feenberg, “ Theory of Bunching, ” Sperry
Gyroscope Co., Report 5221-105, Nov. 24, 1942; also compare Chap. 12 and:
J. K. Knipp, “Notes on the ReflexOscillator,” RL Report 709, May 3, 1945.
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than the beam voltage; in this instance electrons may actually be turned
back at the output gap.
However, the main emphasis of the book is upon reflex klystrons;
here the r-f voltage in the single (input and output) gap is usually conIn this situation the input-gap effects
siderably less than beam voltage.
are the more important, especially because these effects influence the
whole course of bunching in the drift space,
Furthermore, any general
discussion of output-gap effects adds a great deal of complication to the
analysis and probably could not be justified without going into the effect
of the input gap in considerably more detail than is intended.
For these reasons output-gap effects are not to be discussed further,
beyond noting in the discussion of input-gap effects some obvious
generalization of results to output-gap effects. In discussing input-gap
effects the aim of the present section is to indicate the nature and magnitude of these effects rather than to cover the subject with complete
generality.
After these general comments, the discussion may now be
centered on the details of what happens in the input gap.
The basic equations for phenomena occurring in gaps are discussed
in Chap. 3. Thus the manner in which the presence of an r-f field modifies the gap transit time is indicated in Eqs. (315) and (3.25).
These
equations may be applied to give the transit time through the complete
gap for the case when the beam is unmodulated upon entrance into the
gap; in the notation of Chap. 3, this corresponds to taking Vu(0) = O,
x=d,
T’=T,
M’=M,
N’ =N,
O’=O=u
T. Writing d=81to
correspond to the notation of the present chapter, and noting by a
comparison of Eqs. (1) and (3”13) that Vti = —jV, one finds for the actual
gap transit angle (which will be denoted by O.), the following expression
(accurate to first order in V/2VO):

In this equation d ~ is defined, as a matter of convenience, as “ (phase
angle at entrance into the gap) + 01/2”; that is, tl is the time at which
an electron would pass the center of the gap in the absence of the r-f
field. The functions M(6,) and N(oJ, both of which approach unity
as 01 approaches zero, are defined in Chap. 3 as follows:
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as functions of 0,, the functions
+ lv’20;/36

M’

H=~

z:ld q = tan–l (lVO1/6M) which occur in 13q. (31a).
The above expression for the gap transit angle may now be used to
determine the velocity with which the electrons leave the gap; this is
a matter of prime importance since it determines the subsequent bunching
action. The exact change in the electron’s velocity which occurs in the
gap is given by Eq. (3”19); utilizing the value of the gap transit angle
given in Eq. (31a), bearing in mind the changes in notation mentioned
above, and discarding terms of higher order than (V/2 Vo) 2, the following
relation is obtained for V., the energy of the electron on leaving the gap:
V. – V. = MV

( )[
V’01

sin utl +

–P sin 2cdl + +

z=,

1

(31b)

In this equation the function P is defined as
P(h)

=

()
~

1

(01 – sin 01).

This function approaches unity as 81 approaches zero, but has no zeros
for 0, >0.
In Fig. 3“3, M, N, and P are shown as functions of 0,.
A general treatment of input-gap effects could now be carried out in
the framework of the previous section by adding to the right-hand
side of Eq. (23) the term 19a,and using in Eq. (23) the expression for
1’. – ViI given by Eq. (31b) alone rather than that of Eq. (24). In
carrying out such a treatment the method of Sec. 9.4 could be used intact
if the sin 2utl and cos utl terms in Eq. (31) were expanded as a power
series in sin utl; however, this particular method has faults that make
it not very practicable.
The salient features of any such general analysis are emphasized
when only the linear term in (V. — VO) is used, that is, if Eq. (23) is
replaced by

d’ =

()

01

+0,+00+

(& — —

With the values for
el

l.otz
=CJtl+-+eo

2

z

e.

()

~gyw’o
e

)+”””.

(32)

and (V. – VO) given by Eq. (31), Eq. (32) becomes

vel

——
4V0
-

(

Msirl@tl--cosutl

X sin cdl+

NO,
)

~{(~

sin 2 .ti- ~)

(33)
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This equation has been written explicitly to make the origin of the various
terms of the next equation more obvious.
Rearranging Eq. (33) and
keeping only first-order terms in V/2V0,

C&

‘w’,+
~+e--(x+%)

[sin (cdl– p) – T sin 2(titl – ~)]

(34)

where
fl=— VNef
24VoX

=

_

Pxel

vPel
7 = 24 Voi14=

_ Net
12Ma1eo

–

12M2a,~,”

(35)

It is to be noted that @ is independent of r-f gap voltage.
This equation describes several effects of the finite gap-transit angle
on both the amplitude and phase of the r-f components of the bunched
current.
If the amplitude effects are considered first, it may be noted
that the coefficient of – sin (ufl – P) (which would be the argument of
the Bessel functions giving the current components if ~ were zero) is
is just
X + MV@l/4ViI.
This fact is not surprising, since ~V61/AVo
the contribution to the bunching parameter that would be made by a
(d-c) field-free drift space with transit angle 0,/2; thus the “ effective”
bunching parameter is obtained by extending the drift space back to
the middle of the gap and considering the r-f field as concentrated at the
middle of the gap. It is to be noted that in the other places where X
occurs in Eq. (34), the term (X + MVL91/4 VO) could be substituted at
will since the resulting changes would be of order (V/2VO) 2.
A much less trivial effect is the existence of the second-harmonic
term, sin 2(CJtl– ~). It may be seen by comparing Eqs. (33) and (34)
that the term arises from the modification of V. – Vo in the presence of
a finite input gap.
One might say that velocity modulation by a sinusoidal voltage in a finite gap is like velocity modulation in an infinitesimal
gap by a fundamental and second-harmonic voltage.
Since the secondharmonic term has the same symmetry about tit, – 6 = O as does the
first-harmonic term, the presence of the second harmonic does not change
the phase of the bunch, but it does change the shape of the bunch and
the magnitude of the r-f component.
This may be seen graphically in Fig. 9“9. Here then is shown the
relation between h and tlfor the simplified relations
C0t2= utl — X(sin titl — -y sin 2d1)

(36)

with X = 2 and -y = O, 0.5.
In Fig. 9.10 are shown the resulting dependence on time of bunched
beam current. It is apparent from these figures that the presence of
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the second-harmonic term, with a coefficient negative with respect to
the first, tends to concentrate more current at the center of the bunch.
This phenomenon has been analyzed in considerable detail in connection

J-

i(t2)
~

1

I

%’::.
o

-7r

+?r

wt2-eo
Ihc. 9.9.—Transit-time phase relations in the presence of second harmonic
velocity modulation or equivalent, Relation between time of arrival tz and time
of departure t~:utz = cot, — X (sin wt,—
-y sin 2 od,).
with

cascade

cascade

bunching,

bunching

in

1 where
Sec.

9.8.)

FIG. 910.-Waveform
of bunched
beam current as modified by presence of
second-harmonic velocity modulation or
equivalent; compare with Fig. 9.9.

it also
The

component of the bunched beam il
is indicated in Fig. 9.11. It is apparent from the figure that this maximum
current component
occurs in the
vicinity of X = 2, ~ = 0.4 and that
at this point the maximum current
component has been increased by 28
per cent over the value at ~ = O.
This result should really be stated for
1X1 = 2, since the sign of X is irrelevant to the results, and it is to be
noted from Eq. (35) that 7 is positive
for O s 0, < 27r. Defining this fractional increase of i, as Ati,~il, it is seen
the following equation may be written:

+%028[1

-(1

occurs.
behavior

(See

the

discussion

of

the

fundamental

0.8Ii,l
Z. ,,6

0,4
0

</

-

0.2

x= h

0.4
-r

of

-2.0
x= 1.5-

0,6

0.8

FIG. 9.11.—Dependence of i,, fundamental component of bunched beam
current, on bunching parameter X and
on the parameter y giving the relative
amplitude of second harmonic in simplified bunching equation for a finite gap

‘See‘q” ‘35)]”
from the figure that, for 1X1 = 2,

-0+)21

(37)

I E. Feenberg, “Theory of Cascade Bunching,” Sperry Gyroscope Co. Report
5221-143, Au& 22, 1945.
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For most values of 8, (i.e., 81 S 5), P/M = 1; for V/VtI = 0.4 and
61 = r, y = .05. This gives only some 6 per cent increase in fundaBut it may be observed from
mental component of the bunched beam.
Fig. 3 that M 81 * 2T, M -+ O and P/ill - co. Thus -r may be brought
into the optimum vicinity of ii by letting 91 approach 27r, provided that
by some means, such as a large drift space, the value of X is enabled
to remain in the vicinity of 2.
Phase effects shown in Eq. (34) are likewise quite striking and are
of two types, as represented by the presence of the term t9A’2/2 and by
the change from 4 to (c& – 0).
The term i3X2/2 comes from the constant term V2MNO;/48 V, in
(v. – VO), which represents the beam loading at the input gap; that is,
the beam-loading term in (V, – VO) is the average amount of energy
Since the mean velocity of a
abstracted from the gap by each electron.
beam passing through a finite gap is thus increased by an amount proportional to (V/VO)2, or X2, the time of transit of the bunch is changed
by a corresponding amount—an increase for a normal reflex klystron
(dO/dV, < O) and a decrease for a field-free drift space.
It maybe noted
by comparison with Eq. (26) and Table 9“1 that the sign of # is determined by the sign of al.
The presence of B in the argument of sin (utl – @ also represents a
phase shift of the bunched beam, which may be traced back to its source
in the phase difference between the transit time 0~ and the r-f voltage
V sin tit,. It might be said that because of this phase difference the
bunching that occurs in the gap is out of phase with that which occurs
in the drift space, and so manages to shift the phase of the final bunched
current by a small amount.
But, although thk phase shift varies from
mode to mode, it is independent of r-f voltage; hence it has little significance.
As a numerical example, suppose that 190= 10, X = – 2,
81 = T, M = 0,67, and V/VO = f; then ~ = –0.11 radians or –0.02
cycles.
Since the only phase shift of much interest is therefore –j3X2/2, a
phase shift AG@, which is due to the finite gap-transit time, may be
written as

Of these two phase shifts, the second may be expected to have an
analogue in the output gap; but the first shift-the
only one that is
relevant—is a drift-space effect pure and simple.
Of the two amplitude
effects, the obvious addition of MVOl/4 VO to the bunching parameter has
an analogue in the output gap. The much more interesting effect of the
inite input-gap angle in producing more efficient bunching is again
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something that requires a drift space for its unfolding and hence has no
outpu&gap analogue.
It is clear that the principal outpu~gap effects
are the usual beam-coupling-coeficient
effect and the normal beam
loading.
As already noted, these summarizing comments hold true where the
output-gap voltages and dimensions are such as not to approach the
It should also be realized that
condition of turning back electrons.
the use of only the leading terms in Eq. (32) implies that the coefficients
& of the previous section are small, or that in normal cases the d-c drift
angle 00 is large. This assumption that 00>>1 is equivalent to the
assumption used through this section that V/2V0 <<1, so the whole
scheme is consistent.
As a final comparison of the results of the last two sections, it is
interesting to compare the quantities A. 8, A.il/il, Ac9, and AGil/il of a
simpler case in which the values of a. are known—the reflex klystron
with a linear reflection field. The condition for approximately optimum
operation, IX\ = 2, will be used, and in calculating AGOand Aoil/il gaptransit angles of T and 1.8T will be used. The results are showm in
Table 9.2.
TABLE92.-PHAsE ANDAMPLITUDE
CHANCES
IN BUNCHING
IN THEPRESENCE
OF
FINITEGAP-VOLTAGES
ANDTRANSITTIMES
Ix[ = 2

1
[

A.9

l—

II

–0.28

A.i,/i,

–0.046

I

—1
8L=7r

1

AQe

–0.41

0,16

-f
Aoi,jil

I

0.15

I
1

-~
I

01=1.&r
–3.7

I
I

–0.028

I

–0.0005

--- ——
I
I
cl==
I
i

3.6
?!

I

——

-0.041

I

el=l.8=

I

–0.37

0.016
0.015

—
0.36

;

0,28

The fact
The combination 01 = 1.8ir = 5.7 and @O= 5 is extreme.
that this gives 7 = 3.6 means that the bunching is almost complete
second-harmonic bunching, and badly overbunched at that. This combination is included as a matter of curiosity.
The effects of a gap-transit angle in the vicinity of 27 are apparent;
and they persist even at 00 = 50. It is to be noted, however, that for
& = 1.87 the beam-coupling coefficient M is about 0.11 and it is therefore
necessary to have V/ VO = 0.7 in order to make 1X1 = 2. In addition to
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reducing the accuracy of the approximation, this high gap voltage may
It is true, in general,
also involve high power loss in the resonator.
that for 81 = r the phase and amplitude effects arising from the two
different sources are comparable, the finite-transit-angle effects being
somewhat the larger.
9,6. Bunching by a Gap Voltage Comparable to Beam Voltage.-The
treatment ot finite-gap-voltage effects in Sec. 9.4 provides an analytical
description that is convenient for many applications.
If the effective
r-f voltage becomes comparable to or greater than the beam voltage,
however, 1 the treatment of Sec. 94 loses its usefulness or breaks down
For, with M = 1 and V/VO ~ 1, some of the electrons of the
entirely.
beam are turned back at the input gap, and even before this condition
is reached, the bunching process is markedly changed.
Such situations, although seldom occurring in oscillators or amplifiers,
The input frequency of a
are not uncommon in frequency multipliers.
frequency multiplier is low, often below the microwave region; therefore,
a drift space of convenient physical dimensions corresponds to a driftspace transit angle 00 that is smaller than that common in oscillators.
To obtain satisfactory bunching (MV80/Vo = 2) it is therefore necessary
Furthermore,
the bunching produced when
to increase MV/VO.
V/VO > 1 has characteristics that are desirable for frequency multipliers
The analysis
in certain situations, as is discussed in the next chapter.
of these effects given here is limited to bunching in a field-free drift
space such as is found in frequency multipliers; the general procedure,
but not all the detailed results, may be applied to any type of klystron
bunching.
Aside from detailed results, the method of dealing with this
~-ery high input-gap voltage is interesting also for the light it sheds on the
nature of the bunching process.
AS in the previous section, the assumed conditions are simplified so
as to emphasize the salient features of the phenomenon under discussion.
Space-charge debunching effects are ignored.
Gap-transit-time effects,
except the existence of the beam-coupling
coefficient M, are also
ignored.
It is assumed that M = 1; when M is small compared with
unity, the situation is very much more complicated—for example, with a
small M there may be no electrons turned back at the gap even with
Finally, as already noted, a fieldV/Vo considerably larger than unity.
All told, the assumed conditions are identical
free drift space is assumed.
with those of Sec. 9.2 except for the assumptions MV/ VO = 1 and M = 1,
which replace the assumption JfV/VO = O. It may frequently be convenient to compare the results of these two assumptions; for this purpose,
1The treatment of this section follows, in large pint, F,. Feenberg, “ Bunching
Theory for Two-resonator Klystron Multipliers, ” Sperry Gyroscope Co. Report
5221-117, May 23, 1944.
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MV/Vo
= lisreferred
tointhe remainder of this section asthe’’largesignal case, ” as compared with the “small-signal case” of Sec. 9.2.
An example of the type of velocity modulation produced for V/Vo >1
is shown in Fig. 9.12, which shows the velocity modulation resulting when
V/VO = ~, M = 1. The deviation of the velocity from an even approximately sinusoidal dependence on time is obvious; furthermore, during
nearly a quarter of a cycle electrons are turned back at the input gap
and so do not reach the drift space at all. The term “velocity modulation, ” therefore, is no longer completely descriptive of the input-gap
process.
The corresponding effect on transit time is shown in Fig. 9.13. Here
t~, the time of arrival at some point
(for example, the output gap) is shown
as a function of time of departure from
the input gap for afield-free drift space
with a d-c transit angle of 00 = 6 radians. The values of X = MV60/2V0
;.l
------------with which the curves are labeled,
namely 0.5, 1, 2, and 4, are similar
0
to the values of X for the analogous
+’lr
-n0
curves of Fig. 9.3; the curve for X = 4
CLltl
corresponds to the (V/VO = ~) velocFIG. 9,12.—Dependence of relative
ity modulation shown in Fig. 9“12, and
electron velocity v/m on time of passage
tI through an r-f gap with gap voltage
both figures show the period during
$Va sin wt~;
M = 1.
which no electrons penetrate the gap.
The bunched-beam-current
waveform is readily obtained from Fig.
9.13 as discussed in Sec. 9“2, and is shown in Fig. 9.14. The curves of
Fig. 9.14 should be compared with those of Fig. 9.4, which correspond to
similar values of X in the small-signal case.
It is apparent that in Fig. 9’14 the most marked effects of a large
MV/Vo
occur for X = 2 and X = 4. At X = 2, the intensity in the
earliest-arriving peak has been somewhat enhanced, whereas the latter
one has been greatly diminished.
This effect corresponds to the difference in the breadth of the corresponding maxima and minima (‘’points
of stationary phase”) in Fig. 9.13; the smaller the value of d%Z/dt~ at a
point of stationary phase, the more intense is the corresponding infinite
peak of i. The trend shown for X = 2 in Fig. 9.14 has its logical conclusion for X = 4; here, with V/ VO > 1, there is only one current peak
per cycle.
It may be recalled that, in the discussion of small-signal bunching in
Sec. 92, it is pointed out that the alternating behavior of any given r-f
component of i as a function of X (shown in Fig. 9.5) is caused by the
interference of the two infinite peaks, which separate in time as X
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Time of depar

FIG. 9.13.—Dependence of arrival time at output gap, tz, on departure time from

input gap, t,. Cross-hatched area represents interval of t, during which no electrons pass
through input gap; fJo= 6 radians.
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FIG. 914.-Time
dependence of instantaneous bunched beam current for various
values of bunching parameter X; field-free drift space, 00 = 6 radians, hence large bunching
voltage. Derived from Fig. 913.
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increases and alternately reinforce and cancel each other as their phase
difference increases at the harmonic in question.
It is apparent from
Fig. 9.14 that in the present large-signal case these peaks are no longer
equal in amplitude, with the result that this interference between peaks
cannot give rise to zeros in the absolute value of in; furthermore, when
V/Vo >1 and M = 1, there is no interference at all because there is
only a single peak, and li~l is then a very smooth function of X determined principally by the relation between tland t2near the point of
stationary phase in Fig. 9.13.
It turns out that the L*– vs – t, diagrams for X >1 in Figs. 9.14 and
9.3 may, for purposes of calculating current waveforms and r-f components

>

&
..

4-

E

13

j2
5

.-=1
j.

Timeof departureMtl (s ~)
FIG. 9 15.—Representation of the
(X = 2)tz – v. – t, diagram of Fig.
9.13 by two equivalent parabolas
(indicated by broken curves); 00 = 6
radians.
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u ta-~( =# } (radians)

+r

FIc. 9.16.—Waveform of bunched beam
current as produced by ‘‘ actual” (solid
curve) and “ equivalent” (broken curve)
t, – vs – tl diagrams of Fig. 9.15.

of bunched beam current, be represented by two parabolas that coincide
with the t2 — vs — t, curves at the points of stationary phase. The
“actual” and the “ equivalent” t2 — vs — tldiagrams for the large-signal
(X = 2) case are shown in Fig. 9.15; the “ actual” diagram is the same as
that shown in Fig. 9.13. In Fig. 9.16 are shown the corresponding current wave-forms.
It is seen that the correspondence of the time dependence of i(t) is close; the principal difference between the two curves, the
addition of a d-c component, is irrelevant for the present purposes.
9s7. Analytical Discussion of Bunching by a Gap Voltage Comparable
to Beam Voltage.-Thus
it seems, from the results shown in Fig. 9.16,
that an analytical deduction of the properties of the bunched beam
current from the behavior in the immediate vicinity of the points of
stationary phase holds some promise.
Such a process has the advantage
that, for the determination of in, only the points of stationary phase in
Fig. 9.15 and the second derivatives (shape of the equivalent parabolas)
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at these points need be known.
This analysis will now be carried out,
and the degree of validity of the results will be checked by application
to the small-signal case for which the values of i~ are already known from
Sec. 9.2.
To avoid cumbersome expression, the following notation is introduced:
&Jtl =

(39)

(&l— 00 ==*.

T

The points of stationary phase (d#/dr = O) will be labeled 41, iz.; the
corresponding values of the second derivative $“ = d2#/dr2 are Vy and
$;; $, and $; <0, $, and +; >0.
Then the two parabolas in the
equivalent tz — vs — tl (or ~ — vs – ~) diagram are given by

and for M = 1 and V > V, there will be only one parabola,

the first of

the two above.
By Eq.

(8), the Wt’hharmonic

of the bunched

beam

current

is, in this

notation,

The largest part of these integrals comes from the regions , – T, = O
and ~ — 72 = O; hence when Ire+” I >> 1, the limits of integration may be
changed to + cc without much error. When the limits are changed, and
the variable altered to simplify the exponential, and remembering that
IL: >0, y;’ <0, the above integrals become

In obtaining this equation, use is made of the definite integral

.
eizz &

=

&

#Tl~,

/ —.
There is an additional limitation on Eq. (40) in the assumption that
X is large enough so that the h – vs – tl diagram may be represented
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In the small-signal case for X = 1
by the two-parabola equivalent.
(and in the large-signal case, for some value of X slightly less than
unity) there is only one point of stationary phase, and at this point
~’ = ~“ = O; the dependence of ~ on T is essentially cubic and the basis
of Eq. (4o) is invalid, as witness the fact that, when ~“ = O, Eq. (40)
This fact, as well as the lm~” I >>1 condition, will increase
hasi~=
~.
the validity of Eq. (40) as X exceeds unity.
The point at which Eq. (40)
becomes valid is best found by applying this equation to the small-signal
case, for which the exact value of i~ is already known by Sec. 9.2.
In the small-signal case, #Z = –~, and #~ = – ~~, and Eq. (40)
reduces to

=Cos(m’+
:)”

‘m=10e-’meo
+7rm#1

(41)

This equation may be compared with the exact small-signal result,

im= 21 Jm(mX)e7”~@0.

(Eq. (9))

In order to carry out the comparison, the small-signal dependence
*I and #{’ on X must be known.
By Eqs. (3) and (39), here

*, = CoS-’

1- –

()x

<x’

–

of

(42)

1,

It is apparent from Eqs. (41) and (42) that, at the first maximum of
the approximate in given by Eq. (41), m~l + m/4 = O. This is an
approximate relation because the increase of ~~ with X has been ignored;
a more closely figured maximum would have a value of m#l + 7r/4
somewhat less than zero. From Eq. (42) the values of X and ~~’ corresponding to m#l + T/4 = O may be determined.
The results of this
process are given in Table 9“3 below.
In this table X~ represents
the value of X that maximizes i~. The values of X~ corresponding to
the exact and approximate Eqs. (9) and (41) are given, as are also the
TABLE9,3.—COMPARISONOFVALUESOF MAXIMUMi~ ANDCORRESPONDING
VALUEor
BUNCIIINGPARAMETER,X~, .4s GIVENFORTHESMALIAIGNAL
(~.ks~BY
THEEXACTANDAPPROXIMATE
EQS. (9) AND (41)

x.

x.

approx.

exact

.kpprox. max.
li-1/21,

1.84
1.40
1.18

0.58
0.44
0.31

Exact

max.

li.,1/210

.1
1

1.6

3
10

3.0
6.5

2.15
1.47
1,19

0.58
0.43
0.30
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corresponding maximum values of i~. Also, for reference, m~~ is
shown,
It appears from this table that, by the time the first maximum of
i- has been reached, Eq. (41) is a very good approximation, regardless
of whether w@” is much larger than unity.
The error in the approximate
value of X~ is due in large part to the roughness of the location of the
maximum in Eq. (41), as already noted.
A procedure similar to the
above, carried out for the small-signal case with X = 1 and with

gives results that are as valid at X = 1 as are the above results for
x > Xm.
The only results that are usually desired, however, are the value of
the first maximum of li~l and the general functional dependence of Ii-I
thereafter; for this, Eq. (40) thus seems to be satisfactory.
By Eq. (40),

Thus as X and 42 – 41 increase, li~l/10 oscillates between two limits:

By Eq. (43), li~] is equal to its upper limit when
sin m(+z – ~1) = 1.

(45)

The corresponding maximum of li~l is about the same as this upper
limit but occurs at a slightly smaller value of X, just as for the small-signal
case discussed in the preceding paragraph.
The extension to the case M = 1 and V > V,, when there is only
one point of stationary phase, is simple.
Thus,

la .
10

r

=2-,

T“ > Vo.

(M)

Evaluation of liml as given by Eqs. (44), (45), and (46) follows the
same procedure as with the small-signal case. In the present large-signal
case, the relation between ~ and 7 for a field-free drift space is
~ = T + ‘0

[

VI

1
+ (MV/VO)

sin7

–1

1

(47)

For the case of a reflex klystron with a linear reflecting field,

4=,+@0[Jl+($~)sin,-l];

(48)
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thk latter case, which is not discussed here, may be handled just as
the field-free case. Equation (47) and similar equations for 4’, #“ may
be treated graphically to give, as functions of X for various values of
00, the values of $! and +: and the corresponding limits to li~l. Similarly, a graphical determination of the dependence of #1 and $2 on X and
d, allows the determination from Eq. (45) of the values of X at which
]i~l is equal to its upper limit, as well as the corresponding approximately
maximum values of li~l.
2.8r

I

(~,b<k,
012345678
Bunching parameter
X

FIG.9.17.

0123456

Bunching
parameter
X
FIG.9,18.

FIG. 9.17.—Upper and lower limits of ILJ, mth harmonic of bunched beam current, M
function of bunching parameter X for various values of 00. For MV/Vo = 2X/00 > 1,
upper and lower limits coalesce to a single value. Dotted lines are loci of the first maxima
of Ii”l for various values of harmonic order m.
FIG. 9. lS.—Dependence of third harmonic of bunched beam current, i8, on bunching
parameter X when Oo = 6 radians.
The details of this procedure
are not given here, but Fig. 9.17 shows,
for 00 = 3, 6, 12, and co, the dependence on X of the upper and lower
limits to <2mn li#210 for MV/ VO < 1 and the single value of

@my
for V/ VO >1.
The case 00 = ~ corresponds to the small-signal case discussed earlier; for 00 = ~ the lower limit to li~l is zero, as already noted.
The light dotted lines represent, for different values of m, the locus of
points at which the value of li~l first equals the upper limiting value;
these points therefore indicate the approximate locations and heights of
the first maximum.
It is apparent that many of the combinations of X and 00 shown in
Fig. 9“17 correspond to values of MV/ VO for which the procedures of
Sees. 92 and 9.4 are applicable; this correspondence provides a convenient
connecting liik between the two treatments.
In Fig. 9.18 is sketched, from Fig. 9-17, the approximate dependence
of ]i~i/210 on X for 00 = 6, m = 3. The increasing rapidity of the varia= 1) is approached is caused
tion of 1~~1~ the point (X = 1.5, M~/VO
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by the corresponding rapid upward motion of the first point of stationary
phase in Fig. 913.
Some interesting points of general structure are apparent in Fig. 9.17.
For example, in red~~ing th from ~ to 3 radians, the value of the bunching
paramete~ required to produce “optimum bunching”
(in the sense of
making the graph of li~l tangent to its upper limit) is reduced by approximately 50 per cent for m = 1 and 30 per cent for m = 10. In later
applications it may be seen that this reduction is no great advantage
because the diminished value of X for optimum bunching is bought
at the expense of an increase in Jl V/ VO. As a matter of fact, in reflex
oscillators (in which phenomena of the same type occur, although Fig.
9.17 refers to a field-free drift space) this effect is very detrimental to
oscillator efficiency.
On the other hand, Fig. 9.17 shows that the maximum amplitude of
the various harmonics decreases only slightly as 190decreases from the
small-signal value of infinity; the decrease in the actual maxima is
probably even less, as these maxima lie above and to the left of the points
of tangency whose locus is graphed in Fig. 9“17.
Probably the most important feature of Figs. 9“17 and 9.18 is the
practically complete lack of dependence of li~l on X, once V > Vo.
This independence has important applications in frequency multipliers,
since it has the effect that in an overdrive
multiplier with small 00
the output is practically independent of r-f input over wide ranges of the
latter; this point is discussed in detail in Chap. 11.
9.8. Cascade Bunching.-The
preceding sections have been concerned
with the bunching action that follows passage of an electron beam through
a single velocity-modulating
r-f gap. Two successive transits of a beam
through an r-f gap or gaps produce velocity modulation and bunching
of the type known as “ cascade bunching. ”1 One example of cascade
bunching is provided by the cascade amplifier (see Chap. 10), in which
the beam passes through three resonators in succession; the input signal
is applied to the first gap and the output taken from the last gap.
Another example occurs in the reflex klystron (see Chap. 14). Here
the beam passes once through a gap and is reflected for a second passage;
part of the beam is often reflected from the cathode region for a third
passage. In the first of these examples the cascade action is intentional
and beneficial; in the second it is unintentional and usually detrimental.
The basic processes are identical, however, and it is these basic processes
with which this section is concerned.
All the complications of Sees. 93 through 97 apply as much to
I E. Feenberg,“ Small SignalTheory for Multiple ResonatorKlystron Amplifier,”
Sperry Gyroscope Co. Report 5221-106,July 14, 1943; see also “Theory of Cascade
Bunching,” Sperry Gyroscope Co. Report 5221-143,Aug. 22, 1945.
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cascade bunching as to single-gap bunching, but the most profitable
procedure for this section is to omit discussion of these higher-order
effects and to emphasize those features that are characteristic of the
cascade process perse.
Thegeneral assumptions of Sec. 9.2 are therefore
retained—that is, no space-charge debunching, no gap-transit effects
(except for the usual beam-coupling coefficient, M), no higher-order terms
in V/l’O.
The generalized form of the bunching parameter X (Sec.
9.4) may be retained at no cost; therefore, the results of the present
section are applicable to any drift space, as long as the drift-space coefficients a. are not sufficiently abnormal to emphasize higher-order terms
in V/VO.
Given the above premises, the notation to be used is a simple generalization of that of Sec. 9.2. For the complex r-f voltages,
v, =

–jv = –jCl,vL1

(49a)

VZ -

– a2V0ejf–00’+@J

(49b)

Thus the voltage notation has been generalized so that the first- and
second-gap real r-f voltage amplitudes are alVO and a2V0. In the real
(as opposed to complex) notation, the first-gap and second-gap time= alVO sin titl and
dependent r-f voltages are thus Re (Vie@”)
The phase of
Re ( Vle’w”) = – a2V0 cos (tit* – 0,, + ~) respectively.
the second-gap r-f voltage with respect to the first, as specified by the
phase factor 13,is kept arbitrary in this section; in the later applications
The someof the results, @ is determined by the operating conditions.
what awkward appearance of the phase of the second-gap r-f voltage is
It may be noted that
chosen for convenience in these later applications.
the center of a bunch (for example, the electron for which d, = O)
arrives at the second gap when the r-f voltage at the latter has the value
—QVO cos ~; thus ~ = O is the condition for maximum extraction of
But this is simply a
energy from the beam by the second resonator.
quick look behind the scenes. As already noted, this section is concerned
not with the origin of the second-gap r-f voltage (that is, with the dependence of al on ~), but only with the results of its existence; and these
results may be deduced without reference to the origin of the second-gap
voltage.
The remainder of the new notation to be used in this section is as
follows:
XIS: value that bunching parameter would have at the third gap if
there were only first-gap modulation.
current
ilz, i13: fundamental r-f component of the bunched-beam
at the second and third gaps.
(Note that the subscript 1 refers
not to the first gap but to the fundamental component.)
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19W,(dO/dVJOfi, M. with n = 1, 2: the values of 00, (d8/dV.)0,

and M
for the first and second gap or the drift space following the first
and second gaps, as the case may be.
Xlz: bunching parameter at the second gap, which is due to velocity
modulation at the first gap; X12 = —MlalVO(dO/dV.)01.
X,a: bunching parameter at the third gap in the presence of only
second-gap modulation; X23 = —MWWVO(d O/dV.) w.
The first step in the development is now the usual one of investigating
the electron kinematics.
The time of arrival at the second gap, t,,
is given by
titz = dl + !301— X12 sin COtl.
(50)
On leaving the second gap the energy of the electron in electron volts,
V,, is the energy on entering the gap, VO(l + MIaI sin o&), plus the
modification of V. in the second-gap passage; thus
V. = VO[l + M,ci, sin ut, – MXM cos (atz – OoL+ o)].

(51)

The time of arrival, t~,at the point where the r-f current is to be evaluated
—hereafter referred to as the third gap—is then given by

So far this discussion has involved only the usual restrictions of zeroorder theory that allow the bunching parameter to have any value as
long as the a’s are small compared with unity.
To be useful in evaluating
the final r-f current, however, Eq. (52) must be altered so that dl appears
explicitly throughout, instead of implicitly in the utq term. If the additional restriction

x,, <0.4

(53)

is made, the alteration in Eq. (52) is much simplified.
The change
causes little inconvenience in discussing later applications of cascade
bunching, and since it makes X~2/2 <0.1 it makes quite accurate the
approximation
Cos (Wh – 001+ /3) = cos (utl + ~) + Xlz sin C& sin (utl + 19).
Thus Eq. (52) becomes

ah = 6Jtl + 801+ 802 – X13 sin Oh + X23 Cos (@tl + @
+ X23X12 sh tit, sin (dl + 9).

(.54)

Equation (54) is the final kinematical equation that is used in the
remainder of this section to evaluate the r-f current under various
circumstances.
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In many practical cases the last term inEq. (54) maybe neglected,
for example, where X,, ismuchsmaller
than X,sor X,S, both of which
may be of the same order and greater than unity; this happens when
001<< 00Z as with multiple transits in the usual reflex klystron.
The
last term inEq. (54) mayalso beneglected when X,zand X,, are of the
same order but are no greater than Xzs, with 1X231<< 1 in turn; this corresponds to the situation in any cascade amplifier operating at low signal
level.
In any such situation where the approximation of neglecting X12X23
in Eq. (54) may be made, the equation may be written in an easily handled
form by combining the two remaining sinusoidal terms into one. A
little trigonometric manipulation shows that
‘xl,

sin @tl + X23 cos (titl + ~) = – X’ sin (Utl + #)

(55)

where
x’ej~’
= X13 – jx,3ei~
;

X’ real.

(56)

Thus Eq. (54) becomes
ofs = (titl + 0’) + @Ol+ 002 — # — X’ sin (titl + d’).

(57)

By comparison with Eqs. (3c) and (9) it is apparent that the fundamental
r-f component of the bunched beam current is given by
il = 210e–1‘Oo’+oO’–O’)Jl(
X’).

(58)

Thus, to the degree of approximation with which these last two
paragraphs have been concerned, the bunching is represented by an
“effective bunching parameter”
X’; the current waveform and the
maximum value of the various r-f components of the bunched beam
current are the same as in simple bunching.
The significance of the
effective bunching parameter may be realized more readily by noting
that the respective r-f voltages momentarily glimpsed at the two gaps
by an electron traveling at beam velocity are the real parts of the complex
expressions,
–jeiut (V1 and – jV2e~~).
Thus, in using Eq. (56) to find X’ as a geometrical sum of the bunching
parameters X13 and X23, the phases associated with X13 and X2? are
simply the corresponding phases of bunching produced by the first and
second gaps. As would be expected, it appears from Eq. (58) that the
phase of the bunching differs by the term – 0’ from that which would
obtain in the presence of first-gap velocity modulation alone.
Because V2, and hence X23, are found to be functions of ~ in the practical cases to be discussed later, it is clear that X’ and # cannot be further
specified without the knowledge of this functional relation which must
wait for the specific situations in later chapters.
There are, of course,
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cases in which the X12.X23 term in Eq. (54) must not be neglected.
One
of the most prominent of such instances is the cascade amplifier operated
with sufficient drive to produce optimum bunching at the third gap;
here X23 = 2, and XI* and XIS are comparable to each other. The
XIZX,, term describes the fact that the second gap has an intensitymodulated electron beam to work on; as a result of this fact, some parts
of the bunch are more heavily weighted than others. The results of this
effect are rather surprising, and arise from the fact that sin titl
sin (Otl + ~) is an essentially second-harmonic
term. Thus, making
use of the definition of X’ and # in Eqs. (55) and (56), Eq. (54) may be
rewritten
~t3 = ~tl + do, + ~02+ ~12x23 Cos ~ _ ~, sip ~mtl + ~,,

n–

If, by analogy
equation

with Eq.

(36), a new quantity

-y is defined

~ ~ X12X23
2x’ ‘

by the

(60)

then Eq. (59) becomes
X,*X,3
cos ~ – X’
d3 = Cd/l
+ 001+ f302
+ ~

sin (utl + /3’)
[

— -y sin

(

2wt1 +13-;

)1

(61)

This equation is very similar to Eq. (36); the only important difference
is the inequality in Eq. (61) of the phases of the first- and second-harmonic terms.
In the discussion of Eq. (36) in the section on finite gap-transit times
it was shown that the presence of a second-harmonic term in the kinematical equation may result in as much as a 28 per cent increase in ZI;
in the notation of Eq. (61) this would occur when X’ = 2, y = 0.4,
9’ = P – ~

In discussing Eq, (36) there was no occasion to consider

what might happen if the first- and second-harmonic terms were out of
phase, as they are in Eq. (61).
By substituting the arrival time of Eq.
(61) in the basic 13q. (8), and carrying out some manipulation, it may
be shown that for a given X’ and -y, Ii,] is always a maximum when
O’ = o – ~;
determines

the

condition

an absolute

O’ = D – ~,

therefore

of li,l for a kinematical

situatio~

X’ = 2,

maximum

y = 0.4,
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described by Eq. (61).
The same calculation just referred to shows that,
m the neighborhood of this absolute maximum, Iill is proportional to

Co’:(”
++;)”

It is interesting to note that the origins of the second-harmonic
terms in Eqs. (36) and (61) are rather different-the
former case represents the effect of a finite gap-transit angle in distorting velocity modulation, and the present case represents the cooperative effect of the two
separated gaps, but the end result is the same.
As a second point, it should be noted that if either or both of the drift
spaces are reflector-like (negative bunching parameter) in cascade
bunching, then the value of -y given by Eq. (60) may be negative.
A
parabolic extrapolation of the curves in Fig. 9.5 (analytically justified)
shows that a negative 7 may make a very sizable reduction in il.
The general theory of cascade bunching has been developed in the
second item of the reference at the beginning of the section; in this work
the effects of harmonic voltages in the second gap have been considered,
and the harmonic content of the bunched beam has been evaluated in
detail.
9.9. Bunching in the Presence of Harmonic Phase and Amplitude
Modulation. -In the discussion of reflex-klystron modulation in Chap, 16,
the question is considered of what happens when the beam current or
the reflection time is subjected to a small degree of modulation at a
frequency near one of the harmonics of the fundamental frequency of
velocity modulation.
It is shown in that chapter that this question may
be reduced to the simpler one of what happens when this additional
modulation is at an exact harmonic of the fundamental frequency.
Such a modulation is exactly like the type that is discussed in Sees.
9.5 and 9.8; in these sections it is noted that when velocity modulation
is produced by passage through a single r-f gap with a finite transit angle,
or when it is produced by passage through two r-f gaps in succession,
then the resultant velocity modulation possesses harmonic components.
In Sees. 9.5 and 9.8, this fact is of interest because with large r-f
voltage this “equivalent
harmonic modulation”
is able to cause an
increase in the maximum value of ]ill /10 from 1.16 to 1.48. A detailed
proof of this last statement is not given in Sees. 9.5 and 9.8, nor will it
be given here, for, in the small-signal modulation theory to which the
results of the present section will be applied, it is not necessary to go into
the lengthy details required to prove the relations that were used for the
large-signal case. Nevertheless, the procedure used here indicates the
method that would be followed in the large-signal case.
The basic relation to be used is the general bunching relation given
in Eq. (8). This relation will be specialized to give the fundamental
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component of the bunched beam current, the only component to be
investigated here; it will be generalized to include the possibility of time
variation of the initial beam current,
This equation then becomes

“/

r

(62)

Io(tJe-Wi(dJ.

ml =

—r

The simple transit-time relation, Eq. (3c), will be rewritten to conform
to the customary, rather than the consistent, sign convention for the
bunching parameter in a reflex klystron—that is, X will be considered
inherently positive; this question of sign is discussed in Sec. 9.4. Thus

Transit-time Modulation at a Harmonic Frequency .—Suppose that
the drift-space transit angle, written now as 0, is given a slight modulation
at the frequency rw. Denoting by m the amplitude of the modulation
(as distinct from the previous use of m to indicate harmonic order), and
denoting by ~ an arbitrary phase angle (as distinct from the usage of
Sees. 9.5 and 9.8), the modulation of o may be expressed as follows:
O = 6’0 [1 + m cos (rzdl +

y)].

(64)

Since only small-signal modulation theory is in question, m is assumed
Equation (64) is in itself somewhat
to be small compared with unity.
of an idealization because it assumes a modulation such that the value
of o for a given electron depends only on its time of passage through the
input r-f gap. This assumption is strictly valid only for a phase modulation produced simply by an additional velocity modulation at the frequency nu.
Substituting Eqs. (63) and (64) into Eq. (62) and carrying out the
Bessel-function expansion of the exponential terms, there results a complicated expression that may be greatly simplified by use of the assumption m << 1; the final result is

i1=-210e-'oolJ(x)+
t+)'eJ'(-')n+'Jn+l(x)+
e-''J.-l`x)`
’65
Current Modulation.—Let
I,(t,)

the time dependence of the beam current
in Eq. (62) be represented by
Io(t,) = 100[1 + m cos (wtl +

7)1,

(66)

corresponding to a modulation of 10 at the harmonic rw. Since the
Bessel-function expansion of the integral in Eq. (62) is simpler than in
the previously discussed case, it is not necessary to assume m <<1 for
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simplification, and so the final result holds tme for any degree of current
modulation, that is,

It is to be recalled that this equation has been derived for future use in
connection with reflex klystrons; because the conventional, rather thau
the consistent, sign convention for X has been used in its derivation,
the sign of X in Eqs. (65) and (67) must be reversed if these equations
me applied to klystrons with field-free drift space.

CHAPTER
AMPLIFIER

10

KLYSTRONS

BY D. R. HAMILTON
10.1. Multiresonator Klystron Types.-The
preceding chapter has
been concerned solely with the way in which velocity modulation and
bunching produce beam current intensity modulation by the time the
electron beam is ready to pass through the r-f interaction gap of the output resonator.
The effects of the resultant driving of the output circuit
in a number of klystron types that may be classified as ‘‘ multiresonator”
klystrons are considered in the present chapter and in the following
chapter.
The principal feature that these tubes have in common is a
drift space that is usually field-free.
This characteristic distinguishes
them from the reflex klystrons that are discussed in the remaining chapters of the book.
The proportionate number of chapters devoted to the
discussion of multiresonator klystrons and of reflex klystrons is a rough
indication of the relative utilization of these klystron types at the present
time.
The multiresonator klystrons are discussed first because they are
naturally associated with the basic form of klystron—the amplifier.
The klystron amplifier is operated simply by supplying r-f power to the
input resonator and abstracting a larger amount of r-f power from the
bunched beam at the output resonator; normally no regenerative feedback is used. The frequency multiplier is an analogous device except
that the output circuit is tuned to a harmonic of the input frequency,
and therefore is driven by the beam at this harmonic frequency.
An
obvious adaptation of the amplifier is the two-resonator klystron oscillator in which power from the output circuit is returned to the input
circuit in the proper phase for maintaining self-sustaining oscillations.
Although d-c fields may appear in the drift space of multiresonator
klystrons without reflecting electrons, they are usually mechanically
inconvenient; hence, for all further discussion in this chapter, an entirely
Klystron amplifiers may be convenfield-free drift space is assumed.
The simplest form of amplifier
iently divided into three categories.
is the two-resonator single-stage type, the characteristics of which
depend somewhat on its use. In general, when it is used to amplify
small signals there is high-gain small-signal operation (X << 1), and noise
considerations are important ;.when used to generate large power outputs
248
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it operates at optimum bunching (X = 2), and both gain and noise are
comparatively irrelevant.
These two categories of amplifier, which are
termed “voltage amplifiers” and “power amplifiers” respectively, overlap to a considerable extent and the division is somewhat arbitrary.
A third convenient category is the “cascade amplifier, ” so-called because
it has three or more resonators and thus (as will shortly be seen in more
detail) two or more stages of amplification.
Such a klystron may be
designed or used primarily as a “ cascade voltage amplifier” or as a
‘‘ cascade power amplifier”; in either case new operating characteristics
are introduced by the cascade feature.
The properties of klystron amplifiers are discussed in the present
chapter.
Chapter 11 deals with frequency multipliers and two-resonator
oscillators.
10.2. General Voltage -ampMier Relations.-A
schematic diagram of
the type 41OR, a common two-resoCoaxial transmission lines
nator klystron amplifier, is shown in
(Input)
(Output)
Fig. 10.1. An electron beam passes
through the r-f gaps of two cavityresonatorsin sequence ;across the gap
of the first cavity there is an r-f voltage, the “input signal, ” whose r-f
~
Electron 1
,,
power is supplied by an external
beam
7
source. The input-cavity gap voltage
velocity-modulates the electron beam,
Electron
Input
output
which is thus, to some degree, bunched
gun resonatorresonator
when it reaches the output gap. This
FI~. 101.-Schematic
diagram of a
tkpical (type 41OIL) two-resonator
intensity-modulated
b e a m current
klystron amplifier.
acts as a driving current for the output cavity and delivers r-f power to the latter, just as in the microwave
triode amplifier.
General A mplijier Gap-~joltage Relations .—The way in which an intensity-modulated electron beam drives the output cavity, whether in a
klystron or in some other device, is discussed in detail in Chap. 3. There
it is shown that if the shunt admittance of the output cavity plus load
is Yj, as measured at the gap at a frequency u, and if the component
of the intensity-modulated
beam at the frequency u is i(u), then the
complex r-f voltage Vz that is developed across the output gap at the
frequency u is given by the expression

dx
>

(1)
Thus the driving current for the output circuit is simply Mzi(m).
When
Eq. (1) gives a value of V, large enough to turn electrons back at the
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second gap, Eq. (1) is no longer valid; this point is discussed in more
detail in Sec. 10”6. In any case, this ltiltation
on Eq. (1) does not
arise in a voltage amplifier.
It is convenient to use an explicit form for the shunt admittance Yz
in dealing with Eq. (1). For a loaded cavity resonator with resonant
frequency, shunt conductance, and Q of the cavity-plus-load combination
given respectively by u2, Gz, and Qz, and with no other resonances near
u%,the shunt admittance is given by the expression

(2)
Y2=G2[’+’Q4-91
‘G2(1+2’Q2’2
where
82=;2–1.
Here the shunt conductance

(3)

G, may be written as

GZ~G,+GB+GR;

G,. ~ G. + GE,

(4)

where G=, GB, and GRrepresent, respectively, the contribution to the shunt
conductance by the external load, by beam loading arising from the
passage of the beam through the resonator, and by ohmic losses in
the resonator.
Equation (4) simply provides a notation for use in discussing these various contributions.
It is also convenient in applications of Eq. (1) to define an “ electronic
transfer admittance” or “electronic transadmittance”
Y, as the ratio
of output-gap driving current to input-gap voltage:

(5)
In terms of the electronic transfer admittance and the output-cavity
shunt admittance, the “gap-voltage gain” or ratio of output-to input-gap
voltages is given by
T’, = _ l-. =
J’,
z
(Note the change,
Chap. 3.)

in Ilqs.

yL ___
G,(l + 2jQ,&)

(1) and (5), from the sign convention

(6)
of

General A mplijier Power I~elations.-The
power P, delivered from
the electron stream to the output resonator maybe found either from the
power required to sustain VZ across G,, *I VIISGZ, or directly from the
power delivered to Vj by the driving current Jf2i,

—~Re(Mzi*VJ

= —~Re( Y; V: V2),
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Assuming the validity of Eq. (l), either procedure gives
“

y Y.T”lp
= G,(1 + 4Q;&)”

(7)

The “circuit efficiency” W, or fraction of P2 that is dissipated in the
external load GL, is given by
G..
(8)

71= iz’

hence the power PL delivered to thk external load is

P.

=

qzpz, or

(9)
It may be observed from the relation between G, and G’ in Eq. (4)
which has its
that G. affects P. through the factor G./(GBR + G.)’,
maximum value of l/4G~B when GL = G’BR. Thus at thk optimum load

P. =

Iyev,l’

(10)

8G,B(1 + Q:.&)-

Hence, at optimum load for an amplifier to which Eq. (1) applies, that is,
when GL = GBB,half the power is delivered to the load and half to the
internal power losses represented by GBR. If G. is decreased from the
optimum value, the amount of power abstracted from the beam is
increased, and vz builds up to a higher value; but since the circuit
efficiency ~Z decreases more rapidly than Pz increases, the net value of
P. decreases.
This matching of load to generator is not limited to kly strons; specific
klystron properties have not yet been considered.
In all subsequent
discussions of voltage amplifiers it is assumed that the load is optimized—
that is, that G. = G,,.
Two later instances where this is not assumed
are carefully noted.
In power amplifiers there may be, as already noted,
a situation where )Vzl has an upper limit and is not given by Eq. (1);
here G. = GB~ is not the optimum load.
In oscillators, contrary to
the tacit assumptions made above, i depends on Vz; again, therefore,
G= = G,, is not necessarily the optimum load.
The input-signal power PI required to generate an input-gap voltage
VI is given by

P, = ilv,12G,.
Since the first cavity is ordinarily unloaded, G, is simply the value of
for the first cavity, for example, G~nl. If the GBR of the output cavity
is denoted by G~Rzjthe final expression for the power gain is

G,.

(11)
Note the similarity between this equation and 13qs. (522)

and (6.7).
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Voltage Arnplitiers; Gain. Electronic TransadKlystron.—All
the foregoing relations
hold true for any amplifier to which Eq. (1) applies.
They may now
be particularized to the voltage-amplifier klystron by use of the corresponding explicit expression for Y,.
The expression for the fundamental component of the bunched beam
current, which is derived in Sec. 9“2, is
10.3. Two~resonator

mittunce in the Voltage-amplifier

(12)

il = 210J1(x)e-7~”.

This equation needs to be modified in two ways for application to the
voltage amplifier.
In the first place, since the discussion is concerned
In the second place,” debunchwith weak signals (A- << 1), 2J1(X) = X.
ing” may well be a predominant factor and should therefore be taken
into consideration as soon as possible.
As to this last point, it may be
recalled from Sec. 9.3 and from Eqs. (13) and (21) of Sec. 9.3 that the
leading terms in the reduction of the bunched beam current are
1 – X(hl) ‘/12 for transverse debunching, and 1 – (hl)q/6 for longitudinal debunching.
Thus for weak signals the longitudinal debunching
(In
is the larger effect, and it contributes a factor (sin hl)/hl to il and Y..
the present chapter, 1denotes drift-tube length, as distinct from the use of
z in Chap. 9 as a general coordinate measured along the length of the
beam.)
When 2J1(X) is replaced by X’ in Eq. (12) and the effects of longitudinal debunching are included, and when from Sec. 92 it is recalled that
V, = –jv, the electronic transadmittance of Eq. (5) becomes
ye = je–i80G6!!!!#,
in which G., the “small-signal

(13)

electronic transconductance,

” is given by
(14)

where GO is the beam conductance 10/VO. It may be noted that G.
is defined ‘‘ omitting debunching, ” and also that G. is the absolute value,
not the real part, of the corresponding Y.. Since G. = 0, = 1, the
dependence of Y. on 1 is contained completely in the term sin M. The
first (and best) maximum of Y. comes at hl = 7r/2.
In comparison with Eq. (13) the electronic transadmittance based upon
the unmodified 11 of Eq. (12) is written
ye

=

je~2J,(A’)

.Y-

“

(15)

This equation describes the strong-signal situation when debunching
is a minor factor; an eventual diminution of Y. occurs, but as a result
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of overbunching rather than of debunching.
As with Eq. (13), G./X
is independent of 1 and the dependence of Y. on drift distance is contained completely in J,(X), which has a maximum at X = 1.84.
In Fig. 10.2 are shown the functions sin hl/hl and 2J1(X)/X,
which
appear in Eqs. (13) and (15).
A numerical example may serve to emphasize the importance of
debunching.
Suppose V, = 600 volts, 10 = 40 ma, a = 0.5 cm, x = 10
Thus IY.1 has its
cm; then by Eq. (9.11) it follows that h = 0.6 cm–l.
maximum value for M = m/2 or
1 = 2.6 cm. On the other hand,
for V/VO = 10–2, overbunching
takes place (X = 2) for 1 z 30
cm; and the equation V/VO = lfkz
corresponds to the not-at-all-small
I
J
-0.5 I
signal power of about a milliwatt in
6
2 hl
o
4
a conventional cavity resonator at
(a)
this frequency.
+1.0
Two points now arise in Eq.
< +0.5
(13).
In the first place, although
R
G. is a convenient over-all param<.
eter for describing a design goal or C-J o
an actual tube, its use in Eq. (13)
-0.5 B
6
2X4
o
does not display well the dependence of Y. on the various tube
(b)
FIG. 10.2cz—Longitudinal debunching
parameters, such as the drift disfactor, sin hllb.1.as
a function of hl.
,.
tance 1. In the second place, the
FIG.10.2b.—Conductance compression,
2J1(X) /X, as a function of bunching
maximum of Y. as set by debunchparameter X.
ing occurs at hl = 7r/2; this is a
condition that is independent of signal level and is therefore one of the
first to be satisfied in a well-designed tube. Therefore, in the following
equation, Id has been set equal to 7r/2, the value of 00G0required by this
condition has been inserted in Eq. (14) and thence in Eq. (13), and the
detailed tube parameters appear explicitly:
(16)
Since Y. has been maximized with respect to debunching, it is proportional to GJ6 instead of to GOas it would be (through G.) if debunching
were ignored in Eq. (13).
This is true simply because Eq. (16) implies
that if GOis increased, 1is decreased to keep hl = 7r/2; hence the product
oOGO,to which the optimum Y, is proportional, increases only as GO~~.
The beam radius a in Eq, (16) arises in the same way; because h ~ a–l,
it follows that as a increases the optimum drift distance and gain increase.
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Voltuge-amplijier Klystron Power Gain.—From Eqs. (11) and (16)
the over-all power gain of the voltage-amplifier klystron at resonance
may readily be obtained if optimum drift distance is assumed; thus, with
PrnE = GB~l = GBnz,
(17)
If there were no beam-loading, GO would not influence GEE at all,
and the power gain with continually optimized 1 would be directly
proportional to Go/o.
Since G~/B is independent of VO, the gain would
then be independent of VO, except for the dependence of the factor
M~M~ on VO. At that value of VO for which the two gap-transit times
A four-fold increase in VO cuts
are each one-half cycle, M~M~ = 0.16.
the transit time down to one-quarter cycle and raises M~M~ by about a
factor of 4 to 0.66; however, no further increase in VO can raise M~M~
above unity.
Hence, at voltages such that the gap-transit times are
less than a quarter cycle, and in the absence of beam loading, the power
gain is practically independent of the beam voltage.
This incipient proportionality between gain and G,/@ is a temptation,
in designing a voltage amplifier, to go to very high values of GO/6 and
very short values of 1. Eventually, however, in this process the beamloading conductance GB becomes so large that it predominates in GE..
As will shortly become evident, G, may reasonably be assumed to be
proportional to GO,and in that case the gain becomes inversely, instead
of directly, proportional to GO. The question now rises as to what is
the optimum value of Go. The answer involves some comment on beamloading in general.
Beam Loading.-One
type of beam-loading loss is that which occurs
whenever a d-c beam passes through an r-f gap in a nonzero fraction of a
cycle.
In Chap. 3 it is shown that the contribution to G, from this
source is O~GO/24(0, = gap-transit angle, assumed << m). This quantity
simply corresponds to the energy consumed in velocity-modulating
a d-c beam.
Beam-loading losses measured experimentally in cavity
resonators with some form of grid in the gap (see, for example, Fig. 1219)
are too large to be explained by this effect. The most likely source
of these losses seems to be slow-speed secondary electrons that are
knocked out of the grids with almost zero energy by the high-speed
primaries of the beam.
Such electrons oscillate back and forth in the
gap under the influence of the r-f field, and they will eventually leave the
gap, carrying with them some of the energy of the r-f field. Not much
more is known of this effect at present than that it contributes to cavity
losses a shunt conductance that is proportional to 1, and is approximately
independent of the beam voltage.
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Let
G, = ~,.

(18)

Here b may depend on gap spacing, is approximately proportional to
VO over small ranges of VO, and certainly depends on the secondaryemitting properties of the gap surfaces. The contribution of the term
By a comparison of Eqs. (4), (17),
~Go/24 is not explicitly included.
and (18) it is seen that GOenters the expression for the gain in the form
When VOis held constant, this expression is maximized
Go/(G. + W,)’.
with respect to GOwhen bGo = GE; and in this case
(19)

I

I

Further Maximization
of Amplifier Gain.—This
expression for the
maximum gain of a voltage-amplifier klystron is as far as one may proceed
without more detailed knowledge of beam loading.
As a particular
example, at very low voltages and currents one might find the beam
loading to be predominantly the type of loadlng by the primary beam
and b = 0~/24, Given
that was discussed in Chap. 3; then GB = ~6’o/z4
this particular explicit expression for b and a knowledge of the way in
wh~ch GE depends upon resonator dimensions, a further maximization
of PL/Pl has been carried out 1 but is not reproduced in detail here.
In the work referred to, it was found that P./Pi has no absolute maximum; the maximum of PL/Pl at a given k and d-c input increases
monotonically but increasingly slowly with increasing d-c power input.
Comment on Design of Amplifiers for Maximum Gain.—The optimum
tube design that gives the gain of Eq. (19) is one in which G, = 2G~
and G, = G,. Thus, of the r-f power delivered to the output resonator
by the fundamental component of the bunched beam, 50 per cent is
delivered to the external load, 25 per cent is dissipated in ohmic losses
in the output cavity resonator, and 25 per cent is consumed by losses
introduced by the d-c component of the beam current.
Furthermore,
if input and output resonators are assumed to be identical except for
the absence of external load on the input resonator, 50 per cent of the
input-signal power goes into resonator ohmic losses, 50 per cent into
beam loading.
The assumption of the equality of the values of GEEfor both cavities,
made in order to simplify Eq. (11), may be justified by repeating the
discussion without making this assumption.
It will be found that the
gain is maximized when the ratio b/GR is the same for both cavities and
when the products MIMZ and Gz1GR2 have their maximum value;
1W. W. Hansenand E. Feenberg, ‘‘ Klystron Voltage Amplifiers,” Sperry Gyroscope Co. Report 5221-108,Sept. 22, 1943.
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barring unusual beam-loading conditions, these conditions are satisfied
by identical cavities.
This point is mentioned here because, if the input
and output cavities are identical, then the optimum connections from
cavity to external transmission line are also the same for both cavities.
The optimum condition for the input connection to the first cavity is
that the cavity should present a match to the line at resonance when
the beam current is turned on. This condition is also the condition for
loading the resonator so that Gz = 2G,R when the line is terminated in
its characteristic impedance looking away from the resonator.
Thus a
complete symmetry of the amplifier usually corresponds to optimum
input and output conditions.
A comparison of some of these results with experiment is made in
Sec. 10.7, which shows the agreement to be good.
Relation Between Input- and .%tput-signal Voltages.—.4ll of the foregoing discussion of amplifier gain has been concerned solely with the
power gain at resonance—that is, u = U1 = u, and 8, = & = O. Xothing
has been said about bandwidth or about the way in which the relative
phase of the input and output voltages depends upon frequency.
If it is assumed, merely to avoid arbitrary constants, that input
and output transmission lines have the same characteristic impedance,
then the absolute value of the ratio of output to input voltages IVL/VSl
is given at resonance by

(20)
The ratio VL/Vs is compounded of three factors: V1/V~, V,/ V,, and
VL/V,.
The first and last of these ratios depend purely on circuits and
do not involve any properties peculiar to the klystron; VL/V2 is essentially independent of frequency; VJ V. k given, within a multiplicative
constant, by
;,

= (1 + 2jQ,&)-’.

For any voltage amplifier, by Eq. (6),
V2

iz=–

Y.
G,(I + 2@6,)”

Since, for a symmetrical amplifier with optimum load, it has been found,
in general, that G1 = GBB and Gt = 2GBR, Q1 and Qt may be written
When all these factors are combined and
QBE and 3Q=R respectively,
normalized by fiq. (20),
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within an arbitrary complex multiplicative
constant; here P L/’~ t k
the power gain at resonance.
The phase and bandwidth properties indicated in Eq. (21) are those
By staggered
of any amplifier v-it h tuned input and output circuits.
tuning (u1 # tiz), the bandwidth may be increased at the expense of gain.
The only characteristic klystron property is the factor e–’do. This factor
points up the ease of phase-modulating a klystron amplifier.
A given
percentage of modulation of the beam voltage produces half this percentage of modulation of 8“; the larger (?o is (60 radians is an easily
obtained value), the larger will be the resultant phase modulation of the
output signal. In the absence of beam loading, and possibly in its
presence, there will be no accompanying amplitude modulation.
To the
same degree that gain is independent of beam voltage, as discussed above,
there will be no amplitude modulation
accompanying
the phase
modulation.
10-4. Voltage-amplifier Klystrons: Noise.—One of the most obvious
applications of a voltage amplifier is to enlarge weak r-f signals before
they are detected or are mixed with local-oscillator signals in a receiver.
Any amplifier has an inherent output noise power, however, which, if
large enough, makes the amplifier useless as an r-f preamplifier.
Questions of noise are thus vital to voltage amplifiers.
N’oise may arise from any of several sources in a klystron amplifier.
One such source is the thermal voltage fluctuations across the r-f gap,
which are exactly analogous to the voltage fluctuations across the
terminals of a resistor (“Johnson noise”); the well-known equation for
the mean-square fluctuation voltage is

~, = MT Aj
‘r

G-

(volts)’,

(22)

where Aj is the bandwidth of the measuring device, T is the absolute
temperature of the resistor, the conductance of which is G, and k is
Boltzmann’s constant (1.4 X 10–’3 j oules/°K).
In the klystron amplifier
the conductance G corresponds to the shunt conductance of the input
cavity including the effects of any external load that is coupled into
this cavity.
In an ideal receiver, the available signal power needed to
give unity signal-to-noise ratio in the receiver output would be kT Aj; A~
is the limiting bandwidth of the receiver, whatever the factor may be
which determines this bandwidth.
If the input-cavity thermal noise
were the only source of noise in klystron r-f amplifiers, then the necessary
signal power would still be kT Aj, and there would be no advantage to
placing this ideal klystron r-f amplifier ahead of the ideal receiver.
However, as receivers (including the mixer) do not have ideal sensitivity,
an r-f amplifier with input circuit noise that is predominantly thermal
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Thermal noise thus serves as a
noise would be a very useful device.
standard by which to measure other sources of noise in the amplifier.
Another of such sources of noise lies in the fluctuations in the beam
current (shot effect).
Any such random fluctuations in the beam current
correspond to an intensity modulation of the beam current at all frequencies simultaneously—including,
of course, the frequency to which
the first resonator is tuned.
If it is assumed, for the sake of simplicity,
that the input signal is matched into the input cavity of the amplifier,
the shunt conductance of the input cavity will be 2Gs.j where GEE
is the shunt conductance of the beam-loaded cavity by itself.
If ~
is the mean-square current fluctuation that is due to shot noise, this
fluctuating current delivers a noise power P.v to the input cavity, where

The resulting random voltage will velocity-modulate
the beam.
At low frequencies it is well known that, when the current 10 is drawn
from a temperature-limited
cathode, ~ = 2eI0 Af; here e is the charge
When the current 10 is drawn
on the electron, 1.6 X 10–lg coulombs.
from a space-charge-limited
cathode, the low-frequency fluctuations in
10 are smoothed out by the reaction of the potential minimum (“virtual
However, a fluctuation in electron emission so rapid that
cathode”).
it takes place in a time less than a “time of reaction” of the potential
minimum will not be smoothed out. Thus at microwave frequencies
the quieting effect of space-charge limitation seems small (see page 160).
If it is still assumed that the shunt conductance of the input cavity
has been increased to 2G=B by the associated signal-input circuits, the
noise power delivered to the input cavity by shot effect in the electron
beam is thus lf~eIO Af/GBn watts, which corresponds to a mean-square
fluctuation voltage, arising from the shot effect, of
(23)
Even if the beam current were not at all intensity-modulated
by the
shot effeot as it leaves the cathode, intensity modulation would result
at the anode (first gap) simply as the result of the thermal spread in the
velocity of the electrons as they leave the cathode.
This thermal spread
in velocity is the same as the result of a random velocity modulation,
and during passage of the beam from cathode to anode there ensue the
usual bunching effects and the resulting int&nsity modulation.
The
theory of bunching in a spac~harge-limited
potential, which is necessary
in a discussion of this question, is complicated hnd is not reviewed here.
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Equations (22) and (23) must suffice for estimating orders of magnitude
of noise effects.
The relative influence of shot noise and Johnson input-circuit noise
is measured by the ratio of the corresponding mean-square fluctuation
voltages across the input gap. If the mean-square voltage fluctuation
due to thermal (Johnson) noise is written as ~., and if G = 2G,B is placed
in Eq. (22), Eqs. (22) and (23) give for this ratio
(24)
The effect of some of the factors in Eq (24) may be seen in Fig.
10.3, which shows the noise charac+40
teristics of a 3000-mc/sec
receiver
preceded by a three-resonator klys+30
tron amplifier. 1 These character+20
istics are expressed in terms of the
%
noise figure, which is the ratio to
+1o
kT Aj of the minimum input-signal
power for which unity signal-to-noise
0
ratio may be obtained at the output
terminals of the r e c e i v e r. Also
-lo *
shown in the figure is the power gain
(
500
1000
~ (volts)
of the klystron amplifier and the
noise figure of the receiver without
FIG. 10.3,—Dependence on klystron
beam voltage of: iA) the over-al( noise
the klystron r-f amplifier; this latter
figure for 3000-Mc/sec receiver preceded
noise figure, 19 db, is determined priby klystron amplifier; (B) amplifier gain;
and (C) receiver crystal noise figure.
marily by the crystal-mixer noise.
At the upper end of the beam-voltage range in Fig. 10”3, the amplifier
gain is much higher than the noise figure of the receiver.
Hence the
noise from the input of the amplifier here masks the receiver (crystal)
noise and is the determining factor in the over-all noise figure, which is
now simply the ratio ~/~
given by Eq. (24).
Since both My and 10
decrease with decreasing beam voltage, the over-all noise figure also
decreases with the beam voltage in thk region of high gain. This effect
appears in Fig. 10.3.
Eventually, however, a decrease of beam voltage brings a very sharp
drop of gain caused by the approach of M; to zero as the input-gap transit
angle approaches 27r radians.
This effect is very marked in Fig. 10.3;
This
the gain has a value of approximately zero for VO s 225 volts.
voltage corresponds to a gap-transit time of about % radians as calculated
In the limit, as gain approaches zero,
from the resonator dimensions.
1Data provided by E. Barlow, Sperry Gyroscope Co. Research Laboratories,
Garden City, N.Y.
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the noise contributed by the amplifier input circuit (but not necessarily
by the amplifier output circuit) may be neglected; since the primary
effect is the attenuation of the input signal, the over-all noise figure
becomes inversely proportional to amplifier gain and increases with
decreasing beam voltage.
The combined effect of these two trends is to produce a minimum in
the noise figure, which for the tube used in Fig. 103 occurs at VO = 270
volts.
It is clear from the figure that there is no advantage, at least as
concerns ultimate sensitivity, in using this particular tube as an r-f
amplifier ahead of the crystal mixer, even if the amplifier is operated at the
position of minimum noise figure.
It is interesting to note how the noise figures of Fig. 10.3 compare with
those that may be calculated from Eq. (24).
Consider the situation at
VO = 600 volts.
Here 10 = 16 ma, G,E = 1.0 X 10–5 mhos, M: = 0.37;
this value for M; is deduced from the value Jf; = O at VO = 225 volts.
At T = 300°K, these figures give

EN = 490(1 = 37 db,
m
as compared with the observed 35* db shown in Fig. 10’3.
So far no lolv-noise klystron amplifiers have been developed that are
A promising approach to this problem
satisfactory as r-f preamplifiers.
is, however, suggested by Eq. .—
(24) and data such as that of Fig. 10.3. A
diminution of 10 diminishes V~/ V~, no matter how the 10 diminution is
brought about.
On the other hand, except for beam-loading effects,
the amplifier gain may, by Eq. (17), be made independent of a reduction
in 10—provided this is carried out by a reduction of beam voltage at
constant electron-gun perveance and is accompanied by a change in
resonator dimensions such that Ml and GE are unaltered.
This process
thus requires a whole series of compensating design changes.
Without
analyzing these points in detail, two warnings may be made.
First,
the requisite small voltages imply minute physical structures, which are
difficult to fabricate.
Furthermore, there may be a relative “velocity
that is due to a thermal spread in the electron-emission
modulation”
velocity; if this were present it would be considerably increased at low
values of VO and might give rise to enhanced bunching and random
fluctuations in Io.
10.5. Two-resonator
Power-amplifier
Klystrons; Bunching Conditions.-In
discussing voltage amplifiers in Sees. 10’2, 10.3, and 10”4 it is
assumed that the main function of the amplifier is the amplification of
small signals. This assumption implies that gain is of paramount
importance.
Also, the input signal is assumed to be so small that X <<1,
in which case the efficiency is always negligibly small; therefore an
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increase in gain at the expense of efficiency might be considered profitable.
On the other hand, there are also applications in which the maximum
obtainable efficiency is desired but the amount of gain is comparatively
unimportant, as in the buffer amplifier.
The present section is concerned with two-resonator
amplifiers
designed for, or operated at, conditions approximating maximum effiSince this dichotomy of all amplifiers into “power amplifiers”
ciency.
and ‘‘ voltage amplifiers “ in the sense used here is somewhat artificial,
a few points regarding operation at high signal levels, but not at maximum
It should be noted that cascade amplifiers
efficiency, are also discussed.
(Sees. 10.8 through 10.10) combine some of the features of both voltage
and power amplifiers.
Optimum Bunching and OverZmnching.—The most striking feature of
the power amplifier, or of any other klystron operating at optimum
bunching, is the nonlinear dependence on the bunching parameter of the
r-f components of the bunched beam current.
The eventual diminution
of any of these components as X increases is known as “ ovcrbunching”
and has been discussed in Sec. 9.2; overbunching has also been noted in
Sec. 10.3 by way of comparison with the diminution of r-f current components by debunching.
The values of i, and Y., if debunching is neglected,
are repeated from that section for ease of reference:
il = 210J1(X)e–~@0,

(12)
(13)

is shown in
The function J,(X) is shown in Fig. 95, and 2Jl(X)/X
Fig. 10.2. The function 2J,(X)/X
is known as the “conductance
compression. ”
The maximum
output power occurs at X = 1.84 (“ optimum
bunching “), at which point Ii,] has its maximum value of 1.16 Z.. For
X = 1.84, IY.1 is diminished from its small-signal value G, by the factor
2Jl(X)/X
= 0.63; hence the power gain given by Eq. (11) is diminished
from its small-signal value by the factor (0.63)2 = 0.40.
This result
may be altered somewhat by debunching and by limitations on the output-gap voltage, both of which phenomena are discussed shortly.
Customary operation of a power amplifier, then, is in the vicinity of
X = 1.84; in the remainder of this section, it is therefore assumed that
x=2.
The diminution of output power with overdrive gives rise to an output
ohmrtcteristic like that of Fig. 10.4; if the r-f drive power is enough to
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produce overbunching with the input cavity tuned to resonance, opti mum bunching is obtained with the input cavity somewhat detuned in
order to cut down the input-gap r-f voltage.
Debunch~ng.-The
effects of debunching for X = 2 are not nearly so
clear-cut as they are for X <<1.
It may be recalled that derivation of
longitudinal debunching effects takes the form of finding the change in
the bunching parameter effected by debunching; the results are strictly
valid only when the resulting X is less than, or equal to, unity.
If the
condition V/VO s hpk/~ is satisfied, X never exceeds unity, and there
ensues a clear-cut situation in which none of the electron trajectories in an
Applegate diagram
(see Fig. 9.2)
would ever intersect.
It is thus immediately apparent that, in order to
get something approximating
optimum bunching in a power amplifier,
the input r-f drive must be such that
V/VO > h@~/T, or, what is the same
thing, X, > hl. Here X0 is the value
inputcavitytuning
of X in the absence of debunching.
FIC+.10.4.—Klystron amplifier output characteristic: (A) excess drive
If Xo > hl so that X may exceed unity,
producing overbunching at resonance
the theory of Sec. 92 breaks down
and (B) optimum r-f drive.
because at least some of the electron
trajectories
are now intersecting
A perturbation calculation starting
from the known conditions at X = 1 might well shed considerable light
on the situation, but has not been carried out. Very qualitative considerations indicate that for good bunching in the vicinity of XO = 2, the
condition XO > N should be met with a factor of safety of 2—that is,
hl ~

1.

(25)

In this case the bunched beam current may be diminished somewhat less
than by the factor (sin hl/hl) = (1 – (hi) 2/6), which holds for X < L
Wall effects also lessen the longitudinal debunching effect, as already
noted.
The calculation of transverse debunching in Sec. 93 is approximate
because it is based upon a center-of-the-bunch
charge density proportional to X; this assumption is probably not very inaccurate for X ~ 2.
The calculation gives a spreading of the bunch proportional to X3 or ls,
and a consequent fractional loss of current from the original beam area
that amounts to (hi) 2/6 when X = 2. (These results can hardly be
applied for X > 2, where charge densities are decreasing rather than
increasing with X.)
The loss of current is the same as the naively
calculated longitudinal debunching loss; the latter is, however, suspected
of being less, in fact, than the naive calculation indicates.
The presence
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of one type of debunching diminishes the space-charge forces that give
rise to the other type; hence it seems safe to assume, for the net effect
of both types of debunching, a reduction by a factor of 1 – (hi) 2/6
at X=2.
If Eq. (25) is satisfied, the debunching loss in il and Y. will not exceed
about 16 per cent. The 16 per cent loss for hl = 1 could be halved by
reducing M to 1/w@.
If this were done by a reduction in 1, an increase
in V2 and in the r-f drive power by a factor of 2 would be required for
the resultant 8 per cent increase in output-circuit driving current; or,
if hl were reduced to l/w@ by a 50 per cent reduction in 10, the output
would be halved for an increase in efficiency by one part in twelve.
Ordinarily, neither procedure is very profitable.
Hence, good design
seems to indicate hl = 1, or somewhat less than the value of 7r/2 deduced
for the voltage amplifier; therefore, in later discussions of efficiency it is
assumed that il has been reduced by debunching from 1.1610 to ~ X 1.1610
or O.971O.
10.6. General Klystron Power-amplifier Relations. -In
Sec. 10.2 a
number of general voltage amplifier relations are considered; these relations hold true for any voltage amplifier, regardless of the manner in
which the output-circuit driving current is derivrxl from the input signal.
The present section deals with certain general relations that characterize
any power amplifier, whether k]ystron or microwave triode; these relations have been touched upon, in less detail, in connection with th~
discussion of triode amplifiers in Chap. 6. Early in the present sectibn~
.,
however, the explicit distribution of electron energies in a velocitymodulated beam enters into the equations; this fact makes improp~r_~
direct application of all the subsequent’ details to triodes.
The L%itution
on Output-gap Voltage.—The basis of Sec. 10.2 is
Eq. (l), which describes the driving of the output resonator by an r-f
As long as this equation remains valid, most of the developcurrent.
ment of Sees. 10.2 and 10.3 for voltage amplifiers holds true for power
amplifiers also; it is necessary, in dealing with klystron amplifiers, ~.
take account in Y. only of the changes in bunching and debunching M
have just been discussed in Sec. 105.
Equation (1) assumes that properly phased electrons are able to
deliver an amount of energy eiM, IV, I to the output resonator in passing
through the gap. In an output r-f gap with negligible transit angle,
this assumption is obviously untrue if IV21 > VD, for then an electron
entering the gap at the moment of retarding peak r-f voltage ~villactually
be reflected from the gap. Far from delivering all its initial kinetic
energy, the electron will actually regain some of its energy in retracing
its path out of the gap and will return to the drift space with an energy
equal to ]V*1 – V,. The bunch will not have delivered so much energy
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to the field as would be delivered if 11’tl = V., and yet more power is
required to maintain a gap voltage IV21 > VO than is required for
Vawillnever
rise above VO.
~V2\= VO. Thus thegapvoltage
Strictly speaking, this deduction from the physical picture of the
mechanism in the output gap holds true only when V( = IVi]) = O and
when the outpu~gap transit angle is zero. If V >0, half the electrons
have less energy than eVO and therefore may be turned back for some
value of IVzl < Vo; a more exact cahmlationl for zero gap transit angle
shows that the maximum value of \V? \is related to V by the approximate
relation
Iv,! s Vo -

v.

(26)

The effect of the output-gap transit angle is not well known, but probably it affects the efficiency mm-e through beam-loading than through
influence on maximum V,. Nevertheless, the foregoing comments .md
the succeeding deductions are rigorous only for Jfz = 1.
Thus, the simple 13q. (1) for the driving of the output resonator is
invalid whenever it predicts the physically impossible situation
]V,l >
- -that

I“o –

v

is, whermver

llf21il[ > (Vo – v)\Y21.

(27a)

Whenever the condition of Eq. (27a) is met and Eq. (1) is made invalid,
the latter equation is then to be replaced by
IV21

=

v,–

v.

(27b)

The phase of V, is the samez as the phase of il/Y2.
Equations (27) have an unexpected consequence in that they make
the amplifier gain once more a relevant quantity in the power amplifier
because a low gain means a high V/Vo for optimum bunching, ~vith the
resulting low IV21 and IOWefficiency.
Output
Power
in the Power
Ampli$cr.—The
principal questions that
have to be answered in the light of this new limitation imposed on V2
by Eq. (26) have to do with the ~~ay in which the output power PL
depends upon the various tube parameters such as Ii,l, VO, and G..
It is convenient initially to consider only what happens ~vhen m = m;
what happens when the output resonator is tuned off resonance is easily
appended later.
1 E. Feenberg, “Theory of Bunching,” Sperry Gyroscope Co. Report 5221-105,
NOV. 24, 1942.
z It seems more convenient in this section to use. Illi, instead of its equivalent
I’,V, because V, has lost much of its previous importance, and Ii, Ialways has a known
value of approximately 10.
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in cavity-plus-load
in the presence of a gap
This power must therefore also be

(VO — V) is +r(VO— V)2G2.

that delivered by the beam at the gap whenever Eq. (27a) is satisfied.
The circuit efficiency is still G./G2; hence, when Eq. (27a) holds true,
the power delivered to the load is
P.

=

~(VO

–

V)2GL.

(28a)

This equation expresses several fairly obvious facts.
When excess
driving current is available, an increase in this current does not increase
P~, as is shown by the absence of i, from Eq. (28). When excess driving
current is available, an increase in GL does not cause a decrease in V2;
hence P. increases directly with G..
When the condition in Eq. (27a) does not hold, P. is given by Eq. (9),
which for convenience is rewritten here with Gz written as GB~ + GL,
Y,V, written as J~,i,j and 6, = O:
I’.

= ~.J~~li,12G~/(G~. + G.)’.

(28b)

For comparison with 13qs. (28a) and (28b) it is instructive to consider
what the maximum value of PL may be for a given value of (VO — V)
and ,Wzil, This maximum value of P. will be obtained when all of the
current M2il is effective in driving the output cavity—that is, when any
larger value of G. would make IVZ\ < (VO – V)—and when none of the
power delivered by the electron stream is wasted in cavity or beamloading losses—that is, G,R = O. In this case P~ will have the value
Pm., given by

P ma. =

+.l!f2[ill(V0

— V).

(29)

This illustration may be further idealized by setting Jla = 1, V << VO,
and Iill = 1.16Z~; then the o~-er-all efficiency of the amplifier,

P me.,
I,vo’
is 58 per cent.

This percentage derives from the fact that the maximum
value of JI(X) is 0.58 and is the basis of the common statement, “ The
(In Sees. 95 and
maximum efficiency of the klystron is 58 per cent. ”
98 it is shown that bunching with a finite input-gap transit angle and
cascade bunching may produce a waveform for which the ‘‘ 58 per cent”
becomes “ 74 per cent.”)
At the end of this section the factors that modify this “ 58 per cent”
are collected and reviewed; for the moment, Pm.. serves simply as a
convenient normalizing factor for expressing the values of PL. It is
convenient to define one more normalizing quantity, a critical conductance G. given by
(30)
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This GC is not the transfer conductance; it is simply a measure of the
output-circuit driving current in units that are convenient for expressing
the condition stated in Eq. (27a).
By comparing Eqs. (27a), (28a),
(28b), (29), and (30) it is seen that the behavior of the output power of an
amplifier with its output cavity tuned to resonance is completely described
by the following equations:
P Ills, = i(vo

— V)2Gc;

(31a)

The relation between P./P~.. and G./Gc for various values of G../Gc
is shown in Fig. 10.5. Here the value of PL/P~. given by Eq. (31c)

GBR/GC

Gr,/Gc

FIG.105.-Dependence

of relative output power PL/P~., on normalized load
conductance GL/GG, for various values of
the normalized internal-loss conductance
Gsn/Gc; dotted lines represent fOrm that
curves would have if VZ were not limited.

FIG. 10.6,—Value of the normalized
load conductance (G~/Gc)oDtwhich maximizes output power, as a function of normalized internal-loss conductance GM/Gc.

is shown as a dotted line for that region in which this equation is inapplicable because of the limitation on Vz.
then it
Let the value of P./Pm.. at optimum GLIGc be (PL/P_)_;
is apparent from Fig. 10.5 and Eqs. (31) that
for
for

G,.
~
G,,

20.5,

< 0.5,
G. –

P.
PLX
()

P.
—

_Gc;
. ..

()P ma. -x

4GBE

=l–%’.
G.

(32a)

I

i

(32b)
I
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Equation (32a) is the result previously derived [cf. Eq. (10)] with no
attention paid to the limitation on Vz; the optimum load is GL = GBa.
For the region covered by Eq. (32b), for which Iv, I = VO – V, the
optimum GL is given by GL/Gc = 1 — G~~/Gc. The dropping of PL/P_.
below unit y for O < GBR/Gc <0.5 is caused by the corresponding decrease
of circuit efficiency below unity; when G~R/Gc > 0.5, the circuit efficiency
remains constant at $, but a continuing diminution of P~/P~~ is caused
by the decrease in Vz, which now sets in.
Figure 10.6 shows this relation between GBB/Gc and the optimum
value of G~/GC; Fig. 10.7 gives the dependence of the corresponding
Figure
10.7
and
Eq. (29)
maximum value of PL/P~= on G’n~/Gc.
express the essence of all that has
been said concerning loading conditions and limitation on output gap
r-f voltage in the power amplifier.
~’e
The resulting diminution
in eff,- 00
1
2
3
ciency is seen to depend only on
GBRtGC
G,./G..
In the absence of beam
FIG, 10.7.—Dependence of normalloading,

G.,/G,

gets smaller

and the

ized output

power at optimum load

(~L/~mDX)mX, on normalized internalefficiency gets higher as il is in10SSconductance G.m/Gc.
creased; but beam loading, if it is
present at all, will eventually dominate in G,,, and G.R/G, will then
asymptotically approach a non zero lower limit as 10 or i 1 is increased.
Writing G, = bGOas before, this lower limit is given by

G..
G;

,
.

bI, (l – V/VO).
—
M,li,l

(33)

The dependence of output power on tuning of the output resonator
is now fairly obvious.
At values of & for which
G. z [Y21 = G,ll + 2.NJ2321,
Eq. (28a) for P. will still hold true, and in particular PL will be independent of 62; thus the center portion of the resonance curve will be
flat-topped.
When & is so large that Gc < IYZI, the usual form of
resonance curve will obtain.
Thus the distortion of the form of the
resonance curve is one way of identifying the onset of the limitation of
v,.

1007. Comparison of Theory and Experiment for Two-resonator
Amplifier Klystrons.-After
this discussion of the various factors that
enter into voltage-amplifier and power-amplifier operation, it is interesting to combine them for a specific case and see how the result compares
with experiment.
The type 41OR klystron, perhaps the best-known
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two-resonator ldystron amplifier, of which aschematic diagram is shown
In Fig. 10.8 is shown a graph
in Fig. 10.1, will be used for this purpose.
of output power as a function of
16
input r-f power at VO = 2070 volts
and with zero volts on the beam14
focusing electrode. 1 The functional
form of thk curve is discussed later;
for the moment the quantities of
interest are the maximum efficiency,
the small-signal power gain, and the
input and output r-f powers at maximum r-f output.
These quantities
are
optimized
at
a
negative bias of
2
60 volts on the centrol electrode,
0
and the optimum values that will be
0246
8
10 12 14
used are therefore not identical with
Inputr-fpowerP, (watts)
FIG. 10.S.—Dependence of output those shown in Fig. 10.8.
power PC on input r-f pon.er P] in the
The opera tin g characteristics
type 41OR amplifier klystron.
(and other relevant data) to be
observed at VO = 2070 volts are as follows:
2070 volts
0.091
92 ma
18 watts
1.8 watts
9,5 per cent
25
3 cm

0.5 cm
10 cm
0.23 cm (both cavities)

0.08 per grid
0.75 X 10-5 mhos.

The number of grids through which the beam has passed at any given
stage may be ascertained from Fig. 10”1; in calculations based on current
at any point, the beam current will be 0.92” X 92 ma, where n is the
number of grids traversed to reach the point in question.
The relevant
factors affecting operation may now be summarized.
Debunching: Effective beam current = 92 X (0.92)3 ma = 71 ma;
from this, h = 0.29, M = 0.87. Thus the design is very close to
the optimum for debunching specified in Eq. (25).
Debunching
dminishes \i,\by the factor 1 – (hl)2/6 = 0.87.
1SperryGyroscope Co. Technical Information Sheeton the type 41ORklystron.
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Beam-coupling coefficient: Since 13h= 0.91 cm, an equivalent gap
spacing of 0.23 cm means a quarter-cycle gap-transit angle, for
which M = 0.90.
Depth of modulation V/ V,: In the expression X = rlMV/j3VOA,
the above values of 1, M, p, and X give V/VO = 0.20 at optimum
bunching (X = 1.84).
Bunched-current
component i, and critical conductance G.: With
four grid absorption
before the current enters the output gap, if
optimum bunching is assumed and the above debunching diminution included,
Ii,l = 2JI(1.84)

X [1 – (hl)2/6] X (0.92)4 X 92 ma = 66 ma,

These values make GC = MZlill/(Vo – V) = 3.6 X 10–5 mhos.
Beam-loading: From measurements of QBE as a function of beam
current in this tubel it is known that GBE/’GE= 1 + IO(ma)/34.
The value of G. given in the above summary of operating conditions
is an average of values obtained by velocity-spectrograph
measurements and by calculation. 3 The effective beam currents in the
first and second r-f gaps are 92 X (0.92)2 = 78 ma and
92 X (0.92)~ = 6b ma
respectively;

these values give G~El = 2.5 X 10–5 mhos,
GBE2= 2.2 X 10–5 mhos.

Maximum efficiency: Since G~ri,/Gc = 0.61, IV21has not quite reached
= 0.41.
the value (V, – V), and, by Eq. (32a), (pL/~mx)Msx
Thus, all told, the presence of circuit and beam-loading losses
(nonzero GB~) has reduced the circuit efficiency and has so reduced
the output gap voltage that the load receives 41 per cent of the
power that it would receive if G3R were zero. If GER were zero,
the conversion efficiency would be

thus debunching, grid-absorption losses, beam-coupling coefficient,
and the limitation of IVZI to (VO — V) have reduced the ideal
“ 58 per cent” to a semi-ideal 26 per cent that would obtain if there
I Data communicated to author by \I, Chcdorow, Sperry Gyroscope Co. Research
Laboratorim, Garden City, NT.Y.
2J, J. Caldwell, “Velocity
Spectrograph Jfcasuremcnts of Beam I,oading,”
Sperry Gyroscope Co. Report 5221-1015, Oct. 23, 1944,
? Microwave Transmission Design Data, Sperry Gyroscope Co., Publication No. 2380, Brooklyn, N. Y., 1944.
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were no circuit or beam-loading losses. The over-all efficiency is
the product of the two factors just discussed, or
??L =

0.41

X 0.26 = 10.6 per cent.

Hence the predicted value of P. is 20.2 watts, which is in good
agreement with the observed value of 18 watts.
Power gain at optimum bunching: The calculated required input r-f
power is PI = V2/2GB,l = 2.15 watts; hence, at optimum bunching
the power gain to be expected is given by PL/Pl = 9.4.
Small-signal power gain: The calculated small-signal electronic
transconductance
is G. = MlM200G0/2 = 27 X 10–5 mhos;
if
the factor 0.87 is allowed for debunching, IY.1 = 23.5 X 10–6 mhos
And when Eq. (11) is generalized for GBE1# Gfl.z,
at resonance.
the predicted small-signal power gain becomes
‘L

E

The final comparison
is then as follows:

–

lYel’

– =
4GBRIGBRZ

25.

between theoretical

Efficiency, per cent . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Output r-f power (optimum bunching), watts
Input r-f power (optimum bunching), \vatts.
Power gain (optimum bunching) . . . .
Power gain (small signal).
. .
.. . .

and experimental

..

Theoretical
10 6
20.2
2.15
9.4
25

values

Experimental
9.5
18
1.8
10
25

The most dubious ingredient in this generally close agreement is the
assumed value of GR, to which a “ ~ 30 per cerlt” might reasonably have
been appended.
It would not be surprising if the errors in the debunching estimates were nearly of this order of magnitude also; therefore, the
But the consistency of the calculaagreement may be in fact fortuitous.
tion of output power and gain takes some of the sting away from this
word of caution.
Comparison of Theory and Experiment at High Input-gap Voltage.—
Figure 10.8 provides an interesting check of the bunching theory for large
values of V/VO in Sec. 9-I. The coordinates in this figure are powers,
not voltages or bunching parameter; hence, if the simplest bunching
theory holds true, PL = Ii,l 2 c [JI(X)]2 and this figure should be geometrically similar to a plot of [YI(X)]2 versus Xz. Since ,JI(3.84) = O,
this relation implies that P. = O for an input r-f power (3.84/1.84)2 = 4.4
times the drive power for optimum bunching, or 7.9 watts.
Actually,
P. passes through a nonzero minimum at a drive power of 10 watts, and
at the value of 7,9 watts, where simple theory indicates that there should
be a zero in P,, the output power is 30 per cent of the ma.simum output
power.
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This phenomenon suggests that the more exact equation for the
bunched current components, Eq. (9.28), should be compared with the
experimental data.
Under the assumed conditions, 00 = 20; by Table
91 the drift-space coefficients that appear in Eq. (9.28) are thus given
by al = 1, a, = 0.075, a, = –0.00625.
When ]ill is evaluated by Eq.
(928) at the point of the expected zero (X = 3.84), it is found that
Ii,l = 0.621, instead of zero. The same calculation gives lilt = 1.161.
at X = 1.84—that is, at this latter point the higher-order corrections
are negligible.
The ratio of the two values of Iill z is 0.29, in perfect
agreement with the observed ratio, 0.30. The use of Eq. (9.28) to predict
the complete curve of Fig. 108 beyond this single check point is left
as an exercise for the reader.
10.8. Voltage Cascade -amplifier Klystrons. -It
has been seen in
Sec. 10.3 that there are definite upper limits to the gain of a two-resonator
voltage-amplifier klystron \vith a given d-c input power.
It is obvious
that a gain higher than that allowed by these limits may be obtained by
One simple two-stage
using more than one stage of amplification.
arrangement would be to lead the output power from one two-resonator
amplifier into the input resonator of a second amplifier.
The so-called
“cascade amplifier” is a much better way of accomplishing the same
end by having both stages of amplification located within the same
vacuum envelope and utilizing the same electron beam.
In the simplest
form, three resonators are arranged along an electron beam.
The middle
resonator abstracts power from the beam as the ‘‘ output” cavity of the
first stage; the second-gap r-f voltage that is thereby developed proceeds
to velocity-modulate
the beam further as the input-gap voltage of the
second stage.
This arrangement has a number of advantages.
There is one electron
beam instead of two and hence half the d-c input power; there are three
resonators to tune instead of four, and none of the complications introduced by having two coupled resonators are present; moreover, the overall gain is at least four times as high as it would be for the same two stages
This factor of 4, although
of amplification operating on separate beams.
perhaps at first glance somewhat surprising, is based upon the simple
considerations that follow.
With two intermediate resonators, one
serving as output cavity for the first stage and one serving as input
cavity for the second stage, the intermediate-circuit losses are doubled,
thus dcmbling the shunt conductance that the output cavity of the first
stage presents to the beam.
The power abstracted from the beam by
this cavity is therefore only half the power that would be abstracted by
the single intermediate cavity of the cascade amplifier, and this reduced
amount of power must furthermore be divided between two cavities
instead of exciting a single cavity.
Hence the power available for
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developing the input-gap voltage for the second stage is only one-quarter
as much in the two-tube two-stage amplifier as it is in the two-stage
cascade amplifier.
These general comments assume that the two stages of amplification
act more or less independently—that
is, that the voltage across the r-f
Output
gapvoltage

Qvoltage

voltage
Acceleration

\
Input gap voltage

I

4

FIG. 10.9.—Applegate diagram of electron trajectories in cascade amplifier.

gap or the second resonator proceeds to velocity-modulate
the beam
and to be amplified just as if it existed across the first gap of a tworesonator voltage amplifier.
It may be seen shortly that in a h~gh-gain
cascade amplifier this situation holds to an approximate degree.
Regarding the cascade voltage amplifier the question is sometimes
asked: “If the maximum gain has been extracted from the beam in the
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first stage, how can one get still more gain out of the beam by hanging a
A few comments prior to the detailed analysis
third resonator on it?”
may help to explain this point.
In the first place, when the beam enters
the second gap it is assumed to have a small degree of intensity modulation and velocity modulation; thus, for all intents and purposes, the
second gap r-f voltage has a d-c beam to work on. In the second place,
this beam deli~’ers energy to the second resonator by virtue of its intensity
modulation, not its velocity modulation; therefore, the further velocity
modulation that the beam receives as it delivers this energy does not
Finally, after the beam has passed
upset the process of energy transfer.
through the second gap, it has received a velocity modulation much larger
than it received in the first gap, and its subsequent bunching is therefore
determined almost entirely by the second-gap velocity modulation.
These facts are put into graphic form by Fig. 10.9,1 which shows an
Applegate diagram for a typical cascade amplifier.
(See Sec. 92 for a
single-stage .Ipplegate diagram and a discussion of its significance.)

Particularization

oj Cascade-bunching

Theory to the Cascade Ampli$er.

The theory of casctide bunching is dcweloped in Sec. 9.8, and the notation
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the following gap voltages were assumed:

(9.49)

Vz = – azVOe~(-oo’+~).

VI = –ja,vo

The parameters m and j3, which specify the amplitude and phase of the
second-gap voltage, have been left completely arbitrary because in Sec.
9% no hypothesis is made concerning the origin of the second-gap
voltage.
In the present case V2 results from the driving of the second
resonator by the current Mzilz; hence by Eq. (l),

– M2]i,2\e-io”l
‘2 = G,(l + 2jQ,&)’
This equation
by writing

is made equivalent

to the assumed form,

j3 = –tan-’

Eq. (9.49b),

2QA

(35)

and
M2F121
a2v0

cm

6.

‘–G~—

=

(36)

Thus P gives the phase angle between the driving current Mzi,, and the
second-gap r-f voltage and is determined by the tuning of the second
cavity; B = O at resonance.
Since CY2= cos ~, X23 IX cos fl; hence
X23(B)

=

x23(o)Cos B.

(37)

Thus Eq. (9.56) for the effective bunching parameter X’ becomes
X’(@e’”’

= X13 – jX23(0)e]~ cos ,8.

(38)

Many of the more important features of the cascade amplifier result
simply from the explicit dependence of x23 and X’ on the tuning parameter @ as shown in Eqs. (37) and (38); hence the consequences of Eq.
(38) are explored in some detail before further specification of the values
of X13 and X23(O).
Dependence
of X’ on Middle-~esonator
Tuning .—Without
further
detailed knowledge of X13 and X23(0) the most important questions to
be asked concerning Eq. (38) are these: How does X’ depend on /3, and
what is the maximum value of X’ obtained by varying B (tuning the
middle resonator) ?
The answers are indicated in Fig. 10”10, in which Eq. (38) is represented graphically by showing the addition of the two complex vectors
that make up X’e~r. The locus of the end point of the vector X’ej?’
is seen to be a circle that is tangent to the real axis at Xls.
One interesting point about Fig. 10.10 is that the maximum value of X’ does not
Rather,
occur with @ = O and the middle resonator tuned to resonance.
X’ is maximized when B is somewhat positive; by Eqs. (35) and (3)
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this condition corresponds to tuning the second resonator to a frequency
w higher than the driving frequency u. Thus X’ is a maximum when
the bunched current contributed by the second-gap velocity modulation
is somewhat diminished in magnitude, but is more advantageously phased
with respect to the contribution of the first-gap velocity modulation.
This fact suggests a second interesting point about Fig. 1010.
When
the general subject of cascade amplification was introduced and roughly
evaluated, the independence of firste
and sec on d-s tag e bunching was
2
1
gLj3+x
x; ‘f
tacitly assumed; this was equivalent
“~
to the assumption that X’ = X23(O).
~
+ x;’e’
atmaximup
It is now apparent that when the
=%
value
ofX‘
continuation of the first-stage bunch-jx23 (o)
ing into the second stag~that
is,
the influence of X Ii on X’—is con- b
Fxm 10.1O.—Graphical construction
of Eq. (3s)

sidered, the net effect is to cause an
additional

increase

in X’

numerically
The

important

in the cascade

voltage

and important

effect

of an analogous
various

this increase
be deduced

details

of X’
that

X’eie’ = X,s – jei~X,,(0) cos /3.

This effect is not

in the power gain.
runner

and hence

of the

behavior

over X23(()),

X’

are easily

is a maximum

amplifier,
in power

of X’,

but it is the foreamplifiers.

including

listed.

From

or a minimum

when

2X13
tan 2P = ~~~

the
Eq.

extent

of

(38) it may

(39a)

or
tan fl =-~

x,,(o)

(39b)

‘m

The upper and lower signs correspond to the position of the maximum
and minimum values of X’ respectively.
By Eqs. (35) and (39b) the
difference between the corresponding values of the second-cavity resonant
frequencies, u-. and wti, is given by
Q,(am. – Lhn) = Q,

‘“=:””’”

= J%@

““a)

The maximum and minimum values of X’ are given by

‘:%=

*[1

‘J’+(55)21+X’3”

‘41a)
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In a high-gain amplifier-in
which it is obvious
Eqs. (40) and (41) may be written

=

x:==

x13

x,,(o) 1 + yqm

+

[

that X,, << X2,(0)—

1

(41b)

“““ 7

and

(41C)
Thus, the higher the gain (the higher X,i(0)/iX,s),
the less X&~ is
increased above X’Zt(0) by the continuation of first-stage bunching into
1.4
1.?

A
/

1.0
~ 0.8
:
.?
% 0.6

‘,

1
0.4 —

—

—

—

.----=
0.2
--3
o-12

10

\

‘\
‘tu----~
-10

-8

-6

-4

-2

Tanfl=-2Q2d2=2Q2

+2
0
(@2/w -1)

+4

+6

+8

FIG.10.11.—Middle resonator tuning curves of the cascade amplifier; effective bunching parameter at resonance, X’, as a function of middle resonator tuning for several values
of Xm(o) /xL3.
the second stage; and the higher the gain the less detuning of the second
resonator is required to maximize X’.
The effects that have just been described are illustrated in Fig.
10-11, in which is shown the theoretical dependence of X’/X,,(O)
on
tuning of the second resonator; this tuning is specified by 2Q,(~j/u – 1),
which is also written – 2Q&.
The curves are plotted for three values of
Xla/XN(0).
A comparison of the clifferent curves shows the dependence
on X13/X23(0) of X~/X@)
and X~/XZ*(0)
as in Eqs. (41), and of
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u m., and a~imasin Eqs. (40).
The general dependence of “bandwidth”
is also shown, although bandwidth is a somewhat nebulous property
except when X1/Xzs(0)
is small. The case [X1/XZs(0)]
= 1 is a somewhat academic one because it corresponds to a very low second-stage
voltage gain such as would not be used in a voltage amplifier.
Equations (40) and (11) and Fig. 10.11 suggest the use of experimentally observed middle-resonator tuning curves to determine the tube
parameters.
Thus byEq. (41)jthe following relation holds true between
the maximum and minimum X’ and the value of X’ for the middle
resonator completely detuned (p = 7r/2):

(42)

This relation provides two determinations of XN/X,,(0),
which may be
checked for self-consistency.
The value of Q,(c$mx– ~tim) that Cor.
responds to the value of Xls/XZs(()) may be found from Eq. (40 b). This
calculated value of Q2(CLX – th.), in conjunction with the observable
quantity (~mx – &,.), provides a determination of Qz.
Condition ~or Validity of ‘‘ Equivalent Bunching Parameter” in Power
Amplifier Operating at Optimum Bunching.—It
should be noted that the
foregoing discussion is valid for more general conditions than are involved
solely in voltage amplifiers, in the sense in which this term is used in
Sec. 10.2. It has been assumed that X12 s 0.4 and that therefore
Ii,,l = 1,X,2, and it has been assumed that X,,X,3 << 2X’, or, approximate y, X 12<<2 for a high-gain amplifier.
When the gain is high, for
instance, so high that

X12 ~ 0.1,
x23

(43)

neither of these conditions will be invalidated by operation at optimum
bunching, X‘ = 1.84. In this case the calculation of ils may be extended
Although operation at this level
into the range where Iils[ = 21#l(X’).
might come under the heading of “ power-amplifier operation” as the
term has been used in this chapter, these comments on it fit more logically
into the present section.
principles that
Cascade Amplifiers with More !f’han Two Stages.—The
have been discussed here for the two-stage amplifier apply, with additional complication of detail, to an n-stage cascade amplifier.
However,
as more stages are added and the gain is rapidly increased, it becomes
SeH-sustaining
more difficult to prevent feedback and regeneration.
oscillations or rapid fluctuations in gain therefore occur as the input
signal is increased.
These phenomena have been observed under
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certain conditions even in two-stage cascade amplifiers;1 the feedback
mechanism has been traced to the few secondary electrons that traverse
the tube in a direction opposite to that of the initial beam,
Such effects
have made cascade amplifiers of more than two stages infeasible.
10.9. Voltage Cascade AmpMer
Gain; Comparison with Experi.
Electronzk
Transadmittance
and Ampli$er
Gain.—In finding the
ment.
over-all gain of the amplifier it is assumed that X‘ has been maximized
with respect to middle-resonator tuning and is therefore given by Eq.
(41 b).
The absolute value of the electronic transadmittance is then given by

Equation (41b) gives X’/Xza(0);
the definition of X2’ gives X,s(0)/az;
and Eqs. (6) or (36) give a,/a, for 6 = O. From these it is found that

lye{ =

‘%%++ (%)2+
G,

““l

“4)

where G.l and G,Zare the small-signal electronic transconductances defined
for the first and second stages by exact analogy to Eq. (14).
The small
correction term in the square bracket may be evaluated by means of the
relation
X13_ = G, Ml 0,, + 8,,
x,,(o)

Gel M2

(45)

‘%3!,

Debunching effects have been included in Eq. (44), but not in Eq. (45).
The power gain is given by writing Eq. (11) with the value of IY.1
as given by Eq. (44), with GQ = GBRz. Because the middle resonator
is not normally loaded externally,

PL=4
n

G:I

G:,

4GBBIGBE~ 4GBR&BRt

. sin hll sin h12
hlz )
( hl,

2

[1+2(*)+

~ ~ - ].

(46)

More briefly, the power gain is four times the product of the single-stage
gains of the individual stages, times the factor in square brackets, which
is somewhat larger than unity.
It is apparent that the optimization
of the gain of each stage may be carried out independently in accordance
1E. Barlow and A. E. Harrison, “Klystron Resonator Coupling,” Sperry Gyroeeope Co. Report 5224-139,Feb. 14, 1944.
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In Fig. 1323 is shown the dependence of V, on h for the type SD835D,
an external resonator tube dm’eloped’ by Sylvania Electric Products,
Inc. In Fig. 1324 is shown the dependence of output power on k.
Both these figures are taken ~t
the same constant beam ~oltagr.
325 v 01 ts. T h e experimental
points in Fig. 1324 scatter eonsir.hmbly, probably in l:lrge part
because of the necessity of changing cavities to cover the TvaI-clength range and bectiuse of the
difhcultifx of meas~lring power
over Ivide wa~elengtb rmges; it
SI)X:MI) reflex kl~-stron; I-o = 325 rolts,
seems reasonable to idealize this
At any given ~vavclength the dependdata bv (Ira)ring the dashed line.
ence of olltpl[t power P on mo(le number n is very far from the relation
P m Ij’(n + $) predicted by the zero-order theory.
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Wavelength(cm)

(
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From Fig. 1323 one may pick out the ~vavekngths :lt which the
various modes have a gil.rn 1’7 and hence ha~-e ~ivcn d-c trajectories
‘V. B. Corey and P. R. lIalmberK,
lyl~wnia Report D–62, Feb. 2, 1945.

“SD835D

Reflex

Oscillator

Tube,”
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1.75 X 10–5 mhos
G.1 = 21.6 X 10_6 mhos
G.Z = 10.2 X 10–5 mhos

GBR, =

sin hll

—
hl,

= 0.91

sin hlz
—
= 0.9s
hl,

M, = M, = M, = 0.87.
From the above values of G,.t, G,, and Q., QBRZ k found by use of the
relation Q~RZ/QR = GE/G~E~to ‘have the value Q~z2 = 1500. The application of these numerical values of Eq. (45), with G, set
equal to GB~z, gives X2?(0)/X13 = 4.7. Since the above values of
(sin hl)/hl indicate that debunching is not serious, Eq. (45) is not greatly
affected by its neglect of debunching.
In Fig. 10.12 the voltages at the points of maximum output voltage,
complete middle-resonator detuning, and minimum output voltage are
observed to be in the ratio 5.2:1: V“z/8.2.
The two vahIeS of X23(0)/X13
that result, 5.2 and 8.2, are not very consistent.
Since the value 8.2
is based upon X~., which involves a very small crystal-current reading,
it may be inaccurate; the theoretical 4.7 agrees well with the other
T-alue, 5.2.
Figure 10.12 also indicates that &., – &,. = 0.0019; a value for
=
2.85,
from
Xat(0) /XIS of 5.2 in Eq. (40b) predicts ~BIt2(&ae.x — k.)
which may be deduced a value of Q~Ej equal to 1500. This res,ult is in
full agreement with the value of 1500 predicted from the known resonator
Q and beam loading.
From the above list of calculated shunt conductance
and electron
transconductances and from Eq. (44), the theoretical power gain is found
to be 1150, which is within the limits of experimental error of the observed
value of 1000.
With the exception of the already noted inconsistency, which would
be removed if the value of the minimum relative voltage in Fig. 1012
were in error by two, the quantitative agreement between theory and
experiment is seen to be good.
10.10. Power Cascade-amplifier
Klystrons. —There are two basic
points involved in the discussion of two-resonator power amplifiers in
Sees. 105 and 10.6. The first (Sec. 10.5) concerns the dependence of
output-circuit driving current on input drive power and tube parameters
when these quantities are such as to make the tube operate outside the
“small-signal”
range. The second concerned the effect that the physical
limitation \V,] < (V, – V) had on optimum loading conditions and
efficiency.
This second point is common to all power amplifiers and
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The first
need not be considered anew for power cascade amplifiers.
point, concerned with the factors that determbe the mafimum obtainable
value of the outputicircuit driving current M&
does sometimes involve
features peculiar to the cascade amplifier.
The essence of the discussion of cascade voltage amplifiers in Sec.
10.8 is the calculation of the equivalent bunching parameter X’.
It is
noted that under certain conditions characteristic of high-gain amplifiers,
namely,
(47)
the bunched-beam-current

component

would be given by

Ii,,l = 21CJ,(X9

In such an instance there is very little to distinguish the single-stage
The maximum obtainable
amplifier from the cascade power amplifier.
value for Iilql is 1.161o for both amplifiers; and if too much r-f drive
power is supplied, with the result that the beam is overbunched at the
last resonator, then a detuning of any one of the two prior resonators
w-ill reduce the degree of bunching to the optimum point at which
X’ = 1.84 and li~,l = 1.1610. This process is noted in Fig. 10.4 of
Sec. 10.5.
It is easily possible, however, in a low-gain cascade amplifier to have
Eq. (47) invalidated.
Furthermore, it is apparent from Eq. (47) that,
since X12, X23, and X’ are all proportional to the input-gap voltage
a IvO, there is for every amplifier some level of r-f drive power above which
Eq. (47) no longer holds and the bunching is no longer described by the
It turns out that under such conditions
effective bunching parameter X’.
of low gain or overdrive the maximum obtainable value of Iil ~1,and hence
of the output power, is increased by a factor of roughly 5/4.
It is
with this phenomenon and its ramifications that the present section is
concerned.
Applicability
of “Harmonic Bunching”
to the Present Case.—The
discussion of cascade bunching in Sec. 9“6 is intended to be just sufficiently detailed to allow the drawing of some conclusions concerning
the general manner in which this increase in the maximum value of
Ii,sl is caused by the presence of harmonic terms in the kinematical
equation.
Any exact treatment of this feature of cascade amplifiers
would necessitate the use of a kinematical equation more exact than
In deriving these equations it is assumed that
Eqs. (9.53) and (9.58).
X,z ~ 0.4, which by Eq. (59) implies ~ S 0.2X2 q/X’; it is apparent from
Fig. 10”10 that in the cascade amplifier the quantities x,, = X23(O)
cos @ and X’ are usually of the same order of magnitude.
Hence Eqs.
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(53) and (58), when applied to cascade amplifiers, contain the implicit
assumption y < 0.2 (at least).
But these same equations predict
maximum li131at -y = 0.4. At -y = 0.4 an appreciable third-harmonic
term is present in the ,kinematical equations; it does not, however,
appreciably alter the maximum obtainable Iila 1. Therefore, in a sketchy
discussion of the low-gain or overdriven amplifier there seems little point
to going into the exact theory; the discussion is based upon a simple
application of the results of Sec. 9.6.
To summarize the results referred to: An increase of the maximum
value of lil~l by a factor 1.28 over the value predicted by simple bunching theory occurs when X’ = 2, -y = 0.4, and .9’ – @ + 7r/2 = O. If X’
and ~ are in the vicinity of these optimum values and 0’ – j3 + 7r/2 # O,
li,a] = cos *(o’ – P + 7r/2). The dependence of lil,l/210 on X’ and
on y for 0’ = @ – T/2 is indicated in Fig. 9.11.
on the Increase
in Iil,l .—The general
In$uence of Tube Parameters
behavior of X’, -y, and 0’ – ~ + 7/2 may be seen most readily with
reference to Fig. 10.10. The deviations of cos *(o’ – j3 + 2r/2) from
unity are a measure of the lack of proper phase relation between the
first- and second-harmonic components of the bunching.
It is seen that in
a high-gain tube (XZs(0)/Xls >> 1), the deviations of cos *(O’ — @ + ~/2)
from unit y are very minor for any value of ~. For XZ,(0) /Xl, ~ 1
they are still minor for ~ >0 but may be sizable for ~ <0.
This
condition means that for X.2s(())/Xls >> 1 the dependence of li131on X’
and y will be very close to that given in Fig. 9.11, regardless of the value
of @; but when X23(0) /X1a > 1 by no very large amount, and when
P <0, lil~] will be diminished from the value shown in that figure.
What is the condition for obtaining the optimum combination
X’ = 2, -Y = 0.4?
It will be observed that both X’ and ~ are proportional
to the r-f input driving voltage; therefore if there is some value of B
at which the ratio 7/X’ has the value O.4/2 = 0.2, then there is some
amount of r-f input drive power that will give ~ and X’ simultaneously
the correct absolute values.
This necessary condition, y/X’ = 0.2,
may for ease of reference be written
Xl, X13 X23 = o ~
X,3 x’ x’
“‘

(48)

in which XIZ/Xla is a quantity less than unity.
Application to the High-gain Amplifier.-Consider
now the case of
>>1.
Over most of the
the high-gain amplifier for which x23(0)/x13
range of ~, except for L3near ~ 7/2, XlS/X’ <<1 and X2t/X’ = 1; hence
Eq. (48) cannot be satisfied.
If it is to be satisfied anywhere, it will be
for ~ = +7r/2.
For such values of j3 the situation is as shown in Fig.
10.13, which is an enlarged section of the relevant part of Fig. 10.10
when Xls/XZs(0) <<1.
This figure shows that to a good approximation,
the product of two of the factors in Eq. (48) has the value
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(’= +

The expression with the upper sign (~ = +7r/2) has at X23 = Xl, a
maximum value of ~. Thus Eq. (48) cannot be completely satisfied
The optimum condition X’ = 2, -y = 0.4 cannot be
for f9 = +T/2.
reached for j3 >0 as long as the gain is high enough for Fig. 10”13 to
describe the facts when the equations X,,/X’
<<1 and X~a/X’ ss 1 do
not describe them. But on the other hand, for @ = –T/2, Eq. (48)

Fractionaltuning deviation,-~z=- ( U/w2 -1),
of second resonator

FIQ. 10.13.—Determination
effective
bunching
high-gain
cascade
@ = + T/2 (middle
strongly detuned).
Fig. 10.10.

of
parameter
in
amplifier with
resonator
Compare with

FIQ. 10.14.—Output power of type 2K35
klystron cascade amplifier as function of
middle resonator
input r-f power.

tuning, for three values of

will be satisfied some place in the vicinity of X’ = X M = &x23.
If,
is taken as 0.4, and if the drive
for the sake of a definit e example, 112/113
is then adjusted to optimize X’, the ideal combination is Xl, = 1.3,
= 3.3, x’
= 2, and y = 0.4.
x23
Thus, by drastic detuning and overdriving, the additional factor
1.28 in ]il,l may be obtained from a high-gain amplifier; but this result
is accomplished at the cost of detuning—a cost so great that X13 has
nearly the value required for optimum bunching in the absence of the
second resonator.
Thus, the gain of the device is of the same order of
magnitude as the gain of a single-stage amplifier of the same construction.
When @ iS nOt near ~m/2, ‘y iS Small, and therefore li131i$ once more
given by 210Jl(X’); but since X’ increases rapidly as ,S approaches zero,
there is drastic overbunching and diminution of the output power.
Illustrative High-gain Amplifier Tuning Cur-ves.-Some of these points
are illustrated by Fig. 10.14, in which is shown the amplification characteristic of the type 2K35—a 3000 Me/see high-gain cascade amplifier
‘E. C. Levinthal, A. E. Harrison, E. Feenberg, “ Cascade Amplification with
Multiple-resonator Klystrons,” Sperry Gyroscope Co. Report 5221-109, Oct. 15, 1943.
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that is very similar to the type 41OR in electron optics and resonator
The data in this figure correspond to operating conditions
structure.
of VO = 1800 volts, 10 = 77 ma. Although this figure is intended primarily as an illustration of the dependence of output power on middleresonator tuning at high r-f input power, it should be noted in passing
that the small-signal gain is shown to be about 7000.
In this figure the output power is shown as a function of middleresonator tuning for three different values of drive power.
The smallest
of these drive powers, 1 mw, corresponds to small-signal high-gain
operation.
It is seen from the figure that the next highest value of drive
power, 6 mw, is just slightly more than is necessary to maximize the
output power at @ = O. The highest drive power shown, 70 mw, is
insufficient to make X’ = 2 at the amount of detuning required to make
~ = 0.4; a higher drive power would produce a still higher amount of
output power at a still greater degree of detuning.
Nevertheless, a 35
per cent increase in output power is already apparent at the detuned peak.
(Since this tube is probably operating with IV,] < V,, the ideal 28 per
cent increase in lil~~ that is to be expected from the cascade bunching
process with overdrive would correspond to a 64 per cent increase in
output power. ) The rapid fluctuations in output power that are caused
by overbunching are also apparent at the center of the tuning curve for
the overdriven case.
Application to the Low-gain Amplifier. -Considerations
similar to
the above may be carried out for an inherently low-gain amplifier
=
1). It will be found that the optimum value of B will
(x23(0)ix13
be positive and much nearer zero than in the high-gain amplifier.
For
example, with Xlz/X13 = 0.8 and X23(0 )/Xl~ = 1, the optimum combination is j3 = O, Xl, = 1.4, X,3 = 1.4, X’ = 2, and -y = 0.4. This
combination has about the same over-all gain as the detuned high-gain
amplifier discussed above.
‘The results of the present section may be summed up in the following
way.
In a power amplifier that is supplied with enough input r-f power
to maximize the output power, the use of an intermediate resonator in a
power amplifier does not increase or decrease the gain, but it does increase
the fundamental component of the bunched beam current by a factor up
to 1.28. Also, if not enough input r-f power is supplied to reach the
absolute maximum of output power, a very sizable increase in gain may
be obtained over the two-resonator power amplifier.
The influence, on the harmonic components i~~, of an intermediate
resonator tuned to the fundamental or a harmonic frequency has been
investigated; 1 this work is not discussed here.
1 E. Feenberg, “Theory

5221-1043, Aug.

22, 1945.

of Cascade Bunching,” Sperry Gyroscope Co. Report
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MULTIPLIER KLYSTRONS AND TWO-RESONATOR
KLYSTRON OSCILLATORS
BY D. R. HAMILTON

11.1. Frequency Multiplier Klystrons.—In Sec. 9.2 the unusual waveform of the bunched beam current in a klystron is noted, and typical
waveforms for the simplest type of bunching are shown in Fig. 9.4.
These waveforms are characterized by sharp peaks that are very rich
in harmonic content.
The Fourier analysis of these peaks, carried out
in Sec. 9.2, shows that the current components at the mth harmonic,
i~, are given by
in = 210e–~mOOJm(mX).
(99)
The resulting dependence of i~ on X is indicated in Fig. 95.
This figure
indicates two interesting features: the slow diminution of the maximum
value of i~ as m increases, and the more rapid narrowing of this first
maximum as m increases.
The maximum value of Jm(mX) is approximately equal to 0.65m–~;
hence the r-f power available (with operation at ]Vzl < (V, – V))
should be proportional to m–;+. The exact values for the maxima of
J, and Jl, indicate that the efficiency at the tenth harmonic should be
’28 per cent of that at the fundamental (that is, that of an amplifier).
A number of factors act to reduce the experimental results below this
first hopeful estimate, but the general fact of the unusually high harmonic
content remains and has been utilized in the development of frequency
multiplier klystrons.
The second feature of Fig. 9.5, the small range of values of X at which
ilo is appreciable, indicates that a 50 per cent diminution in Iilol 2 would be
caused by a change of the bunching parameter by f 15 per cent. This
sensitivityy of output power to input r-f drive could be inconvenient.
However, it will be seen that the actual situation maybe greatly improved
over the predictions of simple theory in this respect.
A typical frequency multiplier klystron, the type 2K37, is shown
schematically in Fig. 11.1. The resonant frequencies of the input and
output cavities are, respectively, about 300 and 3000 Me/see.
As a
matter of mechanical convenience, the input cavity is not simply a
scaled-up-by-ten version of the output cavity; by fairly heavy capacitance
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loading the size of the input cavity is made not much larger than that
of the output cavity.
Applications of Frequency Multiplier Klystrons.—The
primary use to
which frequency multipliers have been put is the generation of microwave
power at some integral multiple of
the reference frequency of a quartz
crystal.
Generators of such crystal-controlled microwave frequencies have been used as frequency
standards; cascade amplifiers driven
by the crystal-controlled output of
a frequency multiplier have been
used to provide 100 watts of frequency-stabilized power for various
types of experimental microwave
communication
equipment.
In a
typic
a
1
frequency-multiplication
Electron~~_
Run
chain for such uses one might start
with a 5-Me/see
quartz crystal;
successive stages of conventional
FIG.11, 1.—Schematic diagram of the type
frequency
multiplication
w o u 1d
2K36 klystron frequency multiplier.
produce power in the vicinity of
300 Me/see, which would then be used to drive a multiplier klystron &ith
output at 3000 to 6000 Me/see.
The optimum frequency at which to make the transition from triodes
to klystrons in such a chain depends upon the state of development and
the inherent capabilities of the two tube types.
Very good lighthouse
tubes and other planar triodes have been developed in the 300- to 1000Mc/sec range; on the other hand, for a klystron with a given electron
beam and a given drift space the r-f drive voltage required to produce
optimum bunching varies inversely to the drive frequency, and the r-f
output increases as the order of multiplication is decreased.
These
factors indicate that the optimum frequency for the transition from
triodes to klystron may be about 1000 Me/see.
Influence of Debunching in Frequency Multiplier.s.-Debunching,
which is always very relevant in klystrons, attains increased importance
in frequency multipliers through an interesting chain of circumstances.
In the first place, with a given ratio V/ VO of input-gap r-f voltage to
beam voltage, the drift length required for a given value of X is inversely
The tendency, then, would be to
proportional to the input frequency.
economize on r-f drive powers by using a long drift space. The debunching wave number h depends, however, only on the d-c properties of the
beam and is independent of frequency; this makes it impossible to hold
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constant the product of drift distance times input frequency without
sustaining serious debunching losses. But holding the drift distance
constant to avoid debunching then makes the input r-f voltage inversely
proportional to input frequency.
The consequence at low drive frequencies is that V > VO.
In one way this excess of gap voltage over beam voltage is, however,
a blessing in disguise; for as is discussed in Sec. 9-6, having V > VOmakes
the output r-f power very insensitive to r-f drive. This same fact, however,
also raises the r-f drive power, thereby making the latter more important
than the d-c klystron input power as a factor of over-all efficiency.
The accuracy of the theory of longitudinal debunching as given in
Sec. 9.3 is diminished as the drive frequency m is decreased.
Aside
from the violation of the assumption V << VOas WIdecreases, there is the
additional fact that, whereas the distance 19X1between bunches is increasing, the longitudinal-debunching
theory of Sec. 9“3 assumes f3Al<< a.
It has already been noted in that section that in the part of the beam
adj scent to the conducting walls of the drift tube there can be no longitudinal electric field and hence no debunching.
Physically speaking,
the effect of increasing j3A1/a is to give this wall effect more prominence
and thus to reduce longitudinal debunching.
On the other hand, the accuracy of the theory of transverse debunching is increased as ~A1/a is increased; and in the limit of large j3A1/a,
the presence of a conducting wall at the outer edge of a beam doubles
the transverse debunching because of the image forces arising in the
conductor.
The effects just noted have been considered in some detail
by Feenberg. 1

Experimentally

Observed Debunching in Multiplier

Klystrons.-These

considerations regarding the relative importance of the two types of
debunching make it worth while to compare debunching theory and
experiment under circumstances to which simple bunching theory may
be applied, before going on to the implications of the designs with the
large V/VO that debunching makes necessary.
This procedure is given
point, over and above the question of multipliers, by the probability
that experimental debunching effects may be more clear-cut in multipliers, for which X = 1.2 at optimum bunching, than they are in ampliThis probability arises from
fiers with X = 1.8 at optimum bunching.
the thought that the theory, which is not strictly applicable above
X = 1, should have more semblance of truth at X = 1.2 than at X = 1.8.
Thus a comparison between theory and experiment at this point is of
interest to the whole subject of debunchmg as well as to multipliers.
‘E. Feenberg, “Theory of Bunching,” Sperry Gyroscope Go. Report 5221-105,
Nov. 24, 1942; and “Small-signal Theory of Longitudinaland TransverseDebunching,” SperryGyroscope Co. Report 5221-114,Apr. 12, lM
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Debunching has a readily observable influence on the operation of
any given tube.
Transverse debunching causes a diminution in the
current passing through the output gap. Longitudinal
debunching
causes a diminution in bunching parameter at the output gap which may
be compensated for by a corresponding increase in r-f drive voltage.
These points are readily checked experimentally; Figs. 112 and 113
give relevant experimental data. 1
In each of these figures one of the coordinates is “ exciter plate
voltage, ” which is the voltage on the plate of the exciter tube just
The r-f voltage appearing across
preceding the input to. the multiplier.
6

Optimum
bunching
~..-

5
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FIG. 11,2.—Observed dependelLce 011
beam current I, of the exciter plate voltage V=O for optimum output power from
an experimental klystron frequency multiplier; beam voltage 500 volts, input and
output frequencies 270 and 2970 Me/see.
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FIG. 11,3.—Diminution
of beam thrcmgh
last resonator with increase of input r-f drive.
Experimental klystron multiplier, 1 = 5 cm,
V, = 400 volts.

the input gap of the multiplier should be approximately proportional
To determine the constant of proporto this exciter plate voltage.
tionality, measurements were made of the maximum voltage required to
stop electrons that had passed through the input r-f gap. These measurements indicated that the exciter plate voltage and the input-gap r-f
voltage are the same to within + 5 per cent; this similarity is mostly
fortuitous.
In Fig. 11.2 the exciter plate voltage required for optimum bunching
is shown as a function of 10 for different values of 1.
At optimum bunching—that is, with X fixed at 1.2—the product
(V/VO) (sin hl)/hl is constant; hence the exciter plate voltage required
for any beam current is proportional to
hi

—=l+~(hl)’=l+
sin M

JZl%.
()

a

1A. E. Harrison,R. O. Haxby, “Klystron Frequency Multipliers,” Sperry Gyroscope Co. Rsport 5221-115,Apr. 12, 1944.
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This approximately linear dependence of drive voltage on beam current
in Fig. 11,2 appears except at very low beam current and near the
maximum beam current.
At low current the high negative controlgrid voltage used for diminishing 10 has a focusing action such that
the current is simultaneously reduced in magnitude and concentrated in a
The debunching therefore does not decrease in proportion
smaller beam.
to the decrease in Io. It is known that the electron gun used in this tube
likewise gives a divergent beam when the control-grid voltage is run too
positive; this accounts for the leveling off of the curves at high 10.
When all space-charge effects at the low-current end are eliminated
by extrapolating the linear portion of the curves to zero beam current and
by setting the exciter plate voltage equal to V, values of V/V, = 0.368,
0.216, and 0.128 are obtained for z = 5, 9, and 14 cm respectively.
The
input cavity is tuned to kl = 110 cm; and ~ = 0.045 at VO = 500 volts,
hence the corresponding values of the bunching parameter, dV/VOpk,
are 1.18, 1.23, and 1.15. The agreement with the theoretical value of
1.2 is good and provides gratifying agreement with simple bunching
theory.
An increase in exciter power with increasing klystron beam current
could also be produced by beam loading in the input cavity.
This
increase would not affect the comparison between theory and experiment
that has just been made, but it would affect any conclusion about
debunching that might be drawn from Fig. 11 “2. It is known that there
is some beam loading in this input resonator, but it has not been accurately measured.
It seems safe to ignore it for the following reason.
First, the G. of the input cavity is calculated to be higher by a factor
of 5 than that of typical 3000-M c/sec cavities because of the heavy
capacitance loading used in reducing the cavity size. A correspondingly
higher beam-loading conductance GE would be required in order to
produce a given effect. But the beam current in Fig. 11.2 is very low
by the criteria used in the estimates of beam loading at earlier points
in the previous chapter.
Having checked simple bunching at zero current in Fig. 11-2, the
behavior at fide beam current in this figure will now be analyzed on
the assumption that it is caused by debunching.
The relative increase
in the exciter plate voltage over its value at zero current should be
hi/sin hl. At IO = 7 ma the exciter plate voltage is increased over its
zero-current value by factors of 1.15, 1.56, and 1.85, which correspond
to hi = 0.9, 1.53, and 1.80 or h = 0.18, 0.17, and 0.13 for 1 = 5, 9, and
14 cm respectively.
For this beam voltage and for the radius of the
drift tube, a, equal to 0.5 cm, these values of h would be produced by
values of 10 of 3.1, 2.7, and 1.6 ma.
Because most debunching takes place just before the beam enters
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the output gap, the actual cathode-emission current should be reduced
by two factors before comparing with the above values: a factor of 0.85
for grid-absorption losses before entering the drift tube, and a factor
1 – (X/6) (hi)’ = 1 – 0.2(hl)2 for transverse-debunching
losses of the
beam current.
If the effects of these two factors are included, the actual
beam currents at the output gap are calculated to be 5.0, 3.1, and 2.1
ma respectively.
The beam currents that are necessary to explain
the observed longitudinal debunching thus seem 25 per cent lower than
the actual beam currents; this is probably the extent of the diminution
of longitudinal debunching as caused by the conducting wall effect.
In Fig. 11”3 a measurement of beam loss due to transverse debunching
is shown as a function of exciter-plate voltage, for Z = 5 cm. Since
V, = 400 volts, Fig. 11”3 is not directly comparable to Fig. 11.2;
because 10 is proportional to VO$f and in Fig. 11.3 is measured after
being diminished by 0.71 by four grid absorption, the zero-drive beam
current of 5.7 ma would correspond to 11.2 ma in Fig. 11.3. Since
h = 0.89 for 10 = 7 ma, M = 0.89 till.2/~0
= 1.13 here. The resulting theoretical transverse-debunching current reduction of
1 –

()
:

(N)’ = 0.75

compares well with the observed value 4.5/5.7 = 0.79.
The conclusions from these comparisons are as follows: The effect
of longitudinal debunching on the drive voltage required for optimum
bunching in this series of three tubes is less than elementary debunching
theory predicts; the difference may very well be due to the wall effect.
The beam loss that is due to transverse spreading is slightly greater
than that predicted by elementary debunching theory.
The over-all
agreement is perhaps better than might have been expected.
11.2. Frequency Multiplier Klystrons; Comparison of Theory and
The Theoretical Eflects of Bebunching on Multiplier Output
Experiment.
Power.-What
effect does this debunching have on output power of the
multiplier?
Transverse debunching predicts simply a certain loss of
current from the bunch, and hence a diminution of output power proportional to the square of the current. Longitudinal debunching, as applied
to a beam of infirite width for X S 1, implies no diminution of output
power or change of waveform, but simply an increase in the value of
V/VO required for optimum bunching.
As already noted in Sec. 9.3, however, in a beam of finite cross section
with a conducting wall there is no longitudinal debunching at the outer
edge of the beam.
This fact has already been called upon to explain
the way in which, in Fig. 11.2, the drive voltage for optimum bunching
does not increase with beam current so rapidly as expected.
“ Opti-
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mum bunchmg~’ of course, must nmv be taken to mean an average over
the beam width because the bunching parameter nowvaries with radial
position in the beam.
If X varies over a wider range than corresponds
to the width of the first maximum of Jn(m.Y), then a large part of the
beam contributes nothing to the average value of im, or may even diminish
it. Thus longitudinal debunching probably diminishes output power
more by virtue of its variation with radial distance from the axis of the
beam than it does by virtue of its mere presence.
A glance at Fig. 95
shows that a slight variation of X across the width of the beam becomes
increasingly serious as m, the harmonic order, is increased; this is the
reason for discussing the subject in connection with multipliers.
15
10
l=5cm

/
Z
~
~5

Beam current15ma

/

/“”
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r w’
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FIG. 11.4.—Observed relative multiplier output power as function of exciter-plate
voltage for various values of beam current and drift length. Same tubes as used in Figs
11.2 and 11.3.

The Obseroed In@ence

of Debunching on Multiplier

Output Power.—

These comments serve as background for Fig. 11“4, in which is shown the
variation of the relative output power with exciter plate voltage for
the same tubes as were used for the data of Figs. 11”2 and 11“3. Since the
relative output powers were measured with a crystal rectifier that was
probably saturating at the higher power levels, an accurate quantitative
interpretation of the relative powers cannot be made.
However, the
relative output powers will be compared with what would be expected
on the basis of transverse debunching alone.
Before making this comparison, it should be noted that debunching
will not only cause diiTerences between various curves in Fig. 11“4,
but will also affect the shape of an individual curve.
In spite of the
effect of debunching on an individual curve, the similarity to the ideal
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bunching curves of Fig. 9“5 is striking provided it is noted that Fig. 95
shows Iim], and Fig. 11”4 shows relative IL 2.
In analyzing Fig. 11”4 it is to be noted that although the higher beam
current is normally 15 ma, it appears likely, from Fig. 11.2 and from the
known divergence of the beam at higher currents, that the equivalent
cathode-emission current is less—say 12 ma for 1 = 5 cm, and 10 ma
each for 1 = 9 and 14 cm. Scaling up to these currents the values of
debunching wavenurnber estimated for 10 = 7 ma from Fig. 11.2, one
may obtain the values of M, sin ld/hl, and 1~[1 + 0.1 (hi) 2]–4 shown in
Table 10. Of these quantities, (sin hl)/hl gives the ratio of bunching
parameter at the edge of the beam to “mean” bunching parameter, by
virtue of the way in which the values of h were derived empirically from
Fig. 11.2. The quantity [1 + 0.1 (hi)’]-4 gives the diminution of output
power by transverse debunching, and is used instead of the approximate
[1 – 0.2(hl) 2]2. The quantity 1~[1 + 0.1 (M) ‘]–4 should therefore be
proportional to the total output power if the longitudinal effects do not
greatly predominate.
In calculating this quantity, 10 is taken not as
the nominal 15 ma of Fig. 11“2 but rather as the values 12, 10, and 10 ma
discussed above.
TAIII.E11l.-COMFARISONOFOBSERVED
RELATIVE
OUTFUT
Powwis OFFIG,114 AND
THERELATIVE
OUTHITPOWERSPREDICTED
ONTHEBASISOF TRANSVEFW
DEBUNCHING
1,
cm

5
9
14

iNOminal
I,, ma

hl

5
15
5
15
15

0.75
1.16
1,30
1.84,
,.2 54[

sin hl
—hT

1:[1 + O.l(hl)l]–~
(predicted)

0.90
0.78
0.73
0.52
0.123

>’ormal-

Rclative p

Normal-

‘observed)

(observed
“ed p )

2.4
12.0
1.0
3.7
1.35

1
5.0
0.42
1.54
0.56

a relative P

52 X
12Z X
5’ x
101 x
10’ x

0.81
0.60
0.53
0,31
0.14

=
=
=
=
=

(~;~dj
20
S5
13
31
14

1
4,3
0,65
1.55
0,69

The experimentally observed output powers also are listed in Table
11.1. In order to simplify the comparison of prediction and experiment,
the predicted and observed relative power outputs are normalized to
unity for 1 = 5 cm and 10 = 5 ma.
It is apparent that the general behavior of the observed relative
powers is in agreement with the behavior that is predicted by taking
into consideration only the transverse-debunctig
losses. From the
width of the peaks in Fig. 11.4-approximately
20 per cent at halfpower—one would conclude that output power should be reduced 50
per cent by a uniform spread of ~ 20 per cent in the values of the bunching
parameter at different radial positions in the beam.
The fact that there
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are no such unexplained diminutions in relative output power that may
be ascribed to longitudinal effects, and the fact that the simple longitudinal theory predicts fairly well the relation between beam current and
r-f drive voltage, seem to indicate that any wall effects do not extend
very far into the beam.
Absolute Multiplier E$ciency.-All
these deductions have been based
on relative measurements.
It is relevant to make a comparison of
theory and absolute output power.
The absolute output power measured for the tube with 1 = 5 cm, actual 10 = 12 ma, VO = 500 volts is
about 25 mw, corresponding to an efficiency of 0.4 per cent. If transverse debunching loss, absorption of beam current by grids, and the beamcoupling coefficient of the output gap are allowed for, and if G~E = 10–5
mhos for the output cavity, the calculated power output is 90 mw for a
predicted efficiency of 1.5 per cent. This agreement is not as good as
that obtained in previous sections for other types of klystrons.
This calculation assumes that ILI = 210 X 0.65nz-~~, as given by
simple bunching theory.
A deviation from this expression would have a
marked influence on the predicted output power; it should therefore be
noted that evidence has been presented tending to show that in at
least one multiplier {i~l is proportional to m-~~ for 10 < m <30.
Whatever the source of this more rapid diminution with m, it probably does
not hold true for 1 < m < 10 because it would then make the calculated
absolute efficiency half the size of the observed efficiency in the above
example.
It may be that this m–~i behavior for 10 < m < 30 represents
the influence of the longitudinal wall effect, which gets worse as m
increases.
Multiplier Operation at High Input-gap Voltage .—The zero-current
values of V/VO that were deduced for optimum bunching in the tubes
just under consideration ranged up to V/VO = 0.37 for 1 = 5 cm. This
value of V/VO is sufficient to cause the smoothing out of the zero of
output power for 1 = 5 cm by the second-order high-l’ effects described
in Sec. 9.4, as is discussed in Sec. 10.7 in connection with the ‘similar
amplifier data of Fig. 10.8. It is interesting to note the greatly increased
smoothing-out for 1 = 5 cm, 10 = 15 ma. It may be that the secondorder high-l’ effects are beginning to merge into the V > VO effects of
Sees. 96 and 9.7 here because V/VO
= 0.8 at an exciter plate voltage of
400 volts.
Be that as it may, all the data and analysis so far have been by v-a;
of exploring the phenomena that force one to still shorter drift distance
and higher V/V,.
Figure 11.5 S11OIVS
the analogous curves of output
power vs. input-gap r-f voltage for a multiplier with the same inpot
‘ .k. E. Harrison, R. 0. Haxby, “Klystron
Gyroscope Cc). Rrport 5221-115, April 12.1944,

Frequency

lIultipliers, ” Sperry
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frequency as those just considered, but with VO = 400 volts, 1 = 2.5 cm,
and hence do = 3.5 radians.
The independent variable in Fig. 11.5
is the input-gap voltage as measured by the voltage required to stop
all the electrons of the beam (see discussion following Fig. 11.3).
The fact that the output power is at the 19th harmonic in this tube
does not affect the present discussion.
Here V/VO = 0.7 at optimum
bunching.
Figure 9“17 predicts, for 80 = 3.5, that beyond the simple
optimum bunching the output power will level off at 15 to 20 per cent
of the optimum-bunching peak. Actually, as may be seen in Fig. 115,
the output power rises continually instead of leveling off, and it rises
considerably above the level of the first peak.
This continual rise is probably
~3
due to the fact that the electrons
of the bunch are now those that
E2
have been the most accelerated by
5
~
the large input-gap r-f voltage.
2
Thus
the higher the input-gap r-f
.$ 1
z
voltage,
the less is the effect of
z
E
debunching and the output-gap
o Bzlll
400
600 beam-coupling coefficient in reduc100 200
Input-gap r-f votiage (volts)
ing the driving current in the last
FIG. 11.5.—Dependence of relative outresonator.
The fact that this
put power at the 19th harmonic on input
gap r-f voltage. Input frequency 270
bunched current for V > V, is
Me/see, 1 = 2.5 cm; VO = 400 volts;
greater than that for V < V,,
00 = 3.5 radians.
instead of less as predicted by Fig.
9.17, is probably a combination
of the high-electron-velocity
factor
already mentioned and the greater simplicity of the bunching process
for V > VO.
11.3. Two-resonator
Klystron Oscillators.-The
preceding chapter
and the first two sections of the present chapter have been concerned
solely with klystrons in which no energy is fed back from the output to
.4 klystron amplifier, like any other amplifier, can be
the input circuit.
converted into a free-running oscillator by installing the proper feedback.
The maximum ideal efficiency of such an oscillator is 58 per cent with
simple bunching, and 74 per cent if a second harmonic is added to the
bunching by the processes described in Sees. 9.5 and 9.8. This oftenquoted ideal efficiency assumes IVzl = VO, a circuit efficiency of unity, no
beam loading or resonator losses, no debunching, and no grid interception.
The factors thus assumed are common to both oscillators and amplifiers,
and have already been discussed in Sees. 10.7 and 10.9.
More basic to the operation of multiresonator oscillators than these
factors are the constraints introduced by feedback.
A concise presentation of the features that are peculiar to oscillators requires the passing
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over of those points which oscillators share with amplifiers; the modifying
effect of such factors may be seen in the conclusions reached by this
discussion.
It is particularly to be noted that the simplifying assumption,
V), is hereby made in order to avoid the complications of
IV,[ <
(v,
–
Sec. 1006 that arise when output-gap voltage reaches the upper limit
(Vo – V). It is also advantageous to simplify the discussion of oscillator-circuit features by assuming an extremely simple form of feedback—a frequency-insensitive
mutual inductance M. between output
and input circuits. 1 This simple mutual inductance’ is a good representation of the feedback coupling when the latter is provided by a slot or
loop connecting two adjacent cavities.
When the feedback coupling
is provided by a comparatively long transmission line, there are, of course,
various resonances and frequency sensitivities associated with the latter,
but when the oscillation frequency is distant from any such resonant
frequencies, the general coupled-circuit features of the oscillator are well
represented by the coupling assumed above.
Over and above these particular assumptions is the intention to
discuss only two-resonator oscillators in detail.
Two other related types
of oscillators should, however, be mentioned in passing.
One is the so-called “floating drift-tube”
oscillator, in which practically all the wall dividing the first and second cavities has been removed,
leaving only enough material to provide a means of mechanical support
for the drift tube.
As a result, that which was originally a pair of
separately-tuned
cavities is now a single cavity, with a consequent
increased ease of tuning.
On the other hand, it is still possible to
retain the advantage of using an input-gap r-f voltage that is smaller
than the output-gap voltage, because these two gaps are separated.
A
tube of this type thus combines the ease of tuning of the reflex klystron
(see succeeding chapters) with one of the r-f advantages of the tworesonator oscillator.
An example of such an oscillator with floating
drift-tube:s the 2K40, developed at the Bell Telephone Laboratories.
The other multiresonator oscillator that should be noted is the oscillator-buffer klystron.
Here a third resonator is placed along the axis
of the beam, separated by a very short drift space from the second
The first two resonators constitute an ordinary two-resonator
resonator.
oscillator, which has, however, no external load. If the drift space
between the second and third resonators is short, the waveform of the
bunched beam current will not be changed appreciably in passing from
nomenclature, although derived from amplifier
I The “input”
and “output”
usage, remains convenient and unambiguous in discussing oscillators.
~Note the subscript that distinguishes the mutual inductance M, from the beamcoupling coefEcient M (which is assumed the same for both cavities).

I
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second to third resonator; hence the third (or “buffer”)
resonator is
able to abstract from the beam and deliver to an external load nearly as
much power as could the second resonator if it were properly loaded.
The primary utility of this oscillator-buffer arrangement lies in the fact
that any change of the load caused
by the buffer resonator is unable
to influence the frequency of oscillation because the latter is determined by the first two resonators.
The oscillator-buffer klystron thus
%cond (“output”)
- First (“input”)
provides a very stable source of
cavily
cavily
power. A typical klystron of this
FIG. 11,6.—Lumped-constant
equivalent
circuit for the two-resonator klystron osciftype is the ZK34, produced by the
Iator.
Sperry Gyroscope Company; this
klystron is similar in construction and performance to the type 41OR,
which is discussed in some detail in the preceding and present chapters.
Representation of the Two-resonator Klystron Oscillator.—As a result
of these various simplifications, the two-resonator klystron oscillator
under discussion is represented in a lumped-constant
manner by Fig.
11.6. The influence of the bunched beam current on the output circuit
is represented by the driving current Mil, applied across the shunt
resonant output circuit, as discussed in Chap. 3. The effect of the

FIG. 117.-Hypothetical owill~tor using circuit of, aud having characteristics of, a
two-resonator klystron oscillator (Fig. llG), but dcI i~.ing Mi, from VI by conventional
means rather than by velocity modulation and bunching.
external load applied to the output circuit is represented by the additional
shunt conductance GL; and the shunt conductance
of the respective
beam-loaded cavities are G,RI and G.n2. Thus G2 = GBE2+ GL and
GI = G,m.
Figure 11.6 is not concerned with the manner in which VI produces
Mil by velocity modulation and bunching.
As a matter of interest in
structure, Fig. 11.7 illustrates a hypothetical oscillator using conventional
low-frequency electronics and having the same characteristics as the
klystron oscillator; here the generation of Mil by VI is simulated by the

.
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action of a conventional multigrid vacuum tube that has no coupling
between input and output circuits, and which is followed by a delay
line that introduces a delay equal to the transit time of the electrons
in the drift space.
It is clear from Fig. 11“4 that, if Mil is given, the r-f voltage across the
first gap V, is uniquely determined by the usual laws of circuit theory.
This fact does not depend upon any knowledge of the origin of Mil.
It is equally clear that the fact that this is a klystron oscillator—that is,
that Jfil is produced by VI by the physical mechanism of velocity
modulation and bunching-also
uniquely determines the ratio J~~l/VE
In a steady state of oscillation these two relations between Jfi, and VI,
arising from two different sets of physical circumstances, must be satisfied. This requirement may be expressed as follows: the circuit transfer
must equal the electronic
admittance
Y. (or “ transadmittance”),
transadmittance Ye; that is, with the sign convention noted in the next
section,
Y. = Y..

(1)

11.4. Condition for Oscillation.-The
condition stated in Eq. (1) is
The
sufficient to determine all the characteristics of oscillator behavior.
present section is devoted to a discussion of these two transadmittances
and some of the consequences of the condition for oscillation.
The Electronic Tran sadm ittancc.—By IZq. (99) i, = 21,e-~e”J,(X),
Although the assumption of this particular phase for
where VI = —jV.
VI is not retained, the phase of the electronic transadrnittance is independent of the assumed phase of VI; and from the above expressions the
electronic transadmittancc has already been found to be
(1015)

It may be recalled from the discussion of amplifier theory in Sec. 103
that G. is the small-signal electronic transconcluctance, G, = Jl~Ok’0/2,
~rhich is independent of beam voltage for the customary constantpervcance electron gun; the conductance compression, 2.11(3”) /X, which
gives the diminution of Y, when X is more than infinitesimal, is shown
in Fig. 10.2.
The Circuit Transadmittance. —;l few comments about sign conventions are in order before writing down the circuit transadrnittance.
The primary sign conventions that ha~c so far been made are the following: (1) the instantaneous value of the l]~lllcl~ed-l]cam-current component
is positi~-e during the “ passage of the l]unch, ” and (2) the instantaneous
r-f gap voltage is positive ~~-henaccelerating the, electrons of the beam.
As a consequence of these two conventions, the a~-erage power P delivered

●
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to the output circuit is given by
P = – &Re(Mi~V,)

= –~ Re(Y~V~VJ.

(2)

To these conventions

must be added another: the mutual inductance
M. and the circuit-coupling
coefficient k(kz = M~/LIL.j) is taken to be
positive when VI = –3’VZ at resonCavity ‘1
ance of both circuits to the frequency
of the driving current.
(It should be
noted that in circuit considerations
Cavity ‘2
based on Fig. 11.6, V1 and V* are the
secondary and primary voltages respectively. ) This
convention
is
FIG. 11.S.—Illustration of means of
changing sign of the coupling coefficient
necessary because the sign of k may
k by a change in the symmetry of a
be reversed by a simple change in coufeedback loop.
pling such as the one shown in Fig. 11.8.
Given this sign convention, a conventional lumped-constant circuit
analysis shows that the circuit transconductance is given by

EIEI
Y,=~=jG2

G

J

[(1

+

2jQ161)

r,

(1

+

Wt?2J2)

+

WML1. (3)

kQ,

Here, as usual, ~1 = (u – uJ/ul,
and a similar relation holds for 6,;
Qz is the Q of the output circuit including the effect of the load conductance G..
However, Eq. (3) is not a convenient form because the frequency of the driving current (that is, the frequency of oscillation)
appears both in 6, and &.. A better form maybe obtained by use of the
following notation:
6=

u — (al + &l,)/2

(4a)

V’mloz

and
*O~ (u, – W)
26”

(4b)

Thus 6 is the fractional deviation of u from the mean frequency of the
two resonant cavities, and 80 is one-half the fractional detuning of the
two cavities from each other. It is also useful to define

K2 = k2Q,Qz.

(5)

At the critical coupling, K2 = 1. The term “critical”
refers to the
usual circuit terminology and does not refer to any critical condition for
oscillator operation.
Utilizing the relation Q = l/uLG, Eq. (3) may now
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be rewritten
*

c

.

~Gx
~

{ –2[(Q,

+ Q,)6 + (Q, – Qz)1501
+ j[(l

+ K’ + 4Q1QN~) – 4Q@2]].

(6)

The Condition jor Oscillation.-It
has already been noted that steadystate oscillations exist only when the circuit and electronic transfer
admittances are equal, that is, when
Ye = Y,.

(1)

If the values of the transfer admittances Y. and Y. given in Eqs. (10.15)
and (6) are used, this condition may, for convenience, be written in full
as follows:

je–W.2Jl(X)
X–K

_ v G,G,
—
{ –2[(Q,

+ Q2)6 + (Q, – Q,)601

+ j[(l

+ K’ + 4Q1Q25:) – 4Q1Q2a’11.

(7)

The questions asked concerning the oscillator are usually such as to
suggest the following classification of the various quantities in Eq.
(7). The d-c transit angle of electrons from input to output gap, 00,
is the independent variable; it is proportional to V#i and a change in this
independent variable simply describes a change in beam voltage.
The
dependent variables are ~ and X, which specify the frequency and
amplitude of oscillation.
The basic circuit parameters are the relative
detuning of the resonators 60, the normalized circuit-coupling coefficient
K, the unloaded Q of first cavity Q 1, the loaded Q of second cavity Qz,
and the product GQ = WC for each cavity.
The basic electronic paramIt should be
eter is G., the small-signal electronic transconductance.
recalled particular y that 00 cc V–>i and that usually (i. e., electron gun
of constant perveance) 10 u VO~$ and GD = V#; hence G,, which is proportional to %(7o, is independent of 00 and VO except for the usually minor
dependence of M on VO.
The dependent variable X does not give very much information about
the output power because X cc IVII, whereas the output power involves
V,. A subsidiary relation to Eqs. (1) and (7) giving the relation between
V, and VZ is needed, which follows from simple circuit analysis:

V2= jV,

-[1

+ 2jQ,(a + 6,)1.
K

(8)

The discussion is, for some time, concerned not with output, but simply
with the values that X assumes under various circumstances; nevertheless Eq. (8) is inserted at this point to call attention to the way in which
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lVZ/Vll and the output power for a given X increase as 6 + C$O
increases
or as K decreases.
Returning now to Eq. (7), it is worth while to inspect the way in
Since the circuit elements are
which the variables 00, X, and 6 appear.
all linear, X does not appear in Y.; neither does the purely electronic
variable 00. Thus, both the phase and the absolute value of the circuit
transadmittance are determined by the frequency deviation 8. In the
electronic transadmittance the phase is determined solely by 190and the
absolute value by X alone.
The way in which X and ~ are determined by 00may thus be visualized
somewhat as follows.
Suppose that all the circuit and electronic parameters have been fixed, and that someone now sets the beam voltage at a
particular value and thus determines the value of do. This determines
the phase of the electronic and hence of the circuit transadmittance;
the frequency deviation ~ is thus immediately determined as the value
that gives Y, the correct phase, But, in thus meeting the phase ccmdition, 8 also completely determines the absolute value of YC. The
amplitude of oscillation, as indicated by X, must therefore now be such
Thus one might say that 0,
as to give Y, this same absolute value.
determines 5 and that 6 determines X.
Sometimes these various conditions are incompatible.
The maximum
absolute value of Y. for any X is G., and this value occurs for X = O.
If the value of J as determined by t?,is such as to make IY.! > G., then no
oscillation can be supported.
For example, as O, ~ 27r X (integer + ~),
Y. becomes negative imaginary; if If is positive then Y,. becomes negative
imaginary only as ti+ + cc ; but at the same time Ycl + m . Hence
oscillations
can never occur for a positive K at L90 = 27r X (integer + ~).
Similarly for a negative K, oscillations can never occur at
190= 27r X integer
Thus a plot of strength of oscillation versus VOor 190shows discrete modes
of oscillation separated by regions of no oscill~tion.
The larger G. is, the
narrower these regions of no oscillation will he.
Equations (7) also verify the physically obvious fact that with small
enough coupling (K) or large enough drtuning (60), 11’,.I will be so large
at all frequencies that no oscillation is possible for any 6..
Figures 11.9 and 11.10 sholv the way in ]rhich oscillation ceases at
certain values of e~ (or T’0), with the adjacent zeros of output separated
by one cycle of electron-tmnsit time.
These figures’ show the frequency of oscillation and output power of
The 41OR hs.s already
the 41OR klystron as a function of beam \oltage.
1Type 41OR Technical Information Sheet, Sperry Gyroscope Co., Greak N’eck,
N.Y.
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been referred to as an “amplifier klystron”; it may be converted to an
oscillator by attaching an external feedback line for which connections
are provided.
Various features of these figures are discussed at a later
point; their relevancy to the present ai-mrssion lies in their illustration
of the existence of discrete “modes of osc dlation. ” It is to be noted that
‘[mode” is here used in a sense clifferent from that involved in “modes
of free oscillation of coupled circuits”; the modes in Figs. 11.9 and 11.10
dffer not in circuit features but only in electron-transit time.
In Fig. 11.10, for example, the centers of the regions of zero oscillation occur at VO = 560, 770, 1200, and 1950 volts; from the facts that
h = 10 cm and the drift length 1 = 3 cm, the corresponding transit

~ (volts)
FIG, 11 ‘J-Typical
output power and
oscillation frequency
chxractcrlstlcs
in
the type 41oR two-resonator
klystron
oscillator.
Feedback and detuning adoutput
pow%!’.
for maximum
justed
Zero focus voltage.
Center frequency
/0 = 3000 Me/see.

~

(Volis)

FIG,11. 10.—T]-pical

output power and
oscillation freql~cncy characteristics in the
type 41OR two-resonator klystron oscillator.
Feedbark and detuning adjusted for uniform
output power characteristic.
Io.u. voltage
zero.
Center frequency ,fo = 3000 MC;SCC.

times are found to be 6.38, 5.36, 4.35, and 3.40 cycles.
These numbers
are not integers or integers plus one-half because, in comparison to the
simple mutual-inductance
model of I’ig. 116, operation of’ the 41OR
involves an additional transit time—that of the feedback signal around
the external feedback line. This fact also explains the slight shift in the
modes in going from Fig. 11.10 to Fig. 11.9; the shift occurs because
the length of the feedback line has been intentionally changed to produce
the difference in the shapes of the modes in the two figures. The region
of no oscillation that onc would expect to find centered at 2.37 cycles or
4000 volts under the conditions of Fig. 11.10 is considerably broadened
because the cathode begins to be temperature-limited, thus diminishing
G, above 2500 volts; the zeros below 2000 volts also become increasingly
wide (in percentage) as Vo is decreased, because of the accompanying
diminution of Jf and hence of G,.
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11.6. Transadmittance
Diagrams. -Analytically,
the condition for
A more
oscillation as expressed in Eq. (7) is somewhat cumbersome.
intuitive and simpler way of expressing this condition is made possible
by considering the loci of Y. and Y. in the admittance plane.
The
condition for oscillation, Y. = Y., then simply reduces to the condition
Before considering the various
that the loci of Y. and Y. intersect.
stages involved in thus expressing the condition for oscillation, however,
the general anatomy of these transadmittance loci themselves must be
considered in some detail.
Locus of the Circuit Transadmittance. -The
real part of Y. is a linear
function of 6; the imaginary part is a quadratic function of 8 and hence
I
I
Yc

K
-q

q

I
+2(Q2- Q1)JO

/
\
6<0 for K<O
“g
g

I?m.

11.1 1.—LOCUS of circuit transadmittance
Y., normahzed as
parametric function of frequency deviation &

Y. K/v’G~,

as a

of the real part; the locus of Y, is therefore a parabola with axis parallel
to the imaginary axis of the admittance plane; each point on this parabola
corresponds to a single value of 6. The geometry of this parabola is
summarized in Fig. 11.11, in which is shown the locus of Y.K/~GlG2.
If K >0, then Fig. 11.11 also shows Y. to within a scale factor, but
if K < 0 (see Fig. 11.8), then the 10CUSof Y, will be the negative of the one
shown—that is, each point will be inverted through the origin. The
vertex of the parabola always lies above the real axis by an amount
.——
(V~I/~?/K)
(1 + K’ + 4Q16?z~f); this distance is thus always increased by increasing the relative resonator detuning, is decreased by
heavy loading of the output cavity, and is a minimum with respect to
coupling when K2 = 1 + 4QlQz~~. The distance of the vertex from the
imaginary axis is proportional to the detuningj but would always be
zero if both cavities were loaded to the same Q.
Locus of the Electronic
Transadmittance
.—The
locus of Y. is more
simple.
As shown in Fig. 11.12, for any gi~en value of X the locus of
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DIAGRAMS

Y, is a circIe about the origin of radius G. “ ‘UI(X)/X;
the radii for severaI
values of X are shown in Fig. 11“12, and the more exact dependence of
JI(X)/X
on X may be obtained from Fig. 10.2.

Fir+. 11.12.—Dependence
of Y./G., ratio
of electronic transadmittance
to small-signal
electrcmic transconductance,
on bunching
parameter X and electron-transit
rm~le @o;
Y, = je-jan f7C2J1(X) lx.

FIG. 11.13 .—Transadmittance
diagram (loci of Y. /G~ and Y./GI) for critical coupling, no detuning (K = 1, &o =
O); Q,

=

4Q,, GeIG,

= 56.

The condition for oscillation, Eq. (7), now finds simple expression
in terms of these transadmittance loci, Figure 11.13 shows the loci
of Y, and Y. for the simple case
of critical coupling and no detun.
ing (K = 1, & = O). ~ Oscillation
will only occur for the range
On,<00<190, for which IY.! < G.,
that is, for which the parabola lies
within the X = O circle of radius
G,.
For any value of 9D within
this range, X will assume the
value corresponding to the Y,
Relative el&tron transit angle (L90’:2 frn)
circle intersected by the parabola
FIG. 11.14.—Dependence
of electron jc
at this value of o,. Shnilarly, to
efficiency q, bunching parameter X, and
within an additive constant, the
oscillation frequency deviation & on electron
transit time .%,, for conditions as given jn
value of 8 at any 00 is proportransadmittance
diagram in F]g. 11.13.
tional to the horizontal
(real)
projection of the parabola at ‘the corresponding value of 00. The dependence of X and 6 on 00 as thus graphically derived from the transadmittance diagram of Fig. 11.13 is shown in Fig. 11.14. The limits of
oscillation are the & and OOZ
of the previous figure.
1 Certainvalues of Q,/Q2 and GJI% are assumedto make these curves identical
with some that will appearlater aa part of a family of characteristics.
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Some of the general conclusions to which this use of the transadmittance diagram leads are discussed later. It should be noted, however,
that while this procedure gives the output-frequency deviation 6, it does
not give the output power, but only the bunching parameter X.
The
connection between output power and X will now be discussed.
between Electronic
11.6. General Oscillator Characteristics. -Relation
E$ciency
q and Bunching Parameter
X.—The determination of the output power-or
better, the output efficiency-really
comprises two steps:
(1) the determination of the electronic efficiency, and (2) the determination of the circuit efficiency.
The electwnic efficiency q is the efficiency
of delivery of power by the electron stream to the output resonator.
The
circuit efficiency q. is the fraction of this power that gets delivered to
the external load as represented by G. in Fig. 11.6. Thus the over-all
efficiency ~~ is given by
qL

=

(9)

7%.

As discussed in deriving Eq. (107) for the power Pz delivered to the
output cavity, the electronic efficiency q is given by
Re (Y~V~ V,)
q = -—210V0

——

d7iRe(y’%vl”)

Using Eqs. (1015), (8), and (92) to give values of Y., VZ/VI, and X, respectively, this equation becomes

Even the above form of Eq. (10) is hardly convenient analytically;
but, as a matter of fact, it has a very simple physical content.
If the
constants of proportionality are omitted, this expression for q is composed of the following factors:
1. 2JI(X),

2. X <1

the relative r-f component

+ 4Q~(8 + 60)2/K,
r-f voltage.

the

of bunched beam current.

magnitude

of

the

output-gap

3. [COS00 – ZQI(6 + 80) sin &j]/v’l

+ 4Q?(6 + &J2, the cosine of
the phase bet ween the bunched current-i, and the output-gap r-f
volt age.

The factor [COSt?o– 2Q,(6 + &) sin 60] in Eq. (10) thus describes
two separate effects: the changes in the magnitude of Vj, and in the
relative phase of il and Vz as 80 varies at constant X.
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the transit angle 190= 2rn, where n is an integer, gives 6 = O and
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z

2xJ,(x)
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Here

=,/K.

As 80 increases two effects occur: ]Va/VIl increases, and the cosine
These two ,effects have opposite
of the angle between Vz and il decreases.
influences on the efficiency; which will predominate?
Equation (10)
shows that, if —6 increases sufficiently rapidly ~vith 00, the increase in
IV,l predominates over the increasingly unfavorable phase angle between
ZI and Vaj and the efficiency is a maximum at sin do = +1.
This is the
usual case; it gives rise to behavior such as that shown in Figs. 11.9
and 11.10, where the efficiency shows local maxima just before the tube
goes out of oscillation.
Theother alternative occurs only forsrnallvalues
of Ge/G2.
In an oscillator with a sizable G., it is apparent from what has just
been said that il and V2 are not
in phase at the maximum efficiency available for 60 = O. This
fact indicates the advantage of a
relative detuning of the resonators, for the optimum efficiency
will occur with the combination
of maximum IV*1 and zero phase
angle between il and VZ. The
illustration of these points in detail
by an exhaustive discussion of the
contours of constant q in the
2J1 (X)/X
FIG. 11.15.—Dependence
of XJ, (X) on
admittance plane is too lengthy a
2J1(X) /X, that is, on radial position in the
procedure to be carried out here.
transadmittance diagram,
The present comments
should
suffice to indicate the physical factors at work; graphical illustrations of
the effect of detuning on efficiency are given later.
The relative contribution to q by the factor X.J, (X) is easily seen.
In Fig. 11.15 is shown the dependence of this function on 2J,(X)/X
(that is, on the relative distance from the center of the transadmittance
diagram).
It should also be noted that, since K occurs in the denominator of
the right-hand member of Eq. (10), it might appear that an infinitesimally
small coupling leads to an infinite q. But the normalization factor in
Fig. 11.11 shows that as K is decreased the absolute scale of the circuit
transadmittance locus is increased; hence, too small a value of K causes
the locus of Ye to expand far beyond the locus of Y., and thus makes
oscillation impossible long before any infinite q is reached.
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The Circuit Eficiency.-The
circuit efficiency q. is the ratio of the
power dissipated in the load G. to the power dissipated in G~ and G2;
hence
]V,]2G~
“ = (]v,12G, + ]V,12G,)”
By Eq. (8) this becomes
K’
‘c

“1+

= G,

[

1+ 4Q:(6

+ 6,)2 1“

(11)

When K <<1, that is, when very little of the r-f power developed is
returned to the first resonator to be there dissipated, this expression
reduces to the simple equation q. = G~/G2, which was used for amplifiers.
The same is true when Q,6, >>1, that is, when the detuning of the first
resonator with respect to the second is very great.
The basic point about Eq. (11), however, is really the simple fact
that the circuit efficiency depends on 6 and hence, implicitly, on 00
and Vo. This dependence is in sharp contrast to the situation, for
example, in the reflex klystron.
The Frequency of Oscillation.—It
has already been noted in discussing
Eq. (7) that the frequency of oscillation is determined by the condition
that the phase of the circuit transA 00
admittance Y. shall be equal to the
phase of the electronic transadmittance Y,; and the latter, 7r/2 – (?o,
is determined solely by the mean
electron-transit
time.
The
dependence of J on 00 is thus purely
a circuit matter and is not at all
]Ae,
I
influenced by amplitude of oscillaI
I /
1~
tion; the functional relation beI I
II
1 I
tween 3 and do is determined by
Al
fII
simple considerations involving the
analysis of coupled circuits.
In the transadmittance diagram
(see Fig, 11.11), the real part of Yc
FIG. 11.16.—Graphicaldetermination is linear in 6. Thus, in terms of
of therelativefrequencychanges,A and B,
thk diagram, 6 maybe determined
produced at @o = 2rn and 00 = 2Yrn + z/2
by a given incrementof 1?,,Atlu. Strong from the Y. parabola for any value
circuitcoupling.
of 00 by drawing a line from the
origin at an angle 00to the imaginary axis; the real part of the admittance
point where this line intersects the parabola is proportional to a constant
minus &
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This graphical construction allows simple conclusions about the
dependence of 6 on 0,. In Fig. 11.16 is shown the Y. parabola for strong
coupling, K = 3, with & = O. A change AOOat 00 = O makes a change
A in Re (Y,) that is much larger than the change B produced by the same
A90at 6, = 7r/2. Hence d8/dt% is much larger at c% = O than at t% = w/2.
Similar reasoning may be applied to other values of K and 60, and
will disclose the dependence of ~ on 00, which is shown in Fig. 11.17 for
K=
l, K=3,
and fortiQ,Q,60=
flwith
K=
1
~O=Owith K<<l,
(critical coupling).
It may be noted that at critical coupling 6 is practically linear in 190for –7r/2 < 00 – 27rn < ~/2.
Detuning produces a
characteristic asymmetry; it may be deduced by a comparison of Figs.
11.9, 11.10, and 11.17 that 6, >0 in Fig. 11.9 whereas & <0 in Fig.

Relative
electrontransitangle,(00-2 mn)
FIG. 11. 17.—Oscillator

frequency

deviation

8 as a function of electron-transit

for M = 1, QZ = ~Q~, GJG = 5<2.
Combinations
of coupling
cated. Q130 = O (solid curve); QIJo = 0.5 (broken curve).

and detuning

angle do,
as indi-

11.10. Overcoupling produces linear regions (effectively, points of inflection) at Oo– %n = t ~/2 instead of at 00 – ‘2rn = O, as was the case
with critical coupling.
It appears that the largest approximately linear variation of frequency
with 00 (that is, with a change in beam voltage) occurs for & = O and
K = 1; it has already been noted that this combination produces a
somewhat lowered efficiency.
It would also appear that the total range
of frequency change, regardless of linearity, increases with increased
overcoupling.
This latter point is rather illusory, since the overcoupling
will later be seen to split the main mode into two separate modes centered
at 80 — %-n = ~ m/2; these two separate modes of oscillation correspond to the two “normal modes of free oscillation” of two coupled
circuits, and the centers of gravity of the frequency of these two modes
separate as K increases.
This fact emphasizes that the limits of oscillation must be taken into account in drawing conclusions from Fig. 11.17.
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An analytical relation between 6 and tan 00maybe derived from Eq.
(7), but it serves more as a point of reference in calculation than as a
source of understanding.
For reference purposes, it is
–~tan

(QI + Q2)~ + (Q1 – Q2)60.
Oo=—
1 + IV + 4Q1Q26: – 4Q&&-

(12)

Equation (12) shows that the decrease of 8, that accompanies the
increase of h, is unaffected by the sign of the coupling parameter K.
It will be found by checking into the derivation of Eq. (10) that, when
6, is increased from the value at which il and Vz are in phase, 6 always
decreases; this decrease tends to minimize the efficiency-reducing phase
difference between il and Vi. It might be said that the sign of d6/d90
is determined by the instinct of self-preservation!
Typical JIodes.-The
foregoing comments on the variation of X, 6, and
q in the two-resonator oscillator may be most easily illustrated by presenting the transadmittance
diagrams and mode shapes for typical
combinations of K and 30. For this purpose, some assumptions must be
made about G,, Gl, Gt, Ql, and Qz. It will be assumed that Gz = 2Gl
and Ql = 2QZ (i.e., Cl = Cz). This value would be optimum load for a
small-signal amplifier, but is only approximately optimum for the tworesonator oscillator.
As already noted, however, in the present case
the optimum load varies with do, and therefore there is no onc load that
is optimum over the whole mode.
A purely illustrative assumption must also be made about the rela
tive size of G, and G,, which determines the relative size of the Y,-parabola
and the Y.-circle in the transadmittance diagram.
The value of G./G,
is taken as 54.
In Fig. 1118 is shown the transadmittance
diagram for 80 = O,
K = 0.3, 1, and &that
is, undercoupling, critical coupling, and overcoupling of the circuits.
(The “ over” and “under” is circuit nomenclature, and does not necessarily mean “ nonoptimum”
so far as the
oscillator is concerned.)
In Fig. 11“19 is shown the transadmittance diagram for critical coupling (K = 1) and for Qlao = O and +0.5.
In Fig.
11.20 is shown the dependence of X on do, which may be deduced from
In Fig. 11.21 is shown the correspondthese transadmittance diagrams.
ing dependence of q, which maybe deduced from Eqs. (9), (10), and (11).
For completeness, there is also repeated in Fig. 11.21 the dependence of
6 on o,, which has already been given in Fig. 11 17.
The particular combinations of K, L$O,and G,/Gl to which these modes
correspond have been chosen as typical of the various modes encountered
in oscillator operation.
The characteristic features of each type of mode
may be summed up as follows.
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The mode for K = 5 and 60 = O shows the way in which strong coupling splits one mode into two separate modes.
The center frequencies
of these modes are separated by an amount that increases with K, just

FIG. 11.18, —Trautiadrnittarlcc diagram for
8, = O, GJG, = .5 d,
Q, = iQt.

I:IG.

I
11.19. —Transadmittance

diagram

for K = 1 (critiral cuupl,rw), {;, G,
Q, = +Q,.

= 5 \/Z,

as the two normal frequencies of free oscillation of two coupled circuits
separate as K increases. By the proper adjustment of G,/GZ-that
71
moaes become
is, by the proper adjustment of the output loaa—these
‘
‘
‘
51
1 >.—

-7r
FIG. 11.20.—Dependence
of bunching
parameter X on electron-transit angle O., for
the combinations of coupling and detuning
as indicated, and for Q? = ~QI, G./G, = 5 w’>.
Q,c$o = O (solid curve); Q,60 = 0.5 (broken
curve).
See Figs. 11. 1S and 11.19 for corresponding traqsadmittance diagrams.

efficient.
practice.
oscillation
which are

—

1

1

+ 7T,2
+Ir
- */2
o
Relatlve
electron
transitangleIL90-2Tn)

FIG. 1121.-Electronic
efficiency q
as function of electron transit angle eO
for Q, = iQ,, G,/G, = 54.
Q,80 = O
(solid curve) ; Q,60 = 0.5 (broken curve).
Compare with Figs. 11.17 through 1120.

Operation in an overcoupled state is therefore a common
It is seen that with such operation the voltage modes of
may be divided into two families, the mean frequencies of
As the beam
separated by an amount that increases with K.
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voltage is changed the modes of oscillation alternate between these two
families.
The mode for optimum coupling with no detuning (K = 1, h = O)
has an efficiency that is almost constant over a large range of 00, and a
frequency that (as already noted) is quite linear in 00. The price of
this advantageous behavior is a slight loss in efficiency.
The mode with JO= O and K = 0.3 (weak coupling) shows primarily
the loss in efficiency caused by lack of sufficient feedback to maintain
optimum bunching; it is apparent from the transadmit tance diagram
that a slight additional diminution in K would cause the oscillations
to cease entirely.
The mode with detuning (Q,30 = 0.5) and K = 1 shows the results
of detuning, namely, mode asymmetry and increased peak efficiency.
By presenting a number of such curves, enough information may be
made available to allow a detailed analysis of the output efficiency of
any oscillator.
The discussion will not be carried, however, beyond what
has been shown about general oscillator characteristics, for it is now
apparent that the number of available degrees of freedom of adjustment
of a given oscillator should make it possible to obtain an output power
that is equal, essentially, to that of the corresponding power amplifier
diminished by the power required to excite the first cavity.
Using as an example the 41OR klystron to which so much referenc~
has already been made, an amplifier output of 18 watts was quoted for
VO
=
2070 volts and IO = 92 ma. The oscillator data of Figs. 11.9
and 11.10 may be interpolated to VO = 2070 and allowance made for
the increase of efficiency with a negative focusing voltage on the electron
gun. If this is done, an oscillator output of 14.3 watts as compared
with the amplifier output of 18 watts is obtained.
The amplifier data
indicate a necessary r-f input to the first cavity of 1.8 watts, or an ideal
A large part of the difference between
oscillator output of 16.2 watts.
this figure and 14.3 watts may be loss in the external feedback line; in
any case, the observed oscillator efficiency closely approximates that
predicted by the amplifier performance.

~

CHAPTER
REFLEX

KLYSTRON

12
OSCILLATORS

BY J. K. KNIPP AND D. R. HAMILTON1
The reflex klystron oscillator is a high-frequency single-resonator
tube employing the principles of velocity modulation and bunching
forthe purpose of production of r-f power. Astrearnof electrons froma
cathode is accelerated to a potential of a few hundred volts in a region
forming an electron gun (see Fig. 12”1). This stream passes through the
gap of the resonator into a reflector region.
Here the electrons are
stopped by a strong retarding field and reflected back through the gap.
12.1. General Behavior. -If
an r-f field exists across the gap, the
stream is velocity-modulated
on emerging from the gap after the first
transit of the electrons.
As a
result of this initial velocity modulation, the stream is densitymodulated on returning to the gap
after being reflected.
The degree
to which the stream is densitymodulated depends on the exact
nature of the reflector region and
on the magnitude of the initial
velocity modulation.
During the
second transit, the modulated current interacts with the gap fields.
If the relative phase of this current
111---lp
and the r-f gap voltage lies in the
111-------l~
proper range, power can be deFIG.
12.1.—Schematic
drawing of reflex oscillivered from the stream to the
lator with coaxial-line loop output.
resonator. If this power is sufficient for the losses and the load, steady oscillations can be sustained.
The frequency of these oscillations will be near the principal resonant frequency of the resonator.
The degree to which it differs from it will
depend on the effective capacitance of the resonator and the reactive
portion of theelectron transadmittance, thelatter being controlled by the
phase of the reflected current.

G

1Sections123 and 12.4 by D. R. Hamilton; the remainderof Chap. 12 by J. K.
Knipp.
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Optimum Phase.—The condition of optimum phase is determined by
the fact that the center of the bunches in the returning stream should
pass through the gap when the gap field has its greatest retarding effect,
for then the greatest number of electrons lose the largest possible amount
of energy during the passage and the maximum power is extracted from
the beam.
Electrons forming the center of a bunch on the second transit are
readily identified as those passing through the gap on the first transit
at a time when the field is changing from one that is accelerating the
Consider the group of elecelectrons to one that is decelerating them.
trons that passes through the gap in a short interval of time extending a
small fraction of a cycle before and after this time. Because the faster
electrons penetrate deeper into the reflector region, their return takes a
longer time than that of the slower ones. In fact, in a constant reflector
field, the time required for electrons to return is proportional to the
velocitY of injection.
Hence, if the earlier electrons in the group are
also the faster, as they are if the earlier were accelerated and the later were
decelerated during the first transit, conditions are right for the formation
of bunches.
The center of the bunch is composed of electrons that have
their velocities unaffected by the transit.
In general, if the phase is to be optimum, this Center must arrive at
the gap when the gap field exerts the maximum rctardlng effect on the
electrons at the center.
Since the gap field changes from acceleration
to deceleration on the first transit, it does not oppose returning electrons
until + cycle later and it will have’ its maximum retarding effect ~ cycle
later. Subsequently
the maximum retardation occurs 1~, 2:, . . .
cycles after the first transit of the gap. Hence t}~eoptimum phase angles
between bunched current and gap field are on = 2m(n + 2), n = O,
1,2, 3,..
Possible Modes oj Operation. -oscillation
with a phase near an optimum value constitutes a possible mode of operation of the reflex oscillator.
These modes are identified by n, the number of whole cycles to which ~
is added for optimum phase.
‘I’he relative phase of the bunched current and the gap voltage can
be controlled by changing the reflector voltage.
A change in reflector
voltage changes the average time spent by the electrons in the retarding
field, and hence the number of cycles that have elapsed between first
and second transits.
It is therefore very simple to change from one mode
to another by making a change in the reflector voltage.
There exists a
succession of discrete values of the reflector voltage corresponding to
the sequence of numbers for optimum phase, with the less negative values
having the larger values of n. There are, of course, limitations in a tube
of particular design cm the phases that can actually be reached.
For
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example, the depth of the reflector region places an upper limit on the
total time that an electron of a given initial velocity can spend in that
region.
Weak Modulation.—The initial oscillations start from noise fluctuations, which are ever present in both the beam current and the gap
voltage. The manner in which the oscillation builds up depends on
how the various fields are applied.
It is significant that under ideal
conditions the phase of the bunches relative to the gap voltage does not
depend to any marked degree on
Capacitive
the amplitude of the gap voltage,
susceptance
I
and hence undergoes only negligi-Y
ble change during the buildup of
Y
oscillation provided the d-c conditions are not changed.
In order to simplify the discussion, suppose the transit angle
of the gap is negligibly small.1
The bunching parameter for negligible gap-transit angle is
x

=

Ov/2V0.

In the initial oscillations the
bunching parameter is very nearly
\ 1,
1’
zero because of the smallness
, ‘,,
\ e=+(27r)
‘\
\\,,
l\
of the gap-voltage amplitude V
\
‘,
‘+2=,
compared with the beam poten~e=+(2r)
tial VO. As the oscillation builds
L
up, X increases until the steadye=+3(27d
state value is reached.
electronic
transFIG. 12.2. —Small-sign:J
The velocity modulation that
admittance.
l’. ~+iee-l~.
is due to the action of the gap
..
that is the product
voltage during the first transit has an amplitude
If the
of the average velocity of the electrons ?’o and the ratio ~’/2J’0.
modulation is extremely weak, the amplitude of the bunched current
caused bythisvclocity
mod~llatioll issimply the product of the amplitude
of the velocity modulation, theaverage charge density, and —jOe–’6 (compare Sec. 3.3 and Sec. 93).
This current can beusedto
define a smallIt is
signal electronic transadmittance.
.Oe-,o
Y,=— Go
21
,

(1)

where GO is the beam conductance at the gap. If d is regarded as a
parameter that starts from zero, Y, as given by this formula tracrs a
1SeeJ, R, Pierce, “ReflexOscillators,’’P roc.1.R.E.

33,112 (1945).
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spiral in the complex admittance plane, as shown in Fig. 12”2. This
spiral starts at the origin with infinite slope and moves in a clockwise
It cuts the negative real axis at the
direction in ever increasing loops.
angles On= 27r(n + ~), n = O, 1, 2, “ “ “ . These are values of n
for which the electronic admittance is a pure negative conductance.
Bunching Parameter. -If
conditions are such that the gap voltage
increases, X grows in value and the
bunching process becomes less simple.
1
As already noted, the phase angle does
not ordinarily change.
From bunching
theory it is found that the effect on the
electronic admittance is given by the
factor ‘M,(X) /X.
This factor, which
&
g
is plotted in Fig. 12.3, has the value
u
unity for X = O, and drops to zero at
.E
.c
X = 3.83. It follows that a point on
2
z
the spiral representing the initial electronic admittance for very weak modulation will move inward along the radius
3.83
vector from the origin as the oscillation
/
builds up. The shrinkage along the
t)
Bunching parameter X
radius vector is given by Fig. 12.3 as
FIG. 123.-Factor
giving effect
a function of the bunching parameter.
of bunching parameter on electronic
transadmlttance.
The process of initial build-u~ is discussed in Chap. 16, Sec. 16.8. Steady O.scilio,tion.-The resonator and load can be represented at the
gap by a conductance G and variable susceptance 2jC(ti – M), which is
zero at the effective resonant angular frequency m. Hence the circuit
admittance at the gap is
Y = G + 2jC(u – u,).
Regarded as a function of u, the circuit admittance traces out a vertical
line in the admittance plane with an intercept with the real axis at G.
The condition for steady-state oscillation is the familiar one that the
total admittance is zero,
Y+

Y. =0.

This relation gives at once the point at which the shTinking process must
stop.
In Fig. 122, – Y has been indicated as a vertical line on the
The steady-state condition has been
electronic admittance diagram.
satisfied when the electronic admittance that has the initial value indicated by the point a changes by moving along the radius vector toward
the origin until it reaches the point b, which is the intercept of this vector
with tbe line - Y, Steady oscillations are established at this point,
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It is seen that the process described can take place only if the initial
point on the spiral lies to the left of the constant circuit-conductance line,
for otherwise the radius vector does not intercept that line. Only points
to the left of the line can lead to steady oscillation.
Hence it becomes
apparent that of the possible modes of oscillation, only those having
electronic conductance for weak modulation at optimum phase greater
in magnitude than the circuit conductance can operate with these
conductance unchanged.
For a given beam conductance and a given
circuit conductance, there is in the sequence of possible modes a lowest
value of n corresponding to the smallest intercept on the spiral from which
steady oscillations can be initiated.
The point b not only establishes the magnitude of the gap potential,
through the dependence on X as
given in Fig. 123, but also determines the frequency of the oscilla~ .5
~~
tions by giving the amount of
g “G
circuit susceptance that is needed.
2i3
L.
;1
The frequency of oscillation will be
the resonant frequency UOonly if
the point a, and hence b, is on the
real axis. Otherwise the frequency
will deviate above or below tiOby an
amount depending on C, Go, and O.
If in the nth mode 6 is greater than
2ir(n + ~), the frequency of oscillation will be less than coO;and if ~ lG. 12.4.—Electromictuning in a given
nlode.
it is less than this value, the frequency will be greater than tio.
Electronic Tuning.—The qualitative behavior under electronic tuning
If the point a is on the negative
can be seen from the spiral diagram.
real axis and to the left of the constant circuit-conductance
line, the
point b is also on the axis and the tube oscillates in the center of the mode.
If the reflector voltage is made less negative, 6’ increases, the point a
moves upward along the spiral in the clockwise manner, and the point
b moves upward along the vertical line. .kt the same time, the frequency
of oscillation decreases, though not fast enough to cause a decrease in
the product of frequency and time spent in the reflector region. When
the two points meet, the gap voltage is reduced to zero and oscillation
stops. Hence the two points of intersection of the vertical line with
that portion of the spiral belonging to the nth mode define the limits of
oscillation and the frequency range under electronic tuning.
The higher
the mode, the greater the separation of these extreme points and the
greater the tuning range. For a given mode the frequency changes
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more rapidly with voltage at the center of the mode for a heavy load than
for a light load because the point b is nearer a for the heavy load and hence
moves more nearly at the same rate (see Fig. 12.4).
Site the spiral is not symmetrical above and below the center of the
mode, electronic tuning is not completely symmetrical, the asymmetry
Other causes for asymmetry will become
being greater for lower modes.
apparent in this and later chapters.
Power Production.—The
r-f current in the gap depends on the gap
It has a maximum that is the same
voltage through the factor JI(X).
in magnitude for all modes and occurs at the first maximum of JI(X),
which comes at X = 1.84. Since X = t9V/2V0 and o is larger for higher
modes, the maximum of J 1(X) comes at smaller gap voltages for higher
modes.
Thus, it is to be expected that the maximum total r-f power
produced is less for higher modes because the largest currents are at lower
voltages.
More exactly, the power is proportional to XJI(X) /0; hence
the power falls from mode to mode as l/(n + ~). The maximum of
X.J,(X) occurs at X = 2.40. For a particular mode there is a value of the
circuit conductance G that leads to this value of the bunching parameter
Larger and
at the center of the tuning range under steady oscillation.
smaller circuit conductance
(heavier and lighter loads) have smaller total
power.
Because of the losses to the beam and to the resonator, not all the
power produced is delivered to the load. The fraction of useful power
that is produced is given by the circuit efficiency, which is the ratio of the
load conductance to the total circuit conductance.
The remaining power
goes into losses in the cavity walls and in the beam.
The frequency of oscillation is usually as readily measured as the reflector voltage; since a unique relation
exists between them in a given mode,
the power is often regarded as a function of the frequency.
Illustrative
At the
curvrs are shown in Fig. 125.
resonant frequency o(, the total power
Freque~clllation
is less than maximum for heavy loads
FIG. 12.5.—Total
r-f power produced
(b near a in Fi~. 122 and X < 2.40)
during clectmnic tuning,
and for light loads (b near origin and
X > 2.40).
The frequency range between zero-power points increases
the lighter the load.
Gap Transit Anqle.—A
finite gap transit angle 8, causes the gap voltage to be not fully effective in producing bunching and the bunched current not fully effective in driving the resonator.
The first effect arises
because the field changes during the time of passage through the gap,
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and hence an average value less than the maximum value becomes
operative.
The second effect is due to the partial cancellation in phase
of the current in the gap, again because of the finite time of transit of the
gap. Each introduces a factor M = sin (0,/2)/(0,/2)
into the smallsignal driving current.
The first effect introduces a factor M into the bunching parameter.
In addition the gap transit angle exerts an additional influence because
the phase angle that is effective in bunching must be measured from the
center of the gap; hence, if 63 = wTs, where T3 is the average time spent
by the electrons in the reflector region, the phase angle is o = 01 + f-k
because the time required to go from the center of the gap back to the
center of the gap is longer by two contributions, each of which is equal to
T,/2, the time of passage across half the gap. The angle that enters in
the bunching parameter is also affected by the finite time of passage
of the gap but not in the same way. For a linear reflecting field this
angle, which is called the effective bunching angle, 6., is equal to e3 minus
the gap-transit angle; thus 0. = – 6, + 03. The negative sign is due to
the fact that, in the process of bunching due to velocity modulation, the
extra time TI spent in the gap is similar in its effect to time spent in a
field-free drift space. As is pointed out in Chap. 9, bunching caused by
free drift and bunching caused by the action of a reflecting field give
density modulations that are opposite in sign. The angle that enters as
a factor in the small-signal transadmittance is the effective bunching
angle & In Eq. (1) it is written as o since (for a linear reflecting field)
the two angles are the same for 81 = O.
With these changes arising from the finite gap-transit
angle,
X = 19.IWV/2V0 and the electronic transadmittance is the expression,

(2)
The combination G., = 0..lJ1ZGO/2, \vhere t?.. = 0.
of 0. at the center of the nth mode, is the negative
tronic conductance at the center of that mode.
The maximum possible total power produced
affected by gap transit angle only by a factor d/e. to
for the optimum
optimum
a value

value

value
occurs
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zero gap transit
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an example, are subject to fairly reliable theoretical treatment: thegeometry is simple, the current densities are low, and the velocities in the gaps
are high. The electrons travel very nearly along straight and parallel
lines. The circuit is composed of one or more resonators and, except
for coupling devices, it has a high degree of axial symmetry.
The resonator gaps, through which the electrons pass, have depths that are usually
The principal
small compared with the diameters of the openings.
mode of excitation of each resonator is generally such that the electrical
field in the gap is directed along the axis of the tube and has a spaceconstant amplitude.
Because of the low current densities and high
velocities of injection, space charge usually has only a slight effect on the
beam.
It can cause spreading and debunching and, where the velocities
drop to zero as in the reflector region of the reflex oscillator, it can have
an effect on the time of passage.
Such effects are present in varying
degrees under different operating conditions and affect the action of the
However, they rarely change in any
tubes in a quantitative manner.
Because
marked degree the qualitative aspects of the tube behavior.
of the high velocities, the thermal velocity spread of the beam has but
slight effect on the operation of the tube.
In this section the simple theory of the reflex oscillator is developed.
This theory is based on space-constant gap and reflector fields and has
its greatest degree of validity for high modes.
In low modes (small n)
various correction terms in the electronic admittance are important
[they contain extra factors 1/0. (see Sec. 94 and Sec. 125)].
Also, for
the lowest modes the amplitude of the gap voltage required for bunching
sometimes becomes so large that some electrons are stopped in their return
passage through the gap. This complication does not arise for high
modes because the large values of the bunching angle in the bunching
parameter X make optimum bunching possible with small gap voltages.
Electronic
Transadmittance
.—In formulating simple bunching theory
However, it was then
in Sec. 9.2, a field-free drift space was assumed.
found in Sec. 9.4 that with the exception of a possible change in the sign
of the bunched beam current the results of Sec. 92 could be adopted
in toto for the present case of a linear reflecting field. Here there will
be used a sign convention for the bunched current that makes 13q. (9.9)
applicable without change.
Since the gap voltage is gi~en by the real
part of –jiVe@ as in Eq. (9.1), it follows that the electronic transadmittance for the present case can be written as

(2)
where GO = klO/VO is the beam conductance of the stream
to the gap; k is the fraction of the beam returning.

that

returns
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Condition jor Oscillation.—l?or steady oscillation to take place the
total admittance measured at the gap must be zero. The circuit admittance 1’ is the sum of three contributions: the load admittance y., the
resonator admittance YR, and the beam-loading admittance Yn, all
measured at the gap. Hence the condition for oscillation is
YL+YR+YB+Y.

=0.

The circuit admittance is written in the form

Y=

Y~+Yn+Y,

=GL+GDn+

zjc(~–~o),

where GL is the load conductance, GBZ = GB + GE k the conductance
arising from the beam loading and the resonator, C is the effective
capacitance, and m is the frequency of oscillation at the center of the mode
—that is, it is the frequency of oscillation for 6 = On= 27r(n + ~).
In a particular mode, it is convenient to measure the phass angle from
its value at the center by writing d = 19n+ & On introducing the new
symbols and separating real and imaginary part, the condition for
oscillation yields the two equations

(3)

where G = GL + GBRis the total circuit conductance.
The two equations above serve to determine the gap voltage and
frequency of oscillation.
It is convenient to regard @ as a parameter,
which is assigned values in an interval corresponding to the tuning range,
If the second equation is divided
from which X and w are calculated.
by the first, there is obtained
ClJo-u

ma

– ~ tan f$.
2Q

(4)

From the definitions
where Q = uOC/G is the loaded Q of the circuit.
of o and 19.,0. = 19n— 201 + O. The bunching angle at the center of
the mode has the value 8.. = 0“ – 2uoT1. At the center of the mode
the negative of the small-signal transconductance is G.. = @fi.M2G0/2. A
conductance parameter is introduced, which is defined as ~ = G/Gin..
The first equation then becomes

(5)
where the ratio 0./ om.has been set equal to unity because its dependence
on o is negligible in high modes.
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For steady oscillation to take place in a particular mode, the conductance parameter forthat mode must beless than unity.
This condition has been noted in the first section of this chapter, where it was
observed that the magnitude of the small-signal transconductance for a
particular mode must exceed the
-3.83
circuit conductance if steady oscillation is to be maintained.
The
bunching parameter for o = O is
shown plotted as a function of the
conductance
parameter in Fig.
12.6.
/
Starting Cur~ent,—If the tube
is to be operated with the injected
current – 10 but is started cold
with the reflector voltage adjusted
to the center of the tuni~g range
for an operating mode, oscillations
o
0.6
0.8
1.0
0.2
0,4
will not start until G.., whi~h is
Conductance parameter Y= G/Gme
proportional to the injected curFIG. 126.-Dependence
at center of
rent, is greater than G. As the
mode of the bunrhing parameter and total
electronic efiriency on conductance paramcathode temperature is increased,
eter. G., = 6,,JIZGO12;
the injected current, and hence
o“e = 2T(?2 + $) — 2cJoT,;
Gin.,increases.
When G., becomes
n = 0,1, 2,3...
greater than G, oscillations become possible.
The larger G is, the- greater is the” starting current;
or again the lower Q as the result of a large G, the greater the starting
current. The ratio of the magnitude of the starting current to the
2J’(’Y),
operating current is -—
x

which for a given conductance itself depends

on 10.
Eficiency
and Output Power.—The total r-f power generated and the
The electronic
r-f output power are +GV2 and ~GLV2j respectively.
efficiency It-qand the over-all electronic efficiency to the load kq~ are given
by the equations,
(j!~2
q

=

2kI,V,

and

~L =

GLV2

2kIoVO”

(6)

In this section and in Sec. 12,5 the q’s are defined for convenience as
efficiencies with respect to the beam current returning through the gap.
The V’S can readily be rewritten:

(7)
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where Om,/Ojhas been replaced by 1/0., and YL = GL/G.,
is the load
conductance parameter.
At the center of the mode the product
on,? = 2XJl(X) and is shown plotted in Fig. 12.6. It has a maximum at
X = 2.40, which is the value of the bunching parameter for optimum
total power conversion.
At this point y = 0.433 and 2XJ1(X) = 2.504.
Since this value is the same for all modes, the maximum total electronic
efficiency changes as 1/0~~ from mode to mode, or roughly as l/27r(n + ~).
It is small, since even for n = 2, the maximum value of (Ofi./0~)q is
only 0.144.
It is well to check the assumption V/V, < ~, which guarantees that
no electrons are stopped in the gap. Since 8,ilf2 is less than Onat the
center of the mode, V/VO > 2.Y/8n. For X = 2,4, 2X/0. is 1.02, 0.44,
and 0.278 for n = 0, 1, and 2, reHence for maximum
spectively.
total power conversion the condi2
v
tion is certainly violated for the
(n = O) mode.
For X = 3.83, for
which the power conversion is zero,
O~c~L
2X/fin is 1,62, 0,696, and 0.442 for
n = O, 1, and 2, respectively and the
condition is certainly violated for
the two lowest modes.
It is seen,
therefore, that for this reason alone
o
1.0
0,8
0.2
0.4
0.6
o
the theory of this section has very
Loadconductance
parameter
“t’’=GL/Gn,
little meaning in the lowest two
of
output
FIG. 12.7.—Dependence
modes, except for X < 2.4, a fact
efficiency at center of mode on the loadcondurtanrc
parameter
for
five
values
of
that must be kept in mind in using
internal-conductance
parameter,
the equations and curves.
HowTSR = 7D + ‘VR = (GB + G.))G...
ever, for completeness, curves will
be given for low as well as high valux of n, although these curves have
certain validity only for the high modes.
Usually the internal conductance (resonator and beam) is a quantity
that cannot be easily changed.
The power conversion to the load is of
primary consideration and it can be varied by changing the load conductance.
Since in this simple theory the phase does not change with
changes in gap voltags—that is, it does not change with X, a tube in the
center of the mode remains in the center of the mode as the load conductance is varied.
In Fig. 12.7 the product en.~’ for @ = O is shown
plotted for a number of fixed values of the internal conductance parameter
7E. = (GB + GE)/G~~.
It is readily shown that for maximum output power
7L

=

J2(X),

7BR

=

Jo(X).

(8)
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In Fig. 12”87L, ~, and also the ratio~~i~j which iscircuit eficiency,are
the condition that ~. has been adjusted
plotted as functions of _)’BRfOr
The
togivethe
maximum output power for the indicated value of ‘YBR.

o

0.2
0.4
0,6
0.8
Y8R= YB+ YR= (Gfl+GR)/Gne

1.0

FIG. 12S.-Conductancep
arameter,l oad.conductanceP arameter,
andcircuit efficiency for
maximum power output as functions of internal.conductance
parameter,

best condition for output power is, of course, achieved by having the
internal conductance parameter as small as possible, for then the internal
losses areminimized.
Astheinternal losses increase, thecircuit efficiency

o

Fxw 12.9.—Dependence

0.2

0.8
0.6
0.4
7B,q=(GB+ G-J/Gnc

1,0

of total electronic eficiency and output eficiency
power output on internal-conductance
parameter.

for maximum

drops rapidly, approaching zero asG,R approaches.
The actual efficiencieswithy L adjusted to maximum power output are obtainable from
Fig. 12.9, if the internal conductance parameter is known.
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Returning to a discussion of the starting current, it is noted that, if
the total power conversion is to be a maximum, X = 2.40 and the ratio
of the starting current to the operating current should not be less than
0.433. If the load conductance has been adjusted to give maximum
output power, the ratio of the starting current to the operating current
for particular values of the internal-conductance
parameter is not less
than the corresponding value of -y in Fig. 128.
Electronic
Tuning. —JVithin a mode, changing the reflector voltage
from the value for operation at the center of the mode changes the
frequency of oscillation and the bunching parameter.
The range of the
frequency of oscillation is bounded by the zero gap-voltage points, for
0.5
0.4
0.3
(*),*
0.2

0.1

“o

0.2

0.4
0.6
1.0
0.8
Y= G/Gne
FIG. 12.10.—Dependence
of total halfpower range, total zero-power range, and
their ratio on the conductance parameter.

which X = O.
frequency

0

0

0.2

0,4
0.6
‘YL= GL/Gm

1.0

FXG. 12.11.—Dependence
of total halfpower range on load-conductance
parameter for five values of internal-conductance
parameter.

At these points cos d = y; hence

.0<1–7’
range is ~
~

0,8

—
_G@-y2=G.e
– ~
~

[from Eq. (4)] the
~

~.

The

frequency width, 2fl =- Gm./d, is the total half-power width of the loaded
resonator with the resonator so loaded that the frequency range for
electrical tuning has been just reduced to zero (G = Gin.). The total
frequency range between zero-power points is 2f2 <l
– y’, and the total
frequency range between half-power points is given by the formula,

G%=

[[2J%P

12-

[%)121’”

‘g)

where XO is the value of the bunching parameter at the center of the mode.
These quantities and their ratio are plotted in Fig. 12.10 as functions of
the conductance parameter -y. The total zero-power frequency range is
equal to 2 !2 for -y = O and drops steadily to zero as -y approaches unity.
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Thehalf-power frequency range starts at O.65fiat7 = O,has amaximum,
which is 1.040 at 7 = 0.45, and goes to zero for~ = 1. The half-power
frequency range cliviclecl by2!2isshown
in Fig. 12.11plotted as afunction
of ~~for the particular values of y~zusedin
Fig. 127.
Operating Conditions.-Irl
order to compare different modes a new
parameter, r = o.?, is introduced; it is proportional to 2G/Go and is

I

“r
—.——

–i

--J

—— I
1

r
FIG. 1212.-Dependence

0. =2~(n

+~);8..

I

*-Y

of total electronic efficiency on total conductance,

= 2*(n + }) –2c,MT1.

n = 1,

()
~

q-x

= 0.226; n = 2,

r,

!9
““
7.

()

~m.= = 0.144.

approximately constant from mode to mode.
In Fig. 12.12, (tJn,/dm)V
at the center of the modes is plotted against J7for successive values of n.
It is of particular interest to note that, if the total power conversion for a
given value of r is a maximum for a given mode, it decreases for higher
modes for fixed r but, on going to lower modes] it increases before
dropping suddenly.
Hence, for a fixed total conductance the total power
conversion is the greatest for a mode below that for which the total
power conversion is nearest its own maximum.

)
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0.04

0.03

0.02
(~)t

0,01

0
10

30

20

FIG. 12.13.—Dependence

40
rL= enr~

50

60

of output efficiency on luad conductance
conductance (I’m = 10~.

70

80

with fixed intcmal

0.020

I

I

r~~= 20

I

0,015

(*P.
0.010

\
0.005

0

(
FIG. 1214.-DeDendence

1

20

30
PL = en YL

40

of outDut efficienc-r on load conductance
~onductance lrs~ = 20)

50

60

with fixed internal
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20

30

40

‘L = en7L
of output efficiency on load conductance
conductance (TB. = 30).

50

50
with fixed internal

/
‘/

1

.
..:

0
0

111’1
60

20

80

r:~n7
FIG. 12.16.-Dependence

oftotal

half-po%,er electronic tuning range on total conductance
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Of greater interest are FWS. 12”13, 12.14, and 12.15, which show
at the centers of the tuning range as functions of p. = t?”7L
forthelowest operating modes forthree values of I’BR = &7ER.
In Fig. 12.16functions proportional tothehalf-power
tunhg ranges
in successive modes are plotted against I’. Siice the tuning range
depends onlyon I’ and not on r., curves forpmticularv aluesof
rBBas
functions of I’~are given by Fig. 12”16by starting withr = I’,, as the
24), that part of Fig. 12”16
new abscissa origin.
For example, if rBR=
to the right of r = 20 gives the tuning ranges as functions of rLi the
output power is zero for r~ = O but the tuning range is not zero in this
example for modes above n = 2. For a fixed value of r,., the maximum
half-power tuning range of each mode cannot be reached in the lowest
Thus, if I’B~ = 20, the maxima can be reached
of the operating modes.
by varying r. only in modes above n = 6.
It is instructive to investigate the locus of the maxima of the output
lines
in l%.
12” lZ
12.13,
12.14,
and
power curves for fixed rBR (dashed
12.15) and to make comparisons of the half-power tuning ranges. Since
for maximum output power [by Eqs. (8)],
(eme/e.)qL

r.

=

w,(x)

and

(lo)

r,, = w,(x),

1

the output conversion efficiency to the load is given by the expression

()
e

e

as is found by using
(0../0.)?. = Y.X’/e..

TL

q=

=

X’JO(X)J2(X),

(11)

rBR

and rBR to ehxninate YL and 6. in the equation
Moreover, at the maximum

This equation combined with Eq. (11) gives a parametric relation between
The locus of the maxima
the maximum of the output efficiency and rL.
of (6.,/8n)~~ against r~ starts at zero at rL = (), rises to a maximum at
= 0.34, and thereafter decreases towards
r~ = r’~n, where X2JO(X)JZ(X)
zero for larger r~. At the highest point the locus gives

From Fig. 12.8, it is seen that the point rL = rBR corresponds to
The maximum half-power tuning
~L = rBR = O.ss .%, r = 0.64 .8..
range in a particular mode is seen from Fig. 12.10 to have the value
0.52 tLtG../tLC) and comes at I’ = 0.45 On. At r = 0.640., the half-

I
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power tuning range in the same mode has dropped only six per cent to
the value 0.490~(G~,/O~C). However, the output power at I’ = 0.450.
in the mode having its maximum output power nearest r = 0.64 (L
is about 40 per cent less than the value at the maximum, for the change
from r. = 0.328. to r. = 0.13 % is a change in 8..TL from 1.05 to 0.64,
as is found by using Fig. 12“6.
The conclusion is that, if the load conductance is varied and the
mode chosen to give the maximum output power, the half-power tuning
range is only a few per cent below the maximum for that mode.
Under
these conditions the internal conductance is roughly equal to the load
conductance.
Approximate formulas for the output conversion efficiency
and half-power tuning range are 0.34 M2G0/GL and L6GL/C, respectively.
(It is to be remembered that tuning ranges in this section are for angular
frequencies.)
The frequency of oscillation is sensitive to small changes in the
reflector and beam voltages.
It is easily shown that
(12)
where
absolute
mode,

V, is the reflector
value

of this

.4 simple

voltage

voltage)

calculation

with
and

respect

to the

V: is its value

cathode

(not

at the center

the

of the

gives

(13)
Since VO is positive and V, is negative, this quantity vanishes for
1’$ = – VO. Therefore, frequency stability with regard to beam voltage
can be obtained and still keep high frequency sensitivity to reflector
voltage for the purposes of tuning.
The addition of a susceptance, whether mechanically, through the
load, or through beam loading can change both the resonant frequency
If the addition at the gap is
and the effective capacitance.
BB

+

(u

–

coo)f2B,

then
2(w – o,)C + B, + (U – u,) C’, = 2(0 – a~)C’,
where C’ = C + C~,/2, U( = UO– B~/2C’.
If the tube was originally
at the center of the tuning range and the reflector voltage is not
changed, the change in frequency is given by the equation,
ti’-a0+-taIl

G
2C’

en(c!)’ – (00)
———
Uo
1
[

=o~—uo;
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for small changes
“

– ‘0 -

(0[ – UO)2Q;
~2Q + en)

also

0){-co’=

(co: –

(@”.

(2Q + o.)

Hence, if the resonant frequency is increased by the introduction of a
negative susceptance, the frequency of operation increases almost as
much as the change in the resonant frequency, assuming 8./2Q <<1,
but the tube will operate at slightly less than the new resonant frequency.
It is easily seen that the rate at which the reflector voltage must be
changed in order to keep the tube in the center of the tuning range is
given by
dV; _
~o
—
—1.
(14)
Vo – V: duo
12.3. Observed Characteristics of the Reflex Klystron.-The
idealized
theory of the reflex klystron that has just been discussed involves only
the simpler details of reflex-klystron operation.
It becomes a matter
of immediate interest to know how adequately actual reflex-klystron
behavior is described by the theory.
Many features of observed behavior differ in various details from those
predicted in this chapter. These divergences may, however, be adequately
explained by refining the theory.
It is with such details of behavior
that the next five chapters are concerned; and these chapters in themselves present experimental data that indirectly provide striking confirmation of reflex-klystron theory when simple theory is used as the basis
for more complicated considerations.
The present section reviews some of the simpler aspects of theory
that may be compared with experiment; points for which comparison
is implicit in the consideration of later chapters are noted only briefly,
but additional data that do not logically occur in any of these later
chapters are presented here.
Phase Relations for Oscillation.—One of the simplest points of reflexklystron theory is the prediction that maximum r-f output power is
generated when the reflection transit angle is given by the relation
This and associated phase relao = 27r(n + ~), where n is an integer.
tions are responsible for the existence of discrete modes of oscillation.
In the following chapter, as an introduction to consideration of the
generalized reflector, there is discussed the relation between the various
electrode voltages at which local maxima of output power occur; it is
shown there that the observed location of the modes of oscillation is in
good agreement with the above condition 0 = 2~(n + ~).
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General
Functional
Relations
Within
an Individual
Mode.—To
the
user of the reflex klystron, one of the klystron characteristics most
generally referred to is the way in which the output power and the
frequency of oscillation depend upon the reflector voltage for a given
mode of oscillation.
By the methods described in Chap. 13, values of
reflector voltage may be transformed into values of reflection transit
time, which is conveniently measured in terms of the relative reflection
In Figs. 124and 125are
transit angle @given by @ = O – 2r(n +:).
shown the predictions of simple theory about the way in which the frequency of oscillation and the relative output power are expected to
depend on the reflector voltage and the oscillation frequency.
In the
actual reflex klystron the individual modes always show characteristics
that bear a basic resemblance to those set forth in these figures.
One such reason for a divergence from behavior as predicted in these
figures is the fact that they have been explicitly deduced for a “high
mode’ ‘—that is, one for which 0, is so large that the percentage variation
of d. across a mode is negligible.
For a “low+ mode” an asymmetry
is introduced into the mode shape.
Another typical distortion of mode
shape occurs when, for any reason,
the phase of the return bunched
beam current depends upon the
amplitude of bunching. ,A rather
more drastic change in the mode
may be produced by electrons that
make three or more transits of the
FIG. 121 7.—Oscilloscope photograph of
r-f gap. In addition to changes in
mode of type 2K33 reflex klystron; output
mode shape, the latter two effects
power
and frequency
as functions
of
voltage.
Adj scent
frequency
reflector
may also give rise to an electronic
markers indicate frequencies separated by
tuning hysteresis in which the
5 Me/see.
amplitude and frequency of oscillation depend upon the direction from which the operating value of the
All these phenomena are discussed in
reflector voltage is approached.
Chap. 14.
Hysteresis and mode distortion may also arise when the klystron
operates into a resonant or frequency-dependent
load, as discussed in
Chap. 15.
In spite of these various perturbing influences, mode shapes similar
to those of Figs. 12.4 and 12.5 are obser~-cd in well-designed oscillators
operating on a high mode and into a good load.
Typical of such operation is the mode shown in Fig. 12.17 for a type 21{33 klystron.
This
figure is an oscilloscope photograph in which output power and oscillation

(
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frequency are shown as functions of reflector voltage, the horizontal
Frequencies occurring at various reflector voltages are
coordinate.
indicated by the frequency markers lying along the horizontal base line;
adjacent markers are separated by 5 Me/see.
Nature of the Small-signal
Electronic Transconductance.-The
relation
between Oe and the small-signal
electronic transconductance
may
h
perhaps best be observed by $ ‘0”6
.
.
means other than those involving
~
o
\
/
actual oscillation of the klystron
2
-0.6
in question.
In Fig. 12.18 are
3
shown data obtained on a type
417A klystron in which the beam
G2
current is reduced to a value too
~
low to sustain oscillation.’
The
1 ‘~
Q and the resonant frequency of
o~
200
o
Reflectorvoltage
the resonant cavity of the 417A
FIG. 12.lS.—Resonant
frequency
shift
are measured by means of usual
techniques
signal

gene

involving
rat

or.

shows the de~endence

an external
The

figure

Af = f – f, and ratio Q/Qo of effective Q to
zero beam-current Q, for type 417A reflex
klystron
operating
with beam current less
than
~tarting
~uTrent,

of the meas-

ured Q and the resonant frequency upon the reflector voltage, that is,
upon the reflection transit phase.
The over-all klystron-cavity
admittance is the sum of the intrinsic
admittance of the cavity and the contribution of the electronic transadmittance.
L’nder the condition of this experiment, with the r-f gap
voltage provided by an external signal generator, small-signal conditions
prevail and the electronic transadmittance is givcm by Eq. (1). The real
part of thk transadmittance, which affects the over-all Q in this experiment, oscillates about zero with increasing amplitude as 6 is increased
(reflector voltage less negative); this situation corresponds, in the figure,
to the oscillation of Q about the intrinsic Q of the resonator with an
amplitude that increases as reflector voltage is lowered.
Similarly, the
electronic susceptance and the over-all resonant frequency of the cavity
oscillate with increasing amplitude about zero and about the intrinsic
Zero electronic susceptance is seen to
resonant frequency of the cavity.
correspond to maximum absolute value of electronic conductance and
vice versa. These phenomena are in agreement with the predictions of
Eq. (1) concerning the electronic transadmittance.
Relative

Dependence

Upon Load. —According

of Output

Power

and

Electronic

Tuning

Range

to simple theory the output power and electronic-

I E. L. Glnzton and A. E. Harrison, “Reflex Klystron Oscillators,” Proc. I. R. E.,
94, 97(1946).
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tuning range should depend upon the load that the oscillator sees, in a
manner described in the last paragraphs of Sec. 12.2. This subject is
discussed at length in Chap. 15; there it is shown that under properly
simplified operating conditions there is good agreement between simple
theory and experiment.
12.4. Quantitative Comparison of Theory and Experiment.-The
preceding section has been concerned with some general qualitative
comparisons between theory and experiment.
It is instructive to make
the comparison more quantitative, particularly with respect to the two
characteristics
of greatest practical importanc~the
output power
and the electronic tuning range. The present section is concerned with
the details of such a comparison as carried out with one particular type,
the 3K23 reflex klystron.
Operating Condition.—The data in question are all taken at V, = 900
volts, n = 2, A = 30.5 cm. The cathode emission current (intentionally
reduced in taking some of the data) is normally 60 ma. The beam passes
through a total of four grids before it finally makes its second transit
of the r-f gap; at each passage through a grid 6 per cent of the current is
absorbed with the result that the beam current Jc1Oeffective in oscillator
operation

is 78 per cent

is somewhat
because

of a slight

Beam

Coupling

is a spacing

urement
spacing
about

lower

beam

between

emission

values

current

of current

(The

10.
used,

ratio

apparently

spreading.)

rather

is effective

0.35 cm.

highest

Coefic~ent.-The

of the beam
that

of the cathode

at the

coarse

voltage

actual
grids;

for which

in determining

At the specific

gap spacing

is 0.25

cm;

that

and with this type of grid, meas-11 = O indicates
the beam-coupling

170and X this gives Jf

that

the gap

coefficient

is

= O.%1, ~l~z = 0.88.

Beam Loading.—A basic factor in the over-all operation of an oscillator
is the effective value of the cavity Q and the cavity shunt conductance
.41though the shunt conductance
G or the shunt “ impedance” R = l/G.
is not easily measured by direct means, I there are two general types of
methods available for measuring Q, The results of these two measurements of Q are of interest not only in themselves, but also because a
comparison of the results provides one of the best tests of reflex-klystron
theory.
C)ne of the types of method referred to includes any method
that is based on the use of an external signal generator, such as the
measurement of the bandwidth of the cavity operated as a filter. The
second method is based on Eq. (4), the derivative of which states that
at the center of a mode (i. e., @ = O) the rate of electronic tuning is given
by
(15)
I See, however, R. L, Sproull and E. G. Linder, l%oc. Z. R. E., 34, 305 (1946).
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By the first method the Q of the resonant cavity of the type 3K23
(This limit
with no beam current is found to be 2000 t 10 per cent.
of error is not indicative of the much smaller limits applicable to a more
careful experiment.)
1.2
Measurement of the values of Q
.
.
indicated by the second means, observation of the center-of-mode tuning .~ 0.8
.
rate, is made at a number of values
~
of the effective beam current klO, as .1$
- 0.4
indicated in Fig. 12.19. During these
measurements the tube is oscillating
oE
and, as only an infinitesimal amount
10
20
30
40
0
Effective beam current kIO (ma)
of power is coupled out of the resonator
for purposes of measurement of tuning
FIC.12.lg,—Observeddependence of
rate, the resulting Q should be QBE, ~ER (~ of beam-loaded cavity) cm
effective beam current k[o, in a type
the Q of the resonator as loaded by
SKZSreflexkly~tro.,
the beam only.
The data in Fig. 12.19 are well represented by the empirical relation
1

—
Q,.

=

0.48 X 10-3(1 + 0.039 k1,),

(16)

Thus it appears
where kZOis the effective beam current in milliamperes.
that a beam loading is present that maybe represented by a beam-loading
conductance linear in 10, and which will reduce the inherent resonator Q
by a factor of 2 when kI = 26 ma or 10 = 33 ma. Since the normal
operating current is 60 ma, it is seen that beam-loading losses ordinarily
predominate over resonator losses in this tube. This result is basic to
the subsequent analysis.
The data of Fig. 12.19 extrapolate to Q = 2100 at zero current.
This
value compares very well with the value of 2000 indicated by the first
method, and constitutes good experimental verification of the theory of
electronic tuning.
Starting Cun-ent.-The
starting current, or the minimum current that
will sustain oscillation, depends directly upon the effective shunt conductance of the resonant cavity; conversely, measurement of starting
current gives information about this shunt conductance provided that
the theory is correct in its statements about starting current.
With the stated operating conditions of the type 3K23, and with
observation of oscillation carried out by coupling an infinitesimal amount
of power out to an external load, it is found that with zero external load,
oscillations occur for an effective beam current given by k-10> 2.35 ma.
It will become apparent from the subsequent discussion of Fig. 12.20
that this current is the same as the starting current shown in that figure,
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From the above beam-loading data, G~, = 1.09G. atkIO = 2.35 ma.
If a linear reflector field is assumed (as will very nearly be the case at
these low currents), the simple theory states that GE, = m(n +~)MWO
if GO is the beam conductance corresponding to the effective starting
From the already stated values of M, n, VO and the above
current.
values of starting current andGBE/GR, it is deduced that
G. = 18 X 10-6

mhos.

Comparison of Observed and Predicted Q. and G,. —From the dimensions
of the3K23 cavity and from cavity-resonator charts of Chap.4, thetheoretically predicted values of QEand G. are found to be 2030 and 8.3 X 10–6
mhos respectively.
The predicted value of ~. agrees very well with the
observed values of 2000 and 2100; but the predicted value of Gn is half
of the value calculated from oscillator theory and the observed starting
current. This discrepancy may arise from any of several sources.
The calculated shunt impedances or conductance
of Chap. 4 are admittedly approximate, although an error of two is not to be expected.
Also,
the discrepancy is in the same direction as that produced by phase
aberration in the reflector-that
is, by a difference in the d-c transit times
or the values of o associated with different electron trajectories in the
reflector region.
Such phase aberrations are discussed in Chap. 13, where
it is shown that they may be expressed by a factor (COSo)m.. by which
efficiency and effective beam current are reduced.
Thus, to explain
completely the present discrepancy, a phase-aberration factor of 8.3/18
or approximately 0.5 would have to be postulated.
Finally, there are undoubtedly some electrons that make more than
two transits of the r-f gap; and it may be seen in Chap. 14 that the
influence of these multiple-transit electrons is particularly marked in the
vicinity of the starting point.
The Parameter
y,,
and its Dependence
on kI,.
The parameter y,.
is defined as the ratio 2GBR/Mz0.G0. More generally, with the beamloading contribution of kIO included in G~R, Y,. is the ratio of zeroexternal-load effective starting current to effective beam current k10.
Since GBE increases with kIO, y,. is not exactly inversely proportional
to kIo.
The usefulness of the parameter -y,, lies in the fact that the electrcmictuning range Af (Note that Af = 2Aa/27r) and the efficiency q. at optimum
loading are known functions of ~~~ (see Figs. 129, 1210, and 1211).
If
it is assumed that the experimentally observed value of the starting current
is not influenced by some effect that is more important at low amplitudes
than at high amplitudes (for example, multiple transits), then the observed
beam loading and the observed zero-external-load effective starting current
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yield the following relation:
-YE.=

()
~

(1 + 0.039lfrIo).

(17)

Utilizing Eq. (16) for QBRand Eq. (17) for y,., the curves in Figs.
12.8, 12.9, and 12.10 may be used to deduce the predicted dependence
of q~ and Af shown in Figs. 12.20 and 12.21. The efficiency predicted
in Fig. 12.20 is the over-all efficiency, and allowance has been made in
this figure for the loss of 22 per cent of the beam current in grid interception. The ideal efficiency for a reflex klystron working in the (n = 2)mode is 14.5 per cent; the current loss in grid interception reduces this
to 11.3 per cent; the difference between this latter figure and the effi-

Effectiwbeamcurrentklo (ma)
FIG. 12,20.—Dependence
of oscillator
efficiency TL, on effective beam cwrrent kI~
for a type 3K23 reflex klystron.
Experimental data (broken curve).
Dependence
predicted on basis of simple oscillator
theory, observed beam-loading, observed
starting current (solid curve).

FIG. 12.21.—Dependence
of electronictuning range on effective beam current for a
type 3K23 reflex klystron.
Experimental
data (broken curve); calculated from observed starting current (solid curve).

ciencies predicted for various currents in Fig. 12.24) represents the
efficiency loss that is anticipated as a result of resonator and beam-loading
losses.

Experimentally

Observed Dependence oj Eficiency

on Effective Beam

Current.—Figure 12.20 summarizes the experimental data on this point.
It is seen that there is considerable discrepancy between the predicted
and observed behavior.
The discrepancy takes two forms.
In the
first place, at low currents the experimental curve lies below the predicted
curve by a constant factor of 2.3. In the second place, at high currents
the shapes of the two curves differ markedly, with the experimental
efficiency eventually decreasing with increasing current.
The first of these points is reminiscent of the factor 2.2 by which the
starting current is found to differ from the value predicted on the basis of
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One of the tentative hypotheses
theoretical cavity shunt conductance.
advanced to explain this previous discrepancy was a phase-aberration factor (COS~)~m== 0.5. The same hypothesis explains the lowcurrent data of Fig. 12”20 because the efficiency should be reduced by this
same factor.
On the other hand, the hypothesis that the calculation of
GR in Chap. 4 is inaccurate by a factor of t\i-o will explain the startingcurrent anomaly but will do nothing to bring observed and predicted
efficiencies into line. The same is true of any simple hypothesis concernThe indication of phase aberration is
ing multiple-transit electrons.
thus reinforced.
The second point about Fig. 12.20, the drooping of the experimental
efficiency at high currents, seems to be related to space-charge distortion
of the reflector field of the sort discussed in more detail in Chap. 13.
This space-charge distortion occurs in the 3K23 at current densities at
which no trouble would arise with shorter-wavelength klystrons in which
the anode-reflector spacing is correspondingly smaller.
It will be seen
that this phenomenon is probably an important factor in setting a longwavelength limit to the profitable operation of the reflex klystron.
Experimentally
Observed Dependence
oj Electronic
Tuning Range on
E~ectioe Beam Current.—The empirically observed data is shown in Fig.
12.21 together with the predicted values of Aj. It is seen that the
experimental values exceed the theoretical by some 20 per cent at low
currents, and that this excess increases at higher currents.
This divergence is in general agreement with and corroborates the
conclusions already reached in connection with the efficiency data. A
phase-aberration factor will not affect the relation between A.f and -YBE
when (as here) the latter is determined empirically from the starting
The slight excess of observed over predicted values at low
current.
currents is probably caused by a slight curvature of the reflector field;
it is seen in Chap. 13 that a corresponding 20 per cent diminution in
efficiency would then accompany this increase in Aj. This 20 per cent
diminution of efficiency is masked by the larger phase-aberration effect.
Similarly, the abnormal increase of Af at high current is exactly what
would be expected if the unexpected decrease of q at high currents were
due to space-charge distortion of the reflector field.
Conclusions.—It is apparent from this example that the behavior
of a single reflex-klystron type may contain sizable quantitative deviations
It has been noted that the reasons for these dkfrom simple theory.
crepancies are susceptible to analysis and that the elaborations of theory
that are necessary for obtaining quantitative agreement are discussed
in subsequent chapters,
Given these subsequent elaborations of theory
there do not seem to be any large gaps in the understanding of the reflex
klystron,
It should be noted, however, that in some cases (notably
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the matter of space charge in the reflector region) these elaborations of
theory are sketched in these later chapters, but not developed in full
detail.
12.5. Detailed Theory of Idealized Oscillator.-The
theory of the
reflex oscillator as m-esented in Sec. 12.2 is based on the simplest
possible assumptions and approximations.
Most of the remainder of
this book is concerned with the phenomena occurring when the operating
conditions or theoretical assumptions of Sec. 12.2 are made more general.
The present section is concerned with the generalizations that are introduced by applying to the idealized oscillator of Sec. 12”2 a less approximate mathematical treatment than was given there. It will be found
that this procedure alters the oscillator behavior in several interesting
details, but not in basic characteristics.
In order to make the present
section more self-contained some of the material of Chap. 9 is repeated
here.
In the remaining six chapters of this book many phenomena encountered in reflex oscillators that are not accounted for under the idealizations of this section are discussed.
Of particular interest and importance
is the effect of a nonideal refiector, the field of which is not constant
along the axis of the tube and therefore changes the transit-time and
bunching relationships.
This is the subject of the next chapter.
NTonideal behavior as manifested in hysteresis is the subject of Chap. 14.
In Chap. 15 the effect of load is discussed in detail.
The next two
chapters deal with the modulation of the oscillations, intentionally and
because of noise. The final chapter is a summary of the characteristics
of practical reflex hbes.
In the present section some of the results of the following chapter
are anticipated by generalizing the assumed oscillator in one respect over
that of Sec. 12“2. Four instead of three regions in the tube, separated
by ideal grids, are considered: the acceleration region, the gap, a fieldfree drift space, and the reflector region.
The field-free drift space may be
built into the tube, or it may be an idealization of a thick grid, or it may
not be present at all; it is of interest principally because of differences in
the bunching caused by this region and in the bunching caused by the
reflector region.
In relation to the cathode the resonator is at the positive d-c potential
VO and the reflector is at the negative d-c potential V,. The total
The current
potential drop in the reflector region is therefore VO – V,.
injected into the gap from the acceleration region is – 10 (10 is positive).
The beam conductance is most conveniently defined in terms of the
current that returns to the gap, GO = kIO/ VO.
The velocity u, of injection of the electrons is given by the beam
In the absence of the r-f field, the on&way
potential, Vo = mv~/2e.
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transit time of the gap is TI = d/vO, -where d is the spacing of the gap
grids. The one-way transit time in the field-free drift space is Tz,
and the complete transit time in the reflector region is T~. The time that
the electrons take in going from the center of the gap back to the center
of the gap, in the absence of r-f fields, is T = Tl + 2T2 + T~.

Nature
parts

of the Driring

coming

from

CurTent.—The

the injected
i(t)

driving

and reflected
=

current

is the

sum

of

electrons,

i+(t)
+ i-(t).

These parts are the space averages of the injected and reflected currents,
respective y,

Following the treatment of Chap. 3, Sec. 3.5, t we-way transmission
of a high-velocity gap can be considered as the simultaneous injection of
electrons into the gap through both grids; each injected stream can have
The method of analysis indicated
both density and velocity modulation.
there can be used in developing the theory of the reflex oscillator.
It is
necessary to calculate the density and velocity modulation of the reflected
stream as it enters the gap from the properties of the stream as it emerges
This procedure gives readily the first
from the gap after the first transit.
approximation to the electronic admittance as in Eq. (12.2).
However,
if an attempt is made to improve the calculation, two difficulties arise:
the calculation of the properties of the reflected stream from its properties
before reflection is very difficult, and it is apparent that a consistent
description requires a more careful analysis of the action of the gap than
is contained in the considerations of Sec. 3.5.
In the treatment here presented all phenomena in the gap are traced
back, with the aid of kinematical relations derived from Newton’s law,
to the time of first injection of the electrons into the gap. In the mathematical formulation phase factors occur that can be calculated from the
model with any degree of accuracy desired.
Since both the current and
the velocity of the injected stream are assumed to be unmodulated, this
method of attack is particular y suited to the problem of this section.
In Chap. 17 the theory of noise in the reflex oscillator is developed using
also this method of treatment; in the noise problem neither the injection
velocity nor the injection current is constant.
It is convenient in this chapter and also in Chap. 17 to use the Fourierintegral theorem.
In order to give mathematical validity to its use, a
time interval is introduced that is much longer than the period corresponding to any of the frequencies which are considered; and, outside
that time interval, all time-varying quantities are considered equal to
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their average values.
The integrations over the time are carried out
with the aid of the Dirac delta function and its integral representation.
This function 6(u’) has the property that if F (u’) is an arbitrary function
of w’,
- dti’ 6(J)F(cJ)
/ —.

= F(0).

Its integral representation is
3(J)
By the Fourier-integral

= +

.
_ ~ d#e@#.

/

theorem

‘+(2’)
=~-”.% ’’”’’”-~”’+(~()’)o
‘-(z’)
=~-”m%’’w’’”m~m’’
In order to express these quantities in terms of the injected current at
the first grid suppose in each case that an electron arriving at z at time r
first entered the gap at z = O at time ,’.
Then

.
I

—.
.

/ —.

.
d7i+(x,7)e–j””

=

dri–(z,7)e–J””

=

/

—.

dr’i+ (O,r’) e–ju”,
(18)

.

– 1:

/ —.

d#i+(0,r’)e-~J7,

I

where i+(O,#) is the injected current at the time # and lci+(0,7’) is that
portion of the inj ected current that is reflected back into the gap. These
identities are the result of the continuity and single-valued nature of 7
when regarded as a function of T’.
In order to establish the validity of the second of the identities, the
observation is made that the reflected electrons that pass through the
plane z at time ~ in the time interval A, have a total charge – i-(z,r) Ar.
Since 7’ is not necessarily a single-valued function of T, these electrons
can have been first injected into the gap at several earlier times #.
If the positive time interval at r’ during which those injected at # first
pass through the first grid is AT’, the ratio AT/AT’ is given by ldr/dr’l
for that value of T’. Since these electrons have the total charge
ki+(O,#) AT’,
i-(x,r)

Ar = —k

2
.’ (.)

2+((),T’) A#,

where the sum is over all # having the same T. If the left member of
this equation is multiplied by e-i”” and summed over all ,, the left
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If the right member
member of the second identity results in the limit.
is multiplied by e–~W”and summed over all r, the double sum can be
replaced by a single sum over T’ and the right member of the second
identity results; there is no overlapping of the intervals AT’ since T is a
single-valued function of # and the total range of r’ is covered since that
The first identity follows by a similar argument.
function is continuous.
Theretore

/-mm:

‘+(z’)
=
e’”’t/-m-dT’’+(O””
‘-(z)’)
=-kJ-mm%’’”’J-”.
dT’i+(07’)e-’”
(19)

where T+(z ;#) and T–(z ;r’) are the arrival times at the plane z of electrons
that were injected into the gap at z = O at time ~’ and which have come
directly or been reflected, respectively.
The driving current is

‘(’)
=J:m%ei"'tJ--m~T'`+`oT')i
’20)
In this chapter both the injected current and the velocity of injection are
considered to be consta;t.
This description of the current has a generality beyond the use made
of it in this chapter.
For instance, i+(0,7’) need not be set equal to a
constant; it can be a periodic function of the time as determined by some
earlier condition (as by an additional resonator), or it can be a random
variable (such as a current with noise components).
Similarly, the injection velocity need not be constant, a consideration that can affect the
It is to be noted that the two identities
calculation of the arrival times.
above (Eqs. 18) are valid if e–]o” is replaced by an arbitrary function of r.
In this method of determining the driving current the essential step
is the calculation of the space averages of the phase factors containing
the arrival times.
These arrival times are obtained with the aid of
Newton’s law from the fields through which the electrons move.
Motion of the Electrons.—The arrival times T+(z ;,’) and ,–(z ;#)
depend on the velocity of injection o,, as determined by the beam potential, VO = mv~/2e, and on the transit times Tl, Tz, Ta, all of which are
independent of the r-f field; in addition, they depend on the frequency,
Of particular
amplitude, and phase of the gap potential V sin d.
importance are the three transit angles 01 = dl, h = OJTZ,19~= tiT~, and
the phase angle .9 = 81 + 282 + oS, which is measured from the center
of the gap to the center of the gap. The condition V/2 V, < + is assumed,
for otherwise if 01 were small enough, some of the electrons could be
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stopped in the gap. Such a stoppage, although not impossible, is not
considered in this chapter since a special treatment of the problem is
required. Of interest are the relative magnitudes of the four quantities
T,/T,,
T,/T,,
1, V/2V0.
The assumption is made that T~/T1 and
T,/T1 are (or can be) much larger than unity.
The distinction is made
between T,, T,, T1, (V/2Vo) T,, and (V/2 V,) T,, which are zero-order
quantities, and (V/2VO) Z’l, (V/2VO) ‘Ts, and ( V/2VO) ‘T*, which are firstorder quantities.
This distinction is made in order that the implicit
functional relations that are obtained for the desired arrival times can
be solved explicitly to first-order quantities.
The calculation of the
driving current is carried out to first order.
N“ewton’s law is
With the gap potential V sin COT,

e?” .

d2z

md~

= ~

‘ln ‘i’”

If the first passage through the gap is considered, Xewton’s
integrated to give

law can be

,

m(v —

L~o) =

— :

(Cos

km

—

Cos

UT’),

(21)

eV

mx = muO(r — 7’) — —, [sin cOr— sin CW’— CO(T— T’) cos 07’]
dti -

1

If the second equation is rearranged and eV/dumvO = VI’2V,0,
stituted, there is obtained
T=

T’+~+

()
z;,
y

$

which is an exact expression.

[sin w, – sin w’

–

U(,

–

r’)

Cos

is sub-

m-q,

(22)

Hence, to the first order,

l+(Z;T’) = T’ + ~
‘T+(%)2[sin(”T’+@
— sin tiT’ — 3 61 cos CM’ d
1

(23)

It is interesting to express the time of arrival at the second grid, as
obtained from the expression just derived, in terms of the functions of
the gap-transit angle, M and N, introduced in Chap. 3. These functions
are unity for dl = O and become small for large values of 131. The following equation results
~+(d;~~) = T’ +

T1 —

(W”fsin(”’’+$)
2V0

- ~cos(”’’+$)l
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It is to be noted that to this approximation the effective phase is that which
the electron would have had at the center of the gap, if the r-f field had not
been present, modified by the additional angle – tan–’ (thN/6.lf).
This
angle arises from the cosine term in the above; this term also modifies the
magnitude of the effective gap voltage (see Fig. 3.8).
Considering next the passage through the field-free drift space and
the reflection in the reflector region, if ud is the velocity of the electron
as it first emerges from the gap, the time spent in the field-free drift space
Under the assumption of a constant reflector
(both ways) is 2T,v,/vd.
field, the time spent in the reflector region is T’~vd/vO.
In order to get all the first-order terms in the total time between
emerging from the gap and entering it again, volo~ and Vd/VOare needed,
to the second order, in V/2V0.
The expression for udis

v,f=vo

,
()

—––

J,. ;

(Cos

6X- –

Cos cm’).

From this equation is found, to the second order, with the aid of the
first-order expression for r,

{‘+%sin(”’’+w(%)’sin’(u’’

Vd=vo

+Ma2[-2psi’@+9c0s(
uT’+$+’%1}

’25)

Terms that remain in the limit of zero gap-transit angle have been separated out and are recognizable as terms in the expansion of

[ ‘+%sin(o”+w
‘0
The remaining terms vanish for 61 = O.

F’=$(O1-sin

The quantity P is given bY

81);

1

and, like M and N, is unity for 01 = O and becomes small for large values
of 01 (see Fig. 33).
It is significant that the second-order terms introduce the fre~uency 2w. Sin~e the bunching process is not a linear one,
to the principal
terms of this frequency in the arrival times contribute
harmonic of the driving current.
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calculated to first order.

It is

‘-(d;”)
“’+T+(-2T,+T3’(
%’)sin(~’+9

-(-’T,
+T3’i(%Yin’(u”+9
- w[’fsin(”’’+~)
-~cos(w’+:)l

+#(-2e2+’3&0)2[

‘2”

-2psink’+9
c0@+9

+*1)

where T = T1 +2 T,+
T,.
Intheequation
forthearrival
time T,and
Z’t enter in the first-order terms with opposite signs because the effect
of thevelocity change is not thesame inthefield-free
drift space and the
repeller region.
Thedifference is the greatest in its effect on the coefficient of sinz (ti~’ + 19112),where the extra factor of 3 comes from the
of
addition in the expansion of uO/vd that is due to the contribution
sin(o~’

+

@l/2).

Considering,

finally,

is now moving

in the

negative

of the effect

thereturn
opposite

on injected

‘=’-(’;”)+W+-

passage

in the gap, since the

direction,

the

electrons.

effect

The

exact

of the

electron

field

is the

expressionism

(%);[sin@’-’in”’
— (i(T — T–(u!;T’)) Cos Cd–(d;r’)

11

(27)

Two facts are significant: the speed of the reentry iso~, not v,, and the
time of reentry is 7-(d;#).
However, in the time interval 7 – T-(d;T’)
the latter appears in the high-order term. lJ’ith the aid of first-order
expression for 11,~,
there is obtained to first-order,

‘-’-(’’T’)=(’=)‘1
-(%TGosin(”T’+9

-‘@’)i{sin[@’’+’+
zsin(@”+9
+(=)’1- ‘i”[
“’+”

-(’w

‘l’Os ‘[ ‘T’+

+zsin(u’’+:)l

’+zsin(u”+w

where 9 = tiT, and Z = CU(-2T2 + T~) ~.

’28)

It is to be noted that the
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first-order terms contain all harmonics of the oscillation frequency because
the arguments of the sine and cosine functions cent ain sines themselves.
Phases and Phase Factors.—The first-order contributions to the phases
Jr+ (x ;7’) and U’T–(z ;7’) are convenient y expressed in terms of the following three functions:

‘+’(z;”’)

-sin@”’ -% ’1c0s4

‘i[sin(uT’+:’)

“(Z;T’)= -(-’’’

+’’’ (%)*

Sin’(@’’+:)

-HJ4’’+:)

-YcOs(”T’ +91

+z’+d-’psin(”’’+

3c0s(”+9+9
- (w)

‘*

’’T’sin(””+

(29)

9

F’(Z;7’)= =.$
1 H‘i” “’+”+ zsin(@T’+2+ (%6
“i” [ ‘T’+ e+zsi’’(o’’+:)l
- (!-;
2)0,,().[
““+ ‘+zsin(o’’+w}
Thereforej the phases

CO’T+(.r ;T’)

,
i):’

and CJ’~-(.T;r’) may be written us follmvs:

(‘)
“’-(x;”)‘U’’’
+z’si’+i’+’’+:)
:
+-~
+;;;
()
()
JT+(Z;

l’,

T’) = @’T’ + j 61 +

j~;(,

z7’(~;T’)

2P,

F-’(Z;T’).

In the phase factors, e-~~’’+(’” and c-i~’r-f~”, the exponential con.
tainmg first-order terms can be expanded and quadratic and higher terms
dropped.
Hence, the space-a~,erages of the phase factors, which are the
quantities that occur in the driving rurrent, arc

[’

)
-4J’’’”T”
‘~(;i)F-,.r;T
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These averages need be carried out only for a’ = u because only the
The result is
coefficient of e~wt
in the driving current is desired.
ld
Zo\
ld
Zo/

dze-i.~+(z;ti) = Me “(”’’+;)
dxe-iur-(z;f)

-j(&)

=

e ‘J

[

-

UT’+O+Z am

(~)

(w’+~)

(.,’+;)

e-j[mr+o+zsin

(9:sin2(”’’+w~[

~ [Ne-’~

- P~-,,.++el)],

]Jfe-’~
]~e-j;

{

-

(-60,+

f%)

Msin(w’+9-Y

’32)

cOs(”’’+31+a-2psin(m’+9

4“+:)+%

-K’’-’

%)sin(””+N

+(9we-’$-pe-’[2+6’+2’+2z+in(””+V”+V
Zero-order Terms in the Driving

Current.—Since a description of the
general behavior of the reflex oscillator is to be found in the zero-order
The arrival times to zero-order
terms, they are considered separately.
are simply

From these expressions the space-averages of the phase factors for the
iajected and reflected currents are readily calculated.
They are,
respective y,
-@+;)
J,l(@;),
(34)

:-’[~’’’++~’’+~’”n

G’+:)IJI(O;),
I
M(dj)

e;

= sin ~

;

/

$.

The driving current is

‘(’)
=-~OJ-”.%e’”’L/:.
d’’e-’(+g)’+g)
1},(35)
j[((j)

{

1 – ke

_,[e+Zsin

(W,+:)
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.
&’&.’H

= >fi(@’),

/ —.
on its
As expected, the average current
the first term is merely –10.
first transit is unmodulated in this approximation.
Thephase factor in
the reflected current can be resolved into an infinite sum of harmonic
contributions by means of the Bessel-function expansion

e

-jZciin(k++~)

— “J(z,)~m(uT+~-v)
.
2
—.

Since

(36)

.
/ —.

d#e-’(@’-’f’”)”’ = 27r6(0’ – mu),

the reflected current is the familiar sum of harmonic contributions
Bessel functions in the amplitudes; the driving current is

The electronic transadmittance
Hence
in the driving current.

is —2j/V

I
with

times the coefficient of e]~t

In this expression Z = (– 2%, + Os)MV/2V0.
The quantity ( – 202 + 6’,)
is the angle that is effective in the combined bunching action of the fieldfree drift space and the repeller space. Since these two spaces tend to
form bunches in opposition, the bunching angle is effectively reduced.
It is not unreasonable to think of half of the gap as part of the drift
space, in which case the bunching takes place from the center of the gap
to the center of the gap. Such a picture is already implied in the phase
of the driving current o = L91+ 281 + 83. The effective bunching angle
then is 9. = – 01 – 2tlz + OSand the bunching parameter X = 06MV/2V0.
Since
2jkI,M
—

v

Jl(X)e–je

.

2~kI,M
~

[ ‘l(Z)

+4%)le-’”J

where J{(Z) = cLJI(Z) /dZ, the change that is introduced is not a zeroorder contribution.
Additions to the Admittance. —IYhen the first-order terms are included
in the phase factors, – 2j/V times the coefficient of e?”’ in the driving cur-

fhc.
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rent is found to be the rather cumbersome expression

‘(-”2+
o,MNJ,(Z)

– Go ~

‘,ww’’(z’lde

– *N

[

ZJI(Z)

+

j’2PJ2(Z)

e-ie
1

~ +

+ G, ~ jiVe-i$

1

+ ‘*

PJ2(2Z)e

-i(zO+;)

(38)

()

G,M’2JI(Z)

The first term, ~
bution.

~

3 ( – 2% + os)e–~o,is the zero-order Contn.

G,iW
,
J1(Z)2j0,e-ie,
The second term, – ~

is the addition

to this

contribution that is discussed in the last paragraph.
It is caused by the
extension of the effective drift space by half the width of the gap. The
third term, “~’
—

(– 682 + 0s)

~
J~(Z)e-’O, is a first-order contribu()
tion to the electronic admittance that does not vanish with zero gaptransit angle; it arises from one of the second-order terms in v~. The
group of terms that follows arises from the combined effect of additional
second-order terms in vaand first-order terms, not included in the addition
to the zero-order contribution, that have their origin in the effective drift
The

term gjo,lv

()

~-;
1
~ + 1 is the beam-loading
26
admittance arising from the double transit of the unmodulated current.
The last term is an addition to the beam loading which is due to the
modulation of the reffected current.
The terms containing J;(Z), JO(Z), and J,(Z) are 90° out of phase
with the zero-order admittance.
At the center of a mode, the term
containing J2(2Z) is 90” out of phase with the ordinary beam-loading
terms. Hence, at the center of a mode these out-of-phase terms do not
affect the magnitude of the oscillations directly, but do affect the frequency with which the oscillations take place.
All but the first two of these additions to the admittance are probably best regarded as variable additions to the circuit conductance and
susceptance arising from the presence of the beam.
It is therefore convenient to define the electronic admittance as follows,
action of the gap.

(39)
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where X = L9.IWV/2Vo, 8. = —81 — 20Z + oS, and Xf = OJMV/2V0,
of = – 301 – 69Z + e~. The extra factor 3 in the drift contributions
to Of is caused by the combined effect of pure second-order terms and
squares of first-order terms in L’O\
u,i; these terms and the second-order
terms in tia~tiobecome first-order terms because 0, and 83 can be large.
Correspondingly, the beam-l cwcling dnittance
is defined as
yB=–!L

26

( )[
!!

,.

/3,JfNJo(x)

GOje,s
‘zTe

-l;

I
(-’-

– ~-

‘)+-:

XJ1(X)

+ j2PJ2(A-)

($)

PJ2’2X’’-J(2’+;)

1

C–’d

’40)

The sum l’, + Y. contains all the terms of Eq. (38) but does not exclude
some higher-order terms. The beam-loading admittance as defined is
zero for zero gap-transit angle (.If, A’, and P are shown plotted in Fig.
3.3).
Condition for Oscillation.-For
ease of reference some of the important relations from Sec. 12.2 are reproduced here. For oscillation to take
place the total admittance measured at the gap must be zero. Thus

where Y~ and ~L are the resonator and load admittances measured at the
gap.
The total circuit admittance is defined to include the beam-loading
admittance: Y = Y~ + Y~ + 1“~. Using this modified formulation,
1’ = G + j2C(ti – u~),
where G is the effective conductance, C is the effective capacitance of the
gap, and COE
is the effective resonant frequency.
It should he remembered
that these quantities depend on mand V to a certain extent, as did in far-t
the unmodified quantities.
On separating real and imaginary parts,

These two eq~lations serve to determine the gap voltage and mrillation
frequency.
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As already noted, oscillation cannot take place for all values of the
phase angle 0. The values .9 = fln = 27r(n+ ~), n =0, 1, 2, . . . , are
At these points
called the centers of possible modes of oscillation.

because 0. = – 0, – 20, + 83 and OS= O – 0, – 282. Since 2J, (X)/X
cannot be greater than unity, the tube cannot oscillate in the mode in
question, or at least not for 0 = o., if G/( f?,1W2Go/2)is greater than unity.
Thk ratio at the center of the mode is defined in Sec. 12.2 as “the conductance parameter” and – Oe.WGo/2 at the center of the mode is called
the small-signal electronic transconductance.
Let uo be the frequency
of oscillation at the center. Then
IJO=

WR

—

‘~

:

XIJ:(X).

The fractional deviation from U. is
W(I
—

—

cot?

—

G
X,J~(X)
1
2u.C 2J,(X) ‘X z“

_

UR

Suppose, for example, X = 2.4; then 2J,(X) /X
–l”J~(X)

=

(43)

= 0.433 and

0.822.

except for low modes
= 0.95/Q@,, where Q = w.@/G;
Then (COO
– @R)/@R
the deviation is very small compared with the band~ridth of the circuit.
The mode is usually limited by its zero-voltage points,
They are
G=

Go~(–

28,

–4e,

+e)cos

G
‘–wR=–

Stan

()
8+;

() ‘+:’

which give 0 and u at the t\ro points.
Ejjiciency.-As
noted in Sec. 122 the r-f power generated and the r-f
po~ver output are +GVz and iG,,V’, respectil-ely.
In that section q is
taken as the total electronic efficiency ancl q,. the electronic efficiency to
the load, both defined using the current that returns to the gap. Then
G V’
q = 2kIov”’

_ —
G,, V2
‘[’

–

2kIov”

It is convenient to measure the phase in a particular mode from its
value 19nat the center of the mode and to write o = .9. + +. The effective
bunching angle at the center of the rzthmode is 0., = O. – 2w,(Z’, + 2T,).
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Let -G., bethesmall-signal
electronic transconductance atthe center of
the nth mode, G.. = o~.M2Go/2. The electronic transadmittance then
is
Y,=

–Gme

[%$)

-’X’J’’X’+I’-’+

‘“)

and the total electronic efficiency becomes

where -ym= G/Gn. is the conductance parameter at the center of the nth
mode.
In terms of these symbols and the loaded Q of the circuit, Q = w~C~G,
the conditions for oscillation arc

On substituting

for T in the efficiency

The maximum of XJ,(X)
is at X = 2.4, for which –X3J~(X)
= 4.74.
The above formula indicates, as has already been noted, that the effiThe factor 0,,./0. makes
ciency decreases on going to higher modes.
the power output unsymmetrical about the center of the mode.
So also
does sin d, but in the opposite direction.
The term containing sin o
makes an appreciable contribution only in very low modes because of the
extra factor 8.. in the denominator; ho\vever, for such modes, the efficiency is considerably reduced by the beam loading, which has been
concealed in the modified circuit conductance.
Electronic
Tuning.—In a uniform reflector field the product
(v,

is a constant for a given velocity

–

v,)!r3

of injection.

However,

If T, is eliminated and the reflector voltage V: at the center of the mode
(O = u,,+ = O) is introduced to remove the constant, it can be shown
that
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,i useful measure of the rate of electronic tuning is

—

av,

v, : v:

l)ut

()
Z@

do
() %.O=
Irhere Qo = wO/(?G.

‘&[’
.—.2C
G

-%9.1’
2Q0,
——
Uo

Hence

‘(’’’$’)
(:;’)”O=
““’;:)(’
+’%)
‘e”:”2Q
’47)
This equation gives the rate of change of frequency
reflector volttige at the center of the mode.

with change in
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REFLECTORS

BY D. R. HAMILTON
In the preceding chapter various idealizations were made in order to
Among these
emphasize the most basic features of the reflex klystron.
idealizations the follol~ing may be noted:
reflector, in which the potential
1. The assumption of an “ideal”
~aries linearly ]Vith distance, as would be produced by planeparallel electrodes with no space-charge effects.
2. Me assumption of small r-f gap voltages-that
is, the assumption
ofa’’l,ighrnode”
(rz>> l).
3,. The wsomution that no electron makes morr than one return
trmsit thr(mgh the gap—or the resumption of no “multiple
transits, ” as this term will hereafter be used.
The next Chapter is concerned ~rith the phenomenon of “electronictuning llystcresis. ” ~vhich msldts when the third of the shove assumptionsisvio]:~ted.
T“iolation of thesecond assumption, ~~iththeresldtant
})~irlrheti-beam-c~~rrent phase shifts, also gives rise to “hysteresis”
and
mode asymmetries that are closely related tothose produced hyrnultiple
lle m~gnitudc of these phase shifts is considerably dependent
transits.
J’iolation of the second assumption also
upon the first assumption.
causes de~-iations from the simple bunching theory as discussed in Sec.
9.4; but in the reflex klystron these effects are minor compared with the
effects that are introduced when the assumption of an ideal refiector is
inmlicl.
The present chapter, then, is concerned primarily with some of the
general relations thmt areapplicablcin
practical cases when the assumption of anideal reflect or does not hold true. These general relations are
of t~vo types.
One type is concerned with the purely d-c transit-time
questions that are involved in the phase relations of bunched beam current and r-f gap ~-oltage; the other type is concerned with the bunching
process, and involves the derivatives of transit time with respect to
initial electron velocity.
13.1. D-c Electron Optics.-The
d-c motions of electrons in the
reflection region involve, of course, standard problems of electron optics
such as the question of how to reflect all the electrons back for a second
352
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questions
techniques

through
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are available.

in the electrostatic

in the

is how to

that none are again

transits

regarding

beseen

question

the gap.

trajectories,

One such tech-

field of given electrodes,

this field being calculated by electrostatic theory or plotted with an
electrolytic tank; another technique makes use of the analogy between
electrons moving in an electrostatic field and small balls rolling under the
influence of gravity on a stretched elastic membrane.
The electron optics of reflection involves not only the requirement
that electrons go to the right places, but also the requirement that all
electrons of a giwm ~elocity spend the same amount of time in being
reflected; the phase aberrations that result if this requirement is not met
have adverse effects on performance and are discussed in Sec. 1310.
Both of the above-mentioned methods of finding out the path of the
electrons—ray-tracing and ball-rolling-are
easily adaptecl to give this
additional information about transit time. h-either of them includes
directly the effect of spare-charge forces on electron motion.
.1 convenient method that has been developed for including the effects of
space charge in electron-gun designl does not seem to be directly applicable to general reflector design.
For further information on the background of electron optics that is
relevant to these specific design questions just discussed, the reader is
referred to the extensive literature on electron optics in general. The
present chapter and the next onc are primarily concernrd \vith those
questions of electron motion that remain relevant to oscillator operation
when the abo~’c two requirements (geometrically satisfactory electron
trajectories, and uniformity of transit time) may be assumed to have
been met.
The first question to be discussed concerns the way in \\-hichapplied
electrode voltages and reflector geometry affect the al)solute value of the
d-c transit time. Such a discussion fulfills two functions.
One is that
of introduction and ground ~vork for the subsequent discussion of r-f
effects. Another equally important function arises from the fact that
the d-c or equilibrium electron motions determine those combinations
of oscillator parameters at which oscillation may or may not occur.
The resulting interrelations of applied parameters that arc required for
oscillation arc in themselves important operating characteristics of the
practical oscillator; and in addition they may give, in any particular
1 J. R. Pierce, Jour. App. Phys., 11,548 (1940)
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case, information about the nature of the reflector field that will be
relevant to subsequent questions of r-f performance.
The procedure that is followed in discussing d-ctransiktime
relations
is to consider these relations in various simplified reflector fields. The
principal features of these fields are representative of the reflectors met
in actual practice, and the simplifications that are involved are those
which ensure the satisfaction of the primary condition of uniformity of
However, before dealing with specific
transit time among the electrons.
reflector fields it is worth while to consider certain general relations that
concern the effects of changing dimensions and electrode voltages in an
electron-optical system; these relations serve as essential tools in the
later discussion.
13.2. General Scaling of Voltages and Dimensions.—The
general
relations that are invoived in the scaling of voltages and dimensions in
a d-c electron-optical system follow in a straightforward manner from
the dimensional relations in the three basic laws that describe the flow
of electrons in a vacuum.
These laws are:
1. The Coulomb law of force between charged particles, as expressed
in Poisson’s equation relating the space-charge density p and the
variation of the potential @ with position:
(1)

v’@=g+~@+g=P.
ay2

2. The conservation

of matter, as expressed in the requirement that
as much charge flows into any given volume element as flows out
of it. For a d-c system, i.e. for dp/dt = O, this requirement is
expressed by the relation

v.

(Pv)

=

&

(Pu.)

+

$

(P%)

+

:

(w.)

=

o

(2)

where v is the electron-velocity vector and PV = J, the currentdensity vector.
3. IVewton’s laws of motion, or conservation of energy applied to the
relation between the electrostatic potential (measured with respect
to the cathode) and the electron velocity:
~mvz

=

e+.

(3)

Any electron-optical situation is described by the three variables,
Given the conditions
p, v, and @, that enter into these three equations.
existing at the surface enclosing a given region—for example, the potential and electron-emission characteristics at every point—then these three
equtitions determine uniquely the resulting values of p, v, and @ at every
point in the region.
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The above comments and relations should be generalized in one
respect. Suppose that v is not a single-valued function of position—
i.e., suppose that more than one stream of electrons passes thrGugh some
points of space; the reflection region of the reflex klystron is a case in
point. Then p in Eq. (1) and PV in Eq. (2) are understood to represent
the summation, over all these streams, of the values of p and PV respectively associated with each of these streams.
This is, ho~rever, a purely
formal matter that does not affect any of the conclusions to be drawn
from Eqs. 1-3 and therefore does not warrant a formal complication of
these equations.
An explicit mathematical solution for p, v, and @ in any particular
case is usually not feasible unless the boundary conditions arc especially
simple. However, comparisons of the solutions to these equations in
cases with complex but similar boundary conditions may be made easily
and with profit.
Thus, suppose it is desired to compare the physical situations in two
regions that are related to each other as follows:
1. They are geometrically similar—that is, all the dimensions of
Region 2 are larger than those of Region 1 by the scale factor a.

2. In Region 2 the applied voltages at every boundary point, measured
with respect to the cathode, are larger by the factor b than the voltages at the geometrically analogous points in Region 1.
3. The electron-emitting surfaces in the two regions are geometrically
similar and the electron emission from these surfaces is spacecharge limited with the applied voltages that are involved—that
is, the potential gradient at the emitting surfaces is always zero,
Two such regions are shown in Fig. 13.1. The position vectors of
two geometrically similar points are denoted by rl and r, respectively;
the geometrical similarity is thus expressed by the equation
rz = arl.

(4)

Suppose that in Region 1 the space-charge density, electron velocity,
and electrostatic potential are the functions of position pl(rl), vl(rl), and
@,(rI). Then, because of the specified similarity between the two regions
and because of the way in which the various dimensions enter into
Eqs. (1), (2), and (3), it is seen that for Region 2 a possible solution
Pz(rz), vz(rj), %(rz) is the following:
vz(rz) = vz(arl) = N’Wl(rl)
P2(r2) = P2(ar1) =

()
b
~

m(rl)

(5a)
(5b)
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It is Well known, how-ever, that there is only one possible solution
to Eqs. (l), (2), and (3) for each region; hence the solution for Region2
deduced in this manner from the solution for Region 1, and given in
Eq, (5), must be the only solution for Region 2. There are, therefore,
the follow-ing sirnplean
dinteresting results of the specified scaling
Region one
of the boundary
conditions in
.
voltage and geometrical size: (1)
the potential,
at every point,
rl
within the region, scales by the
L Space charge limited emitting surfaces
same factor as is applied to the
(
boundary
potential, (2) the electron trajectories remain geometricallysimilar, (3)thespace-charge
density, at e~ery point, scales by
the same constant factor blaz.
The third requirement initially
applied to the derivation of these
results, that of space-charge limitation of the emitting surfaces, is
not necessary and could be replaced by a more general requirement on the scaling up of the
FIG. 13.1. ---Grapliical
representation
of
potential gradient at the cathode
the situation iuvol>.ed in the scahn~ of
voltages :ln<l climenhiom in an electron.
by the factor bia; this is, however,
orjtical ~>-sienl. Boundar>- ?onditious.
in
a very nonrealistic requirement on
region one, on CJ = +,(r, ) on boundary; in
t Wo, @ = @,(r,)
= b~,(r,)
on
region
the p h ys i c a 1 electron-emitting
boundary.
characteristics of the cathode except for the space-charge-limited case of zero potential gradient.
From the behavior of the primary Variables as shorn in I?q. (5), the
variables J = pv (the current density),
heha~’ior of the “secondary”
I (the total emission current), and ‘T (the electron transit time between
These scale
any geometrically similar pair of pointsj may be deduced.
as follow-s (omitting the arguments of the functions):

k$!zz?_

I /“f=%

J,=

()
$J,

((h)
(6b)

12 = WI,
&

T, =

T,.

(6C)

()

Equations ((id and (6b) express the functional dependence of current
on dimension and voltage as given by the I.angmuir-{’hi]ds
law; these
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equations show that this functional dependence holds for any arbitrary
geometry as long as the cathode isspace-charge limited.
The regions of Fig. 13.1 may be subdivided into smaller regious,
some of which would not contain the cathode surface.
It may be seen
from considering this case that the scaling behavior described in Eqs,
(5), (6b), and (6c) applies equally well to any region into lrhich current
is injected instead of being dra~vn from a catllocle within the region; it
is necessary only that the injected current density be given by llq. (6a)–
or what is the same thing, it is necessary that the external cathodr thtit,
supplies the injected current should be subjected to the same scaling
process as is the region under consideration.
13.3. Reflector Mode Patterns.—The
“reflector mo{le pattern” is
one of the best ways of summarizing, for a given oscillator, either i hc
d-c transit-time relations or the combinations of oscillator Jmranletcrs
for which oscillation occurs.
.A reflector mode pattern is a graphical
presentation of the dependence, on some other parametrr, of the reflcci or
voltages corresponding to the centers of various modes of (M,illat ion,
that is, corresponding to the transit-time relationl d, = 2m(n + ~) or
@ = 0. k reflector mode pattern is made Up of a number of imlividual
“mode loci” each one corresponding to a single mode (.~ingle Yaluc of
n). It is to be particularly noted that “mode pattern” as here USW1has
a meaning distinctly different from that of “ mo(lc shape”; the latter
expression has been used to denote the dependence of frequency or output power on reflector voltage.
In some cases there may be a usc for a mode pattern showing not
only the loci of the points for ~~hich do = 2m(rL+ ~), but, tilso showing
contours of constant frequency, constant output prover, et c; such a mode
pattern, particularly the one invol~-ing output power, invol~-es other
properties of the reflector field hesidc the d-c electron-transit times and
would therefore involve the bunching factors discussed in Sec. 13.? and
subsequently.
The simple mode patterns here considerwl depend only
upon d-c transit-time phenomena; this statement is based on the assunlption that at the center of the bunch is an electron traveling with the d-c
This assumption is not always
(the mean or unmodulated) velocity.
exactly true under non-small-signal conditions (SCCSec. 9.4) and to this
degree the conclusions of the present chapter are not, exactly correct
when applied to experimental data obtained at large amplitude of oscillation; but the errors are usually of the second order.
1Throughout this chapter the notation with regard to transit angle follows that of
Chap. 9, i.e., O, = tr~nsit angle for t’, = TrO; O is Lhc transit angle for arbitrary I’c.
This distinction lvas unnecmmry
in Chap. 12, Ivhrm 8 alone was used; the necessity
in the present

chapter

appears

used.
The present L90need
latter very seldom occurs.

later when the drift-space
not bc confused

coefficients

of C’hap. 9 are

~rith d,,(n = O), since in practice

the
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The most generally useful mode pattern is that in which the values of
Such a
V,-VS.-VO reflector mode pattern, measured for the type 417A, is shown
in Fig. 13.2.
As an introduction to the general relations that apply in such a mode
pattern, the dotted construction line that passes through the point

V, for the center of the various modes are plotted against V,.

(V, = O, V, = O) in Fig. 132 should be considered.
This line is the
locus of those operating points for which the ratio IV,l /VO has some constant value-what
the particular value is does not matter in the present
discussion.
From the discussion of voltage scaling in an electron-optical
system given in Sec. 13.2, it follows
that if the cathode emission is spacecharge limited throughout this range
of beam voltage, that is, if 1~ cc Vi?i,
then all these points with some given
Em
~400 value of IVrl /VO must correspond to
m
O 200 400 600 800 1000
a given set of d-c electron trajectories.
Beam voltageK
This holds true for any arbitrarily
mode pattern
FIO. 132. -V,-vs.-Vo
for th type 417.LreflexklystronoPer- shaped re!lector region and for any
sting at 10.0cm.
degree of space charge. Since the trajectories are geometrically identical and since the velo~ities at all points
in the reflector region change as V#, the total transit time must vary as
V,-~* for points lying on the dotted line in Fig. 13.2.
The points of intersection of the dotted construction line with the
various mode loci will now be considered.
Each of these loci corresponds
to the condition @ = O, or 00 = 2rT(n + ~) when n is an integer. 13ut it
has already been shown that along the line IV,l / Vo = constant, (10 ~ VO–~$;
hence the values of VO–~~ at the intersections of the dotted line with the
mode loci should be in the ratio of adjacent integers plus ~, and the
fulfilling of this condition will determine the integer n associated with
each mode.
In Table 13.1 below there are listed the values of VO and the relative values of VO–~ for the intersection of the mode loci and the line
Listed in adjacent columns are the values for the
IV,l /V, = constant.
number of cycles transit time, as deduced for the two extreme modes
TABLE 131.-ASSIGNMENT

v,

1

Relative V,-!i

—1

1090
600
370

1.0
1.346
1,718

OF NIODE N“UMBERS IN FIG, 13.2

~ Relative V,-~i normalized to various choices of
(n + ~) for value of L3,/2r in middle mode

2.04
2.75
3.51

2.78
3.75
4.78

3.53
4.75
6.06

!
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from the relation 00 = VO-~ when the values 22, 3%, and Q cycles are
assigned to the middle mode.
It is seen that the relations 00 = VO–~$
and 00 cc (n + ~) are simultaneously satisfied for only one of the possible
assignments of values of n, namely the assignment indicated in Fig, 13.2.
The above procedure is a very useful one for identifying modes; this
identification, when compared with that predicted by dead reckoning
from dimensions and voltages, in itself tells something about the electron optics of the reflector region. It illustrates, however, simply a
special case of a more general property of the reflector mode pattern.
This property may be stated as follows: Ml the mode loci in a V. -vs.-VO
reflector mode pattern are geometrically similar, differing only by a
scale factor; if a single mode 10CUSand the corresponding value of n are
known, then the remainder of the mode pattern may be deduced therefrom. The truth of this statement is easily seen by considering the effect
of changing the direction of the dotted construction line in Fig. 13”2, for
the distances from the origin at which the various mode loci intersect
this construction line are in the ratio of 1/~Z
and this ratio is independent of the particular direction of the construction line in question.
Thus all the d-c transit-time relations for a given reflector field are
It follows
completely described and specified by a single mode locus.
from the general discussion of Sec.
.
132 that the shape of this generalized
mode locus is unaffected by an overall geometrical scaling that includes
the space-charge-limited electron gun
as well as the reffector region.
The

Rpjlector

Plane-parallel

Mode

Pattern

Space-charge-free

jor
Rejlec-

tor Field. -In
addition to giving information about the dependence of d-c
transit time on electrode voltages, as
has just been discussed, the reflector
FIG. 133.-Variati0n
of potential
with positiou in plane-parallel spacemode pattern also reveals something
charge-free rcflertor.
of the characteristics of the reflector
field. Since most reffector fields have their generic origin in the planeparallel space-charge-free field, the mcde pattern existing ~vith this field
provides a good point of departure for a discussion of the influence of
reflector field on mode pattern.
For an electron entering (with energy eVO) the reflector field shown in
Fig. 133, the depth of penetration into the field is proportional to
V,/(V,
+ IV, I); the average velocity (in a uniform field sllch as this) is
proportional to <~;
the transit time of an electron into the reflection
region and back out again is therefore proportional to <~o~( vu + \V, I).
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If this expression is set equal to a constant, and the voltages are measured
in’arbitrary units such that IV, I = O when Vo = 1, then
]V,l = w,

– v,;

(7)

+ IV,])
or, what is the same thing, if the constant to which v%/(VO
— VO. Since it has already been

is set equal is unity, then IV,\ = -o

seen that all mode
reflector

since it is only
nonchalance
‘~~OZyli~lZ1~Z~~Z1
o
0.2
0.4

0.6

loci for a given

have the same shape,
the shape
regarding

and

that is a
absolute

0,8

locus, passing though the point
(1V,l = O, V, = 1)will be called a
“ normalized mode locus. ”
In Fig. 134 is shown the normalized mode locus described by Eq. (7).
Physically, its shape arises as follo~vs. For VO<< IV.1 the strength of
the reflecting field is practically independent of V.; in order to maintain
a constant reflection time as VO (and the electron velocity) is increased,
the strength of the reflection field and hence the size of IV,l must be
rapidly increased with VO in order to prevent a too rapid increase in
depth of penetration.
On the other hand, \rhen 17,>> IV,~, thc depth
of penetration is hardly affected by an increase in VO; and in ~)rder to
c o m p e nsat e for the increased
must be
electron velocity,
IVI
decreased
to allow for deeper
penetration.
Relative beam voltage V.

FIG.13.4,—Normalized
mode10CUS
for plmeparallelspace-charge-free
reflector,

The

Relation

between

iVormal-

i.wd .Yfode Locus and Owr-cdl Rp,flmtor Mode I’atkrn.-For
comparison

with

other reflector

purposes

the mode

loci

of
of

fields, Fig. 13.4 illus-

$Eiiz
1

o

Relative beam voltage VO

F~u.

13.5. - Idcolizcd

,efiector

made

trates all that need be said; but bepattern as derived from tl>c normahzed
u]ode locus of I’ig. 1:1.4 and therondit, ol{
fore going onto these other reflector
GeG z 1.
fields it is worth while to note the
relation between the normalized mode locus of Fig. 13.4 and the observe(l
mode pattern of Fig. 13.2.
In Fig. 135 are shown a series of mode loci derived from the normalized
mode locus of Fig. 13.4 and graduated in size to correspond to the values
of n indicated on each locus; that is, the normalized mode locus is scaled
up by a factor proportional to 1/~ n + ~.
The experimentally “observed mode loci of Fig. 132 do not, however,
extend down to VO = O; the reason becomes apparent when considera-
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tion is given to the necessary condition for the starting of oscillation,
G./G ~ 1. For the present case G. = MgOGGO/2; assuming a spacccharge-limited electron gun, GO = 10/VO ~ -o.
Hence the boundary
between the regions of oscillation and no oscillation in the reflectormode pattern, specified by the relation G./G = constant, is given for
constant G by the condition M200 U~O = constant.
It has ah-eady been seen, however, that along aline from the origin
in the mode pattern (that is, lV,~/VO constant, identical electron trajecHence for the range of beam voltages for
tories), 80 m
is constant.
which $12 = 1, oscillation will occur in the region of the mode pattern
lVhen the beam voltage gets low
for whleh IV,l Vo 5 some constant.
enough, .Ifz starts to decrease and this boundary line sags, as is shown
for a typical boundary in I:ig. 135.
The individtial mode loci are continued to the left of this boundary as faint lines, indicating the form that
the mode pattern would take if the boundary were shifted.
The General Rrlation jor “ Radians p~r Volt.’ ‘—The general theoretical
relations for the reflex klystron give output characteristics in terms of the
electronic parameters G, and ~. In most practical problems involving
changes within a given mode (for example, electronic tuning and modulation), G, is scnsibl y cunst ant and o
is altered by changing some elec$*<ti$
trode voltage.
In these practical
S
1,
I [m
problems it is just as important, to
~
t
know the relation betl~een electrode
~
E
voltage and the absolute or rclati~-c ~
transit

time

it is to know

in radians

(t?o or @) :1s

the relation

~

between

Locus of constant 00

Z

OO or o and the output character~
6eamvoltageVO
istics. T his r e 1a t i o n bct\rcen
FIG,
13.6. — >Todc pattern
geometry.
transit time and applied l-olt age—
B, = tan-] (11-,’‘I’o);
or, more briefly, the “ rwlians per
B? = –tall”-’ (~lJ’rl/~~0)~,.
volt,”’ ‘( radians per reflector \olt,”
“ radians per bcxim ro~t, ” ctc.—nmy be deduced in a simple manner from
that part of the mode Ioeus in the vicinity of the operating point.
In Fig. 136, the mcirclrd point -i in the (V,, J’,) -plane represents
the combination of vfilucs of ?7, and VO at which a knowledge of radians
Through this point are dranm two lines, .10 and .4B.
per volt is desired.
The line AO is a geometrical construction line through the origin; the
other line Al?, the tangent to the 10CUSof constant OOpassing through the
point .4, is the only necessary bit of experimental data,
Since do ~ V# for motion along the line 0.-1,

(-)
do,

avo

~riVa

—

‘

——.

e,

2V”

.

(8)
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Since AB is the contour of constant do, however, the maximum gradient
By the construction
of 00 is along the line AC perpendicular to AB.
shown in Fig. 136, this maximum gradient of 00 is

()
cm

where

(-)

Cos131

de.

..=

=

800

sin (QI + B2) f3Vo V,WO

(9)

)V,l

6’ = ‘an-’

~,
n

m

–t~,l-l

dlv,l
—–

()

dva

(lo)
80

Similarly, the gradient of 80 along the line AD,
given by

p,

( )
13%(,

1
cos

‘-- 82

cos

~11~’

~,

=

1
sin (~, +

that

is, (d@,/dlV,l)~O,

(-)
aoo

P2)

13V’O VJVO

is

(11)

The derivative of 00 with respect to any other chznge of voltage is
easily found from Fig. 1:36, but only (ddol’dl V, I)VO,the most commonly
useful of these deri\ratives, will be worked out explicitly with the aid
of Eq. (10).
Here 12{1s.(8), (10), md (11) give

(12)

This is a general relation that makes it possible to find (do/dl V,l ) ~,
when 1V,l, Vo, and @O are given, provided that the influence of reflector
ATot much more
geometry as represented by (131
V,) ~dVO) ~0 is known.
can be said on this point until the mode loci for various specific geometries
It may, however, be noted that the
are investigated at a later point.
geometrical
similarity
of all mode loci for a given reflector makes
(dl V,],/dV,),,
a constant for constant V,,’T70; hence from 13q. (12),

Thus the radians per reflector volt for a given electron trajectory increase
rapidly as VO is lowered.
13.4. Reflector Mode Patterns of V,-vs.-X.—T1ost
of Sec. 13.3 has
been concerned with the specific properties of the V,-vs. -Vo reflector mode
pattern.
Another type of mode pattern that presents useful practical
information about oscillator characteristics is the reflector voltage versus
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wavelength, or V.-VS.-A, mode pattern; and like the V,-VS.-VO pattern,
thk one contains within itself the complete description of the d-c tramittime properties of a given reflector.
A V,-VS.-A pattern as observed for
the type 417A (the same tube as used for Fig. 13”2) is shown in Fig. 13.7.
The V,-VS.-A mode pattern is of practical importance in applications
where x must be changed over a considerable range without exceeding
and the
certain limits in reflector voltage range. Since the V,-vs.-k
V,-vs.- Vo diagrams are directly derivable from each other, as is discussed
shortly, either type of measurement may be used to obtain information.
Thus the V,-VS.-A mode pattern is particularly important in tubes that
operate over only a narrow range
of beam voltages but over a relatively larger range of ~ravelengths.
Since 80 = T/h, T is proportional to k at constant VO and 60
(that is, for a given mode in Fig.
137).
Hence the V~vs.-A mode
pattern is essentially a plot of
reflector voltage vs. transit time,
or vice versa.
In the V,-vs.-k diagram, since
it is taken at constant Vo, points
corresponding to a given set of
electron trajectories lie on a horiAlong
zontal line of constant V,.
such a line of constant electron
trajectory, the value of 60 for any
given X is inversely proportional
9
11
10
to L Hence from the mode locus
Wavelength k (cm)
for a single value of (?Oall the
FIG. 13.7. —V,-vs.-k
reflector mode pattern for the type 417A reflex klystron operother mode loci may be derived;
ating at VO = 400 volts.
conversely, given a set of mode
loci in th~ (~,, X)-plane the values of 60for each mode maybe assigned by
use of the requirement that (?o = 27r(~, l%, 2~, . . . ) just as was done
with the V,-vs.- VO diagram.
Thus in Fig. 13.7, for IV,l = 185 volts two modes occur with k = 9.oo,
10.91 cm. The ratio of these two wavelengths, 1.21, is closely the same
as the ratio 4.75/3.75 = 1.21; hence the assignment of mode numbers
shown in Fig. 13.7. It will be noted that this assignment agrees with
that of Fig. 13.2.
Since a single mode locus in the V,-vs.+. plane determines all other
mode loci in the manner described above, all mode loci are similar in
he sense that they differ only by a horizontal (A) scale fact.:.
Thus a

o~
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mode pattern may be represented by a single mode locus that may be
conveniently normalized to pass through the point (k = 1, V, = O).
The normalized V,-vs.-VO and V,-vs.-k mode loci maybe easily derived
from each other with the help of the auxiliary normalized V,-vs.-A’
mode locus; the V,-vs. -kz and the
V,-vs.-VOloci
arerelated to each
I
other by the simple geometrical
construction of Fig. 138.
The
verification of this fact is left as
an exercise for the reader, with
the hint that in Fig. 138, the
relation of point C to points A
and b’ should be considered.
The normalized V.-VS.-A mode
Relatwe~or A2
locus for a parallel plane reflector,
FIG. 138. -Gcometrird
construction for
no space charge, is shown in Fig.
generation of the F’,-v5-A2
notmahzed mode
locus from the V,-vs.-VO1orusor
vme v.r~a.
139,
In discussing the mode
‘“:urve (I), V,-vs. -k’ mode locus; cum.e (II),
patterns
of specific reflectors in
V,-vs,-Vo mode locus.
only the
the next two sections,
normalized
V,-VS. -VO locus will be sho\rn (Figs, 13.13 and 13 19).
But
it is apparent from Fig. 13.S that, the slope of the right-hand half of the
V,-vs.-k
mocle 10CLWis roughly proportional to the corresponding slope
in the V~vs. -VO mode locus; anything that affects one of these
will affect the other in the same
manner.
13-5. Normalized Mode Locus
of a Space-charge-free
Recessed
Reflector. -In actual practice the
anode-reflector re gi on is n o t
bounded by two parallel planes.
The reflector electroae is commonly somewhat recessed over a
diameter somewhat greater than
that of the electron beam, as is
0
0.5
1
shown in various figures of Chap.
Relative wavelength X
18. This has the effect of providiFIG. 139. -N’orrrl:tlizc(l
T’,.K.-A
III<,
(IP
ng a radially inward force on Iurus fur plane- f)mallel sl):lc(,-vtl:l,cc.-ircc
Tc!flwtor.
electrons, ~vhich tends to counteract any inherent or space-charge-produced
divcrgencm in the Iwarn.
In the next chapter it is seen that it is sometimes zdvantagcous to add
other complications to the electrode shape in ordrr to avoid more than
two transits of the electrons through the r-f gap.

\I
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The particular recessed reflector with which the present section is
concerned is shownin Fig. 13.10. The relative dimensions, with reffector
depth equal to half the reflector diameter, are more extreme than most
of the practical reflectors shown in Chap. 18. However, when space
charge is neglected any equipotential lying between the two electrodes
of Fig. 13.10may bereplaced byaconducting
surface operated atapotential negative with respect to cathode; thus the solution of this reflector
inherently contains the solution to a number of other convergent reflectors
that aresimilar totherefiectorsof
Chap, 18. Forpurpose
so fdiscussing
this reflector fieldl it will be assumed that the electrons move along the
axis without too great a divergence therefrom, in other words, that the
diameter of the reffector is rather larger than the beam and that the beam
In this case the reffector field is essentially
is not initially very divergent.

1.0

4

/-’-

05

~,

[
o

1

0

1

Reflector
NW 13 10.—Geometry
of
the rup reflector to which
Figs. 13 11 and 1312
and
1313 refer.

one-dimensional;
potential

F’JG. 1:111 .—VaYiatlon of relative negative
potelltid @ ‘(VO + 1’, ) 810NEthe axi~ of vup
reflector :1s function of r r,, dlst:il,m from
anode measured ]tl units of the reflector
radius r,.

in Fig. 1311

on .r’ r,,, dist$nce

1.0

0.5
.z/ro

is shown

along

the

the deiwndenre
axiti as me:wurcd

of electrostatic
in units

of the

rmdius.
Some of the propcwtiw of the mode Ioriw of this reflector are immediately apparent from Fig. 13,11. Thus, for i1-,1>> Tro (elcrtron turnaround at @ ~(Vo + ~T“,i) << 1), the behayior is essentially that of a
plane-parallel reflector.
13ut for ITrr~= 1“0 2 (electron turn-wound at
@/(VO + IV,!) = ~ in Fig. 1311), a further increase in T’() increaws
the depth of penetration much more rapi{lly than in the plane-pandlcl
case; thus not as large a compensating rleme:ase in 11-,1is nerrssary to
hold the reflection time constant.
The dependence ~~ftransit time ‘f on incident, en~rgy VO, ~vit,hrmlstant, total potential difference (VO + ]Vrl) in the field Of Fig. 1311,
is sholvn in Fig. 13.I 2. The normalizing fartor 7’0 is the reflection
time for a plane-para]lcl reflector ~vit}l the same reflector spacing and
reflector

] TIlis disrlmsion

of the t((h{{l~r reflector

Garrisonof the Radiation Laboratory.

is bnwd lIporI the unroporte(l

work of J. B.
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with

reflector voltage zero. The square-root dependence of T on
a plane-parallel
reflector is also indicated in the figure.
Similar curves giving the reflection time T for reflectors derivable
from the present recessed reflector by placing conductors at various
equipotentials may be obtained
1.2
from Fig. 13.12 by a horizontal
/-expansion of the curve in Fig.
0.8
,. /“
13.12 sufficient togive the correct
T
/“’
lVrl) = 1.
intercept at VO/(VO+
~
0,4
,,
The
mode
locus
is
in turn
/
/
derivable from Fig. 13 12 by
o’H
0
1,0 plotting V, vs. V, at constant T.
0.5
The resulting normalized mode
vo/(vo+ IVrp
locus is shown in Fig. 13.13 with
FIG. 13.12.—Electron
reflcrtion time 2’
in the reflector field of Fig. 1311 (solid line).
the mode locus for the plancTransit tlmein retlertor of same sparing hut
parallel reflector indicated for
with linear variation of potential (hrokcn
line); TO is the transit time III this linemcomparison.
The flattening out
field with IV, I = O.
of the locus as the reflector gets
deeper is a monotonically
progressing process.
Considerations
of
power-supply convenience and the avoidance of reflector bombardment
by fast electrons usually require operation with 0.2V0 s IV,l s 0.5T’ ;

VO for

o

Relatlvebeam voltageb:

1

Beam voltage V.

FIC. 13.13 .—XiIrII[alIz[Xcl II L[]c1(.1[)<11.
for the reflector jmt.,ltl:,l of I’, fz 1:{.1 1
(solid curve).
ScJrlLl:dIzrd !llodL>lc,<IL.f,,r
plane-pardlcl
spare-chm gc-free reflector
(broken curve).

.,

Lnd lt 1s apparent fronl F)g, 13.13 th~t for a deep reflector the mo{lc
loci in this range of refiector volta~cs arc pr:lctically horizontal linrs—
that is, the reflection-trmsit
time and hcncc the oscillation frequency
Similarly, it is apparent from
are nearly independent of beam voltagr.
the previous discussion of the factors that determine radians lIIULWJ
change per reflector volt that this {luuntity is maximized for SLICI1a
horizontal mode locus.
In Fig, 13.1+ the mode pattern for an experimental re!!rx oscillator
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with a hemispherical reflector is shown; the correspondence with the
behavior just discussed is obvious.
Some of the other implications of the deeper reflector are discussed
when the effect of various reflectors on the bunching process is considered.
13.6. Space-charge Transit-time Effects in the Plane-parallel Reflec tor.—Space-charge effects are always present to some degree in any
reflecting region.
The only reflector for which they can be analyzed
with any degree of facility is the plane-parallel reflector; the analysis of
this reflector will serve to indicate orders of magnitude and the nature
of end results.
The general, question of one-dimensional flow of electrons between
parallel planes has been thoroughly discussed elsewhere without, however, giving in much detail the results that are applicable to the case
(See also Sec. 36.)
The
of complete reflection of the electrons.
mathematical analysis of the additional detailsz will not be reproduced
here, the discussion being limited to stating the results and discussing
their physical content.
According to Poisson’s equation, the curvature of the potential function is proportional to the space-charge density.
In a region into which
a constant current is injected, the space-charge density at any point is
inversely proportional to the electron velocity, or the square root of the
potential, at that point; space-charge effects are then greatest at the
turn-around point in the reflector region.
The order of magnitude of the effects involved may be seen from a
simple case. In a plane-parallel diode with negligible cathode-emission
current the potential varies linearly with distance from the cathode. If the
cathode-emission current is increased until it is space-charge limited,
the potential gradient at the cathode is zero and the potential varies with
the $ power of distance from the cathode.
Nearly the same + power
space-charge distortion of the electrostatic field would result, for the
same geometry, if the current were injected at the anode and collected
now run slightly positive with respect to the zero
at the “cathode,”
equipotential.
Furthermore, suppose that the current were injected at
the anode, with the “cathode”
now operated as a reflector at a voltage
infinitesimally negative with respect to the source of the electrons, with
the result that all the electrons are now returned to the anode; then if
the “cathode”
(reflector !)-anode spacing were decreased by the factor
l/~,
near] y the same ~ power variation of potential with distance
would again result. This last factor of l/~~
comes in because the
1C. E. Fay, A. L. Samuel, and W. Shockley, Belt Syst. Tech. J., 17, 49 (1938).

B. Salzberg, A. V. Haeff,

R,C.A. Review, 2, 236 (1938).
2 Private communication from W. Sdlfrey, Sperry Gyroscope Co. Research Labora-

tories, Garden City, N.Y.
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injectecl
current, since it is now reflected, is equivalent in its spacecharge contribution to twice as much current in a one-\vay diode; and
a decrease in diode spacing by the factor l/~~
doubles the emission
These considerations suggest that a very useful parameter for
current.
use in dealing with space-charge effects in reflectors is the ratio ~2d /s,
wheredis the anode-reflector spacing and s is the cathode-anode spacing
in the “equivalent diode. ” By this last term is meant a space-chargelimited diode that would supply, at thegiven beam voltage, the current
density which is injected into the reflector region. The ratio ~,l~d~~
is proportional to the square root of the pcrveance of the electron gun.
(Perveance = 10/V$i, a quantity that is independent of Vo in a spacecharge-limited electron gun. )
~Vhen ~d,s
= 1 andthereflector
isoperated infinitesimally negative (it isassumed thatthce lectronsh aveno\-elocityd
istriL]ution), then
thepotential varies with the$ powerof distance from reflector to anode.
For ti~d/s
<<1 there is little space-charge influence and the potential
varies nearly linearly ~vith distance.
t KThis latter case corresponds to the
situation in a temperature-limited
diode.
This analogy
bet~veen a
diode and the reflecting region cannot be carried far, ho\vever, unless
attention is given to the fact that
a reflector is often run negative
Distance
withrespectt ocathode.
Thus, Fig.
FIG. 13.15.—Variation
of potential
1315 shows the \-ariation of potenwith distance in the presence of space
charge; same 10, VO, reflector sr)arlng,
tial in a reflection region with two
corresponding
to
v’~d, s = 1.4; two
different reflector voltages but with
different reflector voltages.
e v e ry t hin g else constant.
It is
seen in this figure that a high reflector voltage, by pushing the electron turn-around point nearer to the anode, diminishes the total
amount of space charge and the space-charge distortion of the field just
as would a smaller anode-reflector spacing.
‘l’he specific curves in Fig.
13.15 have been calculateci for ~’~ d/s = 1.4. In the type 31{23 reflex
klystron, the operation of which is analyzed in Chap. 12, an even higher
d/s = 2.5.
degree of space-charge is present, corresponding to ~
The curvature of the potential that sets in at low reflector voltages, to
which was ascribed in Chap. 12 an observed decrease in efficiency in the
type 31<23, is apparent in Fig. 13. 15; the wa~r in which this curvature
influences bunching and efficiency is discussed in Sees. 13.7 to 13.9.
Some attention must also be given to what happens when V, = O
(“ 1’, = O” hereafter means “reflector infinitesimally negative”)
and
d/s >1.
In this case, as shown in Fig. 1316, the turn-around point
~

“’\cJgij;l
‘0/
I

!IT....kl!!
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moves out from the reflector toward the anode; the potential maintains
its same relative form, shrinking horizontally in the figure.
In finding the variation of~otential
in- cases such as those of Fig.
13.15, it is n;cessary to join two solutions: thelinear potential in the region
between the reflector and the turnaround point, and the temperatureIimited-diode potential between the
turn-around p o i n t and the anode.
These two solutions must join with
continuous first derivatives at the turnaround point; hence, if IV, I > 0, the
solution for the potential in the spaceFIG, 13.16 .—l-a, iation uf potential
charge-field region must have non-zero
with position in the reflector region
gradient at the turn-around point, just
when J“, = 0, for various values of the
as does the potential in a temperaturebeam current or of V
d~s.
limited diode.
Without reproducing the details of the derivation, the results of the
The notation used is
considerations just outlined may be summarized.
as follows:
~ = &tance
v

measured

= the electrostatic
or the

electron

normalized

into reflection
potential

turn-around

by dividing

region

measured
point

from

the anode.

with respect

to the cathode

in the reflector

region,

and

by VO.

Then the relation between potential and distance in that part of the
reflection region where current is present is given by
*

= (1 – 2C”)(1 + C))’ – (v’~ – 2C)(W

+ c)~~.

(13)

Here C is a parameter the physical significance of which is shown by the
relation

Thus C is proportional to the square of the (suitably normalized) potential gradient at the electron turn-around point.
This relation, however,
is hardly convenient for finding the value of C with which to enter
The value of the parameter C’ may be
Eq. (13) in any given situation.
determined from the relation
Ivrl
4
—=3CW
v,

*
[

– (1 – 2C)(1 + c)% – 2C34
1

(14)
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This equation is summarized graphically in Fig. 13”17, wh:ch gives the
relation between lv,l/VO and C’ for various values of ~~d/s.
For
fid/s
> l,there isnovalue
of Cforwhichl V,l/VO=O.
This condition corresponds to the physical fact that, if tid/s
> 1 and V, = O,
the potential has the value zero for a finite distance in front of the reflector.
The potential remains at zero up to the point z = s/v2;
for smaller
values
of
z,
the
potential
depends
3’
upon distance just as it would if
Iv,l 2
d were given by s/fi.
~~
The d-c transit times in the
o
reflection region are conveniently
10 102 103 104
10-3 10-2 10-1 1
normalized in terms of the value
Spacecharge
pwam~ter
C
FIG, 13.17.—Dependenceof the space- that the round-trip transit time
charge paralneter C on the paruneters assumes when the potential
in the
lV,l/Vo and @d/s.

reflection
region is just like that in
a space-charge-limited diode—that is, when <2 d/s = 1. In this latter
case the transit time is 6s/zIO. For any other case the transit time 2’ and

the normalized

transit

time ~ are gi~en by

(15)
From this equation and the dependence of C on IV,l/Vo and ~
d/s
as shown in Fig. 13,17, one may deduce the dependence of the normalized
transit time , on IV,l/VO and {2
d/s as shown in Fig. 1318.
The behavior shown in Fig. 13.18 results from the interplay of two
factors:
and
in

the depth

the
the
of

space.

In th~
a diminu-

at constant

IV,l
the

depth

leaving

VO in-

of penetration

the mean

electron

velocity unchanged; as IV,l/VO
goes from
unity
to zero the
time

transit

is

of the electrons

into

the reflector

field,

velocitv

of space charge,

creases
while

of penetration

electron

reflector

absence
tion

mean

doubled.

This

3
\\\ i \.
1# 2
I
o 1
0.2‘ *L
o
0.2
0.4
o

~ 10 2 5C

5

0.6

0.8

1.0

Transit time T

FIG.13.1S.—Dependenceof the normalizcd reflection transit-time
ters IV,l jVO and 42 d/s.

r on the paranle-

behavior corresponds to the behavior shown in Fig, 13.18 for ~
d/s <<1.
(The curve for @
d/s = 0.2 is expanded
horizontally
over that for
-@

d/s

= 0.1 because

the

to which T is normalized,
charge

comes

the depth
because

effective

transit

time

through

has been correspondingly
(@

of penetration
of the increasing

d/s z

increases
potential

1), it is apparent
less rapidly
curvature,

the

equivalent

decreased.
from

as IV,l/V,

Fig.

)

diode,
As space

13.15 that

diminishes,

an increasingly

but,

large frac-
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tion of the electron’s path lies in the low-velocity region near the turnaround point.
These two factors have opposite effects on the transit
time. For ~
d/s s 1 the turn-around point for V, = O is at the reflector and the turn-around point for IV,l/ VO = 1 is practically midway
between anode and reflector just as in the absence of space charge; thus
the increasing curvature of the potential as V, approaches zero (see Fig.
13. 15) gives rise to an increase of transit time with diminishing IV,l that
is more rapid than in the absence of space charge.
d/s
However, as ~
increases above unity (see Fig. 13. 16), the depth of penetration at
V, = O becomes less and less. This effect tends to counterbalance the
space-charge diminution of mean velocity that takes place as IV,l diminishes; the net result is that for ~
d/s >> 1 (very severe space-charge
conditions) the transit time becomes more and more independent of V,.
This result is likewise apparent in Fig. 13.18.
The interplay of these various transit-time factors results in the
normalized mode loci shown in Fig. 13.19 for various degrees of space
charge. The most interesting feature here is the extreme distortion
from the space-charge-free case under conditions of high space charge.
This distortion is due to the effect just noted for, as Vn is increased and
an attempt is made to hold T 1.2
constant by a decrease in IV,l to
allow d e e p e r penetration, this
attempt is partially frustrated by
the increasing curvature of the
potential function.
This increasing curvature must be compen0
sated by a further decrease in IV,l;
0.4
0.2
0,6
0.8
1.0
0
this accelerating process brings
Beam voltage VO
IV,l rapidly to zero. The curves
FIQ. 13.19.—Normalized
mode locus for
in Fig. 13.15 may also be used to
plane-parallel reflector with varying degrees
of space charge as indicated
by varying
illustrate this point because, since
values of V@ djs.
space-charge ~henomena are independent of-voltage in the presence of a space-charge
limited cathode, the
curves of Fig. 13.15 may correspond
as well to constant
T, variable VO,as
The value of v.
to the constant VO,variable T indicated in the caption.
would then be measured relative to the varying VO; and with T constant,
the curve with low IV,l corresponds to high VO.
Although Fig. 13.19 shows the mode loci normalized to V, = O at
VO = 1 for comparison with Figs. 13.4 and 13.13, the physical factors
just discussed may be more easily seen in the unnormalized pattern of
Fig. 13.20, which shows the locus for a single mode (single value of T)
as & d/s is increased.
This figure shows that as the electron-gun
perveance per unit area is increased for a given reflector geometry, the
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13.6

maximum
transit time obtainable
!\ith a gil-en beam voltage eventually
diminishes monotonically.
This maximum transit time is always obtained witi~ V, = O. With
a given geometry and t’, and with V, = O, Fig. 13 16 illustrates \\hy
transit time eventuality decreases monotonically with incrwsing current.
At zero reflector voltage, an increase in cur-rent does not at first change
depth of penetration but does increase potential cur\-ature and transit
time; bowel’er, as already noted, for <2 (l/s z 1 a further increase in
current simply moves the tllrn-around point nearer the anode without
changing the relati\-e shape of the potential: and hence diminishes the
transit, time.
These comments riho~~tth(: influence of space charge in the reflector
region hal’e been inten(letl larg~ly as background;
the only clear-cut,
easily observable effect that bas linen (liscusse{l is thr inftucncr of space

~_

@
0.5’
~—
.w&
,s ~
~!?

6?

5

1

0
o

1.0
0,5
Relative beam voltageVO

1.5

.bid~ from thr usefulness of kno\\-ledge
charge on tile mode p:lttcrn.
of mode patterns pcr se, an<l the irnplird possibility of exploring d-c
space-chflrgc effects aml verifying these comments Ijy observation of
actual mode patterns, them are t~~o importtint consequences of this
discussion.
One has to do w-ith the influence that the currature of the potential
in the region of the turn-around point has upon the bunching phenomenon, which is (liwussed later. Tile other point, related in part to the
first, hm to do with the influence of space-chargo phenomena on the useful
range of wfivclensths for the reflrw klystron,
As the operating wavclcnsth of the reflex klystron is incrmscrl. the
reflection time must be increased in the same proportion Iwca(lse, in order
for oscilla~ion to exist, the reflection tirnr rnmst h:~~e a minim~lm ~-alue
of ~ or preferably l+ cycles measured at the owillation frequency.
It is
seen in the later discussion of the efferts of space charge upon bunching
that the effects of increasing space charge are eventually adverse,
Hence,
let it be supposed that in incr-easing the ~ra~relen~th of the klystron the
space-charge effects are mtiintaincd at some constant le~rl; the dependence of relative potential upon relative position is therefore unchanged
in the scaling process.
The invariance of space-charge effects and the
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proportionality of reflection time to wavelength may be accomplished
of the czthode
and
by holding VO constant and scaling the dimensions
the reflector
of

the

holds

in proportion

scaling

of

10 constant,

power, the efficiency,

to the \vavelength

electron-optical
Thus

systems).

as the wavelength

and the r-f output

power

(see the previous
But

this

is increased,
approach

discussion

scaling

process

the d-c

constant

inp(~t

limitin~

.4t the same time, however, competition from other oscill~tors
that are not limited in this mannrr comes into play and hrnee mokes the
reflex klystron increasingly less advantageous above some maximum
wavelength.
This conclusion is not appreciably changed by considering other
methods of scaling; hence it may be sai{l that rrfiector space-charge
effects, operating in the dimension parallel to the motion of the beam,
set one long-wavelength limit to the cornpetiti~-e ability of the reflexklystron oscillator.
The same may be said concerning the effects of
There, for a gi~-en beam voltdebunching in multiresonator klystrons.
age, the necessary drift length is proportional to the ~vvvelcngt}l, hut the
debunching wave number, \-\hich cletrrminm the length of drift space
for which debunching becomes harmful, does not iurolve the frequenr.v of
the r-f input-gap voltage.
It is not too irrelevant to note an interesting rclatwl fact, which is
that the short-wavelength limit for klystron operation is set by another
electron-optical effect, the existence of ELmaximum obtainable current
density.1 This maximum current ckmsity is a limitation invol\,ing
The maximum current density is
dimensions transverse to the beam.
important because circuit losses increase as the wavelength decreases,
and a larger total current is therefore required to sustain oscillation; at
the same time the cavity size and the gap area available for this current
decrease. Since the current density is limited, the two requirements
collide head-on and set a lower limit to a~-ailable operating wavelengths.
Unfortunately, at present this lower limit is not influenced by competition
from any markedly better oscillator, in contrast to the situation at the
long-wavelength limit.
All told, the two limitations just described seem to limit the usefulness
of the reflex klystron oscillator to the (not-so-small!) ~~avelength range
extending from somewhat more than a millimeter to somewhat less than
a meter.
13.7. Influence of Reflector Field on Bunching.—The
effects of
velocity modulation by a noninfinitesimal r-f gap voltage and of subsequent bunching in an arbitrary drift space are considered in detail in
Sec. 94.
There it is found that, even with the simplest drift spaces, the
values.

‘ J. R. Pierce, Jour. App. Phys., 10, 715 (1939).

noninfinitesimal r-f gap voltage necessitated corrections to the results
of the simple bunching theory of’ Sec. 9.2 and Eq. (9.9).
Changes in both
the phase and the amplitude of the b\ll~che(l-bei~m-ctlrrellt components
are indicated, a~d since these are primarily effects that increase with
increasing amplitude of the gap voltage, they usually diminish with
In generalizing these results to
increasing n in the reflex klystron.
arbitrary drift spaces it is found that thrse effects of noninfiuitrsimal
gap-voltage amplitude arc dqxmcfent on the transit-time characteristics
of the drift space.
It is also found, however, that the r(,lati(]n })(~ti~ernl)tlnchi{~g palameter and r-f gap ~oltage is dc’pcndent on thr drift-space cl~:~l,:i{~t(,l.i,stirs;
and this is considerably more important to the present dismlssion.
Tn
the two simpkst drift spaces, afield-f rcc drift spare, :mda linrarrdfecting
field,
l.~-l = Jf~(I~’,’2J70,
where
60 is the d-c transit
an~lc
in the drift
space; ho~ve\-er, for all other drift spaces, X = al.116’,11~/2}7~,, Irhere the
coefficient
al is a chtiractmistic of the drift space given by Eq. (9.26 b):

al = —(2JT0/OO)(dO/d J”.)0. ‘~his last effect R not, as ~rere the previous
ones, a matter of distortion of the bunch consequent upon modulation
by a large r-f gap voltage; to the contrary, the \va~-eform and phase of
the bunched beam current are unaltered, and the simple zero-order
Eq. (99) for the current component sstillholds. Ant hat has happened
is that the degree of bunching produced by a given J’/J’o is the same as
that which \vould be produced in a linear reflecting field with a d-c
transit angle ~ulou~instead of do.
This fact is sometimes expressed lJY saying that in a nonlinear reflecting field the “equivalent bunching time” is different from the transit
time, The equivalent bunching angle lalfk~ thus governs all considerations of bunching and small-signal electronic conductance G., :amf the
transit angle 0, governs all considerations of bunching phase and the
phase angle O, The main importance of the field coefficient al lies in
the fact that it does not depend on gap-voltage amplitude and hence is
less likely to decrease with increasing.
Tbe consequences of an increase in equivalent bunching time over
transit time (~all > 1) are simple. They are the same as the consequences, already noted indetail in Chap. 12, of increasing 6uin the linear
reflecting field. Thus in the simplest terms (assuming high current
efficiency), q = l/lalloo and Ajjj = lalld~. If by some means tJ, andrz
could be held constant and [all increased, a decrease of q and an increase
of Afyj would result. Converselyj a decrease in Ian increases efficiency
and decreases electronic-tuning range.
Thus the principal subject of interest in the investigation of general
reflector fields is the field coefficient al, which apparently can have such
far-reaching effects on the simplest aspects of reflex-klystron behavior.
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13.8.
D-c Transit Time Versus Effective Bunching Time.—Since
bunching depends upon differences in transit times, the resulting dependence of bunching parameter on the derivative (d O/dV.) O in al is to be
expected.
But the way in which (d6/dVJ Odepends on the general shape
of the reflector field is perhaps not so obvious, and the physical origin of
any such dependence is therefore worth some investigation.
What happens in the vicinity of the electron turn-around point has a
pronounced effect on transit-time relations as the electron velocities in
this vicinity are low and the time spent in this region is out of proportion
to its geometrical extent.
The various relations involved may perhaps
most easily be seen with reference
to Fig. 13.21. Here are shown schematically three reflector fields such
as might be produced by placing an
auxiliary grid between the anode and
reflector at the position indicated.
The transit-time relations in such
a case are simple and are easily
derived because the average velocity
in traversing any segment of a linear
potential is simply the average of the
velocities at the beginning and at the
end of the segment.
These relations
FIG. 13.2 1.—Illustrative reflector fields
will be stated without derivation and
for discussion of transit time and bunching
relations: (A) b, = f, bj = O; (B) b~ = b!;
with no discussion of their signifi(C) b, = ~, b, = 0.95.
cance as analytical expressions; they
are given explicitly simply for the convenience of anyone who may
wish to experiment with combinations of parameters other than those
shown in Fig. 13.21.
Let the relative position and potential of the imaginary “auxiliary
grid” be given by b, and b,, as shown in the figure; and let d,, be the d-c
transit angle when bl = b~—that is, 0,0 is the d-c transit angle for an ideal
linear reflector with the same turn-around point as the reflector in question. Then the d-c transit angle 0, is given by

00 —
b, – b,
~+——
000 – b,
b, ~1
– b,”

(16)

The rate of change of transit time with changing electron energy
may be measured by a quantity similar to that used in defining al,
– (2 V,/00,) (d@/dV,)O. This quantity is given, for the indicated reflector
field, by
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(17)
What dothese relations say about the potential curves, A B, and c
of Fig. (13.21), for which bl = # and b~ = O, ~ and 0.95 respectively?
Equation (16) indicates transit times givenby
K%
— – 0.67, l,and
Oo,1–
respectively,
point

By13q.
velocity

This

in space
(17),

is given

result

has been

is as it should
progressi~-ely

the rate of change

2.02
be;

the velocity

decreased

of transit

in going

tirnewith

at any
from

incident

given

.4 to C.
electron

by

(-----)

2V-, do
= O, 1, and 27;
-00; dl’c ,
hence

rr~= o, –1,

and –13.4

for .~, B, and C respectively.
It says that in the reflection field .4
This result is rxthcr surprising.
no bunching actic)~l at all occurs, rmd also that in field L“,bunching occurs
as easily as it \\-(Nlldin a linear reflecting field l~ith 13.4 times as large
a d-c transit an~lc; in field C’, q is reduced by a factor 1;3.4 and A.fLf
increased I)y a fact (Jr 13.4 from thc ~-alues in a linear field with the same
d-c tritnsit an~lc. \f”h:~tis happrnin~ here?
“l-his field is really a combination
C’onsid{r first. fi,l~l .1 of I~i~. 1321,
(in a I]rop(]rtii]n ch(wcn l~ith the intention of emphasizing a particular
point) of t\’-o c:wcs that Imvr already bwn not cd in dct ail: the ideal
rcficctor and the firl(l-f’r~>c (Irift space. It ~vill be recalled that the
transit tinw (If an ~’lcctron IJill] initial rncrgy V,- is proportional to
1’,” in tll( iflcal rcfiector and to 1-<–” in :L fiol{l-free drift space; hence in
(’ase .1, l\IIcr’c b, is w ehoscn as to make tllc transit times in the t~vo
spaces c(lII:LI, tllc total trar]sit time is irl(lqxrl(lcnt of 1’. for J’, = J“,).
Thcw thlls Km lx) n,) Il{lll(liing }Iy small r-f gap vf~ltagrs ]Iith the field
(If Case .1, as transit timr is ill(lrprn(lcnt of electron energy,
This rxwllt cltws not ll(J1(ltrllc, {)f r(]ltrw,, ft]r any T-:d{lc of b, other than
+. .~t 1~1= ~ and b! = (),. (I1 g(xw tllrt)ll~ll 2(10 :Hl(i changes sifq; for
bz = O aml b, > ~ the bunctling is l~]ccl(]rl~in:~lltlytiek~-free in character
and 180° out of phase with that fol l~j = 0, b! < *; \\ith a refiector
(>:U1 O(!CUK’ IIOt :Lt
for ]rhich 112= O and b, > ~, nl[)(lr~ of (JXillOtiIJIl
8,, = 27r(/L++)
b\lt :Lt t?” = 27T(H++).
J\”hatmakes (~/f?dl”,),,soiarge?
Consi(icrnolr [’:ls( ’(’ of l:ig. 1?21.
‘1’his (luantity has inri’casml out of ali proj]ortion to the incrt,:w in O..
‘Me incrrase in 0,, rcslllts largely frwrn the increase in the gwrnetrical

I

extent of the re~icm where velocities are small; but the increase in
(do d~”,), arises ~ecause the gradient of the potential at the t~lrn-aro~md
point is $mall.
‘Ilis
small grtidient
means th:lt a slight increase in
incident electron energy m:~kcs a (iisl]rcJ1jorti~Jnateincrease in the depth
of penetration and in the d~staucc ~vhich the clwt mn must tr:i~el at
very
low energy.
This example illustrates the fact that the potential
gradient ct the turn-around point brcomes of prime importance when it,
is small,

Case C’ corresponds to the general shape of rrflector fiekl most comii distortion in the same direction as this
monly encmlntered in fsct.
one is ca~wd by space-charge effects Mwecn planc-par~llel electrodes,
lZ\-en in the absenw
as has already })ecn swn ir) ~igs. 131,5 and 1316.
of spuce charge, the prorision of a radi:~lly in~r~rd focusinx field at the
reflector produces the same down\\-:Lrddisplaccmeut of tile potential
S(J:In incrcmse in the l)llnchirlg time o~-er
function, as swn in Fig. 1311.
the transit time. with the consequent dwrcaw in efficiency MK1increase
in electronic tuning range owr thfit expected ~vith u linear reflecting
field, must }W mpwtcd to iw the rlil(>rather than the excrptiou.
Dqwnd(ncf

of I/ff

Field c’o;flicic~lt a I or{ f’w$itioli ill the Ifc.f[wtor .JIode

Pattcrm-The
factor a~ ~]llil}l is llwlall}- inmnwl
IIY tlw conlm(m nonIinearities of reflector tiel(ls, is :~ dinlell~ionlc~~ nllmlmr tlmt Ivill always
be the same for ~i~-ml (1-c electron tr:~jcctorie$ in :1 gi~-(m reflector (\\-ith
possihlc
field).

later

rescr~atiorw

It is sho\vn in Src.

in I)lo (a>e of +pacr-ch:irgc

(Distortions

IS-3 Ihat for nn~- particlllar

tulje

of the

(Ivith space-

charge-limited
cathode)
a gi~en r:dlle of I’,, J-(I:lI!wYs corrchponcls to
the same set of clc(’trtm tr:ljrct(]ries rqwr(lk.+ of fw(luency of oscilh~tion
‘1’hiw the loci (lf constant
or absolllt~ Ialue of the clcctrf Klel-oltage.
values of al are straixht lines thrmlgh the oli~in in the l“,-T”s.-1 “,1mo(le
pattern, and horizontal >trai~ht lines in the I’,-vs.-k nmd~ ]mttern.
The general trmld of the further dependence of a, is also apparent
from general considerations.
In a reflwtor field in which curxature of
the potential arises from o shapin~ of tllc electrodes to produco a focusing
action on the beam—as in the rc’cmsed reflector of ~w. l;~”,~—.adinlinish ing of Iv,l ~J’o allows a deeper penetration of electrons into the reflector,
and the potential gradient at the turn-around point is thlls diminished.
In a pl:me-parallel reflector field ll-itll space charge a decrcasc in 117rl/V,
causes a rapid decrease in the pf)iential gr:ulient at the turn-around
point.
In normal opertting conditions a decrmse in ~F,’ 1-~ accompanies an increase in J-, or k, as the refiector mode patterns of Figs. 132
and 13.7 illustrate; lience, for a gi~cn mode of oscillation, an increase
in J’”fior 1 cau>es an increase in I(L1lthat i> Uwwlly fairly slow at first and
then becomes more rapid as }-, approaches zero. If this effect is not
accompanied by others, such as the phenomenon of phase aberration
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which will be discussed shortly, then the approach of V, to zero is accompanied by a rapid decrease of q and a rapid increase in A.iM/.fo.
Illustrative
Examples.—An
illustration of this action is shown in
Fig. 13.22. In this figure are shown the dependence of output power
andelectronic-tuning
range on Voforthe(n
= 3)-modeof thetype 417A.
Thecorresponding
mode locus isshowninFig.
13.2. lVithout trying to
dlsentande allthe factors involved (the change in~l and the fact that
the cathode was not operated at
16 &
600
exactly
constant
perveance),
it
z
:=
g
appears that for VO > 600 volts or
12 ,~~
% 400
for jV,l/Vo < ~ a rapid increase in
k
zg
~a,l occurs for this mode, with the
I
= -N
B
5
a g:
= 200
attendant increase in A.fs5and de~
A
&
s
crease in q. The type 417A has
4’”
oB
800
1000 1200
a rather flat reflector; therefore this
400
600
!3eamv01tage~
effect can arise only in a minor
F’lc, 1322. -Variation
of output power
degree from an incremed depth of
P (curw A) and electronic. tuning range
penetration into the curved potenAf$, (curve B) in the (TL = 3)-Inode
of the
type 417.i reflex klystron.
Con]p are
rvith
tial
\vhich a recessed reflector proFigs. 1220 and 1221.
vides,
On the other
hand, a
comparison of Figs. 132 and 13.19 also suggests that space charge has
considerably affected the reflector mode pattern.
From the dimensions
of the 417A, the beam cliametm (~ in. ) and the operating conditions
(1, = 25 and 75 maat T’, = 400 and 1000 volts respectivcly—not
constant perveance), one may calculate for <Z d/s the values 1,5 and 1.1
respectively for J“O= 400 and 1000 volts,
The mode pattern of Fig.
13.2 inconsistent \\-ithvaluesof ~2d{sof
~bo~lt 2. Oancl 1.5inthcse two
cases. It is not known how space-charge effects and reflector-depth
effects (the latter slight in this case) combine; hence this approximate
agreement serms satisfactory and lends support to the suggestion that
the increase in ~a,l, that maytmdeducccl fromFig. 1322, isdue to spacecharge effects.
Exactly similar conclusions may be dr~\vn from the example of the
type 3K23, di~cussed infection
124.
Elimination

oj

Rcjlcctor

E$cct.s

from

(’ol~lparisons

of

Theory

and

gtmeral remarks also make clear another point:
if onewantst,o cornpar ethebehavior of I-arious modes ina reflex klystron
with zero-order theory the only redly satisfactory JVay to do it is under
circumstances such that the same value of aL is operative for each mode
during the comparison,
One \vay to do this is to work with small currents and to usc an accurately plane-parallel reflector.
A better way,
when this is possible, is to make the comparison under the condition of
identical electron trajectories for each mode,
E.rperimenf.-rrhese
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In Fig. 1323 is shown the dependence of V, on A for the type SIJ835D,
an external resonator tube cle\-elopedl by Syl\-ania Electric Products,
Inc. In Fig. 1324 is sho~vn the dependence of output, po\ver on A.
Both these figures are taken at
the same constant bcarn voltage,
325 v 01 ts, ‘~ h e experimental
points in Fig. 1324 scatter considerably, probably in large part
becalwe of the necessity of changing cavities to cover the ~~aveIength range and because of the
difficulties of measuring power
FIG. 1323. -T-, -..5.-X
Illorlr I):LttPrIl for
over Iiide v-a~-elength ranges; it
SD835J) reflex !dystro]l; J-o = 325 ~olt~.
seems reasonable to idealize this
the dependdata by drawing the dashed line. .kt any given ~val-elength
ence of output power Z’ on mode number n is very far from the relation
P a 1,’(n + +) ‘predict cd })Y the zero-order theory.
150

\
125

-+

i

o

\

10

FIG. 1324,-Dependence
reflex klystron:

\
b,

30
4
20
Wavelemzth(cm)
of output power on-wa..c.lr,,gth for ~arious modes of SDS351)
T’o
= 325 volts.
.it dmlhlc riwlcs, ITr,l = 200 volts.

From Fig. 1323 one may pick out the \va~elcn~ths at \rbich the
various modes have a given V, .md hence ha~c given {1-c trajectories
1V. B. Corey and P. R. Malmberg, “SD835D Reflex Oscillator Tube,”
SylvaniaReport 11–62,Feb. 2, 1945.
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Suppose that this isdoneforl
V.1 = 200 volts.
Thepoints on the power
curves of Fig. 13.24 that occur at the corresponding values of k and hence
are obtained with a single set of electron trajectories are indicated in
Fig. 13.24 by large circles. In Table 132 below are indicated the resultIfv K I/(n +;)
ing values of power output for the various modes.
as simple theory predicts, then (n + ~)P should bc a constant for the
In the next column this product is found.
values of P and n indicated.
Itis seen that the constancy of the product (n +~)F’ is good except for
n=O,
It seems reasonable to conclude from this data that the predictions
of the zero-order theory as to the variation of efficiency with n are rather
It is interesting to note that this does
accurate for n a 1 in this tube.
not hold true for n = O, and that the efficiency here is down by a factor
of nearly five from a simple prediction based on the other two modes.
This discrepancy may result from two factors: avalue
of G. and abeam
current that are too small to sustain this mode well, and the high r-f
x
1 at
gap voltage that is present in this lowmode.
(Fern = O, V/VO
x = 2.)
TABLE 132.-RELATION
BETWEEN OIITPI;T I’OWER P and MODR NTTWBERn
I~EFLEX
OPEEATIOX AT IJ’,’ = 200 \’01.TS, ~’, = 325 ]“OLTS IN THE S~835~
KI,~srItox

FOR

The comparison of experiment with theory is discussed at this point
not so much to check the theory as to indicate the transcendent importance
of reffectnr optics.
In a completely ideal (linear, sp:lce-charge-free)
reflector, tt~ept>\\-ercllr~-esofFig. 132! \wmldbccome
horizontal
straight
lines.

Whetherthcyarc

of reflector

bedcducedfrorn~ig.
dependence

different

nonline:irities
of .l~;,

or phase

1324~vithout
on A and

frtomhm-izontal
abcrratimls
experimental

n, ~rhich

straight

lines because

or beam-loading
evidcmce

is unfortunately

cannot

on thesimilar
lacking.

The

manner in which sllch experimental data Jvould be utilized is described
after the discussion of phase-aberration effects.
13.9. Bunching and Space Charge.—It lms already been seen, in
discussing the d-c transit-time properties of tbc plane-parallel reflector
with space charge, that the prcsencc of s1)WC charge produces a diminution in the potcnti:d gradient at, the turn-around point in the reflection
region.
It has been seen—as, for example, in Fig. 13 15—that a com -
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paratively small change in V, new V, = O may cause a large change in
this turn-around gradient.
It is apparent that important increases in
la,-,! are bound to occur under such circumstances, and it would be convenient to have a neat presentation of the effect of the various spacccharge parameters on al and al.
This presentation is no simple matter, however.
The basic difficulty
is the fact that the effects now considered arise from the interaction of
electrons with each other rather than their interaction, as separate indiThe situation in this case is some~vhat
viduals, with external electrodes.
analogous to that of debunching in the field-free drift spacewitll
an
interesting difference.
In the field-free case the space-charge effect of
debunching is to S1OWdo\\-n the bunching and decrease X~~’; in the
present reflector case, theindications arc that tllesp:lce-chalged istorti[]n
of the reflecting field makes l-/T’ larger than ll-Ollld be c:dc[ll~tecl for a
IIo\r?ver, this point is only an
given 00 in the c.bsence of space charge.
interesting sidelight to the main points. for dcbllnchin~ in a fiekl-free
drift sp:Lce is simple compared f~ith that ivhichtalces placcin a reff{vtin~
field, The most trollblescJme complicatit]l~ illtllc l:lttcr c:lseisthcf:~tt
that clectwns l~ith different cncrgics pcnetr:~tc to (Iifferent distance+,
making the forces in the \-icinity of the all-import:lnt turnaround point
very complex.
One w~y of throwing some light, on the situ:~tion is thr following.
Inconsi(lering small-sigll:ll beh:lYi[~r. it rnixht WWn rew)nabh’ to invMigate the motion of one test rlectronin thcfiekl of :dl the other electrons,
which arc assllmed to he moving with the single (1-c energy (T’”. In
doing this a peculinr difficl[lty [~rises. ‘1’11(’re:llc’illllc’r(llt Llisct)llti]llliti(,s
in certain deri~-ativcs of the sll:lce-cllLllg(’-ill flllrllcccl potential It the
turn-around point ;bec:we
of these, thcdcrivatives
of trwwit time ]rith
respect ‘Lo incident energy, ev:alu:ltcd at ~’, = T-O,are ltlg:llitlltllic:llly
,.
tlwcf’we lL:LJeno me:ming
inhmte, and the flekl cocfhcmnts al, a2 . .
in this calculation.
“r. be sure, this logarithmic infinity in tlrri!-:ltile correspon(l~ to :7
minor kink in m curve of 6 ]s. 1’,. one possil)le stilltion might lx to
disregard the kink find use the (’:dcul:lted ~l(l)t’u~lcncc of’ d on 1“, t{) ((nstruct a t~-vs.-il diflgrwn aftc’r the m:lnncr of (ih:~p. !). .i n(lnl~,lic:~l
integration may he used to lnakc :1 ~~)urier un:~l)sis of the ~t-:tt.cioltnh
corresponding to this t2-Js
.-(1di:]gr: ml, and il’ thi-- is dulw ftn seYcr:Ll
\alues of T’C/I-O the numcri(’:~1 depen(l(’n(w of cllrlmlt c(mp(ments on
V,/t”O is known.
This iut’,,ml:ltiml nuly IX COI1lP:UIY1
]vith J’;(I. (99)
‘1’hc prwt(l[lre, \\llilc not
and may be uwd to pre{lict Ihc cffivicllcy.
elegant, cert:linly 11:1>wmr ,.i~!lili(,:tll~,(’.
A more ~CCllrLLtC :ml ~)rOlHLIIl}- mort’ LIk’g:Int prmwl{lre ]~(n[l(l }x, to
carry out a self-consistent field (Ialcal:ition in the Mme ni:mneu as h:Ls
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been carried out by Hartree with such success in the theory of atomic
structure.
These questions are left as a problem for the reader; the authors do
not know the answers. It is apparent, however, that the answers are
of great importance, particularly to longer-wavelength tubes operating
at high d-c inputs.
13.10. Reflector Fields with Phase Aberrations.-The
foregoing discussion has implicitly assumed that in the d-c case all electrons have the
same total reflection transit time (same values of 60), and therefore all
parts of the bunch return to the r-f gap at the same time.
If this condition is not fulfilled-that
is, if “phase aberrations” are present—then
the bunch loses some of its effectiveness because the condition for maximum power transfer, o = O, cannot be fulfilled for all electrons by any
given reflector voltage.
The effective power factor is now cos +, the
value of cos + averaged over all electrons; and the net results of the phase
aberrations are two. The effective beam current is reduced by a factor
(COS+)-,
and, since a fraction of the beam current, 1 – (~~)m,,
is
bound to be wasted, the maximum electronic efficiency is reduced by the
factor (COS~)-,.
There is, in addition, a diminution in the operating
circuit efficiency because of the diminution in beam current.
Any phase aberration can be \-cry harmful, particularly in high modes,
for it is the absolute phase aberration, not the relative phase aberration,
that diminishes (COS~)~,..
For example, a i 5 per cent variation in a
transit time of six cycles (OO = 38 radians) corresponds to
(-),,,.,

=

0.50

This effect
or a more than 50 per cent reduction in operating efficiency
is thus a sizable factor in the requirements for high precision in the manufacture of short-wavelength reflex klystrons.
The degree of phase aberration depends on the depth of penetration
into the reflector field and hence on V,/ Vu; for example, a ~vide be:lm
would have little phase aberration in the recessed rcfkctor of Fig. i 3.10,
with a very high rcfiector Yoltage, but for a smaller reflector volttigc the
aberration would be severe. The percentage phase alxmatiun is a single
valued function of V,,/t’o j~lst as are the field coefficients a,, a?, .
Iror a given V,~J”, and a gi~ren percentage phase aberration, the fibsol~~te
aberration is proportional to d,] or in\-crsely proport iorud to {{~;
ond
since the absol~lte phase aberration is ~~htitis effccti~”e, phase aberration
effects ~~ill be less for the low mmlcs.
13.11. Comparison of Phase Aberrations and Reflector Nonlinearities.
Either one of these effects (aberration or nonlinearity) m:ay thus cause
a decrease in oscilltitor efhcicrwy; certain uncommon nonlineariticw, such
as Case A of Fig, 13.21, can of course cause increased efficiency.
The
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relative effects of aberration and nonlinearity are, however, distinguishable in several respects.
A phase aberration decreases Ajs as well as q, whereas a nonlinearity
Thus the effects of Fig. 13.22 are due
that diminishes q increases Ajw
to reflector-field nonlinearities, not to phase aberrations.
The effects of a nonlinearity are the same for all modes at a given
The
V,/VO; the effects of phase aberration diminish at low modes.
constancy of the product (n + 2)P, which apparently verifies the zeroorder theory in Fig. 13.24, holds true equally well over a wide range of
values of V,/VOin that figure. Since itisrather unlikely thatthe degree
of phase aberration will be constant over a wide range of values of V,/VO,
it seems probable that the diminution of output power with decreasing
IV,/ in the SD-835 is a straightforward matter of nonlinearity of the
reflector field. Observation of the variation of Af% with V, would check
thk point.
A simple linear reflector field differs from both the cases just discussed,
of course, because in this case q and AfM should have the variations
indicated by the zero-order theory independently of V,/VO.
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Mode asymmetry and hysteresis may arise either from load effects
or from electronic causes; load effects are discussed in “Ghap. 15 and the
electronic causes of these phenomena are discussed in the present chapter.
There are at least three electronic causes: the appreciable variation across
the width of J low mode of the small-signal electronic transconductance
G., the dependence of the phase of the bunched beam current upon r-f gap
voltage, and the effects of electrons making more than one return transit
of the r-f gap, 1
14.2. Mode Asymmetry Produced by Dependence of G. on 4 in Low
Modes.—In obtaining the idealized mo(le shape of Fig. 124, n \vas
The primary value of this assumpassumed much greater than unity.

Load

!$,.

tion liw in the fact th:at the variation of G,, the small-signal electronic
transc(]llclltct:inc’c’, across the wi(lth of tbc mode can be neglectecl. In the
achnittmce diagram of Fig. 122 this assumption corresponds to the
assumption tll:lt j~ or & arc so large that the spir:al half-loup of smallsignal elect ronic trandmit t:mce is essentially a semicircle,
It is apparent from Fig. 122 that for modes with 1o11n this resumption
is badly in error. A wgment of the admittance diagram for a single value
of n, n = 1, knit
for serera 1lrvels of r-f ~-olta~? is shown in Fig. 1!.1; here
the higher-ord[r corrections to tbe r-f component of the bunched beam
The small-signal admitt anre, – f,, {-N or +jG,,e–J~u,
current are neglected.
depends both in magnitude and phase on do; this polar plot of the admit! The origin, in mttltiplr ir~nsits, of ]nuch hysteresis \vas fWt notrd by IT. ~,. Shep\Io<t
of the discussion
herd, Rell Telephone
I.:ihoratnries
Report 311[-42-1 40-,56.
and all the experimental data in the present rhaptcr
is takeu from ,1. B. Garrison, “ .i
Quaiitativc .knal~sis of Hysteresis in Reflex Klystrons, ” RL Report Y-o, 6,50, Feb. 4,
1946.
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of G.on

Ooasgiven’by

G. = 9,.M2G0/2.
The figure also shows the loci of the large-signal electronic transadmitfor rarious values of the r-f gap voltage.
tance. Y. = je-’HoG,2J,(X)’.Y,
Constant r-f gapvoltage is indicated by constant X., which is thevalue
of the bunchin gpararneterfor 00 = 6’,, ~ 27r(n + +); contours of constant
X would not serve here the desired purpose of indicating constant gap
voltage since the ratio of bunching parameter to gap voltage is in itself
dependent upon .9,. .$lso, forpurposes ofvisual comparison, the dotted
line in Fig. 141 is a semicircle, ~vbich shows where the locus of smallsignal transadrnittance ]vo~lld lie if the value of eo at the center of the
mode \vere (Ised in calc~ll:iting C..
Thethree straight-line lc]ri~Jfconst:~nt circuit cond\lct:inc~ ill Fig. 141
correspond to heavy. optim~lrn, and light lt]ading. .1s cliscussed in
Chap. 12, thevarim]sl toad lirlesare sim]]lyt]]el{)ciof
thf.’rircuit :~dmittance for various conditions of loacfing. The fractional
frequency
dm-iation 8 associated ]1-ith a given
point in a load line is proportional
to the distance of this point from the
real axis. The ~-alllc of 6 corresponding to :1 gi\-cn horizontal location in
I
‘. \
Fig. 1 ! 1 is in(licatrd bl- the ]alue of
‘.,1‘!
-0.7
the product QO.,3; Q,,., is the ~-alue
Relatwe reflection transit angle@
(of the cayity Q that corresponds to
optimllrn load (m ax i m u m output
po!ver for ideal oscillator).
From
the asymmetrical occurrence of the
intersections of the load lines with the
(A =lig~t
load;
B = optimunl
loa~l;
C = heavy load.)
admittance loci of constant Xfi in
Fig. 141 it isappamnt that there is
marked mode asymmetry, particularly :lt light load. This asymmetry,
as deduced from Fig. 14.1, is sholrn in detail in Irig. 14.2. Since the
curves of output po~t-er (proportional to the values of x:) are normalized
tounity for each mode the mode curves show only relative power within
each mode.
(In comp~ring this and sobsequent mode shapes with
experiment, it is to be borne in mind that increasing @ corresponds to
decreasing absolute ~alue of reflector voltage and decreasing frequency.)

\\\ .,

I

1N’ote

that G.

dependsupon e~,as distinct from the G“,

value of G, at the center of the nth mode.
(’hap.

12, here is denoted

used in Chap. 12 for the
A-ote also that the d-c transit angle, e in

by do and is not distinguished

from the bunching

angle 9..
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These figures indicate that a definite asymmetry, in both output
powerandfrequency
of oscillation, is produced by theeffect in question.
This asymmetry is slight at optimum load and is greatest for very light
load. Since the mode for which n = 1 is the lo\rest mode commonly
used (n = O being unsatisfactory), and since the asymmetry diminishes
rapidly asn is increased, it is clear that the variation of fl~across the mode
is usually a minor factor in causing mode asymmetry.
14.3. Hysteresis Caused by Phase Shifts Dependent Upon R-f Gap
V&age and Independent of fh-.kll
the forms of hysteresis that have an
electronic origin have as their most essential characteristic a clependence
of the phase of the bunched beam current on the amplitude of the r-f
gap voltage.
The simplest type of hysteresis results ~rhen this phase
shift depends only upon r-f gap voltage amplitude and is unaffected by
the value of o or 60.
Such a phase shift is encountered in Sec. 9.4, where it is sholvn that
a finite gap voltage gi~-es rise to a phase shift that is proportional to
az, lrhere a? is one of the field coefficients dcfinecf in Eq. (9.26).
In
general, Ia,l increases as the mode number decreases; in a linear ~eflecting
This increaw of phase shift ]~-ith decreasfield, Iazl = ~00 by ‘rable 91,
ing a or do is explainmf simply by the fwt that the smaller the value of
do, the larger the r-f gap ]-oltage required for a gi~-en X.
For n = 1 and
& = 1: x 2m (the lowest practical mode), and for X = 2, a phase shift
of —O.14 radians results \vitll a linear reflector field.
The phase shift, may he rnarkc(lly changed in magnitude and sign
by the changes in the r~’flcctio~~-fic’1(1coefficient az in other than linear
reflect ors. ,1 phase shift may also bc brought about by other than purely
transit-time dfwts, such ah a \-elocity-depencf ent absorption or preferential focusing of electrons in the reflection space. The consequences of an
amplit Ltcle-(1(’l]tlldc’rltphase shift arc therefore discussed in general terms
without immediate refer(’nce to any one model.
.Iny question of mode asymmetry or hysteresis is most easily discussed, as are the questions of the prece(ling section, in terms of the
admittance diagram.
The best way of representing the behal-ior of the
electronic transadmittance in the admittance diagram is different for
different behaviors.
In all the previous applications of the admittance
diagram the phase of the electronic transadmittance has been equal to o
plus a constant.
It was, therefore, superfluous to sholv a series of radii
representing the loci of 1’, for constant O. E\-erlthe circles of the Y.-1oci
for constant l’ are some~vhat superfluous, except that the spacing of these
circles indicates the functional dependence of }’. on X.
In Fig. 14.1,
howe~-er, the loci of Y, at constant V/VC or X. have real significance
because these loci are no longer simple.
For the present section it is a~~’]-nwl that a high mode (n>> 1) is
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involved jand the effect considered in Sec. 14.2 maytherefore be neglected.
Since, by assumption, the dependence of 1’, on X is still the same as in
thezero-ordert heoryjthelociof
I“,forcon+:mt
Xarecirclcs.
However,
the phase of 1“, is not linearly dependent on +; hence the locus of Ye at
constant O, which sho~~s how the phase of 1-, depends on .1”, becomes the
most, basic part of the diagram.
An admittance diagram for an assumed simple dependence of }“, on
Xissho\~-n in Fig. ]43; itisassunledt
batthephaseshift
goes tozrv ofor
It maybenoted
that,
X = O. Two I’,-loci for constant @ are sho!yn.
they have the same shape and may be derived frurn each other by a
simple rotation about the origin; this results from the asslin~l)tion that,
the :~]~]l]litllde-clel]encient phase shift is independent of @ .\s is al}vays
true of any ~clmittanre (ii:~graln for a simple rewmant circuit, the circuit
admittance locus, or “lowi line, “ is a strtiight line parallel to the inuigi-

nary

axis,

with

the

circuit

linrar in frcqucm-y deviation.
optimum, ancfheavy loacl are indicated

susceptancc

Such lines corresponding tolight,
in J?ig. 143.

As is also true of any admittance diagram, oscillation can occur for
a given @ only if the electron admittance locus for that value of o and
the circuit admittance 10CUSintersect at a point so that the condition
1“, = –Y maybe met. ‘~lleres~lltant:lmplit~l(ie:lllclfrcc~(lencyof
oscillationare determined hythe~mplitude
la}wlof this point on the l-,-locus
and the frequency label of this point on the 1’-1ocus. W-hen this procedure is applied to Fig. 14.3 and the Y,-locusis rotated about the origin
(\vhich corresponds to s~reeping~ orreflector ~oltage), the thre emodes
of Fig. 144 emerge.
The reasons for the shapes of these modes are simple. For the light
and the optimum load lines it is clear that, as the Y.-1ocus is rotated
clockwise, a rotation corresponding to increasing ~ through the starting-
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(A)
1
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moves

becallsc

through

of the

the frrquency

changed

shape’

211~i
of the

a corrcspondin~l.v
duninishe(l
rate of change of .~” and J occurs;
the resldt is a mode mymmetry.
Fur the lightest of the three
loads intlicated in Fig. 1+3 a new
feature ocmlrs. :It the lower of
thr t~vo values of o for ~~hich a
c(~nstant-+ 10CUSof Y, is shot~n in
Fig. 143, there are two points of
intcmrction of thr }r,-lomw and the

of the mode
+0.75

4 +05

6
l:IG. 1.il.-Ilet~erlclrTlrc
of ]!mrnalized
frequcnr~. dcvl:ltloll, Q.p, b (l,mkr~, cur,-e)
and S[iWW {If T-f Rap WJlt:LEC(lYIUtinUOUh
curve) 0]1 Tc1ati\w rrffcctiun trau51t angle
+, for the thrm IOWL of Fig. 143.
Loads
are as follow>: (.4) optimum load; (B) light
10U1; ((’) heavy load.

load line. In this situation oscillations are not self-starting.
If oscill:ltions exist at point B they are self-sustaining.
These statements are most rradily understood \vith reference t~l
Fig. 145.
‘Ihe power dissipated by the circuit, P,,, WI(1 the polrer sllppliecl to the circuit by the electron stream, P.~, are J1OIVUlmre as funct ious
.it point
of the bunchin~ pm-zmc(er X for the. situation ju<t disuwxvi.
B any tentative overtures made l)Y the oscillator in the direction of an
increase in X result in an excess of l’~ oler Ps, an effect th:~t discoll rages
such overtures; any decrease of X helo Jv point B rvinlts in an in~igorating excess of PS o~’er P“; therefore, point B is, as usllal, a point of
stable equilibrium.
The same line of reasoning shows th~t any oscillation existing between points .1 and B will buikl up to point B. Since
below point A, however, P., < ~~, any oscilhition rxisting here will die
down; no oscillation c:m build up through this region.
This figure makes clear the reason for the hysteresis phenomenon
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that appearsin Fig. 14.4b. Durin~ the interval \)-hen t?~and o increase
from below the starting point, oscillations me unable to start until the
X = O point in the Y,-locus reaches the load line; but once the oscillation starts it immediately builds up toitsequilibriurn
amplitude.
As o
passes through this same region in the opposite direction, the amplitude
of oscillation decreases until o rcachcs the value at which points A and
B coalesce, then oscillation (lrops to zero, I]llt from a lower amplitude
than that to !vhich it builds [[p on the rctllrn trip.
G’eneral F’ropertics
of,Sir~l~]l(;l’hu.s(-s)ziJt I[!/.stcr(.vis.-From
the exammay be
ples shown in Fig-s. 143 and 144 a number of gencrtilizatiorrs
dra\vn.
These gcrl~’r:~liz:~ti(jr~s conccrm the occllrrcnce of hysteresis and
associated behavior ]vhon the m:~grlitude ~nd rclati~e phase variation of
}-, arearl)itrary f(ln(tiorls(]f.Y
I)llt tl]creflection~ ]hase 6’,,enters only in
the factor rJ80; in tcrrns of tllr admittanrc (li:qqtim,thi
sconditionoc curs
Iyhen the variol]s constant-f?(j or constant-~ loci of }’, in the admittance
diagram differ from each other not in shape h{lt only by a rotation about
the origin,
(he of the more important of these generalization sinvolves therelationbetwecr routput powcrarrd frequency of oscillation.
Althorrghthese
quantities will be asymmetrical functions of 0,,and @ even when the phase
shift is not great enough to cause hysteresis, nm-erthcless output power
wilt be a symmetrical function of frequency.
This effect shows up, for
example, in Fig. l14a in the correlation in rate of change of amplitude
and frequency,
This effect has its origin in the assumption that the
locus of 1’, maintains its shape as it rotates about the origin with O.,
thus making the contours of constant bunching pcmuncter in the admittance plane circles as in Fig. 14.3, Since the dependence of X on 8 is
governed by the values of x and 8 at the intersection of the circles of
constant iX with the load line, the values of @ required to bring about this
intersection are completely irrelevant to the relation between X and 6.
It is also clear that the lighter the load the greater the tendency to
hysteresis.
Since circuit conductance G hw significance only in relation to the small-signal electronic transconductance G,, at constant load the
larger G. the more hysteresis.
Thus the beam voltage VO will inffuence
hysteresis only by its influence on G..
Hysteresis \vill occur at one end of the mode or the other but not at
both.
If the large-signal bunched beam current is retarded with respect
to the small-signal current (as in Fig. 143), hysteresis will occur at the
high-frequency end of the mode, and vice versa,
Comparison of Theory and Experiment.—In
many cases simple phaseshift hysteresis is masked or complicated by the multiple-transit hysteresis described in the next section.
If careful precautions are taken to
avoid multiple transits, as discussed later, hysteresis with the charac-
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In Fig. 14.6 is shown a photograph
teristics just discussed may occur.
of an oscilloscope trace (retouched with arrows), showing output power
(vertical) as the reflector voltage (horizontal) is swept with a sine-wave
sweep; also shown are equally spaced frequency markers which indicate
the frequency of oscillation at that
point on the output-power trace
directly above the frequency
marker.
The reflector voltage is
increasing and + is decreasing to the
left. A sizable hysteresis at the
high-frequency end of the mode is
shown, with the klystron dropping
out of oscillation at about the 20
per cent power point and coming
back into oscillation at about the
FIG. 14.6.—Oscilloscope photograph, re80 per cent power point on the
touched with arrows, showing output power
return sweep. Although there is a and frequency of oscillation as functions of
reflector voltage; absolute value of reflector
marked asymmetry of mode shape,
voltage increasing to left.
the curve of power vs. frequency
plotted from this data and shown in Fig. 14.7 is seen to be symmetrical.
The degree of power-vs-voltage asymmetry occurring in a given mode
may be expressed in terms of the differences in reflector voltage between
the maximum power point and the two half-power points; more exactly,
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FI~. 14.7. - llclatio]l between
output powt.r and frequency devi-

FIG. 14.8.—Observed degree of
asymmetry as a function of beam
voltage VO, for the same type
2K33 klystron as used in Iigs. 146,

ation / — /0 fur the ]node of I:ig.
146.

14.7, and 14.9;10
cm.

= 8 ma, k = 1,25

by “degree of asymmetry “ is meant the ratio of the voltage difference
between maximum-power and low-frequency half-power points to the
voltage difference between maximum-power
and high-frequency halfpower points.
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Observations of this asymmetry similar to those of Fig. 14.6 were
made over a range of beam voltages with this same tube, a type 2K33.
A summary of the observed asymmetry for constant oscillator loading is
presented in Fig. 14.8. These data were taken not at constant electrongun perveance but at constant beam current; as far as dependence on
beam voltage is concerned, the small-signal electronic transconductance
is therefore proportional to Jf2/ VO, which is in turn proportional to
sinz (81/2), where 01 is the transit angle through the r-f gap. The data
in Fig. 14.8 therefore show not only the expected slow dependence of
asymmetry on beam voltage, but also suggest that 61 = n for VO = 1750
volts.
This value of d, implies an equivalent gap spacing of 0.042 in.
for the operating wavelength of 1.25
cm of the 2K33. Since the r-f gap in
the 2K33 is not a grid but simply two
opposing 0.02tl-in. holes in two ().0()5-in.
copper sheets separated by a spacing of
0.007 in., an equil’alent gap spacing of
0.042 in. is not out of line with the construction; the data of Fig. 14.8 probably
provide as good an experimental measure of this quantity as can be obtained.
With the same tube, measurements
were also made of the dependence of
Beamcurrent 10 (fna)~,,G, ~~.g,—ob.er,ed
degrC. Of mode asymmetry on beam current at
asymmetry M a funrtlon of beam curconstant load.
The asymmetry should
rent 1,, for the same type 2K33
clecreasc rapidly with decreasing beam
klystron as used in F,gs, 146, 147,
and 148; V, = 1800 volts, A = 1.25
current, because the constant load becm.
comes rclat ivel.v h e a v i e r. This behavior is verified by the data shown in Fig. 149
The type of behavior discussed in this section is thus seen to have a
close counterpart in experimental data. In the case of the particular
21{33, for which data is plotted in Figs. 14.6, 147, 14.8, and 149, the
sign and magnitude of the phase shift deduced from the data do not
However, when this
agree with those predicted by bunching theory.
tube is in oscillation, it is experimentally observed that there is an r-f
defocusing action causing the intcrccption, hy the resonator walls, of
many electrons that in the nonoscillating state \rould be returned
through the gap. Since this is a rather sizable amplitucle-dependent
effect, it is capable of producing the phase shift that is required to produce
the observed hysteresis and mode asymmetry.
These data were taken with a 21{33 tube constructed to eliminate
the multiple return transits of the electron through the r-f gap. This
tube is not typical, for many of the 2K33 tubes show very little hysteresis.
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In the next section me behavior produced in the same tubes by multiple
transits is described.
14.4. Bunching Theory for Multiple-transit
Electrons.—To
sustain
oscillation it is required only that the electrons in a reflex klystron make
one return transit through the r-f gap after their initial transit.
Unless
very careful precautions are taken, however, there will always be some
electrons that make more than one return transit in the normal form of
reflex klystron.
Such electrons are called “multiple-transit”
electrons,
as distinguished from the ‘‘ single-transit” electrons that make only one
return passage.
It should be noted that “ multiple” and “single” refer
to the number of return transits, not to the total number of transits.
Since the number of electrons making multiple return transits is small,
it is sufficient for the present purpose to consider only those electrons
that, after their first return transit, are reflected from the cathode region
for a second return transit.
These electrons give rise to a characteristic
type of hysteresis that is discussed in the present section.
This stream of multiple-transit electrons leads a complicated life.
But whatever the total effect produced on this stream by double velocity
modulation, interception of electrons by the cathode, and the complicated d-c potentials through which the electrons pass, this third-transit
stream is intensity-modulated
and constitutes a driving current for the
oscillator circuit.
Its presence means that the electronic transadmittance
is composed of two components, a single-transit admittance and a
multiple-transit admittance.
It might be thought that no appreciable effect could arise from this
multiple-transit electron stream, considering the diminutions in intensity
produced by grid absorption losses and considering also the fact that the
multiple-transit electrons have not received the careful attention proThis decrease in intensity, howvided for the single-transit electrons.
ever, is counteracted by the fact that the reflection time in the cathode
region is usually much longer than that in the reflector region; thus the
naively calculated small-signal electronic transconductance G,, which is (at
least approximately) proportional to the product of drift time and beam
current, may have for the multiple-transit stream a value comparable
to that for the single-transit stream.
If this is true, then multiple
transits may be expected to have an important influence in the smallsignal region near the edges of the modes of oscillation.
Application
of Cascade Bunching Theory to Multiple-transit
Phenomena.—The multiple-transit electrons in the reflex klystron are not
found in the usual environment for bunching, for many of the electrons
that enter the cathode region with a net increase in energy as the result
of their two passages through the r-f gap collide with the cathode and
This effect is best taken
are absorbed or cause secondary emission.
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into consideration, however, only after discussing the relation that exists
between the multiple-transit and single-transit bunched beam currents
if the cathode-anode region has the attributes of an ordinary reflector
region. When these conditions exist, the cascade-bunching theory of
Sec. 9.8 is directly applicable to the calculation of the multiple-transit
bunched beam current because it is concerned with the bunching that
follows velocity modulation of a beam at two separated r-f gaps. The
results of Sec. 9.8 are easily particularized to the present case.
In the application of the results of Sec. 9.8 serious consideration must
be given to the questions of sign that are brought up by the fact that,
in the present case, there is a single r-f gap with the single-transit and
multiple-transit electrons going through it in opposite directions.
The
fundamental
components
of the single-transit and multiple-transit
bunched beam currents must be considered first; these may be denoted
by i,, and i,, respectively.
The former is given, as usual, by Eq. (9.9)
with the notation slightly modified as noted above and as in Sec. 98:
ill = 210e–’d’’J1(X12).

(1)

For i,z any self-consistent sign convention may be adopted; the best
convention seems to be the one that allows direct use of the results of
Sec. 9.8 without change.
If it is assumed that only the fraction a of
the single-transit electrons is reflected from the cathode for another
transit of the gap, Eq, (9.58) then becomes (with slight modification of
notation but with signs unchanged)

J1(X’).
ilz = 2aIor’(d”’+@”’-@’)
In the interests
through

the same

by writing

of self-consistency,
gap in opposite

the total

amount

the fact
directions

that

(2)
ill and ilz are flowing

must be taken

into account

as
21 = ill

— ilz.

(3)

In Sec. 9.8 the complex first and second r-f gap voltages are written

v, = –jalvo
V2

=

–

a2VOeJ(-B”’+~).

(949aj

(949b)

Here alVO and ael’o are the absolute values of VI and Vz; because, in
the present case, both refer to the same gap, the notation may be simplified by writing al = az = a. In Sec. 9.8 the phase angle p was an
arbitrary parameter used to specify the relative phases of VI and Vz,
and was to be determined in a particular instance by the constraints
between V, and V,.
If it is assumed, in the present case, that IV,l = /V*I, what is the
relative phase of VI and Vz? The sign convention used in Eqs. (l), (2),

I
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and (3) must be followed; this is the convention of defining the sign of
quantities by reference to the direction of the electron stream concerned.
Consequently, VI = – VZ. Equation (9.49) then indicates that
p=oo,

–27r(n+;)+T=@+T.

(4)

Equation (9. 56) for the effective bunching parameter X’ and the cascadebunching phase shaft 0’ then becomes
(5)
This equation, in conjunction with Eq. (2), completely specifies the
multiple-transit current i12.
A very convenient approximation
may be introduced here. As
already noted, this approximation corresponds closely to fact in most
reflex klystrons and in particular in the type 2K33, with the performance
This approximation is
of which the theory developed is compared.
given by the expression
X13

=

X2,

and

X13 >> X12;

(6)

in approximately linear cathode-anode and anode-reflector fields this
corresponds to assuming that 80Z>> 001. Any inaccuracy in this assumption does not affect the general character of the conclusions that are
drawn from these considerations.
The assumption of Eq. (6) simplifies Eq. (5) considerably: with the
aid of trigonometric identities,

Perhaps the most interesting fact about Eqs. (7) is the dependence of
X’ on O. It is apparent that X’ increases steadily from almost zero at
the high-~ (low-frequent y) end of the mode to a value of approximate y
2X,3 at the low-~ (high-frequency) end of the mode.
Thus any effects
arising from multiple transits, whatever they may later be found to be
in detail, will be much more marked at the high-frequency end of the
mode.
This result in Eq. (7a) corresponds to a simple physical fact that
is illustrated in the partial Applegate diagram of Fig. 14.10. Here are
shown the electron trajectories and the r-f fields that the corresponding
electrons encounter when they make their initial transit and first return
transit of the gap. For the particular case shown, 0, = 2mr; hence
o = +T/2.
It is seen that the electrons that were speeded up and slowed
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down on the initial transit are respectively slowed down and speeded
up by almost the same amount on the return transit—that is, the net
velocity modulation after the return transit is almost zero, and corresponds to X’ = Ofor o = m/2 in Eq. (7u), A similar line of reasoning for
o = O and $ = –~/~

sho~~s the initial velocity modulation respectively
unaffected and doubled by the reM
.:
turn transit; this likewise correS
~ ~ spends to Eq. (7a).
By Eq. (7b), 0’ ranges from O,
m—
~:
.~ cJ
$$
for ~ = –T/2,
to ~/2 for d =
i;.$JC
+7r/2; and by Eq. (2), this posi1
;: I
.? ~ I
1; tive phase shift of 0’ corresponds
ax.
to a diminution in the transit time
R-f ‘i
of the bunch.
gap /
The immediately
preceding
&--OO=4~;~=~12+
FIG. 1410.–-Diwram of electron tr.~- comments have been concerned
]ectories (~) and r-f gap ~oltage (B) illustratingthe alt>lostmmplete cancellationof primarily with the values of X’
initial velocity nlodulation that occurs, m
and 0’ for use in Eq. (2) to obtain
returntrarlsit, lor $ = T!2.
the current i,~. Before the application of the resulting value of ilz to a determination of oscillator behavior
is considered, the subject of cathode interception of electrons during their
reflection from the cathode region should be discussed.
Interception oj Speeded-up Electrons by the Cathode Surj’ace.—It may
be thought at first glance that all the electrons entering the cathode
region with a velocity exceeding the d-c beam velocity WOUldbe absorbed
by the cathode.
This assumption would be true if all the electron tra:Ictuallyj however, most
jectories were normal to the cathode surface.
electrons have some small radial component of velocity perpendicular to
the axis of the beam.
Therefore at no point in the process of reflection
from the cathode do they have zero velocity and zero kinetic energy.
As a result any given electron must have a finite amount of energy in
Since this excess
excess of the d-c beam energy before it is absorbed.
energy required for absorption is different for different electron trajectories, therefore cathode-interception
effects increase smoothly with
the r-f gap voltage until all the speeded-up electrons arc intercepted.
Interception effects vary also with O. For example, at the center of the
mode most of the electrons of the bunch are slowed down by the maximum
It has already
r-f voltage and hence are not intercepted at the cathode.
been seen that at that mode edge for which o = T/2 the original velocity
modulation is largely neutralized on the first return transit, whereas
Thus the
for ~ = —7r/2 the original velocity modulation is increased.
effects of cathode interception are most marked for the high-frequency
edge of the mode, ~ = —r/2.
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These effects are two: a diminution in ilJ because of the smaller
number of electrons involved, and a shift in the phase of ilz because of the
asymmetry of the bunch produced by removing the fast electrons.
The fast electrons of the bunch have a longer reflection time than the
slow ones, but they start sooner from the gap and under small-signal
conditions return sooner than the slow electrons; hence a removal of
the fast electrons corresponds to a slowing down of the bunch—an
increase in ooz, or a decrease in O’ Since th~ effect is most marked fol
0<0,
it is an effect of the same
sign as the cascade-bunching phase
shift described by Eq. (7b). The
maximum magnitude of the phase
shift produced by absorbing the
fast electrons
of a bunch is
approximately ir/4.
Thus the variation with o of
the sum-total phase difference between i,.2 and i,, is similar to that
1:1~. 14,1 l. —Approximate
dependence on
shown in Fig. 14.11. No analyd of the phase of i,, with respect to i,,: without cathode interception
(broken cur~-e) ;
tical expression for the effect of
with cathode interception (continuous curvej.
this cathode interception is presented, but its qualitative effects are noted as occasion arises. They do
(The discusnot appear to be important except in a few isolated cases.
sion of Fig. 14.15c should be noted as an important example. )
14.5. Production of Hysteresis by Multiple-transit Electrons.—The
effects of cathode interception may be left for qualitative insertion at a
later point, and the total electronic transadmittance maybe written with
the aid of Eqs. (1), (2), (9.49), and (7). If G. refers to the usual singletransit small-signal electronic transconductance, then

The contribution of the multiple-transit
electrons is intentionally
Thus
expressed in an expanded form in order to emphasize certain points.
the amplitude-independent
quantity aX,3/X,,,
in which a <<1 and
X13/X12 >>1, may of itse]f be comparable to unity’; this m’gument lt”as
previously used in noting the possibility of sizable multiple-transit effects.
In turn, the factor X’/Xl,
= <2(1 – sin O) is the dominant factor
making multiple-transit effects so important at the high-frequency end
of the mode.
The factor 2J, (-Y’) /X’, while equal to unity for small signals just
as is 2Jl(Xlq) /XIz, nevertheless decreases much more rapidly than the
latter as a increases because x,,>>

-Y,,, and hence. usually, .Y’ >> .Y,,.
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at high amplitude

,.a
2J,(X’)
—
x’

<<2J1(X12)
—
X,2

—that is, the multiple-transit current is easily overbunched and loses
its relative influence.
Its influence will thus be strongest at small amplitudes when 2J1(X’)/X’
= 2JI(X12)/X12 = 1.
Further discussion of Eq. (8) proceeds most easily with the aid of a
specific example based on the following
.5
assumptions:
(1) that the electron
0.25 1
optics of the cathode region are such
that aX,s/X,2
= 0.25, (2) that the
.— 0>1.0 .~ 2
2
1
beam voltage (which determines o,,)
‘“;2
;;
2
2
has a value such that to the nearest
Positive
imagmarj whole cycle 002 = 3r/4, and (3) that
+
axis
o01
(This last assumption
X,3 = 7X,2.
FIG. 14.12 .—Locu9 of normalized
determines the relative rate of increase
total electronic admittance, y./G~, as a
of X’ and X,1 with a.)
In Fig. 14.12
parametric function of X,, for + =
–60°, O. +60° and for other specialized
are sho~rn the resulting loci of Y,l’G.
Dotted
conditions as described in text.
for three different values of O. The
line indicates the change in (Y, IG,)-1ocus
introduced by including the effects of
points on the loci that correspond to
cathode interception.
various values of X,2 are so indicated.
The following points should be observed in Fig. 1412:
1. The increasing distortion of the loci as the high-frequency (negative-o) end of the mode is approached.
2, The fact that the distortion prodllced by multiple transits dies
down rapidly with increming gap voltage or single-transit bunching
parameter X,,.
3. The damped oscillatory variation oft he phase of Y, as X, ~increases.
4. The

change

“hook”

with

@ of the

relative

angle

of the multiple-transit

on the end of the locus.

What effects do cathode interception
have on I?ig. 14.12?
Since the
interception is zero for zero g~p voltage (.S IZ = 0) and then increases to
a constant value at a larger value of Xlz, and sinrc the si~n of the phase
shift is as shown in Fig. 11.11, the net effect, is M shown by the dotted
in the basic character of
lines in Fig. 14.12. Thus, there is no cluinxe
the Y.-locus produced by the cathode-interception cf’ferts.
Some

of’ the

finer

details

of experimentally

oljsrrved

hysteresis

are

reference to some of the finer details
of Fig. l-i. 12. But having shovm these several arcurat e 1“,-loci, it is
now apparent that, for discussing the basic structure of hysteresis, several
simplifications may be made.
one importznt question of basic characlater seen to require,

for explanation,
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teristics that needs to be investigated deals with the variation of multipletransit hysteresis with 002,that is, with beam voltage.
For this purpose
the Y,-locus may, for ease of handling, be represented by two straight-

_—.

/

/

.

/“

1
\ \

/

(

0.25

\
\
\
\

Positive imaginary

\
\
\
-—.
FIG. 14. 13.—Admittance
loci (A, B, C) correswmdmg
Fig. 1412.

c
diagram showing three idealized total electronic-admittance
to a single value of + and three values of t%. Compare with

line segments as in Fig. 14.13. The X, Z-labels at the various points
in these segments approximate those of the (+ = —6O”)-1OCUSin Fig.
1412.
The orientation of the segment representing the single-transit
admittance depends only on 001 or o; the orientation, relative to this
segment, of the segment representing the contribution of the multiple-transit admittance depends only ~
on eoz because the dependence on + ~
,~~~~}
is minor for small ranges of o.
Several such Y,-loci for several ~ S
@—
values of 00Zare shown in Fig. 14.13.
FIG. 14 14.—Schematicrepresentation
By rotating these loci about the
of the variationwith ~ of output power
(continuous curves) and frequency deviorigin (corresponding to changing
ation(brokencurves)on thehigh-frequency
#1) and observing the intersection of
side of a mode. These three mode shapes
correspondto those obtained by rotating
the Y.-1ocus with the load line, the
t,hethree admittanceloci A, B, and C of
shapes of the modes, the high-freFig. 1413.
quency ends of which are shown in
Fig. 14.14, may be deduced.
These are purely schematic diagrams and
no attempt has been made to show the asymmetry introduced into the
mode shape; only the starting and stopping conditions are indicated.
In Figs. 14.13 and 14.14 the two values of 6,, corresponding to the
loci A and C correspond roughly to the two extreme mode shapes that
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will be obtained.
With locus A, the direction of the frequency change
is reversed and a very small amplitude oscillation diminishes gradually
over a large range of O. With locus C, both the starting and stopping
processes are discontinuous, and the discontinuous stopping occurs at a
fairly low amplitude.
.4s o is made less negative (locus swinging clockwise) the starting process may at times be uncertain for, during the
instant when the end of the locus is on the load line, the amplitude
must build up most of the way to its large equilibrium value-at
least
past the point A in Fig. 14.5. If the rate of sweeping of o is too fast,
the opportunity may be lost and oscillation may not start at all. This
difficulty does not arise with mode A in Fig. 14.13.
In Fig. 14.15 are shown three oscilloscope photographs showing mode
shapes occurring in type 2K33 klystrons of an early version that have
multiple transits.
(For the significance of the various axes and the two
traces, see the discussion of Fig. 14.6. ) Figure l-1.15a shows a mode that

‘/~+p
~
,“
,

.,,

.!.,.

i

J?,
.—

r,

.

a

b
c
FIG.1415. -Oscilloscope
photograph of typical mode sh~pes illustrating multiple-transit
hysteresis and associated effects; taken with ewly model of type 21Wf klystron,

corresponds to locus C in Fig. 14.13. The high-frequency hysteresis is
very marked.
It may be noted that the high-frequency stopping discontinuity is very slight and that there is also present some low-frequency
hysteresis. The latter has not been discussed but may be readily deduced.
Figure 14. 15b shows the high-frequent y tailing-off phenomenon; the
existence of oscillation far to the left of the apparent edge of the mode is
shown by a faint frequency marker that could not be there unless the
klystron were oscillating at that point.
Figure 14.15c shows the same
phenomenon, but here the frequent y-marker arrangement is adjusted to
give an indication only at a single frequency rather than at evenly spaced
frequency intervals as in the other pictures.
It is seen that the same
oscil) ation frequency occurs for three adj scent values of reflector voltage
or of ~.
Figures 14.13 and 14.14 predict a frequency-doubling
but not such a
frequent y-tripling at the tailing-off point.
However, if the curvature of
the multiple-transit
segment of the admittance locus, produced by
cathode-interception
phase shift (see Fig. 14. 12), is taken into account,
then this frequency-tripling seems explained.
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The small low-frequency hysteresis phenomenon has already been
noted in Fig. 14”15a. There may also be a low-frequency tailing-off
phenomenon similar to that found at high frequencies but not so extended
in range of d or reflector voltage.
The damped oscillatory behavior of the Y.-locus that occurs in the
more exact loci of Fig. 14.12 can
give rise, in a fairly obvious manner
that will not be discussed in detail,
to the mode discontinuities shown
in the oscilloscope photograph of
Fig. 14.16. These discontinuities,
photograph
FIG. 14.16.—Oscilloscope
showing
dependence
of output
power
in which the amplitude jumps be(vertical) on reflector voltage increasing in
tween two non-zero values, are absolute value to the left; illustrative of
mode irregularities produced by multiple
accompanied by frequency hystertransits.
esis. This phenomenon does not
occur in the variations of hysteresis previously discussed, and in
many applications it is obviously more objectionable than amplitude
hysteresis.
Hysteresis and Simple SingleComparison between Multiple-transit
transit Phase-shijt Hysteresis-Several
points of comparison between
multiple-transit hysteresis and the pure single-transit phase-shift hysteresis discussed in the previous section now present themselves.
For
one thing, Figs. 14.12 and 14”13
~ 2_r
3
indicate that with multiple transits
I
I
J
B
there
is no single-valued relation
c
between X,, (that is, output power)
-—-4
and Y,. From the discussion in
~.. --0
Sec. 14”3, it follows that there is
t
.“
1
,, /“
1
no symmetrical relation between
power and frequency when the
mode asymmetry is introduced by
Zr
.7
multiple-transit phenomena.
3-n+X
0
002-2 r x integer
In the second place, it is apparFIG. 14.17.—Dependenre
on OOZof the
ent from Figs. 14”13 and 14”14 that
values of @ at which oscillation
begins
with multiple transits there is a
(broken
curves)
and stops (continuous
periodic vw-iation of hysteresis with
curves), calculated for the specific case to
which Figs. 14,13 and 1414 apply.
beam volta%e, the frequency of this
variation being rapid when the reflection time in the cathode region is a
large number of cycles.
One further point: because of the peculiar folded-back form which
the Y,-locus assumes for some values of OOZin the presence of multiple
transits, multiple-transit hysteresis is not limited to light loads as is
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(At least it is not so limited as it
single-transit phase-shift hysteresis.
is when this phase shift is sizable only for sizable values of X.)
The second point above, the periodic variation of multiple-transit
hysteresis with beam voltage, isperhaps the most characteristic.
Since
80Z also varies with A and since focusing conditions may make it vary
with 10, a periodic dependence of multiple-transit hysteresis on these
quantities may be expected also. In Fig. 14.17 is shown a calculated
dependence on th* of the values of + at which oscillations start and stop.
This curve has been calculated for optimum loadlng with the numerical
values of klystron characteristics that were assumed in constructing
Figs. 14.12 and 14.13. These numerical characteristics
correspond
closely to those of the type 2K33 klystron, with which all the experimental data reproduced in this chapter have been taken.
The details of
+1!

.—

I+1

o

—~
-11
,
I
1.221.231.241.251.261.271.281.29
15001600171JI
180019111
2001 6
8 ID
10 (ma)
~ (volts)
h (cm)
(IL)

(b)

(c)

FICA14.18.—Variation of mode limits in a type 2K33 reflex klystron with multiple
transits; starting point (broken curves) and stopping point (continuous curves). (a) Variation with wavelength, A; Vo = 1800 volts, 10 = 8 ma; (b) Variation with voltage, Vo;
). = 1.25 cm, 10 = 8 ma; (c) Variation

with beam current, 10; VO = 1800 volts, k = 1.25 cm.

derivation
of Fig. 14.17 are not reproduced here because they follow
The points in Fig. 14.17 that correclosely the principles just outlined.
spond to the three Y.-1oci of Fig. 14.13 and the corresponding mode
shapes of Fig. 14.14 are indicated.
In Fig. 14.18 is shown the experimentally observed dependence on
V,, X, and 1, of the mode limits that are predicted in Fig, 14.17. In
Fig. 14.18b may be seen the influence of the dependence of G. on VO.
This influence is discussed in the previous section in connection with the
dependence of hysteresis on VOin a 2K33 tube from which multiple transits
had been eliminated (see Fig. 14.8).
But such questions of the absolute values of the limits of oscillation
shown in Fig. 14.18 are not nearly so interesting as the periodicit y, which
is apparent.
Thus in Fig. 14. 18b an increase of Vo by 1.077 or an increase
in fiO
(that is, a decrease in 602) by 1.038 = R takes the hysteresis
through one full cycle.
In Fig. 14.18a, a decrease in X from 1.285 cm
to 1.230 cm—that is, an increase in L902 by 1.285/1.230 = &---takes the
the
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hysteresis through one complete cycle.
These figures are consistent
with each other, and with the geometry of the 2K33, in indicating a
reflection time from the cathode region of the order of magnitude of
twenty-five cycles.
Since the reflector mode used in these studies of the
2K33 corresponds to 4+ cycles reflection-time in the reflector region,
the origin of some of the numbers used as bases for Figs. 14”12 and 14.13
is perhaps now more clear.
The Elimination
of Multiple
Tran.sits.-It
is thus seen that, although
it may not produce a completely ideal mode, the elimination of multiple
transits goes a long way toward clearing up the mode.
The mode shown
in Fig. 14.6 is a somewhat extreme sample of (presumably) single-transit
phase-shift hysteresis in the 2K33, whereas the modes of Figs. 14.15 and
14-16 are mild compared with some of those produced by multiple
Furthermore, in most reflex tubes with grids in the r-f gap,
transits.
there is not the possibility of the r-f focusing effect, which probably
causes phase-shifting in the (gridless) 2K33.
Thus the question of
elimination of multiple transits is an important one.
The elimination in multiple transits is primarily an electron-optical
problem.
A satisfactory procedure, which was used by the Bell Telephone Laboratories in the type 726 klystron, and which was applied
by the Raytheon Manufacturing
Company to the 2K33, consists of
placing a spike in the middle of the reflector to distort the reflection
field in such a manner that a force is exerted on the electrons radially
The resulting divergence of the
outward from the axis of the beam.
beam, although not enough to prevent the return of the electrons through
the r-f gap, is enough to prevent another reflection from the cathode.
There are, of course, refinements to the procedure, but this is the essence
of the method, and the fact that it has been very successful in eliminating
hysteresis further verifies the multiple-transit hypothesis concerning the
origin of most hysteresis.
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15.1. Introduction.-L-p
to this point the reflex klystron oscillator
has been considered in terms of the rather simple equivalent circuit
shown in Fig. 15”la, which contains a gap (or pair of grids) represented
by the capacitance C, the electronic admittance Y., the conductance
G. and susceptance BRof the rest of theresonator, andthe load admittance

Y~.

This

for discussion
device

and

practical
be

circuit

to

(b)
FIG. 151a. -Simplified
equivalent
circuit for reflex oscillator.
FIG. 15.lb.—Simulified
equivalent
circuit incluchng an output coupjing that
may have losses.

accuracy

Physically,

coupling

loop

this

inserted

have appreciable
tube,

the 21{25

the output

consists

to a coaxial

line (which

analysis

trans-

might

be a
or a

between the cavity
This coupling will

a typical

excite

coupling

in a cavity

generally

for the vacuum

it

more

15.lb.

be a stepdowm

former.

to

the

is an output

that may

of its

load, but for

use

of Fig.

there

of the

features

under

coupling
aperture
and a \vaveguide.

Id.

is adequate

of engineering

Here
device

major

necessary

detailed
((z)

the

behavior

predictions
will

circuit

of the electronics

losses.

of a coupling

seal)

In

or 723.A/B,
loop

has a glass bead
and an antenna

a waveguide.
of such a device

A
would

detailed
be very

tedious and fortunately it is unnecessary except for the actual designing
of a tube. Even then it is necessary only to insure that the behavior
of the coupling is fairly smooth over the contemplated frequency range.
The load is now designated as Y~ to call attention to the fact that it is
measured in -waveguide or a coaxial line rather than referred to the
gap.
Fortunately,
a fairly simple measurement procedure, commonly
known as “cold test” since the tube under test is not oscillating, will
permit determination of the properties of the outpu~ coupler and of the
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resonator with the exception of the “capacitance”
C’. Depending on the
construction of the tube, this parameter may be measured at low frequency, computed from the geometry, or estimated from the dimensions
of the cavity and the resonant frequency (see Chap. 4).
Another type of test, in which the tube is in active operation, is
required to obtain information on power output, frequency, and electronic tuning range as functions of load.
‘l’his information is commonly
plotted in the form of contours on a circle diagram or Smith’ chart, and
is often referred to as a Rieke diagram.
To spectru~ ~nalyser

Slotted
section

Tube ‘l

—

S.w.
introducer
Direction of power flow
(a)

To spectrum analyser
,,

I
Tube ‘l

Attenuator

I
Reference
plane
FIG. 15.2.—Block

_

Drection of power flow

(b)
diagrams of ai}par2tUS for making (a) active tests (Rieke diagrams)
(b) cold tests.

m-

Block diagrams of the apparatus required for active and cold tests
are shown in Fig. 15.2. The use of a spectrum analyzer for standingwave measurements is a considerable convenience but not essential; any
calibrated detector and frequency meter can be substituted.
In the succeeding sections methods of making these tests and their
interpret ation are discussed in detail, and the problem of avoiding discontinuous frequent y jumps in the presence of a high-Q load such as a
reference cavity is treated briefly.
15.2. Basis of the Cold Test.—The theory of the cold test has been
discussed by Slater.2 In Fig. 15.2b, the tube under test, Tube 1, is
inoperative and power is supplied from another source indicated as
Tube 2, which may or may not be of the same type.
Power is fed to the
1P. H. Smith, ‘‘ Transmission Line Calculat or,” Electronics, 12, 29 (1939); “.4a
Improved Transmission Line Calculator, ” Electronics, 17,130 (1944).
2 J. C. Slater, ‘‘ operation and Testing of Reflex Oscillators, ” RL Report No. 742,
June 18, 1945. The treatment of the cold test in this chapter, in general, follows
that of Slater, with some minor changes. See also J. C. Slater, “ }Iicrowave Electronics,” Reu. Mod. Phys., 18,441(1946).
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left, as indicated by the arrows, from the auxiliary source through an
attenuator whose chief function is to decouple the source from the measuring equipment.
The slotted section is used to measure impedances,
referred to some plane indicated by the vertical dotted line, at various
frequencies inthe region in which Tube 1 would oscillate if active.
The method of analysis is independent of the particular type of output transformer used and depends only on the existence of a resonant
cavity coupled to an output transmission line. The first prohlcm is to
consider the input impedance looking into the cavity across an arbitrary
plane in the vicinity of the slotted section as a function of frequency.
Impedance oj a Lossless Cauity.—If the special case of a cavity ~vith
no surface resistance losses and no electron loading, so that the impedance
is purely reactive, is considered first, it can be shown perfectly generally
that the impedance looking into the cavity to the left across an arbitrary
plane can be written in the form

(1)

The sum is taken over the infinite number of normal modes of the cavity.
These modes are the natural oscillations with the output open-circuited
at the plane of measurements; for if u is equal to one of the u~’s so one
The Z.’s are constants
of the denominators vanishes, Z wili be infinite.
whose significance is discussed later. It is most convenient to express
impedances in terms of the characteristic impedance of the measuring
line so that Z and the 2.’s are dimensionless and not affected by any conventions that may be involved in defining impedance (as in waveguide).
It is assumed that one of the resonant frequencies U. refers to the
mode of particular interest, and that all other modes are widely separated
from it. This assumption is safe for ordinary reflex oscillator cavities,
provided that the transmission line out to the point of measurement is
not too long. For a long line, coupling between cavity and line may
result in modes that are close together.
Let the particular resonant
frequency of interest be UO. Then for frequencies in this neighborhood,
Eq. (1) can be written

z=
1 J. C. Slater, “Forced
December 31, 1942.

‘0

()

j:–:

+z],

(2)

Oscillations in Cavity Resonators, ” RL Report No. 118,

I
I
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where

I

For small variations of a around u,, Z, will vary only slowly with freEach individual term of Z, will be much smaller than the
quency.
resonance term of Eq. (2), since the denominators do not approach
zero, but the sum is finite. The quantity Z, represents the input reactance of the transmission line alone when the cavity is off resonance. 1
Choice of Reference Plane.—By
proper choice of the plane of measurements, -Z1 can be eliminated.
Suppose first that the resonance term in
Eq. (2) is eliminated by detuning the cavity without disturbing the
transmission-line term Zl, as can be done experimentally to a high degree
of accuracy.
Then Z, will vary as the plane of reference is moved along
the line in the familiar manner—that is, the standing-wave ratio will be
infinite, and
Zl=j

tan

2m(d – do)
~
“
9

(3)

In this expression d is the distance along the line from the cavity to the
plane at which the impedance is measured, da is the position of one of
the standing-wave minima or zero impedance planes, and A. is the wavelength in the guide or transmission line. If ZI is known as a function of
wavelength across a particular plane d, Eq. (3) can be used to determine
do as a function of &
Of course, ,there will be a number of values of
d,, a half guide wavelength apart, that will satisfy Eq. (3) equally well.
Further, if one of the planes d, is chosen as the reference plane for all
measurements, the Z1 term in Eq. (2) will vanish, and the analysis is
considerably simplified at the price of introducing a moving coordinate
system in the standing-wave measurements.
Inclusion of Losses.—If the planes of reference do are used, the impedance looking into the cavity (lossless) will be

Z<,io) =

‘0

.

j~–~
()

(4)

1Some authors immediately identify the reactance ZI with joL, (suitably transformed) where L, is the inductance of the output loop; here the attempt is to use
Both procedures
only quantities readily obtainable from external measurements.
are equally valid.
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The behavior of a real (i.e., Iossy) cavity can be represented in terms of a
complex frequency w given by the equation

()

j:–fl

+!=O,

u

(5)

Q

Provided that Q is not too small it can be shown that this expression is
energy stored
equivalent to the definition of Q as 27r X
energy dissipated per cycle”
It is also true (from considerations of continuity) that if a transmission
line is broken at any plane without disturbing the current or voltage the
impedances looking in the two directions from the plane will be given
by;+;=O.
Suppose that the cavity
matched output line.
(4) reduces to

Then

has no internal losses but is loaded by a
Z(~O)= 1 and hence Z(~O)= – 1, and Eq.

~:–;
()

(6)

+20=0.

It is customary to define the Q of a circuit loaded only by a matched
output as the “external Q,” Qe,,. By comparison of Eqs. (5) and (6),
it is evident that

+.

=

(7)

‘0”

Similarly, the internal losses in the cavity may be represented by the
“unloaded Q,” Q,. This is the Q obt ained when the load is open-circuited,
Equation (4) may now be rewritten

(8)
.
which obviously satisfies the special cases of matched load, Z(~O)= 1, and
.
open rmwlt, 2(,/,, = =
By choosing the reference plane d“ the reactive part of Z, can be
made

to vanish,

but

in any

real

device

there

~rill be a finite

resistive

the observed standing-wave ratio u, less than
infinity.
ordinarily this loss \~illbe small, hut in special cases it may be
It can conveniently be included by adding
of considerable importance.
a term UI to Eq. (8),
term

remaining

to make

I ‘Ile

concrpt

of a complex

although

perhaps

unfamiliar.

frequency to represent a damped ~vavc is convenient
I+’or if u = (3 + ja then a disturbance
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Effect of Electron Beam. —Finally, although strictly speaking there
will benoelectron
beam in a cold test, it may bedesirable to include the
effects of a beam to allow for conditions when the reflector voltage is
The beam admittance
set outside the oscillation range of a mode.

may be included by adding a term in the denominator of Eq. (8) of the
form Y,/CtiO. The justification for this is as follows.
Let Y. = g + jb
and consider for a moment only the conductance.
Then Cao/g would be
the Q of the resonator loaded only. by. the beam conductance, here assumed
positivethat
is, reflector voltage set roughly midway between two
oscillating modes.
This expression would be analogous to that for QO,
which could be written (referring to Fig, 15. la) as CtiO/G~. It can also
be shown that the imaginary part of Y. predicts the electronic tuning
effects correctly.
The final expression for the oscillator cavity is thus

(9)

This expression can be used not only as the basis of a cold test but also
predict active behavior.
In a true cold test the Ye term will vanish.
16.3. Cold-test Procedure.—In
making a test it is customary to
record the locations of the standing-wave minima, designated here as
the planes d, and the standing-wave voltage ratio u.
The impedance looking into the resonant cavity across the plane d
of the standing-wave minimum is
to

(10)
Then the impedance across the plane d, is

1

— –j

Z(d,) =

u

tan-

1 – ~jtan

27r(d – do)
~

27r(d‘– do)
–-T
9

(11)

It is often more convenient to introduce the complex reflection coefficient
r defined by the equations

‘(’) =

—1/0 – 1 .— l–u
I/u + 1

l+U

(12)
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Now the reflection coefficients r(~) and r(~, are related by the equation
++
j4rd~0
r@j = r(d)e
~ .

(13)

The familiar circle diagram or Smith chart is actually a plot of r(d,) in
the complex plane. In practice, the transformation from the plane d
to plane do is made with the aid of a
circular transmission-line calculator 1
rather than by computation with Eq.
(11).
Determination

oj

O u t p u t Line

Losses.—As indicated above, the first
step is to determine both u and do,
with the cavity detuned, as functions
of frequency in the region of int crest.
Since it is to be expected that d, will
change rather rapidly with frequency,
careful measurements
are essential here. With the cavity sufficiently detuned, Eq. (9) reduces to

FIG.15.3.—Typical

cold test data, u (db)
vs. frequency.

Z(&) = u,. Standing-wave ratios are usually measured in decibels using
the attenuator on a spectrum analyzer; conversion of standing-wave
measurements in db to voltage ratios is to be made by the relation
ul(db)

1
= 20 loglo ~l.

(14)

In an actual tube with a well-designed output line, u,(db) may be about
35 db, corresponding to au, of 0.018.
Determination of Cavity Parameters.—The next step is to retune the
Rememcavity to the frequency at which measurements are to be made.
bering that in a cold test Y. is zero, and hence C cannot be determined,
The
the remaining quantities in Eq. (9), UO, QO,and Q.,,, can be found.
most accurate way to determine these is by a plot of the standing-wave
ratio in db, u(db), as a function of frequency throughout the resonance
curve of the cavity.
A typical plot of this sort appears in Fig. 15.3.
If the value of Z(~O)at resonance is defined as u,, from Eq, (9) it is
evident that
Url

==

Z(do)

=

o

‘0 + u,.

—

Qex~

(15)

1For example, the calculator manufactured by the Emeloid Co., Inc., 287 Laurel
Ave., Arlington, N..T.
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Since thequantity atimaybegreater
orless than unity, two cases must
be distinguished.
In Case 1, the standing-wave maximum at resonance
is found at do and uO is greater than unity; in Case 2, the coupling is
weak, UOis less than unity, and the standing-wave minimum will occur
at do as in the detuned case. The standing-wave ratio at resonance
in db, called uo(db), is given by
Case

uo(db) = 20 loglo uo,
1

Case 2.

= 20 Ioglo ;)

uo(db)

1,

(16)

1

Thus the ratio Qo/Q.,,, and u, may be determined by measurements at
resonance. To separate QOand Q.,,, however, it is necessary to observe
more of the resonance curve.
First let the abbreviation
(17)
be introduced, and Eq. (15) be rearranged to read

If this equation is substituted in Eq. (9), there is obtained
1
Z(d,)

=

ja+—

1
Uo — al

(18)

+ .,

for the cold test. With Eqs. (12) and (18), a reflection coefficient can
be written with a magnitude given by
al — 1)2(UO — Ul)%z +

E = J?,+

1)’(00

– 0,)28’

+

(U. — 1)2
(u, +

1)”

(19)

Since a = (1 + lr])/(1 – Irl) it is evident that, given al and uO,a curve
of a as a function of 6 can be constructed.
Given an experimental curve
such as that in Fig. 15.3, from which uO, uO, and al can be read off, a
possible procedure is to compute a theoretical curve of u(db) as a func-,
tion of 6 and then to choose Q-, to give the horizontal scale in best agreement with experiment.
This procedure, although best from the standpoint of accuracy, is
not often justified.
Instead it is customary to determine the width of
the resonance curve at some properly chosen value of u, and thus to
find QO or Q.,,.

In Case

1 it is convenient

to take the width

of the reso-
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(17)

(Case 1)

7=G’

(20)

where Af is the frequency difference between the two points at which
16{ =1.
These points comeata
height a`(db)on
theresonance curve,
20
19

18
17
16 15
14
13
~
E 12
‘b
11

10
9
8

654>

‘

012345678

9

10

11

12

13 14

UO(db)
FIG. 154. -u’(db)

as function

which can be computed
a Parameter,

that

Il)q. (20)

the curve

would

r’(db)

6 = 1.

corresponding

Cur~es

SC, over the range
~\-oulci bcpossihle

apply,

but

so near the minimum

it is more convenient

forvarimmva luesofu~db).

from Eq. (19) as a function

and using

ul(db) between 10 and
Fig. 15.4.
1n~ase2it

ofao(db)

this
that

computed

of u~ withul~db)
in

this

way,

as
for

of ao(dh) up to 14 are given in
tc~fillcla~alllc
ofo’(db)
such

would

involve

precision

would

taking

the width

be low.

of

Instead,

to use the curves of Fig. 15.4 to find a value of
the observed u~(db) and al(db) and then to

to
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ask where this value of Af/f
.,. leads. In this case. u. is less than unitv so
that the curves of Fig. 15.4 give the value of a~(db) (with ~ = +l)”for
which thereflection coefficient is given by

– 1) ’(1/cro – u,)’ -i- (l/u,
fi = J:+

1) ’(1/uo – u,)’+

If numerator and denominator
this equation may be written

(1/00+

– 1)’,
1)’

(21)

inside the radical are multiplied

(u, – 1)2(UO
.——.
— - U])2W + (Uo — 1)2
(co — 1)’

byu~,

(22)

J (cl + 1)2(U0 - U1)%’* +
where
Y =

1 – Uau,.
Uo — al

(23)

By the use of Eqs. (15) and (17) it is evident that in Case 2 the width
Af of the resonance curve at the height u’(db) given by Fig. 1.5.4 is
A~ .
~

1 – V@l
___
QD

(Case 2).

(24)

Now it has been shown that the quantities do, u~, UO, Q=,, and QO
can all be determined by cold-test measurements.
The only quantity
pertaining to the resonator that cannot be determined in this way is
the capacitance C, as was mentioned above.
Although the details of the
output coupling device remain completely unspecified, its effect on the
behavior of the oscillator can be iuterprcted fully in terms of d,, u,, and
Q..t. In designing a tube to cover a broad frequency band it would be
necessary to consider in greater detail the nature of the output device;
the problem is largely one of getting reasonable constancy of Q.,, over
the band in question. 1
Thermal Eflects and Beam Loading. —13ef ore closing discussion on the
subject of cold tests it is well to point out that in these experiments the
tubes are literally, as well as figuratively, cold.
‘lli~ Ivill haye noticeable effects in general on w and Qo. 13ecause of imperfect temperature
compensation, UOwill be appreciu,l>ly ditierent for a cold tube than for
the same one at operating temperatures.
Also, the resist ivityof the
and QO will decrease
cavity walls will increase with the temperature,
somewhat
from this cause.
In addition
to this purely thermal effect,
it is to be expected that loading by the beam and by secondaries ejected
from the grids will markedly decrease Q, in an operating tube.
In
1A more complete discussion of this aspect of the problem, \vith particular appli-

cationto the 2J51magnetron, is git-en in
725.4 Magnetrons,”

J, (‘. SIater, ‘i COld Test I&ults

BTL Techniczd Men,orandum,

on 2J51 and

44-180-3, Oct. 26, 1944.

I
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principle it is possible to arrive at a more realistic QOby making a “cold”
test with a beam passing through the tube but with the reflector voltage
adjusted to one of the special values (#1 = ~ 90°) between oscillating
modes.
15.4. Active Operation; the Ideal Rieke Diagram. ‘A
distinctive
feature of the cold tests outlined in the preceding sections is the use of a
moving coordinate system, referred to the planes do, for expressing the
results. Although this approach causes a welcome simplification of the
expressions leading to determination of the cavity parameters, for tubes in
active operation the problem is to predict the power (and frequency)
delivered to various loads at a fixed physical distance from the oscillator.
where
Thus it would be simple to equate Z(d,) as given by Eq. (9) to ‘Z(.O),
the latter is the load impedanre referred to d,, and obtain expressions
for the power and frequency, but it would turn out to be troublesome
always to have to refer loads to the moving plane c&. For this reason it
seems best to return to first principles—that is, the co’ncepts of elementary reflex klystron theory (see Chap. 12) and the circuits of Fig. 151.
At this time it is also convenient to shift from the use of impedances as
in the preceding sections to admittances, which indeed might perfectly
well have been used throughout.
Behavior of Tube with Load Located at Gap.—.lt the outset consider the
load admittance Y. of Fig. 15.la as located not in the output line but
directly across the gap C. ~Vhen the load is so situated the fundamental
equation is
(25)
Ye+juC+
.jB. +G. +Y~=O
where as usual

‘j(’+~)
x—e
“

Ye == –-2Ge <!(x)

In C’hap. 12 and particularly in Sec. 122 the implications of this equation are discussed and it is shown that the real and imaginary parts
These parts are
vield the power and frequency respectively.
(26)
and
2G

J,(X)
‘x–()

sin

O+;

+0K7+BE+B~

=0.

(27)

In computing power output, Eq. (26) is to be solved for X and the value
obtained substituted in
1 J. C. Slater, “ Operation and Testing of Reflex oscillators, ” RL Report h-o. 742,
June 18, 1945; J. B. H. Kuper and Ill. C. \l’altz, “ Notes on Load Effects in Reflex
Oscillators,” RL Report No. 717, May 29, 1945.
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(28)
The frequency equation can be simplified by writing w = 00 + Au, where
w is the resonant frequency of the cavity alone. 1 Then

This approximation is safe for the high-Q cavities generally employed.
Equation (26) can also be used to eliminate the term involving X,
resulting in
(GE+ G~) tan

()

t?+;

In all these expressions the angle

+2C’AO+B.

()

0+ ~

=0.

(29)

may be replaced by ~.

Inspection of these expressions shows that the Rieke diagram for the
tube having a load Y. = G. + jll~ referred to the gap is extremely
simple. If rectangular coordinates are used for ~L and G = GR + GL, the
power contours will be straight lines parallel to the imaginary axis.
These contours will be included between the values G = GE(G. = O) and
G = G. cos 6, on both of which the power output will be zero. At G = G.
the r-f voltage developed will be high but the circuit efficiency vanishes;
at the other boundary the circuit efficiency will approach its maximum
but because of overloading the r-f voltage will fall to zero. Between
these limiting values the power contours will be distributed in accordance
with Eqs. (26) and (28).
The frequency contours will also be a family
of straight lines equally spaced and making an angle — $ with the real
axis. The contour u = aOwill cut the real axis at G. + G. = O (outside
the region of oscillation),

and AO.Ifor the other contours will be – ~~,

where BOis the intercept on the imaginary axis.
Figure 15”5 is a sample of this sort of llagram drawn for a hypothetical
tube. The small-signal conductance G, is taken as 500 pmhos, GE as
100 pmhos, and C as 1 ppf. This diagram assumes + = +30°, or reflector
voltage somewhat less negative than optimum for the mode in use.
The operating region is bounded on one side by G = G. = 100 ,umhos,
where the circuit efficiency is zero, and on the other by G = G. cos 30°,
where oscillations cease because of overload.
The power contours
between these boundaries are labelled in per cent of the maximum power
output obtainable.
Note that loading for output reasonably close to
the maximum is not particularly critical.
The frequency contours are
I Note that

AU does not have the same meaning here as in Chap.

12.
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labelled in Me/see shifts from the resonant frequency of the unperturbed
cavity, and are drawn at 5-Me/see intervals.
Deviations from the Ideal in Practical Diagrams. -Aside
from the
obvious difficulty of there being no simple ~Yayof taking a diagram for a
real tube under the conditions postulated hrm, there are several points
in which a practical diagram would depart significantly from the simple
one of Fig. 15.5. Chief among these is the assumption that the circuit
G,,
efficiency can be represented by Y–Y
with no dependence on load
(r,. + (r,?
susceptance.
lead

In any

as represented

physical

tube

them

by al in the preceding

~vill be losses
sections.

With

in the
highly

output
reac-

+300
+200
+100
g
tao
Q“
-1
.100-200-30015.5.—Ideal Iiieke diagram ill i3-G pla]le fur a h]-potlietical tube with load cow
nectcd directly across the gap. G. = 50~pmhos,GA
= l(JOPmhos, ~ = Ippf, @ = +30°,
G= G,+ G..
FIG.

tive loads there will be, in general, a large standing wave in the output
line that will greatly increase the importance of such small losses. This
will distort Fig. 15.5 by drawing the pow-er contours together at the top
and bottom of the diagram with the result that the region of oscillation
no longer extends to infinity.
The second point of departure is the
fact that it would be very difficult to keep a constant phase angle o
of the returning electrons while taking a diagram.
Since the frequency
will be changing because of the “pulling” effect of the load susceptance,
it would be necessary to readjust the reflector voltage continually while
taking the diagram.
For the special condition of + = O it might be
possible so to readjust the voltage, but inacasesuch
as that considered
herewith~ = +3 00, it~vould almost benecessary tohaveall theinformation obtainable from the Rieke diagram in order toknowhowto
set the
voltage.
The effect of keeping a constant reflector voltage would be to
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change + by an amount

“=(92”(”+:)
and to rotate the frequency contours accordhgly
be parallel.

(30)

so they would no longer

Change to CiTcle Diagram Representation. —l3efore considering in detail
the dktortions

of the ideal diagram, it is convenient to change from the

0.25

FIG.156.-Ideal

Rieke diagram in circle-diagram form for the same hypothetical tube
as in Fig. 15.5. In Figs. 156 to 15.13 the power contours are shown as solid lines ar,d the
frequency contours as broken lines. The coordinates are conductance and susceptance.

rectangular coordinates for the admittance plane to the circle-diagram
representation.
The rectangular plot is the natural one to use at low
frequencies where load impedances are measured on a bridge and line
lengths are small in terms of wavelengths.
At microwave frequencies,
however, the impedances or admittances will, in general, not be measured
dkectlv.
Instead, the experimental data will be stan~lng-wave measureFor
ments—that is, magnitudes and phases of reflection coefficients.
data of this type the circle diagram representation is the natural and
convenient one.
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The idealized diagram of Fig. 15.5 is transformed tothe circle chart
form in Fig. 15”6, taking the unit of admittance as100pmhos.
Onlythe
region presumed to be accessible to experiment, or GL positive, is shownin
thisdiagram.
Incontrast to Fig. 155,a rectangularp lot of G = G. +GL
and B’, the circle diagram is a plot of GL and BL. Accordingly, the region
of Fig. 15.5 to the left of the boundary of the oscillation region marked
“circuit efficiency zero’’ does not appear at allin Fig. 15”6.

025

FIG. 157.-Ideal

Rieke diagram for the same hypothetical
except that @ = O.

tube as in Figs. 15.5 and 156,

In Fig. 156theboundariesof
theoscillation region are the bounding
circle of the diagram for the zero-circuit efficiency contour and a conductance circle at G., = G, cos d – G. for the overload region.
This
Between these boundaries the
region is commonly called the “sink. ”
power contours are conductance circles that are tangent to the edge of
the diagram at the point representing infinity.
Thus the “ 90 per cent
power” contours enclose a crescent-shaped region tapering to infinitesimal thickness below the sink. The frequency contours transform into
arcs of circles that make an angle —o with the susceptance coordinates.
One of these arcs will be a straight line, but the fact that the straight
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contour happens to be the one for zero frequency shift in Fig. 15.6 is
merely an accident of the choice of GE as 1 unit in this example. I
As is mentioned above, it would be almost impossible to obtain an
experimental diagram at constant @ for any value of @ other than zero.
Considerable interest is attached to this special case, and accordingly
the rest of the diagrams will be drawn for o = O, at least for a resistive
load. Figure 15.7 corresponds exactly to Fig. 15.6 with the exception
of the change from ~ = 30° to o = OO. Note that in addition to the
effect on the frequency contours, which now follow the susceptance circles,
the sink is smaller and a higher conductance is required for optimum
output. Although it is not evident from the diagram, ‘‘ 100 per cent
power” in this diagram actually represents considerably more power than
the optimum in Fig. 15.6.
E~ect oj Fixed Reflector Voltage.—The next step in evolving a theoretical diagram from the zero-order theory for comparison with experiment is to use a fixed reflector voltage rather than attempt to maintain
a constant ~. The effect of this, as indicated in 13q. (30), will depend on
the order of the mode used. JIerely for convenience in computing,
2rr(n + ~) = 50, which corresponds very nearly to n = 7, was chosen.
This value of n is rather larger than that used in most practical tubes,
but will make the effects on the idealized Rleke diagram more readily
visible. It is assumed that the reflector voltage is set for ~ = O \~ith
a purely resistive load, and then left unchanged.
Substituting Ad from
Eq. (30) in (29) yields a rather unwieldy expression for Au:

(GR+G)tan[%”2~(

~+:)l+2cA~+~L=o

’31)

It can readily be seen that the effect of a fixed reflector voltage is to make
the frequency pulling for a given load susceptance somewhat less than
it would otherwise have been. The departure of the frequency contours
from the susceptance circles will be least for light loads and small n,
whereas in the vicinity of the sink the contours will be spread apart
considerably.
The power contours will also be affected, in a manner
precisely similar to the effect of the equivalent amount of electronic
tuning.
Unfortunately,
lacking inverse Bessel functions, the power
In the
variation with A+ cannot be expressed by a single equation.
diagram, the result is to close off the power contours rather than to
permit them to extend to infinity below the sink, and also slightly to
1It is a property of the transformation that any straight line in the rectangular
G~ – B~ plot passing through the point ( – 1, O) and entering the region of positive
conductance will be transformed into a straight line in the circle diagram. FurtherStraight lines not passing through
more, angles are preserved in the transformation.
(– 1, O) are transformed into arcs of circles.
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These minor changes
In

computing

is strictly

constant.
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these

l~hether

there \\-illbe some change
with reactive

loads.

ditigrams

are shown

it has

been

o or the reflector

in .11 and 0., because
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The sink ~rill be defined

in Fig,

15.8.

tacitly

assumed

voltage

that

G.

is held constant,

the frequency

is changing,

This change in ,11 and 0. will cause small departures

0.25
F1~. 15S--Ideal
I{,eke d]agr:,m for the s:~n,r h}-pathetical tube as in Fig. 15.7 except that
refl(3rtur >-ulta~e b he]li (’<>n.tant throughout, and assuming 2r(?L + ;) = 50.

of the pow-er contours in Fig. 1,5,7 from the conductance circles, but in
practice these distortions ~villhardly be noticeable,
The contours would
tend to move upward slightly on the high-frequency side of the diagram
and to be drpressed at the lower fmqucncies.
The neglect of this factor
is equi\-alent to the assumption that the locus of the electronic conductance is an arc of a circle rather than a portion of a spiral.
proceeding to transform these
Diagrams oj Electronic Z’tining.-Before
idealized diagrams into more practical diagrams, it should be mentioned
that another type of performance chart, strictly speaking not a 13ieke
diagram, is sometimes of interest.
In this chart, prrwer and electronic
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tuning range (normally measured between the half-power points) are
plotted as functions of the load. Since the power contours and sink
have already been illustrated, it remains only to compute the tuning
ranges. Let X~ be the value of X at the center of the mode, ~ = O.
Then X~ is a function of G. and the 10SSand load conductance
only, for
when o = O, Eq. (26) reduces to
JJ(.X7J = &2:

x.

~1’,
e

The value of X at the half-power points, X;,, will be X~/ti,
vaIue of o required to tune this far may be denoted }~y dy.
can be found from the relation

and the
This angle

and the frequency is then to be found by using Eq. (29).
Corrections
similar to those discussed above ~rill be required to take care of the
variation of G. caused by pulling, consequently the contours of constant
The
electrical tuning range Ivill resemble strongly the polrer contours.
tuning ralige between half-power points falls off much less rapidly than
the power at light loads, goes through a very broad maximum at about
the same loading as the power maximum, and drops off slowly until the
overload becomes severe, after which it falls rapidly to zero at the sink.
In contrast to this behavior, the tuning range between extinction points
is a maximum for a vanishing load and decreases monotonically
as
the load becomes heavier (see Fig. 12.10).
15.5. Transformation to the Practical Rieke Diagram.—The obvious
first step in transforming the preceding diagrams into practical ones is
to shift the reference plane from the gap to a point that is accessible to
experiment.
in Fig.

15. lb.

The

making

of this

load

admittance

The

shift

involles

the

changes

Y,,, will no longer

appear

indicated
directly

of line between the gap and the
output coupling or transducer and usually another section of line between
the transducer and the reference point.
The cavity ~~ill be the first
section of line (normally a radial transmission line) with the losses (mostly
series resistance losses in actuality) represented by the shun~ conductance
G,. The output coupling will be most often a loop feeding a coaxial
line, but it may be window to a waveguide; it will have ~n lmpedancetransform ation ratio m and, in general, will also have some losses. The
remaining section of line will be mually straightforward but in some
tubes, for example the 723.4,/B, it may be necessary to consider lumped
susceptance at the glass bead forming the vacuum seal and also poewble
across the gap; there

w-ill no~v be a section
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to waveguide

by an

Ej’ect of Output Coupling.-The
transformation from the ideal to a
practical diagram can be calculated for very simple cavities, but this
is unnecessary.
The representation of Fig. 151b, omitting details of
the output coupling other than to consider it as a slightly 10SSYtransformer, will be adequate for all purposes, except perhaps the actual
design of a coupling for a tube intended to cover a wide band.
In Fig. 15. lb it will be most convenient to consider the load admittance Y~ = G~ + jZ3~ in relative units with respect to the characteristic
admittance YO of the line or waveguide in which the load is measured,
From this
and to neglect for the moment losses in the output coupler.
equivalent circuit it is clear that
(33)
and

(34)
from the definition of Qe.,. Since Y. in Fig. 15. la is assumed to be equivalent to m YOY~, apart from phase shifts due to the presence of a transmission line, it evidently will be possible to use the quantities determined
in cold test to express I?qs. (26) to (29) in terms of C and an easily measured load. In a simple case where the plane of reference for the diagram
is an integral number of half waves from the gap the results are the
following:

——2Ge J,(x)
—— ~os4+~+G:_0
tioc x
Q,
Q.,,
G~
21cIov,
—
XJ,(X) COS(!J
P. =
@ + &t
@.

(35)
(36)

Qo

and

(ii+%)
’-+%+2
t=”

In these expressions it is often convenient

to introduce

(37)
the loaded Q,

The introduction of the cold-test
Q~, given by l/QL = l/Qo + G~/Q..,.
quantities in this way obviates the necessity of an arbitrary choice of
the unit for the diagrams (100 ~mhos in the preceding examples) provided only that C is known.
For any plane of reference other than one that is an integral number
of half waves from the gap, the transformation from ideal to practical is
easily made by rotating the family of contours comprising the diagram
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with respect to the coordinates of the Smith chart counterclockwise by
the required amount, one complete revolution representing a half wavelength of line.
E~ect of Losses in Output Line.—The presence of even moderate
amounts of loss in the output line introduces marked changes in the
diagrams. The most important are those resulting from the fact that
Eqs. (35) and (36), which together determine the power output, will no
longer involve only the load conductance but also the susceptance.
The admittance Y~ = G ~+ jB~ is to be taken as the load admittance
when there is no loss in the output line, or al = O. It will be convenient
to introduce a new load admittance
Y = G + jl? to indicate the “ disposable” load—that is, the load external to the tube and therefore subIt is measured of course in relative
ject to experimental variation.
units with respect to the characteristic admittance of the line or waveguide in which the standing-wave observations are made, and experimental Rleke diagrams will be plotted with respect to it.
With measurements referred to the planes do as located by the procedure described in Sec. 15.3 it is clear by definition that

(38)
Without line loss, the circuit efficiency q. is given by [see Eq. (36)]

Actually however the power will be dissipated in the series resistance UI
as well as in the real component of the load.
If it is remembered that

G: – jB~
‘&+”l=@+B:
and that the power dissipated in one of two resistances in series is proportional to that resistance, the circuit efficiency is

The power output will decrease as B: increases;
values of

G’

Bj, namely when l?~ =

;:

and at sufficiently

— G?, it will fall to zero.

high

In this

d
1The notation Y = G + jll departs from that used by J. C. Slater in “Operation
and Testing of Retlex Oscillators, ” RL Report
G + jB in the sense G~ + jB~ is used here.

No. 742, June 18, 1945.

Slater used
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condition, the load impedance Za, is a pure reactance and all the power
that is not dissipated in the cavity is lost m the output lead.
From the definition of G; + ~B~ in Eq. (38) it is evident that this
quantity can be expressed in terms of the load admittance G + jB,
provided the latter is measured at do, by the relations

which can be rearranged as
~+2

G;=

+ “1

G, + B2
( ~+u~+(G*~

(40)
G, + ~2

B; =
( GG+u1~+(G*2~
If Eq. (36) for the power output is corrected as indicated in Eq. (39)
to read

the development is complete, for with Eqs. (35), (37), and (41) together
with the substitutions indicated in Eq. (40), the behavior is fully specified in terms of G,, $, C, quantities determined in cold test, and the
external load G + jB as measured at the planes do. Equivalent results
would have been obtained by using Eq. (38) in Eq. (9) and rearranging to
yield

If this equation is separated into real and imaginary parts, the former
The latter
will give Eq, (35) determining the bunching parameter X.
will determine the frequency and can be combined with Eq. (35) to
yield Eq. (37) using the approximation

C:se of Transmission

Line Calculator to A 11OWfor Line Loss.—Unf or-

tunately Eqs. (40) are not particularly

handy for performing

the com-
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putations required.
In practice, it seems much easier to make use of
the transmission-line calculator in an alternative procedure.
A transformation along a 10SSYline follows a spiral path instead of a simple
The observed u, from cold test can be
rotation on the circle diagram.
used to calculate the loss of the section of line (assumed to be evenly
distributed) instead of considering it to represent a series resistance (in
units of the characteristic impedance of the line) located immediately
adjacent to the plane dO.
The definition of U, means that
1 —
_l+lr{
1 –
Ul
where

Irl is the magnitude

the line,

Let

the power

Irl

of the reflected
l’,

voltage

at the receiving

at the sending

end of a length

line be ~, = Pe–ULwhere P is the sending-end power.
the amplitudes will be given by
al
uo=~,~ ~,

end of

1 of lossy

Correspondingly,

Remembering that in reflection the length 1 is traversed twice,

A solution of this equation for the povw

ratio (loss) yields

or
line loss (db)

=

l–c,

10 log, n l=l.

(43)

The typical case cited above in which a(cfb) might be of the order of
35 db thus corresponds to a line loss of 0.156 db. .k value of u,(db) of
10 db, as has been found in certain frequency regions for the 21{25 tube,
indicates a line loss of 2.84 db. These losses apply ~~here the line is
terminated in a rnatchcd load; when standing waves are present on the
line the dissipation is increased.
It is clear from the method of measurement of u, that at the sending
end of the line in question no standing-wave ratio higher than u,(db)
can exist no matter what the termination at the receiving end. Therefore, there is an annular region extending in~rard from the boundary of
the Smith chart which the tube can never see as a load; the width of this
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region depends on the line loss.
The Rieke diagrams are plotted with
respect to standing-wave ratios at the receiving end of the line; these
may, in principle at least, cover the whole chart.
This effect can be
taken into account by imagining that the allowed region of the chart has
been “stretched” radially enough to cover the whole circle.
The amount
of this stretch will vary with the radial distance (or standing-wave ratio).
The idealized diagrams may be stretched in this way and then the power
contours readjusted to allow for the attenuation, not forgetting the factor
resulting from the standing waves,

0,25
FIG. 15.9. —Ideal Rieke diagram for the same hypothetical tube as in Fig. 15.8 referred
to a point , in the line 2* wavelengths from the gap. Line loss 0.5 db, transformer 1.atio ~lO.

Ideal Rielce Diagram Including Line Loss.—Alternativelyj
one may
use the circular transmission-line calculator to make the entire transformation.
Starting with any load point, in terms of magnitude and phase
of the standing wave, the calculator is rotated to transform to the gap
and the slider on the radial arm moved inward (according to the scale
provided) to include the line loss. The new load, with a somewhat
diminished standing-wave ratio and a new phase, is read off the chart in
terms of conductance and susceptance, and these values are used to
The latter must be
compute the frequency and the sending-end power.
corrected for the attenuation, including the standing-wave factor, and
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the results are then to be plotted at the original load point.
This
method is fairly rapid, particularly when a calculator with “dissipation”
and “standing-wave-loss
coefficient” scales on the radial arm is employed.
It was used to construct the ideal diagram of Fig. 15-9, which applies to
the hypothetical tube used in the previous examples.
For this tube G,
is assumed to be 500 pmhos, C is 1 pwj, G, is 100 ymhos, and

Zm(n + +) = 50.
The reflector voltage is assumed to be held constant
@ = O for a pure resistance
resonant

frequency

for

load at the gap.

the

cavity,

a line length

point of measurement,
and a line
a, = 6 X 10’” cps., 2+ wavelengths,
assumed

that

YO = 2000

stepup ratio m = ~1$.
With these assumptions,

pmhos

and

loss.
Let
and 0,5
that

the unloaded

at a value giving

It is now time
from

the

to assume
grids

a

to the

these be, respectively,
db.
Let it be further

the transformer

admittance

Q, (&, \\ould he 600 [from

Eq.

have the same numerical value
(Eq. (34)].
Though not representing any particular tube type, these
figures are of a reasonable order of magnitude.
The line lengths in
the 2K25 tubes seem to be about 2 to 2+ wavelengths (depending on the
frequency) from the grids to the plane in the waveguidc containing the
This length varies from tube to tube over a range of
output antenna.
about ~ wavelength.
The assumed loss of 0.5 db is also somewhere in
the range encountered with that tube type.
In plotting Fig. 159 no “long-line effect” has been included: that is
to say, the plane of reference is assumed to move as the frequency varies
Apart from the obvious
so that the electrical length remains constant.
change in appearance that is due to the rotation, the change in shape of
the power contours and of the sink is most striking.
The sink has been
“pushed outward” so that a portion of the circle is lost, and the horns
of the power contours have been cut, off so that they are kidney-shaped
The frec~uency contours are comparatively
rather than crescents.
unaffected.
Eject
oj Impedance Disconfinuify
in Output Line.—In actual practice
it may happen that there is an appreciable discontinuity in the output
line. For example, there may be a noticeable reflection introduced by
a glass bead forming the vacuum seal, or an output antenna may not
be matched to the waveguide.
In any event where there is appreciable
loss between the cavity proper and such a discontinuity, it \vill be necessary to “tune out” the latter in order to obtain optimum power output.
If there is no problem of multiple reflections, this situation can be handled
The proeadily by the method outlined in the preceding paragraphs.
edure is to transform along the line from the load point to the discon(33)]

and

the

external

C?, Q..t,

would
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tinuity, to add the appropriate susceptance to the transformed load
admittance, and then to transform the rest of the way to the grids calAn accurate
culating the frequency and sending-end power as before.
calculation of the output power requires a knowledge of the distribution
of the loss on the two sides of the discontinuity, but the purpose here is
merely to give an idea of the kind of distortion of the Rieke diagram
produced by a discontinuity.
The appearance of the distorted diagram
will naturally be sensitive to the location of the discontinuity.
A

025
1510

.—Ideal Rieke

diagram fur the same hypothcti,d
tube as in Fig. 15 !3,
discontinuity of —jl k}catcd 1~ w-a~elengths fl-om the gap.

typical case is illustrated in Fig. 1510, drawn for the same conditions
as those in Fig. 15.9, except that now there is a discontinuity of –~1
located in the line l+ wavelengths from the gap, or ~ wavekngth from
the reference plane.
The distortion is similar to that produced by failure
to set the reflector voltage for o = O, as in Fig. 15.(i. However, in
Fig. 15.6 maximum power will occur on or near a diameter of the chart
that passes through the sink; but when there is s discontinuity, the optimum loading will be noticea!~ly off this diameter.
In addition, if the
plane of reference is chosen an integral number of half ~ravelengths from
the gap, the frequency contours will make an angle – o with the suscep-
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circles. In practice, it may be difficult to get data that are suffici.
ently accurate to distinguish between a small discontinuity and a small
tance

error

in setting

should show

the

on cold

able frequency

reflector
test,

applications

be a device

but

even

a small

that UI is determined

discontinuity

over an appreci-

range.

Long-line Eflects.-Long-line
tical

voltage,

provided

with

of reflex

effects
klystrons,

an admittance

that

will be noticeable
in which
varies

the

load

in many
will

prac-

normally

slowly with frequency

and

0.25
FIG.15.11.—IdealRieke

diagram for tllc >:tme ll~-l)othet,ical tube its in Fig. 1.5.9, ,vith
long-line effect inrlllciecl. Line 2: w:+~.rlcngtll> long,

that is Iocatecl
illustrated

at a fixctl tlist:mcc

in Fig.

from

the ttlbc.

15.9 is sat isf:wt ory for comparison

A diagram
bet~vcen

of the type
theory and

experiment,
except for the ntlisanre
of using a slightly
diflerrnt
line
length for the redllction of C:LCIIst:tI~cli[lg-}v:l\-[,O}]sc,rv:ition. ..1di:l.granl
in which the physical line length is const:~nt ~villmak(, clcarrr some points
of behavior.
Phenomrna sIIch as split reflector-m(xlc putterns (sonl(Itimcs erronemlsly tcrmefl “ (lolll>lc m{xlin~”) fintl fre([llency disconti nuitiw that make it impostiilllc t{I t IIne t o I spcrifiml fre(l~wncy may ari>(,
from a mismatclmd I{J:I(Iin coml )inat ion lvitll :in excpssi~-c line l~,ngt1]
TO transform L diagr:im (lr:i}vn for a consttnt elcctric:ll length to m
constant physi(’:d line, approximately .\T~ravelcngths long, it is necessary
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to rotate every point except the zero frequency-shift contour through an
angle (Aj/.fo)N “ 720° with positive angles measured counterclockwise.
The effect of this rotation will clearly be greatest in the neighborhood of the sink and, in fact, will alter the shape of the latter profoundly.
For moderate amounts of long-line effect, such as is unavoidable in the
2K25 tube, the sink will be “pinched in” at the sides and bottom.
With
longer lengths of line the two boundaries “cross over” each other at the
bottom of the sink, which is thus divided into two distinct regions. For

0.25

FIG. 15.1 Z.—Ideal

Rieke diagram for the same hypothetical
tube as in Fig. 15.9 with
long-line effect included.
Line 5$ wavelengths long.

still longer lines, this second region gets very much larger, while the original true sink shrinks to a point.
This behavior is illustrated in Figs.
15,11, 15.12, and 15.13, which represent the diagram of Fig. 15.9 modified for line lengths of 2~, ~, and 10~ wavelengths respectively.
The second region of the sink, appearing in Figs. 1512 and 15.13 and
Unlike the
indkat ed by different shading, is of c onsiclerable interest.
first region within which no oscillation is possible at all, in the second
region oscillation will occur, but both the power md frequency are
double-valued.
That is to say, in this second region the frequency and
power contours originally on the high- and low-frequency side of the sink

!
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1

now both present together.
If the tube is delivering power to a load
represented by a point on the low-frequency side of the sink and the
phase of the reflection is shifted clockwise so as to pass through the
second region, the behavior will be regular as this region is entered, and
the frequency will continue to decrease until the farther boundary of the
region is reached. At the boundary the frequency and power ouput will
jump to values conforming to the contours outside the region on the highare

02s
FIG. 15

13.—Idea,1Rieke diagram

for the same hypothetical tube as in Fig. 15.9, with
long-line effect included.
Line 10 ~ wavelengths long.

frequency side. In general, there will be a discontinuityy in both frequency and power output although, for special cases, the change in power
when crossing the line may be almost zero. If an attempt is made to
operate continuously in this region, the tube will shift erratically between
the two possible sets of operating conditions.
For this reason it is very
difficult to map this part of the sink.
Since the output in this second region depends on the previous history
of the tube, thk behavior might well be called a third type of hysteresis,
not to be confused with those discussed in the preceding chapter caused
by multiple transits or by transit angles varying \vith r-f voltage.
This
terminology is particularly apt since the reflector characteristic patterns
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obtained when operating in this region may be very similar to those
produced by the other types of hysteresis, which may of course be present
simultaneously.
This third type of hysteresis will be very sensitive to
changes in loading and will appear only with overloads.
By contrast,
hysteresis arising from a dependence of o on r-f voltage will be most
severe at light loads and relatively insensitive to changes in loading.
Multiple-transit
hysteresis will be extremely sensitive to changes in
resonator voltage, so it should always be easy to distinguish the different
types.

O 25

FIG. 15.14.—Experimental
diagram for a typical 723.\/B tube.
Power and frequency
plotted as functions of load admittance referred to the plane in the waveguide containing
the output probe; resonator voltage 300; reflector voltage constant in the ‘‘ 160-volt”
mode; wavelength 3.2 cm.

15.6. Experimental Rieke Diagrams.—Obtaining
experimental Rieke
diagrams with sufficient accuracy to permit comparison with theoretical
results requires considerable patience and some practice on the part of
the observer.
Extreme care is necessary to avoid drifts in frequency
(and, to a less extent, in power) resulting from drifts in applied voltages
or from thermal changes.
A skilled observer will require several hours
to take the data for a detailed diagram; all drifts must be rigorously
excluded during this time.
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It is not often necessary to take a complete diagram; the location
of the maximum power point and minimum standing-wave ratio to just
reach the sink, or the sketching of a few frequency contours, may sufice,
depending on the subject under investigation.
After a little practice
it is easy to accomplish these with a minimum of wasted effort, but the
beginner will be well advised to start with a complete diagram.
Considerable labor can be avoided if the device used as a standingwave introducer is of a type in which standing-wave ratio and phase

0,25
FIG. 1515.-Experimental

diagram for a typical 72:3.\/B tube (as in Fig. 15.14) taken zt
a wavelength of 3.1 cm.

can be adjusted independently, or nearly so. Devices such as the doubleslug tuner or sliding screw are desirable from this standpoint, although
the former may not produce a sufficiently high standing-wave ratio for
all purposes.
Diagrams good enough for many practical purposes may
be drawn from observations at the match point and suitably distributed
around three standing-wave circles, a total of some two dozen points.
In drawing the contours it will usually be helpful to make separate
auxiliary plots of power and frequency as a function of phase for the
several standing-wave ratios used. Curves sketched in on these plots
will assist in interpolation and will indicate clearly where additional
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observations may be needed.
Without such interpolation curves the
sketching-in of contours on the circle diagram will be very tedious.
Sample experimental diagrams taken on atypical 723A/B are shown
in Figs. 15.14, 15.15, and 15.16. The tube was mounted in an adapter
similar to that specified for testing the 2K25 tube.
In this adapter the
output antenna was thrust to its full length into the broad side of a
standard & by l-in. (outside) waveguide, with an r-f choke joint to the
outer conductor.
The point of insertion was 0.394 in. from a shorting

0.;5

Fm. 15. 16.—Experimantal
diagram for a typical 723A/13 tube (as in Fig. 15.14) taken
at a wavelength of 3.2 cm, with a line about 10 wavelengths long and the reflector voltage
in the “ 250-volt” mode.

plug and 0.178 in. from the center line of the wave-guide.
The resonator
voltage was 300, and reflector voltage was held constant in either the
160-volt (nominal) or the ‘‘ 250-volt” mode.
The diagrams were referred
to the plane of the waveguide containing the output antenna, and no
attempt was made to eliminate the long-line effect necessarily introduced
by the slotted section and couplings to the standing-wave introducer.
The unit admittance is naturally that of the & by l-in. waveguide.
In Fig. 15.14 the tube was operated in the “ 160-volt” reflector mode
at a wavelength of 3.2 cm. Note that the tube was definitely undercoupled for this condition; this undercoupling is a property of the adapter
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of the form
Y.(j)
where

all quantities

the resonant

=g+jb(j),

are in units

frequencyfo

of the

(44)
characteristic

the admittance

admittance.

At

will be a pure conductance

g,

determined by the input and output couplings, the load, and the internal
losses. On a Smith chart the locus of Ye(f) will be a circle as drawn in
Fig.

15. 17a, traversed

increased.

Clearly,

in the direction
this would

of the arrows

be a most

as the frequent

undesirable

load

y is

for the tube,

@B=+

,=_,@

G=~
(b)

(a)

15.17,—Locus of admittarkc>eof a c:avity (in relative units) : (a) at its input window,
and (b) referred to a plane one-quarter wa~w hack from the window at which there is a
shunt Conductance Yo. Arraws indicate dircrtion of traverse for increasing frequency,
FJG.

Oscillator
output

Oscdlator
output

.I.

*U
:_nhg
I- Matched
load

~

4

4

4’
(b)

(a)

FIG.15. 18.—Two

possible arrangements for approximately
realizing conditions
of
Fig. 1517(b).
In (u) the plane of reference is that containing the output antenna and
n is odd; in (b) the plane is that containing the lumped termination Yo.

especially
to

put

at frequencies

a terminating

remote

conductance

from

jo;

YO one

consequently
quarter

it is expedient

wavelength

in front

of the cavity.
At the plane of this termination
the new 10CUSof the
admittance will be simply the addition of YO to the reciprocal of YJYo
(provided q<< Y, as indicated in Fig. 1517b).
At resonance the conductance will be YO + Ye/g and the direction of traversing the circle is
the same as before.
A sufficient approximation to the conditions postulated here can be achieved with either of the arrangements sketched in
Fig. 15.18. If no useful output is needed, other than that coming through
the cavity, the scheme of Fig. 15”18b is preferred.
In Fig. 15.18a the
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plane of reference for which Fig. 15. 17b applies is that of the oscillator
output antenna provided n is odd, whereas in Fig. 15.186 the plane is
that containing the lumped terminating resistance.
Admittance oj Oscillator Resonator and Ezkrnal Cavity .—Since by
hypothesis the external load has a Q that is high in comparison with the
oscillator resonator, the latter may be considered as consisting of a
constant conductance GE and a susceptance B~, which varies linearly
with frequency, across the r-f gap. Then, \vhen the plane of reference
for Fig. 1517b is an integral number of half wavelengths from the r-f
gap, the total suscept,ance will vary with frequency as show-n in Fig.
1519.
When the maximum negative slope of the dotted line representing
the susceptance that is dlle to the external ra~-ity is greater than the
slope of the broken line representing the susceptance of the oscillator
cavity, the tuning will be discontinuous, as is evidenced by the doublevalued region of the solid line in Fig. 19 19a, \rhich represents the sum

4?’a%’+’
(a)

(b)

(c)

FIG. 15.19 .—Susceptance at r-f gap, The dashed line is the contribution of oscillator
resonator, dotted line the susreptanre of external cavity. solid line the sum. Tuning is
discontinuous in (a), barely continuous in (b), and smooth in (c).

of the susceptances.
The other two sketches represent cases in which
smooth tuning will be obtained.
“Pulling”
Pararneter.-.4
quantity somewhat similar to a “pulling
figure” can be defined as follows.
Let K be the fractional frequency
shift produced by a change of unit susceptance in the external load, at
an integral number of half wavelengths from the gap. The ordinary
pulling figure in magnetron practice is the frequency shift produced by
a load with a voltage standing-wave ratio of 1.5 moved through 360° in
phase, and is approximately 0.93joK.
From Eq. (37) it is evident that
at the center of the electronic-tuning range K will be just l/2 Q,,,. In the
cases of interest there will be some change in load conductance accompanying a change in susceptance, which ~~ill tend to increase K provided
+ # O. Also, 10SSin the output line, requiring the use of Eq. (40), will
Experiintroduce an asymmetrical variation in K with electrical tuning.
mentally, in the 2K25 tube, h’ is usually considerably larger at the
low-frequency half-power point than at the center of the mode, and its
From the definition of
variation with electronic tuning is complicated.
K it is easy to see that the slope of the broken line in Fig. 15.19 will be
merely l/K.
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~ropei%es
of a Cavity in Terms of Probability Functions .—The behavior
of the external cavity may be represented by Qo, the dissipative Q due
to internal losses, and by Q, and Q,, the Q’s of the windows (input and
output respectively),
which depend on the window sizes and on the
admittances p resented
to them. For
simplification
of the algebra, it is convenient to use 3,,, al, and &, the reciprocals
of these Q’s, in the derivation. 1 The concept of the 3’s may help to clarify the
m’2
meaning

of

the

term

Q when

applied

to

FIG. 1520.-Equivalent
circuit
for a cavitv in terms of ‘‘ nroba-

the

bility functions” & = ~.

cavity, for the b’s are simply proportional

windows

or

coupling

devices

of

a

.
to relative conductance
of each of the
three circuits associated with the cavity.
They are sometimes called
probability functions for they are related to the probability of energy
dissipation per cycle in the respective parts of the circuits.
If the equivalent circuit of Fig. 15.20 is considered, it is easy to show
that, for a generator con ‘uctance 51 representing a matched line as seen
from the cavity inpllt, Eq ~44) may be written as
(45)
Also, the power transmission through the cavity will be
(46)
where PO is the power dissipated in the load and PI is that available from
the generator.
The admittance presented to the oscillator in the conditions of Fig. 15. 17b will be
61(60 + 32) – j ~f
Y.=l++=l+

al

fo

c

(60+62

)’+4

(47)

y’
()-

As before, it is assumed that the plane of reference across which Y. is
seen is an integral number of half wavelengths from the r-f gap. It can
readily be shown that this is the most unfavorable situation for the
avoidance of discontinuities, for the part of the small circle in Fig. 15~17b
orthogonal to the constant-susceptance
contours is the part in which
the maximum rate of traverse with frequency is encountered.
Choice of Parameters to Avoid Discontinuities .—The maximum rate of
change of the imaginary part of Eq. (47) with respect to Aj/jo is found
1Note that these 6’s are not to be confused with the J used in Sec. 15.3.
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to be
–26,
(to + a,)’”

Hence the condition for continuous tuning—that the maximum slope of
the dotted line in Fig. 15.19 be less than that of the broken lin~may
be written
(48a)
or, in the mor~ familiar Q notation,
2
(48b)

Thus the problem of avoiding discontinuities in an arrangement of the
kind depicted in Fig. 15.18 is-reduced to a suitable choice of the cavity

(a)

(b)

FIG, 15Z1. -Susceptance
parameters.
hence

the

plings

will

of

course,

Q.,

given

Note

that

common
not
to

be the
be

Qo and

arrangement

made

most

Qz have
using

desirable.

with

due

(c)

at gap in case of stabilization.
relatively

larger

identical
The

input

choice

consideration

of

effects
and

of values
the

than

output

QI;
cou-

for the Q’s is,

desired

loaded

Q,

by
1

=80+6,+&=~+~+~

G

and of the power transmitted

CLI

Q,

Q,

through the cavity as given by Eq, (46),
Stabilization
by an External Cavit y,—Frequent y stabilization is
obtained if the phase of the admittance at the r-f gap caused by the
external circuit is the opposite to that shown in Fig, 15.17b. This
condition would be attained by making the distance from the reference
plane to the gap an odd number of quarter wavelengths instead of a
number of half wavelengths as before.
This situation is illustrated in
Fig. 15.21, corresponding to Fig, 15.19. In Fig. 15.21a there is good
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stabilization, as evidenced by the steepness of the curve of total susceptance with respect to frequency shift. When stabilization is good there
are two discontinuities.
Starting from the extreme negative end, the
frequency changes continuously tea, jumps tob, changes smoothly from
b to c, and then jumps to d. In the opposite direction the tube tunes
continuously to e, jumps to ~, goes continuously to g, and jumps to h.
There are no discontinuities in Figs. 1521tI and 1521c; Fig. 15-21b
represents a borderline case.
This method of stabilization has not been very practical, partly
because of the difficulty in keeping the correct line lengths but also
because it has been found necessary, in order to achieve sufficient stabilization, to work in an extreme condition of the type illustrated in Fig.
] 5.21a. Then, in order to get the tube “locked” to the cavity, a special
tune-up procedure is required because the tube will lock when first turned
on only if it happens to be tuned between points b and j, but it will stay
1 inked if tuned anywhere bet~~-eenc and g. In experimental cases the
difference was much larger than is indicated in the illustration.

CHAPTER
REFLEX-KLYSTRON

16
MODULATION

BY D. R. HAMILTON
16.1. Types of Modulation.-Many
of the modulation characteristics
and possible types of modulation of the reflex klystron are indicated by
the static operating characteristics shown in Figs. 124 and 1217.
A simple type of modulation is the square-wave amplitude modulation produced by square-wave modulating the reflector voltage; this is a
common technique in measurements work. .inother simple modulation
that has been
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useclreflex klystror
quencies adjacent to the oscillation
rnodul:~tion
cllal actcristirs:
output
power
P
frequency give rise to an output
~rld oscillation frequerlcy j :1s functions of
time
for
S1OWreflector-voltage
(V.)
modunoise power at these adjacent frelation.
quencies.
This subject is touched
upon briefly in the present chapter; the next chapter discusses in more
detail the importance of this noise modulation and presents a detailed
analysis and experimental data.
In addition to these commonly used or commonly occurring modulations, others suggest themselves for various purposes or simply for their
441
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Most of these may be grouped in the two cateown intrinsic interest.
gories of modulation of the reflector voltage and the beam current—or,
more generally, modulation of the reflection phase and the small-signal
electronic transconductance Q.. The effects of such modulation depend
on whether the modulating frequency is comparable to or much smaller
than the oscillation frequency.
Another possible type of modulation
with interesting characteristics is modulation by an external microwave
signal coupled directly into the resonant circuit.
In addition, there is
always the rnicrophonic modulation of the resonant frequency of
the cavity to contend with in
actual tubes.
The general subject of modulation will also be taken to include
transient phenomena; the most
important of these transients is
the initiation of oscillation when
the oscillator is suddenly turned
on.
Relative reflection-phase #(radians)
16.2. Stat i c Characteristics
Relevant to Low-frequency Modulation.-Before
discussing the details of dynamic modulation and
transient theory, it is worth while
to review those static characteristics that are relevant
to
modulation at sufficiently low freThese characteristics
quencies.
were treated by implication in
Chap. 12, and were summarized
there in Figs. 12.4,12.5, and 12.17.
The same information is presented
FIG. 16.2.—~scil1ation
frequency J’ and
in Fig. 16.2 in a slightly altered
relative output power PIP=.= as functions
manner; here two universal curves
of rela~ive reflection phase angle +, measured
(G,/Gm >> 1)
in radians: ideal oscillator
illustrate the way in which osciloperated at optimum load (G./G = 2.3).
lation frequency and relative output power depend upon the relative reflection transit angle O. The
relation between 4 and the actual electrode voltages has already been
discussed in Chap. 13. Figure 16.2 and all the statements of this section
refer to an oscillator for which G,/G~n >> 1 and n >> 1, and which is working into optimum load, that is G./G = 2.3. The analogous results for a
nonideal oscillator with small G,/G~K may be deduced from the general
data given in Chap. 12 for this case.
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Little need be said about the output-power characteristic in Fig. 16.2
beyond the fact that the half-power points are separated by a change
in reflection transit angle of 1.76 radians. Above these haff-power points
the characteristic has essentially the shape of a resonance curve.
The points that need to be mentioned specifically about Fig. 16.2
relate to the frequency dependence shown there. The following numerical results may be obtained from that figure and should be noted:
1. The electronic tuning range Af~, or the difference in the oscillation frequencies at the two half-power points, is 1.21~ti/Q or
approximately the bandwidth of the klystron cavity when loaded
for optimum output.
2. Since the mode has a reflection-transitiangle width of 1.76 radians
between half-power points, the mean electronic-tuning rate averaged between half-power points is —0.69jo/Q frequent y units per
radian.
3. Since tan 6 = – 2Q(w/aO – 1) by Eq. (12.4), the center-of-mode
tuning rate is —fO/2Q frequency units per radian.
The degree of linearity of frequency deviation with applied voltage
is thus shown by the fact that the frequency deviation at the half-power
point is 38 per cent larger than it would be if the center-of-mode tuning
rate applied throughout.
This nonlinearity diminishes as the frequent y
deviation diminishes; the frequency deviation which is half of that at
the half-power points is only 11 per cent greater than would be expected
from the center-of-mode tuning rate. Thus if a given frequency deviation is required from an oscillator, the only way to make the tuning
linear with the applied voltage is to make the half-power tuning range as
large as possible.
It can be seen from Fig. 16.2 that the same general prescription
holds true if the minimum amplitude modulation for a given frequency
modulation is desired.
As a numerical example, suppose that it is
desired to work between the 84 per cent power points; reference to Fig.
162 then shows that only the center half of the electronic-tuning range
may be utilized.
It thus appears that anything that acts to make an oscillator operate
with a low Q at optimum load has the effect of simultaneously optimizing
all the properties that are beneficial for frequency-modulated
operation:
namely, electronic-tuning range, rate and linearity of electronic tuning,
and absence of associated amplitude modulation.
As is seen in Chap. 12,
this minimization of the value of Q at optimum load corresponds to a
maximization of G,/&’, and, as far as concerns the choice of mode (value
of n) is concerned, this maximization of G.)uC is associated with a sacrifice of output efficiency,
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16.3. Limitations on the Use of Static Characteristics; the Quasistatic Approximation in Modulation Theory.---Static
characteristics give
no information regarding transients, and their implications as to periodic
modulation become more and more faulty as the modulation frequency
is raised. A more exact analysis of modulation must be based upon an
analysis of bunching and of circuit behavior when the relevant voltages
and currents and parameters are not constants or single-frequency
sinusoidal functions of time.
This analysis is carried out in the next few
sections.
It is, however, considerably simplified by certain approximations; these are suggested and made palatable by considering what goes
wrong with the static characteristics as the modulation frequency is
increased or as transients are examined in greater detail.
Consider, for example, a sudden decrease in beam current or in
The amplitude of oscillation
small-signal electronic transconductance.
approaches its new and lower value with the difference decaying expo.4
——.
nentiallY as e ZQ; the process requires a finite time because the surplus
energy stored in the circuit must be dissipated before the new equilibrium
amplitude is reached.
On the other hand, the consequence of a sudden change in reflection
phase from 01 to o? (and hence in the equilibrium ~-alue of oscillation
frequency from al to u,) can not be deduced as simply from conservation of energy.
In general, however, the initial output sine ~vave at
frequency O, and the final equilibrium sine wave at co, do not correspond
to the same values of voltages and currents (or zeroth and first derivatives of either variable) at the instant of change in O; and since these
latter quantities must be physically continuous (by conservation of

(-&+’)wd

is set up at the
energy !), a transient oscillation described by e
instant of change in +. Thins, the requirement of continuity in the voltages and currents has the consequence that the eventual pure sine wave
at OZ is initially mixed up with an exponentially damped sine wave at
Centralizing from these illusMO,the resonant frequency of the cavity,
trations, any sudden change in conditions of oscillation is followed by an
exponential approach to the new equilibrium.
This is a general property
of the differential equations of forced simple harmonic motion.
The consequences of sinusoidal modulation are less easily visualized
in detail because they are essentially the consequences of on exponential
pursuit of a continuously changing eqllilibriurn point.
It is clear, however, that if the modulation period become: comparable to the circuit,
1 A large part of the remainder
E. Feenberg
and D. R. Hamilton,
Report

5221.1040,

Aug. 30>1945.

of this chapter is based on the following report:
“ Theory of Ilodlllation
of Rctiex Klystrons, ”

Sperry Gyroscope Co. Research Laboratories, Garden City, X. Y.,
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decay time, then with sinusoidal modulation, just as with discontinuous.
change, the r-f voltages and currents are not able to follow the applied
electrode voltages instantaneously;
static characteristics
no longer
Since the time constant of the
necessarily describe the modulation.
exponential approach to equilibrium is 2Q/w 0, the higher the Q the lower
the modulation frequency at which dynamic effects begin to have an
influence.
Thus, the customarily sizable circuit Q necessitates an analysis of
modulation from a dynamic, as distinguished from a static, point of
The circuit Q sets certain
view, but it also simplifies this analysis.
limits on those modulation frequencies that have appreciable effects;
this limitation of the relevant modulation frequencies in turn permits the
use of a convenient simplifying approximation and method of treatment.
The limitation comes about because, by an extension of the previous
qualitative argument, the rate of variation of the r-f variables is limited
by the circuit Q; if too high a modulation rate is used, the oscillator
To say the same thing another way,
simply ignores the modulation.
a high-Q circuit acts as a filter in suppressing any modulation sidebands
Therefore there is little point
that are far from the carrier frequency.
in considering in detail any applied modulation for which all the generated
sidebands lie far outside the pass band of the oscillator circuit.
Although modulation effects die out when the order of magnitude of
the modulation frequency greatly exceeds ti/Q, this does not mean that
modulation at all higher frequencies produces negligible effects on the
output signal; when the modulation frequency approaches U( 1 – I/Q),
modulation effects become important once mm-e. To make this point,
clear by an illustration, suppose that the beam current is modulated at
a circular frequency w + Q separated by the lo~v frequency o from the
oscillation frequency 0. Such modulation is later found to have the
same effect as does the addition of small components, of frequency
u + Q, to the bunched

beam

a modulation

low

at the

current.
frequency

Ihlt this is exactly
Q would

hare.

the effect
lIore

that

generally,

at a frequency
nu f Q near one of the harmonim of w
may be represented by an equivalent modulation at the. low frequency Q.
This equivalence is later shown in detail f~r Yarious specific modulations. For the moment, however, these conslderat ions are only briefly
introduced in order to delineate the resultant limitation of the relevant
modulation frequencies.
As has already been stated, this limit at ion is the basis for a considerable simplification in the dynamir analysis of modulation and transients.
The simplification arises from the fact that \vith mod~llation frequencies
‘il and nu ~ ~—where fI/ti << l—all oscillator parameters and all r-f
amplitudes and phases ~’ary only slightly in one period of the oscillation
any modulation
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or carrier frequency w This means, to a good approximation, that the
relation between the momentary bunched beam current and the momentary r-f gap voltage is simply that of” static” bunching theory.
Such an
approximation, in which quantities that vary slowly with time are considered constant over a cycle, is referred to as the “quasi-static approximation. ” The detailed application of the quasi-static approximation
may be seen in the remainder of the present chapter, in which this
approximation
is used. The eventual theoretical results should be
accurate for fl/u <0.1.
16.4. Description of Modulation; the Small-signal Approximation.—
It is a standard procedure to describe a modulated wave in terms of the
Fourier analysis into the carrier wave and the various sidebands.
With
the use of the Fourier integral this procedure becomes sufficiently general
to allow the treatment of a wave modulated in any aperiodic way, as
by a transient.
The use of the quasi-static approximation suggests a
slightly different and perhaps more intuitive description, which utilizes
a simple generalization of the nomenclature used for the unmodulated
wave.
Thus in Chap. 9 the instantaneous gap voltage v was given by
(1)

v = Re (Vie’w’) = Re ( –jVc@’)

If in the modulated or
where V was a real constant [see Eq. (9.1)].
transient case a is taken to be the equilibrium oscillation frequency, then
the above expression for v still holds with V a (complex) slowly varying
function of time. As distinguished from V, the instantaneous gap
vector amplitude of the
voltage, V may be called the “momentary”
r-f gap voltage.
The same generalization may be used to describe any other modulated
r-f variable, such as the components of the bunched beam current; the
discussion makes use of V simply as representative of all these other
variables.
The general procedure omits further specification of the
time-dependence of momentary voltage and current amplitudes in discussing quasi-static bunching and oscillator circuit relations.
However,
the remainder of this section is concerned with periodic modulation as
distinct from transients.
When periodic modulation is discussed as
such, V may be expressed as a Fourier series with components at the
fundamental and various harmonics of the modulation (or equivalent
low-frequency modulation) frequency, and these components m-e the
unknowns of the problem.
In an analysis of periodic modulation, where V may be expressed as
a Fourier

series

plification

may

in the modulation
be made

is seen in later sections

frequency,

if the modulation

that the importance

a further
is assumed

important
to be small.

of this assumption

simIt

lies in the

I
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manner in which it makes modulations at different modulation frequencies
additive in their effects; at large modulation, nordinearities in the bunching process make the situation more complicated.
The preservation of
linearity by the use of small signals means that any applied modulation
may be analyzed into its Fourier components, each of which constitutes
an isolated problem; thus only the question of an applied modulation
This smallconsisting of a single pure sine wave need be considered.
signal approximation is introduced here with these sketchy comments
because it is used in the immediately subsequent discussion; the statements about the bunching process are discussed in more detail in the
next section.
A sine wave of circular frequency u, amplitude modulated at a circular
frequency Q, may be Fourier-analyzed by simple trigonometric relations
into a carrier wave at u plus two sidebands occurring at the sum and
difference frequencies o f Q A similarly phase- or frequency-modulated sine wave is equivalent to a carrier at the frequency u plus an
infinite number of sidebands occurring at frequencies o f n f? where
But in the latter case, if the phase or frequency
n=l,2,
. ..m.
modulation is small enough, the only appreciable and relevant sidebands
are those adjacent to the carrier at u ~ Q. Since the present discussions
are to be confined to small-signal theory, any combination of amplitude
and phase modulation will give rise to only two sidebands, at o f Q.
Since the wave trains and sideband structures produced by phase and
frequency modulation are identical, and since this type of modulation is
most easily thought of as phase modulation in the present case, frequency
modulation is not referred to further.
A carrier voltage with two completely arbitrary sidebands is described
by Eq. (1) and the following equation:
v = Voa = Vo(ao + a+f?jfl’ + a-c-~Q’).

(2)

(The various a’s are an additional notation introduced here for convenience in the later development. ) This equation is the Fourier analysis
of V as referred to earlier, with only two timedependent terms because
Just as V/VO is taken to be real in
of the small-signal assumption.
Chap. 9, so now a, may be taken as real as a matter of convenience
without affecting the final results. The relative phase and magnitude
of the complex quantities a+ and a_ depend on the specific type of modulation that Eq. (2) serves to describe.
The complex instantaneous voltage Vleiw~= –jVe~w’ is thus the sum
of three vectors rotating counter clockwise in the complex plane at
angular frequencies u, u t fl. The physical significance of the normalized sideband voltages a+ is most easily seen by considering the motion
of these two sideband vectors with respect to the normalized carrier
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voltage CM,as shown in Eq. (2); a+e~otand a–e–~ntrotate counter clockwise and clockwise respectively at the angular modulation frequency
Q about a,, as sho\vn in Fig. 163.
This motion of a+e’nt + a_e–’o’ with
respect to ao is s101vcompared with the rotation of the total normalized
voltage vector –jaci”’ about the origin. Hence it is apparent from
Fig. 163 that the instantaneous real part of CX+C’n’+ a_e-’n’ gives the
momentary change in the voltage amplitude; the imaginary part of
(a+e’” + a_e-~o’) /a, gives the momentary

jn t

phase

wave,
deviations

Real axis

FIG.163.-~onlPosition of tilecor.plex
at the frequency
+ ~_e-,Qt,
applications

is convenient
for phase

in which

modulated-at
these

at themodula-

is

least

all

equations

to define two new normalized

and amplitude)

oscillate

phasc but not the amplitude

!2. CI = ao +

which

small-signal

shift in the voltage
phase and amplitude

tion frequency fl,
When a+ = a:, the amplitude
but not the phase of a and of the
instantaneous r-f gap voltage is
modulated; when a+ = —a:, the

normalized gap-y oltage vector a, in the
presence of phase and amphtude modu-

lati:;,
~+e

These

that

of a is

to first order,
matters

in the

will be used.

voltages

Thus

aF and ad

it

(P and A

as follow-s:

*_=a+—
~p

a*.
—,

~A

Za+ = a.. + a:;

=

Q’+

+

CT!;

(3a)

2a: = a~ – a;.

(3b)

The magnitudes and phases of a, and a. thus indicate the magnitude
and phase of the amplitude and phase modulation of the instantaneous
r-f gap ~olt,age; aP and u indicate the relative voltage response of phasemodulation

and

amplitude-modulation

receivers

signal of the modulated
oscillator.
The quantities
a. and a, are proportional
an amplitude-modulation
A given
excursion
product

phase-modulated
in phase
of this

the response
This

or a hypothetical
wave-train
excursion

in frequency

and

the

of a frequency-modulated

suggests

an f-m receiver

the definition

to the relative

the

modulation

receiver

of the quantity

either

that

output

response

phase-modulation

may be described

or by an excursion

phase

recei\-ing

by a given

is equal

to the

frequency;

is proportional

a, to which

of

receiver.

hence
to

fki~.

the response

of

is proportional:

n

()

a’ = % a’”
The significance of CM and a, may be put in analytical
expressing a in terms of cu and CMinstead of at:

(4)
form by
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(5)
This relationship holds true only for la~l <<ao, la~l <<aO—that is, for
the small-signal theory.
To this approximation, Eqs. (2) and (5) are exactly equivalent ways
of expressing the value of atousein
Eq. (l).
InEq. (2) the voltagesat
thethree frequenciesti, u f O are explicitly separated in a form convenient for calculating the effect of the voltage modulation on the bunching
process; this is therefore the form that is used in the bunching theory.
The primary purpose of Eq. (5) is to emphasize the function of the
normalized voltages a-Aand aP defined in Eqs. (3).
16.5. Bunching in the Presence of Gap-voltage Modulation or Transients.—Usually the reason for the existence of a modulation of the r-f
gap voltage and of the output signal is a modulation of one of the oscillator parameters such asl G. or 6,. In the transient state when such
modulation has just been initiated, the parameter modulation initially
causes a bunched beam current modulation, which in turn causes r-f gapvoltage modulation;
subsequently, or in the steady state, both r-f
gap-voltage modulation and parameter modulation cause bunched-bmmSince small-signal modulation is
current modulation simultaneously.
assumed, the two modulations ~vill not interfere with each other and may
be calculated
gap-voltage
of the

over-all

arising

directly

(parameter
applied

The current

independently.
modulation

modulation,
from

modulation)

modulation.

two contributions

modulation

will be the same regardless
the

but

that

part

modulation

must

of

be calculated

It is convenient
to the bunched

caused

of the

current

applied
anew

current.

11 = Re(i,e~W’)

source

modulation

electrode
for each

to use a different

beam

by a given

of the original

voltages

new type

notation

of

for these

Thus
(6)

is the instantaneous value of the fundamental component of that part of
bunched beam current caused by the modulated r-f gap voltage;
AII = Re(~ileiw’)

(7)

is the corresponding contribution arising from the primary parameter
modulation.
Like a, both i, and li, are slowly varying complex functions of time. The present section is concerned with deducing the properties of il and 11, the next section with those of Ail and AII.
In an oscillator in which an applied parameter has just been suddenly
changed, m-ith the result that the oscillator is in the transient state of
1In this chapter OOis the unmodulated value of reflection transit angle; the
symbol 0, used to denote this same quantity in Chap. 12, is reserved here for subsequent use as the modulated reflection transit angle.
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approaching
its new equilibrium,
Ail = O because the “applied paramis only instantaneous.
The calculation of i, is the
eter modulation”
same as it is when modulation is continuous, until detailed assumptions
are made about the specific time dependence of a.

General Bunching Relations uithan R-f Gap Voltage of Time-dependent
Phase and Amplitude. -To
the limits of accuracy of the quasi-static
approximation, the general relation between il and a is a simple one.
The absolute value of i, is 210Jl(X), when X = Mttj al/2.
If aOis
used, in a sense somewhat broader than that of Eq. (2), to denote either
the time-independent or final equilibrium value of a, then the timeindependent or final equilibrium value of X may be denoted by Xo, where

Mt?OaO.
x, = ~,

(8)

then X is given by
x

_

XO14.

(9)

ffo
Similarly the time-independent part of i,, fundamental component
the bunched beam current, is denoted by i,”; by Eq. (99),
Lo = –je-’+210J,(Xo).
By the quasi-static

assumption,

of i10 by the factor a/la[.

the phase

of

(lo)
of i, is modified

from

that

Thus all told,
~1=—

je-~+21J, (x)a
Iffl

(11)

with X given by Eq. (9).

E~ect of Steady-state

Sinusoidal

Modulation

of R-f Gap Voltage.—

Equation (11), which is general as long as the quasi-static bunching
limitation on modulation rate holds true, is now particularized somewhat
for the case of a steady-state sinusoidal modulation of a at the frequency
Q For this purpose it is convenient to use the sideband expression for
a in Eq. (2). The equivalent expression in terms of the degree of phase
and amplitude modulation is given in Eq. (5). For small-signal modulation, that is, with
\a+l << al),

lcl_[ << cl,,

it follows that
(12)
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Since

J,(X)

=

Jl(xo)

[

1 +*J

;(X

–x-o)

J
1

it follows from Eqs. (9), (11), and (12) that

Comparison of Eqs. (2) and (13) verifies that the phases of il/ilo
and a/aO are the same, as they should
be; thus any phase modulation of a
5
4
is reproduced in il. The relative
amplitude modulation of a and i I are -0 3
not the
X,

same

> 1.84,

nonlinear

in magnitude

in

sign;

relation

the

between

and X, is obvious

for

nor,

reason,

~ *

the

il or .l ,(X)

from Fig. 9s5.

1
@
00

The

deviation from unity of the function
XOJ~(X ,)/J 1(X,),
which appears in

Eq. (13),

is a measure

linearity.

It is convenient

this nonlinearity
K(xo)

of

=

by

the

~_

;

The function

K(X~)

2

3

4

FIG,

16.4,—Dependence

on

equi-

librium bunching parameter XO of the

non-

to specify
function

‘Unction ‘(X”)”

~(xo):

XOJ;(XO)

~

~ _

xOJO(xo)

J,(XO)-1

[

and that K(2.405)

this

1

Equilibrium bunching parameter X.

2J1(XO)

is shown in Fig. 16.4.

= XOJ2(XO)

–

It is to be noted

= 1; X0 = 2.405 is found

in Chap.

~14)

2J, (X,)
that K(O)

= O

12 to be the value

of the bunching parameter at the center of a mode at optimum load with
Ge/G >>1.
An analysis of i, into sideband components, corresponding to Eq. (2)
for a, shows some of the interesting consequences of the difference in the
relative amplitude modulations of a and il. In a form similar to Eq. (2),
i I may be written
i
==
2,0

1 +

‘~

e?~t

+

Le–l~t.
810

(15)

A comparison of Eqs. (13) and (15) indicates, with the aid of Eq. (14)
and some rearranging, that
il+
-=
‘ala

(l–

K) flJ-K:

–K:+(l–

(16a)

K):.

(16b)
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two

voltage

in producing
the bunched beam
K = 1 at loading for maximum

1; and at this particular

sideband

language

Modulation
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operating
by
the

the

point,
opposite

nonlinearity

to be discussed

of the translation

from

sidecurrent
output
by Eq.
voltage
of the

later;

it

phase-and-

language.
with

a Spectrum

oj

ilfodulation

Frf -

quencies.—Another point of comparison bet~}-een Eqs. (13) or (16) and
Eq. (2) that should be noted, although it is mathematically trivial, is
the fact that the voltage sidebands at a t O generate current sidebands
This is simply a consequence
only at w ~ Q and at no other frequencies.
For sizable modulation,
of the assumption of small-signal modulation.
longer
k
true,
comparable current sidebands
such that lcr+l << aO m
; but for small modulation, the modulating
occur at ~ * fl, 2f2, 3CI, c .
signal may be decomposed into its components at various frequencies Q;
each component has t~~-osidebands at u t Q and each acts independently
of other component frequencies of the signal. Consequentlyj the theory
of small-signal modulation at a single frequency is very easily generalized
to cover any arbitrary small-signal modulation inl-olving a spectrum of
frequencies.
This point is briefly commented upon in the preceding
section.
16.6. Effect of Primary Modulation of oscillator Parameters.—It
has already been noted that an additional modulation of the bunched
beam current also often arises from the primary modulation of oscillator
parameters; the complex amplitude of this contribution, which is present
only with continuous modulation, was denoted by Ail. As in gap-voltage
modlllationj this source contributes nothing to iIO; hence~il may be written

The values of Aii will now be calculated for a series of different primary
parameter modulations.
Low-jrequmcy Beam-current .Vodulation.-The
first parameter modulation to be considered is the low-frequency modulation of the beam
current at the frequency L’, as indicated thus:
I = l.[l

+ m cos (W + -t)].

(1s)

~This was first noted in .J.K, Knipp, “Theory of N’oiee from the Reflex Oscillator, ”
RL Report No. 873, Jan. 10, 1946. See also Chap. 17.
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current
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because
current
Thus

comparison with 13q. (18) shows that
(19)

High-frequency Beam-current Modulation. --Ily
modulation

of 10 at a frequency

from one of the harmonirs,

(no +

this term is meant

Q) distant

the

Ijy the small ammmt

nu, of the oscillation

Q

frequency:

Here the frequency Q may bc either positive or negative.
From the
usual quasi-static viewpoint, the momentary values of I and of the
bunched beam current are those calculated on the basis of a modulation
of 10 at the harmonic frequency nu and with the momentary phase
of the results (f
(fu + 7). This principle allows a direct application
Sec. 9.9 where it is shown that a beam-current modulation

I = 1,,[1
+ m Cos (rut+
gives rise to the following

fundamental

7)]

component

(!)(;6)
of the bunched

beam

current:

By replacing,

in these
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Chap.
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pllil~e

-y hy

The value of Ail+/i10 is almost the same as for LZ’,- iIO, except
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is the fact
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Ail+ _ [ –jd~ – Jo(XO)] ~ei7,
(n = 1),
2J,(X,)
ilo
– 77ze-~~J2(X~)
AiI_
~.
‘
2J, (x 0)
‘lIo
–mei~J.–l(Xo)
A;I+
~.
(n > 1),
—?
2J, (xo)
~10
Ai,-

—

(–]

(21)

(22)

)ne-’Vn~~+,(XO).

2J , (X,)

i10

Low-frequency Reelection-time Modulation .-The
reflection time 80
affects the components of the bunched beam current in two ways: through
the dependence on 00 of both the bunching parameter and the relative
phase ~. The bunching parameter is proportional to 00, whereas o is a
small difference between the value of fIOfor a given electrode voltage
and the value of % at the center of the modes; since 00>> 1 usually, a
Hence
small change in 00 makes a much larger change in o than in X.
the effect of reflection-time modulation on the bunching parameter and
the magnitude of the current components is ignored, and only the effects
on the phase of the bunched current are considered.
The modulated value of do is denoted by o and is taken as
O = O.[l +

m

cos (W + y)];

hence if 00 is the d-c value of O, the momentary value is
(23)
For me, <<1,

and since this is the only factor through which this modulation
the bunched beam current,
Ail~
~.
‘110

High-frequency
low-frequent

thus the effect

is

taken

–jm@Oe*ir

modulation,

amplitude

in the discussion
effects

of

are ignored;

of the modulation

as equivalent

to the modulation

4 = 00 + @O cos [(W
Just as in high-frequency
approximation

(24)

2“

Reelection-time Modulation. -As

y reflection-time

affects

allows

+

beam-current

representation

of this

fJ)~+ 71.
modulation,
modulation

(25)
the quasi-static
as modulation
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phase (~ + (M).

e = 6, + ?720, Cos (n’@t + 7),

where ~ is constant, is found to give the following fundamental component
of the bunched beam current:

By replacing, in these equations, the constant phase -yby the momentarily
constant phase (W + ~), these equations are made applicable to the
present case to the degree of accuracy of the quasi-static approximation.
The result is
Ail+
-.
%10

jrnOO(– l)”+l.Jn+l(XO)ej~
2J1(XO)

(26a)
(26b)

Since the modulation is applied between the first and second gap-transits
of the beam, there is no such sideband at u + Q in the first gap-transit
as there was in the case of high-frequency current modulation.
16.7. Driving of a Resonant Circuit by a Slowly Changing R-f Current.—Before considering the modulated oscillator as a whole, two necessary steps must be taken. The first of these, deduction of the bunched
beam current generated by the modulated r-f gap voltage and by the
primary parameter modulation, has just been discussed; the second step,
investigation of the way in which such a time-varying r-f current drives a
The time dependence of
resonant circuit, is discussed in this section.
the fundamental bunched beam current component il will initially be
left completely arbitra~, and will then be particularized to the case of a
pure sine-wave modulation.
Any time-varying r-f current, periodic or aperiodic, may be Fourieranalyzed into its components at various frequencies; and the over-all
response of the resonant circuit, since the latter is composed of linear
elements, may be obtained by adding up the individual responses to
This approach is
each frequency component of the bunched beam.
used in the next chapter in discussing noise modulation, but the present
section continues with the perhaps more intuitive quasi-static procedure
used so far in this chapter.
Thus there is deduced a differential equation describing the way in which the momentary r-f gap voltage is determined by the momentary bunched beam current; this clifferential equation
is applicable to transients and to continuous modulation alike. When
particularized to the case of a sinusoidally modulated driving current,
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the differential equation may be reduced to linear relations between the
carrier and sideband amplitudes of the driving current and the r-f gap
voltage.
As has already been noted, the linearity of the circuit elements
makes driving current sidebands at a f Q produce voltage sidebands
only at u f o; hence no interaction between the effects of current sidebands at different values of 0 need be considered.
The present section is concerned solely with the driving of the
resonant circuit, without any reference to the origin of the driving current. To forestall a suspicion of confused nomenclature, however, an
anticipatory comment about the use of the results of Sees. 16.5 and 16.6
should be made. There it was found that when the over-all modulation
is the result of continued
modulation
of one of the oscillator
parameters
(more

concretely,

eter modulation
lated

current
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the

i, that
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o + a, the effects of \vhich may
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-=J-1#

LA
hFIG.16.5,—Equivalent circuit for resonant
cavity, used in discussion of driving of
resonant cavity by a modulated r-f current.
RS = l~GQj; .klI~ = Re (JfiIe~Wt); V = Re
( – jVe)ti’); e = (l/Q) Re (fleioL),

voltage
generator
wlthm‘Ue
the ‘0’cu-be
‘escr’bed
as being”
a
cuit itself.
It is convenient
to
develop

the circuit
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which

the

modulation

effect

by

located
in

of

is always

by an equivalent
denoted

and

in a unified

n/Q,

oscillator
manner

the

represented

voltage

16.5.

output,

of a generator

within the circuit,

Fig.

in

primary

Thus

as shown
when

the

physical driving current is il + Ail, the effect will be represented as due
to a driving current il and an output voltage Ii/Q from the eqllivalent
voltage

generator.

Cavity

sented

as a series

resistance

corresponding

shunt

and
Ii.,

load
given

losses
by

are for

con~enience

repre-

Re = l/GQ2 where G is the

conductance,

The details of this equivalent voltage generator are discussed later.
This brief discussion of the equivalent oscillator circuit of Fig, 16.4 has
been carried out so as to make clear that the use of only ,Vi, to represent,
the driving current is not a conflict of notation with the mevious section:
this discussion is also intended to make temporarily palatable the introThe topic of the moment is the folduction of the voltage generator,
lowing: Given a resonant circuit, driven as in Fig. 16.5 by shunt current
and series voltage generators with instantaneous outputs
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CIRCUIT

(27a)

(i,e~w’)

(27b)

& = ~ Re (Eeitif),
Q

in which il and E are slowly varying functions of time; what is the value
of the instantaneous gap voltage v and the instantaneous circuit current
IO? @ more to the point, what k the time dependence of a?
The instantaneous signal-generator
current and circuit current of
Fig. 16.5 are MI, and Z. respectively.
The latter may be immediately
disposed of by noting that the rate of change of the instantaneous electromagnetic energy $CV z stored in the capacitance C is given by

and hence that

1. = c :

The vanishing of the instantaneous
of Fig. 16.1 may be written as follows:

I,
0=v+W+LZ–8.
Utilizing

the value

as usual w is taken
state, the above

of 1. from

voltage drop around the circuit

dI.

Eq. (2S), and writing

to be the frequency

equation

(28)

– MI,.

~’

-

dV/d(@,

Where

of 11 and v in the equilibrium

becomes

Here Ui = l/LC.
Since Eq. (29) is linear with real coefficients, the real quantities therein
may be replaced by the corresponding vector (complex) quantities of
which the real parts are taken in Eqs. (1), (2), and (27).
If this change is
made and the differentiation indicated in Eq. (29) is carried out, the
latter becomes

Here ti/w. may be set equal to unity except in the resonance term
(1 – w’/ti~); and in the right-hand member of the equation, the driving
term, i{ and ii/Q maybe neglected compared with L; i{/il is small because
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Writing, as usual,

the above form of Eq. (29) becomes

a“+

()

2j+;

.’+~(l+2jQ@a=;

&.–

M.
—
GQV, ‘1’

(30)

This, then, is a general equation giving the momentary gap voltage
of a resonant circuit in terms of the momentary driving current and
voltage shown in Fig. 16.5. It holds not only for a reflex oscillator, but
equally well for the output circuit of any klystron or of any other device
described by Fig. 16.5. In the equilibrium case (that is,
~!

=

~fr

=

E = 0),

this equation reduces to the familiar

“

= ‘~avo

Mi,
= G(l + 2jQ@”

In subsequent sections the circuit relations given by Eq. (30) are correlated wit h the bunching relations from Sec. 16.5 to determine the
behavior of the oscillator as a whole.
16.8. Transient Phenomena; Pulse Buildup.-A
transient state, as
the expression is used in this chapter, refers to the approach to a new
equilibrium after a sudden change in some oscillator parameter or applied
voltage.
One of the most common transient phenomena in the reflex
oscillator is the buildup of the amplitude of oscillation from zero when
the various applied voltages or oscillator parameters are suddenly given
values permitting oscillation.
Since in much common usage the duration of a condition allowing oscillation is very short, of the order of
magnitude of a microsecond, the nature of the resultant output pulse is
considerably influenced by the time taken for oscillation to build up
initially.
The transient phenomena in such a “pulse buildup” are analyzed
with the aid of the bunching relations and circuit relations of the preceding sections; such an analysis serves as an illustration of the method to be
The final results must, of course,
used with other transient phenomena.
be subjected to a requirement of self-consistency in that they must not
indicate a buildup so rapid as to be out of line with the quasi-static
approximation.
The results of the calculation meet this requirement, as
is almost obvious from the beginning; and they are in good agreement
w-ith experiment, as a final illustrative comparison shows.

TRANSIENT
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Gemmd Oscillator Relations in Transient Phenomenu.-T’he
necessary
information for a discussion of transient phenomena is given in Eqs. (11 )
and (30), which show respectively the generation of il by the processes
of velocity modulation and bunching, and the driving of the oscillator
circuit by il. These equations may be simplified somewhat bef ore being
Thus in transient
combined to give the over-all oscillator behavior.
phenomena, the parameter modulation is not continual but consists
merely of the discontinuous change that initiates the transient; hence
Ail and E are zero.
Another simplification may be made if the limiting form of Eqs. (11)
and (30) in the equilibrium case is noted.
Here a’ = a“ = O in Eq.
Combined, these two
(30), and i, = i10 = –je–~~21#l(X ~) in Eq. (11).
equations then give

which is simply Eq. (12.3) in slightly altered f orm, as it should be. Thus,
the statement in the preceding section—that 6 and a refer to the timeindependent or final equilibrium oscillator frequency—is justified.
Using
in Eq. (30) the above relation for (1 + 2jQ~) and the value of il from
Eq. (11), and setting E = O, the oscillator equation applicable to transient
phenomena in general is found to be

a“+
Pulse
oscillation

[

()

je-j~ Ge —
2J,(X,)
“’+TR
x,

z~+i

the particular

Buildup.—In
when

the

oscillator

a very

detail.

by far the largest

During

2J,(x)/x

low noise

= 1, and the coefficient

level,

when

X

~ _ 2J,(XO)

1 G,

a=ac

4
()

[

Eq. (31) becomes

a“ +
This equation
now be solved
t = O, taken
Eqs.

for

subject

the

when

transient

buildup

on, ” the

is discussed

later

(31) is constant.

is written

in more
X <<1,
In most

as —jae–>~, where

‘W*IJ
normalized

boundary

gap

conditions.

G. or @is suddenly

a has some value

of

oscillation

period

’32)

a’ – jae–~~a = O.

momentary

to the proper

as the time

(31) and (32),

2j + ~

(31)

1

is made if the coefficient
of a in
to (2~l(XO) /XO – 1] right up to

If this coefficient

= X,.

~ = ~

of the buildup

of a in Eq.

practical
instances
a negligible
error
Eq, (31) is assumed to be proportional
the point

of the
“turned

which

portion

2J,(X)
x

case

is suddenly

must start from

-

a~ determined

(33)
voltage

a must

At the instant

given the value used in
by shot noise in the
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beam or thermal fluctuations in the circuit; a(0) = cw, a’(0) = O. Since
a(0) is a noise fluctuation voltage, the boundary condition a’(0) = O is
not especially significant; but this fact does not matter much, since the
only effect of thk latter boundary condition is to introduce a subtransient,
that decays exponentially.
If only that part of the solution which
builds up exponentially is written, a is gi~en by

Thus,
phase
tion

in addition

shift linear
of frequency

voltage

to

an

exponential

in time-or
from

is proportional

what

the equilibrium
to se@,

increase

is the same
value.

the frequency

in

a there

thing,
Since

during

is also

a constant

a

devia-

the instantaneous
buildup

is

4 +isin’+
there

is no frequency

nential

increase

approaches
By

Rqs.

shift

at the center

in a and

the

constant

and

the exponential

of the mode.
frequency

shift

Both
taper

the expooff as X

.Y~.
(32)

(34),

time

constant

to is gi~-en by

(35)
For an oscillator
load

for maximum

in which
output,

G, ‘GDE >> 1 and whirb
G, G

is working

at optimum

Here and
tuning range, For

= 2.32 and Q A~;. (f = 1.21.

in what follows, Aj”,,+is the lmlf-pov-er
this ideal oscillator,

electronic

(36)
Thus, the time in radians required for the oscillation to build Llp by a
factor c at d = O is approximately 2,’ (fractional electronic-tuning range).
Since many practical oscillators [drx-i:lte widely from the ide:~l oscillator,
any actual numerical calculation sho~dd be based on IZq. (35) ; an e.sample
of su[Ih a calcultition and a comparison of the result Ivith experiment are
given later,
If Eq. (34) is rewritten as

apparent that ~if the final equilibri~~rn YLLIUC
tlmt ja takes up is az,
ths time r required to build up from the initial a.!- to the fin:il CYF
is gi~,en
by

it k

(38)
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Initial Noise Level is thus of considerable importance.
With no beam
current at all, the mean-square fluctuation voltage across the r-f gap
due to the Johnson thermal noise in the equivalent shunt conductance
G of the resonator is given by
~

=
T

()

4kT Aj.

Voltsz,

G

where Aj, is now the cavity bandwidth, not the electronic-tuning range;
k, Boltzmann’s constant, is 1.4 X 10-2’ joules/degree and G is measured
in mhos. To thk ~r corresponds an a, which may be denoted by ar,
given by
(39)
If, however, there is beam current passing through the resonator,
the shot noise provides a fluctuation current ~’ = 2e10 Af., where e is
the charge
current

on the electron,

induces

us, which

e = 1.6 X 10–’g coulombs.

an r-f gap

is given

voltage

corresponding

This fluctuation

to an a, denoted

by

by

(+0)
In practical oscillators, a.>>
buildup

of gap voltage

is proportional

to

(1 — e–otj~)—that

elapsed from the time the beam
up from

a~ by the process

by a factor

of only about

that the initial
made to Eq.
excitation,

By application

a..

noise

is, a = aS after

current

of oscillator
e in this time.

level

is effectively

(38) for the time required

Eq.

of Eq.

that is due to shot noise it appears

(38) would

is turned
buildup

on.

(30)

to the

that this buildup
Q/m cycles have
If a \vere building

it ~~ould have

increased

Since a. << a,, it appears,
a.~ = as; if any correction
to go from

then,
~vere

aT to aS by shot noise

read

(41)
Pulse Buildup in the 2K25.—:Is
an illustration of the foregoing relations, the type 2K25 reflex klystron may be considered.
For the 2K25,
For the (n = 5)-mode, allowM = 0.65, VO = 300 volts, and 10 = 20 ma.
ing for absorption

of beam

current

on grids,

these numbers

indicate

G. = 1.9 X 10-4 mhos.
An observed starting current with zero external load of 7 to 10 ma,
together with the above value of G,, indicates that at load for maximum
output G’,/G = 1.5 or G = 1.3 X 10–4 mhos. From this same starting
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current may be deduced Q Afti/f = 0.6; for Aj~~ = 55 Me/see at f = 9400
Me/see, this gives Q = 100, which also agrees with cold measurements,
so these results are consistent so far. The above value of G would be
made falsely high by any reflector phase aberrations and therefore needs
a little reducing.
The end result for the ingredients of a numerical calculation are: Q = 100; G = 1.0 X 10–4 mhos; Aj. = 94 Me/see; f = 9400
Me/see; G./G = 1.5; ZO= 13 ma on first passage of the beam through
the resonator.
These numbers give, with the foregoing equations,
a’s = 1.35 x 10–5,
aT = 4.2 X 10–7,
~E = 0.17,
& = 400
radians,
w = 400 in 12,600 + 200 = 4000
r = 640 cycles = 0.07
psec.

radians,

Since the starting time observed under comparable conditions varies
between 0.1 and 0.05 psec, the agreement is good.
16.9. General Oscillator Relations with Sinusoidal Modulation.—
As has already been noted several times, any periodic modulation may,
to the degree of accuracy of the small-signal approximation, be subj ected
to a Fourier analysis and the effects of each of its component frequencies
considered separately.
Thus the momentary amplitudes a, E, and il
that appear

in the circuit

Eq. (11), have already

equation,

been written

Eq.

(30),

and the bunching

in a form that covers

equation,

the general

case:

il = ilo + il+e~o’ + il_e–’*’,

(2)
(15)

E = E+e’ ‘f + E_e-’n’.

(42)

a =

C-Zo+

a+eint

+

a_e–l ‘t,

In the discussion of the bunching theory in Sees. 16.5 and 166, the
values of ilo, ilf for given CYO,
af have been determined [Eqs. (1O) and
(16)]; the current sidebands were found to be linear functions of the gapvoltage sidebands.
If these values of ii”, il~ and the expressions for il
and a in Eqs. (15) and (2) are combined with the circuit equation,
Eq. (30), the behavior of the modulated oscillator should be completely
specified.
The resulting equation is really three separate equations arising from
the time-independent portion, the coefficients of e’ ‘~, and the coefficients
of e-;~’. The equation derived from the time-indepenclcnt terms is the
ordinary equilibrium equation, Eq. (12), as has already been noted in
the previous section.
From the coefficients of C*’” there result the following equations:

~
SINUSOIDAL
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K(Xo) (1 + 2.jQQ (a+ + as) + 2jWa+ = ~,
(43)
K(X,)(l

– 2jQ~)(a+ + a:)

+ 2jWa!

= ~.

Here W is a measure of the modulation frequency in terms of the cavity
bandwidth; W is defined by the equation
(44)

The Eqs. (43) maybe
relation

solved for LYf; if this is done and if the equilibrium

1 + 2jQti = ~b
is utilized as a means of slight simplification,
4jw(K

+ jw)a+vo

=

~ti

+ jlV)a~Vo

Ke-ib~”

+ 2jW

(

4jW(K

then it is found that
E,

=+2jW

=
(

– --

)

L!–=.

Ke@E+

(45)

)

This is the basic oscillator relation, which shows how the gap-voltage
sideband amplitudes a+ VO are determined by the output jE/Q of the
equivalent voltage generator that represents the effect of the primary
parameter modulation.
Determination
oj the Equivalent
Voltage
Generator.—In Fig. 16.1 the
oscillator circuit is shown being driven by both the voltage jE/Q and
the current Mil.
Only the former appears in Eq. (45) because, as has
been already noted, Mil includes the equilibrium r-f current and, in
addition, only that part of the current sidebands which is the direct result
of the gap-voltage modulation; this explicit dependence of Mil on a has
already been utilized in obtaining Eqs. (43) and (45).
The equivalentvoltage-generator output is a catch-all used to describe any factor whose
influence on the circuit equation, Eq. (30), cannot be explicitly calculated
from a. The most frequent source of this driving voltage j?l/Q is
simply the additional r-f driving-current component Ail, which arises
from the primary parameter modulation rather than from the gapvoltage modulation.
Since Ail = Ail+e’” + Ail._e-jn’, it is apparent
from Eq. (30) that the voltage-generator output, the effect of which is
equivalent to the additional driving current Ail, is given by
(46)
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If oscillator modulation is accomplished by some means other than
the application of a modulation to the beam, Ail is zero; E may still
be found as that term whose presence is required to maintain the form
of Eq. (30). Several illustrations serve to elucidate this point.
As an example, suppose that the resonant frequency of the oscillator
circuit is modulated at the low frequency !2 by some means—this might
occur by microphonics or it might be caused by a beam current modulation, which would in turn vary the space charge in the gap region and
hence the resonant frequency.
Whatever the reason, the resonant frequency UDis given by
uo = O.,[l + m cos (W + -f)].

(47)

If this new time-dependence of W, is inserted in Eq. (29), an additional
term is eventually added to Eq. (30); the form of Eq. (30) remains unaltered if this additional term is absorbed in E, giving
E*

= jmaoVoQe*

‘y.

(48)

This illustration is of more pedagogic than practical interest because it
is obvious from the quasi-static viewpoint that a given modulation of
00 will produce the same modulation in the oscillation frequency a.
As another illustration, suppose that an externally supplied r-f signal
If the
at frequency u + Q is introduced into the resonator circuit.
generator of this signal is isolated from the oscillator in question by
sufficient attenuation, it is obvious, without discussing the details of the
r-f input arrangement, that
E+ = constant,

E- = O.

(49)

Phase and Amplitude
Modulation.—The
specific values of Ai,h and
of II* for specific modulations are shortly used to deduce oscillator-output
characteristics such as me given by Eq. (45). The latter equation,
however, gives the relative amplitudes of the sidebands as they would be
seen individually by a narrow-band receiver or a spectrum analyzer.
In most practical cases the important thing is the way in which these
sidebands and the carrier cooperate to produce an amplitude-modulated
or phase-modulated wave train, the amplitude or phase modulation of
Hence of more
which is then detected by a suitable wideband receiver.
importance than a~ are the quantities ctA, cw, and WaP = (Q/j)a= as
defined in Eqs. (3) and (4), to which quantities are proportional the
responses of receivers using amplitude modulation (AM), hypothetical
phase modulation (PM), and frequency modulation (FM), respectively.
As an aid in rephrasing Eq. (45) in terms of amplitude and phase
modulation, the amplitude and phase-modulation
components of the
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output of the equivalent voltage generator may be defined as follows, by
analogy to Eq. (3):

E. = E+ + E!;
2E~

= E.

E~=Eh–
2EZ = E.

+E$;

–

E*

(50a)

E?.

(50b)

In terms of these quantities, Eqs. (45) become
2(K

+

jw)ff.vo

=

2(K + jW)Wa~VO

E.,

= –j(K

+ jW)E~

+ KEA tan O.

(51)

These Eqs. (51) are used in the next sections to deduce the specific
output characteristics resulting from the various specific modulations
considered in this section and in Sec. 16.6.
16.10. Low-frequency
Modulation of Beam Current and Reflection
Transit Time.—The values of Ai,f for low-frequency modulation of the
beam current and the reflection transit time have been found in Sec. 16.6,
These values of Ailt may be utilized
and are given in Eqs. (19) and (24).
in Eq. (46) to give the ralucs of Et which characterize the equivalent
voltage generators; the amplitude and phase-modulation components of
the latter are then found by Eq. (5o) to be the following:
1. Low-frequency beam-current modulation:

2. Low-frequency

E.

= maOVOei?,

E:

= jma,VOeiy

refleetor-~oltage

(52)
tan b.

modulation:

The significance of ~ as the phase of the applied modulation, and of m
as the peak fractional excursion of beam current or reflection transit
time may be easily recalled by reference to the Eqs. (18) and (23) describing the applied modulation.
These values of EA and E~ may now be used in the oscillator equation,
Eq. (51), to give the values of the relative amplitude-, phase-, and frequency-modulation
output-voltage signals, a., a,, and CZF, respectively.
To simplify

the resulting

of these output

signals

1, Low-frequency

expression

are given.
beam-current
bAl

maO

somewhat,
They

the absolute

values

modulation:

1

—
2 v’K’

(27rQ/co)la=l = W]a,\

ma.

only

are:

maO

+ W“
=

W tan +
2 ~rw~”

(54a)
(54b)
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modulation:
(55a)

()~Q

laFl = ~ia,l

maOOo
–=

maotlo

(55b)

&7v2--

These equations possess a number of interesting features.
The
output-signal amplitude and phase modulation (AM and PM) produced
by applied beam-current modulation (“10-modulation”),
and the. output
PM produced by reflection transit
1.2
K(xo)/cos2+’
time modulation
(“ Oo-modulation” ), all depend on the modu+
lation frequency Q through the
11
\
factor
~ 0.8
~k
K(XO)
<K*l+
W2”
~
m
q

\

0.4

(It
will
be recalled
that
W = Qfl/u.)
The output PM
produced by .%-modulation has a
somewhat more complicated deReference to
Dendence on W.
Fig. 16.6, in which is shown the
dependence of K and K/cosz 4 on
@ for G./G = 2.3 (optimum load
for an ideal oscillator), shows that

E

nl

I

0

0.4

0.8

1.2

Absolutevalue of relativereflection
time ~(radians)

FIG. 16.6.—Dependenceof ~(XO) and
K(x,) lcos%.$ on o for ideal oscillator
(G./GB.>>1) at optimumload (G./G = 2.3).

K = COS2@ for –0.95
between

s

@ s 0.9>that

the 39 per cent power

approximation,

for r90-modulation

points
Eq.

is, for that
(see Fig.

16.2).

part ‘of the mode
Hence

to a good

(55b) becomes

IaFl .V”wm
maoeo

2W

~K2

+

W2”

Thus, at large modulation frequencies, ICX.1 and Ia,l are inversely proportional to W for both types of applied modulation and are hence
limited by the bandwidth of the oscillator circuit.
The static characteristics discussed in Sec. 16.2 predict the values
that la~l and laFl should have at very low modulation frequencies.
Without going into details, it may be stated that in the limit as W a O,
Eqs. (54) and (55) predict the same AM and FM characteristics as do
deductions from the static characteristics shown in Fig. 16.2 and discussed in Sec. 16.2. These static characteristics indicate nothing directly,
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TION

It is interesting, therefore, to note
however, about phase modulation.
from Eq. (54b) that with W = O, the output PM produced by ZO-modulation is given by

It is at first sight surprising that there should be any output PM produced by a modulation in 10.
As regards this phase modulation, Eq. (54b) effectively shows that
no matter how slowly the current is changed, a certain constant shift
3/

02
:
‘*
al

w. 1
w . IQ
o

0.8
0.4
Absolutevalueof relativereflection

1.2

transit time @(radians)

w= 0,1

W=lo
0.4

0.8

1.2

Absolute value of relative reflection
transit time + (radians)
FIG. 167.-Dependence
on @ and W of the amplitude modulation produced by beamcurrent modulation (a~ /mcm) and the frequent y modulation produced by reflection time
modulation

2TQ

aF

ideal oscillator,
— —;
w mcxooo

at optimum load.

in the phase of the output wave train is produced by a given change in
beam current.
Thk is exactly the same phenomenon as is observed in
the discussion of pulse buildup in Sec. 16.8—namely, that while the
amplitude is increasing there is, during buildup, a constant deviation
of the oscillation frequency from its equilibrium value, which can be
described equally well as a phase shift between the wave trains at different
levels of oscillation; this phase shift is proportional to sin +.
There are other interesting features about Eqs. (54) and (55), such
as the symmetry between the output PM produced by 10-modulation
There is also a less
and the output .ALI produced by Oo-modulation.
apparent similarity between the variation with $ of the output AM produced by 10-modulation and the output P,M or FM produced by e,-modu-
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similarities

appear
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for I,-modulation,
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in which
and

is shown

the dependence

th
01

Curves are shown for W = 0.1

1, and 10.
The most interesting and important aspect of the modulation phenomena discussed in this section, however, has to do with the output
signal FM, and in particular v-ith its dependence on modulation frequency.
First the output-signal FM produced by do-modulation is considered.
By Eq. (55 b), at the center of the mode (~ = 0), a, is completely indeEven at the half-power
point
(at
pendent of modulation frequency.
which

R

= cos~ @ = 0.4),

the value

of a~ at very

high

quencies is reduced to only- 0.4 times its low-frequency
The output-signal
F31 produced
by 1,,-modulation

modulating

fre-

value.
is practically

zero

for W <<1, but,——.
since.—
the dependence of a~ on modulation frequency is
given by ~i’/v”K2 + ~trz, ~F increases with increasing ~V and eventually
becomes independent of modulating frequency, just M is true of the
At any modulation frequency a. is
@O-modulation considered above.
identically zero at the center of the mode, but it becomes important as
(Tan @ = 1 at the equilibsoon as tan o becomes comparable to unity.
rium G9 per cent power point.)
This production of a f requenc y-modulated
output
signal by beam-current
modulation
at high frequencies may
be traced to the same change of phase during a change of amplitude that
is discussed in connection with the residuzd PM at low frequencies and
the change of frequency during pulse buiMup.
These properties of the output-signal FM that appear as the modulation frequent y is increased indicate that for FM, as distinguished from
AM or PM, the modulation frequency is not limited by the bandwidth
of the

oscillator

circuit.

This

fact

can be stated

more

precisely

in the

For a given Q, the output FM has an almost constant
value independent of modulation frequency, but for a given modulation
frequency, the output FM signal is inversely proportional to Q. Thus,
the minimization of the value of Q for optimum load is still just as good
a prescription for a good frequency-modulated
oscillator as it was in
Sec. 16.2.
It is not within the scope of the present discussion, which is based on
small-signal theory, to discuss the linearity of the output FM with the
input signal at high modulation frequencies.
The eventual limitation on the modulation frequency must come
from phenomerm neglected in the two principal approximations used in
this chapter.
The first of these approximations
is the quasi-static
bunching approximation;
the second is the neglect, in applying this
‘]unching approximation,
of the finite transit time of electrons in the
eflection space.
With regard to this last point, a more exact treatment
follo~ving

manner.
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of Eq. (30) would have a(d) in the left-hand member of the equation,
and i[a(ut — I%)] in the right-hand member.
16s11. Modulation of G. and 0. at Frequencies Comparable to WThis modulation is very important physically, not because it has been
utilized intentionally, but because it occurs unintentionally in the form
of noise modulation.
It is sho\vn in Sec. 16.6 that such an applied modulation at a frequency a + fl gives rise to bunched beam current and r-f
gap-voltage sidebands at ti f Q, ~vhich may be treated just as if they
were produced by a low-frequency modulation at the modulation frequency 0. This whole subject of noise in the reflex oscillator, including
the associated modulation theory, is treated in the next chapter.
It is
found to provide a good experimental confirmation of the modulation
theory that is developed in the present chapter, although the mathematical formalism associated with the treatment of an infinite spectrum
of noise modulation frequencies makes the correlation of the two chapters
not too apparent.
(Note also in the next chapter that the quantity
denoted by a and defined on page 485 is not related to the a of the present chapter. )

CHAPTER
NOISE

IN REFLEX

BY J. B. H.

KUPER

17
KLYSTRONS

AND J.

K.

I

KNIPP’

It is evident from the discussion of the preceding chapter, and of
Chap. 3, that the output of a reflex oscillator is not a pure continuous
A beam of 1
wave without trace of frequency or amplitude modulation.
electrons passing through the r-f gap of a resonator contains a continuous
spectrum of noise currents arising from shot effect and from partition, \
and those frequencies for which the resonator has an appreciable shunt
Such direct excitation of the
resistance appear as output voltages.
resonator has been used to some extent as a low-level noise generator for
In the reflex oscillator there are, in addition,
testing receiver sensitivity.z
bunching effects that are due to noise voltages across the resonator and
interactions with the returning electrons which can result in appreciable
enhancement of the noise.
I
17.1. Importance of Oscillator Noise.—When
a reflex klystron is
used as a local oscillator, the resulting noise sidebands can mix with the
desired oscillator frequency in the converter of a superheterodyne
receiver. Two portions of these sidebands, equal in width to the i-f
bandwidth of the receiver and located symmetrically with respect to
the local oscillator frequency at a distance equal to the intermediate
frequency, contribute noise to the receiver output.
In the case of microwave receivers, where the intermediate frequency is a small fraction of ~
the radio frequency, this source of noise can become the limiting factor
i
in the over-all receiver noise figure.
Particularly with oscillator tubes designed for wide electronic tuning
ranges the bandwidth of the loaded oscillator resonator is of the order of
magnitude of the intermediate frequency, and a typical 3-cm receiver
employing the conventional 2K25 or 723A/B tube at an intermediate
frequency of 30 Me/see may lose 1 db or more in noise figure from oscillator noise. This limitation can be avoided by filtering the oscillator
output with a suitable high-Q cavity before feeding it to the mixer, or
by the use of some form of balanced mixer. The latter is preferred since,
I sections 17.1 through 17.5 by J. B. H. Kuper; the remainder of Chap. 17 by J.
K. Knipp.
2J. B. H. Kuper and M. C. Waltz, “Simplified Measurements of Receiver Ssnsitivitiea (S-band Noise Source),” RL Report No. 443, Sept. 17, 1943.
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with a high-Q filter, manual tuning becomes very difficult and AFC
is exceedingly complicated except in the case of fixed channel reception.
The balanced mixer customarily employs a so-called “magic T” in an
arrangement that is analogous to the balanced modulator used in carrier
telephony.
The cancellation is good enough to reduce the oscillator
noise by rougld y 20 db, s o that it is no longer of practical concern.
These
mixers are discussed elsewhere in this series. 1
It must be emphasized that these remarks apply only to the unavoidable noise modulation resulting from the finite charge and mass of the
electron. Modulation arising from poorly filtered or unbypassed supplies may, of course, contribute tremendous amounts of i-f noise beyond
that under consideration here. Most receivers for the bands above
3000 Me/see that do not have filters or balanced mixers are probably
sacrificing a little in performance through neglect of this source of noise,
the situation being worst for those with the highest ratio of r-f to i-f
and employing tubes with large electronic tuning ranges. Designs
employing balanced mixers seem destined to be used more widely in the
future, since such mixers have numerous advantages beyond cancellation of oscillator noise, and accordingly this problem will presumably
disappear.
Nevertheless, although the practical importance of oscillator
noise may diminish, it affords some interesting checks on our theoretical
conclusions.
Measurements. —Early
Early
17.2. Method
of
Measurement.
experiments on oscillator noise were made in a simple and straightforward manner by measuring the noise figure of a receiver, with and withThis method
out a filter in the line between oscillator tube and mixer.
suffers

from

the filter,

one serious

disadvantage.

it is necessary

to readjust

Because
the

of the insertion

coupling

in the

two

loss of
cases

in

order to keep the mixer crystal at the same working level, and it is not
easy to do this without changing the load seen by either the crystal or
the oscillator.
In some cases there is enough power available to permit adequate
padding on both sides of the filter and in such instances this method of
measurement is satisfactory.
Ordinarily, however, there is not enough
power in the cases of greatest interest, namely at wavelengths of 3 cm
and shorter. The apparatus needed is the same as that for measure1 See Vol. 16, ilficrowave Mizers, of the Radiation Laboratory Series.
~E. Sherwood and E. Ginzton, “Some Studies of Noise Produced by Velocity
Modulated Tubes of the Reflex Type, ” Sperry Gyroscope Co. Report 5220-107,
Mar. 9, 1943. A. J. Rack, ‘‘ h“oise from the Beating Oscillator in Radar System s,”
Bell

Telephone

“Noise

in S22A

Laboratory
Valves,”

Report
Standard

11>1-42-130-85,
Nov. 2, 1942.
T. G. Roach,
Telephones
and Cables, Ltd. Report VJ’R571,

Nov. 1942, published at Ilminster, Somerset, England.
Oscillator, ” RL Report No. 304, June 8, 1943.

Y. Beers,“ ISoisefrom Local
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ments of mixer noise figures, that is, a good stable i-f amplifier with an
attenuator and output meter, a mixer, and a signal or noise generator.
Measurements by this method have resulted in the general conclusion
that with existing tubes oscillator noise can be ignored in the 10-cm
region provided that the intermediate frequency is not much less than
30 .Mc/see, but that this noise is definitely present in the 3-cm region.
It is further noticed that the noise does not behave symmetrically with
electronic tuning.
In the great majority of cases the noise at the halfpower point on the high-frequency side of the reflector “ mode” is considerably stronger than at the center of the mode, or at the low-frequency
half-power

point.

very

attention,

much

as T-R

cells, present

Measurement

a known

the

load

to avoid

typical,

the tube

adjustment

to

attenuator
adjusting

one was used

excitation

throughout

to one of three
perature-limited

diode

are summarized

Taking

the case

the

for

padding

was fed by means
tuned
source

of numerical
and

with

transformers

were so arranged
intermediate

output.

as well

as a means

The

crystal

preamplifiers

were provided

i-f amplifiers,

attenuator,

was matched
transformer

with

A tem-

the crystal

could

The

standard

of a receiver

expression

and
from
input

so that the same

be used
(expressed

throughout.
as a ratio)

is

‘T’ +

l’c and G. are the ‘‘ temperature”

N1’i.f is the noise
the local

could

for the noise figure ~F

.VF’ =
where

The 60- and 90-NIc/sec

to 30 YIc/sec

meter

be

and the

saw the same load regard-

\vas in use.

output

of

on one band)

that the crystal

and

An

of a coaxial-line

associated

with con~-erters

as

(the same

to 30, 60, and 90 IHc/sec.

frequency

some

a plunger

used to measure the noise figures of the various preamplifiers,
less of which

everv.
to use

maximum

level.

the measurements

noise

such

of the 723A/B

of waveguide

load

afforded

preamplifiers

receive

measurements

results

to a standard

to the guide and its output

not

elements,

and as far as possible

on a piece

varying

wa~’eguide

did

were high-Q

In view of the scarcity

these

are given.

permit

crystal

effects

tube.

was mounted

in the

observation

some more recent

noise,

procedure

this
there

used.

resonance

o,n the oscillator

of the

work

because

in the mixers

on local~~scillator

details

early

possibly

Procedure.—In

effort was made
data

In

figure

oscillator

there results

P,,,

‘i-f

G.

–

‘

and conversion

of the amplifier.
(in watts

1)

gain of the mixer,

If additional

for the band}vidth

Aj)

noise

power

is fed to the

the expression

~!=>

()

k !l’Af

+ (7’. + NT,., – 1)
G,
‘

1 J. B. 11. Kuper and M. (-~. ;Valtz, ‘‘ Measurements
tors,” RL Report No. 872, Dec. 21, 1945.
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k is Boltzmarm’s constant, and T
circuit.
apparent crystal “temperature”
noise, can be introduced so that

and
‘i

= “

()

GcP.z
—.
kTA~

+

With this relation it is only necessary to measure the apparent crystal
temperature by comparing the amplifier noise output with that obtained
when the crystal is replaced by a resistor of equivalent i-f impedance.
The conversion gain and temperature of the crystal are measured under
out,, and
rechecked
standard conditions with oscillator noise filtered
occasionally.
Barring accidents, both of these parameters seem to
remain sta~,e over extended series of measurements.
A “noise-to-signal ratio” for the oscillator itself can be defined as
follows: Let Pm be the total noise power in watts contained in the two
portions
j + j,,

of the noise
where

frequency,

j

sidebands

is the

of width

oscillator

and let P be the

A.f centered

frequency

oscillator

and

f,

on the frequencies,
is the intermediate

po~ver output.

The

ratio

Pn/P

will naturally be a function of bandwidth and int ermedizt e frequency.
A bandwidth of 2.5 Me/see was used ttiroughout the experiments under
discussion.
If Ps is the local-oscillator power fed to the crystal, and there is no
high-Q element in the oscillator line, Pm. is given by

()
P*

‘“=

=

F

““

When measurements are always made under standard conditions,
say 0.5-ma crystal current, P= will vary roughly as 1/G,.
Therefore, the
increase in apparent temperature T: — 2’. will be directly proportional
to P~/P and relatively independent of the properties of the particular
crystal used for the measurement.
For many purposes such as evaluation of the deterioration in performance for a given receiver it is more convenient to work with Z’: than
the noise-to-signal ratio.
The latter is, of course, required when comparing experiment
17.3. Totaf
meawrements
ments
adjusted

were

with

theory.

Oscillator

made

in

for the center

Table

Noise.—In

for a typical
five
and

723A/B

tube

reflector
also for

171

operating

modes,

are shown
at 3.2 cm,

with

the high-

and

the

sample

NIeasure-

reflector

low-frequency

voltage
half-
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power points in each mode, at each of thethree intermediate frequencies.
The power output at the center of the mode and electronic-tuning range
between half-power points is also given. All data were taken with the
attenuation adjusted for 0.5-ma crystal current, at which level the particular crystal used hadaconversion
gain of –7db anda noise temperature of 1.2 times. Data for the half-power points were corrected for
TABLE17.1.—SAMPLENOISEh’fEASuRE~ENTS
OIN& TYPICAL723A/B KLYSTRON
Wavelength = 3.2cm, resonatorvoltage =300 volts,loaded formaximum output
in “160-volt” mode. Crystal conversiongain = –7 db, 7’. = —1.2; P.is the sum
of u~ise powers in the two sidebands 2.5 Me/see
mcdes and detuned to the half-power points.

~ower
~ut-l Electronic
Reflector
t“ning
mode,
put (c.nvolts
ter), watt.9 range,
Me/see

P.,

I

49 x

10-, !
1:
47 5
228i39
7.4
I
0.86

55

i 57

I

30 Me/see

,enter
~ high
250
160
105
70
45

in width, measured at centers of

156
91
45,5
22
137

202
215
137
55
304

10–13 watts

60 MC/S,G

I

I
} low
122
98
44.5
19
19s

center
63
48

~ high

63
68.5
27 5
51
13.5
31
62.5 { 60

90 Mdse.

+low
41
44
29.5
16,4
56

center

~ high

~ low

14,7
9.6
6.9

17.1
16,6
14 7

12.2
14.2
13,7

!l.!L

‘;”s

this change in attenuation and so represent the noise that would be
obtained with constant coupling as in a practical recei\er. The noise
power, Pm, is given in units of 10–’a ~vatts for the sum of the two bands
2.5 Me/see wide.
In calculating noise-to-signal ratios for the detuned
conditions it is necessary to take account of the reduction in useful
power.
The reduction in noise brought about by raising the intermediate
frequency is shown clearly.
As a matter of fact the noise at 90 Me/see
is so weak that the experimental data cannot be considered trustworthy.
Results for the 45-volt mode are doubtful for several reasons. The power
is so low that it is impossible to use enough attenuation to eliminate
resonance effects, The tube-mounting arrangements do not have sufficient range of adjustment to permit optimum loading for this mode,
In all probability elecand bad electronic-tuning hysteresis is present.
trons penetrate so close to the reflector that focusing maybe bad; furtherOtherwise the noise
more, some electrons may strike the reflector.
out put has a regular trend downward as the transit angle is increased.
Again excluding the 45-volt mode, the noise-to-signal ratio remains
At the
comparatively constant with a minimum at the 160-volt mode.
250-volt mode the tube is somewhat overloaded, bringing the power
For the modes below
down and the noise up, so P./P rises rapidly,
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160 volts, the tube is Drogressivelv underloaded and both the noise and
the useful power decr~as~ the la;ter dropping off faster than does the
noise. This behavior is illustrated in Table 17.2, which shows PJP for
the same tube as in Table 17.1 for the centers of the various modes.
Values of PJP

TABLE 17.2. —NOISE-KPSIGNAL RAmos
computed from data in Table 17.1, for the centers of the modes
Pn/P

Reflector mode,
volts

250

160
105
70
45

30 Me/see
3.2
1.9
2.0
3.0
159

x 10-1”

60 Me/see

1.3 x 10-’0
1.0
1.2
2,1
73

I 90

Me/see

0.3 x 10-’0
0.2
0.3
1.0
36

Returning now to Table 17.1, the behavior of the noise with respect
to electronic tuning shows a marked difference between the high- and
With the single exception of the
low-frequency
half-power points.
45-volt mode at 90 Me/see intermediate frequency the high-frequency
side is distinctly noisier. This asymmetry is generally observed except
Earlier theoriesl failed to predict
in cases of extremely light loading.
this effect, which results from the “quasi-coherence”
of noise that is due
to the first and second passages of the electrons through the resonator—
that is, for resonators with loaded Q’s of about 100 to 300 as used here,
the time (a few cycles) spent by the electrons in the reflector space is
In a group of 21 tubes chosen to
not sufficient to destroy coherence.
represent the widest possible range in other parameters, two cases were
found in which the noise was worse on the low-frequency side in the
105-volt mode at 30 Me/see intermediate frequency.
In this group P.
was found to vary from 3.2 to 9.8 X 10–12 watts.
17.4. Separation of Sidebands.—Generall y speaking, no attempt was
made to separate the two sidebands contributing the noise. The separation was made, however, in a few cases in this series of measurements
by use of a sharp rejection filter on a T-connection to the main line.
When the sidebands were separated it was found they were not altogether symmetrical at the center of the electronic-tuning range. Actually,
the point at which the two contributions were equal was noticeably
displaced toward the high-frequency side of the center of the mode.
Also, it was found that the high-frequency sideband went through rather
minor variations with electronic tuning, while the low-frequency side1J. R. Pierce, “Noise Calculations for Reflex Oscillators, ” Bell Telephone Laboratory Report MM-44-140-4, Jan. 29, 1944.
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band varied more rapidly.
This behavior is illustrated in Figs. 17.1
and 17.2, which show the variations with electronic tuning of the separated sidebands as well as their sum for intermediate frequencies of
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attempt to follow the sort of variation predicted by the theory developed
The vertical dotted lines indicate the limits of
later in this chapter.
oscillation, beyond which the concept of two sideband regions mixing
with the main oscillation loses its meaning.
There will, of course, be
noise output, in the nonoscillating state.
17.5. Dependence of Noise on Load.-The
next point to be considered
is the behavior of noise under variation of the load. For this purpose a
representation in the form of a Rieke diagram is most useful.
As indi-

0.;5
FIG. 17.3.—Noise
output of a 723A/B
tube plotted against load admittance,
30-JMc/see i-f, “105-volt”
mode.
Contours label led with (T.’ – ~} X the per cent of
maximum power, a quantity proportional to Pm.

cated
change;

in

Chap.

measuring
chosen,

15,

therefore,

the

large

crystal

useful
changes

at a constant

the numerical

designations

pow-er

output

undergoes

considerable

in attenuation
are required to keep the
For this mason contours
were
level.
of which were obt ained by multiplying

power output.
These
coordinates are directly proportional to P..
The contours are plotted
on an admitt ante diagram \vith the plane of reference an integral number
of half-waves from the grids. The noise contours might be expected to
be symmetrical because only the conductance component, enters into
the shunt impeclanre of the resonator; instead, howcnwr, they are found
the observed

l’:

–

T. by the per cent of maximum
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to bulge upward on the inductive (negative susceptance) side of the
diagram.
This phenomenon is illustrated in Fig. 17.3, taken on a
723A/B tube in the 105-volt mode at 30-Mc/sec intermediate frequency.
The maximum power point is indicated by a cross.
The explanation for the distortion of the noise contours lies in the
inevitable long-line effect coupled with the fact that the two noise contributions (from upper and lower sidebands) are not equal.
In the present
case each point on the diagram is actually the sum of the noise in the
neighborhood of j + ji and that around j – ~i. Because of the longline effect, the conductance
seen by the two noise components are, in
In plotting the diagram, the difference
general, appreciably different.
in the conductance
is neglected; only the total noise is measured.
Furthermore, theory predicts and experiments confirm that the two noise
sidebands are asymmetrical, the degree of asymmetry depending on the
load.
Taken together, these factors result in just the type of distortion
seen in Fig. 17.3. This conclusion was checked by constructing for a
hypothetical tube a synthetic diagram that was found to exhibit the
same features.
Apart from such matters as the asymmetry effects, the experimental
results can be represented fairly well by a simple theory in which a
mean-square noise-current, ~, proportional to the beam current flows
through the shunt impedance of the resonator, and a fraction of the
power is coupled out. If it is granted that a definite amount of power is
required at the mixer, it is obvious that the accompanying noise is miniPoor
mized by making the best possible use of the electron beam.
focusing, spread in transit angles, and losses due to interception at the
grids—all of which reduce efficiency below theoretical expectations—may
Overloading, and conditions that
be expected to make the tube noisier.
give rise to severe hysteresis, are also very bad from the noise standpoint.
The loaded Q of the oscillator resonator should be as high as possible,
This range is
consistent with the electronic-tuning
range required.
largely determined in the design of the tube, of course, and there is
very little the circuit designer can do about it. Some improvement can
be obtained by deliberate underloading in special cases where the increase
At
in Pm/P is more than compensated by the clipping of the sidebands.
the same time the intermediate frequency should be as high as practicable.
Since the noise figure of the i-f amplifier usually increases with fraquency,
the choice of an optimum frequency for a given receiver may be rather
difficult when a balanced mixer is not used.
It should be borne in mind that many mixers contain fairly high-Q
TR tubes that can make a considerable difference in the noise question.
It is possible so to arrange the mixer that the desired oscillator power and
one of the noise sidebands (the one at “image” frequency) are reflected
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from the TR tube back to the crystal, while the noise sideband at signal
frequency passes through the TR tube and is radiated.
In practical
cases the noise entering the receiver is appreciably reduced by effects
of this sort in comparison to the powers observed in the experiments.
The very simple theory referred to here does not permit conclusions
about the effects of electronic tuning on noise figures. For this, it is
necessary to consider the more complete discussion presented in the
fo~lowing sections.
17.6. Summary of Noise Behavior and Estimate cf Noise Magnitude.
The measurements described in the preceding sections give the magnitude of reflex-oscillator noise and show how it changes with operating
conditions,
Observed Behaoior.—hToise behavior may be summarized as follows:
1. The total noise-power output at the center of the tuning range of
a 723A/B 3.2-cm reflex oscillator, operating with a beam potential
of 300 volts in a 160-volt mode and loaded for optimum power
output (about ~ watt), is of the order of magnitude of 10-11 watts
for an intermediate frequency of 30 Me/see and bandwidth of
2.5 Me/see.
2. On going to higher modes by using less negative reflector voltages,
the noise-power output decreases; so does the oscillation power
and at about the same rate. Hence the noise-to-signal ratio is
roughly constant over a range of several modes; it is of the order
of magnitude of 2 X 10–10.
3. A change in the intermediate frequency from 30 Me/see to 60
Me/see decreases the noise output by a factor of about ~; changing
from 30 Me/see to 90 Me/see decreases it by a factor of about ~.
4. The same tube when electronically
detuned by varying the
reflector voltage until the power output is reduced by ~ has a
total noise-power output that is altered very little at the lowfrequency half-power point, but is larger by a factor of about 2 at
the high-frequency half-power point.
Thus, the total noise output
is unsymmetrical with regard to electronic tuning although the
oscillation-power output is nearly symmetrical.
5. The noise-power output from the two separate sidebands is different
over the observed tuning range except at a crossover point that
lies a few megacycles per second on the high-frequency side of the
center of the tuning range. Below this crossover point the highfrequency sideband contributes the most noise; above the crossover point, the low-frequency
sideband contributes the most.
Extreme values of the noise from the low-frequency sideband differ
by as much as a factor of 10; extreme values from the high-frequency sideband differ by a factor of about 2.

~
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With the exception of 2, this behavior is understandable on the
basis of a quantitative theory to be discussed shortly in which the noise
The injected and
arises from the shot effect in the injected current.
reflected noise currents are partially coherent a,nd the dissymmetryof the
total noise with regard to electronic tuning is due to the change in relative
The phase change is merely that arising
phase of these two currents.
from the change in time spent by the electrons in the reflector region due
to the change in the reflector voltage.
lVith regard to 2, the simple theory
predicts the noise-po\\-er output to be approximately constant from one
high mode tothenest
iftheconductance
isnotchangcd.
Consequently,
the noise-to-signal ratio is expected to increase on going to modes beyond
that for which the oscillation power output is a maximum, contrary to
observation.
This discrepancy improbably associated \vith the fact that
the simple model does not give accurately the observed mode-to-mode
changes in oscillation power output and electronic tuning,
Gap-witagc
Spectrum.—In calculating the noise power of a reflex
oscillator, it is to be remembered that the gap voltage V(t) is composed
of the
due

oscillation

to

noise.

quency~,
This

potential,

to define

quantity

of amplitude

It is desirable,
the spectral

is related

V, and

for frequencies
density

components

near

of the gap

the

that

oscillation

potential

are
fre-

as G,(fl).

to the time average of the square of the gap

potential,
r
m=;+

.
dflG,(fl).

/ o

(1)

If G is the gap conductance, the frequency dependence of which is usually
negligible, the noise power produced in a sideband at j’ of width Ajis
GAjG,(j”’).
The oscillation power produced is GV’/2.
To obtain the
power delivered to the load, these quantities must be multiplied by the
circuit efficiency G~/G, where G~ is the load conductance measured at
the gap.
The spectral density of the gap voltage bears a linear relation to the
spectral functions characteristic of the injected electron stream. The
most important of the latter is the spectral density of the injected current Gt(fl).
The time average of the square of the injected current ii(O,t)
is

.
m.l;i-

/

[if’G~ (f’),

(2)

o

where —10 is the average injected current.
the injected current there is the relation
G,(f’) = 2eIJ’:(f’),

For the spectral density of

(3)
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where r’~(j’) is a factor determined by conditions in the acceleration
region. For a temperature-limited cathode, r? (j’) = 1, except at very
high frequencies.
It can be much less than unity for a space-chargelimited cathode.
This space-charge factor has been carefully studied
for low frequencies but for high frequencies very little is known about
its magnitude or behavior. 1
is posNoise Magnitude from Shot Formula and Gap Admittance.—It
sible to estimate G~(j’) from Gi(j’) by dividing the latter by the square
of the absolute value of the admittance presented to the injected noise
current at j’.
At the oscillation frequency the circuit admittance is just
In a noise sideband not far from
canceled by the electronic admittance.
the oscillation

frequency

at the oscillation
capacitance.

Since

tion of frequency,

— f) C’, where

it changes

canceled

electronic

admittance

admittance

very

the original

completely
of the total

admittance

by lrj(j’

the electronic

However,

quency.
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frequency

little

Still,

admittance

because
-lrj(j’

that
gap
func-
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freis not

for it the differential
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to the noise current.

presented

varying

to the sideband

of the circuit

current

is effective.

from

C is the effective
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in passir,g
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for the noise

is different

measure

Hence an esti-

mate of the spectral density of the gap voltage is
,lf’2cIar:(j’’)F.

M’G,(f)F,(f’)
ltiz(~

– j)%”

= ~~~f~

(j’)

(4)

– j) ‘C”i–’

where M is the beam-coupling coefficient and Fi(f’) is a factor of the order
of magnitude of unity.
Reasonable values are M’ = +, 10 = 2 X 10–’ amp, and C = 10-1’
farad. With T’;(f’)Ft(j’) made equal to unity, e = 1.6 X 10–’g coulomb,
and an intermediate frequency ~i = f’ — f of 30 Me/see, the gap-voltage
spectral density is estimated as 2 X 10–14 (volts) 2 sec. If
G=

mho,

2x10-’

if the circuit efficiency is 40 per cent, and if the bandwidth is 2.5 31c/see,
the total noise power from both bands is calculated to be 8 x 10–’2
watt, which

is of the order

It is possible
is the resonant
the conductance
Chap.

12).

tance

for

of magnitude

to eliminate
frequency
parameter
gap

voltage,

value.

introducing
Q = %rfOC’/G, where j,
It is convenient
to introduce
of the circuit.

In this expression
zero

of the observed

C by

defined

by G = ~Gn. = ~~f2@nek10/2V0

G.. is the negative
On< is the

effective

(see

of the electronic

admit-

bunching

at the

angle

center of the mode, kID is the average current which returns to the gap,
In high modes, for oscillation to take
and V, is the beam potential.
i For a discussion of the space-charge factor, see Vol. 24, Thmshdd A’igaak, of
this series, Chap. 4, Some experimental data are given in Sec. 6.4 of this book.
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place, the conductance parameter must be less than unity.
becomes

177

Equation (4)

(5)
where f’ = j f fi.
are kept constant,
with

operating

From this expression it is seen that, if y, Q, and VO
as is sometimes

frequency

the case,

for a given

the noise

intermediate

power

increases
and mode

frequency

of operation; in addition, it decreases with increasing intermediate frequency and with increasing beam current.
Eflect.s
of
17.7. Discussion
of Complicating
Effects.-Nonlinear
Bunching.—The oscillation voltage causes bunching in the reflected current. Besides introducing a discrete spectrum composed of all the harmonics of the oscillation frequency, the bunching action, which is
nonlinear, affects the continuous noise spectrum by adding to any portion
contributions from all portions of the continuous noise spectrum of the
injected current separated from f’ by integral multiples of the oscillation
frequency j. The result is that the reflected noise current in the sideband of frequency f’ = f + ji, where fi is an intermediate frequency,
contains not only a contribution from the injected noise current of the
frequency j’ but also contributions from all higher and lower frequencies
Y – mf, where m is a positive or negative integer and negati~,e frequencies
are interpreted
Each
All

as being associated

contribution
have

the

associated
spectrum
arising

common

with

m = 1 the

the

phase
time

harmonic

lag

spent

determined
compared

in the

contribution

and is termed
from

with exponential

has an amplitude

with

the

effective

comes

“low-frequent

a space-charge-limited

negative

from

y noise. ”
cathode

time factors.

by the bunching
injected

reflector
the

i-f

action.
current

region.
portion

It is small

of

For
the

for a beam

because

It is very likely that the space-charge action is less effective in smoothing
therethe beam in other portions of the spectrum.
Other contributions
fore
those

probably

have

from

exceedingly

bunched

current

factors

more

high

nearly

frequencies,

equal

to unity,

where

the

except

amplitudes

possibly
of the

are small in any case.

Coherence of Injected
and Reflected Noise Currents.—The portion of
the reflected noise current that arises from f’ is coherent with the injected
noise current, for the thermal spread in velocities is not sufficiently large
to destroy that coherence.
Thus the spread in phase caused by a spread
AUin the velocity is A9 = OAv/v.
For thermal energies of ~ electronvolt and a beam potential of 300 volts, Av/v = ~.
Hence if o = 40,
A19= ~,
a spread that is small enough to have negligible effect on the
coherence.
The two currents must be added with the proper phase.
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effect
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of the tuning

oj Injection.—The

velocity

EFFECTS

current

changing

in an unsym-

range.
thermal

through

spread
the

of the electrons.

in velocities

fluctuations

that

This velocity

is a random
variable,
similar to the random variable i~(o, t), because
of the discreteness of the electronic charge and the fact that the electrons
It has a spectral density G,,(~) for
do not all have the same velocity.
which
VO(O

.
tJo(t)*= Oa+
where

VO is the

Gti(fl) is written

average

velocity

/ o
of

(6)

df’G, (fl),
injection.

The spectral

density

in the form,

(7)
where k is Boltzmann’s constant, 2’ is the absolute temperature of the
cathode, and rj(fl) is a factor of the order of magnitude of unity (or zero)
in the absence of space-charge smoothing. 1
l-elocity fluctuations in the injected beam lead, through drift action
(see Chaps. 3 and 12), to fluctuations in the reflected current proportional to ~
‘~oo’

where O, is the bunching angle (it is usually not greatly

different from the phase angle 6).
spectral density is estimated as

The addition

to the gap-voltage

(8)
where j’ =.f f~; and F.(j’)
Rewritin gasbefore, this is

is of the order of magnitude

of unity.

(9)
If Eq. (9) iscomparedwith
Eq. (5), itisseen that the essential difference
With 0. = 40, kT/e = & volt, VO = 300
is the factor (t7~kT/eVO)k2.
However, it increases rapidly with
volts, and k = ~, this factor is ~.
mode of operation; for sufficiently high modes, the noise from velocity
fluctuation is larger than that arising from density fluctuation.
Correlation
between
Current
and Velocity
Fluctuations .—There
is,
furthermore, the possibility of correlation between the density and
lSee, for example, J. K. Knipp, “Theory
RLReport873,
Jan. 10, 1946, Appendix.

of Noise from the Reflex Oscillator,”
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velocity fluctuationsin the injected beam since they both arise from the
shot effect, Such a correlation can be described in terms of a spectral
function G,o(j’) for which

Thespectral

function

GiU(j’) is written

Gi.(f’)

= 2e

in the form,

r2:

ri.(f’).

(11)

For the pure shot effect, 17i,(j’) = O. The addition to the gap-voltage
spectral density arising from such a correlation is estimated as
(12)
where Fiu(f’) is of the order of magnitude of unity.
BothFt(f’) and F,.(f’)
contain harmonic contributions similar to those discussed in the first
paragraph of this section.
Mixing
of i!’oise-voltage
E~ects.—There is also bunching in the
reflected current caused by the noise components of the gap voltage.
This bunching is superposed on that due to the oscillation voltage.
Because of the limited bandwidth of the resonator, the contributions
to the reflected current are from the frequencies -f + .f, and f – j, only.
The occurrence of such terms in the reflected current results in a mixing
of the effects of the two gap-voltage sidebands.
The circuit relations
for the determination of the noise voltage amplitudes are a pair of simultaneous equations.
Therefore the amplitude for each sideband is a
linear combination of the effects of the total noise currents in these two
bands.
17.8. Summary of Results of Noise Calculation. -In
this section is
presented, in advance of derivation. a discussion of the results of a
detailed calculation of the spectral density of the gap voltage Gl,(~’).
As indicated in the preceding section, it is the infinite sum of terms containing factors G~(rnf), Ga(rnf), and Gi. (mf), which are functions characteristic of the primary spectra of the in]ccted stream. Since these
quantities are not known with any exactness for a stream originating
from a space-charge-limited cathode such as is usually employed, a full
discussion must await further research on the nature of the shot effect
at high frequencies in the presence of space charge.
Assumptions
Regarding
Primary
Spectra.—It is, however, instructive
to study the results under the simple assumption that Gi~(mf) is negligibly
small for all frequencies and that Gi(~j) and Gv(mj) have their pure
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shot-effect values, except at low frequencies, where they are negligibly
small. Stated in terms of the coefficients in Eqs. (3), (7), and (11),
ri.(~j)

for all m;

= o,

r:(o) = o;

r:(o) = o,
r:(~f)

The infinite

=

1,

summation

then be carried

r:(mj)

occurring

out with

=

(13)
for all m # O.

1,

in Gv(j’),

for which

see Eq.

(48),

can

the aid of the two identities

.

z

J;(z)

= 1,

—.

.

2—.

.l-m+l(z).Jm+l(z)

= J2(2Z).

I

(14)

.Noise-power Specb-um.-F’or
the spectral density of the gap voltage
sideband there is found

for the high-frequency

“’(’+’)
‘(Z$J(%LW+”J

()

+ !?#’ ?pru(j+ f,) ,
1
Explicitly,

where F~(j + j,) and F.(.f + jt) are now known factors.
1
1 +~’+a
1 + a’ cos’ @ [(

F,(j + j,) =
+ 2kJ,(x)

$ sin ~ + a
(

)(

+

sin @ (1 –2?C.JO(Z)sin ~)
)

1 + ~ + a sin @ k’(1 – J!(z))
)

— ~
(
F.(j + j,) =

+ a sin ~

,1-’(J2(2z) – .J~(z))
)

1
l+~+asin~
1 + a* COS2@ [(

+

(15)

(

)

~ + @ sin O

)

1

;

(16)

(1–J?(z))

(J2(h)

–

J?(z))

1

In these expressions
~=z

&
() 2YQj,

J,(X),

(17)

X is the bunching parameter O,MV/2V0, and @ is the phase angle measured from the center of the tuning range; for the nth mode
@=e–2T(n

+:).
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The conditions of oscillation are (see Chap. 12)

2J, (X)
x

Cos +,

tan $.

1

(18)

They determine X and o in terms of the conductance parameter y, the
frequency detuning .f – j,, and one-half the loaded resonator bandwidth
fo/2Q.

10-

8

6
Fi

4
High-f! equency side
./

\

2

k

Centerof

,

tunir >g range

I

o -

o

0.2

0.6

0.4

1,

0.6

Conductance parameter 7
for total noise from both i-f sidebands due to density fluctuations
FIG 17.4.-–Factors
in —.
iniected current as functions of conductance Darameter; F. = F,(f + JJ + Ft(l’ — /,);
k = $, P = i; P = f;/(fo/27Q)
= 47rf~C/’Gw..

The spectral density of the gap potential for the low-frequency side
band is G,(.f – ji).
The factors Fi(.f – ji) and F. (j – ji) are obtained
from

Eq.

sidebands

(16) by replacing
is GAj

a by

– a.

[G~(~ + fi) + Gv(.f

The total
— fi)l.

The

noise
factors

power
that

from both
occur

are
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– ji)

2
—
1+ ~
(1 – 2kJO(Z) sin b) + 2kJ2(2) %2sin 4
1 + a2 cosz + [(
)

+ 1+ ;

W(1 – J;(z))

()

;

lr’(J2(2z)

–

J:(z))

,

1

(19)

and
l’.

= F.(j

+f,)

+ F.(j

2

—
—
1 +

a’ COS2 @ [(

– j,)

(1 – J;(z))+ $ (J,(2X)

1+ :
)

– J;($))

~

1

There are two sources of dissymmetry under electronic tuning.
One is
the dissymmetry in the admittance coefficients; the other is dissymmetry
resulting from coherence between injected- and reflected-noise-current
components.
Terms that are due to the first source appear in F’i(j + j,),
Fi(.f – ~i), F’”(f + j,), and F.(f – j“,), but dropout of F’, and Fti of Eq. (19).
10

8

6
F,

4

2

0

FIG. 17.5.—Factors for total noise from both i-f sidebands as functions of oscillation.
frequency change under electronic tuning.
F, = F’, (f + f,) i- F.(/ – fJ ; k = }, Y = i;
P = 4u/.C/Gn,.
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the second source appear in F,(f + j,) and F,(f – ~,),
and Fo(j – j~) because velocity fluctuations require
Terms that are due to this source
be effective.
consequence,

is due to density

fluctuations

the

coherence

causes

to be unsymmetrical

the total
under

noise

electronic

However,
the total noise that is due to velocity fluctuations is
symmetrical under electronic tuning, although the noise from the separate
bands is unsymmetrical due to the admittance coefficients.

tuning.

5

4 ~
\
F; (f+<)

3
Low-frequency

iide

q
High Irequency sit
2
/

\

Fi (f+<)

I
r

1

Fi (f-f,)
\

o

3
q

u-fi)

0.6
1.0
0.8
0.4
Conductance Darameter 7
FIG. 17.6--- Factors for noise from the separate i-f s,dchm,ds as functions of the conductance
parameter: k = *, p = *; p = 4mf,C/G,,..
o

0.2

The factor Fi is plotted in Fig. 17.4 and Fig. 17.5 for particular values
of the parameters.
In Fig. 17-4 three curves are shown: one for the
center of the tuning range, onc for the half-power point under electronic
tuning on the high-frequency side, and one for the half-power point under
electronic tuning on the low-frequency side, all plotted as functions of
the conductance parameter y. In Fig. 174 curves are plotted against
frequency change under electronic tuning for several values of the i-f
parameter p = 4~jiC/’GmP. The factors Fi( j + -fi) and F’i(j – f,) are
plotted in Figs. 17.6 and 17.7 for the same parameter values.
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17.9.
Theory of Noise in Reflex Klystron. -The
starting point in the
calculation of noise is the assumption that the gap voltage can be expressed
In order to
as a single oscillation term plus a continuous spectrum.
be able to express V(t) with the aid of a Fourier integral, there is introduced a long time interval T and V(t) is taken as zero outside that inter-

(f-fO)/@Q)
FIG. 17.7.—Factors for noise from the separ~te i~f sidebands as functions of oscillationfrequency change under electronic tuning; k = k, Y = h; P = 4Tf.CIG~,.

val.

Other

quantities

are to be expressed as Fourier integrals are
Thus the gap voltage is

that

treated in a similar way.

(20)
where l’~., = V. since
gap-potential

spectral

V(t)
density

G.(j’)

is real,

and u = 27rf, and

O’ = 2rrj’.

The

is

= Tl~m~~ IVti,l’.

(21)

The gap voltage is the result of excitation of the resonator by the
electron beam,
The dri~-ing current contains all harmonics of the oscilI J. K. Knipp, “Theory of N’oisefrom the l{eflex Oscillator, ” RL Report No. 873,
Jan. 10, 1946.
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lation frequency (see Chap. 12) as well as a continuous spectrum.
It
can be expressed in terms of the voltage amplitudes, with the aid of the
gap admittance Y“,, as

Since the gap admittance is very large for frequencies that are appreciabley clifferent from f u 0 = t 27r$0,the voltage amplitudes are small for
such frequencies even though the corresponding components of the
driving current are not small.
In the reflex oscillator the driving current is the sum of the injected
and reflected currents
(23)

i(t) = i+(t) + i–(t).

As shown in Chap. 12, it can be expressed in terms of the injected current
i+(O,t) through the relation (Eq. 12.20)

‘(’)
=J:m:eio''J--mdT'2+`07')
[dz'e-'w'r+(';'')
ke-'ur-(z
’24
where d is the distance
and ~– (Z ;r’)
injected

at r’

The arrival
taneous

of separation

are the arrival
and

have

times depend

field through

times

come

of the grids of the gap, and ~+(z;r’)
at the plane

directly

on the velocity

which

z of electrons

or been

reflected,

of injection

the electrons

that

were

respectively.

at # and the instan-

move.

Primary Spectra. —When
the expressions for the arrival times derived
from Newton’s law are substituted in Eq. (24), it will contain the noise
voltage amplitudes, which it is proposed to calculate, the injected current
The injected current
amplitudes, and the injected velocity amplitudes.
and velocity amplitudes are defined by:
i+(O,#)

=

– 10 +

du’

UO(T’) = Uo +
\

i

dc.1 .
~
2:, ei”’”,

/

(25)

.,,

1% ‘“’e’”

‘ ‘

1

The three spectral functions associated with these two quantities are

These are the primary
1 They

are discussed

spectral
briefly

functions.1

in tbe appendix

of RL Report

873.
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Driving Current with Noise.—If vd(r’) is the speed with which an
electron injected at # with the speed vO(#) leaves the gap after its first
passage, forsmall voltage amplitudes (high modes),
1
mv,f(~’)z ~ 4’
5
2mvo’’’’2+Mvsin(m+

$:

M/vM’v.J(df+%)J
(27)

where M and M’ are the beam-coupling coefficients for the frequencies
u and w’, and 81 and 0( are the corresponding gap-transit angles. Hence

–=l+Hsin(”’’+:)
+/%(%+*’%)’”’+
’28)

vd(T’)
Vo

To this approximation

the arrival times are

T+(z;T’) = T’ + ; T,,

()
+’-2T2+T3i%sin(”’’+9+E(%+%

r(z;#)

= # +

d–x
--—d —

Tl +

TI + 2TZ +

T~

(29)

I

where Tl, 2TZ, and T3 are the transit times through the gap, through a
possible field-free drift space (both ways), and in the reflector region,
respectively,

in the absence

the velocity uO.
The space average

of the r-f field of an electron

of the phase factors

required

injected

in the driving

with

current

are the expressions,

where Z’
Because
discarded,

= ( — 20j +
quadratic

t7J)lfV/2V0

and

higher

the last ex~onential

and
terms

u“

is a frequency

in the noise

is expanded

of integration.

amplitudes

as follows:

are to be
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The quantities just obtained are Lo be substituted into the expression
for the driving current, Eq. (24).
For the first portion of the driving
current

Now
drf

~,(u,%”f

(33)

= 27rp(@” – u’)

/

is the integral representation of the Dirac delta function.

Hence
(34)

This result is entirely reasonable because the electrons that contribute
to this portion of the driving current are those with positive velocities
which are at the instant within the gap. Their phases are spread uniformly over the range O to 19~. On averaging over phases, one obtains
.9’,

the usual factor

ili’’e-’~.

Considering next the reflected current,

(35)
The Bessel function expansion is introduced,

and after dropping quadratic noise terms, the integrations
CO”are carried out. It is convenient to write

over r’ and

Then

(38)
By Eq. (23) the driving current with noise is the sum of Eq. (3+)
and Eq. (38).
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identifying coefficients of e~W”in I?qs.
the equation,

Let co’” = 20 – ti’, then sinceu’

– u = a – u’”, u’ andti’’’aretwofrequencies located symmetrically about the oscillation frequency; they are
the high and low sideband frequencies, respectively.
In the summation
the voltage amplitudes make all terms negligible except those with m = O
and m = 2. For these values of m, a“ has the values u’ and —0“/,
respectively.
Hence
,.9’,

Y.IV.I

M’e ‘J i (i~~ — ki~)

=

—

MVU,

jkIOM’e-;O’ Jo(Z’) ( —2(?; + d:) —
2vo”
[—
M“’v_u,,,
– J,(Z’)(–26j
+ o{)
~ (40)
2V0
1

Now
Y.) = Y. + 2j(cJ – CO)c = – Y. + Zj(@’ –

(41)

Co)c,

where Ye is the electronic admittance
y

e

= _ 2k10MJl(Z)

e-j(~+~)

(42)

v

In the

coefficients,

replaced
Chap.

by X

12).

the

substitution

= o, Jf~’/’2Vo.

Soting

which

that 2JI(X)

U’ = a’”

= o

is made

are \-slid approximations

– XJO(.X)

= XJZ(X7),

and

Z

is

(compare

Eq. (40) becomes

The abbreviations,
~

= 2k’1[1(,.YJ2 (l’)
T’

are then introclumd.
O‘“

in Eq.

equations

(4)
are

(hence

‘and

“’

To obtain

a smond

1? is rcplaccd

by

B = 2(0’
equation,
—1?).

– m)c,

(44)

o’ is substituted
The

t\vo noise

for

circuit
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where explicitly,

and
(i+.I~I– kiz)

* = i~+(.I-)

– keie

z

J~+l(X)e

-j(~+l) (~–~)
[

i+ +~o,+)
mu

_ jZo0evti+(u,4)
v~

1

These equations give for V-,,

‘B[B+jAsine]vw’=
[+eie+BI’Me-’;(i*J -ki~)
After considerable manipulation

there results

B’(B2 + A’ sin’ o)Gv(j’)
JW2

)

[(

—

’42 + BZ + AB cos d
-2-

(1 – 2k~o(X) cos o)

+k2(~+B2+ABc0s’)
zJ’-l(’){G’(mf)
+%G(mf)
+ 2100. 1
~
~ [G,~(mj) –– G~(~j)]
–kz

$+

ABcos8

(

+

~’

~-m+,

(z)~m+,(z)

)2
J-m+l

z

}

(z)rJm+l

Gi(~j)

– &G.

(mf)

[

(z) ~

~+

1

[G,t,(rnf) – G:(rnj)] – AB $

[

[G~(mf)e”

(48)

– G,o(mj)e-’d]
1

This expression is the basis of the discussion in Sec. 17.7.
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KLYSTRONS

BY J. B. H. KUPER
18.1. Introduction.-The
main purpose of this chapter is to help the
reader to select the correct type of reflex klystron for a given application.
Wkh this in mind some representative tubes have been chosen to illustrate a discussion of cavity design, methods of tuning, and other mechanical features in relation to the performance of the tube as an oscillator.
In selecting types for discussion, consideration has been given to the illustrative value, rather than the popularity, of the tubes.
Foreign types
have been omitted because they are not widely known in this country.
Of many possible ways of classifying reflex oscillator types, perhaps
the most obvious method depends on whether or not the tube requires
an external cavity; a tube that is not a self-contained microwave oscillator requires the appendage of a cavity, in addition to the output lead
The next possible method of classifiand means of mechanical tuning.
cation depends upon method of tuning, whether direct mechanical or
thermal; then come electronic tuning range, power (input and output),
and type of output lead. For many applications, frequency stability is
so important that other factors in the choice of a tube are almost eliminated; in other instances output power or speed of tuning may be
paramount.
Probably the best-known tube of the external cavity type is the
707B or its electronic equivalent, the 2K28.
Designed primarily for
the 3000-Mc/sec region, it can be used with suitable cavities at frequencies
up to about 4000 Me/see and down to 2000 Me/see or lower. The
classic examples of the integral cavity type are the 417A for the 3000Mc/sec region, and the 723A/B (or its improved successor, the 2K25)
for the range 8500 to 9660 Me/see.
Both these tubes are mechanically
tuned, but the 417A is capable of large output powers and has a very
small electronic tuning range, whereas the 2K25/723A/B
is designed
specifically for use as a superheterodyne local oscillator and has a comparatively low power level but a wide electronic tuning range.
The integral-cavity tubes with thermal tuning are well represented
by the 2K45, which is similar to the 2K25 as regards performance; the
tuning, however, is controlled by the voltage applied to the grid of a
triode section built inside the envelope.
Expansion of the triode plate
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under bombardment is magnified and this magnified expansion is used
for varying the separation between the grids that form the r-f gap. By
using the thermal-tuner grid for coarse frequency adjustment and the
reflector voltage for fine adjustment, the tube can be tuned easily from
a remote location with negligible power required from the control circuit.
The 21<33 tube and the Sperry developmental tube designated as
2K57 (formerly SRC-2) have unusual combinations of features.
The
former, although it requires an external cavity, is tuned mechanically
.by flexing a diaphragm and altering the spacing of the r-f gap. The
latter has an integral cavity tuned by mechanical variation of the
“inductive”
portion rather than by the gap spacing, and it also has a
waveguide output; this tube is capable of markedly higher efficiency
than is usual in reflex oscillators.
At frequencies above 5000 Me/see it becomes possible to build into
a tube an output waveguide of convenient size, which seems to permit
greater uniformity in loading from tube to tube than the more usual
coupling loop and coaxial line. A good example of this construction,
also incorporating a thermal tuning mechanism with grid control, is
afforded by the 2K50.
Some of the most important characteristics of these types are summarized, for purposes of comparison, in Table 18”1. The numerical
values given are neither specification limits nor maximum ratings; rather,
Many
an attempt has been made to give typical operating conditions.
of the figures, particularly the reflector voltages, are to be taken only as
rough indications.
Of the types considered, only the 21<33 does not
have grids at the r-f gap, having instead a pair of pinhole apertures
0.028 in. in diameter.
The reader should not be misled by the discussion of this chapter
into thinking that the development of reflex klystrons is essentially a
closed subject.
Throughout most of the war years the emphasis was
placed on producing types that were useful for superheterodyne local
oscillators, and very little attention was paid to oscillator efficiency.
More recently, attempts have been made to come closer to realizing
the theoretical efficiency of reflex klystrons with the intention of using
them for transmitting tubes.
Efficiency is a comparatively minor matter
in local oscillator service where 25 mw of r-f power is usually adequate,
and it makes little difference if 2.5 or even 5 watts is expended to obtain
it. Where output powers of 5 to 10 watts are necessary for transmitter
purposes, however, an efficiency of the order of magnitude of 1 per cent
is hardly tolerable.
Fortunately, by more careful design it seems practicable to attain efficiencies of 3 to 6 per cent in c-w operation and conThe 2K57 is one of
siderably higher efficiencies in pulsed applications.
the first reflex tubes designed specifically for transmitter service in c-w

TABLE 18.1.—CHARACTERISTICS
OF

Type

Tuning
means

Cavity

SOME REPRESENTATIVE REFLEX KLYSTIZONS

Frequency
range,

Type

output

per cent

Reflector volt

Beam
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applications.
The remarkable difference shown in Table 18.1 between
the 2K57 and the other tubes indicates that there is much room for
improvement in most tube designs and it gives hope that satisfactory
transmitter tubes will soon be available.
Tubes designed for pulse operation at very high recurrence rates—
duty ratios of the order of magnitude of ~—mayalso
be expected to
become common in the future.
The pioneer types in this field are the
2K54 and 2K55, which furnish a minimum pulse power of 7.5 watts.
Intcyral
VS.
18.2. Resonator Design in Relation to Performance.
External
Cavily Construction.—l%e
choice bet~veen ihe integral and
external cavity constructions can often be made on the basis of the
intended service.
From the standpoint of electronics only, the external
cavity type, as exemplified by the 707B, offers advantages in simplicity
and ease of exhaust that make the tube cheap to build.
From the circuit
standpoint it is not easy to devise a cavity that will be light and strong,
make dependable contact to the tube, and at the same time permit
quick and simple replacement of the tube.
These questions depend to
some extent on frequency, design of an external cavity being relatively
C’ircuit losses introduced
easy for frequencies not exceeding 4000 lIc/sec.
by the glass envelope are another dra\vback in the external cavity type,
but if a very wide tuning range is needed, it is usually chosen.
From the standpoint of temperature-compensation there is little choice
between the two types.
With care either type can be made to work
satisfactorily but the solution of the problem, at least in the case of the
zK28, seems a little easier ~vith the external cavity.
On the other hand,
some\vhat better heat dissipation can be obtained with the integral
cavity construction.
Barometric effects and sensitivity to acoustic disturbances should never be troublesome \vith an external cavity.
Reso?Lator Shape.—A
consideration of cavity proportions in their relatlon to power output, efficiency, and electronic tuning range is important
The bunched beam in a klystron
for understanding reflex klystrons.
can best be considered as a current generator, and therefore a highimpedance load circuit is required as in the ordinary pentode.
The
problem is to choose a resonator that ~vill present a high shunt impedance
At this point it is helpful
with a reasonable beam coupling coefficient.
to repeat some of the results obtained in the theoretical discussions of
Chaps. 3 and 4.
In practically all cases the resonator is a cylindrical container with a
central post, as illustrated in cross section in Fig. 18.1. The top surface
of the post and the corresponding portion of the top wall of the cavity
The
must be perforated to permit the passage of the electron beam.
radius a of the post must be large enough to permit the passage of the
required current without causing difficulties with focusing, alignment,
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In any
or the fundamental
limits imposed by space-charge effects.
event, the dimension a must be small compared with a quarter of the
desired wavelength; otherwise a large part of the beam will interact with
a negligible r-f voltage.
The length of the r-f gap d must be small
enough to give a satisfactory beam coupling coefficient at the desired
This ‘dimension must
beam voltage.
,,
R-f gap
not, however, be made too small or
portion
the gap capacitance will be high and
d
.--L [ the shunt resistance low, resulting in
-- l-a small electronic tuning range and
,7
1
poor circuit efficiency.
1
The transit angle through the gap, &la
~
La
wl”l, has an optimum value in the
-1
k-----b
vicinity of r. The exact optimum
FIG.lt3.1.-Hection of typical klysvalue

is determined

effects:
ante
the

the
with

decrease

by

decrease

two

decreasing

gap

of

beam

the

opposing

of shunt

tron resonator; the romplete resonator
is a figure of revolution atmut tlm axis
indirated.

imped-

length,
coupling

and
coefficient

as uT,

increases

toward

21r. If d is allowed to approach zero the capacitance approaches infinity;
the circulating current, and hence the losses, must likewise approach
infinity.
The beam coupling coefficient M, given by the equation

(1)

enters in the expressions for electronic efficiency in an involved way
(see Chap. 12). Its primary influence lies in the proportionality to M
of” the efficiency at optimum load, but it enters as the square in the
determination of optimum load.
It will be evident from the graph of
Fig. 18.2, in which M and M’ are plotted as functions of wT,, that the
electronic efficiency will fall to zero at al’, = 2rr. The over-all efficiency
will go through a maximum somewhere between O and >, and in most
cases the maximum will not be far from oTI = T. For the present
purposes it is sufficient to know that a maximum exists somewhere
around this value.
Once the dimensions of the r-f gap have been fixed, it is necessary
only to adjust the “ inductive”1 portion for optimum shunt impedance
1 Quotation marks around the words “inductive”
and “capacitive”
are used here
to call attention to the fact that in a cavity resonator a clean-cut separation of this
sort is impossible,
were predominantly

yet the two regions under
capacitive or inductive.

consideration

behave

as though

they
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at the desired frequency.
The proportions are not very critical, but
therewill bea broad maximum in shunt impedance whenthecross section
of thetoroidal
“inductive”
region
is square,
This

that

is, for h = b — a.

condition

is not very critical,

however,

an~isoften

reasons

of

ience.

Ifhismade

is sometimes

very

u T,

approximately
Grids
that

vs.

have

provided

coupling coefficient,lf,
functions

of

as the square

a simple

for electrons

and

angle.

aperture

near

for

W’hen

the

in the outer

center
portions

rata, the cavity

degenerates

intoa

short-circuited

coaxial

of the fields,
ating

and

gap during

unless

the cycle

fields,

complication
of relative

phases

whether

it seems likely

that phase

on r-f voltage

across

(mode

Effects
minimized
and

bunch.

a variation

between
2K33,

cavities
and

the transit

different
from
This difference

Also, because
compared

in focusing

those
times

those for
may lead

of the fringing

~vith the d-c accelerproperties

Depending

of the

r-f

on circumstances,

o

of this sort may
“sorting “ in addition

be some

teristics

be sensibly

is to be expected.

arise

as in the

has an aperture,

the r-f field is small

retarding

the gap capaci-

d). 1

of the beam.

to a spread in phase of the returning

line loaded

tance.
The other extreme, the
reduction of h until the post disappears,
k
never used because
tuning is difficult (the resonant
frequency depends only on b) and
the attainment of a reasonable
shunt impedance requires a long
r-f gap (shunt impedance varies

the beam,

may

timing
deside-

differences

a cavity

as

all other

of the height

A prrtures.—Important

-with grids.

electrons

transit

large,

mechanical

outweighs

at theopenendby

FIG. 182. -Ber.m
its square,
as

for

conven-

done when theneces-

sity for a wide
range

violated

mechanical

shifts in the returning

that are dependent

from

reflector

charac-

and hysteresis.
fringing

and interpenetration

by using a small aperture

alignment

beam

the gap will lead to asymmetrical

shape)

arising

or may not be harmful;
that is, there may
to reflex bunching,
and it will be a matter
In general, however,
or not this is desirable.

difficulties,

of course,

of the fields will be

and a high beam velocity.
set a lower

limit

to the

Focusing
practical

i A tabulation of Q~ and shunt impedance for various resonator shapes is given in
Figs. 48 to 412.
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less of a problem
the circuit

because

losses are lower

has to flow on fine wires.

the apertures

and spreads

T(3R DESIGN

are covered

in transit

with

grids,

angle are greatly

troubles
reduced,

with

field pene-

and a lower beam

voltage becomes practical.
The disadvantages of using grids are beam
losses by interception, higher circuit losses (caused by secondary electrons
emitted from the grid and by resistance of the wires), and generally lower
permissible input po~vers because of poor heat conduction.
Since the electron beam must traverse a minimum of three grids (not counting the
accelerator or “ smoother” grid G,, if it is used) in order to deliver energy
to the resonator, a grid transmission of 80 per cent means that half the
A transmission much less than 80 per cent
current injected is wasted.
for each grid is too wasteful for most applications.
Circuit losses for a
cavity with grids are increased because a large part of the charging current for the gap capacitance must flow on the grid wires. If the aperture
size required to pass the necessary current becomes a large fraction of
the total surface of the cavity, grid losses maybe large enough to prevent
oscillation.
For example, the 21{50 probably would not oscillate if a
parallel beam \vere used instead of one brought to a focus near the interaction gap; otherwise the grids would have to extend over too large a part
of the cavity.
In scaling all dimensions of a cavity the unloaded Q and the shunt
impedance ~vill vary as the square root of the wavelength.
Therefore,
as the wavelength is decreased, the beam current must be raised to
If the proportions
remain
maintain the same power production.
unchanged, it is clearly necessary to increase the current density in the
beam.
The maximum current density permitted by space charge, therefore, sets an upper limit to the attainable frequency.’
Losses in grids are increased by the fact that the temperature is
usually high, and materials such as tungsten are required for mechanical
reasons. Mesh grids may be less desirable than parallel wire construction because the second set of wires contributes less to the beam coupling
coefficient than to the interception losses, and poor contacts at the wirp
crossings can increase the r-f losses. Loading by secondaries will also
be more serious.
To sum up, a cavity without grids can probably be made to oscillate
at frequencies higher than those that have been attained in tubes with
grids, but at the cost of raising the voltage requirements
and increasing
the

difficulties

of focusing

and

alignment,

thus

tending

to

make

the

1In most practical cases heat dissipation limits the current density before the
space-charge limitation is reached. In high-power reflex oscillators space-charge
effects in the reflector region may limit performance at low frequencies.
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tube more expensive.
This construction might also be valuable in
tubes of comparatively high power at lmver frequencies.
For moderate
powers, \vhere the interception loss can be tolerated, the use of grids is
A large part of the excellent performance of the
almost universal.
2K57 is due to the use of a honeycomb grid, ~vhich combines low losses
with high heat-dissipation capabilities.
“Capacitive”
vs “Inductive”
Tuning.-The
18.3. Tuning Methods.
method adopted for tuning the resonator has an important bearing
onthe performanceof a reflex klystron, apart from theobviou
scxmsidcraTuning is most commonly accomplished
tions of the user’s convenience.
by varying the length of the r-f gap and thus adjusting the capacitive
portion of the resonator, but some tubes, most particularly the 707B
and the 2K57, are tuned by altering the “inductive”
portion.
Capaci~ive tuning requires small motions for large frequency shifts, particularly
near the low-frequency end of the range
It is entirely a matter of the
circumstances of a given application whether this scnsiti~ity is to be
considered a drawback or an advantage.
In general, it leads to extra
trouble in attempting temperature compensation since there must be
considerable reduction of motion by a mechanical linkage between the
control knob and the gap itself.
In all cases, however, the use of capacitive tuning reduces the tuning
.\s the frequency is
range over which reasonable efficiency is obtained.
raised by lengthening the gap, the transit angle through the gap increases
rapidly because the electrons ha~-e farther to go and less time to make
soon depart
the trip. Thus, uT, varies faster than u, and conditions
widely

from

the optimum

referred

to above.

The

frequency

as

~,

and

consequently

uTI

is proportional

increases

to d~~. As M
drops very rapidly when COT,exceeds r, a precipitous drop in power output
At frequencies below the center of the
is found at high frequencies.
range, u TI becomes less than the optimum and the output again decreases,
although not so rapidly as at the high-frequency limit.
A further difficulty with capacitive tuning as ordinarily employed
is that a portion of the resonator must be flexible.
This requirement
often leads either to vacuum troubles and undue frequency modulation
from sound waves impinging on the diaphragm, or to undesirable mechanical hysteresis in tuning if the diaphragm is too stiff.
Inductive tuning, on the other hand, is generally less sensitive in
that larger mechanical motions are required.
In the radial cavities
customarilyy used with the 707B, radial screw plugs (four or six) are used
for tuning.
These prevent the fields from extending throughout the
The variation of shunt
cavity volume and thus increase the frequency.
impedance with tuning of this kind is not wholly predictable, but, in
any case, COT]varies only with u and the useful operating range is wider
roughly
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than in the “capacitive”
method.
If efficiency is a minor matter, relatively enormous tuning ranges, 2 to 1 or more in frequency, can be
obtained by use of a coaxial cavity.
Thermal
Tuning.—Mechanical
tuning, as distinct from thermal
tuning which is exemplified by the 2K45 and 2K50, is employed in most
applications.
The exceptions occur where remote or automatic control
of frequency is required over ranges larger than those obtained by reflector-voltage variations.
A serious drawback to the general use of a
thermally tuned tube is the complexity of its frequent y control, but such
tubes have been very successful in special signal generators sweeping
over wide band”s, systems involving control and stabilization of the
frequency of an oscillator by means of a separate wavemeter cavity, and
in radar systems permitting instantaneous frequency shifts with a single
control knob.
Because the motion obtained is small, thermal tuning is always of
the capacitive type.
Some of the early experimental thermally tuned
oscillators used resistive heating of a strut, or wire, through which a
Unless a heater design of inconcurrent is passed to actuate the tuner.
veniently low impedance is employed, there \vill be some insulating
material, which will add thermal capacity to the system.
The result is
a lag, or “ overshoot, ” which prevents the direction of the frequency
shift from reversing instantly when the heater current is cut off or suddenly applied.
This lag is most marked in those cases where a construction resembling the familiar internally heated cathode sleeve is employed.
This lag is most troublesome to the designer of a frequency-control
circuit; the elimination of hunting without undue sacrifice in speed of
response is very difficult.
Therefore, in recent designs the tuning strut
has been made the anode of an auxiliary triode that is heated by electron
bombardment.
In this case the strut can have good thermal contact
to some fairly massive “sink “ in order that the temperature will start
to change as soon as the bombarding current is altered.
In addition,
this scheme automatically provides a high-impedance control electrode,
which materially simplifies the design of the control circuit.
For a tuning strut, of length 1 and thermal conductivity K, whose
ends are maintained at a constant temperature, and to which heat is
supplied uniformly along its length, the time constant r is given approximately by
Pop

(2)

“n’

where u and
The

p

are the specific heat and specific density,

approximation

here

is the

assumption

LFor derivation see H. V. Neher, ‘(A Low-voltage
No. 764, pp. 6–7, Sept. 17, 1945.

that,

in

respectively,

equilibrium,

the

K-band Oscillator,” RL Report
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temperature will increase linearly from the ends to the middle of the
strut. The product up has a value close to 0.6 cal/cm3 for most metals.
The power P required to produce a useful motion Al is
a Alu~FP=——
Ars_
where

a is the mechanical

equivalent

(3)

of heat,

k is the linear

thermal-

force against
which the tuning mechanism will be expected to work, and S’-, is the
maximum strain the material will take without creep at the highest
temperatures expected.
From the standpoint of low tuning power the
material should be chosen for a maximum value of the product ML,,
rather than for a large expansion alone. Comparison of Eqs. (2) and (3)
expansion

points

coefficient

to the fact

of power

of the

that

a small time

in the tuner;

without

resorting

sectional

area

F~*, is the maximum

strut,

constant

this conclusion

to mathematics.

of the
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implies

might
It should

does

not

a large expenditure

almost

appear

have

be noted

been

that

in either

reached

the

crossIt is

equation.

necessary that the area be large enough to exert the required force without
undue elastic deformation.
A major problem in tuner design is to select
a material

for the struts that does not ‘( creep”

temperatures
necessary
cover

because
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h“ichrome

in exhaust
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Tuning.—The

is an important

appreciably

or operation.
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case

the whole

frequency,

it enters

of the 21{45,

band

the design
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4 to 8 sec

(8500 to 9660 Nfc/see)
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in the

time is needed

to

cover the band in the other direction.
In practical
exponential
variation

tubes,

law exactly,

heating
but

and cooling
show

more

curves
than

do not follow

one time

may be due either to heat loss by radiation

a simple

constant.

in addition

This

to conduc-

tion, or to the fact that the ends of the strut do not remain at a constant
ternperaturc.
llanufactui-ing
variations
bet\veen
tubes
are
large
enough,

however,

in designing

to necessitate

control

the use of a single average
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circuits.

In order to have reasonably constant tuning speed over the entire
operating frequcm’y range, it is necessary to design the tuner mechanism
for a much larger range as illustrated in Fig. 183.
The “no heat”
position of the tuner mechanism is determined by the ambient temperature and the input power to the oscillator section of the tube, and the
“ maximum heat” is fixed by the safe working temperature for the strut
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material.
Starting from the cold end with full heat applied, the temperature (and frequency to a first approximation)
changes in accord
and if the heat is suddenly cut OR
with the curve marked “heating,”
after equilibrium is reached at the hot extreme, the temperature follows
Clearly, the speeds in the two directions will be
the “ cooling” curve.
very different near either end of the range, but over a considerable
interval in the middle--for
example, that indicated by broken linesthe speeds will be nearly enough constant to permit design of a satisfactory control circuit.
In the 2K45 and 2K50 it is found experimentally
that the wavelength changes almost linearly with tuner cathode current,
or frequency increases more or less
linearly with increasing negative
grid bias on the tuner triode.
t
If an attempt is made to operate
~
~ —
without automatic frequency control, it will ordinarily be necessary
to regulate the heater voltage
supply in addition to the reflector
For exand resonator supplies.
ample, in the 21<45 a 10 per cent
drop in heater voltage may cause a
frequency increase of as much as
400 lMc/sec.
This difficulty comes
partly from the fact that the state
of activation of the tuner cathode,
like any other oxide-coated cathode,
de~ends on its historv, and partly

~
~
1-

fr~m the fact

FIG. 18.3.—Thermal-tuning curves based
on simple exponential law.
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The latter may incorporate struts housed in hollow screws as in the
417A, or it may have a fixed strut and a pair of bow springs as in the
723A/B.
When the operating frequency range is small, it is possible
to secure good compensation, but the manufacturing problem of keeping
sufficiently tight tolerances on grid shaping and other critical dimensions
is a severe one. For large frequency ranges with capacitive tuning,
good thermal compensation is extremely difficult, if not impossible, to
secure.
Compensation schemes in which the frequency-determining
elements
are partly within and partly outside the vacuum envelope have some
inherent disadvantages.
Obviously, there will be transient frequency
shifts accompanying any change in ambient conditions, or input power,
unless the thermal conductivity between the parts is very high, even
though the frequency may return to the original value when the new
equilibrium is attained.
This effect is quite marked in the 723A/B, which has satisfactory
compensation for ambient changes, provided there is no attendant
change in ventilation, but the presence of variable drafts leads to serious
frequency fluctuations.
If the temperature compensation is placed
partly within and partly outside the envelope, there results also a barometric pressure effect on frequency that can be very objectionable in
airborne equipment.
The variation is clue in part to a true pressure
effect on the resonator considered as an anaeroid capsule, but the effect
of changes in ventilation on the temperature distribution may be more
serious. Although the 417A tube could be expected to suffer from this
same difficulty, the effect is much smaller because of its more massive
construction.
With an external-cavity tube such as the 707B, compensation for
temperature changes may be achieved by choosing a suitable material
for the cylinder supporting one resonator grid, by bending the annular
portion of the disk between the cylinder and the” glass, or by applying
a bimetal ring to the Iotver side of the disk.
The resulting temperature
coefficient of frequcnc,v depends on the external cavity used. For a
707B in a thick-\valled brass cavity the coefficient
should not exceed
– 0.2 Me/see per degree centigrade at 3000 Me/see.
Thermal compensation is ordinarily not considered very important
in a thermally tuned oscillator because some form of automatic frequency
control is almost always employed, but it does enter into the question
of warmup drift.
Fortunately, when all vital parts are mounted within
the envelope, it is not difficult to achieve satisfactory compensation.
Measurement of the temperature coefficient is usually not even attempted
because of the difficulty in maintaining adequate stability in the power
supplies.
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18.4. Output Couplings.-Tubes
with integral resonators normally
have built-in output circuits that consist essentially of a coupling
device and an output transmission line. The most common coupling
device is an inductive pickup loop formed on the end of a coaxial line
and inserted in a region of the resonator where the magnetic field is high.
This device is used on all the Sperry tubes of the 417A family and on the
Bell Telephone Laboratories tubes of the 723A/B family, including the
2K45.
Coupling by means of an aperture between the resonator and
the output line, often referred to as “iris coupling,” is used to a lesser
extent, as in the 2K33, 2K50, and 2K57.
A third type, the capacitive
probe-or
antenna feeding a coaxial line--is not often used except in
external cavities of the coaxial-line type, where for optimum coupling
a loop should be inserted in the tuning plunger, necessitating a flexible
output line to permit tuning.
Since a loop furnishes support to the
center conductor, which otherwise would require a bead, and since the
region of the resonator in which the electric field is strongest is already
occupied by the electron beam, it is easy to see why the loop is generally
preferred. L
The output lines are often small coaxial lines provided with beads,
which are also vacuum seals, and carry either a fitting for making connections to another coaxial line or (as in the 2K25 and 21<45) an antenna
Where it is desired to obtain maximum effithat feeds a waveguide.
ciency, waveguide output lines are used (as in the 2K33, 2K50, and the
2K57) . This construction is more common for frequencies greater than
10,000 Me/see, where coaxial lines must be inconveniently small and
waveguides are no longer awkwardly large. Whether or not there is an
inherent reason, the experience has been that waveguide windows are
held to closer tolerances than the coaxial-line bead seals. An aperture
can be machined to much closer tolerances and will hold its dimensions
through subsequent processing better than small coupling loops.
With a waveguide output line it is possible to ‘‘ preplumb” a design
so that all tubes will be loaded correctly by a matched guide, but except
at comparatively low frequencies this is not satisfactory in the loop-toMost tubes of the family typified by the
coaxial line combination.
417A require individually adjusted transformers of some sort (usually
a double-stub tuner) in order to deliver full power to a resistive load.
The same is true to a considerable degree of the tubes in the 723A/B
family, with the exception of the 726C, and especially the 2K29, which
1 Where it is necessary, for mechanical
reasons, to place a pickup in a region of
weak magnetic field (where a loop would have to have excessive inductance)
a probe
with capacitive cnd loading may be used.
This device may be consiciercd as a very
large loop whose self-inductance
is to a large extent tuned out by the series capacitance
between

the button

on the end of the probe

and the opposite

wall of the resonator.
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work well into fixed loads.
On the other hand, a 2K50 rarely delivers
appreciably more power to a tuned load than to a simple terminated
waveguide.
In the external-cavity construction it is easy to provide a simple
coupling adjustment, which is a more desirable method of securing correct
loading than the use of a separate tuner. When the adjustment is
made by rotating a loop or by partially withdrawing it from the resonator,
the load will be con~tant over a wide frequency range (limited mainly
by the changing shunt impedance of the resonator).
On the other hand,
a device such as a double-stub tuner is frequency-sensitive in itself and
is ordinarily located an appreciable distance (in wavelengths) along the
line from the loop.
18.5. Description of Some Representative Reflex Tubes. —This section contains a more detailed description of the representative reflexklystron tubes that are listed in Sec. 18.1 and are referred to in Sees. 18.2
to 18.4. Some of these tubes, particularly the 417A and 2K25/723A/B,
are important as prototypes for whole series of tubes differing chiefly
Others are included because their unusual
in frequency of oscillation.
features will assume more importance in future designs.
The 707 B.—The 707B, which \vas developed at the Bell Telephone
Laboratories and produced by the Western Electric Company, the
Raytheon Manufacturing Company, and the Sylvania Electric Products,
Inc., is illustrated in Fig. 184, which shows a photograph and an x-ray
view. The grids G1 and GJ are supported by thin copper disks to which
the glass is sealed. These disks are the means by which connection is
made to the external cavity.
Most commonly the external cavity is
radial and is split to permit insertion of the tube (see Fig. 1.5c), although
coaxial cavities are sometimes employed when very wide tuning ranges
are required.
The three grids are slightly bowed, for the purpose of
avoiding erratic changes in spacing as a result of thermal expansion.
The indirectly heated oxide cathode is a flat disk, with a projecting
focusing cylinder at the same potential.
The cathode is surrounded by
a heat shield that supports the accelerating grid G1. This electrode is
normally operated at the same d-c potential as the resonator grids Gz and
G3, but maybe run at other potentials in order to adjust the power output
The reflector is a shallow cup with
by controlling the cathode current.
slightly

concave

bottom.

Since the convergence of the beam resulting from curvature of the
reflector field is not very strong, calculations of transit time and bunching
The permison the basis of a parallel beam seem reasonably accurate.
sible power input is limited by the temperature of the grids. Ur,tier
normal operating conditions (6 to 8 watts input), the grids are a bright
yellow.
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The reflector voltage ranges in which oscillations are obtained at
3000 Me/see with a resonator voltage of +300 volts are –30 to –75
volts and –105to
–190volts.l
These ranges correspond, respectively,
to transit times of 3$ and 2% cycles.
Somewhat larger negative reflector
voltages are required at lower resonator voltages or at higher frequencies.
The half-power electronic tuning range is roughly 20 Me/see; the tuning

FIG. lS4.-Photograph

and x-ray of a 707B tube,

rate in lMc/sec per reflector volt depends largely on the external cavity
and coupling loop.
Tubes of this type frequently suffer from excessive
electronic tuning hysteresis, which is caused by multiple transits.
The 2K28, developed by the Raytheon Manufacturing Company,
differs from the 707B chiefly in the fact that the lengths of the glass portions are reduced.
Electrically, the tubes m-e practically identical, but
the temperature compensation is slightly better in the 2K28 than in the
707B.
1 These voltage ranges result from manufacturing
tolerances in spacings from tube
to tube; for any one tube the regions of oscillation (“modes”)
am 20 to 40 volts wide.
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The 417A .—The 417A, developed by the Sperry Gyroscope Company,
Inc., and produced by them and by the Westinghouse Electric Company
is illustrated in Fig. 18.5. In this tube the grids are made of radial
vanes and have appreciable depth.
As a result, heat is dissipated much
better than in the 707B, and power inputs up to 75 watts (60 ma at
The side of the cavity
1250 volts) are possible with forced air cooling.
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Temperature compensation is obtained by using metals of different
coefficients of expansion for the struts and the hollow-screw strut-housings. By this scheme the frequency drift is held to less than 6 Me/see
In general, the
over the temperature range from –10° to +40”C.
reflector voltage should not exceed —300 volts.
The electron gun is
provided with a control electrode in the form of a grid in front of the
flat oxide-coated emitting surface.1 The control electrode is normally

1

1

I

1

I

I

1

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Inches
. ..
FIQ. lS,5(b).—Photograph

of a 417A tube mounted in tuner.

connected to the cathode, but if the maximum possible output is required,
It may be run as much as 50 volts positive.
Two coaxial output leads
are provided, and r-f powers in excess of $ watt may be expected.
Ordinarily, maximum output power will not be delivered directly to a 50-ohm
line, and some form of transformer, usually a double-stub tuner, is
required.
The electronic tuning range between half-power points will
be about 5 to 8 Me/see.
Where comparatively low powers will suffice,
as in local oscillator service, the 417A may be operated at a resonator
potential of about 400 volts with a reduced beam current.
output
1A control grid is
rings operated

used only in the 417A;
at cathode potential or slightly

the other
negative.

Sperry

tubes

have focusing
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powers
of about
25 to 50 mw should be obtained.
Various other tubes
employing a similar structure are made for frequency ranges up to 10,3oO
Me/see.
The 723A/B (2K25) .—The 723A/B was developed by the Bell Telephone Laboratories and manufactured by Western Electric, Raytheon,
and Ken-Rad.
It has been superseded by the 2K25, which is almost
Figure 18”6 shows a
; -Lentical except for stricter test specifications.
photograph of the tube extericr and a cross section sketch.
The tube is
designed to plug into a modified octal socket through which the output
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heat-shield trumpet at the same potential, which serves as a focusing
The cathode current of any given tube can be varied only
electrode.
by changing the resonator voltage, and for a fixed voltage it varies from
tube to tube as a result of differences in spacing.
Moderately good
heat conduction between the grids and the envelope permits the use of
input powers up to 8 or 10 watts, although at these input levels the mesh
grids are probably operating at a bright-red heat.
When operated at 300 volts on the resonator in the – 100-volt
(nominal) reflector mode, the 2K25 delivers a minimum of 20 mw at
any frequency from 8500 to 9660 Me/see.
Satisfactory operation over
a band this wide requires careful attention to the loading of the tube.
Correct loading is obtained, using standard l-in. by, ~-in. (outside)
waveguide, if the antenna is inserted to its full length at a point 0.394
in. from a short circuit and 0.178 in. from the center line of the broad
face of the guide.
In the region around 9375 Me/see, the electronic
tuning range between half-power points will probably be at least 45
At the
Me/see, and an output power of 35 to 40 mw is not unusual.
ends of the band
The

723A/B

the electronic
tube

tuning

has served

range is somewhat

as the prototype

less.

for a whole series of

tubes operating at various frequencies down to about 2700 Me/see.
These tubes are similar in external appearance, with the exception that
at the lower frequencies the output antenna is replaced by an extended
center conductor that is plugged into a coaxial connector.
The interior
structure is much the same except that the lower side of the resonator is
moved down toward the base and the cylindrical support for Gz is correspondingly lengthened.
Many of these tubes have also had alterations to the electron optics to discourage multiple transits.
The 2K45.—The 21145, which also was developed at Bell Telephone
Laboratories, is illustrated in Fig. 18.7. In regard to frequency range,
output
except

power,

and

output

that it frequently

coupling,

produces

this

type

somewhat

is similar

higher

to

power.

the

2K25,

This higher

power is very likely due to improvements
in design of the resonator and
coupling loop.
The upper surface of the resonator is flexible and actuated
by

the

thermal-tuning

mechanism.

Because

this

diaphragm

does

not

part of the vacuum envelope it can be made thin, and it is slotted
radially and corrugated to reduce further the force required from the
tuner. Both the gun structure and the reflector are mounted on mica
disks supported from the cavity, and the reflector retains its position
with respect to the cathode when Gs is moved for tuning.
Consequently,
there is a greatly reduced variation in the reflector voltage required to
produce oscillations over the band.
The cathode in a tube of this type is concave (with a central hole to
The
efiminate the axial electrons) in order to produce a crossover.
form

.
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aperture
on the cathode side of the resonator covered with a grid (Gz
in the usual notationl) is about half the diameter of the grid (GJ on the
reflector side. Thus, if the beam is brought to a focus below Gz so as to
diverge slightly on entering the resonator, it will continue to diverge
after reflection, and most of the current will fail to pass through GZ on
the return trip. By this means multiple-transit hysteresis is almost
entirely eliminated.
The tuner mechanism consists essentially of a low-p triode mounted
from the resonator frame.
The anode of the triode is in the form of a
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grid potential is the same as that produced by a change of reflector
potential; in each case, increasing the negative potential increases the
frequency.
Using the thermal-tuner grid alone, it is usually possible to

,
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L.
F]~. 18. S.—Photograph

3
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4
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i

of a 2K33 tube mounted in tuner.
Adjusting knob for tuning stub
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Output wa~-eguide on opposite side,
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Frm lS.9,—Photograph

of a 2K33 tube without tuner.

tune at least 500 Me/see between half-power points without changing
the reflect or potential.
The 2K33.—The
2K33 tube was developed at the Clarendon Laboratory, Oxford, England, and with assistance from the Radiation
Laboratory was put into production at the Raytheon Manufacturing
Company.
From Figs. 18.8, 18.9, and 18.10 it is apparent that, although
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the 2K33 is supplied with an external cavity (output waveguide
and mechanical tuner put on at the factory), it really belongs with
the 707B in the disk-seal class. Unlike the 707B, however, the
frequency range is fixed by the
internal cavity.
The construction of the tube is unusual and
will therefore be briefly described.
The glass forming the cathode end
is ‘‘ dimpled”
with three longitudinal creases in order to fit
snugly on an arbor. An alignment tool fitting the dimples and
carrying a 0.028-in. spike is inserted and the stamped disks and
glass rings stacked up and sealed,
the disks being held in alignment
by the spike. The reflector is also
provided with a hole so that it can
be lined up with the same tool.
After the reflector is sealed in, the
tool is withdrawn and the gun
assembly, centered in two mica
rings, is forced in and held by
the dimples.
The use of apertures rather
than grids requires the use of a
high beam velocity to minimize
FIG. lSIO.-Cross
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power over aband from 23,500 to 24,500 l14c/sec. From the electronic
standpoint the tube should be capable of oscillating at any frequency
from at least 25,000 down to 23,000 Me/see or lower, but, in practice,
reflections from the glass restrict the range.
The tuner mechanism consists of a flat steel spring bent in the form
of a U. One arm is fastened to the external cavity block, the other carries
a clamp for the reflector sleeve. The free end of the spring is pushed
upward by a strut and a screw-actuated bent lever similar to that used
with tbe 417A tube. Temperature compensation is ~chieved by proper
choice of the strut material.
Because a surprisingly large force is required
to flex the upper disk, the spring must be heavy, and mechanical tuning
hysteresis is noticeable.
Early samples of this type gave considerable trouble because they
had lopsided reflector characteristics and hysteresis.
This trouble has
been remedied to a large extent by a ~
modification of the reflector.
In its
‘
original form, the reflector had a hole
of the same diameter as the apertures
in the disks; however, it was found
that

a small

0.005

in. in diameter)

center
sive

spike

of the hole
curvature

while permitting
alignment

of

(a tungsten
mounted

reduced
the

wire
in the

the exces-

reflector

field

the use of the spindle

technique

(with

a piece

of

FIG. 18.11.—Photograph

of a 2K57 tube.

tubing
instead
of a solid spike).
A redesign of the disks and a change in
dimensions of the outer cavity apparently obviates the necessity of the
tuning stub.
When operated at 1800 volts and 9-ma cathode current, in the reflector
mode in the region of —200 volts, output po~vers from 15 to 50 mw may
be expected.
Under these conditions, the electronic tuning range
between half-power points should be about 50 Mc,lsec.
Considerable
frequency shifts will occur if the beam current is varied by means of the
focusing electrode.
These shifts result in large part from the thermal
expansion of the nozzle or “trumpet ‘‘ in the lower disk resulting from
electron bombardment.
Since the trumpet tapers down to a thin wall
at its top, a small change in current distribution over the trumpet can
make a large difference in its temperature.
The 2K57.—The experimental type 2K57 developed at Sperry Gyroscope Company is an example of a tube designed for transmitting
applications.
This tube is also of interest, because of its novel tuning
mechanism.
As is evident from the illustrations of Figs. 18.11 and 18.12,
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the 21{57 has a ~vaveguiclc output that is iris-couplc dtoaninteggndresoThe latter is tuned not by variation of the grid spacing, but by a
nator.
plunger that varicsthe volume oftlleinci~~ctive 1]{JrtifJn. Thegrids are of
a honeycomb construction, ~vhich permits imprmred Imat conduction and
reduced interception losses. An improved gun design with higher
Flange for

1%

w

FIQ. lS.12,—Cross

>ection

of

a

2K57 tube

perveance (note the typical rating of 70 ma at 700 volts as contrasted
with 40 ma at 1000 rolts for the 417A) is also an important factor.
Inasmuch as experimental tubes under the conditions set forth in
Table 18.1 have given output pou-ers of 2,5 watts, the 1.5 watts listed
there is conservative.
In achieving this greater efficiency, it has not
been found necessary to sacrifice electronic tuning range. In fact, on a
percentage basis this type has the largest range of those listed. Its
great range is the result of the high current density achieved and of the
minimizing of the parasitic or inactive capacitance across the r-f gap.
The 2K50.—The 2K50, which was developed at the Radiation Lab-
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oratory by H. IT. Neher, and later improved and redesigned for production at the Bell Telephone Laboratories, is interesting in comparison
with the 2K33.
Both tubes cover the same frequency range and have
comparable output powers (perhaps 10 to 40 mw for the 2K50 in comparison with 15 to 50 mw for the 2K33), yet their power-supply requirements are very different.
The explanation is that the 2K33 was designed
primarily with regard to simplicity in manufacture, whereas the 2K50
employs delicate parts and a relatively
complicated
assembly procedure to
achieve exceptional performance.
Figures 1813 and 1814 are, respectively, a photograph of a completed tube and an enlarged sketch of
the inner construction] of an early
model, that is essentially the same as
the final version.
Referring to Fig.
1814, 1 is the indirectly heated cathode, with a concave emitting surface,
a focusing ring 2 at cathode potential,
and an accelerator grid 3; the combination brings a beam of about 15 ma
(at 300 volts or kws) to a focus bclo~v
the r-f gap formed }JV grids -1 and 13.
t’artly as a result of curvat~me of the
grids, the beam enters the rcflectt)r
spare almost parallel,
I’he reflectt)r
I4 is given the same cllrl-aturc as G“sin
its central region, and the curvature
near the edges is increased by ‘‘ rllt and
try” methods llntil :Lhollt 90 pcr (>cntof the hewn returns throu~h (;l.
The
cavity
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In the production design, the cavity
tion of the standard choke joint.
is solidly connected to the tube envelope in order to improve the cooling.
In this tube, because of the small mechanical motion required to
tune over the band, the thermal tuner is somewhat simpler than that
employed in the 2K45.
The tuning element is formed by the two struts
8, which are metal strips creased longitudinally for most of their length
to provide stiffening.
These are fastened at one end to an eyelet on the
reflector sleeve, and at the other to the upper and lower sides of a rigid
U-shaped support 7 welded to the resonator block.
The ends of the
struts are kept cool by conduction through 7 and the flexible copper
strap 12. When the upper strut is heated by bombardment from the
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compensation, as evidenced by warmup drift, is very good indeed.
The speed of this thermal tuner is remarkable.
If the tube is allowed
to reach equilibrium at one end of the 6 per cent tuning range centered
on 24,000 Me/see, and the tuner power is cut off or applied full on as
sleeve
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the case may be, the other end of the range will be reached in 1.2 to
2.6 sec. Near the middle of the range, tuning speeds of 600 to 800
Mc/sec/sec
are obtained.
The grids are parallel wires rather than meshes, and are wound with
0.000 f$in. tungsten wire, spaced 0.0037 in.; they are bowed to a radius
of 0.10 in. A grid of this type will stand input powers up to 5 watts
safely. Alignment of this tube is somewhat less critical than that of
the 2K33 because the apertures are each 0.040 in. in diameter.
The
reflector shape is such that a lateral displacement of a few roils would
probably not be very serious, but if the spread in transit angles of the
returning beam is not to exceed 7r/4 radians, the tilt of the axis of the
reflector must be less than 1 degree.
18.6. Power Supplies.
Pulse Operation. —Reflex
klystrons are often
“keyed” to produce short bursts of r-f power at levels not far in excess
of normal values, but they are seldom operated under pulse conditions
with high peak input and output powers because magnetrons are superior in efficiency and power-handling ability.
At duty ratios of the order
of magnitude of ~+u~, the performance of reflex klystrons has been disappointing, possibly because few have been designed for the requisite
high voltages, but, at duty ratios near +, which are of interest in pulse
communication systems, they can be designed for appreciably higher
For example,
efficiency than c-w tubes of the same general construction.
the 2K51 and 2K55 tubes, \vhich physically resemble the 723.4/B
family, have a specification limit on output power of 7.5 watts minimum
Under these conditions the
when pulsed at i~cjduty ratio at 1130 volts.
minimum efficiency is 5.0 per cent, and the average tube should do much
better.
Since tubes specially designed for this class of applications are
not yet common, it does not oppesr worth while to consider detailed
The pulse voltage should be applied
design of suitable pulse generators.
to the resoilator, or simultaneously to the cathode and reflector, if a
The ‘applied ~oltage pulse must have a
grounded resonator is desired.
good flat top to avoid frequmwy modulation during the pulse. crhis
r~quirement is considerably more severe than in magnetron practice
because the electronic tuning rates for reflex tubes arc larger. Questions
of “jitter” and starting time are too specialized for discussion here; the
latter was considered with reference to the 21{25 in Chap. 16. The
balance of this stection is devoted to general considerations applicable
to power supplies for reflex tubes used as generators of continuous waves
or modulated CW.
Polarity.
Che of the first points to be settled in
C-u! Operation.
designing a power supply for z reflex oscillator is that of polarity,
.ks in
conventional >-acuurn tubes, it is customary to refer all voltages to the
cathode, but it is often impractical to run a klystron with the cathode
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grounded.
In applications such as signal generators, where a power
supply is built for this purpose alone, it is generally desirable to operate
with the resonator grounded in order that direct connections may be
made to the r-f output terminals and that the resonator may be tuned
without danger of shock.
When thereflex klystron is used as the local
oscillator in a microwave superheterodyne receiver, however, it is usually
possible to obtain some, if not all, of the necessary regulated voltages
from existing supplies and it may then become desirable to operate with
the cathode grounded and the resonator at a positive d-c potential of
hundreds of volts.
This polarity is used most often with those types
that
2K50

operate

normally

is provided

purpose,

and tubes

antennas,

tubes

and with
designed

such

coaxial

resonator

an insulating

voltages

not over 300 volts.

mounting

flange

like the 21<45 and 2K25/732.A/B,

are usually

is done, uninsulated
cavity

with

with

operated

with

shaft isneeded
as the 707B,

output

tubes

in the coaxial-line

the cathode

onthe

it is easy

tuning

which
grounded.

control.

to insulate

like the 726’s,

especially
have

output

When

this

Withexternal

the coupling

an insulating

The
for this

section

loop,
can be

adaptor.

Regulation will be needed for both
Necessity of Voltage Regulation.
the resonator and reflector voltages if the output po~~er is to be reasonSometimes in
ably free from amplitude and frequency modulation.
superheterodyne local oscillator applications, \\-herethe reflector voltage
is obtained from an automatic-f requency-control circuit, an unregulated
This supply must have adequate
supply is used for the resonator.
A variation of the reflector voltage
filtering to keep the ripple negligible.
will be sufficient to compensate for any electronic tuning resulting from
resonator-voltage variations, but unfortunately, in most reflex tubes,
the power dissipated in the grids will vary as the $ power of the resonator
~,oltage, and the resulting
temperature
changes
will cause
appreciable
It then becomes necessary to
shifts in resonant frequency of the carity.
sacrifice a portion of the useful electronic tuning range to compensate
This practice may be satisfactory provided
for the thermal tuning.’
the fluctuations in line voltage are not severe.
Compensating
Circuits.
A method of compensating for line-voltage
changes without complete regulation has been described by engineers
of the Sperry Gyroscope Company. z Like the arrangement mentioned
in the preceding paragraph, this method will compensate for the electronic tuning resulting from voltage variations but will not remove
amplitude modulation or frequency shifts resulting from thermal effects.
] This point is discussed more fully in the RL Group Report 53-4/17/45,
“ Regulation of Resonator
Voltage in Reflex Oscillators, ” by J. B. H. Kuper, D. N. Sands,
and P. A. Cole.
2 J(Klystron Technical Nfanual, ” Sperry Gyroscope
Co., Inc., 1944, pp. 65-66.
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If – VO and – (Vo + lV,[) are the cathode and reflector voltages, respectively, measured with reference to the resonator, the time of flight in
the reflector region will be proportional to v’To/( VO + [Vd), assuming a
uniform retarding field and neglecting space charge. Electronic tuning
effects will be eliminated if this time of flight is constant, apart from the
small effects that are due to the variation of the transit time in the r-f
gap. It is easy to show by differentiation that the time in an ideal
reflector field will be constant if
A(VO + lVrl) _ ~ Avo
(Vo + Ivrl) -.2 v,

(4)

‘

or if the fractional change in reflector voltage is made half the fractional
change in cathode voltage.
This condition can be satisfied by supplying
the reflector partly from a stable source and partly from the same unregulated supply furnishing the cathode-to-resonator voltage, as is illustrated
Resonator

Resonator
m
T

,1—

r+
.

Cathode

Cathode
!=
7
=
Reflector

I

t

(b)
“

Reflector

(a)
F1m 1815

(o) and (b) .—Circuits

for compensating electronic
voltage variations.

tuning resulting from line

schematically in Fig. 18.15. Figure 18.15a shows an arrangement using
gas-discharge voltage-regulator tubes fed from an auxiliary half-wave
rectifier operating on the same transformer as the main supply.
A circuit
of this type is reported to be satisfactory for line-voltage variations up
to ~ 10 per cent. Batteries may also be used, as indicated in Fig.
1815b, because the drain in the reflector circuit is infinitesimal.
In
practice, Eq. (4) is used only as a rough guide in setting up the circuit,
and the constants are adjusted empirically for the particular reflex
oscillator used. These circuits may need readjustment to restore good
compensation after a major change in operating frequent y has required
a large change in reflector voltage.
This necessity for individual adjustment, together with the residual amplitude modulation and thermaltuning effects, has greatly restricted the application of this method, which
appears most attractive in connection with high-power tubes.
Electronically
Regulated
Supplies.
A discussion of the details of
regulated power supply design is beyond the scope of this book, but
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cuit (b) the beam current in the oscillator plus the screen-divider current
for the pentode must flow through the gas-discharge tube; consequently
thk scheme is restricted to those tubes having currents in the desirable
working range of the gas-filled tubes:l
This restriction is not severe
because a great many reflex tubes have normal currents in the range
15to 25 ma.
An annoying phenomenon that sometimes occurs in regulators of the
types shown in Fig. 18”16 is a high-voltage surge occurring when the
supply is first turned on. Such a surge results when the series tube,
which is usually a quick-heating triode, starts to conduct before the
pentode control tube has warmed up. The remedies are obvious: use
of a slow-heating rectifier tube, or sequence switching with a time delay
to prevent the application of the high voltage until the cathodes are
warmed up. Generally, however, thk surge applied to a cold oscillator
tube does no harm.
Many tubes require, in addition to heater, resonator, and reflector
voltages, a voltage for a control electrode (for example, the Sperry tubes
of the 417A family and the 2K33) or a bias for a thermal-tuner grid
(as in the 2K45 and the 2K50).
Because supplies of the sort indicated
in Fig. 18.16 have available regulated voltages both positive and negative
with respect to cathode, one can obtain such extra voltages by a potentiometer arrangement.
Most of the Sperry tubes operate satisfactorily
with the control electrode at cathode poten~ial, but the 417A requires a
The rest of the Sperry
small positive bias for optimum performance.
reflex klystrons require zero or negative biases. Some of the higherpower tubes may have secondary emission from the control electrode and
therefore require a low-impedance
bias supply.
The manufacturer’s
recommendations should be adhered to carefully in this respect.
Although normally no current other
Re$ector Supply Impedance.
than leakage current and a small gas current will flow in the reflector
circuit, it is inadvisable to have a very high impedance there. Many
reflectors have secondary emission ratios greater than unity so that if the
reflector momentarily goes positive as a result of some transient, and a
high impedance is present, the reflector may bias itself positively and
hold its bias. The condition is sometimes called “blocking,”
generally
results in a considerable evolution of gas, and may ruin the tube. Such
an accident is most likely to occur when the primary power is removed
briefly and restored before the cathodes have cooled; it is much more
probable with a grounded-resonator supply circuit than with a grounded
I AIthough

series operation

of gas-discharge

regulator

tubes

is satisfactory

and

often employed,
(the only precaution required being to shunt a high resistance across
each tube but one), parallel operation
is rarely attempted.
Because equalizing
resistors are necessary, the regulation obtained is poor.
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cathode.
Similar troubles may beencountered iftoolarge
a modulating
In either case a diode connected
voltage is applied to the reflector.
between cathode and reflector so that the reflector is prevented from
going positive is well worth the expense.
Accumcyo~Regzdation.
The degree of regulation required is clearly
a function of the frequency stability requiredin a particular application.
Unfortunately,
the electronic tuning rate-the
frequency change per
volt change on the reflector-cannot
be specified for a particular tube
This fact is evidenced by the fact that
unless the load is also specified.
the loaded Q of the resonator appears in the expressions for electronic
tuning derived in previous chapters.
To give an idea of magnitudes,
eighty out of one hundred 2K25 tubes tested in the load described in the
preceding section had tuning rates at 9370 Me/see between 1.4 and
3.1 Me/see per reflector volt.’
With spreads as large as this, it is difficult to be specific about the
regulation requirements in a given application, but it is safe to conclude
that ripple and other fluctuations must be held to a small fraction of a
volt.
To the extent that the assumptions made in connection with
Eq. (4) are valid (the neglect of thermal tuning effects is the most serious),
it can be shown that the electronic tuning rate with respect to resonator
voltage will be the rate with respect to reflector voltage multiplied by the
IV,!
k usually
about half of IVOI, the
factor +(1 – lV,l/1 VOI). Because
conclusion

is that,
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Output conversion efficiency,
Output coupling, 422, 507

Output efficiency, 304
Output power (see Power, output)
Output regions, 115
Overbunching,
222, 253, 261-263
Ovcrcoupling,
307, 308
Overdrivej 261
P
l’aramcter,

hunrhin~

296

(see

parameter)
conductanrc,
319, 320
intcrnll, 322
grid-screen smoothm~,
pulling, 437
Paramct [r modul:~tion,
Perveancc, 371
Phase, optimum, 312

I;unching

122

44!), 452–4.55

stationary,
lmlnts of, 233, 236, 240
Phase alx,rrations, 380
and

reflcrtor nonhncitritit,
SO1lof, 382–383
Phase angle, 317
Phase factors, 344

s, comp:~rl-

Phase modultition, 257, 447, 464-469
Phase shift, 221-222, 230-231
Phase shift hysteresis, 387-393, 401–403
Pierce, J. R., 353, 373
Plate-plunger
pos,tion, 192
Po,ver, output, 264-267, 304, 331
and eficicnc}-, 320
Power amplifier, 21–23, 249
Power gain, 106
small-signal, 270
Power supplies, 521
Probability
functions, 438
Pulling, 416
Pulling figure, 197
Pulse brrddup, 45&462
Pulse operation, 187

two-cavity,
2W27
two-resonator,
294310
equivalent,
reentrant, 179

327

R
Radians per volt,
Ramo, S., 209
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KLYSTRONS

Raytheon
Reference
Reflecting
Reflection
Iicflcctio
Reflector.

.4.%-D MICROWAVE

Lfanufacturing
Company,
plane, 407
field, 222-224
coeficient,
409
ntransittime, 465–469
deep, 366

hemispherical,
367
nonidcal, 352–383
plane-parallel
space-charge-free,

403

359

space-charge-free
recessed, 364–367
Itcflector field, influence of, on bunching,
373-383
with phase aberrations, 382–383
Reffcctor modep atterns,
357–374
Iteflector space-rharge effects, 373
Iteflector supply inlpc{lance, 525
Reflex

klystron,

211, 218-219,

222, 223,

226,230,
238, 240, 311
noise in, 470
static characteristics
of, 442–444
Reflex-klystron
modulation,
Reflex oscilhitor types, 495
Iteflextuhe,
707B, 508
723A/B,
2K25,
2K33,
2K45,

441–469

512

second region of, 43o
Smoothing factor, 66
Space charge, 209-217, 372
invariance
Space-charge
Space-charge

of, 372
density,
devices,

Space-charge
Space-charge
Space-charge

factor, 121
smoothing,
160
transit-time
effects,

354–357
97

373
Spectra, primary, 490
Spectral density, 112–1 14
Sperry G}-roscope
Company,

Electric

255,

284,

Products,

367–

259,

2X7, 288,

Inc., 379

T
driving

of, by

slowly

379

ideal, 414

Tetrode, 108, 119
Tht,rmal compensation,
Thermal effects, 413
Thermal tuning, 503
speed of, 504
Transadmittance,

505

circuit, 297, 300, 302

electronic,
52, 98, 106, 108, 116, 117,
120, 121, 250, 252, 278, 297, 300,
302)313,317,318,
internal, 50, 68
grid, 107-109

421

s
S22A, Hcil tube, 30
Scaling, 373
Screen noise current, 109, 121
Screen transadmittance,
109
Screen transmission coefficient, 109
S11-835, external resonator tube, 379
70713 reflex tube, 508
723 reflex klystron, 27
723A/B

Sink, 418

Sylvania

changing r-f current, 455
Resonator admittance,
319
R~>somttor design, 498
Ihmouator tube, external, SD-835,
Itctardiug field, 138
1{-f relations, 64
ILieke diagrzm, 405
expenmcntal,
432
practical,

726, klystron, 403
Shepherd, }Y. G., 385
Shot effect, 258
Shunt conductance,
76, 88, 280
Shunt conductance
G, 77
Sign con~.ention, 297, 394
Signal amplifier, 18–21
Signal-to-noise
ratio, 257

269, 278, 279, 283,
293, 296, 300, 444
Stabilization,
435, 439
Superregeneratlon,
176

.512
3g2403,516
514

2K50, 519
21{57, 517
Itcsonant circuit,

1’RIODES

reflex tuhc, 512

346

internal, 58
Transadmittance
308-310
Transconductancc,

dixgrams,
effective,

302-304,
146

electronic, 280
small-signal, 252, 297, 299, 331
mammum, 151
Transient phenornenz, 458–462
Transit

angle, 33, 41

gap, 226-227, 231, 316
finite, 224–232

INDEX
Transit angle, sprmd in, 150
Transit time, 33, 356
“~ransits, multlple, elimination
Triodc,

high-mu,

v
of, 403

108, 116

planar, 286
cVgO, 23
Tutws, li~htbousc (see Lighthomc
tllhcs)
multigrid, 106
Tuning, electronic, 315, 323, 350, 420
linearity of, 443
Tuning curve, 178
Tuning mcthn(ls, 502
Tuning range, electronic,

27, 28, 331, 336,

378-384, 443
half-power, 327
Tuning rote, electronic, 443
‘~urn-arourrd point, 367, 368, 377, 381
2C!40
2( ’43
2K25
21{33

li~hthouse tubrs, 20, 25, 26
lighthouse tuhm, 21, 25
rrffrx tuhr, 512
reflex tuhc, 392-403, 516

2K34 oscillator-buffer
klystron,
2K3.5 cascade amplifier, 22
2K37
21{45
2K50
2K57

frequency-rnultipller
rx>flcxtuhc, 514
rcflCX tuhc, 519
reflex tube, 517
u

Undercoupling,
308
lJnloaded Q, 76, 87

533

Yclority dlstrlt,~ltion phmomcna,
122
Yclocity
nlmlul:[twnl
34, 40, M, 55, 5!1,
133, 201-203, 218-219, 224-228, 233.
240, 245-246,

260

swoncl-l):~rmonic,
22 f+230,
Vciocity spectrograph,
269
I’docity
sprt,:id, 60
narrtltv, 137
Volt3gr
Voltage

244

gcnci-ator, equivalent,
rcgul:ltinu, 522

t:oltagl, source,
and
Voltages,

i[ltrrrud, .51
dirnrusious,

354-357
output-f+p,
limitation
plate and heater, 195

456, 463

.sc:dillg

of.

on, 2fi3-2(i-f

\~

29, 296

klystron,

Ve]ucity, average, 100, 123
f!uct!lation in, 483
Vcloc,ty distri},~(tinn, 100

285

;Vavcform,
bunch(,d-bram-currcI,
235
bunched current, 229
Wavcguides,
7
Wavelength,
free-space, 70
resonant, 73
Wavelength
limit, long, 373
short, for klystron operation,
IT’al-clength range, 373
Webster, D. L., 203, 209
M’idth, half-power, total, 323

t, 233-

373

